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ees THE LAND 
i PUBLISHED QUARTERLY BY FRIENDS OF THE LAND, A NON-PROFIT, 

: —— NON-PARTISAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF SOIL, RAIN & MAN 

a ated OFFICE OF THE EDITOR + BEL AIR, MARYLAND | 

September 7, 1948 

Joseph J. Hickey, Assistant Professor 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hickéy: 

Yours is a most generous way of sending in a correction, 
and I am most grateful for your offer to check special 

wildlife copy for us. We shall probably call on you to 
do so from time to time. 

Before taking up the matter with James Simmons, 
I have consulted the latest Who's Who and found him not 
especially to blame. The 1948-49 edition lists Game 
Management, 1933, as the latest of his full-length 
books. I suppose that‘ the “professen_in-questien"” 
simply did not bother to add to his Who's Who record 
his major printed works since then. 

In The Land's Autumn issue you will find a 
splendid article by Alfred G. Etter, A Day With Aldo 
Leopold. Beyond that, his son, Luna, now working in 
Hawaii, writes us that he is preparing a commemerative 
edition,together with a full bibliography, of his 
father's works. The book, I imagine, will be ready 
for issue by next Spring; and I wonder if you would 
care to review it for us as soon as review copies are 
obtainable? 

It is many years since I have been to Madison, 
put I hope to get out there sometime soon and have 
the pleasure of calling on you. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee 
Russell Lord



Septesber 2, 1948 

Mr. Russell Lord 
Baitor, The Land 
Bel Air, Maryland 

Dear Nr. Lord: 

I feel distinctly embarrassed to report that the volume 5 
ae reviewed in this summer's iesve of The 

cou ly have been"one of Dr. Leopold's last 
works", because it was actually podlished in 1933. The 
volume that Mr. Simmons handled apparently wae a recent 
printing, which undoubtedly contained the information that 
the book was first printed and copyrighted fifteen years 
earlier. This small oversight could, of course, happen to 

anyone, 

May I in the most friendly and sincere manner possible 
suggest that your masazine is doing a splendid job in a 
most difficult and complex field. If you could possibly 
use a6 consultants scientists in various fields, I am 

: gure that slips of this kind could be avoided in the : 

future, 1 know that I would be glad to check the accuracy 

of materials you print in the field of wildlife management, 
and that T would be willing to do s0 without credit or 
compensation. There undoubtedly are many others in the 
Washington area who would be glad to perform a like service. 

Please accept my best wishes for an increasing cireulation. 

Sincerely yours, 

JJHs pm Joseph J. Hickey 
Assistant Frofessor 

/ A 
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May 26, 1948 

Dr. Harrison F. Lewis 
Department of Mines and Resources 
Landg and Development Services Branch 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Dre Lewis: : 

lie very mech appreciate receiving your letter of 
May 20 with the two prints of Professor Leopold, 

I am taking the liberty of sending one of these 3 
to Mys. Leopold and retaining the other in our 
files. 1% is certainly a most interesting picture. 

I am still wincing from the pain of looking through 
the April Auk, which like many of its recent prefle- 
Cessors, is a discredit to North Amex can ornithology. 
It does seem to me that the only way we can get good 
editing in our field is to let our ed@itors-in-chief 
be managing editors with a team of assistants. Se 
much of the 4k is now wordy, and expenses of publica- 
tion are gisifigeno steadily that I don't see how we 
can retain the confortable Pdea of delegeting all 
the editorial work to one man, ‘he blame for this 
situation is not Mr. Zimmer's, It falls on every 
one of us for permitting it to exist. 

Sineerely yours, 2 

Jdi gpm Joseph J. Hickey 
Agsistant rofessor
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ADDRESS REPLY TO Brien 

DOMINION WILDLIFE SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

OF 

MINES AND RESOURCES 
LANDS AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES BRANCH 

orrawa May 20, 1948, 

Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Gentlemen: : 

I appreciate your sending me a copy of Wild- 
life Research News Letter No. 35, containing biographical 
material relating to the late Professor Aldo Leopold 
and a preliminary bibliography. 

With reference to your statement concerning 
photographs, on page 20, I am pleased to send to you 
under separate cover two prints of a photograph of 
Professor Leopold and two fellow-sciéntists that I 
took at the Matamek Conference on Biological Cycles, 
Matamek River, Saguenay County, Quebec, in the last 
week of July, 1931. From left to right, the persons 
shown in this photograph ere Dr. Wm. Rowan, Department 
of Zoology, University of Alberta; Charles Elton, 
Oxford, England; Professor Leopold. You may retain 
these prints and make such use of them as you may wish. 
So far I have not succeeded in locating the negative 
from which they were printed. 

Sincerely yours, 

ricnnk pe eo 

Chief,
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April 15, 1948 

oe See ent 

dIanesburg $e 
Honterey, California : é 

Deer Dr. Lanedale: 

Tony de You' “Survey of Yaniehing Menmals and Birds" 
is now under conaiderstion ty the Comelttes for 
International Wildlife Protection for possible 
publiestion. It is, of course, oneoumnging to 
learn of the interest of the AQ) Goanlttes on 
Bird Protection in thio mume@ript. [+ is not 
avaliable now hegause only one or two copies exist, 

| iteesey Os porting pane titeey eal s'ouee’ af te a 
aun 26 WobMGLGh Gueemh ab evtdents tok the 
mxvey wld be used if published. 

thanks for your good word on the phenology 
t sen plessed 60 inew tad pou age toupee contac 
reoords. k 

With best regards, 

Yours eingeroly, 

ALipa Alée Leopold 

eorAnthony de Yoo 
Fadrfield Osborn
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| Le bernhnr tr p> pp ; IN REPLY REFER TO 3 : TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: 

<< LAUREL,MARYLAND OR 

o, UNITED STATES WASHINGTON, D, C. 

x? (TOWER 6430) 
Rs DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

se 4 FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 

Qen XXBORMK MARA NOX 

en t J.P D 2 : LAUREL, MARYLAND 

Sissica che ae ee foe 

Dear Joe, 

We were glad to receive your letter of Feb.12, and to learn that 

things are coming along satisfactorily even though you seem to be a 

little rushed. Hope that Prof. Leopold will get some real relief from 

his leng drawn out miseries as a result of this operation. Please convey 

my best wishes when you see him. 

Things here about as usval.-As much as I hate winter I was a little 

glad to see it come, thinking that things would slow down and that there 

would be time to catch things up. Sadly enough the insecticide-wildlife 

business has not proven to be a seasonal affair at all, and if anything 

I lost ground during the winter. There is certainly high interest in this 

subject, and preparing papers and talks, and running around the country 

sounding off, has accounted for mich time. H 

It has come to my attention that Wisconsin is exploring the possibili- 

ties fm of TEP, Parathion, and possibly others of the new and extremely 

toxic phosphate compounds, as controls for th pea aphid. DeWitt recently 

painted some perches with a thin film of TEP and introduced some starlings. 

They scraped their bill a time or two and in a few minutes folded up for 

good. A woodehuck passed on dn a few minutes after having had one drop 

placed on his nose. They seem to be quite hot. (The above notes still 

being held in confidence pretty much). At any rate it is very comforting 

to know that a former associate and highly interested field biologist is 

now located in Wisconsin and near the scene of some of this activity. We 

certainly hope that you will not be so preoccupied with the tediums of 

teaching that you will not be able to keep track of such activities. 

Incidehtally, if you have an "On the ball" field man who might be interest- i ae 

ed in looking into such matters we can probably scrape up enough dough 

to take him on as a P-l, 2, or 3, depending on his"book larnin®, experience 

ete. Let me hasten to add also that these super-insecticides do not 

involve the hazards suggested by the above coments since they are used 

in very low concentrations. Consequently, a field investigator of wild- 

life effects should last through the season o.k. 

Let me hear from you if it apvears tlat you might be able tom arrange 

some such follow-up. **** Very glad to bear that Peggy and Soozy are 

PCP ICTORY| doing well. All the gals and others around here seem to be in top form. 

AS Buy| The area is sporting 2 new cars: a new Bontiac by the Stewarts, and a 

NE stares] Ford bu the Linduskas, who couldn't keep up with the Stewarts. - 

Y p(t: Oz 
vie a\ STAMPS Yours, =.
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February 2, 1948 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
582 Mariposa Avene 
Rockcliffe Park 
Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Hoyes: 

I now have your letter asking about material for 
a "Lesson" at the St. Louis meeting. Ag I told 
you in a recent letter, I shall probably be un- 
nble to come due to some eye trouble which makes 
me unable to travel. My absence would make it 
preferable that you look elsewhere for a "Lesson", 
mt should none appear I have numerous essays in 
manuscript form, from which I would be able to 
make a selection. Let me kmow if you want me 
to do this. One of my stipulations would be that 
you do the reading. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

ALrpm Aldo Leopold
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Novenbor 29, 1947 | | 

Pref. J, H. Mliy 
Department of Entemolocy } 
Mology Bullding / 

Dear Lilly, 

I am moh interested in the prospective biochomieal assay of locusts and 
other possible insect foodie, It mizht explain some of the nor mysterious 

; aifferenges in the welfore of gome birds, perticularly growing young, as \ 
betveen regions ani betreen years, \ 

I would like to see farther research of the aeme sort on American grasa~ ‘ 
hoyperse \ 

The idea that grasshoppers might stronely affect the year's erop, and even \ 
be the eause of lO-year cycle in birds, is breached in the following papert { 

Cridéile, Norman, ome Netural Factors Ceverning the ( 
pane of rouse in Manitoba, Cansdien Meld \} 

turalist, Vol. 54, Ne. 4, wo. 77-80. (april, 1930) | 

4s to wmbliention, the wildlife journals would be interested in revearch 
as to value to wild pomlations, rather than feeding value to domestic - 
aniuels, The gaue forming journals, hewever, sight be interested at the 
vresent stege, Gest oxaumle is Game Breeder and Sportemn, ge 
Doms Cond See 1 19 Batadatoy VY X i 

! 

My guees te thet inesets might havd vitemins and minerals even more f 
important than gross mitrients, iochemtstry should be in ontthis. \ 

\ 

\ I \ 

CC Crrsdhe eR Lies 
fi ay, ‘ Chder \ 

Aldo Leovold 

P,5, Som agricultural college in the grasshopper states might go into 
thiv in « big waye



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE f) 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY November 2h, 197 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor Gus Bohstedt 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are papers which you may find of interest. 

As soon as you are finished with them please pass them on.or 

return them to me with your comments. 

Professor N. P. Neal met the authors during his trip 
to South America and it was because of this contact that this 
reprint and letter were sent to him. Apparently the idea of 
these authors is that their paper may be of sufficient value 
to warrant its republication in some American journal. I 
would like an opinion from each of you, first, as to whether 
or not you think republication is justified, and secondly, if 
so, where you think it might best be submitted for publication. 
I am of the opinion that any of our entomological journals 

would not be very apt to consider it favorably. 

: This preliminary translation could easily be checked 
and the tables inserted in a final copy. On the two small 
sheets of paper are the opinions which have been expressed by 
Professor J. T. Emlen of the Zoology Department,and Mr. Jerre 

Noland of the Biochemistry Department who helped make the 
typewritten translation. 

Thanking each of you in advance for your advise, 
I am 

Very truly yours, 

BY H. Lilly ee 
Assoc. Prof. in Zoology 

' and Economic Entomology 

JHL: jw 

ence 6 

ec to Professor N. P. Neal



(2a)ianburg he 
Bernhard-Nocht-Str.74 

Tropeninstitut 
Deutschland-Brit. Zone den 9.11. 1947 

Sehr geehrter Herr Frofessor Leopold! 

Zur Zeit bin ich damit beschaeftigt,fuer die "“Ornitholdpischen 

Berichte",der einzigen jetzt wieder erscheinenden deutschen ornithologi- 

schen Zeitschrift,ein Sammelreferat ueber Populationsforschungen bei 

Voegeln zu schreiben.=s kommt mir dabei hauptsaechlich darauf an,die 

deutschen Ornithologen mit den in U.S.A.auf diesem Gebiet geleisteten 

Fefschungen vertraub zu machen,die zum groessten Teil hier noch nicht 

bekannt sind.Herr Dr.Ernst Mayr,New York,hatte die Freundlichkeit,mir 

eine Liste der in den Kriegsjahren erschienene bedeutensten amerikani- 

schen Veroeffentlichungen auf diesem Gebiet zusammenzustellen.Einen Teil 

der Arbeiten habe ich mir hier zur Einsicht verschaffen koennen.In ger 

der Liste erwaehnt Dr.Mayr auch Ihre Arbeit "Population turnover on a 

Wisconsin pheasant refuge"(Jour.Wildlife Management 7,1943,p.383-394). 

Meine Bemuehungen,mir “Jour.Wildlife Management" hier in Deutschland zu 

beschaffen,waren leider erfolglos,die Zeitschrift ist in keiner Biblio- 

thek vorhanden.Ich waere Ihnen deshalb zu grossem Dank verpflichtet,wenn 

Sie mir von Ihrer eben genannten Arbeit ein Separat zur Verwendung in 

meinem Sammelreferat zur Verfuegung stellen koennten.Sollten Sie daruewer 

hinaus noch weitere Arbeiten auf diesem oder verwandten Gebieten ver- 

oeffentlicht haben und sollten soltterr Sie auch davon ohne viel Muehe Se- 

parate entbehren koenen,so waere ich Ihnen auch dafuer sehr dankbar. 

In der Hoffnung,dass Sie meiner Bitte entsprechen koennen,verbleibe 

ich mit bestem Dank im voraus 

Ihr sehr ergebener



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

ASH Reis UNITED STATES 

0 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 25, D. Ce 

Mr. J. J. Hickey, * November 7, 1947. 

c/o Brooks, 
191 Shore Rd., 

Old Greenwich, Connecticut. 

Dear Joe: 

Your letter of October 7 has been on my desk for almost a month 

during which time I have been out of the city on a couple of occasions, 

and the Chicago offices have moved back to Washington with the result- 

ing inevitable confusion and additional loads on those of us who were 

located and "knew the ropes." 

The subject that you bring up, namely the cost to the Government 

of each return and/or recovery record of banding has plenty of complica- 

tions, Frankly I have never attempted to make the estimate. I suspect, 

however, that the highest of your figures, that is $.50 each is conserva- 

tive, although it may not be too far from the truth, In addition to the 

cost of the bands, which could be figured out, we have to consider salaries, 

not only a part of mine, but all or part of those of all other members of 

the unit dating from 1920, In addition there would be the cost of some 

field trips, and a part of the salary of certain field personnel such as 

Refuge Managers and others who have participated in the banding operations 

as a regular official assignment. As you will see this becomes quite a 

complicated problem and would require examination of dusty ledgers and 

records some of which may no longer exist. Unless there was a most im= 

pelling reason I would rather not undertake it. 

At the present time the return file must contain between 375,000 and 

400,000 records (it was about 360,000 eighteen months ago) so your guess 

of $,50 each would at least be a fairly reasonable figure. 

I am delighted to Warn that Peggy and the baby continue to improve 

and hope that they will keep it up. Remember me to her and with best 

regards to you, I am 

Sincerely yours, é 

{ rede a ee SES 

F.C. Lincoln, 
Assistant to the Director.



Me . 

eee : oO q ey ee : 

a Cohen Audienke 

Theories and Ideas Worthy of Further ; . Yor 

Investigation as a Result of Work at Picnic Point 

the Winter of 1946 & 7 

1.) Some birds, probably as a result of food habits and 

similar daily triangles, often flock together disregarding 

speciese Two typical flock groups are as follows: 

PRock I Flock II 

B.C. Chickadee Slate colored Junco 

G C.. Kinglet Tree Sparrow 

Brown Creeper Song Sparrow 

Downy Woodpecker 

Hairy Woodpecker 

WB. Nuthateh 

2.) Some birds are more affected by wind than temperature, 

and others more by temperature than wind. 

The Chickadee and Kinglet are wind valnerable, and the 

Junch and Tree Sparrow» tempereture vylnerable. On extreme cold 

and windy days both types of birds are found low in the marshes. 

3.) I suspect some birds may possibly be able to foretell 

weather by being sensitive to barometer changes. 

A flock of the type,Flock I, ( see #1) was in tact on’ 

January 244 The barometer started falling that day, and on fens 

2 6th I could find no Woodpeckers, Creepers, or Nuthabches on the 

extremely open Picnic Point ares. On the 27th, 28ph, and 29th 

there was a tremendous blizzard which drove the Chickadees exid 

Kinglets off the Point also. i



Since I could find no logical reason for the Woodpecker 

groups leaving the area early, except the possible weather 

prediction reason, 1 feel the sensitivity to barometer changes 

is highly possible. 

4) I believe winter flocks do not choose a particular 

deily triangle for the entire winter perici., It seems they 

choose # suitable aren and remain there until conditions 

fore? a movement. When the unfavorable ecnditions lift, oe 

the birde do not return to their original area but remain at : 

the amet position until forced from there. 

Thie ie very well illustrated by following the bird 

flocks over the polnt area during the winter and observing 

that there is no return to the original urea, 

5.) Birds’ physiological makeup is affected by minute 

weather differences in ¢ very logal area, 4% ig conceivable 

that two flocks within a quarter of « wile of each other 

night be in two very differen: stages of devedopment. 

For exemple, the Chickadees on the point did not give 

the Phoebe call until a full month after the birds on the 

Campus were uttering their mating call, 

6) Light intensity and wind intensity often affect the 

exact spot oscupied by a bird at a particular instant. 

Light can be illustrated by the Screech Owl. ‘This 

bird gat in the opening of kts hole only during the afternoon 

when the sun shone into its holes 

Wind effect is illustrated by the birds crowding the



south eide of the point during @ prevailing north wind, and 

the north side during a prevailing south winds 

T) Great Horned Owls will not tolerate Barred or Sercech 

Owls in their areas A Great Horned drove one Barred of the 

Point, and I found one Screech Owl's remains in a Great Horned 

pellet. 4 

8) It seems likely that birds’ evening behavior runs 

parreilel to sunset just as song in the morning follows 2 

Yough parraliel time to gun risa 

This is rubstantiated by the evening time counts which 

show a Glese similarity from day to daye 

8.) There is a period in the spring when the ticht winter : 

triangle of bird flocks breaks open, and birds start to 

shuffle arounde I believe thie dete wae Warch 18 this yoare : 

If, however, a cold snap came along, these birds would 

probably re-form inte tight winter groups. 

Conclusi one 

My general impressions of bird life have changed 

considerably because of this study. I believe birds are indie | ? 
viduals only as they refuse to react to stimuli, 

1% seems that birds in genral have their every move 

detirmined by outside stimuli, wind, temperature, barometer, 

light, 6te. On ocession a bird will not react to these



etizmmli ag the bulk of its species does, and then we have the : 

unusual that causes guch confusion among bird students. I ran 

inte several such individuals while working on this project. One 

was a Ghickadee which I believe would have been ¢ onsidered 

insane on human standards. After the big blizzard bb remained 

on the very end of the exposed, snowed under Point. It acted 

strangely, called seldom, and moved about in a very un-Chickadee 

like manners 

Another was a Juncos. It spent weeks in a small pine grove 

all by itself. It didn't associate with the other Juncos, was 

extromely socretive, and called faintly and very seldom 

There are many other examples,of coursee I would like to 

follow up this year's work to detirmine what the factors are that 

cause a bird to act "normally", and what the factors are that cause 

an individual to act abnormallye At the moment I am convinced 

the seeret is hidden in the weather and I hope this data will 

begin te open a solution along that linge



Arrival of Birds at Pienic Point Study Area 

from January through May},1947 

January 24 = Pine Grosbeaks April 24 - Henslow Sparrow 
26 - Brown Cap Chickadee 24 = Winter wren 

Febe 13 + 1 Bald Eagle 27 + White Throat Sparrow 
19 - Purple Finches 28 + Red Bellied Woodpecker 
24 » First Blue Jay Song 28 = Horned Grebe 

March 4 Red Wings 28 = Wood Ducks 
4 First Pheasant Crow 
6 - First Junco Song 

15 - Kildeer 
18 = Flicker 
1é - First Breeding plumage Goldfinch 
18 » Pirst Purple Finch Song 
18 + Osprey 
16 + Firet Golden Crown Kinglet Song 
18 + Bronzed Greckle 
25 + Song Sparrow singing 
25,< First Tree Sparrow Séng)_ 
23 =» Yor Sparrow 
23 Canada Geese 
25 » Robin 
23 = Red Breasted Merganser 
26 ~ Golden Bys 
30 = Hooded Merganser 
30 + Ring Neck Duck 
30 ~ Seaup 
30 ~ Common Loon 
30 = American Merganser 

April 3 + Bufflehead 
3 =~ Meadowlark 
3 - Phoshes 

3 9 = Pied Bill Grebes 
9 + Shoveler 
9 © Red Head Duck 
9 = Canves Back 
9 = Coct 
9 = Bluebird 
9 = Belted Kingfisher } 
9 = Mourning Dove 

16 » Rudy Crown Kiaglet 
16 + Swamp Sparrow i 
16 - Chimay swift } 
16 Baldpate i 
16 = D.C. Comnorant v4 
16 = Yellow Bellied Sapsucker i 
16 = Cowbird / 
19 = Blue Wing Teal i 
20 = Vesper Sparrow fy 
20 = Hermit Thrush } 
20 + Wood Peewee ; 
24 © Brown Thrasher 
24 = Myrtle Werbler



Birds Seen at Picnic Point from 

Nove 19, 1946 to May 1, 1947 

Common Loon Red Breasted twrganser 

Horned Grebe Sharp Shin Hawk 

Pied B111 Grebe Cooper Hawk 

De Ce Cormmorant Redtail Hawk 

Great Blue Heron Red Shoulder Hawk 

Anerican Bittern Broad Wing Hawk 

Canada Goose Rough Leg Hawk 

Mallard Bald Ragle 

Black Duck Marsh Hawk 

Gadwall Osprey 

Baldpate Sparrow Hawk 

Pintail Pheasant 

Green Wing Teal Coot 

Blas Wing Teal Kildeer 

Shoveler Greater Yellow Legs 

Wood Duck Hrring Gull 

Red Head Duck Ring Bill Gull 

Ring Neek Duck é Mourning Bove 

Canvas Back Sereech Owl 

Lesser Scaup Great Horned Owl 

American Golden Eye Barred Owl 

Bufflehead Chimney Swift 

Hooded Merganser Kingfisher 

American Merg@esor Flicker



Red bellied Woodpecker Red Wing 

Yellow Bellied Sapsucker Bronged Grackle 

Rairy Woodpecker Gowbird 

Dewny Woodpecker Cardinal 

Phoebe Purple Finch 

Peswe Pine Grosbeak 

free Spakbow Goldfinch 

Barn Swallow Towhee 

Purple Martin Henslow Sparrow 

Blue Jey Vesper Sparrow 

Cron Slete Colered Junco 

Blask Cap Chickadee Tree Sparrow 

Hudgonian Chickadee White Throat Sparrow 

Whites Proasted Nuthetch Fox Sparrow 

Brown Creeper Swamp Sparrow 

Winter Wren Song Sparrow ; 

Brown Thrasher 

Robin 

Heymit Thrush 

Bluebird 

Golden Crown Kinglet 

Ruby Crom Kiaglot 

Cedar Waxwing 

Starling 

Myrtle Warbler 

House Sparrow 

Meadow Lark ; 

Western Meadowlark



NORMAN G, LEVINE September ae 

| ape | 
Dear Prof,Leopold, \eo 

‘ Once again I am writing letters with the title of Mr, 

poldly showing on the return address.Yes I have been disch- 

' arged and my rank of Staff Sgt. has been cast off in favor 

of Mr, 

I am returning to Wisconsin on @ about the 20 of 

this month.I hope I will be able to take up right where 

I left off 2 years ago but I am a little afraid that I 

have forgotten so much in my absence it will be necessary 

to repeat quite a bit of my old work.At any rate it feels 

swell to be able to plan a civilian future again and ret- 

urn to my studties. 

I have been doing quite a bit of field work here 

since I got out to familierise myself with our flora : 

and fauna again.I am a little disappointed at my inability 

to remember some of the common names but I am sure I 

will pick it up quickly agaim.My best subject,as in the 

past,is ornithology.Along that line there is an avocet 

in this area now which is causing quite a bit of



NORMAN G. LEVINE 

excitement among the local bird clubs.I have seen the 

bird and it is a very good specimen.I often wonder how 

individuals such as this one somtimes fail to follow 

set flight lines of their species and deviate as much 

as several thougand miles.I wonder if ib is a physical 

disorder or just environmental conditions that cause 

the variation. 

If all goes well I will be in this falls semester 

and I hope to be able to do some work under you again 

if you have time to squeese another student into 

your already crowded schedule.At any rate 1 will be seeing 

you soon,.I want to thank you for all the letters and 

notices I received from you while in the service.Those 

letters were a great aid in passing time and they were 

sort of a link between past and the future, 

Well I guess that will be all for now.Hope to see 

you soon, Respectfully yours, 

N ovo)





bt EDWARD GREY INSTITUTE: OF FIELD ORNITHOLOGY. 1 

MAINTAINED JOINTLY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 

AND THE BRITISH TRUST FOR ORNITHOLOGY. 

Director : : 7 Kepte Roap, 

Daviv Lack, M.A. Oxrorp. 

Librarian : , 

W. B. Arexanpgr, M.A. 

Dear Leopold, 

Thank you very much for sending us your report on the Game survey of 

Norlth Central States, which we are extremely glad to have, together with 

a number of reprints. The reprint package seemed as if it had come open 

in the post. In case there were some losses in transit, I enclose a list 
of those that arrived safely. We have had nothing else. 

I am seeing that you get the reprints of this Institute and the British 

Trust for Ornithology. Thank you onee again very much indeed for all your 
kindness to me at Madison. 

Yours sincerely, 

Nand Lick, 

\wo . fom
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Reprints received by the Edward Grey Institute 

I.0.Buss. Wisconsin Pheasant Populations. 

R.A.McCabe & A.S.Hawkins. The Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin. The Amer. 
Midland Naturatlist Vol 36, No 1, pp 1-76, July 1946. 

§$.A.Wilde. Soil-fertility standards for game and food plants. Journal of 

Wildlife Management Vol 10, No 2, A-ril 1146. 

A.Leopold. Escudilla. American Forests December 1940 

A.Leopold. The Green Lagoons. American Forests. August 1945. 

A.Leopold. The Conservation Ethic. Journal of Forestry VolXXxI, No 8. Oct 1933. 

A.Leopold. The Outlook for Farm Wildlife. Trans. Tenth North American Wildlife 

Conference 1945. 

A. Leopold & R.A.McCabe. The Ring-necked Pueasant and its Management in North 

America. The Wilgon Bulletin Vol 58, June 1946, 
A.leopold. The Ducks Came Back, Journal of Wildlife Management Vol 10 No 3, 

. July, 1946. 
W.H.Elder. Age and sex criteria and weights of Canada Geese. Journal of 

Wildlife Management Vol 10, No 2, April 1946. 
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EDWARD GREY INSTITUTE: OF FIELD ORNERPOLOGY. 

MAINTAINED JOINTLY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 

AND THE BRITISH TRUST FOR ORNITHOLOGY. 

Director : 7 Kepre Roap, 

Davin Lack, M.A. i Oxrorp. 

Librarian : i 

W. B. Avexanper, M.A. : 

sameness OHO, DOCOMPCR. nt 9 HO» 

Dear John, 5 | 

I have just received your letter of November 29th. It is extremely 
nice of you to offer me hospitality in Madison, and I am very happy to 

accept. I am now probably arriving in New York on December 27th and going 

to the Boston meeting which Mayr recommended me to do. Possibly I will 

see you there. 

As regards the work with narcotic baitgs, 1 will have to get the permission 

of our Agricultural Research Council as the work was confidential, but I do 

not anticipate any difficulty in this. 

My latest work has been concerned with the selection of family size in 
birds. I am bringing a collection of slides over which illustrate a talk 
on the subject, should it be of interest to anyone. to hear it. I think it 
is the first bit of really scientific work I have done. 

Greatly looking forward to seeing you, and thanking you for your most _ 

pleasant invitation. 

Yours sincerely,



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT December 27, 1946 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

Dr. John Enlen 
Biology Bldg. 

Dear John: 

What would be your preference for a talk by David - 
Lack: Saturday night the 18th or Monday the 20th? 

I am making reservations for him at the University 
Club beginning the 18th. 

Yours as ever, 

Bs hoa ; Ws) 
Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay).



Decemmer 27, 1946 

e Dr. Ernst Mayr 
The American Museum of Natural History 
Central Park West at 79th 5t. 
Mew Youk 24, H. ¥. 

Dear Dr. Mayr é 

I appreciate very mich your modifying David 
Lack's schedule so as to avoid the examination 
period. We will expect him on the 18th and 
19th and for as long as he can stay. 

I will consult John Milen about speaking plans. 
We feel fortunate in getting hin to stop here 
and I wish you were coming with hin. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
(Signed in My. Leopold's absence to evoid delay). 

P.3. I am reserving a room for Dr. Lack at the 
University Club for the 1Sth-20th. If by chance 
no one should meet him at the station please tell 
him to take a cab directly to the @lub where he 
will be expected. 

ce Mmlen



IN RE 3 Cable Address “Museology New York"’ 

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET 

NEW YORK 24, N. Y. 

PNT ROMET CUSHMAN HURPAY, $e, China CrWohas Guanes, Ant Crt 
JOHN T. ZIMMER, D.Se., Curator DEAN AMAOON, B.S., Assistant Curator 
ERNST MAYR, Ph.D., Curator of the Whitney-Rothschild Collections ELSIE M. B. NAUMBURG, Research Associate 
JAMES P. CHAPIN, Ph.D., Associate Curator Cees K. ee Research Associate and 

JEAN DELACOUR, Lie Sci, Research Associate 

December 23, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

Naturally, we don't want Lack to go to Madison when everybody is tied 
up with examinations. I have now put him down for the week-end of the 
18th and 19th and as many days afterwards as his travel schedule allows 
him. Unfortunately, he doesn't know yet on what steamer he will have 
to return, and this will affect his travel arrangements. If you schedule 
a lecture for him, would you please take notice of the following remarks 

he made in his most recent letter to me: 

"I will bring with me a set of slides (all tables) to illustrate a 
lecture on 'Selection of Family Size in Birds,' This, of course, 

. would be primarily for scientific audiences. I should greatly pre- 
fer to talk on this subject rather than on competition between species, 

as I have outwritten myself on the latter subject, and the former is 
not only fresher but much better work." : 

Of course, he could also give a popular lecture on the Galapagos 
illustrated with a film. 

Please let me know as soon as possible whether the above date will 
be convenient to you and whether you would want to schedule a lecture 
if he could stay on until Monday. I am sorry that this is all so 
uncertain, but I still don't have all the information available. 

Yours sincerely 

EM: sp Ernst Mayr



IN RE Cable Address “Museology New York” 

: 3 i ey 

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY Dee 

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET 

NEW YORK 24, N. Y. 

DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS CHARLES E. O'BRIEN, Assistant Curator 
ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY, Sc.D., Chairman —. THOMAS GILLIARD, Assistant Curator 
JOHN T. ZIMMER, D.Sc., Curator DEAN AMADON, B.S., Assistant Curator 
ERNST MAYR, Ph.D., Curator of the Whitney-Rothschild Collections ELSIE M. B. NAUMBURG, Research Associate 
JAMES P. CHAPIN, Ph.D., Associate Curator CUS wie. Research Associate and 

JEAN DELACOUR, Lic.Sci., Research Associate 
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December 16, 1946 

pit 
Professor Aldo Leopold is 
College of Agriculture én har qu? 
University of Wisconsin a oa 
Madison 6, Wisconsin oF» de wl 

" A wh on Ca 

Dear Professor Leopold : a yw’ 
— * \e y oe 

David Lack will be in the middle west between about January 8 ~ 18) x 
and may be able to visit Madison, Wisconsin, between January 10 and 15. 
What dates would be most convenient to you and how long would you want 
him to stay? I am trying simultaneously to arrange visits of his to 
Ann Arbor, Ames, Urbana, and Madison, and this makes things a bit 
complicated. He could speak on two or three different subjects, such 
ascompetition”and ‘the regulation of clutch sizes or in a more popular 
vein, on the birds of the Galapagos and possibly also on his robin 
studies, although I don't think he is bringing any slides along on 

that subject. 

I had a very nice letter from Palmgren the other day. He is working 
on a number of interesting ecological problems. It is my greatest 
desire to arrange also for him to come over for a visit and we may 
be able to arrange this for next spring or early summer. Is there 

+ any possibility of getting a small research fellowship for him in 
qv?’ | connection with some project you are doing? I have some hopes of 

yw getting something for him here in the east, but it may not be enough 

aw : 3 to pay for all his expenses for his trip here. Let me know if you 

eo have any ideas. 

The Season's Greetings and the best vishes for the New Year 

Yours sincerely 

%@. Moye 
Ei: sp Ernst Mayr 

Day Letter to Dr. Ernst Mayr, Amer. Museum of Nat. History, NYC 

Lack's proposed dates Jan. 10 = 15 coincided with final exams here. 
Any later period preferable. 

Aldo Leopold 12/19/46
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Novenber &, 1946 

Dy, Ernat Mayr : 
American Macew of Hatural History 
Rew York, New York 

Dear Dr, Mayrt 

Nevid Iaok: tells me that his schedule is in your hands 
ani thet he will favor us with a vieit sometime in Jamary. 

I have already (discussed this with John salen, and we 
are looking forward te the oprortunity. So far we have been 
unable to foresee any complications or conflicts, ‘The Orni- 
thologieal and Beological croups here will arrange some Icind 
of a joint meeting to heer Wr. Lack, and we also want to 
show him anything he wante to ses in the line of lecal re- 
searches, ‘This includes the reseerch group of the State 
Conservation Department now in cherge of Irven 0, Buss. 

As soon as you kmow any dates I would appreciate hear- 
ing from you, I am sending a cory of this to John Balen. 

Our viait at Urbana was too hurried, and I an hoping ) 
for a more leisurely tiseussion with you. p 

With personal rerards, \ 

\ } 

X X 

Aldo Leopold eo RN 

AL: RL j 

ec: John Eulen ; 

David Laale dh



EDWARD GREY INSTITUTE? OF FIELD, ORNITHOLOGY: 

MAINTAINED JOINTLY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 

AND THE BRITISH TRUST FOR ORNITHOLOGY. oe Te 

Le Ty ee 

Director : “=""'7 Kepre Roap, 

Davin Lack, M.A. Oxrorp. 

Librarian : 

W..B. Al » M.A. 

Dear Dr Leopold, 

Plans now seem to be going well in my visit to America in January, and 
therefore I can say more definitely that 1 could come to visit you, and that I 
will be prepared to hold a discussion if you would like this. As regards 
dates, I would suggest that you write to Dr Mayr in New York as there are various 
other visits 1 wish to fit in, and it is simplest if he arranges my programme 
for me. 

Greatly looking forward to meeting you, 

Yours sincerely,



Carlsbad, New Mexics 

CONFIDENTIAL April 9,1941. 

Dear Leo: 

I very much regret that we did not have an opportunity 

to discuss more fully matters of mutual interest while in Memphis. 

I was especially desirous of talking Merriam turkeys more fully 

with you and Starker. Am certainly glad that Starker is so 

deeply interested in this species ani trust thet he may yet center 

his activities in the southwest. We should and can work together 

< to greater advantages 

Pi We have the Merriam stock which, I believe, is about as 

ey pure as can be obtained in the States. I have been thinking, 

4) however, that should Starker be interested we might coope rate 

in getting the pure strain, beyond doubt, out of Chihuahua, Mexico. 

By next year we should be in better position to feature turkeys 

more and could assist in the propagation and, so far as possible, 

retain the wild characteristics. I believe the better plan 

would be to secure settings of eggs from flocks sufficiently 

separated so as to be sure of non-related breeders. We are much 

interested in the Merriam turkey even though the pure wild strain 

is difficult to mamage and breed. 

Leo, as you know, we are confronted by a mountain, as 

it were, in New “exico in our efforts to help restore and 

stabalize wildlife populations. Six of the states comprising 

our region - Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma, Colorade, Wyoming and 

Utah - are advancing by leaps end bounds. Kansas is not up 

to par at present for the reason that the chairman of the 

Commission is too much of the Neblett type, being rather contemptu- 

ous of Government activities in the interest of wildlife. in 

fact the Kansas chairman is inclined te favor the New Mexico 
Hitlerized rule of Game Yepsrtments, although the other members 

of the Kansas Commission are fine, wholesome sooperators. Por 

ten years New Mexico has favored fish and the northern part of 

the State. Game resources continue to suffer ¢ Our Service, 

the “orest Service, Grazing Service, S C S and other agencies are 
helpless since we are ignored. 

The situation in New Mesico has grown from bad to 

worse; it is now deplorable, although corrective measures within 

seem to be a remote possibility and everyone of political in- 

fluence from the Governor down is afraid to act besause of fear 

of retaliatory measures since the Dictator of the Yepartmnt 

boasts thet he is a dirty fighter. 

Mr* Shoemaker told Bill Tucker and me two years 

ago that we would not be able to make any headway in gam work 

in New Mexico so long as Neblett and Barker are in charge to throw 

stones in the ways How true was his prediction? Elliot probably 

would have been different under other conditions. 

focen ,
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Practically all of the substantial sportsmen of the 
State are sick and tired of the racket and would no doubt rally 
to the support of any move to better conditions. Confidentially, 
I feel that action must be started from higher up; the heat must 
come from sources in authority. I have been wondering if a letter 
from you to Secretary Ickes, explaining the helplessness of 
Government agencies in New Mexico to assist in wildlife work 
might not result in desirable action; or perhaps Mr° Shoemaker 
might be induced to obtain an audience with the Secretary. I regard 
the situation as just tht serious. If the Secretary were even 
asked to have Federal - State wildlife reletions investigated that 
might be sufficient to ampere this one man rule of the Gam Depart- 
ment to publie reviews hat would be sufficient? 

I have recently given considerable thought to what I 
term "controlled game renges" in New thexico and Arizona. That is 
to have a few extensive Federal Aid (Pittman-Robertson) projects 
set up in which wild turkeys, mtelope, grouse, quail and perhaps 
other species would be featured over 4 period of years in order 
te definitely determine all limiting factors. At least we could 
prove what can and what cannot be done in regard to restoration 
and stabilized management. As mtters stand, we are helpless so 
far as our views and opinions are concemed in connection with 
wha t we might regard as our "Flagship" New Mexico. 

You might think the matter over and if you see eye 
to eye with me and want more facts, just let me kmow. The desired 
action, I am sure, can be obtained if facts are made known to those 
who have the courage to act. Were I not in Goverment wildlife 
work, I would not hesitate to write the Secretary a letter pointing 
out the difficulties being encountered by Federal Wildlife Agencies 
in the State. We are in position to assist immensely if given the 
opportunity. 

: I am sure you appreciate the necessity of regarding 
this letter as strictly confidentiale It is for your information 
only and such consideration as you might regard as prudent, 
I felt you should have the facts because of your intense interest 
in the southwest. I know you will agree with me that an opportunity 
of an age is at hand. Young men are qualifying and their services 
are needed; such men get little or no consideration in this State. 

Sincerely,



424 University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mrs. Baward La Budde 
1728 North 59th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. la Budde: 

You will be pleased that immediately upon. 

, reading my "Bxit Orchis," Director MacKenzie got busy 
on the Faville Grove prairie, and it is now likely that 

it will be ourchased by the Conservation Department as 

a combined wildflower and wildfowl refuge. I think 

Mr. MacKenzie deserves 1 lot of credit for this attitude. 

What we need now is not so much exhortation of 

as support for the Commission in their action on this case. 

The Commission, by the way, has not yet finally acted and 

may need some pushing. MacKenzie, however, has fully done 

his part. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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PELWAUKEE ,*, WISCONSIN 

June 11, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your material pertaining to the 
Faville Grove and immediately got in touch with Mr. Sicker, Pres. 
of the Coordinating Council of Nature Activities. The matter 
was brought to the attention of the Conservation Council held 
here last week and much to our surprise the sportsmen endorsed 
the purchase of this prairie. 

Mr. Ed. Miller is the most conservation-minded 
of the committee so far as I can see and it might be well to 
have him bring up the matter before the Congress when it meets 
in Madison early in July. I would send you this gentleman's 
address but so far I have been unable to find it in the telephone 
book, but as soon as I am able to locate him I will write to you 
again so that you can send him a copy of the material you sent me. 

Did you ever hear from Elmer Becker? He grad- 
uated from The Mission House College last week and is now l ooking 
for a position. Possibly you’might be able to place him during 
the summer. I have appealed to so many schools, without avail 
however, that I am turning to you as a last resort. Anything 
you can do for him will be greatly appreciated by both Elmer and 

V myself. 

hy Gf Milby Very “ee ; 

i LOPS ee / 3 

Mrs. Edward La Budde 
ML Ly Z i Conservation Chairman 

Ss “zz 

1728 North 59th Street ; 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Noveuber 28, 1938 

Eersonal 

Mrs. Bdward La Budde 
1728 North 59th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre. La Budde: 

I am in doubt how to advise you on the ornithology 
course. The need for it is as clear as ever, but on the other 
hand, there are conservation moves which the University has 
already made, but which are crippled for lack of funds; the 
wildflower work in Botany, for example. It is legical to argue 
that this should be put on its feet first, before embarking on 
new ventures. 

fo allocate the work, by statute, to the School of 
Education might be a mistake. That mech of the teaching should 
be for prospective teachers gooe without argument, tut you might 
have trouble getting e good ornithologist to accept 2 post in t 
other than a scientific department. Why not leave the allocation 
to the University? 

As to legislative stretegy, I knowm legislators and 
sould not properly advise on thet subject in any case. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



1728 N. 59th St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
November 19, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Now that the election is over and the new legis- 
lature will convene in January, I an thinking about the 
advisability of appealing to the legislature for funds 
to endow a chair for ornithology in the college of edu- 
cation. You rmember, Mr. Backus suggested that if no 
money was available through the Board of Regents, it 
might be a good thing to go to the legislature with this 
request. Not having heard from Mr. Backus since that 
time, I rather think that he was unsuccessful with the 
Board. 

What do you think of the idea, and if you think 
favorably of this plan, can you suggest some one in the 
legislature who would introduce such a bill? I kmow 
Mr. Gettleman here, who I feel would be happy to intro- 
duce the bill, but whether he is the right man, remains 
a question in my mind. 

May I hear from you regarding this matter? 

Very truly yours, 

ig / See 

Mrse Edward La Budde 
Member of the Conservation 
Executive Council.



koh University Farm Place 
fagust 9, 1938 

Game Management Division 

Mrs. Edward LaBudde 
Pine Point Resort 
Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. LaBudde: 

You can use my letter about chickens in any 

way you wish. 

‘ I return Mr. Backus’ letter. Meedless to say, 

I appreciate your interest in all these questions. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Game Management
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koh University Farm Place 
Division of Geme Management August 2, 1936 

Mrs. Edward laBudde 
Pine Point 
Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. LaBudde: 

I have only fragments of first-hand information by which 
to judge the grouse situation. This is because my student (Hamerstrom) 

hag had to spend the present year cleaning up courses ani hence has not 
been in the field. : 

Pragnents of information, of course, reach me contimmally and 
I think I have enough fragments about central Wisconsin to piece out a 
picture, even though second-hand. 

That picture is as follows: neither prairie chickens nor 
sharptails are ready to shoot in central Wisconsin. Ruffed grouse may 
be, but I am not sure. Ruffed grouse are probably ready to shoot in 
parts of northern Wisconsin. Prairie chicken and sharptail may be, 
but I am not sure. They have picked up more in the north than in the 
central counties. 

Taking everything together, including the probabilities of 
damage by an open season, my guess is that a ruffed grouse season is 
in order, but a prairie chicken and sharptail season at this stage is 
dangerous. 

I am influenced in this conclusion partly by the experience of 
Michigan, which has persistently shot a year earlier in the ruffed grouse 
cycle than we have and apparently without injuring the rate of recovery. 
Michigan has also shot prairie chickens during more years, tut since 
their season is very late, it cannot be compared with oura. As you know, 
prairie chickens become much harder to kill during vory late seasons; 
in fact, they become somewhere near gun-proof. 

I have no objection to your using this opinion for what it 
may be worth. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



1532 University Aveme 
Taly 13; 1937 

Urs, Miward LeBudde 
Pine Point 
Blkhart Leke, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. LaBudde: 

I'm sorry I neglected to reply te your former letter about 
the trap bill. I remember receiving it, and I suppose my failure arose 
from uncertainty az to why you were raising this issue at thie time. 

Frankly, I am not enthusiastic. I appreciate and applaud 
the good motive, and certainly admit the abuses that exist, but I don't 

: think we could come within a mile of enforcing such a law. There are 
80 many iseues vastly more vital and more practicable to act upon--shy 
then dissipate energy on this one at this time? 

I know of one case where an anti~steeltrap law was enforced, 
and where it produced very good results: Germany. The results in foxes, 
for instence, was a rebirth of aicill in hunting foxes with guns and dogs, 
and in catching them with deadfalls,-both very healthy and desirable. 
But I'm afraid we are vastly less prepared to enforce such a law. 

Consider a related question--use of poison for predator control. 
Are we ready to go to bat on steel traps while still impotent to do any- 
thing about poisoning? 

I'm afraid I can't advise you about the Federation. I have 
not been notified about the July 20 meeting, or any other. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management
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New Sotls Building 
February 16, 1934 

Mrs, Bdward La Budde, Chairman 
Wisconsin Federation of Women's Club *- 
1728 HN. 59th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. La Budde: 

: You have probably heard by this time that 
the gzesearch appropriations of the Biological Survey 
have been restored, 

I entirely agree with your resolution, and : 
I am in hopes that the Secretary of Agriculture will 
make his executive appointments accordingly. 

Yours. sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/mls



Dear Prof. Leopold: 

The enclosed resolutions were adopted by 
the Board of the Wisconsin Federation. 
Please give them careful consideration. 

irs. Edward LaBudde, Chairman



WHEREAS the Federal Government has appropriated twenty 
five million dollars for the purchase of submarginal marsh 
lands as refuge for migratory waterfowl, and 

WHEREAS no appropriation has been made for the purpose of 
developing and administering these lands, and 

WHEREAS the Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture 
is eminently fitted to handle the development of the lands to 
be acquired, and 

WHEREAS no appropriations have been made in the Budget for 
the continuance of the Bureau of Biological Survey; now 
therefore be it 

RESOLVED that the proper authorities be apprgised of this = 
condition; and be it further 

RESOLVED that the continuance of the Bureau of Biological 
Survey be recommended, as a measure of economy in the in- 
terest of the good practice for conservation of our national 
wild life resources; and be it further 

RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be sent to Secretary 
Wallace of the Department of Agriculture, to Prof. Aldo 
Leopold, member of National Committee of Wild Life Restora- 
tion, to Wisconsin Senators and Representatives in Congress 
and to the Press. 

Introduced by the Conservation Division of the 
Wisconsin Federation of Women's Clubs at their Board meeting 
February 7, 1934 
Mrs. Edward LaBudde, Chairman 

Endorsed February 9, 1954 

(Signed) President (Mrs. F.H.) Eleanor Clause 

Recording 

(Signed) Secretary (irs. A.L.) Fa ratt Murra:



WHEREAS the Wiseonsin Federation of Women’s Clubs has read 
with interest the statements attributed to members of The 
President's Committee for Wild Life Restoration; and 

WHEREAS the FederatioA agrees that adequately protected 
nesting, feeding and breeding areas must be established if 
wilderness creatures, and especially migratory birds, are 
to be preserved and restored to their former abundence; and 

WHEREAS marshlands, particularly, are suited to these purposes 
and, edditionally, should be preserved because of their value 
as “soil sponges", or reservoirs of surface water; and 

WHEREAS these marshes usually are surreunded by submarginal 
farm lends, net highly productive yet in needless and ruinous 
competition with agricultural uplands; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of the @isconsin 

Federation of Yomen's Clubs hereby requests Prof. Aide : 

Leopold of the University of Wisconsin and member of The 
President's Committee for Wild Life Restoration, to bring 
te the attention of that committee the probable suitability 
of the so-called Sheboygan marsh, in Sheboygan County, 
Wisconsin, and of the ioe Vista Karsh, in Wood and — 
counties, in Yiseonsin, to the purposes heretofore outlined; 
and that this Federation urges a study of these areas, ine 

eluding their submarginal farm lands, by qualified experts; 

and urges their acquisition by the federal government, as 

refuge areas, and nesting, feeding and breedling grounds, if 
found suitable, if acquisition by the government is possible 
at fair costs to the government, and if benefits to agricul- 

ture and wild life are indicated. 

Introduced by the Conservation Division 
Wisconsin Federation of Women's Clubs 
February 7, 1934 
Mrs. Edward LaSudde, Chairman 

Endorsed February 9, 1934 

(Signed) President (Urs. Fol.) Eleanor Clausen = 

Recording 

(Signed) Secretary (irs. Ale) Fay Soratt Murrey



New Soils Building 
November 23, 1934 b 

My, M, G. Little 
Extension Division 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear My. Little: 

Since you recently suggested to me the extension 
course in game management and I agreed te write up a pros- 
pectus, the Dean has wished on me several months of out~ 
side work which makes it virtually impossible for me to 
attempt the extension course this year, This, together 
with the possible conflict with the Izask Walton League 
lectures already scheduled, makes it sean wise to postpone 
the matter for the present. Accordingly I am not carrying 
out my agreement to send you the prospectus material, Is 
this satisfactory? 

I of course appreciate your interest in my sub- 
ject and I am thoroughly convinced that sometime it mst 
be prepared for presentation through the extension chamel, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
me In Charge, Game Research
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October 17, 1934 | 

Mr. A. G. Langenbach ; 

West Bend 4 
Wisconsin 

i 

Re: Information , 

Dear Mr. Langenbach: ' 

Thanks for your letter of. October 12. 

Glad to hear that the goose reached you, although 
sorry to hear that it was not crated properly. Very 
few people know how to crate birds and of course you 
unierstand thet this did not come from any of our game 
farms. 

I have been sorbusy the past six months that I 
have not been able to get into the field a great deal. 
Hope to stop in to see you the next time I go through 
Best Bend. 

I certainly shall be glad to inform Mr, Leopold 
thet you can give hia a more accurate census on the 
Hungarians in Washington county. I am informed that 
they are spreading north quite rapidly. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. FL Grimmer 
Sup't, Game Division 

\ WPG: GMC 
~ ee Leopold



New Soils Building 
October 11, 1934 

Mr. Fred W. Imening 
The Milwaukee Journal 
Milwmkee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

During the recent open season on prairie chickens, Wisconsin hunters 
may have killed birds bearing an aluminum band on one foot carrying a mmber 
and the legends, "Notify U, S, Biological Survey, Washington, D, C." or 
"Notify Conservation Department, Madison," Some hunters may fail to turn in : 
such bands because they do not appreciate the objects of banding and its 
importance to the future conservation of game, It would do a great deal of good 
if your paper would inform the hunting public why banding is done and in what 
ways the reporting of banded birds will promote our efforts to conserve a game 
supply. 5 

The first object in bending prairie chickens is te find out the 
extent to which these birds are migratory in their habits and whether one or 
both sexes migrate, It is well lnown that west of the Mississippi at least a 
part of the chicken population migrates each winter to a distance of 100 miles 
or more and that the females are more likely to migrate than the males. 1 
intelligently conserve chickens in Wisconsin, we mst know whether this is 
likewise true in our state. To get exact information on this question, 
Franklin J, W, Schmidt of the University of Wisconsin traps several hundred 
chickens each winter, attaches bands to their legs, and releases them. An 
exact record is kept of each band so used and of each band later returned by 
hunters, Re-trapping of banded birds during subsequent years likewise furnishes 
information on their movements, 

The second object of banding chickens is to find out over what extent 
of territory the daily and seasonal movements extend. Do chickens tend to 
breed in the same marsh in which they were born? How far from their birthplace 
are they likely to be found in fall, winter, and spring? 

A third object of banding is accurately to determine the ratio between 
sexes and the difference in mortality rates, if any, between sexes, There is 
more than a suspicion that during periods of adversity there are too many males, 
By noting the sex of the birds banded and the sex of subsequent recaptures, 
important light is being shed on this problem, 

Another object of banding is to determine longevity, what is the 
longest period during which an individual bird is likely to survive the combined 

onslaughts of hunting, natural enemies, disease, and starvation? Obviously 
banding will eventually furnish an answer to this question. 7



Fred W, Imening--2 October 11, 1934 

It should be noted that none of these qestions can be answered by 
observation or unbanded individuals, no matter how carefully such observations 
are made, It is also obvious that without the active cooperation of sportsmen 
the fact-finding program cannot be a success, If the average sportsman 
realized how umch’ time, patience, and hardship is entailed in placing bands 
on several hundred birds per year, he would be less inclined to neglect the 
reporting of banded birds, 

Banding recovered from prairie chickens may be sent either to : 
the U. S, Biological Survey, Washington, D, C, or to the Conservation Department, 
Madison, or to its field wardens, or to F. J. ¥. Schmidt, New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, Each report should specify where 
and when the bird was killed. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AlLevh



EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

March 8, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

Thanks for your letter of March 5. I 
really thought you were deliberately evading. You 
certainly have been as specific as possible in this 
last letter. Apparently I have not been making 
myself clear and I wont bore you now by going into 
the matter in any detail. Suffice to say that I 

‘ have entertained a suspicion that state authorities 
would attempt to use federal prestige and funds to 

: foster an unsound scheme with relation to Horicon 
Marsh. Perhaps I have been misinformed. 

Meanwhile, I am in entire accord with 
the views you express on refuge and shooting areas 
and have read with interest such preliminary ex- 
tracts from your recent report as have come to my 
attention. It seems to me that the work you and 
your committee are doing is tremendously important 
and promises a sounder expansion in the conservation 
field than anything that has yet come to my atten- 
tion. Thanks again for your letter. 

Yours very truly 

a 

NRA NRA 
MEMBER MEMBER 

w WE DO OUR PARE FOR- BETIER.-FIMeES Wf



"New Sotle Battding 
March 9, 1934 

Mr. Fred W. Imening ; 
The Milwaukee Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

| Tangled that I have at least cleared up the 
“4dea that I was side-stepping. I hed not heard of the 

schene for Horicon and lock forward to an opportunity 

to discuss the whole thing with you. 

- “With best rogards, . 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



New Soils Building 
March 5, 1934 

Mr. Fred W, Inening 
The Milwaukee Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

You credit me with more subtlety than I possess. I can't make any def- 
inite statement about Horicon because I Imow too little about it, and 
whatever I said would not be binding on the federal administration, 

Yrom what little I imow about Horicon, I would absolutely oppose any set~ 
up which would make the administration dependent on shooting reveme, I 
never heard all the details of the recent proposal, but from what I have 
heard, that was the crucial point, ‘hother there should be a little 
limited shooting allowed on Horicon or none at all, I cannot pass on be~ 
cause I do not lmow the marsh, If I did, I would have no hesitation in 
stating an opinion, Offhand I would guess that there should be no shoot- 
ing at all until experience demonstrated what limited areas might be 
opened, if any, I would also guess that there might be some fur reveme 
from the outset, but no set-up should be tolerated which depended on 
either shooting or fur reveme for its contimued existence, 

I de not yet know what I have been evading, but I specifically request 
you to come back et me if there is still something which I have side~ j 

stepped, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LuOFOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

P, S, Are you possibly asking whether I favor any federal action whatever 
on Horicon Marsh? Again my answer is that I do not mow enough about the 
marsh to know whether it is necessary, It might be possible if we could 
get the federal government to buy up ell the margin to flood to a higher 
water level than would be possible wider the state's plans, This marginal 
federel. purchase would also greatly increase its value for prairie chickens 
ané other upland game, I suspect, however, that the per acre values would 
be too high to get wméder the federal wire. In any event, my opinion is that 
administration should lodge in the state, In fact, I think that all federal
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areas except those on interstate boundaries and those which are too large 
to be handled by states, should be given over to the states in trust 
subject to competent management, and possibly with the help of some féderal 
aid, 

Ale



THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 
Feb. 28, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your very lucid outline 
of policies considered by your committee. Beyond 
that, you amuse me. You are a master at evasion. 
I suspect that you quite understand that I have 
raised no question about the rights or wrongs of 
a shooting ground under the auspices of the federal 
government. If you and your committee, or the ex- 
ecutive organization later to be set up, should 
wish to try a combined refuge and hunting area, I 
certainly would make no objection. What I am 
interested in -- and I'm sure you know it -- is 
Horicon Marsh. What I wanted to know was whether 
your committee would consent to the use of federal 
funds in conjunction with that particular project 
which I consider outrageous. If that was your 
purpose, I proposed to make a protest at Washington. 

You have chosen to avoid comment and 
thereby you leave me in the dark. That's quite 
all right. I will watch Horicon and make my pro- 
test if, when, and as necessary. Maybe I'll mff 
it. Maybe the state will get away with the out- 
rage and federal funds will be slipped in when those 
of us who are interested are not looking. Well, 
that will be all right too. We are merely trying 
to prevent a misconceived project which might later 
retard the very promising projects which you and 
your committee have given us some hints of. 

Anyhow, thanks for your letter which, 
though it carefully avoids the information I de- 
sired, does give me other interesting data. 

You hy 

NRA : NRA 
MEMBER = \ ‘ MEMBER 

S WE DO OUR PART FOR BETTLER- TIMES us.



New Soils Building 
February 26, 1934 

Mr. F, ¥. Inening . 
The Milwaukee Journal 
Milwemkee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I am glad to answer your question about the proposed use of federal purchase 
areas. It wos the unanimous opinion of the comalttee that the migratory 
bird areas should not be shot. On the other hand, it was our opinion that 
the upland areas, as soon as a satisfactory stand had been built up, could 
safely be opened to limited shooting along mach the same plan as is now 
being foliowed in Iowa, This distinction was made mostly on the grounds 
that migratory birds are so low and the distribution of refuges so imperfect 
that all of the proposed federal acquisitions should be refuges, I take it 
that this is much the same lines of reasoning as exists in your own mind, at 
least as fax as micratory birds are coucerned, 

I made quite a fight for including in our report an explicit commitment that 
shooting privileges had to be curtailed in addition to the restoration of 
habitats proposed under our program, ‘The rest of the committee, however, 
out-voted me on this on the grounds that we had not been asked to pass on 
the question of seasons, baz limits, ete, ani that our “mandate” covered 
only the question of land purchase, What I was afraid of is that the 
inauguration of the federal program will be used for an alibi for postponing 
the curtailment of migratory bird seasons and limits, I still think there 
is danger of this. 

You understand, of course, that the report of the committee is not necessarily 
binding on the executive organization to be set up for the purpose of carry- 
ing out our findings, In my opinion it does not matter umch what is in our 
report, ‘The only thing which really matters is what kind of men are appointed 
to execute the progrem. I have reason to believe that the Secretary is 
trying to make the kind of an appointment that you and I would approve, but 
it is too early to be sure, 

; With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh



EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

Feb. 22, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Your letter of February 20 gives me the 
impression of great caution. That, of course, is not 
what I wanted. I am not asking for information for 
the public prints. I do not intend to quote you in 
any way. Rather, I am personally interested in get- 
ting the best possible refuge grounds in Wisconsin 
if and when the federal government is disposed to 
spend money here. I emphatically am against federal 
expenditures on any project that may be a combined 
refuge and shooting ground. I am referring, of course, 
to such a project as was indicated by the Conservation 
Commission with relation to Horicon Marsh. 

If Horicon is to be a refuge, I am all 
for it. If not -- and if federal money may be used 
to foster a scheme I consider shameful -- then I want 
to go to Washington with the matter and put in a 
strong hard kick. I do not want to see any federal 
appropriation, handled by your committee or anybody 
else, help to destroy rather than perpetuate the 
migratory birds. 

What I am asking you is such personal 
and confidential advice as you care to give concern- 
ing the likelihood of such a use of federal money. 
May I hope that you'll write again a little more 
specifically if possible. I've told you frankly” 
what I propose to do with the information. Even if 
I take it to Washington, I understand, of course, 
that it came to me in confidence so far as you are 
concerned. 

s Yours fvery trul 

NRA WY a NRA 
MEMBER MEMBER 

a BE. W. Luenin, 

& WE DO OUR PART FOR BETTER FIMES us.
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New Sotls Duilding 
Febraary 20, 1934 

Fred 1, 
The Milwetee Journal 
Milwenkee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

: The Comuittee is clearing all its projects 
through the Conservation Departuents, The way is on 
tirely open for the Tisconsin Departuent to. recommend 
Horicon Marsh, I nemniot, of course, commit. the Com 
mittee, but my guose would be that the greatest pose 
sible obatacle would be the hich price of the adjoine 

ing fer lant, I om hoping, however, that the vorchases 
will include ¢ood land rezardless of prise rather than 
mere acreage, The poliey so for is that all Paderel 
gratery Bird Parchases are to be entirely refuce 
rather than shooting crounto. ; 

It is, of course, too early for me to be 
explicit singe the Executive Orgenization to be set up 
hy onr Coumittes has not even bean started, 

I request that you do not quote me on this, 
as any publicity of that lind would not only upset the 
State's own project, tut doubtless woul’ dlaterb Lend 
velues in a way which might exolude a Federal projeat. 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
{ In Charge, Gane Research 

Al/mls



EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

February 15, 1934. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Aldo: 

Can you advise me concerning any plans con- 
templated by the President's Committee on wild life 
restoration in connection with Horicon Marsh? 

I have just read a statement by Gen. Immell 
to the effect that federal funds for refuge areas on 
the outskirts of this marsh are possible. In the 
meantime, it is my understanding that the Wisconsin 
Conservation Commission proposes to establish not only 
refuge areas, but also shooting grounds, on this marsh. 
If that is so, I propose to make vigorous protest to 
Washington against any appropriation of federal money 
at Horicon. 

I would be glad to have any information you 
can give me with respect to these plans or other recent 
developments. 3 

a. truly your > 

ne k



EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MAP YYRU IEE | 
Prof.Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 
Dear Professor: 

Since taking charge of the sports department last fall, I have 

had in mind improvement of our outdoor material and sometime ago de- 

cided to create an outdoor advisory staff rather than to have one man 

as outdoor editor. I have Dr.Paul B.Jenkins of Williams Bay as fire- 

arms man, Fred Peters of Weyauwega on migratory fowl, 0.W.Smith of Ocon- 

omowoe on trout, William H.Love of Eagle River on muskie, pike, etc., 

George 0.Roux of Milwaukee on hunting dogs and Larry Hautz of Milwaukee 

on birds. 
t need a good man on upland birds. He must be "right" on the 

conservation end and should have good technical and practical knowledge. 

He will not be bound to write on schedule but may submit articles irreg- 

ularly when he has something really worth writing; and in addition he 

will be expected to answer inquiries. 

If you would do it, that would be great, but I know that is too 

much to expect. You have a wide acquaintance, however, and may be 

able to suggest someone. He should be able to write but in a pinch 

we can work it over in the office. I would rather have a man who 

knows his stuff and can't write rather than one who can write but 

tugns out a lot of bunk. NRA oth \ NRA 
MEMBER \ At 3 e MEMBER : $ wa e re Yours vg 1 ee é 

’ : “W) \ : B A Seb ey : Signa: 

— WE DO OUR PART £EQR /BETTER TIMES 
Spérts Editor. g
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CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
4 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE OF 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SIN= AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 

U. 8S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ae 

COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS isan he eck 
CO-OPERATING 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 
March 13, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold , 
Agricultural Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There is a movement on foot to have the 
; Federal Government purchase a portion of 

the land in Wood County that is marginal 
or nonagricultural land. Most of this is 
very weli suited to the growing and pro- 

- @uection of game birds, particularily the 

e prairie chicken. There are several probiems 
that I would like to discuss with you concern- 
ing production and propagation of game in this 
area as well as the purchase of this iand. 

I am enclosing, herewith, a copy of my i2th 

ee annual report which gives a map of the County 

f i232 showing the operating farms and the County 

( land. If you see possibilities for the pur- 

Rey chase of this land, or have any other program 
that would enhance the production o@ game in 

this area, I will be pleased to hear from you. 

Very truly yours, 

County Agent



, 

New Soils Building 
March 14, 1934 

Mr. H, R, Lathrope 
County Agricul tural Agent 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Lathrope: ; 

I am glad to lmow of your approval of the federal 

project in Wood County. ‘Thanks also for sending me the 

report, I know of oo local setion required at this par- 

tiolar stage of the game, but will let you Imow if and when 

the time comes, 

Yours sincerely, 

5 ALNO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

.  ALfvh ; 

| 
; =k =
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Sagamore Farm 

Paradise, Utah 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

: I was very happy to receive copies of the letter and @.0.U. 
report on the status of threatened species of non-shootable 
game. I greatly appreciate your interest in the protection of 
the sharptail because T'm convinced that something will have to 
be done to preserve it in the west. I recently questioned 
members of the game departments of Washington and Oregon and 
found that this species is even more scarce there than in Utah. 
One of the refuges for sharptail in this state is just about 
to fall thru so the picture here is very dark at present. How 
ever, a new State Game Commission has heen formed and they may 

cooperate. I hope you will pardon my opinion, T guess I should 

not criticize one I have been working under, but personally I 

believe the Game Department would have done something permanant 
for sharptail refuges if they had received any encouragement 

from Rasmussen. The former Commissioner boasted that the Game 

Department had spent 41,500,000.00 (State & Government) for 
refuges in Utah during the last few years———-and I thought to 
myself not one acre has been bought for sharptail and very little 

for non-shootable species. 

I don't want to appear unreasonable or tmpractical about 

this matter , but I do think something should be done. I believe 

that something can and will be done in the next year with the 

new commission and outside influences such as those you are and 

have beenmbiating. 

I had planned to send you a report of my mating and nesting 

studies on the sharptail this spring, but since you will be here : 

within a month I'l] talk them over with you in person instead. 

I must mention something about Rasmussen before passing , however. 

You recall that I mentioned that a year ago Rasmussen told me he 

couldn't justify any more expenditure on sharptail. I was greatly 

surprised during the fore part of May when he offered to pay me 

mileage for a mating and nesting study———-some $20.00 worth. I 

wondered afterward if you didn't say something to him a the Game 

Conference to cause him to reconsider his stand. I went ahead 

with my study as I had planned before, but cooperated with him 

since he offered the mileage. However, when I presented him with 

my mating and nesting summary he began asking me about my fall and ' 

winter data—-it seems he wanted it for his yearly report-— and 

I told him that it was my own data and research that he couldn't 

even justify paying mileage for last fall and winter. J try to be 

tolerant with people , but I did resent this incident-—--—there 

has been too much "borrowing the other fellow 's data and then 

writing it up as the author's own" in the Unit already.
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I just received notice of the Wisconsin Bureau of Personnel's Il 

announcement of the Game Biologist (food habits research) examination. 

Have you thought very mueh about this position? I was wondering 

if I could sualify for this position. In case the government 

decides to defer from selective service all men over 28 I would come 

under that heading. Fh Will cb olrat Ire tla dubar 

Ara twat Genta jae 
I just notice the announcement by the Civil Service Commission | 

of the Deputy United States Game Management Agent examination, in 

the Fish and Wildlife Service. Would you recommend taking this 

examination? 

Rasmussen just gave me a plan of your program in Utah the ‘ 

end of this month. I notice that you will be in Logan about the 

28th. We live only 10 miles sui of Logan:& would like to extend 

to you the invitation to spend atleast one night on Sagamore Farm, 

I can easily call for you at Locan bring you over home and then 

take you back the next morning rather than having you stay in a hotel. 

The family would like very much to meet you and I would like to talk 

over some matters with you privately and not in Rasmussen's company. { 

We have lots of room in the house and I'm sure we would all be very 

happy to have you spend the night with us. I'd also enjoy showing 

you the farm while you are in Utah. 

We will be looking forward to greeting you at Sagamore Farm. 

I am preparing a summary of my sharptail research for your 

visit. I am also selecting the most favorable sharptail area or 

areas to visit during your tour of the state. 

Wishing you a pleasant trip west and thanking you for the 

letters and publications and anxiously waiting to greet you, x 

I remain as ever. ® 

Very best regards, ~ yw 

Sincerely, — oh 
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: \oh University Farm Plate 

Division of Wildlife Management arch 3, 190 

Mr. Orville S. Lee 
Sagamore Farm : 
Paradise, Utah 

Dear Orville: 

It is nice to hear from you, and the moose picture is a good one 
although I agree with you that it is not well te chase animals around at that 
time of year. 

I confess I had not kept you in mind in connection with Pittman-Robertson 
inquiries, although I have not had very many. A new bunch of Pittman-Robertson 
men is now being appointed in Texas and I have reminded Phil Goodrum of your avail- 
ability. i think you were in touch with the Texas crowd before, but this was 
previous to Goodrum’s taking charge. You might try hin. 

Your best bet under Pittman-Robertson would, I think, be in the West 
where you could capitalize on your familiarity with western conditions. I am send- 
ing a copy of this to Starker, who may get wind of western openings and be able to 
put in a word. 

Yes, indeed, I remember Clarence Yoods and I am delighted that you are 
in touch with him. He has a long and honorable record in the Service and gave me 
my first idea of what s public conservation officer might be like. Neither I nor 
any of my party had ever seen a really clean-cut young fellow in the government 
service in conservation work. In those days the average appointee was a politician 
who wore an elk tooth and carried a heavy umbrella. 

I was glad to get the clipping about your brother. 

I am filing your observation about the arrival of starlings in Salt Lake 
end sending a copy of it te the Biologicai Survey. 

fhe conference was good but I did not get to see much of Rasmussen. 
As usuel one lacks time. 

The main news here is that the winter has been the poorest for trapping 
that I can remember. We caught practically nothing at University Bay and Faville 
Grove, but the Arboretum (Feeney) managed to band 75 pheasants and the Hamerstroms 
75 pinnates. Ye at last carried out a feeding experiment on pinnates which shows 
that they do best on a combination of buds and grain and are not able to hold their 
weight on buds alone. Why don’t you do a sharpteil feeding experiment? With your 
facilities et the ranch you are in an extra strong position. 

Must get ready for class now, so will ring off. With best regards and 
let me hear from you from time to time. 

Yours sincerely,
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Paradise, Utah 
Sagamore Farm 
May 13, 1938 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for your suggestions in relation to the 

to the position Mr. Wm; J- Tucker of Texas plans to fill. I finally 

have decided to apply for a position and hope I'm not too late. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you would write Mr. Tucker a 

letter in my behalf. The more I think of the position the more 

desirable it seems. I hope I'm fortunate enough to secure it. I'm 

gled you know Mr, Tucker, Dr. Rasmussen also considers him very highly. 

Thanks again for the prompt reply and encouragement. Best 

wishes for continuel success in your work. 

Sincerely, 

Oikles Y, h2



Copy to Dr. Taylor 

424 University Farn Place 
; May 18, 1938 

My. Wm. J. Tucker 
Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 
dustin, Texas 

Dear Bill: 

You will shortly receive an application from Orville S. Lee, Paradise, 
Uteh, applying for one of the openings concerning which Walter Taylor 
wrote me recently. 

Orville Lee took his master's degree in game management at Utah and 
then worked with me here for two years as a graduate student. His out- 
standing characteristics are thoroughness, persistence, industry and 
personal friendliness. He is not « brilliant research man, but I doubt 
whether you need that quality in manning your districts. Lee has mech 
more than the usual training in game management, and this combined with his 
personal qualities lead me to believe that he might make you a very valuable 
reoruit. He is not good at writing or speaking in public, tut he is very 
good at building friendly personal relationships. His modesty, together 
with his industry, has built for him mech respect among the Fisconsin 
faculty. 

Yours sincerely, i 

Aldo Leopold 
vh : Professor of Game Management



42h University Farm Place 

May 11, 1938 

Mr. Orville S. Lee 
Sagamore Farm 
Paradise, Utah 

Dear Orville: 

I had seen the notice of the Texas expansion and 

had recommended the opening to both Leonard and Doug. I 

know Tucker and regard him highly, and of course we all have 

confidence in Taylor. I think a spell of administration 

would be good for any research student, and my advice would 

be to apply and push the matter as hard as you can. When 

you need a shove from my end, let me know. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



Sagamore Farm 

Pargdise, Utah 
May 8, 1938 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Dr. Rasmussen sent me his copy of Mr. taylor's letter 
a week ago and I have been debating whether to apply for 
@ position. I'm inclosing a copy of Mr. Taylor's letter 
in case you have not already received notice of the wild- 
life specialists Mr. Tucker plans to hire in the near future. 

I would greatly appreciate your advice on this matter. 
The position would require more administration then research, 
but there would be some of the latter. I have had some ex— 
perience in "selling" wildlife to farmers in this region. | 
I have also done some work with game wardens in both Utah 
and Idaho. I realize that wildlife conditions would be 
somewhat different in Texas, but I think I could adapt my- 

self to them. 

I believe such a position gives opportunity for a great 
deal of practical experience in certain aspects of wild- 
life work in which I need experience and development. Do 
you think I'm over-estimating my ability when I consider 

such a postion? 

I would greatly appreciate your suggestion. At the 
present time I'm still somewhat undecided. I would also 
appreciate an early reply because the applications should be 
sent in as soon as possible. 

My folks appreciate your frien@ly sentiments. They 
thank you for the good wishes and extend to you their best 

regards. 

Trusting that this letter will cause you too much 
trouble and hoping to hear from you at your earliest con- 
venience, I remain. 

oe



42h University Parm Place 
May 2, 1938 

Mr. Orville S. Lee 
Sagamore Farn 
Paradise, Utah 

: Dear Orville: 

I am delighted to have a word from you and 
interested to imow how the relations with Rasmussen have 
some out. 

Since Rasmssen insists on a connection here, don't 
forget that I stand ready to give you another master's if you 
want it, and that might furnish the connection which Rasmessen 
wants. 

I hope you will drop me a line every little while 
and tell me how things are going. I hope, too, that you will 
give my kind regards to your family. I feel that I know them. 

With best regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



. Sagamore Farm 

Paradise, Utah 
April 26, 1938 

Deer: Professor Leopold: 

I have been so busy checking on sharpteail grouse 
dancing grounds lately that I have little time for any 
thing else. 

I had some varied weather on my trip home varying 
from spring to winter. I experienced a sleet storm and 
a blizzard in Nebraska which reminded me of winter in 
Wisconsin. 

Dr. Rasmussen and I have discussed my proposed 
sharptail study. He saya that he-can't go on withthe 
original plan without a connection with you at the 

University. He has decided to give me field expenses 
as one interested in the study. It won't make much 

difference as for as the study goes and I think every 
thing will turn out alringt. 

I'm making a survey of dancing grounds at the present 

time. I am usually on the grounds at daylight»and I find 
the dance already underway. Thus far I have found all te 
dancing grounds on remnants of native vegetation and it 
further shows the importance of these "islands". 

I trust that everything is going along nicely at the 
"office", I miss the association with you, the seminars, 
the fellows, etc. Tell them all hello for me and give my 

; best wishes to Mrs. Leopold and your family. 

Wishing you continual success and joy in your work, 
I remain. 

Sincerely, 

Ouilbeh eu



EEE << 

: 1532 University Avenue 
March 22, 1938 

Dr. D. Irvin Rasmssen 
Forest School 
Utah State College 
Logan, Utah ; 

Dear Rasmuesen: 

The attached letter to Mr. Orville L. Lee is self-explanatory. 

This development is a surprise to me, since I expected Orville 
to walk away with his prelim. If anticipated that the difficulty, if any, 
would be in his thesis. 

_ The purpose of this letter is to discuss what effect, if any, 
this has on your plans. The University of Wisconsin would of course cease 
to have any official connection, since there will be no thesis to submit. 
fo the extent, however, that you or Orville could use my advice by mail, 
it would, of course, be available just the same. . 

Moreover the promising nature of the research project as such 
would seem to me to be unaltered by the recent events. I can see, however, 
that you might have some question of a graduate student who was not a 
candidate for a degree. This question is of course for you to decide, 
but I might remark that we deliberately encourage graduate students who 
are not degree candidates and whose interest is in the training and 
research subject matter alone. : 

Orville tells me that he will be going home about April 1 and 
that he will look you up soon after. I am not writing this letter to 
burden you with a long reply but rather to plece the new situation in 
your mind so that you will be ready to discuss it with him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
enel



1532 University Aveme 
March 22, 1938 

Mr. Orville L. Lee 
Paradise 
Utah 

Dear Mr. Lees 

By this time Orville will have told you about his failure to 
pass the preliminary examination for a doctorate. 

Since you may not be familiar with the peculiar nature of such 
an examination, we are taking the liberty of writing you about it. 

A doctorate examination calls for not only faithful work in 
absorbing the instruction given in courses, but also the putting together 
of scientific principles from such courses and the application of these 
principles to new and unfamiliar problems. Many students with a very 

high record for industry and perseverance fail to pass the doctorate 
examination. 

We,as members of Orville's examination committee, deeply 
regret our inability to pass him, tut we feel impelled at this time to 
acknowledge to you the extraordinary faithfulness and earnestness with 
which he has pursued his work here. If application alone sufficed for a 
doctorate, there would never be any question of Orville's status. He 
has developed inte a good naturalist. His perseverance and industry 
have given him, we think, a good command of technical subject matter. 
It is only on the much more difficult scientific aspects of his work 
that he has failed to make the grade. He has earned, by his effort, 
the affection and respect of the faculty members who have come to know 
him, and we want you to be aware of these facts. 

¥. 

Yours sincerely,



= = 

Pattie btn Drath Kon t 

Courso Requirements for a degree are drawn for each candidate by a 
faculty committce, subjoct to the fixed requirements of the Biological Division, 
Graduate School. 

The following work is required to complete a doctorate with a joint major 
in zoology and game managemont: 

1. A general knowledge of the field of zoology (as represented by 
such a text-as Guyer's). This should include a general knowledge 

way of classification and of the more obvious characters of the chief 
phyla, also the elements of heredity and of organic evolution. 

a 2. An extended knowledge of the vertebrates, as to anatomy, classi- 
= fication, distribution, habits, including reproduction. 

on f 3. An intensive knowledge of the class of vertebrates, within which 
wet 4 the research represented by the Ph.D. thesis lies. 

pol awel 4. A substantial knowledge of animal parasites. 

prvlueel 5. Some knowledge of entomolozy. 

- ¥ - 

~,y.tt 7 6, A substantial knowledge of plant and animal ecology and of the 
: Je pettt 5 flora and fauna of Wisconsin. 

phe . 

. 9 Qo wernt - 
Le cote 7. Some-knowledge of soils and agronomy. 

fvivte 8. Some knobledge of climatology. vole 

9. An intensive knowledge of tho field of game management (as 

Licpolel- represented by such a text as Leopold's). 

wt rele 10. An intensive knowledge of management techniques. 

1l. A thesis acceptable to the committee, or the equivalent in 

published papers.
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1532 University Aveme 

September 23, 1937 

Dr. D. I. Rasmesen 
Uteh Wildlife Experiment Station 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Rasmesen: 

I am very glad you sent me the summary of the sharptail 
grouse work to date. I now want to give you a history of my deslings 
with Orville and to make as clear as possible my relationship with 
the work. I am sending Orville a copy of this so that there can be 
no possible misunderstanding as among the three of us. 

It 444 not take long after Orville's arrival here to make 
it clear to me and to his other teachers that he was extremely consci- 
entious and painstaking in the execution of all assigned duties. This 
includes not only his studies tut also such research work as was 
definitely outlined for him, ani miscellaneous office tasks which we 
all share here because there is nobody else to do them. 

It also became apparent to me, however, that Orville lacked 
ability to plan work in a clear-cut and logical manner ani to execute 
his own plans decisively. I thereupon told him in a friendly conversa~ 
tion that while I mech appreciated his conscientious work here, I 
doubted whether he was of the mental type who should be encouraged to 
ge after a doctorate. 

Later, just to be sure I had not done an injustice, I eon- 
sulted two other professors who had seen a good deal of him, and found 
that one agreed with me but the other did not. ‘The other one thought 
that Orville's conscientiousness in executing assigned duties could some- 
hew be turned into the channel of creative research effort. 

Since opinion was not unanimous, I had another talk with 
Orville in which I told him what had happened, and I told him that if 
he wished to take the gamble of producing an acceptable doctorate 
thesis, I was willing to gamble with him; that is to say, I was willing 
to help him in every way possible with his preparation and outling of 
the thesis work, to ativiee him by mail during the progress of that work, 
but that the quality of the thesis when completed would of course be 
judged by the same severe standards as apply in other cases, and that 

I was not sure he could moot those standards either in planning and 
executing the project or in writing it up afterward. Orvilk told me 
he wished to take the gamble and our subsequent plans have been laid 
accordingly, that is to say, a doctorate committee was appointed to make 
final assignments in course work, and as you know, he is now engaged in 
meoting the committee's schedule for hin.



D. I. Rasmussen + 2 Sept. 23, 1937 

Meanwhile I placed Orville in charge of the pheasant 
movement study last winter and I am moh pleased by the way he 
handled it. He got 210 pheasants trapped, marked and moved. He got 
along well with all others concerned in the process, and what is 
especially noteble, he mede a good record on getting follow-up obser~ 
vations from farmers. Hig write-up of the project, however, was not 
satisfactory, nor was I able to get any substantial help from him 
in the half-dozen revisions of the manuscript which I myself undertook 
end have now completed. It will come out in the Journal shortly so 
I need not send you the manuscript. 

My judgment on what would constitute a fair arrangement 
for the coming field work is probably not applicable to the Utah 
set-up because of the extreme shortage of funds under which we con- 
stantly operate. If the work were going on here and all the other 
circumstances were the same, I would consider I wae doing the fair 
thing if I furnished travel and subsistence expense. If, upon devel~ 
opment of the work, the student showed excellent accomplishment, 1% 
would then consider it the fair thing to edd a emall etipent. 

I would like to be very explicit about my relationship te ‘ 
the future field work. As a matter of personal interest in sharptatle 
end personal friendliness for you and Orville, I want to help all I 
ean both by mail and by verbal conmltation showld a chance for it 
occur. I cannot, however, assume any responsibility for the work, 
and f think you and Orville will both understand why this is the case. 
It would be impossible for me te detect the eritieal decisions in a 
contact which mst be mainly by msil, and I do not know enough about 
Utah either to detect the critics] decisions. I will have under way 
as a concurrent project the revival of the Schmidt study by F. i. 
Hamerstrom, Jr. Such guidance as can be dram from his findings from 
time to time will aleo be at your disposal. 

In closing I will generalize by saying that I have always 
bed a vary folenlly feeling tored Orfitle ant his plane teow 
his faithfulness, a skeptical fecling about his doctorate calibre 
decomse the work in which he has excelled has been largely assigned 
work. He has not yet proved his ability to stand on his own feet in 
either plenning, doing or writing, and all three are necessary for 
doctorate in my organization. , 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

iN REPLY REFER TO Logan, Utah : z 

September 17, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Game Management Department 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enelosed you will find a memorandum concerning our tentative 
agreement whereby Orville Lee would receive field expenses and 
perhaps reimbursement from the Utah cooperative wildlife unit while 
he does his research work for the doctorate thesis. I think the 
memorandum is fairly self-explanatory, and I have written it pri- 
marily for Lee's benefit in order to stimulate him to attacking 
his problem in a little more business-like manner and to insure 
that there will be no slip-up in the program or the research be- 
cause of lack of a proper understanding. 

I have been just a little disappointed in Lee's attitude this 
summer, inasmuch as he has devoted very little effort toward the : 
carrying out of a research program. This perhaps can be excused 
because of the need for his services on the farm at home, but his 
lack of organized interest is not so easily explained. I can best 

: “ illustrate this by the fact that early in the summer I mentioned 
some of the winter observations that we had made and that one of 
the students had completed an under-graduate thesis based on a lot 
of hard winter field work on snow shoes and skiis, in fact, much 
more field work during inclement weather than Lee himself has dones 
He knew of the thesis but was not interested enough to look at it 

: at that time and did not trouble himself enough to read it until 
he borrowed it at my suggestion a few days agoe 

You perhaps will recall that the only recommendation I gave e 
for Lee at the time he went to Madison was done verbally, and at 
this time I said he was a good conscientious worker and was not. 
afraid of hard work and that he had a fine scholastic record here 
at the Agricultural College. However, in spite of this he lacked 
a little something, and I described him as being “green" or "naive" 
but felt that if he could get away from home for a time and meet 
with people and be on his own, so to speak, he would perhaps over- 
come this shortcoming. 

You will be perhaps a bit at a loss to understand my purpose 
in writing concerning this, and perhaps I should not bother myself, 
but I feel that something should be done to assist him in developing
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where he is definitely deficient. I have recently talked with him 

and was a bit rough perhaps, but it was intended only for what I 
believed was his own good. Naturally I am very much interested in 
him and that he develops into the type of man that can make a go of 
game research and management work, but I am just a little at a loss 
to know how to assist him in "snapping out of it" and go after his 
problems in a business-like manner and develop a bit more initiative 
and imagination as concerns his field work. 

It will be possible for the unit here at Utah to assist him 
in his conducting his study, but you can easily understand the 
reasons I desire him to assume responsibility for the outlining and 
attack of field problems. I will, however, do all I can to advise 

him and to assist him in those problems that always arise as a part 
of working in the field. I have not been too definite about giving 
him a fixed stipend in’addition to expenses because of the fact 
that I feel it is somewhat difficult to justify such an expense 
when he is living and assisting at home and his folks are one of 
our county's most successful farmers. I would, however, like to 

have some definite word from you about what policy you would desire 
that I pursue concerning him and something of the expenses that you 

feel that I should logically handle in addition to the mileage and 
subsistence in the field. 

Very sincerely yours, 

[oS See 
De 1. Rasmussen, In Cherge 

Utah Wildlife Experiment Station 

DIR: LM



MEMORANDUM CONCERNING THE CORUMBIAN..SHARPTAIL GROUSE STUDY 

At the 1937 American Wildlife Conference held in St. Louis it 

was tentatively agreed that the Utah Wildlife Cooperative unit would 

cooperate with Orville S. Lee, a graduate student of the University 

of Wisconsin in continuing his research work on the Columbian sharp- 

tail grouse. At this time I asked Lee to prepare and send to me a 

tentative budget of his needs and program to pursue such a study. 

In a letter from Madison under date of March 19, 1937 Lee wrote 

me as follows: 

"T have finally decided to continue my study of 
the Columbian Sharp-tailed grouse, providing I can 
make proper arrangements. Professor Leopold and I 
have discussed the several aspects of the project, and 
he recommends that I undertake the study for my thesis. 

At St. Louis you stated that it would be possible 
to obtain mileage and probably a monthly stipend through 

the Wildlife Research Station at Logan. You also asked 
me to make an estimate of the cost of the proposed 
project. I am at a loss to know what would be a rea- 

sonable estimation at the present time. Therefore, I 
would appreciate it if you would formulate a general 
account for the coming summer, and we can draw up 
future plans when I get out there in Jume. However, 
in the event that you need a more specific schedule 
I'll-be glad to cooperate with you on ite" 

I answered him on March 25, 1937 as follows: 

"TI am very much pleased that you have decided to 
continue your Columbian sharptail grouse study for 
your Ph.D. thesis. I was somewhat interested in see- 
ing you outline a definite budget of what you felt 
you needed to do it properly, and I don't kmow just 
how much money you think this will take. However, I 
am sure that we can continue this and handle a con=- 
servative amount of both mileage and perhaps a regular 
stipend. 

The problem was pretty well localized to the vic- 
inity of Logan and Paradise, and I think it will be 
possible to do an enormous amount of field work with a 

comparatively small amount of travel. I still, however, 

do not like to set up a definite figure until I know 
more of your proposed outline and what you wish to do 
and accomplishe I can, however, assure you that I will 

be entirely open to reason and do right by you in this 
undertaking."
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Lee made no answer to this letter. 

In early June I was required to set up my 1937-38 budget and 
believing that the sharptail study was to be continued but having 
had no definite suggestions of needed expenses or program of work, 
I set it up for $500 for field expenses. Also during early June in 
addition to W. H. Marshall and I spending several days, a graduate 
student, Jessop Low, acquainted with the area and problem was hired 
to make a nesting survey of the sharptail range to bridge the time 

: between our fall, winter and early spring observations and Lee's 
proposed work. : 

In a conference with Lee on July 19 his program was discussed 
briefly, and it was understood he should continue observations and 
expense money was available but that a definite program should be 
prepared. However, he had changed his plans somewhat and he was 
planning on returning to Madison in the fall and the intensive study 
was to wait until after the fall quarter required resident botany and 
the languages requirements were completed. 

I saw Lee only once or twice during the summer and from these 
very short visits and reports of certain men hereabouts learned that 
he was dévoting his entire time and efforts to farming on his father's 
farm. I received no tentative program of work or procedure. 

On September 8 he called at my office concerning reimbursement 
for summer travel expenses. This included three trips made June 23, 

24, 26, totaling 317 miles in company with Jessop Low. Charges for 
the July trips are as follows: 29th, 7 miles; 13th, 5 miles; 14th, 

6 miles; 28th, 112 miles; and a trip for the period August 13-23 

into Idaho for 1,182 miles. 

Inasmuch as the cooperative wildlife research unit money is 
handled as regular college money, disbursements must follow the 
definite rule of obtaining an authorization for incurring definite 
expenses. The June trips had been authorized at the time they were 
taken. The July trips cam perhaps be justified as exceptional and 
be taken care of because of small amount involved. The 1,200 mile 

Idaho trip was practically all out of state travel, (this requiring 
special authorization) and was taken without either verbal or written 
notice to me. (I had, however, been at my office 4h days of the week 
previous to August 13). For this reason this claim cannvt legally 
be paid from college funds. 

These developments have strongly emphasized the need of a def= 
inite understanding of obligations of the various cooperating indi- 
viduals. 

Personally I am very much interested in seeing this study con- 

tinued and. am willing to see a portion of the unit's funds devoted 
to this project. However, I am held accountable for the money
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expended and must correlate the amounts for the various projectse 

The money is dispersed through the regular college channels and dis- 

bursements must agree with their procedures 

Some definite arrangement should be made whereby copies of either 

monthly or progress reports should be submitted for our files that 

aney may serve as justification of the expenditures that are made on 

the’ project. 

In regard to the definite study to be undertaken by Lee as a 

doctorate thesis, I shall be interested primarily in the financial 

angles of the field procedure and giving what assistance I can in 

field problems. Obviously the plen of procedure, program of work, 

the field techniques to be employed and plan of report to be made 

should be prepared in outline form by Lee and receive Professor 

Leopold's approvale 

Lee's home is ideally located to enable him to make field obser- 

vations, and I feel that he should attach intensively a study of the 

factors influencing numbers and experimentations with environmental 

controls and with the birds near his home. I would question sere 

iously the desirability of experimental feeding or other detail work 

on areas fifty miles removed until such was attempted at home. Some 

further check should perhaps be made on present range and occurrence, 

but this certainly should be minor or considered as supplemental to 

his original report, which should form a background for an intensive 

life history and management study. 

In the field work it will be possible to use certain qualified 
students under close supervision to assist in censuses, nesting sur- 
veys, cover mapping or similar field work where groups can function 
efficiently. Professor Kelker is much interested in such a program 
to give students practical field work. The location of some of the 
study areas near the school makes possible their utilization in in- 
structional work. 

Considerable more man days of field work on sharptail distribu- 
tion and activity have been done in Utah by Marshall, Jensen, Smith, 
Kay, Rasmussen and advanced students since completion of Lee's 
master thesis than had been done previously. A number of new lines 
of approach have been tried, as (1) fall, winter and spring occur- 
rence and activities in relation to cover types; (2) séasonal study 
of food habits in relation to availability and snow depths; (3) ob- 
servations on mating activities including location of seven strutting 
grounds and obtaining a movie of this activity. The above material 
is summarized briefly in an article by Marshall and Jensen prepared 
for the October issue of Journal of Wildlife Management. In ad= 
dition to this we have considerable data on nests and mortality of 

birds in relation to agricultural practices and a variety of other 
observations from all months in the year. (Marshall spent full time 
during May and June, 1936 in this field work). These data are all 

available in our files for Lee to use to supplement his own observa- 

tions.
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Lee will still have a fairly new field to work one I can see 
that all our information is fragmentary and in need of many more 
observations. There will be no phase that can be considered closed. 

Knowledge of such phases as predation, mortality and other limiting 
factors is very meager. Nothing has been attempted to date in en= 
vironmental controls or management practices. 

: I assure you I will do all in my power to assist in seeing a 

successful study made of this work and this interest can best ex- 
plain my preparation of this lengthy memorandum. 

In As iC sine Cooperative Re= 

search Unite 

— Ss September 16, 1937 

Cofien % Aenperd
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a 
Memorandum of plens for summer and early fall: : 

1. Visit the southern part of the Columbian sharptail grouse 

renge on my return trip home. I want to compare the range in northern 

New Mexico, southern and western Colorado, and eastern Utah with the 

range in northern Utah. ; 

2. Work on the sharpteil study in Utah during the summer; 

hope to get the project well under way by fall. 

: 3. Study languages so that exams can be taken soon after ees 

school starts. : : ; : 

4. I plan to return to the University about September 15 

and complete my course requirements the first semester.
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1532 University Avenue 
June 21, 1937 

Mr. Orville S. Lee 3 

Paradise 
Uteh 5: 

Dear Orville: 

I'm pleased to hear that Professor Wagner encouraged 
your sharptail project. 

That leaves it, then, that it is your gamble as to 
whether you cen produce a thesis of doctorate calibre. Needless 
to say, you can call on me for any help I can give. 

I'd like to see you push the thing far enough this 
summer so we can grapple with some actual questions when you come : 
back for your prelim. By that time Hamerstrom ought to have a lot 
of equivalent questions lined up for Wisconsin, and we can go over 
them jointly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh : Professor of Game Management
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May 11, 1937 

Statement to accompany certification of Orville 8. Lee: 

Lee took his master's degree at the Utah State Agricultural 
College in 1936, submitting as a thesis some preliminary work on the 
Columbian Sharp~tailed Grouse. 

He has since attended the University of Wisconsin to complete 
his course requirements for a doctorate and to develop miscellaneous 
skills in technical game management, 

It is now his intent to return to Utah to undertake a mre 
thorough field study of the Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse, He will 
probably work under the auspices of the research mit mintained by 
the U, 8, Biological Survey at the Utah State Agricultural College. 

His lenguage requirements have not yet been met, but he 
will return here for this purpose for a semester at some time previous 
to his preliminary examination. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



Copy to Harry Anderson 

1532 University Avenue 
November 13, bse 

uy, Orville Lee 
c/o Ben Berg 
Teke Mills 
Wisconsin 

Dear Orville: 

The attathed pheasant trapping project requires transferring you to take 
charge of the University Farms as soon as convenient. Is this agreeable? 

I want you to be the memager of the farms, but in respect of the trapping 
to work under the supervision of Harry Anderson, This is to get the ad- 
vantage of his trapping experience, 

Your compensation will be as at me plus a mileage allowance, Will 
you stop in soon te diseuss details? 

Yours, 

Ale MgG Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management
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August 18, 1936. 

Mr. Orville S. Lee, 
Paradise, Utah. 

Dear Mr. Lee: 

At the suggestion of Professor Leopdld, I am writing you about an 
opening here in Texas in which you may be interested. 

One of our most important projects, in connection with our newly 
organized Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, is a study of the effects of 
introducing Mexican quail. As you know, Texas and other States have brought 
in e good many of these quail. There are some indications of hermful effects, 
such as lessened vitality, decreased weight in the native birds, end upset sex 
ratio in some of the hybrids. But positive information is lacking. We are 

attempting, through a genetic experiment under control here at the College, 

(Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College), and a field test which is being 
conducted in a nearby county, to secure some of the details of what actually 

happens. 

The opening is in connection with the field test, since the man who has 
been on the job is going to college during the coming year. 

The manner of the field test is about as follows: Three areas have been 

selected in the pine woods of Walker County. On one area native quail (Colinus 
virginianus) are being maintained. On another area all the native quail have 
been removed, and Mexican quail (C. vy. texanus) have been placed there. On a 
third area both Mexican and native quail heve been placed. The conditions seem 

reasonably good to really find out what happens under naturel conditions when 

Mexicans are bpought in. Close supervision has been maintained on all the birds 
over the three areas from the beginning of the experiment in the spring. The 
first young birds are now appearing. Traps are now being built and one of the 

big jobs this fall will be to trap and band all the young birds as they come 

along and keep. careful notes on them. There will also be census work to be done, | 

perhaps some burning experiments for the production of quail feed to be supervised, 
some warden work in protecting the areas azainst peachers during the open season 

(Noxemkerxi@xto December 1 to January 16), study of quail enemies, investigation 
of winter losses, study of food and cover relations, investigations of carrying 

capacity, ete. 

The job will pay $100 per monthfor the full time of the investigator and 
for a period of at least nine or ten months. The tuxumba person on the job will 
be paid by the Texas Game Fish and Oyster Commission but supervised by this office ~ 

as a part of the staff of the Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service. Headquarters 

for the work will be Huntsville, Waller County, Texas, which is about 65 miles 
from the Texas A. and M. College. Headquarters means, of course, that one pays 
his own lodging and subsistence when at headquarters. Since you would live at 
Huntsville that would be most of the time. Mileage on automobile travel to and 

from the areas is allowed, three or four cents a mile, An automobile is necessary 
on this job. This could be purchased down here if desired.
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From what Professor Leopold says I assume you would like to wokk for a 

higher degree. While the job under consideration is one which would preclude 

taking eny courses in residence here at the A. and M. College, Pfofessor Heid 

end I feel sure that if you wanted to register for Wildlife 575, our graduate 

course, you could earn from 4 to 6 credits per term. There are two terms here 

during the period when the work would be carried on. Then if desired, you 

could earn not more than 8 credits in summer session--but in order to be in 

residence in the summer session you would have to give up the ficld job and the 

ineome therefrom. Possibly some + other errangement could be made to care for 

a pert of your expenses through work here at the college, but that would have to 

be worked up later. 

The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas has not up to this year 

given the Ph. D. degree. At the present time there is one student here who is 

a @andidate for this degree, in the field of Genetics. If you desired to do so 

it is altogether likely that you would be admitted to candidacy for the Ph. D. 

degree in Wildlife Management. : 

: Another thing. Under the Texas law, a resident of another State is required 

to pay instead of the matriculation fee of $25 paid each semester by Texas students, 

a semester fee eousl to that charged residents of Texas in the State from which the 

student comes. Professor Reid's opinion is that we could get the high fee waived-~ 

I understand that Wisconsin is a bit rough on mm non-residents--but that would have 

to be worked out. If you sre interested I can let you know about this, probably 

in a few days. 

The quail job here offers a real opportunity to somebody. Observations and 

studies made in this section sould have some significance for similar areas over 

a good deal of the South. ‘The work would introduce you to an entirely new environ- 

ment, and one I am confident you would find interesting. There is a lot of hard 

work involved, but the compensations in experience and training should suffice to 

recommend the job to anyone scriously interested in specializing in the wildlife 

field. 

_ I em writing a letter similar to this to Mr. Siegler also. ie have some 

local men under consideration too. The work ought to beginf soon, so we would 

appreciate your prompt answer. If not too difficult, please send me a transcript 

of your credits, your age, general experience, and a photograph. If you need any 

further information, let me know right ewsey. 

Wire me collect if you ere interested enough to try for this position. 

Sincerely yours, 

Senior Biclogist, In Charge 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service. 

= ie



August 14, 1936 

Dean EB, B, Fred 
Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Pred: 

On Mareh 19 I wrote you giving a limited endorsement 
to the application of Orville &. Lee for a legislative scholar- 
ship, The limitation consisted in the fact that I was not then 
sure that he was doctorate material, 

Since that time I have been so impressed ty his 
industry and thoroughness that I have changed my mind and 
encouraged him to come back for a doctorate if he eares to take 
the gauble, Since he is very low in funds and I have no travel 
funds to offer him for his field work, I wuld like to renew 
without qualification my recommendation thet he receive a 
legislative scholarship if there are any or if any vacancies 
occur, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

wh F
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ORVILLE S. LEE wy, ee 

SAGAMORE FARM - 

PARADISE, UTAH 

August 8, 1936 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
Game Management Dept. 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was indeed pleased with your recent letter. I have 
thought several times that I should have written you and 
informed you of my plans and desires. Your letter has 
provided the necessary impetus for me to write at last. 

I have thought a great deal of your suggestion to take 
out another Master degree. However, after much consideration 
I have decided to "take the gamble" and try for a Doctor 

degree. If you are willing to give me a chance toward a 
doctorate I'll endeavor to take full advantage of it. 

I greatly appreciate this new opportunity for graduate 

study. I will do ry utmost to make it worthwhile to you 
and to myself, 

Since I am undecided as to an area for my study this 

fall, I would prefer to have you select some suitable area 
for me. The proposed pheasant banding problem on the 
Riley area and University farms sounded interesting---I realize 
it is a minor problem and not sufficient for a doctorate 

thesis. I also enjoyed my study at the Arboretum, I wouldn't 
mind doing some more general work in game management to
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ORVILLE S. LEE 
SAGAMORE FARM 

PARADISE, UTAH 

better fit me for a special problen. 

It seems that the Sharp-tailed grouse have aroused a 
warm feeling for them and I may appear too interested in them. 
You mentioned that you were planning to continue the Prairie 
Chicken investigation, Are you planning to include the 
Sharptail in the study? 

As I mentioned previousy, I dislike paying the $200 
: out of state fee. I have not received a Legislative Scholar- 

ship yet. If possible I want to use that money(#200) to 
buy a car for research work. I am curious to learn if you 
have been fortunate enough to secure any other assistantchips, 
because even a small one would cancel this out of state fee. 

I recently received another NYA application blank which 
I filled out and returned to the University. A NYA job 
would be a big help to me if there is one to spare. 

The farm work here has kept me well occupied thus far. 
fhe rush season is now about over and I'll have more time for 
game study. Dr. Rasmussen and I will draft an article based 

on my Sharptail study later this month, I wanted to include 
my observations this summer during the juvenile period. 

I trust that I have not burdened you with too many 
finiancial problems for I realize that you have difficulty 
in securing funds for research work.



ORVILLE S. LEE 

SAGAMORE FARM 

PARADISE, UTAH 

My couse work at the University this fall can be 
adjusted to fit into almost any schedule I think, I 
can take few or several courses depending the work you 
have plamedc for me. 

I again wish to express my sincere appreciation to 
you for the interest and consideration you have manifested 
in my behalf. 

Please extend my best wishes to Mrs. Leopold and 
your family and to Miss Horn. 

Wishing you continual success and a peaceful summer, 
I remain. 

Sincerely, 

Ohta)



august 4, 1936 

Mr, Orville 5, Lee 
Saginaw Fara 
Paradise, Utah 

Dear Orville: 

Mrs. Leopold and I appreciated your nice letter. 

I have been thinking of you often, especially of our talk in which 
I diseouraged you as to a doctor's degree, at the same time acknowledging 
your extremely conscientious work and welcoming your return for more work, 

fo check my judgment, I have consulted two other faculty members, 
One agrees, the other disagrees, with my advice on the doctorate, 

Since it is not unanimous, I want you to have every benefit of 
the doubt. I therefore amend my afvice to this extent: if you want to teke 
the gamble, I will welcome your making the attempt, and of course do all I 
ean to help you succeed in it, Of course you are welcome in any case; 
I am here disoussing only the doctorate, 

I now have a new student who already has a master's but wants to 
take another here, in game, I mention this as something which you could 
easily do, however the doctorate comes out. 

I wish you'd keep me posted as to your plans, I want to steer 
NYA, area assignments, etc., to meet your wishes. 

I hope to send you a draft of the post-mortem paper shortly. 

With warm personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managenent 

vh



1532 University Avemie 

Mr, Frank N, Graass 
Sturgeon Bay 
Wseonsin 

: Dear Frank: 

Under a new procedure, members of the Legislature are 
privileged to recomend university students for “Legislative 
scholarships." Hach such scholarship éntitles non-resident 
students to resident tuition. 

T have a craduate student, Mr, Orville 8. Lee of 
Paradise, Utsh, who has graduated from Utah State Agricul tural 

% College and is here doing special work in geme management, He 
has no particular means and finds it rather hard to meet the 
non-resident tuition charge, He has submitted an application 
through the regular channels for « legislative scholarship, 

T can recommend Mr, Lee as thoroughly studious, con- 
selentious and cooperative, I would appreciate it very mach 

: if you could recommend him for a legislative scholarship to 
Mr, M, EB, MeCaffrey, who acts for the Board of Regents in the 
allotment of such scholarships, He can be addressed at the 
Administration Building, University of Wisconsin, 

j 

{ 

} Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



1532 University Aveme 
March 19, 1936 

Dean EZ. B. Pred 
Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

Referring to Orville Lee's application for a 
legislative fellowship, dated March 19: 

Lee came here at his own volition, to study game 
management, He is receiving no travel expense, scholarships 
or other university help. He is temporarily assigned to the 
Arboretum for his field work, pending formation of further 
plans, ‘the non=rocident tuition is, under these cirounstances, 
necessarily a heavy burden, 

All my students moet finish a year's apprenticeship 
before their ability for advanced research is decided upon, 
Lee will finish his year next September. 

I am not yet convinced he is doctorate materiel, but 
I am able to certify him as studious, conscientious, cooperative, 
and enthusiastic. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Geme Management 

vh
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Courses, 2d semester, 1935-36: 

Botany (Flora of Wisconsin) - 4 hrs., 1:30-4:30 M.F. Fassett 

Ag. Economics 118 (Game Man.) - 1 hr., 11 7,7. Leopold 

Ages Research - 5 hrs. - 

Zoology (Vertebrates) - 2 hrs. §& T.T. Wagner
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1532 University Ave. 
February 6, 1936 

Prof. Asher Hobson — 
Department of Agricul tural Zeonomics 
Agricaltural Hall 

Dear Professor Hobson: 

In the absence of Professor Leopold I an giving you some 
information on Orville S. Lee, who has come to us as a graduate 
student in wildlife management. 

Mr. Lee did his high school work at South Cache High School, 
Hyram, Uteh, where he was graduated in 1930. He received a 3.3. 
degree from the Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah, in 
June, 1934, majoring in zoology. He received his master's degree 
from the same college this Jamary, his thesis topic being the 
life history of the Columbian sharp-tailed grouse. He comes here 
wanting to contime his study of the sharp-tailed grouse under 
Mr. Leopold. ‘This type of research is different from the ordinary 
laboratory research conducted by students and entails more 
expenses, inasmuch as the student goes out in the field and travels 
a great deal throughout the state in studying his problen. 

This grouse study is particularly opportune at the present 
time because the sharp-tailed grouse studies being conducted by 
the University received a serious set-back in the death of 
Frenklin Schmidt, research assistant in sgricul tural economics, 
last August. 

Since Mr, Lee's field expenses will be necessarily high, it 
would be of great benefit to him and to the conservation work in 
this state if he could be assisted by a legislative scholarship. 
I am mre that Mr. Leopold would heartily concur in recommending 
Mr, Lee for a legislative scholarship if any be available. 

Very truly yours, 

Leonard W. Wing 
Wildlife Cycle Investigation 

vh



: 1532 University Ave. 
Jamary 17, 1936 

Mr. Orville 8, Lee 
Sagamore Farm 
Paradise, Utah 

Dear Mr. Lee: 

I am glad you are coming here, but it is 
difficult for me to recommend courses in advance of know 
ing the kind of project which you wish to undertake for 
your doctorate, It will also be necessary for you to do 
some preliminary apprentice work before a doctorate topic 
can be selected. 

I suggest that when you get here you get in 
touch with Mr, Leonard Wing, one of my senior students, 
who will advise you concerning courses for the senester. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Geme Management 

vh
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ORVILLE S. LEE 

SAGAMORE FARM \ yr" 4 

PARADISE, UTAH : 

Jan; 9, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

At the present time conditions are very favorable 
for my attending the University of Wisconsin during the 
second semester and continuing my graduate work in 

game management. I have almost finished my Thesis and 
my Master's examination is scheduled for Jan. 24th., 
afterwhich I will be able to leave for Wisconsin. 

I have seriously considered attending some other 
schools, but I have definitly decided to attend 
Wisconsin. I only hope that I can make good. 

In as much as you will in all probability be in 
attendance at the American Game Conference at Washington 
during the registration for the 2nd. semester, I would 
greatly appreciate it if you could suggest a course of 
study for me in addition to Game Management 118. 

Dean Fred has a copy of my transcrip of credits in 
case you would care to look over my past courses or I 
will be glad to send you a copy if you desire one. 

°
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ORVILLE S. LEE 

SAGAMORE FARM 

PARADISE, UTAH 

I realize that game management at the University of 
Wisconsin‘acarried out some what differently than it is at 

the Utah State Agricultural College. I have greatly 
enjoyed working on the study of the Sharp-tailed grouse 
however, and hope I have gained some experience to aid 
me in my later work. 

I trust that all will go well and thet I will be able 
to register at Wisconsin in February. 

Wishing you success in all your work, I remain. 

Yours very truly,



New Soils Building 
November 20, 1935 

Mr. Orville S. Lee 
Sagamore Farm 
Paradise, Utah 

Dear Mr. Leet 

I have reed your correspondence with Mise Horn and 
have also received Mr. Porter's letter of November 5, Meanwhile 
I hope you have read carefully the mimeographed prospectus which 
Miss Horn sent you. 

I take it from Mr. Porter's letter that you have now 
definitely decided to enroll here for the second semester for 
graduate work in game managenent, this is fine, and you may be 
assured that we will all welcome you, but meanwhile you have 
probably also picked up the point from the proapectus that ell 
new graduate students stand in the relation of an apprentice or 
probationer until their abilities have been tested, ‘hat is to 
say, this Chair cannot conscientiously hold out definite encour- 
agement of a Ph.D, in game managpment unless and until a satis~ 
factory showing has been made as an apprentice, Meanwhile you 
are, of course, welcome to take the formal course (Gane Management 
118), and we will naturally sxtend you every possible facility 
for consultation and study, including a field assignment; the 
nature of that field assignment must, however, await an appraisa} 
of your abilities and plans. 

All this, you will understand, is not intended as a 
wet blanket, but merely to make sure that you understand the 
purport of the prospectus, 

I will be glad to hear from you further, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh In Charge, Game Research



ORVILLE S. LEE 

SAGAMORE FARM 

PARADISE, UTAH 

Now, 9, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been seriously considering a school offering 

courses for a Doctor of Philosophy in Wild Life or 
Game Management. At the present time I am undecided 
just-where to continve my graduate work, 

I just received a Bulletin of the University of 
Wisconsin Graduate School. I have looked through the 

is Bulletin, but I have failed to find more than one 
course in Game Management. I had the impression that 
there was a speciel Game Management department, there 

fore I am writing you about it. 

I would appreciate it if you could explain to 
me just what is offered at Wisconsin toward a Ph.D. 
in Game Management. Is such a degree obtainable? 

I notice that a Ph. D. is offered in Conservation 
at the University of Michigan in connection with 
Forestry. I would sooner get more training in Game 

Vanagement aside from Forestry if possible.



ORVILLE S. LEE 

SAGAMORE FARM 

PARADISE, UTAH 

I am greatly enjoying my research for ny Naster' 

degree thesis, I was very fortunate in obtaining a 

Columbian Sharp-teailed grouse with a broken wing. I 

now have the grouse in captivity and I am able to 

observe many chsracteristics and sounds of the bird 
that I was unable to obtain in the field, I have taken 
a number of pictures of the grouse also. I thought 
maybe you wight be interested in this incident, for these 

grouse are almost extinct in Utah. 

I have studied a number of your publications and 

find them very interesting. I am sure that you are 
doing a great deal to inform the public of the status 
of game and Game Management. I wish to wish you 
continual success in your worthwhile endeavors. 

I hope that I am not causing you too much trouble, 
but I would like to know more about Game Management at 
Wisconsin University. I will have to decide in the 

near future where to continue my study. 

Wishing you success and thanking you, I remain. 

Yours very truly, 

ithe Be



New Soils Building 
: November 12, 1935 

Mr, Orville 3, Lee j 
Sagamore Farm 
Paradise, Utah 

Dear Mr, Lees 

I am acknowledging your letter of November 9 
in the absence of Professor Leopold, who has been absent 
in Burope for the past several months, studying game man- 

agement wethods, He is now on his way home and should be 
here within the next week or ten days, after which you will 
undoubtedly hear from him, 

‘ shortly before your letter came, we had re« 
setved one from Mr, Porter, as a result of which I sent you 

3 a brie? mimeographed deseription of the kind of game vork 
offered here. By this time you have probably read it. In 
ease it has raised any questions in your mind, I lmow Pro- 
fessor Leopold would be glad to hear from you further and 
to give you any specific information that you still lack. 

Sincerely yours, 

Secretary to lr, Leopold



: : COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 

IN : 

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF UTAH 

UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND EXTENSION SERVICE 
u. s. Seaton Crapee aerune November 5 ; 1935 LOGAN, UTAH 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

By way of re-introduction,I am the person who asked your 
help in a special study on recreational uses for land last year 
while studying for an advanced degree at the University of Wisconsin. 

Now,l have talked with a fine young man here who would like 
to work on his doctorate in the field of wild life management. He 
will be granted his master's degree from this institution in January 
and plans to enter the University of Wisconsin in February. You will 
be his major professor, and I am writing to let you know in advance 
that he is making preparations to join you. He is working on his 
thesis now which deals with the life of the grouse. He tells me that 
yesterday he captured a pointed tail grouse,which is a rare find. 

We have contacted Dean Fred concerning his credits and all 
is favorable from that office. Would you be so kind as to write to 
this young man and encourage him to come to Wisconsin? 

Address: Orville Lee, Paradise,Uteh . 

May I again thank you for your kindness to me and assure 
you that any courtesy you can extend to Mr.Lee will be greatly 
appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

W.D.Porter 
College Editor.



New Soils Building 
November 8, 1935 

Mr, W. D, Porter 
Extension Service 
Utah State Agricultural College 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Mr. Porter: 

I am acknowledging your letter of November 5 
in the absence of Professor Leopold, who is at present on 
his way home from Europe where he has been for several 
months studying game management methods. 

I know that Mr. Leopold will be pleased to 
hear about Mr. Lee and to mow that he is interested in 
coming here next semester, We are expecting Mr, Leopold 

back sometime within the next ten days, after which he 
will no doubt write to Mr, Lee, In the meantime I am send- 
ing Mr, Lee a brief mimeographed description of the nature 
of the work being done here at the university. 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

April 8, 1948 

Dr. A. Starker Leopold 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

: University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Starker: 

In getting ready for a lecture the other day j 

Joe and I realized that we have no skin of a 
California ground squirrel. At your convenience, 
will you watch for an opportunity to get me one? 
We won't need it until next year, hence please 
do not rob your own collection. 

Your mother and I are still living off your visit. 3 

I wish it could have been a longer one, but you 
were generous to give us a week. 

You left your map of Mexico, which is being mailed a 

: to you under separate cover. 

We have had a warm spell since you left. The 
earliest pasques are in bloom, and martins 
arrived yesterday. That is a lot of headway 
since the snow you bucked going into the shack. 

We are now nine days early as compared with the 
same period in 1947. 

My love to Betty and Fritz, 

: Yours ever, 

AL:pm Aldo Leopold
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1948 

Leoture #2 

- tagroduetion, Outhine of Lectures and Reading List 

bes handed out with Little coment 

Ask. took elven 5 mimtes to mention « typical ineident of the noming 

(car@inel song at 5°F) as example of how to put your ssiences 

together (shysiology + endeerinclogy + poyohology + moteordlogy). 

J.J.H. lectured on climate (1 slide) 

e Lesture ended just sa dali scunted. 

Announcement for Clase 

Mach menber of the class 18 oxected te have for reference 

purposes either 4 Figld Ouide to the Mints, by Roger Tory Paterson, written 

' oF Suing Flow, of Wisconsin, by Nomen C, Tnssott. If the student board 

is purchasing these anew, it 16 recommended that the 1947 editions 

of each be purchased. Older editions will suffice if the student 

has them in stock. 

nurchase omters for veterans will be approved for both — 

volunes if they do not already have both.
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MAMOTING TH3 SCIRIOMS TOGRTIER 

; In the'classroom, the s¢iences are aeguned to be separate. Shia is convenient 

for professors, who have a hard enough tine explaining even one science, tat it 

4 doesn't help mach in the field, where you laveriebly have to put selentes to- 

gether to explain even the simplest event. 

' For example: this meming ‘et 7:25, ab a temperature of -2°, o enrdinal 

/ waa welefly into song at Kendall and Allen Sts. Shey ing mrcly at this 

season; I have 5 reconts to date. Inter they will sing daily. tow do I 

: este 

i looking %, I 200 2 mies fighting, with a hon on the sidelines looking on. 

i I infer that one of thess malos treapaseed on the other's territory; the tres- 

page expiaine the fight, aud the fight explains the song. The song means "Keep 

out = this is my tatlinter'. 
Wy @o cardinale not fight and sing in December? Beceuse an internal 

endoerine changes begins with the solstice on Deecenber 21, and is only now be- 

"ginning to mite the male “feel his ¢,ts*. This en@oerine change sovea hin to 

stake out a territory, to fight, and to ving. Gold, on the other hand, depresess 

hin. He sings only whon the endocrine stimilus overrides the deoressive sold. 

This took place, sonentarily, when hia neighbor tresnaased. 

By March the stinmlue will be a0 strong, and the cold s0 woak, thet every 

male will sing every dey. Jy May car@inals will mte and nest. 

. Here I have put together physiology, meteorology, end ornithology in the 

forn of an hypothesis, To fommlate hypotheses about wildlife, and to test 

‘ then for confornity to observed, fants, is wildlife eeology. A person is an 

eeologist if he is sktilful in seeing fvets, ingenious in fommis ting hypotheses, 

and tuthleas in discarding them when they donft fit.



Wildlife Neology 118 
; University of Wisconsin 

ighs 

: GLIMATH AS A FACTOR AYPSOTING WILDLIFS 

I Direct action 

A. High tempers tures 

Sone endure wide extremes (curythermals)...camels in Gebi(+37°C 
Others do not (stenothermls) (438% 

| 1. Presumed phystolocical mechanisus of death 
. (a) dnerease viscosity of protoplesa; or 

(b) coagulate protein in cells; or 

(e) deatroy or inactivate enzynes; or 

(4) release fot from ite binding with protein, releasing caleius 
inte ¢ell interior 

2. Heatoresieting mechsualems, 
main cooling by evaporation of water from lung surface 

(breathing; birds, mammals) ond sitin (sweet glands; some mammals) 

miacel. mechanians 
elephants shower therselves. 

in Australia rebbite sit in peols with heade only sticking out 

tongue of dog 

3+ Jamotated envi xonmental factors 

(a) shade offered by burrows, varetetion, ete. 

(>) water for drinking . 

(e) bathing facilities 

(4) wind 

\. Lethal, Levels in onvixonmen’ 
Pe : 

a tos earth worn es, 
95 26 Daphnia magna ~ a crustacean 
95 - Pundulus - « minnow 
97-102 60 Amoeba proteus - a protoron 
U24113 - rabbit, dog 
1h - 10 species lisards 
115 oh flour deotle (Tri bolium)
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le See death vary with species and special 
Gnas 

(a) inhibition or derangement of metabolic activity assumed 

10°C Inorease in tomp="(hhe Go inv or Van't Noff"s mule) 
~ vamolation of protoplagn observed 

- gelation of cell interior observed 

~ liquefaction of cell cortex observed * 

(») formation of ice erystals in proteplean 

~ in most enges, however, animals are killed by temeratures 
a few degrees above freezing. 

2. CoLdrposisting nechanione 
(a) in plants and ineeots: dehydmtion - inoluding phenomenon of 

bound water. 

(o) in warm-blooded aninals: 

(1) pelage, fat, or feathers acting as ineulater 

~ reindesr hairs thicket at end, snowy owl feathered feet, 
ptarmigan feathersd soles, arctic fox furred soles, hare 
furred soles, iG of » sonl's wt. = fat + hide, dead 
walrus ... 12 hra, in cold #0. 

~ alr potkets can se changed by binis at will 

(2) inereased cell activity (oxidation = heat) 

- shivering : 
~ stamping feet, ste. 

this suseular activity requizes increased anount of food; 

limiting factor my be time available for feeding. 

(3) deoreased ratio of body surface to body weight 

(a) Berguann Principle (Bergmann's Rule) See page 3 

(>) Allen's Rule See page 3
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{a) Length of daylight (amt. time for feeding) 

« setae ” ~ Ricket (1902) 

cons, summer 

- cabary at reat in twilight produced 2g 5° 319 eal/ke/hour 

{Lopheque 1911 Bull Mus. iat. Hist. Paste 17184 

(b) protective agents against wind 

trees, vegetation, hills, ete. 
snow tunnels, burrows, holes in trees 

(ce) depth of snow, crusting, otc. (unavailability of food) 

4. Lethal Levels in body temperature (laboratory aninale) 
guinea + Gat 61°F, rabeit 67-72°F eae 

SHRES° falls asleep : 
6]~72° breathing stops 

5» Lethal Levee in gayironnontal tempers tures 

(a) laboratory conditions 
average survival ever. survival Reference 

Komp, {F) (hour) tom. (hours) 

oe a a eee cent no 
{no light) 33 ah 97 Ne (193%, 

72 63 101 10 

weight lost 

\ 

House sparrow KR 

survival tine 

aver. feeding 

2)Weaver finch ey ot birds = and dis lapisove 
(abundant food) 1g-1¥°R = 27-28 birds will live (1913) 

3)duncos, canaries Le aviary ot raion Alberta) — 
* birds becone 1932 a & UB. 
=30 to “45 — egret level of new 

no » nO inst preda 

~50°RF - no deaths antendg changes!
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(>) Hatural conditions Reference 

. House wrent low night temperatures: daily amt. light “i 

_ @¢thtatnus  ”..o." 
—G. Bupetpt tation 

1. + cutting off food supplies (See Sobwhite above) 

ee SS, coe 
“Rares 

decrease: mice 

*9Poncwmire (1,000,000 ¢ in ian.) 
~ my eliminate entire breeding season in northerm Arctic 

, 2 Shoot 
~ not importent if it melts within a few hours 

~ extremely disastrous when it remiing frozen to ground cover 

3 Zain 

- ee ee tn a0 ee We pane 

~ Geretell clains reverse for young Pa. quail 

~ may affeat food supply or be associated with low temp. 

~ when absent (drought) extremely important 

- waterfowl and mekeat habitat 

~ food and cover for terrestrial animals ; 

D. Mind 
Invariably associated with temperature and precipitation effects which 

4% accentuates to a marked degree. 
8. Light 

Speeific wave lengths in the sun's spectrum are thought to have lethal 

effects upon long exposure but end products are hard to dissociate fron 

effects of high temperatures.
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Mqteriais in buekwheat apparently sensitize proteplesn to short wave 

rays, and conmumption of buckwheat by cattle in some regions has led to 

their ultimate death. 

Protection is of course by pignentation. 

enema namin 

Some Seologieal Rules 

1. Bewgaann's Role (Bergmann Principle) 

lavger-sized rages are ln cooler parte of the range, smaller races are 

in the warmer parte. heat produced por 

(a) Hote area sphere = x 4tt 8 al oad fore: Ss pr spit sk hee 
( 3.2 ing. 2823 2g om 757 88 eal. 

(>) examples 

pocket. gopher (Geonys bursarine) 

B of 46° x =m 

ioe 6? 284 
8 of 46° 256 Herrian N. an. vaune 6 

horned larks 

Hudeon Bay as, 

Kan.~Heb. 105.8 

Nev. 102.9 

Lowey Calif. 99.1 Ridgway vol. & 

about 84 of Polonrotie passerine birds 
i.e, song birds of Mureps, Asia ll. of Himalayas - N. Arabia, Africa 
. of Sahara. 

(c) exceptions 

poikilothermal animale 
ano. of burrowers viz Microtus (meadow mouse) 
ethers for uniaiown reagong 

ragoons 
earibou (woodland ¢, Barren Grounds) 
capergaillie (Siberia and Germany) 

(a) extent 

deerense in aize ab moh as 12-20%. 
noticed in laboratory animouls and in man
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2. Allen's Rule 

Protmufing body parte (tails, ears, bills, ete.) are relatively shorter 

in the cooler parte of a species than in the warmer parts. 

oxemplen: foxes, rabbits 

3. Gloger's Rule 

‘nimals inhebiting warn and moist regions tend to have more dark pigment 

than thelr maces in goolor and drier regions; races in dry desert regions tend 

to have more yellow pigments; an@ in polar regions te white 

vis. Garopean titeiee (atrienpilius) Frank 1936 

Gellf, butterflies fonaits ign 
General conclusions 

1. The specific physielogice! effecta of warn climates on animal populations 

are not well mow. High temperstures may OF may not limit the distribution of 

some species, and they nead not be lethal: 

(2) Some my couse enough disconfitare to unsynehronize or disrupt normal 

breeding bchavior. : 

() Others may favor the existence of other animals better adapted to the 

Yarn Climate and sufficiently aggressive as to drive the Col dead justed 

species from a given zone of ecologies! niches. 

2. low tompemtures have obviously Lethal effects which my be preceded by 
ineraaged vulnermbility te predation, which are greatly aecelernted by wind, 

which are directly correlated with time and Spportunities for feoding, and which 

are at least cartially offset by such adaptive modifieations as a decreased 

ratio of body surface to weight (Benguana Prineiple) shortened a pendages (Allen's 

tule), increased size of heart, snecinlised heat-Lneulaters, and apetialised 

habits like hibernating or burrowing.



Wildlife Ecology 118 

April &, 1943 Reading Test 

Answer 10 

1. ‘that does Seton tell us of the food-chain of which the Arctic mosquito is 
one link? What animal is exempt from mosquitoes? 

2. Sketch a typical cycle of snowshoe rabbit as related to a typical cycle of 
lynx. Sketch a food-chain in which these two species are links, 

3. Describe briefly what IMurie learned of the cruising radius of wolves at 

Mt. McKinley? hat aggregations did the moving? 

4; How do wolves affect damage to trees on lit. Mclinley? Cite a similar 
tree-predator relation for southern Yisconsin or your home region. 

5. How did ifurie find out to what extent the golden eagle eats the lambs of - 
mountain sheep? ‘Where else in this course have you read about a similar method 
of determining the food habits of a raptorial bird? 

6. How did a highway affect wolf predation on mountain sheep in the Mt. McKinley 
: region? 

{+ How and when do caribou serve as a buffer to mountain sheep? 

8. ‘What does the grizzly bear of iit. McKinley cat? 

9. ‘What two factors seem to have the most influence on the survival of arti- 
ficially propagated pheasants released in the wild in southern Wisconsin? 

10. Define what is meant by the assertion "the turnover period for Arboretum 
pheasants is five years". 

ll. Identify Murie, Seton, Buss and date roughly the work covered by this 

examination.



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 ; 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Jamary 29, 1948 

Dr. A. Starker Leopold 
Museun of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Starker: 

I am amazed at your promptness in sending me the bandtail and the white-wing sicins. 
I fear you robbed your own collection to do this. I of course didn't mean for you 
to do that, but I greatly appreciate getting the skins, and you may be sure that 
they will have lots of use, especially in connection with course work. Thank you 
very mech, son. 

I am pleased that Dick Taber has completed his arrangements to work with you. 
All of us here rate him highly. He did some real pioneering on his watching 
pheasant harems from towers, and whatever he does he displays brains, persistfiee, 
and ingenuity. Everybody likes him. He will get an A in Advanced Game Manage- 
ment which is pretty stiff. 

There is no particular news from the family except that we continue to subsist 
on your small sister's high spirits. She was tickled no end to win second place 
in the state ski meet for women. hele! 

We haven't been at the shack for a month and a half, due partly to ve weather 
and partly to this stubborn eye of mine which is still under a vedl of cotton. 
Dr. Neff will probably do a minor operation next week, after which I hope to 
act normally. 

We are all looking forward to your visit after the St. Louis meeting. Please 
allow enough time for it will take many days for you and I to catch up. I have 
a paper to give there but I think I will let Bob read it. 

Joe Hickey arrived about New Year's and is now in the harness with Bob and myself. 

Bob is making the fur fly on his Mexico plans. He is so keen to go that I 
fervently hope that nothing will interfere. The Dean OK'd without reservation, 
but the 4rboretum Committee had to be maneuvered from underneath. These be- 
havior patterns are characteristic. 

You haven't written me about the wind-up hunts of the season. Please do so. 

Pheasants are so low at Riley that I see little hope for a normal season in 1948 
even with high success for each hen next spring. It is going to be hard to hold 
Riley together through a fourth lean year. , 

There are lots of reports of recovery in ruffed grouse, and I am counting on a 
hunt with you next fall. Please lay your plans to that end.



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

eo 

We continue to appreciate Betty's good letters, and we are sorry that she and 

Fritz can't come with you via St. Louis. 

I have received the first batch of Charlie Schwartz's drawings for the essays. 
They are a knockout. I really didn't imow that he was that good. You will 
see them in March. No word yet from the two publishers now on the string. 

I apologize in being so late in acknowledging your generosity with the pigeon 

skins. 

Love to Betty and Fritz, 

Yours as ever, 

: ALspm Aldo Leopold



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Jamary 5, 1948 

Mr. Starker Leopold 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of Califormia 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Starker: _ 

The best of all possible news is that you will be up here after the 

St. Louis meeting. I have already decided not to go, but I was worrying 
about whether I might thus miss seeing you. Here is a small check just 
to help out a bit on your St. Louis to Madison trip. I am attending to 
this now since I might fail to remember it later. 

As you can imagine, my main worry about the present eye trouble is that 
it might run down my shooting from bad to worse. Only a few of us realize 
how grave a difficulty is involved here. I certainly intend to shoot 
during the next grouse high, which will begin next year, and I also intend 
that you shoot with me. Please keep this in mind. 

That is fine that you are getting in some gun powder trips, and I am also 
glad that Betty is going along on some of them. Tell Fritz not to mangle 
those birds with that wooden pop gun of his. 

We are having a pleasant visit at the house, and Joe joined the gang 
Friday to make it even more pleasant. 

I saw Bill Vogt in Chicago. His book will be out next April. 

I have taken heed of your warning, and that of others, and I am going 
to sign off of some of the heavy stuff for the coming semester. 

Give my love to Betty and Fritz, 

Yours ever, 

HL 
ALspm Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Your letter to Irv. raises a point which the rest of us here raised 
on the basis of Prairie du Sac data. Our present picture is that the 
average covey in fall consists of two or three adults plus the remnants 
of three or four broods. We know this number of broods by the fact that 
the average covey oxhibits three or four ages (meaning aging chicks from 
time of hatching). Of the adults comprising a fall covey, less than 1 is 
banded even in years when we have banded nearly the whole population the s 
year before. In other words, there is an exodus and also an influx, 
which changes the adult population. We have actually seen this exodus 
in the form of banded cock counts carried through the summer, at day 
break when the cocks are on fence posts. 

a
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Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

August 22, 1947 

Mr. Starker Leopold 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Starker: 

The skins have arrived and they are, as usual, : 
beautiful. Both Bob and I admire your results 
and wish we could do as well. I much appreciate 
your remembering my need for these two species. 

I have been remiss in not notifying you sooner 
that Harry Stroebe is not interested. I spoke to 
him several weeks ago and he reminded me that my 

letter said to apply if he were interested. He 
assumed that in the absence of his application 
you and I would both know that he was not interested. 
I explain this merely to make it clear that Harry 
did not neglect to give you a yes or no. 

I can well imagine how hard it is for you to keep 
your book moving. You are encountering now the 

same difficulties that have beset me for a long 
time. The only remedy is to be hard boiled to a 
certain extent. : 

Love to Betty and Fritz, 

Yours as ever, 

AL 
AL:PM Aldo Leopold 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE O “a ib e AGRICULTURE # MADISON 
patil ela ae 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT March 4, 1947. 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Dear Starker, 

I just got around to reading the "Game Management Area Act", I 

an delighted to learn that you have such a definite move under 

way. Who is in on it with you, Ben? Please keep me posted on 
all new developments. 

I will send you shortly the complete history of Riley which you 
may need to back up your contention about returns from artificial 
releases. You of couse have Irv's bulletin on this - if not, let 

me know. 

As you will have surmised, a "Game Management Area Act" for Wis- 
consin has been in the back of my mind as one of my major under 
takings on the Commission, but I haven't dared start anything 

until I have this deer fight out of the way. I will use your 
material to show the Commission here that Wisconsin is not the 
only state moving in this direction. We now have 2 new commission- 

ers who (I hope) will have a little more spinal fortitude than 
those we are losing, hence tha time is about ripe for me to move. 

I am going to N. Y. next weekend to a meeting planning some kind 
of worlwide conservation education move. I guess I told you about 
it at S. A. Bill Vogt will be there. Will give you details later. 

3/41- Yes - our visit was really good. I will send you shortly my King 

Sort 3 ( Ranch photos. I will loan you any negatives you need for slides. 
I did poorly due to hurry. 

Love to Betty and Fritz. 

Yours ever, 

Qe 

So Can I keep this copy re GM Act? ¥ “ Arasnu-) 

hy 

toon? ,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

f COLEEGE:O aig: “ORICULTURE # MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT August 25 1946 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Mr. Starker Leopold 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Starker: 

I have been remiss in not sending you the things you asked for 
in yours of July l. 

Virginia is sending you the library outline. For each of these 

topics there is (1) a box, (2) a guide in the card file. There é 
is a folder for most topics, but in some cases the folders are 

lumped. The reason for the folder is to preserve information 
available only in letter or other physical form not suitable for 
boxes. 

It would be easy, of course, to draw a mech more complete list, 
bat we have learned by experience that too long a list is too 
laborious to card to. 

Now as to bindings: all of our bindings are Holliston Roxite 
Library Buchram. The colors on the particular journals you 
asked for are: Journal of Wildlife Management, black #66753; 
The Auk, black #6675; Condor, tan #6687; The Wilson Bulletin, 
red #6605; and Journal of Mammalogy, dark blue #6648. 

I am a little bit worried about your beginning active teaching 
at the beginning of 1947. You can't possibly have your Mexi¢dan 
report done by that time and I kmow how hard it is to finish a 
writing job while teaching. 

If any of the materials from our courses would possibly fit yours 
you are of course welcome to them; the rub would be to find out 
what. For that I suggest a visit with a generous allowance of 
time for going over things at the office. 

5 A 
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August 5, 1946 

MIHORITY REPORT ON DEER 

Aldo Leopold 

At a special meeting on July 24 the Conservation Commission voted (§ to 1) 

to again postpone the reduction of the Wisconsin deer herd. In my opinion 

this decision is the most important error in our recent conservation history. 

With the consent of the majority, I here set forth my reasons for thinking so. 

-~—- x=. 

The first and most obvious reason is that in the next hard winter, starvation 

will fo what wo have failed to do. This was not diaputed by any Commissioners, 

nor by any monber of the Council, Wor did anyone contend thet artificial 

feeding will ve able greatly to mitigate the starvation loss. (We have 

learned that much sbout deer.) 

the situation, then, boils down to this (1) we are gambling on another 

open winter; (2) if we lose the bet, the evidence of the "bloody slaughter" 

will lie in the back swamps, rather than on the running boards of deer hunters! 

Cars, Few will see it there. 

What we fail to realize is that conservation loses in either event. If 

next winter is mild, the deer will spread out and the forest will pay. if 

next winter is a killer, the deer will pay. 

-—-— xee« 

My second reason deals with the future of the deer herd. Deer management 

presents many debatable questions on which experts disagree, but experience
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presents two facts which have been proved so often as to be beyond debate. 

One ig that 5 deer rarge onee allowed to reath the starvation point has little 

carrying capatity left. The other is that the recovery of a starved-out range 

is e matter athyetzpeatins wat of decades. 

The upshot is that Wisconsin sportsmen, with the consent of the Commission, 

have bought one more year of easy deer hunting at the expense of the future 

deer herd. Sur cons will pay the bill in the form of scares and under-nourished 

doar. 

“+h ne 

Wy third reason deals with the future of the forest, The Congress has 

some ¢laim to consistency in the present crisis, because it does not claim 

to represent the forestry interest. The Commission, on the other hand, is 

¢harged by law with the conservation of forests, and with the duty of adjusting 

conflicts between interests when they ocour., This is such a conflict, only 

the forestry interest is silent. 

I doubt whether this Comission realizes how excess deer gradvaljy pull 

down the quality of a forest. The process is so graduvel as to be partially 

invisible to us, and wholly invisible to the average citizen. There will 

always be trees, but under continuous deer pressure the trees will come to 

be birch and popple, instead of pine and mple. All are green, and hence 

all look alike to most people. 

This state is subsidizing forestry on a large scale. These subsidies 

are called by many names: state forests, national forests, county forests, 

forest crop law, woodlet tax law, forest protection, forest research, tiuber~ 

harvest forests, and forest extension, these subsidies all rest upon one 

basic assumption: that the growing forest will ultimately pay back the
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*loan". How can we conscientiously allow an overlarge deer herd to convert 

large areas of this growing forest. to inferior epecies of trees? 

I ean see only one possible way to answer this question: the Commissioners 

themselves do not understand what is going on. We are spending research money 

in six figures each year to measure the impact of surplus deer on the forest. ; 

The reports of these measurements, and thelr progressively discouraging import, 

have been made to us each year since 1940. Yet it now looks ae if we had 

failed te understand how serious this impact really is. We Commissioners 

have frequently seid that technical research men, dealing with subject-mttor 

unfamiliar to laymen, should either be believed or fired. Yot wo have done 

neither. \adteaah, wan Yak wor Nobu aoa, 
oe, 2 «6 

Ass Cemmrivewas do mast aolati\ead. 
The strongest evidence for uy belief,is the statement, made during the 

Commission's discussion of when to reduce, that "one year's delay won't matter 

grestly". I respectfully remind my colleagues that we said just that Last 

year, and I also remind then of history. History shows that the interval 

vetween the first symptoms of deer irruption and final catastrophe seldom 

exceeds 10 years. Our decade of grace is more than half gone. Damage 

pyramids with each succeeding yesr. In wy opinion, another year's delay 

matters mich. 

ene © 

Perhaps the mout widespread rationalizstion of another year's delay is 

contained in the phrase "let's wait for a controlled shooting lew", I sala 

that last year, but the last winter's Legislature refused point-blank to 

give us guch a law. Are we sure the next one will? If it dees, are we sure 

we will use it? Pennsylvania is not using hers.
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My view is that action in a crisis should not be delayed because perfect 

legal tools are lacking. Better legal tools are the responsibility of the 

Legislature; taking care of deer and forests is our responsibility. 

-* 2 ee 

The Congress and the Commission repeatedly expressed fear that an open 

season on deer of either sex would ever-reduce the herd. I admit that reductian 

would not be uniform, and that over-reduction would occur in spots, but I 

contend that too-few deer in spots is a less serious matter than teo many 

deer in spots. The difference is that over-reduced spots heal with time, 

while over browsed spots spread with tine. 

Winnesota has had an open season on deer of either sex during nost years 

. Of the last decade, Mr. Chester Wilson, Minnesota's Conasrvation Director, 

has recently stated that the Minnesota herd is increasing. I have my doubts 

about that, but his statement should establish the fact that = one-deer 

seagon is no calamity to the herd. 

-- x &- 

Meany members of the Congress, and many petitioners to the Commission, have 

asserted that "there are less deer now than in 1943. ‘The herd has not recovered 

its 1943 level". 

I do not know whether there are less deer, or more deer, then in 1943, 

but our survey of yards shows there is certainly less food. The state could 

net possibly carry the 1943 herd for more than a few years. To use the 1943 

level as a starting point for building policy is to deny everything the world 

has learned about deer. 

“- x +e
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While the Commission changed its mind on a 1946 reduction I want to 
emphasize the fact that the Department did not. I think it is time, too, 

for somebody to point out the fact that the deer research crew, notably ite 

Captain, ¥. S. Peeney, has steered an absolutely consistent course through 

nearly & decade of controversy. Research men are no less humans than Comm 

isioners, and get just aa little pleasure out of asserting unpleasant facts. 

Yet neither ridicule nor abuse has prevented ¥. 8. Feeney from reporting the 
facts of life in the deer wots exactly as he found then. if technical men 

reporting on waterfowl, botulism, #lk, pollution, overgrazing, varbutchery 
of forests, and pork-barrel impoundments had been equally outspoken, we would 
have fewer dilemmas in national conservation today. 

-—-— x me 

To sum up: this Commission was created, and was given regulatory 

powers, for the express purpose of insulating it, to some degree, from the 

| domination of fluctuating public opinion. Tt was hoped that such a Commission 
might take the long view, rather than the short view, of conservation problems. 

T cannot escape the conviction that in failing to reduce the deor herd 
this year, we have taken the short view, The spertemen who now insist on 

delay, will likely {asist, a decade hence, that we sould not have allowed 
then to make so tragic an error. My plea ta that we should have voted on this 
issue, not as delegates representing a County, but as statesmen representing 

the long view of Wisconsin as a commaity.
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aad 
The Crisis in Deer Policy 

Aldo Leopold 

To again postpone the reduction of the deer herd will be, I think, 

the most important and far-reaching error ever made by this Commission. 

I have ; ong reasons for this opinion. 

l. Ue fake padaee bm mk ater Gi ae ats ant dot 

This starvation will tele place in the back swamps, and henée will ve 

less offensive than the hi ghon 5 ya Aa Whether 

we feed or not will not greatly alter the starvation loss, but we will get 

rid of $32,000, and some grein sooded elsewhere. 

I want to underline this impending starvation, and I mant my exact 

words in the record. The same public which now insists that we hcdens 

our reduction program will ask us, efter the starvation is over, why we 

did not foresee it. 

2. If we fail to reduce, we are, in effect, buying a few more years 

Deer management offers many debatable questions on which experts 

disagree, but 2£ offers two facts which have been proved s0 often as to 

be beyond debate: {a) that a deer range once allowed to reach the starva- 

tion point has little carrying eiyattiy left, and (b) the recovery of a 

starved-out range is a matter not of years, but of decades. 

If we again postpone reduction, our sons will pay the penalty in the 

form of scarce and undernourished deer.
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3. If we fail to reduce we are, in effect, allowing the deer hunter 
to dominate forest policy. 

The Congress has at lesst some claim to consistency in the present 

crisis, because it does not claim to represent the forestry interest. The 

Commission, on the other hand, is charged by law with the duty of adjusting 

conflicting integrests, and this is such a conflict, only the forestry 

interest is silent. 

I doubt whether this Commission realizes how excess deer gradually 

pull down the quality of a forest. ‘The process 1s so gradual as“to be 

partially invisible to us, and wholly invisible to the average citizen. 

‘ There will always be trees, but under continuous deer pressure the trees 

will come to be birch and popple, instead of pine and maple, All are green, 

and hence all look alike to most people. 

This state is subsidizing forestry on a large seale. These subsidies 

are called by many names = state forests, forest crop law, woodlot tax 

law, end forest protection, but they ell rest on one basic assumption: 

That the greWing forest will ultimately pay back the “loan. How can we 

conscientiously allow an overlarge deer herd to convert large areas of this 

growing forest to inferior species of trees? The only honest rationaliza- 

tion is. to say that the public does not see what is going on, hence it is 

all right. 

Dut we as Commissioners mst see what is going on; at least we are 

spending research money tn Seow tiie each year to find out. It now looks 

as if we had failed to understand what our research has been telling us. 

he 

Girqulated to justify delay. 1 want to point out s fow.
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(a) "A Year's Delay Won't Matter". History shows that the interval 

between the first symptom of deer irruption and the final catas- 

trophe seldom exceeds 10 years. Oyr 10 years of gues is half 

gone. Damage pyramids with each succeeding year. A year's delay 

matters greatly. : 

(b) “Let's Wait For a Controlled Shooting Law". I used to eay this 
myself. I have changed my mind. The last legislature refused to 

give us sucha law. Are we sure the next one will? If it does, 

will we use it? Pennsylvania is not using hers. 

f (ce) "A One-deer Law will over-reduce the Herd". Mynnesota has a one~ 

deer season every alternate year, and her herd is increasing 

aecording to Mr. Chester Wilson, Conservation Director. 

Of course a one=deer season will not reduce uniformly, but 

local over-reductions are less serious than the present overload of 

deer. 

(4) "There are less deer now than in 1943". I don't kuow whether there 

are less deer, or more deer, but our survey of yards shows there 

is certainly less food. The state could not possbbly carry the 

1943 herd for more than a few years. To use the 1943 level as a 

starting point for building policy is toe deny everything the 

“WO world has learned about deer. 

fo sum up: this Commission was created, and was given regulatory 

powers, for the express purpose of insulating it, to some degree, from 

the domination of fluctuating public opinion. It was hoped that such a 

Commission might take the long view, rather than the short view, of 

conservation problems.
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I cannot escape the conviction that if we fail to reduce the deer herd 

now, we are taking the short view. The sportsmen who now insist on delay, 

will likely insist, a decade hence, that we should not have esllowed them 

to make so tragic an error. My plea is that we vote on this issue, not 

as delegates representing a County, but as statesmen representing the long 

view of Wisconsin as a comminity.
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= sy To be submitted to CONDOR 

x ke Clark Nutcracker in Nuevo Leon, Mexico 

By A, Starker Leopold : 

On July 16, 1945, it was my good fortune to take a specimen of Clark Nutcracker 

(Nucifraga columbiana) on Cerro de Potosi some 25 kilometers northwest of Galeana, 

Nuevo Leon, The species apparently has not been reported heretofore from northeastern 

Mexico, Neither Ridgway (Bull. U.S, Nat. Mus,, 50, Part 3, 1904: 281) nor Hellmayr 

(Publ, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Zool. Series, 13, Part 7, 1934: 9) lists any records 

of occurrence south of the regularly occupied range in New Mexico and Arizona, 

nor does van Rossem (Occ. Papers Mus. Zool, La, State Univ,, No. 21, 1945) include 

the bird in his list of birds of Sonora, Apparently the only nutcrackers taken in 

Mexico have been in the San Pedro Martir Range in Lower California where the species ‘ 

is designated as "sparingly resident” by Grinnell (Univ, Calif, Publ. Zool., 32, 

1928: 148), 

My specimen, which is now no. __—Ss_s«sMus. Vert, Zool., Berkeley, was one of a 

flock of three birds encountered near the top of Cerro de Potosi at an elevation of 

approximately 11,300 feet. It proved to be an immature female still retaining much 

of the dull, pale brownish juvenal plumage typical of young birds in summer, The 

bill is short (exposed culmen, 32 mm.) which is also a characteristic of young 

nutcrackers, The alimentary tract was crammed with small dung beetles, and encrust- 

ed fecal material on the bill suggested that this was a regularly sought food. 

Presumably the three nutcrackers which I saw were vagrants from New Mexico or some 

other part of the breeding range 800 miles to the northwest, Both Ridgway and 

Hellmayr cite scattered records of occurrence from the central United States 

(Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, etc.), indicating that nutcrackers do at times wander 

great distances from their normal range, However, the upper reaches of Cerro de 

Potosi support a typical boreal forest of the type frequented.by nutcrackers in the 

Rocky Mountains, and I do not entirely dismiss the possibility that the species 

may breed there, wy 

yor 
yer kt



UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

Lawrence, Kansas 

July o, 196 

Dr. Aldo Starker Leopold 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Leopold: 

You must be pleased to again be located in Berkeley. 
I think you are fortunate to be able to prepare the book on the 
upland game birds of Mexico and I feel that you are particularly 
qualified to do it. 

Bernardo Villa is delighted about the specimen case. 
Dalquest has been making good collections in the parts of Mexico 
that he visited and is highly appreciative of the assistance that 
you gave him. Dr. Bennitt and Dr. Elder visited us not long ago 
and we enjoyed them very much. 

I am looking forward to the time when you can pay 
another visit to us here. You will be needing to consult those 
upland game birds from Yucatan that we have in the collection 
here and also perhaps game birds from other parts of Mexico. 

Cordially yours, 

E. R. Hall 

ERH: js



June 4, 1946 

Migs Hleanor A. King 
Audubon Magazine 
1006 Fifth Aveme 
New York 28, N. ¥. 

Dear Miss King: 

I em forwarding your letter to Starker who 
Gan speak for himself, He is at Berkeley, 
just back from Mexico. 

Ae ee Fete Se 
your permission I am publishing a 

Stee Soares 0 mite AT om 
% & popular one for you ch could 

peg oo gpelngh mal The map is of 
such technical interest that I hardly feel 
justified in publishing it solely in Audubon. 

Does this sound fair to you? 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

¢ Starker Leopold :
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GIVEN FELLOWSHIP — Aldo 
Starker Leopold (above), grand- 

‘json of Mrs. Clara Leopold and|/, 
)|nephew of Carl and Frederic Leo- |) 
'|pold and Mrs, Marie Lord of Bur- || 
'\lington, was the recipient of a}: 

I Fellowship award granted by the |! 
*|John Simon Guggenheim Mergor- 
}}ial foundation for 1946. -Leopold’s 
;|Share of the $360,000 granted wil! 
jjbe an estimated $2,727.36. 

Leopold is director of: field re- 
Ysearch, conservation section of 
|Pan-American Union in Mexico. 
He is the son of Prof. Aldo Leo- 
pold, head of the school of game 
Management at the University of 
Wisconsin. The award was for a 
book pene oa inaceous sane 
birds in “Mexico from the point of 
view of wild life preservation.
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*\udubon Magazi 
1006 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 28, N. Y. 

Published by National 

Audubon OE ee 

EDITOR Frank M. Chapman Aldo Leopold 

Eleanor Anthony King Alan Devoe Robért Cushman Murphy 
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS Ludlow Griscom Donald Culross Peattie 

Ghee a Allen Louis J.Halle,Jr. Roger Tory Peterson 
John H. Baker Margaret Brooks Hickey George Miksch Sutton 

Henry Beston John Kieran ~ Edwin Way Teale 

May 29, 1946. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: : 

The enclosed clipping gives me ideas. 
Ask your son if he would like to write an article 
for Audubon Magazine one of these days about 
Mexican wildlife conservation with particular 
reference to gallinaceous birds. 

Best regards as ever. 

Sincerely youre, 

EAK: ESM anaes. King, 
Editor
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: Devartment of Wildlife Management 
ma May 17, 1946 

Final Exam 

Wildlife Ecology 1138 

Illustrate by example the meaning of five of the following ecological 

concepts: 

1. Niche 9. Oak-opening 

2. Social tolerance 10, Lag (in cycles) 

3. Releaser 1l. Key-plant and key~formation : 

4, Inversity 12. Pulsating boundary 

5 Interspersion 13. Shuffle 

Vredinse lll” 
6. svettebility (of prey) 14, Turnover 

7. Carrying capacity 15. Horgy-circuit 

&. Substitution (in browse) 16. Territory 

17- Shade toleranco 

Advico to students: Wherever appropriate specify species, region, season a 

of year, authority, and whether the reason as well as the fact is known. 

Please boil down your writing; it will be graded for conciseness of . 

expression, Show your comprehension of the principle, rather than your 
memorization of the facts. 

Aldo Leopold
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A. STARKER LEOPOLD 
MONTE LIBANO 640 

MEXICO, D. F. March 21, 1946 

Dear Bob; 

It was swell to have a letter from you when I arrived home, Let's do this 
more often, 

O our last trip we had camps in eastern San Luis Potosi and in the states of 
Coahuila and Durango. That area in San Luis is a honey -- I had visited it before 
but was skunked on the turkeys so I naturally felt impelled to give it another 
whirl, It is at the base of the big escarpment where the high plateau falls off 
to the coastal plain, Here you get the damnedest combination of game birds that 
I suppose you could find anywhere in mexico, including: wild turkey, the two big 
curassows (Crax and Penelope), chachalacas, tinamou, two species of white-fronted 
dove, white-winged dove, mourning dove, the small quail dove, red-billed pigeon, 
bob-white and muscovy duck, All of these except the mourning dove are resident 
and even good old Zenaidura breeds at the top of the escarpment, I have specimens 

: of all of them now except the quail dove, Dad's brother Carl and I got four turkeys 
in four days -- they're a cinch at this time of year, 

HO6ter’ that camp Fred and Fran Hamerstrom joined us for two camps in the desert 
country of Coahuila, They were not such interesting places but we had a swell 
time, The Hamerstroms started north and we went into the Sierra Madre of Durango 
where we had a lot of scenery and plenty of rough country to kill yourself 
hunting in but where I failed again to get a turkey or even to see one (you can 
tell Fred and Fran about that since they were disappointed not to be able to 

go on to this "turkey" camp), But I shot a deer so we weren't hungry anyway, This 
little animal, which is classified as Odocoilius virginianus just like a real depr, 
reminds you more of a plump jack-rabbit, Since I was after carne and not trophies 
I selected a yearling doe and rolled her end over end like a bumny rabbit with a 
load of 2's from the old 20 ga, She weighed 31 lbs, dressed, perhaps 36 lbs, 
whole, Some beast, verdad? Bui damn fine eating, 

I have only one trip left before we move back to Berkeley -- this one through 
Jalisco, Nayarit and Sinaloa, We will move in May I guess and after getting settled 
I'll come back from the north for a spin through Sonora and perhaps a little look 
at northern Lower California, Then begins the old grind of library work and 
preparing my report, But by way of a change that will be fun too, though there 
will doubtless be days when I‘*ll yearn for the clear air of Mexico and a beltful 
of shotgun shells. 

I'm glad you have undertaken to show Dave the ropes, he will appreciate your 
help, Dave is the salt of the earth once you get to know him; that however takes 

some months as you undoubtably have noticed by this time, But I don't worry about 
the boy, he’s capable as hell but lacks only self-assurance of the fact, 

Give my best to all the gang, Some day I don't quite know when I'll be coming 
along for a visit and maybe we can unearth the old tennis racquets again and limp 
through a set or two, 

Sincerely,
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Jamary 25, 1946 

William Vogt 
Pan American Union 
Conservation Section 
Washington 6, D. ¢, FN 

hy 
Dear Bill: \ 

The only thing you have left out is whether the philosophy of induse \ 
trial culture is not, in its ultimate development, irreconciable with \ 
ecological conservation, I think it is, \ 

I hasten to add, however, that the term industrialism cannot be used \ 
as an absolute, Iike “temperature” and “velocity” it is a question 
of degree, Throughout ecology all truth is relative: a thing becomes 
good at one degree and ceases to be so at another, 

y Industrialism might theoretically be conservative if there were an _ 
ethic limiting its application to what does not impair (a) permanance 
and stability of the land (b) beauty of the land, But there is no 
such ethic, nor likely to be, 

To pass to one very small point: Jewish agriculture in Palestine 
does not prove what you say, It only proves one well kmown fact 
in soil science: that in semi-arid countries the subsoil contains 
nutrient salts, hence you can farm it. Too bad Lowdermilk left 
this out of his book, 

Bill, your outline is excellent, That the situation is hopeless 
should not prevent us from doing our best, ‘ 

Yours ever, "i 

Aldo Leopold 

AL Mae
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j WILDLIFE RESEARCH NEWS LETTER 

‘ For students and cooperators of the 
Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin ; 

Nos. 28 & 29 Madison, Wisconsin May 5, 1945 ; 

(This is a double issue and covers the period June 25, 1944 to May 5, 1945 

Prairie du Sac Area 

Cy-il Kabat, in charge of this area, left for the Navy in September. The 

winter census, trapping, and banding wero done by Russell Turk (carried by the 

University) and Albert Gastrow (carriod by the State Conservation Department). 

Bobwhite Quail 19hh—ls 194z—hh 
Fall Population eho : A [ess 
Spring Survival : 8 ( 124. 
Winter Loss 153 (62%) 93 (43%) 
Sum. sr Gain 26- 124 = 1292 (98%) 217 - 70 = 147 (210%) 

Banding operations were favored by continuous snow and winter weathor, but 
handic”..9ed by several local cireumstances: disturbance by dogs, feeding by 
farmers,.trap trouble, and squirrels. Most of the banded birds’ are believed to : 

survive, ,for, they-hapnonec to belong to favorably. situated coveys? : 

- male female total ? 
Young S19 23 ade 
Old ga’ AG oe : 2 
Total : Oe ees : : et AT ¢ 
Age uncertain 2 : Hab cae 

j 22 oe : 26 ‘ 50 : : 

There was only one return from the 69 birds banded in 1943-44, and none 
from the 55 birds banded in 1942-43. : : : 

The high population of 45 rod foxes in Decomber 1943 fell to 30 in 1944. 
The estimates on species othcr ‘than quail are: : ae 

, : Fall Spring) oe Spring 
Red fox 30 10 “Mink cae : 
Gray ‘fox ¢ 6 Badger 9 
Phoasant BG. te 19 Skunk OO 
Ruffed Grouse us 30 Raccoon : ce) 
Horned owl i oi Possum +2 

Redtail, hawk Se 4 Veasol y 

Paul L. Errington's vaper on the Prairie: du Sac studies from 1929 to 194 

has appeared in Heological: Monographs for January. The full reference appoars é 

at the ond of this News Letter. . Reprints are being hold. for all students absent 
on military duty. - : : : 

University Arborctum : : 
. Robert A, McCabe, Biologist 

Summer 1°44, Assistants Winter 1944-45, Assistants 
~ Allen W. Stokes Maurice J. Babb(To Feb. 24) ; 

Arnold S, Jackson James B. Hale(Since Jan.29
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Pheasant studies: The Arboretum staff.again handled the Fish Hatchery area 
as woll as the Arboretum, proper! eee os 

Z Arboretum Fish Hatchery 
Census (Jan. 13, 27) 330 Feb. 10) 364 
Trappe], new birds 178 210 

returns : = L6 
Total : , al 256 

Bobwhite: Three coveys (13, 17, 16) wore presont in fell, of which only the 
first two wintercd with a loss of only one bird each. Of the 30 birds wintering, 
2( were bended. No returns from previous years. E 

Cottontail: The West Marsh cottontail area was trapped 14 days in Decembor, 
with 2 catch of 39 new rabbits tagged, plus 1 return, plus 3 recoveries from 
hunting and a road kill. 

Faboit browse domage last winter was very severe. A tally of specics, sizes, 
and dogreo of injury was made. ; 

The mink trepping yiolded 1 new mink, plus 1 return from last yoar. The 

population wes much lower than last year. 

The chickedeo trapping yieldod 28 new birds, plus 6 roturns from last year, 

plus 1 return from 5 banded os nestlings last summer. 

The Alder flycatcher nest study was repeated on 130 nests. The goldfinch 

nest study was repoated on 110 nests, Two nest census areas were again cover- 

ed, and all adult catbirds wore banded. In wren all adults and nestlings wero: 
banded. 20 mourning dove nestlings were banded at the request of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 

A-marsh hawk-which was ocndod at the Arborctum June 23,1944 was-found 

derd November 14, 1944 near Bethany, Missouri. 

In cooperation with the Illinois Natural History Survey, 100 wood ducks 

hatched and raised by thom to 3-5 weeks were reared to 7 weeks on the Arboretum 

and released after banding, at Honeum Pond, on Aug. 14, 15, 26, and Sept. 3. 

The object is to determine whether these birds will return to the Arborotum or 
to Illinois. 25 nest boxes were erected in March. : 

The acorn plantings of 1943 showed 25% germination. Of 100 seedlings 

staked, 20% tiere browsed off by rodents this winter. An additional sod plant- 

ing of black oaks was mide. (No other ‘species bore acorns last fall.) The four 
quadrats of natural oaks were again counted. One quadrat was accidentally 
uprooted by workmen. 

A total of 24 semi-wild mallard ducklings on Stevens Pond were banded at 
the age of about 5 weeks. 

| Gooso Refuge It has long been tho intent to establish a waterfowl refuge 
| on the Gardner Ponds in the East Marsh of the Arboretum. This spring Arnold S. 

Jackson, acting in a volunteer capacity, built a decoy pen, and installed 7 

Caneda geose and 6 mallards as decoys. The Consorvation Department contributed 

4 of the geose and a ton of corn for foed and bait. A dawn-to-dari patrol. was 
maintained to prevent trespass. A considerable number of local ducks fed on the 
refuge. 7 Canada geese stopped there 2 days, 1 blue goose stopped for 10 days, 

and 4 Canad2 goose stopped for 6 days. Everything considered, this is regarded 

as @® promising start.
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Use of Involuting Ovulnted Follicles-in Determining the Breeding History 
of Pheasants 

(Joint project with Prof. Ri.lleyor, Zoolezy Dept. and State Conservation Dept.) 
: Mrs. Josse Scholl, Assistant 

_ Last yoar ogg follicles were compared with egg-lnying records in 22 hons 
which hed laid but not incubated, and in 14 hens which had laid and also 

incubated. Both lots of birds were collected progressively uo to this spring. 

In some of these birds the follicle count did not check with the egg-record, 

henco this yoor l2 goung birds wero injocted with lactogonic hormono aftor 

laying had begun, with a view to inducing resorption of unruptured follicles. 

Tho number of eggs laid is known for each bird. Theso birds should show, when 

collected, whether resorbed follicles leave any trace in the ovary that might 

be confused with remains of ruptured follicles, : 

All these experimental birds were furnished by the Conservation Department, 
which also tended them during the experimental period. 

Age Criteria in Cottontail 

(Joint project with Prof. 0. A. Mortensen, Dept. of Anatomy, Modical School. ) : 
i ; Hans Peter Thomsen, in charge. 

Thomsen left for military duty in Febrary. Between Oct. 3 and Jan. 3 he . 

collected a serios of 44 rabbits from the Arboretum. Thoir bones were tested 
for eniphyseal cartilage by two mothods: X-ray and staining. A preliminary 

paper is now roady for publication. Boy ; ; 

john Neos is-testing by the same methods 200 muskrat carcasses, trappod 
on Horicon Marsh, last fall. -The carcasses were furnished by tho State Cons- — 

ervatio; Department. & ; ates 

: ‘ Riley Area 

The xill for 1944 was. light, consisting of 40, cocks and.12 hens. WNono of the — - : 
20 banded hens and 5 bended cocks stocked March 16, 1944 were recovered, On. : 
April 6, 1945, 2) banded hons and 5 banded cocks were relensed. No cover : 

' plantings wore made in 1945, x 

ee oo. Soames - : Be 
Enrollment : ; 

ae es 1944 
Wildlife Ecology 118 nel i & sae ened sweeter: 
Wildlife Management, techniques 161 ... .._ 3 : % : / 
Special Problems 180 | ie ee x De ees 
Wildlife Research 200 : ; ae : eae al, 
Farm Short, Course . : Sa ot ene cecal Sea a 

Publications since November 1943 
(A) Fy members’ of this department. ~ ee : : ; ‘ 
Buss, Irven and Aldo Leopold. Cliff swallows to order. Wis. Cons. Bull., ; 

: vol. IX, no. 4, Apr. 1944, bp. 21-22. : ; 

Hanson, Harold C. <A new harvest mouse from Wisconsin, Zool. Series of Field 
Noseum of Natural History, vol. 29,.no. 14, Oct. 26, 1944, pp... 205. 

The cottontail and the weather. ‘Trans. Wis. Acad. Sciénces, Arts & Letters, 

vol. 35, 1944, pp. 91-97. : : 

Leopold, Aldo Reviow of "They need no vanish" by Helen M. Martin (editor) 
(Mich. State Dept. of Conservation, Lansing, 1942, 294 pp., $1.00), Jour. 
forostry, vol. 41, no. 12, Doc. 1943, p. 924. 

Review of "The Amcrican land" by William RB. Van Dersal (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1943, 215 ppes $3.75), Jour. Forestry, vol. I no weles 

Boe, 1943, p.928.
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Review of "Fighting the mesquito and codar invasion on Toxas ranges" by 
H.M.Boll and E.d.Kysterhuis (Soil Conservation, vol. 9, no. 5, Nov. 1943, 
pp. 111-114), Jour. Forostry,..vol. 42, no. 1, Jan. 1944, p. 63. 

Post-war prospects. Audubon Mag., vol. XLVI, no. 1, Jan-Feb. 1944, pp, 27-29. | 

Review of "Meet Mr. Grizzly" by Montaguo. Stovens (Univ. of Now Mexico Pross, 
Albuquerque, 1943, 281. pp., $3.50), Jour. Forostry, vol. 42, no. 3, Mer. 
194, p. 222. 

What noxt in. deer policy?. Wis. Cons, Bull., vol. IX, no. 6, June 1944, 
PD. 3-4, 13619. : 

Reviow of "Naturel principles of land use" by Edward H, Graham (Oxford 
Univ. Fross, Row York, 1944, 274 pp., $350), Soil Conservation, vol. X, no. 
2, aug. 1944, pp. 38-39. 

Reviow of "The wolves of North Anerica" by Stanloy P. Young and Edward 

E. Goldman (Amer. Wildlife Institute, Washington, 1944, 660 pp., $6.00), : 
Jour. Forestry, vol. 43, no. 1, Jan. 1945, vp. 928-929. 

Review "a chigen Fox Squirrel Management" by Durward L.: Allon (Game 

Division Department of Conservation, Lansing, Mich., 1943, $1.50, 404 pp.), 
Jour. of Forestry in press. : 

Leopold, Aldo, Robert A. MeCabe,.and Frank Kozlik. Facts on pheasants appear 

from Arboretum study. What's Now In Farm Scienco. Univ. of Wis. Agr. 

Exp. Sta., Bull, 461, Doc. 1943, pp. 13-15. j 

Thomseu, H. Peter. Ornithological extracts from an ecological survoy of tho 
University Bay region, spring, 1943. Passenger Pigoon, vol. VI, no. l, : 

Jan. 1944, pp. 3-13. 
The winter habits of the northorn white-footed mouso. Jour. of Mammalogy. 

In press. 

Wing, Leonard. Freoging and thawing dates of lakes and rivers as phenological — 

indicators. Monthly Weather Roviow, vol. 71, Sept. 1943, pp. 149-156. 

(8) By other authors.” 
Adler, Frederick E.1. Chemical analyses of organs from lead-poisoned Canada 

geese. Jour. Wildlife Mgmt., vol. 8, no..1, Jan. 1944, pp. 83-85. (Wis. 

geese). 
Alexnndor, Edvard P. Conservation and recreation. Wis.Cons, Bull., $:9:6-9. 

| Sept. 1943. (History). 
Barger, N. R. How wos the doer season, 1943? Wis. Cons. Bull., 9:4:3=5. Apr. 1944, 

Feeney, Williem. The present status of Wisconsin's deer herd and deer range. 
Wis. Cons. Bull., 9:6:;4-5. June 194. 

Jung, Clarence S. How ancient is the art of vbird-banding? Pass. Pigeon, 632:33- 

39, Apr. 1944. : 
Morgan, Banner Bill. Bird mortality. Pass. Pegeon, 6:2:27-34. Apr. 1944, 
Reese, Staber W. Wisconsin's Elk herd. Wis. Cons. Bull., 9:4:6-10. Apr. 1944. 

Schorger, A.W. Henry Rowe Schoolcraft. Pass. Pigeon, 6:2:35-37, Apr, 1944. 

- The prairie chicken 2nd sharp-tailed grouse in early Wisconsin. Trans. Wis. 
Acad, of Sciences, Arts & Letters, 35:1-59. 1944. : 

Swift, Ernest. Let us examine the record. Wis. Cons. Bull., 9:8-939v10. Aug.— 

Sept. 1944. (A history of Wisconsin deer policy.) 
Prairie du Sac Report Attention is called to the following paper, which summar— 

izes tho findings of studies on tho Prairie du Sac Area from 1929-1944; 
Errington, Paul L.:Somo contributions of a 15 year local study of the northern 

bolwhite to a knewledge of population phenomena. Ecological Monographs 
15:1-34, Jan., 1945. cy
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| News Lotter 28-29 ‘May 5, 1945 

Personxls ‘ 

Casualtics: So far, there have been no war losses among our student group, but 
tkore “avo been several narrow escapes. Two deaths have occurred among those 

closol., associated with our group: Elton Bussewitz, Franco, July 1944, and 

Earl ‘iitcholl, Bolgiun, Jamary, 1945. 

Visits Home: Lyle K. Sowls, USNR Wayno Truaz, US Army : 

Harry Anderson, USN Dr. Fritz Wollner, US Army 

Dan Thompson, USCGR Fred Zimmorman, USNR 
Cyril Kabat ,USNR Earl Atwood, USN 
Fred Grecly, US Arny John Catcnhusen, USRubber 

Arthur S.) Hawkins, US Army Admin. 

Bruce Stollberg, USN Alex Yorman USNR 

Harold Henson, Ill. Nat. Hist.Survoy Howard Young, US Army 

A. Carl Leopold, US Marines 

New Joss: Joe and Peggy Hickey are now associated with Dr. Josselyn Van Tyne, 

Michigan State Musoum. Bob McCabe, in addition to his job as arboretum 

Biologist, is now Instructcr in tho Ag. Colloge and is taking on Courso 161 

- and holving with the Farm Shert Course. Enrique Avila has completed his 

mastor's dogroe, and is returning to his job with the Poruvian Guano Adminis— 

tration. Starker Loopsld is making a wildlife survey of Mexico for the Pan 
American Union. ‘ 

Arrivals: Peter Hochbaum, 1944, at Delta Duck Station. 

Prospective Wedding: Alice Harper, to Allen vj. Stokes of Philadelphia, on June 

2%, 1945, at Madison. Allen Stokes was Bob McCabds assistant on the Arboretum 

during the suumer of 1944. 

Virginia Kiosel is taking over the wildlife office. ‘
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Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

June 21, 1945 

Captain Franklin 5, Henika 
He. Sth Service Command 
Dallas 2, Texas 

Dear Franklins 

I am pleased, of course, that you liked Starker’s thesis. 
I am sending your letter on to him. 

Starker has very definite ideas about the survival of 
hybrid porwlations. He thinks they are subject to 
gradual selection in the direction of wildness just as 
barnyard birds were gradually selected in the epposite 
direction. I suppose he omitted this from the vaper 
because it is only a hypothesis for which he hed no 
specific evidence. 

I am plesase that ‘you will be here later on and I would 
naturally be pisaséd to heve youuse my library td Gitch 
up on your reading, Incidentally, that would enable’ © 
us to catch up on our visiting. 

. With personal regards,
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April 21, 1945 

Mr. Frederic Leopold 
The Leopold Company 
Publington, Iowa 

Dear Fritas 

Your letter and your very interesting quail figures came while I was tied 
up with Commission meetings, pine plantings, and other digressions. ‘This 
is my first chence to write you. 

It is not clear from your letter whether you have seen Starker's paper 
on sex and age. Just to make sure, I am sending you a copy. I think 
you will see the many parallels between his data and yours. 

Cyril Kabat, who will eventually publish on Prairie du Sac, will be 
intensely interested in your ratios, but I am @onvinced that you yourself 
should ultimately publish them. They are toe good to be just handed to 
someone else. 

The most notable thing at first reading is your percent of cocks, ani 
the inerease in cocks during the last two years. I very much suspect that 
this 4s connected with the cycle, and if you could follow it through a 
full decade, you might have something of very exceptional value. Of course, 
it has value even now. ~ 

Long before you actually intend to publish, I suggest that you write a 

E tentative paper. I always do this because it brings up the loopholes 
that have to be plugged. Both Starker and I would be very glad to give 
you any coaching you think you need once the thing gets into tentative 

form. 

I on helbine the date sheets, hoping that Cyril Kabat will have another 
leave at Madison before he goes overseas. I'd like to show the figures 
to him. Also, in the near future, I'll send you a copy of # paper he 
is writing, mostly on banding, but with incidental gex and age data. 
Let's talk about this the next time we have a chance. 

Yours as ever, ; 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay) 

ec Starker “



April 21, 1945 

Dear Alice and Bob- 

First and foremost, my blessings and very best wishes to you, Alice, on your 
engagement to Allen Stokes, I am most anxious to meet the lucky lad and to take 
quick advantage of the custom of kissing the bride. More power to you both, 

This turned out to be quite an assignment as you may have gathered from some 
of my gloomier letters to Dad, It really makes you writhe to have such a glorious 
opportunity for original work dangled in front of you and then be stymied over 
and over again in trying to get rolling on the job, My principal occupation is a 
game of hide and seek with OPPORTUNITY, who hides cleverly behind 8-balls and 
under great stacks of official documents, Now and then on moonlit nights I see 
her clearly and she is»a beauty, but when I make a pass she leaps behind an 
expired permit and there I am trapped again in Mexico City for another week, It 
is a great chase though, but leaves me with a most profound sympathy for such 
unfortunates as the half-back without any blockers, the pitcher whose infield is 
shot to hell, etc, I don't mean to give the impression that the project is a 
total loss -- it will get done and be duly reported, but it will be a sketchy job 
whereas it could have been a barn-burner, : 

4 But boyohboy what wonderful country there is scattered around down here, Some 
of the mountain regions in particular are enough to make your mouth water, In 
Guerrero we had a foretaste of the Cloud Forest but I will really get into that 
type next fall in Chiapas, after the rainy season, In this lush vegetation are 
found three species of curassows, two tinamous, one chachalaca and assorted quails 
and doves; likewise, peccaries, tapir, a very small white-tailed deer and the 
little Mazama deer lorocket). On over in Yucatan a short distance is the ofcellated 
turkey, What a field day with the old shotgun, eh Ellsworth? 

I returned just yesterday from a short excursion to Texas, purpose of which was 
to buy a car suitable for beating about in the brush, Best I could do was a 1937 
Pontiac station wagon which is a bit? battered and worn around the edges but at 
least it got back to Mexico City. So maybe it will keep going for some little 
time, Rather enjoyed being in the States again where I could talk English, smoke 

Camels and eat ice cream, 

Re a few points of business, Alice, the Missouri Conservation Commission has a 
big supply of reprints of the "Wildness" paper. I have asked them to send a copy 
to Gus Swanson, and you might refer subsequent requests directly to Paul Tulenko 
in the Jefferson City office, I also asked Paul to send on to you 50 more copies 
if his supply is adequate, The bobwhite sex-age papers are for you and Dad to 
distribute as you think best, I have 200 here now (arrived last week finally). 

Another short one on mammals of Ozark County will be in the May issue of Journal 

of Mammalogy and I likewise have ordered 100 for you and a similar number for 

myself, The only reprints I'm really short of are the turkey molt papers, and if 

you still have any of those please guard them for me, 

My love to you both and to Marie and the little Mac as well. Drop us a card 
Ellsworth and tell what poor wild critters you're harrassing these days. 

Sincerely,
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424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 
April 18, 1945 

Memo to Albert Hochbaum, Bob McCabe, BAll Bilder, Starker Leopolas 

In cloacal examination of geese at Horseshoe Lake this winter, 
Hareld Hanson has used a surgicel instrument called a speculum 
for holding the cloaca open while examining its interior. 
This speculum is merely a spreader, such as is commonly used 
vy dectors for examining the homan ear and nose. It 
apparently selves the problem of cleseal examination in birds 
with strong sphincter mescles. A description will shortly be 
published by Harold, tut he said he had no objection 4 my 
telling you in advance. It looks like a real improvement to 
MOo 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold



April 2, 1945 

Dear Dad- 

Your nice note of the 15th did a lot to brace me up again -- I was getting a little 
discouraged with life, Please write lots more like that one, 

Bill Vogt was here for about ten days in March but has gone on to Washington. He 
was terribly worn down and apparently has been working himself to death, He promised 
that he would take a month off while he's in the States and I hope to goodness that he 

will do it because Betty and I are really worried about him, I wouldn't have his 
goddam job for a million dollars, For one thing, it has affected his viewpoint ina 
most peculiar way, Bill is obsessed with the idea that Latin America is all eroding 
away into the sea (which it definitely is) and that not a moment should be lost in 
bringing this to the attention of the various authorities in each country, I agree 
whole-heartedly, But since Bill's job is to propagandize this fact he has lost interest 
in technical work as such but thinks of all studies and projects (including mine) in 
terms of their "advertising value", 

My ideas have been developing more or less along the following line, Mexico lacks 
even the simplest basic facts about its game species, The game laws, for example, are 
couched in vague terms and unspecific common names so that no-one can possibly know 
for sure what species are open or closed at any given date, All species have been 
duly described by American and European taxonomists but even those descriptiona are 
not available to the biologists here -- the library of the Institute of Biology is 
woefully incomplete and the publications of their best vertebrate men show this lack on 
every page (their botanists are damned good on the other hand), Absolutely nothing has 
been done on life histories of the game forms and little or nothing on distribution, 
It is hard for us from the States to visualize such a chaotic lack of knowledge about 
our game, As I see it, the book that is needed here most is a simple (but absolutely 
accurate and authoratative) volume listing all the game species under their proper 
names, giving the distribution of each, something on food habits and life history, and 
ecologic status in relation to land use, It should have colored plates of all import- 
ant species so that it may serve as a guide and handbook, for game wardens as well as 
hunters, Two or three chapters should be devoted to land use in general and conserva- 

tion of game along with forests, soils, etc, 

To prepare this book I want two years in the field free of office work and then six 

to eight months at an American University with a good library and museum facilities. 
Michigan would be a logical place to wind up the job, and Bill promised to see about 

arrangements there, 

But here are some of the monkey-wrenches in that program, In the first place Bill 
over-sold this project to the Comision that is furnishing the Mexican funds and before 
it was even well underway they welshed on their financial commitfment and generally 
lost interest. None of the arrangements which Bill described so glowingly were in 

writing, so he has no come-back of course, Bill patched up a signed agreement with 
these people on this recent trip, but it was not the original plan by any means, Now 
I am called upon to do a lot of writing, the idea of which is to re-sell the project 
and make it seem important. The members of the Comision are doctors, engineers, etc., 
and writing about the habits of dickey-birds doesn't impress them very much, Bill 
told the Comision that I would prepare a report on our initial work in Guerrero for 

publication in their year-book, and then he instructed me on what this report is to 
be -- a treatise on the natural resources of Guerrero (the forests, soils, grazing 
resources, etc,) bringing in game as one resource and showing its relationship to 
land use, and above all bringing out the importance of soil conservation, The report
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is to be in Spanish and the longer the better (more impressive), Well I'm no damned fool 
and I can grasp the value of that sort of thing for purposes of education and propaganda 
but that's not what I came dow here to do, Getting together the simple facts about 
their game resources is in itself a staggering task for two years and I have lost 
sleep worrying about how it could be done, Now my time is being hacked up by reports 
that I don't feel ready to write by any means, Really Dad, there are periods of days 

_ on end when I feel like a mouse in a maze -- I don't know whether I'm coming or going. 
Bill's answer to all this was that maybe I needed more time and perhaps he could stir 
up additional funds, but I told him outright Hell no, that two years under this goddam : 
organization was more than enough for me, 

Well, I‘ll get her done some way and I still have hopes that it will be a good job, 
but I'm not nearly as confident as I was even a month ago, Bill is a swell person and 
I honestly have a tremendous admiration for his drive and persistence and abilities 
along some lines, but he sure is no organizer. 

I'm going to Texas next week to buy a small truck to use in the field, Now after 
six months the transportation problem may be resolved, I expect to see Dave Spencer 
at Corpus Christi and that will be fun, 

Paul Dalke did the turkey census this year on Caney Mountain so I have asked him to 
join me in the report on that refuge, The population has levelled off in the refuge 
but continues to increase outside despite a complete failure of the acorn crop last 
fall, I had the paper partly written in January but I just can't see where I'll get 
the time to finish it alone, Paul is doing the turkey ecology paper with Dave Spencer P 
as co-author, as I suggested, 

I think my pup is going to be good, Dad, I have been working him on Mearns quail 
a few blocks from the house here ar@ he apparently has a nose and a lot of gumption-- 
he's not afraid of any kind of cover, Last Saturday was the closing day of the quail 
season so I went out with Bill Denker below Cuernavaca, We put up five covies, of 
which the pup found four, and didn't lose a dead bird, For his first day of real 
hunting he did extremely well, We had one amusing incident, I dropped a big cock 
bobwhite in an irrigation ditch that was completely grown over with vegetation, The 
puppy (his name is Sombra) got the scent and was floundering around in the floating 
tangle when the cripple fluttered out for a few feet and the dog jumped right on top 
of him, The bird of course was submerged in the tangle and we were five minutes finding 

him down there with a frantically excited little dog right in the middle of things. 
He was sure one bedraggled quail, 

Don Brand has already started to work on our turkey history and I am hell-bent to 
begin on the field work in turkey country, The next State on my calendar is Jalisco 
and the gobblers are probably starting to strut there now, We have worked out more 
details of our plan fgf and it's going to be a nice project I think, 

What is "Ellsworth" McCabe working on now -- and is his Hun paper out? If so I 
would like to see it, Give him my very best as always, and Alice too, Tell Alice that 
I enjoy her little notes, so much so in fact that Betty teases me about it, And my 
love to Mother dear and our grown-up college girl, Are you feeding at Riley? 

P,S8, Your cooperative training program for Technical Game Personnel looks swell to me,



March 28, 1945 

Mr. William Vogt . 
Pan American Union 
Waghington 6, BD. C. 

Dear Bills 

Enrique and I were beginning to worry about whether 

we would see you, hence your letter was very welcome. 

I am sorry but not surpPised that Yashington has to 

provide the truck. 

It means a great deal to me thet you feel happy about 

Starker's progress, and, of course, it will mean even 

more to him. 

You hadn’t told me before that doctors were insisting on 

a matter of health for you. I em sorry to hear that, 

but the tension under which you mst have been working 

would probably floor almost anybody. I hope you teke 

the medical advice seriously, although I realize how 

aifficult it will be. Why don't you hide out somewhere 

and repeat your willet study om some bird? I think : 

¢ this is the closest you will ever get to a rest. 

Bither I slipped a point, or you have mistaken a thought 

for a letter; anyhow I am not clear on the "articles 

for translation* into Spanish. I haven't done anything 

ee wat will await further specifications from you. 

aa With personal best wishes, . 

Yours as ever, 

alee 

Diet Sterutann - 

: : Ras 

Qn irk (asus a END @ onto yer ae 

Votes a ust elo, 

Cee,



L. S. Rowe PEDRO DE ALBA 
Ps DIRECTOR GENERAL 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

THE PAN AMERICAN UNION PAN AMERICAN UNION ARGENTINA GUATEMALA 
IS THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION 

MAINTAINED BY THE TWENTY-ONE BOLIVIA HAITI 
AMERICAN REPUBLICS FOR THE DE= 

BRAZIL HONDURAS 
VELOPMENT OF GOOD UNDERSTANDING, 1c 

FRIENDLY INTERCOURSE, COMMERCE Kwek Ay CHILE MEXICO 
AND PEACE AMONG THEM; CONTROLLED Y 5 Ah e> COLOMBIA NICARAGUA 
BY A GOVERNING BOARD COMPOSED fC, Nei Pa ™ 

OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE YN Wied COSTA RICA PANAMA 
UNITED STATES AND THE DIPLOMATIC SS ez £2, CUBA PARAGUAY REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON OF ay eee 
THE OTHER REPUBLICS ; ADMINISTERED 2 EY DOMINICAN PERU 
BY A DIRECTOR GENERAL AND ASSIST- x cniAbOR UNITED STATES 
ANT DIRECTOR, CHOSEN BY THIS BOARD 

AND ASSISTED BY A STAFF OF INTER-_ EL SALVADOR URUGUAY 
NATIONAL EXPERTS, STATISTICIANS, WASHINGTON 6, D.C, U.S.A. VENEZUELA 
EDITORS, COMPILERS, TRANSLATORS 

AND LIBRARIANS, March 26, 1945 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

We have run into some transportation difficulties for Starker in Mexico, 
so I had to make a quick direct trip to Washington instead of coming 
through the mid-west. I am, however, planning to come as far‘as Madison 
and perhaps go on to the coast later, and shall certainly spend three 
or four days in Madison getting your reactions to my whole program. 
I expect that through the government in Washington I shall be able to 
get Starker some kind of a serviceahle truck, and get it soon. 

Aside from this headache, I think things have been going very well with 
him, and I am much impressed with the job he is doing, He has his 
moments of being appalled I am sure, and I don't blame him. However, 
I know he is going to turn out the kind of job we'd expect of him, and 
I'm very happy ebout the whole project. 

He, Betty, and Fritz are blooming. The malaria seems to have been 
completely conquered. I think all three of them are enjoying Mexico, 
and I know Mexico is enjoying them, 

Have you had time to jot down the list of articles for translation that 
I wrote you about? If so, would you send it on to me at your earliest 
convenience. I want to get started on some kind of a Spanish bulletin 
on what Morris Cooke calls "total conservation". There are many interest— 
ing things to tell you and to get your advice on. But these must wait. 
I have been to two doctors and they insist that I must have at least two 
months' vacation, How I'm going to get it I don't know, but I am afraid 
there is no choice. 3 

With best regards to you, Estella, and Enrique. 

Sincerely yours, 

ARC 
William Vogt, Chief 
Conservation Section
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March 13, 1945 

pi 

Agreement Between SR . oe 

Moments oy 
Development of Technical Game Personnel at” 

Beods. The Department needs well trained men with a combination of 

school and field experience. Many of its men, now in military service, 

wish to take additional schooling on their return. The University necsés 

the research opportunities offered by the Department's field projects. This 

agreement aims to combine these needs to the mutual advantage of both parties. 

Director. The Department intends to appoint a Director of Game Research 

with full University training. The University intenfs to accord him faculty 

status. This agreement will be administered jointly by the Director of 

Game Research and the Chairman of the Department of Wildlife Management. 

Posttions and Assistantships. It is estimated that mon in training 

will spend 1/3 of their time (semesters or years) on the campus enrolled 

as graduate students, and 2/3 in the field es Department employees. ‘the 

University will set up 1 assistantship for each 2 field positions allocated 

by the Department. ‘The selection and allocation of individuals for teaining 

will be mitually agreed upon from time to time. The positions will vary 

from Aid ($100 per mo.) to Senior Aid ($125 per mo.) and Junior Bologist 

($150 per mo.), depending on education and experience of the individual. 

The Assistantships will carry the standard rate of $67.90 per month. 

Theses and Projects. ‘The field project in the Department will be, 

as fer as possible, the thesis for an advanced degree, candidates and theses 

to be agreed upon from time to time. 

Givil Service, dueationsl Leave. Men in training will take in advance 

the Givil Service exams necessary for appointment in the Department, end 

will be granted educations] leave for campus work.
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Hews story for Joe Alexander 
Jamary 10, 1945 

Manted: Quai] Wings 

Daring the next few months, outdoor workers are liable to find the 

@Careasses of quail which have died during storms, or been hit by ears, or 

Reon caught by predators. You can help do your bit for conservation by cutting 

off one wing from each such ¢arcags and mailing it, in an ordinary envelope, to 

the Department of Wildlife Management, 42% University Parm Place, Madison 5. “ 

What for? Because the color of certain feathers at the "shoulder" joame eel 

tell whether the quail is a young bird born last spring, or an older bird. 

A few hundred wings will tell te what degres last spring's nesting season has 

deen a successful one. [ 

The normal proportion of young queil varies from 70 per cent to 80 per cent 

of the winter population, that is, only a fourth or » fifth of the population 

eonsists of old birds which have passed through one or more breeding seasons, 

It follows that the average pair of quail must produce about 8 grown young each 

| sun ileal adie 

By noting the per cent of young which actually exist through a series of 

winters, the fortunes of bobwhite in his struggle to remain a member of Wisconsin's 

bird-life, may be followed with accuracy. 

Coeperaters who send in wings eins tana to observe the following miles: 

(1) Gut the wing off high at the shoulder, so that the shoulder feathers remain 

attached; (2) pin a slip of paper to each wing giving your nama, county, date, 

and whether the quail was a cock (white chin) or a hen (tuff-colored chin). 
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Jan, 10, 1945 

Dear Dad, 

I am being bombarded with requests to write and rewrite more articles on turkeys, 

Now I'm getting thoroughly confused, Over a year ago I committed myself to write 

a chapter in the Turkey Monograph on hybrid&ization, and this I shall do, though 

it will necessarily go over a lot of the same old ground, Now Dalke is after me 

to write with him a long paper on the ecology of the wild turkey in Missouri, Here 

I have decided to draw the line, Paul, of course is committed to produce this 
paper and his files are not overloaded with data, but I balk at signing my name 

to any more papers on turkey ecology. I have offered Paul all of my data but told 

him to write the article himself. I abhor the idea of writing three or four papers 

on one set of data, and though I dislike embarrassing Paul I simplyogarinot bring 

myself to having a hand in this publication, I enclose Paul's outline and some 
of the correspondence re further turkey papers, 

You are familiar with the actual material that I have on turkeys, Here are the 

publications that I have decided to limit myself to; 

Published: 
The 1942 Status of Wild Turkeys in Missouri (Jour, Forestry) ; with Dalke. 
The Molts of Young Hild and Domestic Turkeys (Condor) 
The Nature of Heritable Wildness in Turkeys (Condor) 

To come: 
Wild Turkey Management on Caney Mountain Refuge, Missouri (I am writing 

this now in the evenings; quite short) 
A chapter on hybridization in the "monograph", which will include as much 

new material (from other states) as possible, 

Please tell me what you think about this, Dad, I know that it is necessary and 

often desirable to write the same thing twice, but there must be a practical limit 

to that somewhere and I will welcome your advice on where that limit is in my case. 

It was nice to have your Christmas letter -- it made us wish more than ever 

that we could have been home with all of you for a few days, But we had a nice 

Christmas here too, and as you surmised, Fritz kept it lively, Regarding your 

question about fall drumming of young ruffed grouse, I am unable to find anything 

in my journal about it, L have only had one season of grouse shooting (last fall) 

since we started aging our birds, and I cannot remember any druuming at all lest 

year, 

Alice sent the reprints of the Coopers hawk-bat note, I hope you kept a supply, 

or at least all that you want, When the quail sex-age poperbeonsa out I have 

arranged for 100 reprints to be sent to you, the balance to me here, Those 100 

are for you, Please tell me if you received reprints of the long turkey paper from 

the Commission, 

I now have a little library set up, and would like very much to have the 

accumulated journals, reprints, etc, in your office sent down, If Alice has not 

already done so, will you have her bundle them up and start them on their way. 

My love to Mother and yourself, Dad, Everything goes well here,
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October 31, 1944 

Mr. day Tarling 

Rogister-Tri bune 
Des Moines, Iowa : 

Dear Jay: “ 

I apologize for keeping Bill Vogt's M.5. so long. Same O14 story: snowed under. 
A MS. of my own which I expected to finish in a month took me all summer and 
fall and isn't done yet. 

Without a doubt Bill's MS. has something which puts it shead of all parallel 
efforts to date. Without » doubt it could be adapted for use this side of the 
vorder, although I would rather hate to see the deletion of the Mexican atmosphere 
he has given it. Yor secondary schools at least there might be some virtue in 
the teacher (or her pupils) making their own “adaptation* to U. 5, conditions. 

There is an importest omission which I think should be taken care of, and which 
could be without lengthening or complicating the treatment. Bill omits entirely 
two of the three functions of organic matter in and on soil: 

(1) "Millions of Little dams". ‘This is adequately handled. 

(2) Organic matter anchors plant foods so they can’t leach down or wash away. 
This is omitted. 

(3) Organic matter anchors soil moisture so soil doesn't dry up. This is 
omit ted. 

The perennial question of seieatific corrections vs, simplicity is one that puts 
cockleturs even on Bill's soeks. I am not content with Bill's catechiam about 
birds: “protect them so they will eat the bugs in your garden“. This is the 
mosaic philosophy of retritmtion. I think the argument would actually be better 
psychologically, not to mention esologically, if based on indigencus culture and 
pride. fo wit: Mexico has her own birds, just as she has her own folklore. To 

know, enjoy, and protect them is part of the national culture. Other countries 
have found this out too late; let Mexico show the world how to do better. 

Incidentally, birds help control inseet and rodent pests. They are part of the 
‘web of life. its 

I actually fear the present argument on inseets and rodents; it is based on hate, 
although I can readily see Bill didn't mean it to be, but wae striving for simplicity. 

It should be brought ont somewhere that the only thing to hate is too many, too 

fow, or in the wrong place. Hate should never attach to species or classes.



a 

Mr. day Dar’ 
October sh, 19th 

: Pe 2 

Of course I am carrying coals to Neweastle: 8111 himself is the leading expomat 
of my thought. It is no simple matter to write truth for those accustomed to dogma. 

I particularly like Bill's thread of analogy: "the face of the land". That ie 
sound allegory. 

Did Bob Mann tell you of the park association setting up a fund for education? If 
think this is a trend. Such funde should be used to capture the few available Bill 
Vogts, put them in a room, lock the door, and then say “fake your time". The only 
trouble with this MS is that it had to be done in a Imrry. 

Incidentally, productive writing on conservation for the masses has to be done befors 
the age of 50. After that one accumilates too many ifs and ands. 

I hope you are woll. I am sending Bill a copy of this. 

Yours ever, 

Alée Leopold 

P.S. How 4d you like Hochbaum's "Canvasback"? 

ee Vogt 

@ Stun pdm



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

October 9, 1944 

Dear Starker: 

My library for Mexico is so nearly zero that it's hardly worth talking about. 

I'm sending you two reprints (Blake, Emmet & Hanson, 1942, Miller 1939) which you 

will have more use for than I. 

Also my "Parrot in Chibuama" (reprint). And "Conservationist in Mexico". 

There is some good material of direct interest to you in: Hayden, S. S. 

1942. The International Protection of Wildlife. Columbia Univ. Press, N. Yo. 

246 ppe,r $3200. I would buy this if I were you. 

Here are some miscellaneous journal papers: 

Shiras, George 34. 1936. Hunting wild life with camera and flashlight. 

2 vols., 24 ed., Sept. National Geographic Society, Washington, D. C. 

(Section on Mexico: Vol. II, Ch. IX.) 

Zinser, Juan. 1936. The Mexican wildlife situation. Proc. North Amer. Wildlife 

Conference, Washington, D. C., Feb. 3-7, 1936, pp. 6-11. 

Bennett, H. H. 1942. Some glimpses of rural Mexico, Soil Conservation, vol. VIII, 

no. 5, Nov. 1942, pp. 103-109. 

Meyer, Hans Arthur. 1939. Public forest regulation in Mexico. Jour. Forestry, 

vol. 37, no. 11, Nov. 1939, pp. 856-858. 

Moore, Robert T. 1938. A new race of wild turkey. The Auk, vol. 55, no. ay 

Jan. 1938, pp. 112-115. : 

Unless you have them already, I would ask for a complete set of publications of: 

American Committee for International Wildlife Protection, New York Zoological 

Park, N. Y. (I have at least a dozen). 

I would ask the Audubon Society, 1006 Fifth Aveme, New York 28, N. Y. for a complete 

set of their bulletins (four that I have, maybe more) of "International Committee 

for Bird Preservation", If you can't get them, I'll give you mine. 

I would ask Dr. Karl Schmidt, Field Museum for suggestions. I'd do this, but don't 

want to cross wires with what you may have already done. 

Yours ever, 

- / 
VAn@ wuntiee deLayed Ansar He 

q Chu ben arth
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: Experience Yith Excess Deer 

The undersigned met at the Ninth North American Jildlife Conference April 26, 

1944, to exchange our experiences with deer herds that have grown too large for the 

natural food supply. ‘“e found ourselves in agreement on the following points: 

1, If excess deer are not shot off they will starve off, When a herd starves 

down the carrying capacity of the range goes with it, 

2, A herd can be reduced effectively only by killing females, Where large 

refuges exist, they sometimes must be shrunk before a reduction can be made, 

3, The sooner excess deer are removed, the more deer the range will carry 

i later, Reduction should be completed before starvation begins, 

4. The following experiences shed light on the degree of reduction needed: 

(a) A 90 percent starvation on the Kaibab brought partial range recovery. 

(b) Pennsylvania has reduced 50 percent by doe seasons, but cannot yet 

plant white pines, Some red pines are getting i... 

(c) On the Dixie Forest in Utah a 50 percent reduction by shooting seems 

to have brought some relief, but this herd had not reached the starva— 

tion point, Other Utah herds are in process of combined shooting and 

starvation, but no conelusions can yet be made, 

(a) Michigan's deer are starving down because the legislature would not 

authorize killing females, The extent of the reduction is unknown, 

Range conditions are still getting worse, 

(e) Assuming a deer population of 500,000 Wisconsin has reduced its herd 

temporarily 26 percent by shooting (66,000 males and 66,000 females 

taken in the 1943 hunting season) without relief to the range, 

(f) In average years annual losses of deer in overpopulated areas of 

Texas vary from 15% to 26%, and in dry years some herds have suffered 

losses up to 50%. 

(gz) In Minnesota open seasons without age or sex restrictions, in 4 of 

the past 6 years have failed to check the increase of deer, There 

have been starvation losses in some places in recent years and range 

deterioration is becoming evident. 

5, Delay in removing excess deer deteriorates their physical vigor and pre- 

disposes to parasites and disease, 

6, Predators may be useful in breaking up congestions, and in helping to 

control deer in inaccessible areas, which hunters cannot or do not reachs 

Excess deer are a problem in distribution as well as numbers, 

I, H, Bartlett, Deer Investigations, Mich, Dept. of Conservation, Lansing, Mich. 

Lester M, Berner, Vis, Dept. of Conservation, Box 125, Ladysmith, is. 

Paul D, Dalke, Leader, Missouri Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Columbia, Mo. 

%, S. Feeney, Game Biologist, Wis, Dept, of Conservation, Box 132, Ladysmith, “is. 

A Leonard E. Foote, Vermont Fish and Game Service, Montpelier, Vt. 

Phil Goodrum, Director Wildlife Restoration, Game, Fish and Oyster Comm,, Austin,Tex, 

R, R, Hill, Assistant Regional Forester, U.S, Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wis. 

George H, Kelker, Utah State Agr, College, Logan, Utah 

Aldo Leopold, Dept, of Wildlife Management, 424 Univ. Farm Place, Madison 5, Wis. 

A, Starker Leopold, Missouri Conservation Commission, Jefferson City, Mo. 

G, E, Mitchell, North Pacific Region, U.S. Forest Service, Portlandt, Oregon 

Orange Olsen, Intermountain Region, U.S, Forest Service, Ogden, Utah 3 

D, I, Rasmussen, Leader, Utah Cooperative 7ildlife Research Unit, Logan, Utah 

Thomas A, Schrader, Dept. of Conservation, St, Paul, Minn, 

Jerome H, Stoudt, Refuge Manager, Necedah National Wildlife Refuge, Necedah, Wis. 

Walter P, Taylor, Leader, Tex, Coop, ildlife Research Unit, College Station, Tex, 

Charles T, Vorhies, Economic Zoologist, Univ, of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz, 

8/21/44 
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Stan Rares ; 

November 25-27, 1943 

Gus's Last Hunt 

We came up to get us a deer. Took the boat up to Anchor's island, 
hoping to find it free of hunters. I stood at the lower crossing 

j while Estella and Gus went up the north shore to mike a drive. They 
had no sooner left than I found the fresh track of a deer, crossing 
the channel from the mainland, and dragging a leg. There was blood. 
It was clear that somebody's cripple was on the island. 

: In a few mimtes a disgusted looking hunter appeared. He had 

followed his cripple to the island but couldn't find her. 

While I was talking to the hunter, I heard Gus' "big-game" yelp. 
I knew he had found the cripple, and hurried to join hin. 

When I got there, I found Estella in tears and Gus in the middle of 

the river. The deer had taken the water and crossed to the north shore. 

Gus had followed. Ona bar in the middle he had come upon the doe and 

gotten kicked. I had heard the doe give a loud blat, like a half-grown 

calf in desperation. 

Gus is a weak swimmer because of his crooked leg. I doubted whether 

he would make the far shore, toward which the current carried him. We 

hurried back toward the boat, but it was too far to enable me to reach 

him in time. We were overjoyed when he at last reached the north bank. 

It took me half an hour to get to the boat and cross the river. 

When I reached him he had his hind legs in the water, his forelegs 

clinging to a sod. He was baying weakly, but was unable to lift his 

head. I carried him up the bank, but he couldn't stand. His hind 

quarters were paralyzed, either by exhaustion, or the kick from the 

deer, or both. 

Gus recognized me when I carried him up the bank, but he was soon 

seized by convulsions. I covered him with my coat, but could do nothing 

else for him. I had to tell him goodbye, and put him out of his misery. 

A. L. 
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VoRuabe Do unmet” | 
(1 be frrreratct Gor frbtcation ) ru | 

(4 b September 29, 1933. eae a f ay 

j Dear Harris: 

| Your query of the 27, asks for my “opinion as to the wildlife 
policy for the Huron Mountain Club”. 

I don't feel at all sure that anything I may suggest will prove ) 
; very pertinent or helpful, but the fact is that out of my rather | 

long and varied contacts with most of the major phases of 
"Conservation", certain combinations have repeated so often that I H 
have come to expect them, and to have at least theories as to how | 
they may or should be handled. : i 

; Let me try to illustrate: The barbereshops seom to figure it | 
i thus: "From no pheasants at all, and then with one State Game- { 

farm, rearing and releasing several thousand birds a year, we have 
{ gotten fair to good pheasant hunting. Well then it stands to } 
{ reason that with the Game-farm twice as big, or with two Game-farms, | 

rearing and planting twice as many birds, we'd get twice as much or ] 
} twice as good hunting." 

That seems entirely reasonable to the barber+shop biologists i 
and high-class hooey to another tribe of biologists. To these, 
that line of logic reduces to something like this: "If one bushel ~ | 

, of alfalfa seed gets a stand of plants which cuts 2 tons of hay 
per acre, then using two bushels of seed should get a cut of 4 tons i 
per acre, end 4 bushels of seed should get a cut of 16 tons..." 

Applied to standardized farm crops such logic becomes obviously 
/ preposterous, but as often applied to wildlife affairs it doesn't | 

seem te be so obvious. I suspect it will become so, as wildlife q 
| management technic develops and, (as I think it mst), as it 

{ gradually works our wildjife species into the crop categories. ( 

Now just what is wrong with what I have called “barbershop j 
; biology"? Primarily, I think, it is a failure to understand the 

q fact of, and the nature of, the permanent, inbuilt limiting factors 
which affect or control the maintenance or increase of associations 
of living things. 

With genera and species and varieties with which mech work has 
been done = as apples, potatoes, corn, beef « an understanding of i 

q many of these limiting factors has soaked in. Through thousands of 
| years of intensive trial-and-error farming, plus a century of 

j agricultural experiment stations ete. How many full-time specialists 
q with the best of current laboratory facilities have worked on potato 

production, for instance? What aggregate of man-years does that 
4 total? Now what similar total of technical man-years has gone into | 
j grouse, or deer or beaver, and on terms equivalent to the apples, 
} Beef and potatoes? Will {t be 1 for wildlife as compared to 10,000 
j for the standardized crops? 

: We have just camvassed North America to locate 4 new staff men 
4 for our Game Division, really well trained in the best of modern | 
4 technology and competent to tackle our Michigan wildlife complexes; 
1 beaveretrouts; farm-game such as pheasants and quail; the mammals |



7 : ; : j 

| 
j such as deer, "possum and 'coons; and the birds such as ducks, grouse etc. We think we have seraped the bin for prospects and } after months at it have located three of the four men we want. j The fourth we have not yet found. Like enough he will have to 

i be specially trained at the University, and cast according to our | specifications. There has been such scant demand for such men 
(specially schooled for game-management work as engineers and } surgeons are schooled) that there are as yet very few to pick | from. They will be coming up directly, I think, for the failures - | 
and futilities of the barbershop biologists have become too obvious > 
and too punishing to tolerate mich longer. ] 

i Almost dally some phase of this contrast is forced unto USs 

A prominent and sincere but non-technical State official | having vead an editorial comment in his newspaper, comes in to 
inqire with some heat "Just why haven't we been planting wild | rice in Wildfowl Bay? They tell me it's just about all gone, and 4 what tell will the ducks find when they come down this fali?" 

Then, again, as we mst do dozens of times every fall, we 
explain that there never was mech rice in that water « or in 
Michigan. That in the places where we have some rice (as in i Houghton Lake) the redewing blackbirds get or shell off most of | it before the ducks come downy that the change in weterlevels in | the Great Lakes has exposed and dried up the bulk of the fair=to- : | 
good rice bottom in the Bay, that the analysis of stomech content of ducks taken on this Bay, (and from all over the State) shows a 
very considerable feeding on animal instead of vegetable material i (such as insect larvae, snails ete.) and so an investment in rice- 
planting would not be practicable or desirable for the Bay, | ; especially fbr our Refuge area, where one of the objectives is to i protect ample seed-stock of muskrats...The rats being so fond of i ; the young rice that they may destroy new plantations... 

But the commercial fishermen have another explanation as to , why the duck hunting on the Bay isn't better. Its the damned carpl H ; The carp maddy up the bottom and root out the rice and all the 
other good duck foods! Git the dam carp out! When we inquire 

| what percentage of the total acreage of the Bay might be seined 
for carp, and what percentage of the carp might be taken out by 

{ seining, and what damage to other and desirable fish might result 
’ from intensive and largeescale carping, and so on, we are usually j : growled at, or merely cursed. 

q The commercial fishermen over there have another peeve. The 
j damn terns! They eat tons of good young fish! ™ I seen 'em 

with 5inch perch myself! Such damn nonsense ... State plantin's | of whitefish an' so on, and lettin' them damm terns eat 'ém right 
out again « an! tons of other good fish << Bat, we ask, do the 
terns frequent the types of water where young whitefish hang out? 
And just what do the terns mostly eat, for a fact? The Government bulletins seem pretty clear on that ... Oh, all right, we'll try 

} it again and on fresh instead of salt water. Might be a lot of 
difference in their habits... 

So we get an advanced student from the University Museum and we 
) help him shoot mmdreds of terns, through most of the tern season, | and pickle their innards and identify the fragments ... And he 

j 
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Hl 
finally reports that the terns have been taking a surprising } 

4 quantity of insects, and mostly lake shiners - of which the supply | 
q is so great that it isn't reasonable to maintain that there aren't 
{ enough left to feed the game and commercial fish. But does that 

1 quiet the local people? Certainly not. Them highbrows was ] 
i prejudiced to start with! So we aren't much surprised when we } 

’ learn that the tern colonies. have been reided during nesting season 
4 and their eggs smashed by the bushel. Commercial fisherman 
j "protecting their proper interests", or “hungry people forced t 
‘ scavange"? Or both? In the meantime our duck man {Gorneli PhD) H 
4 after what he considers an adequate inquiry into conditions on the 

Bay, gives it as his opinion that no duck ever had to leave the 
bay because it couldn't find enough good food. «+s 

We in the Department, live in the midst of controversies of | 
{ this sort. They never stop but they do seem to be slowing down | 

| somewhat. i 

Near Alpena the local people were indignantly demanding that i 
we “buy hay to feed the starving deer". Beyond question there 
were many dead deor in the woods. Hundreds of them. And greatly j 
emaciated, too. Certainly it "looked like starvation". But we | 

i had been expecting trouble in that deer yard and had put dependable 1 
men through it only a few days before the deer began dying, and we | 
didn't believe this was plain starvation. Available feed was scant ; 
because of an abnormal concentration of deer developed through a | 
long period of years. We suspected there were too many deer in 

, theres that the territory couldn't and wuldn't"carry many deer. | 
When something gets over-crowded in such a way we Saag trouble. | 

/ Here it was. Was "hay" the answer? The natives said "Of course!" 
The Game Division said: "We doubt it". 

a We sent in the best man immediately available (an advanced 
student in forest zoology) and told him to stay with it till he got | 

j something specific. He found food in the stomachs and enough of it 1 
to challenge the idea of starvation, Then he found nose-fly larvae 

i in the nasal passages, « a handfull of them to the animal, often. | 
4 And lungs black with congestion. What? Pnewnonia in deer? What't'el1? | 
j ese And presently the pathologist at the College, working on fresh 

specimens run down from Alpena for the purpose, found lung tissue 
crawling with nematodes. lungeworm, plus nose-fly, plus short and | 

} unbalanced rations all presumably in cOmbination and intensified as 
j @ result of progressive over-crowding. With the Kiabab precedent so | 

recent and acute, there could be “too many" deers and alfalfa hay / 
wouldn't cure lung-worm. | 

We devised and proved a new style of deer live-trap; took 
crated, hauled out and planted 100 deer in territories not yet i 

q crowded and with plenty of winter cover and feed. We were going to 
4 relieve overcrowding, we said, and trapping and transfer would be 
; better than shooting does and fawns. But that was before the lunge 
i worm was found. Now we must face the sasy chance that our transfers | 

4 of deer may spread the worm and the fly into previously clean herds. 
Shall we continue to liveetrap and transfer? Or is the worm and 

4 fly already endemic, and epizootic only under unusual conditions « 
as “flu" was with men crowded into Arpy barracks? .... By microscopic 

4 examination of the droppings of deer, taken from all over the state, | 

: =» Bea
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can we identify the presence of the parasite, from eggs which have | 
j eome through the intestinal tract, and so =“ the present occurance | 

! of 1 worm, and cheek up periodically on its spread « if it is 
spreading and not already everywhere our deer are? We are loociing . 
for a highly competent mammalogist who knows all the modern tools } 
and facilities. We want to put him on questions of that sort. And | 
haven't yet found one whe cares to take a chance on a State Department | 

4 with its inevitable ups and dows and lack of security and stability. | 

The other day one of our Comissioners came in, roaring. "Whats 1 
4 this I hear that you've got otters in some of your Game Refuges? i 

4 Thought you were keeping all the predators dow! Otters breeding | 
i and ee end wo're spending a quarteremillion a year es | 
) ‘troutd What the hell! The worst trout killer on the list! Howecome j 

and what the hell? Did he, we inquired, feel cose eave thet these | Geme Refuge otter were living exclusively on trout? ‘That all otter 
do and will? That they should be oxterminated wherever trout are a 

3 chief consideration? i 

Why certainly. “Everybody kmows that otter take and live on | 
trout, and miltiply a singlo otter's daily take of trout by the days ~ | 

7 in the year and so on, as per barbershop. 1 

q "Well but," we said, "we happen to lmow something about these 
] particuler otter, We've had their seats in the College laboratory. 

1 And my show almost nothing but the remains of crayfish, and np i 
trout at all for the specimens we went through, 80, (wouka he pardon i 

i us?), for the present, and until wo had real evidence against the 
| otter and its spread, and until we bad real evidence against the | 
j otter on the Refuges, =~ and considerably doubted whether there ever 
j would be evidence to justify any such effort. If and when we could ] 
4 catch us the right sort of mammalogist, and had let him do his stuff, 

i why then..." | 

7 "Oh certainly and by ol11 means, there might be places where 
4 there were too otter, and where control measures would be in | 
i order, but wouldn't that alse be true of trout? Places where there 
> were too many trout, or too many big trout or too many small trout? 
j Aw now don't get rouigh... Come right down to it and what percentage 
7 of the livewfed trout fingerlings actually being planted by the 
I Department, have gone into waters already stocked up to or Levent 
| their carrying capacity with natural reproduction « and how do you 

| ee that half or more of our Dime investment isn't boing | 
ow away « like the second bushel of alfalfa seed on the acre 

> which already has a full normal seeding?” Something like that. | 

1 Our Comeissioner went out growling. He likes to bigod things’. | 
> And does. Put he isn't mch of a biologist, himself, and as way we | 
) seem to stall and palaver often annoys hin. But he {s backing cur 

> emt for new techhical steff mon just the same, and all we insist | 
> on is that ye dou't vightly know the essential facts, and that be 
> doesn't, end nobody does. Any policies based on parbershop biology, 
> we insist, are apt te turn out as expensive futilities. Give us a | 

chance to use the best of the modern tools and we'll get him some 
precise end dependable dope, on which to build policies which will 

7 pan out and keep panning. ks in modern medicine, or engineering, or 
} agriculture. Let us get the dope to put wildlife on a really modern 
> Stop basis and we'll be going places, we keep saying. 

os 4 oe A
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1 I didn't intend to write you an article or thesis, And I haven't given you a real answer to your original question. I H don't see how I can. Doesn't 1t come down to thist that if your | Club meubership is content with what it lmows or thinks it knows, i j about virgin hardwood forests, and fires, and waters, and beaver ] end trout and deer and wolves and coyotes and porkies end chipmmks | / and otter, and crayfish and snails and dvagonflies and ell the rest, i and if, being thus content, a majority of the membership wants to | send up the Mount, to fetch down some Tablets » and trenslate same j to the tribe and turn things loose accordingly, killing off beaver, | ; wolves, porkies or what not, or planting blue grouse, capercaillie, } q parrots, or whatnot, why then we have some more of the same, don't i we? And =i it works and maybe you will know how well and whys and maybe it won't work at all and maybe you will or won't know | a why. Trial and error procedure had plenty of precedent, hasn't it? | ) And the sort of trial and error, playing around with wildlife ; complexes, typleal of most of our official and our private ; i * conservation » does usually finally get round to sound practice, 4 doesn't it? We don't try to plant pheasants in the cuteovers, nows f j adays, and may put a thermometer into the evick before we paura — i q can of fry in off the handiest bridge, and so on. But how long did - } it take to learn something as to the limiting factors in those cases, H j and what did such “experimenting” cost? 7 
i itve no business expressing an opinion of the sort, or without | having intimate acquaintance with your tract and district, and I'm " not going to: further than to say that I suspect that you have there | a distinctly umsual setup of unbummed virgin country with wildlife 4 associations worked down into good balances through the erat of | q milleniums plus. I suspect that any tinkerings among those intricate | q biological, balances are much more apt to bum something up than to help get or maintein those balences you want. } 

‘ But what do you want? Do you know? Maybe a majority of your | q membership really wants to tinker. If that should be the case, and i if you happen to be an odd feller who doesn't want to tinker, or who | has another sand=pile to tinker in, I'd judge you would be out of luck. 

Sut maybe I'm out of focus. Most of my time for thirty years has i ‘ been going into the effort to remedy some manner of previous tinkering q which has left miserable bummed up country in its wakes; firesbummed, ditch=bumed, plowsbummed, gunebuumed, or now and then, something on the bum as a result of mawkish sentiment or of "“solence"™ picked too green. I understand very well that the barber is an alleright feller. But he wants to tackle a socket-wrench job with his old monkey-wrench, and so slows down the whole job. 

} re ft have a clean-cut opinion, it is to the effect that your main | 4 Glub effort should go first of all into the protection of the property ) against violently disturbing factors such as fire, I'd suspect that | you were taking very long and umnecessary chanees there, I've never ) seen such a Club that wasn't, 

4 ly notion is that your opportunity to maintain an unbumed and ) Virgin tract is altogether exceptional, and that any tinkerings with ) it should be very mild and highly tentative. 

: if I have a specific suggestion of constructive sort, 1t is that your layout offers one of the few remaining chances to find out, with | 

j - 5a
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, decent precision and using ali the medern tools, just what there is | 
and what goes on in a virgin and unbummed country like that. As the H 
Museum people are beginning to find out what there is, and doing, on 
the bb are farmand-fire=bummed oak-hickory-swale, George donation, j 

| near nimey. | 

i 
its wild, of courseg Oh positively fantastic, I'm sure, but what 

' if a wejority of your members were actually able to and actually had 
| read Chas. Eltons little ecology book, and had read Paul DeKrieuf's 

books, and had gotten a notion of the strange and interesting | 
routes now being explored in ecology and linnology, end if they | 

‘ decided that these were, really, more fun to play in and with then 
4 the usual and standard sand+piles? As we in this office get vastly 

4 more kick from running down the deer trouble at Alpena than we do 
| from venison steak even the broiled on a stick over hemlock coals. | 
i We like our steaks, too, but is it only a campus-teinted theoretical, 
q impractical highebrow who can get large and permanent satisfactions i 
4 out of trying to get and use socketewrenches on q job where monkey fi 
q wrenches can't get way in to the stuck nut? i 
p | 

I guess so, and still, mebbe not, eithers Doesn't Col. George 1 
4 still like to go out to the Pinkney Preserve? Didn't Harry Harper | 

dl of the Motor Wheel carry the institute of Fisheries Research and the | 
A Williamston Project until they began to really click on trout and 4 
7 pheasants handled on a bona»fide crop basis? Didn't Kellogg got | 

tired enough of breakfast foods so as to start the Bird Sanctuary i 
i at Wintergreen Lake and, after private tinkerings, finally tell { 

the College to set up a real layout and get going? They took my 
staff bird man, Dr. Pirnie to do its but he's doing it, isn't he, 
and clicking neatly the while, and with the several interested 

7 institutions, each with lts battery of sockotewrench men teaming 
f up to click faster and louder. Doesn't Kellogg still like to go to 
4 the place end like to listen in on the clickings even better than | 

when the only noise coming out was of tinkerings? So why couldn't 
' there be a whole Club of people like that, with their properties | 

1 being intensively worked for essential facts and while they were i 
t meanwhile enjoying what somchow came in after the glaciers left? 

j if the Club is at all in doubt as to whet it has, or wmts, why 
q doesn't it take some inventory? I think that we recently covered 
q that territory with sir photographs. If so they haven't beon built | 

up yet but might be, directly, if needed for something. We're so | 
, short of funds and men there's no telling when it will be done under 

| our regular voutines but your lands and vicinity could be worked up 
3 specially, I suppose, if you wanted to arrange for it. With such 

4 maps available for use it should be praticable to arrange for visits 
4 by the various people best able to advise with youeall as to what 

next, and as to the many options which will quite certainly appear, | 
4 and you could work your way through them with all the time prior to 
A the coming of the next glaciers « if your country doesn't get bummed 

up before thon, as by fire or logging or tinkerings. 

This isn't a proper reply to your entirely proper query, and i 
4 please be discreet in whet use you make of it. You really shouldn't | 

have written to me at all. Better try the editor of "Field and | 
’ Stream" or the "Michigan Sportsman." They won't have been trying to 

hire and word PhD's into the panamorawa of our local wildlife 
affairs. 

J Pp, S. Le | 

j «6-« )
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8 lees. 
Dear Leopolé: eat 

The May 3 note from Lewis of the NRC "Div of Agrl & Biol", | 

with enclosures, gives the Darling inquiry of the State Direetors, etc., 
i 

, 1 number of new and unexpected slants. I presume that you had most of i 

these slants in mind while you were here last week; if so that will i 

explain various of your statements, omissions and implications which i 

' puzzled me at the time. | 

| As now appears: l= The fund with which the USBS will work to L 

| set up field stations or coordinators, will be private and not public i 

™ money - and presumably available for 5 years only (& mebbe less). 

{ 2= The whole setup grows out of and tends to parallel (but extend) 

q just what you were doing with Sporting Arms etc money for scholarships 

and projects = as Yetter on Hunkies in Mich. 

) 3- The fund will at most amount to about $200,000, total, per year; of 

B which the tentative budget allocates $108,000 to 18 States (at $6,000 ea), 

with USBS overhead going in at 56,000, "purse" for Nat'l Wjl "Congress" 

at $20,000, ana ‘educational campaign & text books at $16,000. 

 4- The allocations are to be made to States yet to be designated but 

@ which shall be (a) typical of ecological regions, (b) with land-grant 

. Colleges and State Game Departments willing to ante according to the 

proposea terms, (i.e. College equivalent of $6,000 in facilities & 

State Department $6,000 cash). 

5= The specific & repeated desire & expectation of hooking up thru the 

Land-grant Colleges is to take advantage of their long-standing & 

| intimate hookup with the USDA as via Agrl Exp Stations, and recognition / 

of the urgency anid (should be) practicability of involving the County | 

Agents very intimtly and permanently. 

That about the way it boils down? If not, correct me, 

7
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Various implications seem evident, as for instance: 

l- Only one of the 3 Lake States will get an allocation. Since Minn 

has little setup or OMe REM AF is "out". Since in Mich, the U of M 

is the strong w/1 institution, and separate from the Land-grant College 

/ (which is yet rather weak in wildlifing), and since the Consy Dept is ~ 

strong & coming, and already fairly well hooked up with MSC & U of WM, | 

and since it would be difficult & embarassing to locate Darlings w/ler | 

at MSC & so somewhat short-circuit the U of M, Mich is presumably suas 

- and Madison is due to get the allocation. There the U & College are | 

: together, Wis lies in the center of the Ik States, the Wis Consv Dept 

badly needs stimulation of this sort & can now presumable be crowded 

3 into making its $6,000 ante ete. 

2- This prospect accounts for your lack of concern as to the manner | 

. of inventory of the Mich setup & facilities, & for your query as to 

| whether a single allocation in the Lk States might not be set up to 

work well. 

§- The setup coming via private rather than public funds, the need for | 

1 considering or respecting fhe Clark-McNary precedent (federal funds | 

; in consistent ratio to Staté@'s current expenditures), is not potent. 

. The 01d question as to whether federal funds should come in such ratio | 

to local accomplishment, or whether they should go to help bring up 

the backward States to decent par, remains in the air;but in the | 

present case Mich is, in effect, penalized for having initiative. 

4- This coming along after various near-sluggings from the big federal | 

Bureaus, is due to intensify the growing local irritations and make 

us harder to handle or get cooperation ( a la Washington definitions) | 

out of, 

j 5= With the Nat'l Park & Forest Ser¥ice coming so fast with their own | 

brands of wildlifing, we shall not be too badly crippled if the Biol | 

Survey (again?) rung out on us (as some will see &/or say it). (ie | 
there are other federal sand-piles to play in, mebbe)
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Memo for Leopold | 
As to Darling's letter to Lewis of NRC dated 4-25 & Lewis to our j 

q Comittee of 5-3 

l= Darling asks Lewis (our Committees) to consider & be prepared to 

, advise (and help take the rapf on?) as to: | 

a= The ecological Regions to be served 

b= Selection of States (& Institutions) in such Rerions 

| c= Problem of operations when "at least 6" such States & Institutions 
have been designated, "wild-life technicians" are on deck ete, 

: &- I don’t know whether we are expected to participate activly & | 

effectivly in this, or to be mildly advisory only, or, really just 

| rap-takers for the decisions to be made by the Survey (mebbe already \ 

mostly made?) 

5- Regions, in the main, will be easy enough to rough out, as per | 

Forest Service or as per L C Gray's maps, or otherwise. But to | 

| define &n arbitrary 6 only will take a little forcing - and any 

j such dividing will presently prove too rough and in need of further 

sub-division, of course, 

} I assume that the Regions should be broken up not only on straight 1 { 
ecological dope, but with considerable regard to the locus of the 

OK Land-sgrant Colleges which will assuredly come in at the first. 

i There will be much difference in their probable potency &/or avail- 

ability..... Better have a real OK, off-center in the Region, than 

a weak one nicely centered...... Or a medium for potency which is 

due to prove decently satisfactory to the several States in its 

Region, rather than an undoubtedly "strong" headquarters which will 

quite certainly keep the neighbors all haired up. 

My idea is that the really best way to do it, would be to aeree 

on the identity of the best-bet Institutions, and then rig the | 

1 Regions around them, accordingly. 

| 
|
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§ 4- Selection of States (& Institutions in) 

7 I am assuming that it is already the fixed policy to consider the 

Land-granters only, & not up to us to canvass elsewhere, 

The ratings of the Land-sranters must be on record somewhere = 

probably in NRC ana certainly in USDA; & probably in form to use 

| safely enough for present purposes; but I have very scant dope of the 

sort & wouldn't know how to get it promptly. Like enaugh this 

has alreafy been done; mebbe you did it when you were a Sporting Arms, 
. Whatever the available dope on the relative ratings ana availability J] j 

| 
} of the Land-granters for the present purposes, I shall be reluctant 

to OK any such list without some manner of specific inventory - of 

: the general order sketched in the tally sheets I recently showea you, 

| That is, I doubt that a NRC Committee should let itself be used as 

a rubber stamp or on allesations of urgency so great as to inhibit 

| getting and using decently adequate base data. 

Once a given State or Institution is desienated as "Regional Heaaqtrs"” 
it will become progressivly harder to shift such Headcuarters., But | 

trial may often demonstrate the desirability of such shifting..... I'm 

wondering whether all the first selectings of States & Colleges shoulda 

i not be on a well-advertisea tentative basis only. Wouldn't that tena i Zee 
to keep the "selected" outfit up on its toes, & the neighbors jockeying 

| for position? 

} 5- Problem of Operating. I think this, to start with, mostly a question 
j of the aécidents of personnel; incidence of the "technician”™ sent 

/ in, on the people with & on whom he must work ete, 

If really well-seasoned wild-lifers with plenty of banana-peel 

j @ngineerins experience on top of their biology ete... were available, 

4 then, perhaps, some manner of broad outline as to objectives and 

1 2roceedure (like Organic Act of Forest Service) would be enough; they'd 

do the rest & write their Manual on.the job, 
|
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But such seasoned personnel isn't available s and isn't soon goins to bel 

The forest and Park Services have alreaily shopped the shelves bare, 

j And Darlings "$25 - 3500" wouldn't buy better than Juniors anyway. | 

To start with, I take it, Sophmotes ani Janitors will be tried; a few | 

4 will get away with it; mostly we'd better anticipate a heavy turnover { 

for some years, | 

Such a prospect, I judge, implies that the Washington Overhead 

(Darling's $56,000 budget item) will need to be as nearly as may be 

; Seniors & P.G/s, and that the continual and intimate coaching service | 

| (such as you gave your S-A fellows) must be the best possible (anda 

probably will prove not good enough), The New Deal riffles the deck 

fast; mebbe it will throw out aces oftener than I'm betting on. | 

Lacking Aces to hold down the "Tachnician's" jobs at Headquarters, 

the circulating Coaches out of Washingtony/ must evidently do no little | 

of the catalyzing in the Land-grant outfits. Some will be decently 

pipe for it - and some won't. I reckon this orienting and activating | 

j function inside. the Land-granter, at least as important as any and 

all "research” on eka ab biaak: And requiring the hellofalot 

more brains & effort. ("its a lot harder to get the chanca, than to | 

| do the investigating once the chance comes"), | 

. In the normal course, with a new line of instruction-research- 

extension setting started on an A C campus, & with most of the old-line 

branches feeling cramped, poor & put-upon (as they of course will), | 

with fair luck it misht take 10-15 years to get the new (w/1) line 

i established and accepted at a decent campus paz. (jforla illustrate) | 

During the interim, cut-throating will be in order if the campus 

sees the new line starting to get strong. Have you been able to cut 

it at Madison without frictions? If so, how many of the "Technicians" 

will you expect to be able to do likewise? & otherwise? .... How much | 

of these inner campus workings does Darling et al understand ani 

anticipate?
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Or will the Washington Overhead be prepared to handle? Durn little, 

I8m guessing, He will be assuming that a President's polite "OK", 

and the acqiescence of a Board & Dean or so, will give the new w/lers 

a campus right-of-way. ..... Not on any campus I ever knew, (Anda 

a "Technitiah" suddenly "to be given the status of a faculty member", 
: Darling sugeestal Naive, Due for skids. | 

He comments also (to Willard, 4/4, last page)... "The general 

] principles of research & the direction of research personnel would, | 

it seems to me, fall naturally to the principal coordinating agency” f 

i - ie Biol. Surveg. Naive again. Due to their long experience in 

| dealins with Exp. Stationers (and to the generous federal ante thereto) | 

the chances of making a decent go of this are better at an Agrl Collese | 

j than at miigm non-Land-grant outfits, but I wouldn't estimate the 

chances to be good, even there, The ladies like to nurse their own 

. brats, seems like as if, 

" Darling asks Willard (ibid) whether he can sugzest "a better way” 

but evidently doesn't expect anyecome-back. | 

Your own experiences in setting up & tending the S-A fellowships 

| Should be highly pertinent in this connection. I'm betting that you H 

{ could tell tales..., And wondering whether it might not be better | 

to attech the (half-seasoned Junior=-caliber "Technicians", to some 

well-established individual old-line faculty member selected for his 

demonstrated ability as bumper & wet-nursé, Didn't you, in effect, 

do just about that with your seals ? 

i There's a phase just about in here which seems to me no-end 

important but getting all left out &/or taken for granted. I touched 

’ on it in the notes I gave Ruthven for our NRC "Training w/lers" Rept 

a few days ago. Dunno did he use it. } 

P 3 Sec 9 I sez “not enouzh to train competent technologists 

{ without at same time making provision for an increasingly rapid
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absorption of their technic & personnel into positions where they 

may function", 
i Fe eet ne ce oe i] 

Then, p 5, Sec 15-f .... "measures thru which the spread of The Dope 

may be facilitated" ... & sugzested such as getting the county agrl | 

| iy 

agents switched in promptly & well, & feeding The Dope to editors via 1 

the right sort of reporters etc. / 

When I consider that 25 years after the Soil people in the Ag Collis | 

q Agronomy - : 

q had a sound taxonomy of dirts, the Fertilizer people in the same AC's 

3 were reporting their experiments as on "medium-fresh-fine-sandy-loam"” 
{ 

| etc., I have very scant hope that mere proximity of good new w/1 dope 

will seem by itself thru the Campus'so as to get us decently prompt 
1 

| absorptions into Extension or elsewhere, : 

| And when f consider the bland, smug, little boy-with-Xmas-drum 

bé@haviors of some of our Gampus Technicians (and nothigg else but), 

even today & in Mich., why I got my fingers crossed on how fast 

| Darling&s Juniors will get chances to do their stuff and get it 

| into use via Extension channels. 

And when I consider the millions of dollars cheerfully put by our 

| Consv. Commn,, into the artificial propagation of game & fish, and 

} the very (very ) minor interest they have shown in findine out what, 

(a2 anything at a1) the sports actually & finally get for it (if any), 

( ani the same for "law enforcement" ani for "predator control" etc) 

and when I further contemplate the record of the U S Biol Survey 

i in these connections, why I got my fingers still more crossed. 

: jell! For 10 years after the State was full of "technicians" 
iq 

competent & anxious to rig our fire-towers, the Fire Chief & Dept 

mld M\ lead 
4 went along without maps or alidadea’ And a a in, finally, 

via banana-peeling, Mebbe somethéng nice & direct & rational is to 

be expected in the way of campus and administrative absorption of 

the new w/l Dope, as gensrated via 5-year(mebbe) "Technicians" in 

the Land-srants (as specially selected) .... but.....
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oe 
I don't feel sure just what or where it is, but somewhere I think | 

i we have a broken link ... bottle=neck.... sumpin like. | 

Remember my diagram of the “Consv. Machine" = 3=phase thing with | 

j Tech (New Dope) feeding to Admin and Admin feeding to Public (asoeptadial 

1 I said that the hot spots devoloped where each phase tried to transmit : 

the Power into the next phase, In effect we had constriction, friction, 

resistance, resentment. At each point of transmittal we had a necessary 

j screening out of a considerable part of the total New Dope actually 

available, 

j In all modern lines we have an indefinite capacity to generate New 

| Dope (engineerins, medicine ete etc), Plenty of personnel to be had 
| 

| at once or soon iffen we want 'em enough to hire ‘em on & lettum g0 

to it. But to get even a decent fraction of what New Dope they turn | 

{ out, absorbed into Administrative (actually put to use) does not 

follow automatically. Or, if the Admin does absorb, ané too fast to 

i "sell" it to the public, then again we have hot-spot jams. The 3 

phases must decently synchronize. It is bum engineering unless we 

4 so design & contrive. 

The standard campus assumption (nieve & boneheaded) is that New Dope 

will or should be accepted &/or absorbed by the Admin & Public as fast 

I as it generateé, This is the Technologists favorite "bug", And has 
r 

bugs in it, usually --- as I discussed in "Concepts & Coutours". Reasons 

| why Admin & Public should do some screening before accepting the Techs 

flew Dope. (Hopkins in Illinois & his "raw phosphate" campaign etc) 

| Just about here, I judge, the Darling accent on generating New Dope 

without even trying to arrange (devise & contrive - i e engineer) 

transmittal to & thru the Admin & Public, is sour, He assumes that 

i / 

"Extension" outfits can & will tend to it. Naive..... Inside the 
di 

F fambily we shouldn't m even tho Big Chiefs must.
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eeeee Shouldn't be naive, that is,.... Should (inside the fambly) 

recognize that to stimulate & start generating New (Tech) Dope, is 

the easiest part of this = and that existance of New Dope, even in | 

readily available forms, does not at all insure its prompt absorption 

into use by the Admin agencies, or its acceptance by the Public. 

Iffen we decently design & contrive, we must recognize that all 

three phases must synchronize - & shall build accordingly. 

I have the feeling that the present setup, as sketched, is focused 

(as usual) on the generation of New Tech Dope only, with the other 

two phases passed up,or taken for granted or ignored in the typical 

campus blinf-spots. I'd expect plenty of these campus blinders in 

&@ NRC outfit, and plenty more among the Land-granter contingent (tho 

less there fhan among the non-L-granters for the Ieg's have had their } 

large doses of “Extension” via county agentsfi ete & will be aware 

(as regular campus-fellers aren't) of the scant potency of the merely 

printed stuff (a la bulletins etc)), 

Perhaps, for now, we shall be able only to get mildly going with 

the New Dope generating, & shall have to call that good enough pro tem, 

but I'm saying it isn't good enough = & isn't going to be. To get 

1 of 3 essential phases to turnine over fast & neglect the other 2 

is not - er = intellignet. ve should ought to try to be intelligent; 

or is is safer & better to be orthodox - & again surprised when the 

& well-known homo association fails to react dependably to injections 

of the rational & technical & scientific etc. Ut can't - won't; we 

know that in advance; know the technic which shorts & by=passes such 

bottle-necks (as demagogs, evang#lists, advertisers etc); do we know 

Snough to do our engineering accordingly? Or must we go on yet a 

while fumbling with monkey-wrenches on a socket=wrench jab? 

rf PSLove joy |
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: FATROAKS FABRICATIONS 

Reports, poems 
Comments & memos 
sugsestions Custom ordérs given special attention + 
Cigarette holders & | 
Dough paddles | 

| 

ii Aldo Leopola, 2] 
| 

| 

Dear Sir; : 

4 > p + a | Your esteemed favor of recent date was refered to our Designing Wi | 

Dept for advance sketches & same in due season refered to Production 

lier the personal supervision of our Mr Lovejoy, with whom you discussed 

your requirements on recent date. } | 
| | 

Specimen went for'd to your official address on recent date, | } 

tubulabed PP, which we trust same will have been rec'd in good order, 

Anticipating nice orders for gross lots, kindly accept SAMPLE fi} | 
} 

with our compliments, & put same to SEVEREST TESTS subject to correction 

or amendment on results thereof with specifications attached & modulus 

moted on rupture or other failure, if any. WE STRIVE 10 PLEASE 

CUSTOMERS. 

oe ae ‘ ; ' . . 7 | 
Youfi will note that design has been rendered in Tox, pom, & will 

doubtless realize that ciruomstances beyond our control encyst various 

blind defects, such-as pin-lmots, hair checks etc. in same, ad lib & 

ellowances should be made according or otherwise we prefer to render in 

“lack Cherry or such, Trusting that same may prove satisfactory, or that 

prompt report of sugzested modifications may come to hand promptly, we 
: 

be} to remain, 

Fairoaks Fabrications, 
a | | 

Per | 

Mer i 
Lf psi 

i ij 
aay 
}
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i 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, | 
New Soils Building, | 

j Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Leopold: 

: Your note and query of June 24 is here and I 
have just reread the May 22 report of the Lewis Committee, 
in response to Darling's request for advice. 

The report is "aceeptable" to me and you may j 
socertify to Lewis, but that isn't to say thet it seems to 
me "adequate." I do not know enough of the inside picture 
to judge what is wanted, needed and/or expected, so cannot 
formulate any real definition of "adequate" but several 
items occur to me as being scant or absent. Didn't : 
Darling's letter to Lewis ask for advice as to (1) Ecological i 
Regions which should be recognized, (2) Institutions in 
Regions to be selected or preferred, (3) procedure once | 
Institutions are selected and (with State Departments) ! 
signed up? If so, the May 22 report does not seem to deal 
with (1) or (2) and only in part with (3). There are, I i 
presume, good reasons for that - I am only commenting to you, } 
en route. : 

I have just made a draft for our Director's 
formal reply to Darling's April proposal asking "whether we | 
are interested in a three-way setup," ete. We are, of course; | 
but on close inspection we think that we very much prefer { 
the arrangement in a form other than as originally suggested. | 

: That (the stationing technician in State School, stat may be : 
very well for states not started, or lagging, in w/l research, 

a but would hardly work well in Michigan where the existing | 
ae hookups are so varied and intricate. We are suggesting that 

the hookup be via a central "advisory group," to contain 
representatives from each of the several State agencies iI 
materially concerned. To ‘center such coordinating agency in | 
any Single institution,or part thereof, would gum us up very 
badly in this State, I think. (But Bro. Dana seems to be \ 

: trying to persuade Darling that he (Dana) has the very Vatican H 
with Cloud, Bush and Voice complete.) If you get the chance 
perhaps you better comment thereon to Darling, who can hardly | 
know or realize the complex and delicate status of such i 
affairs in Michigan. | 

Ny
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A.Leopold 
6-27-35 

‘ VO 

| The May, report seems to me inadequate in that 
it does not attempt to deal with or involve the "extension" 

i phase of w/l research, as I judge essential. Darling may 
q have thought to attend to all such by flocating his 

technician to a land-granter, but - as I think I wrote you 
before - I judge that to be a poor guarantee, at best. 

4 More and more as we consider what we would 
} like to do in and for Michigan, we (not editorial either) j 
i are inclined to think that in Michigan the most effective | 
( use of outside funds (federal or other) would be through 

allocating them to "implement and facilitate" local men al- 
I ready on the job but handicapped with administrative and 
} teaching jobs. We have technicians (and to spare to the 

several competing federal outfits now so busily w/i-ing) 
but to get our local fellows a chance to do their stuff, as | 
they would like to do it, is something else. | 

i We are now pointed at the starting off of an 
| all-Michigan W/l Exp. Station layout. If Darling will ante, 

fine, and his money can hurry it along; if Darling can't | 
or doesn't ante, I calculate we're on our way anyhow, solo. j 

: As a correspondent you're getting to be a 
‘ regular perfessor, so there! 1 
q | 

i Yours very truly, 

(i | | P. S. Lovejoy | 
4 PSL/a ' | 

j 
/ 
[ |
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Lansing 7 12 35 a | 

Dr Sr ; 4 

Ruhl is running Game Division (for quite a while, now) so I've | 

turneé over to him your memo as to the feller Iowa is letting go. | 

Shouldn*t you have at least commented on the circumstances? How are | 

we to know who & what he is so as to canvass the chances for gitting | 

him into something here - iffen you don't tell us? =| 

Yourn of 7/2.... No you didn't tell me a thing about "getting turned 

down" by Wis Commn, I don't yet know as to what they turned you dow 

on... "financial cooperation" with what, I dunno a thing. Damn iffen 

@ you aren't gittin professorish with your corrospondence. And now Europe 

and 80 on.... well why not. Mebbe you can fetéh back the low-down & 

USA significance of what they do ofef theré. Can't get it from anything 

I ever saw to date. Go git fem. 

OOS e846 ee ee 

You didn*t correctly read the letter to Darling as to prefered | 

Meh wildlifing setup. We wouldn't locate the W/l Exp Station "up 

> ino brush"(Gladwin or other Refuge) The éiieasae house function, ; 

E foping ete etc, would stay down here (& I suspect right in the Dept) 

ecee the up-state facilities would be made available in brush, on duck ) 

marshes etc.... i e Dept would ange laboratory facilities, help work . 

them, make them available for OK'd workers from any source etc. 3 

Iffen anybody tries (as Dana has been trying) to “locate"™ the | 

clearing house at either MSC or U of M, that will quite automatically 

kill any chance for really coordinating things in Mich. If Darling | 

| is so poorly advised as to attempt this, ix I'd expect Dept to bow 

itself out, try to affiliate the rest of the availabilities, and go 

on its own - rather than let the Darling representative plus either E 

5) CVtfit, attempt to force recognition of itself as The Focus. | 

psl |
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| 
Dear Howard: e 

Tother day in Lansing, when I had just read your letter a] 

of June 16, from Troy, Mo., I set right down & was a gonna write 

right back & Tell You All About it (same as usual); and actually | 

started to; & then quit to figger some ... an' am still a bigod 

figgerin'. 

You didn't ask me any real questions, of course ... 

just pro or proto-questions. You were in heat, as it were, and | 

asking fer a little service. I got lots of fertilizing material, 

of course, but I don't figger to start a such or get our Nell into 

trouble with it - yet. | 

Lemme just go fer a spell.... i) 

First off, just because somebody got sumpin, is no real | 

reason why he or she gotta do sumpin with it; or anything parti- | 

cular. Dick Gaige was a-standin' & watchin of me dig back garden, 

one time, when the neighborhood dummy saw us & camp up to join in. | 

He was joining in when my spade turned up a mess of old wire. I 
| 

turned with it to the dummy & acting very important, I sez: "See : 
\ 

, xin you give this to the feller with a blue coat a-setting down 

to the corner on a motoreycle." The cop was watching traffic there...... 

"Hurry", I sez, an! the old dummy started off with my old wire just | 
\ 

atrottin'; real pleased to have a job give him. I don't know what a‘ 

< 
happened then. Like enough the dummy forgot where he was going & | 

took the wire home with him - when he went, if any. 

Sumpin like that is the way the New Dealers have been go- 

ing on, taking the wire someplace in a hurry & awful important & 
| 

Seriuus about it. Get & keep yourself unserioused if you can, is i 

| 
| 

yy 
a as ™
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2 Hi i 

my first advice.>.... Do’as 1 do & read Alice in Wonderland, when % 

troubled & in doubt. ih) 

"Was that a nice thing to do to a dummy?" Gaige asked me | 

when the old feller had went. "Sure", I told him. "I wanted to iii 
| 

get rid of the wire, didn't I?" 

¥ 4 i 
I doubt there is or can be any general formula such as Uy 

| 
you would like to have (& as your Outfit is apt to pretend it has). © \ 

The nearest I can come to it is via two checks or tests: | 
|| 

1- Some years from now (say 10 or 20 ... not too many) will the 1} 

oublic regard our having done thus & so in 1935 as "all right" ... | 

"worthwhile"? ... or will it be saying ... "Oh shucks, another q 1| 

Sumpin.piffer outi". The National Parks & Forests, to date, are 

quite certainly considered to be OK - ie "an all-right job - or 
} 

: . 7 . : : : 4 y | anyway good enough". Our western federal irrigation projects and the 

War to end War they probably consider sadly piffed. x 

2- Is it a good bet that a lot of quite-different sorts 

of people will promptly use and considerably like the Sumpin as done 

| 
in 1935? 

RoBi Kee ER ERK Ks 

: | 
My 1)pretty much runs back into 2) | 

A prime difficulty lies in decent estimates as to numbers 

of people, and degree of use and liking. We lack proper measures 

i 
or such items. 

Most people "like" whatever is harmless and "different" i 

fro what k ar sea ¢t S whe everybody has =« ek saddle (from what they are used to). So when everybody has a car, saddl 

horses become fashionable .... very knotty pine to finish fancy in- 

| 
teriors, when just about all such pine is gone. 

So, if they have never before seen heard or smelled solid () 

pine forests, solid plantings, even in rows, would probably attract I 

\ 

2
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& please corn-belters. | 

|i 
But so would acres of peonies or hollyhocks. 4 

| | 
| 

| 
So it isn't just novelty....got to consider durability, 

too. What about a book or a place or whatever, brings people back 

i | 

time and again? Ana long after the original novelty has all worn 

+ + 4 1 "i | 

off? That's what you better be figgerin on. Not only "Will they 

come and go way telling their friends: 'You'd otta see what they 

rot over there! " but will they get enough Sumpin so they'1il want 

ny 
fo come back... fetch their kids...? | 

I shean't try to factor that out for you but two items of 

it seem evident: 1- Accessibility 2- Competitions. 

the two relates if, under given conditions of transport— we 

ation, time etc. a Sumpin is the bestOeasiest such Sumpin, then it | 

is due to wear well. But if transportation-thme combinations 

hange, the originally OK Sumpin may get badly & fast faded. 

I'd try to get at specific answers to such questions as 

su almost asked me, via some such angles rather than by trying to 

. . > Aw : x : s 4 i 
ope whether "native grasses" would be OK in what was originally | 

| 

solid forests. | 

ii | 
nates pai : : eu | 
Hell, "original status" doesn't really mean anything. i 

| 

1e Mich oak-hickory was probably preeceded by conifers and those | 
| 

by willows & popple & those by grasses & swamp-stuff - all since ; 

e Big Ice left. And bdore. that the same districts were alter- 

atly fresh & salt seas, flooded flats or gypsum-salt deserts.. | 

at the hell has that to do with what we do or don't plant at 

ad } 
Waterloo? 

; 
: | 

4 Get at it, rather, from the intensity & durability of the 

general public interest - and from the chances for & probably costs | 

| 
! 

| 

i
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of, maintenance in any given status. Integrate them two - not ii} 

hunt for some formula which at best will apply to but small fme- | 
tl 
| 

tions of the public and while they are in certain moods. Dice et Hy 

al have a real Idee, I think,. in their "natural" areas, but I 

doubt they can’ yet explain what it really is... Mostly special 

hunch or emotion, as yet, probably. Me, I got it too but regard it | 
| 
| 

with suspicion since it's probably an induction to which high-brow | 

: | 
biologists get susceptible through frequent exposures. Average cit-— 

ens may not react at all - or only some & a little. Sumpin to try j 

| 
yuk & experiment with, all right, but hardly a general formula in 

t > > Y © | 

Durability can mebbe be actored some.... "Biologically | 

in decent balance" means low maintenance costs or troubles, & 

equals: "Once set up that-a-way, it will mostly run itself &/or 4 

I readily subject to control" - weeds not getting loose so as to | 

. 
too radically run out the other species etc. 1 

14 . oo 1 i At 7 ¥ | 
That pretty much knocks out the holly-hocks peonies & 

e rest of the exotics, not just becuase they are exotics but be- 

cause they can't: be trusted to take care of selves & you want (gotta git?) 

o . : : < * ™s | 
a self—-tending combination. So, expecting some Fire, you are apt to 

on : + 4 1 11 } 
refer species which decently sprout from roots & so carry their own 

: > | 

surance. 

The the other phase of durability - do they (people) "like 

it" well enough bo they wanna come back after the novelty has wore | 

off. If the Place gives *em some of that Sumpin, they will. Now we | 
| 

| 
re throwed right into the fundamentals of Art & its "appeal" ... 

1s t 1 f - . } Nn 2, 37 4+) ‘ 7 | 
eeding the hunger of the soul for "beauty" & all that. The land—- 

* : . i sel : . : 1 
Scapers ought to have sSumpin on the ball there, but I doubt they 

| 

nave. I'm afraid of ‘em. 45ut we'll probly git a strain of ‘em 

5 tye a pete tll ‘ r i ae i MW 
ble to think & work in 40-acre or sq-mile units if we go after ‘em 

righ
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and lettum get ripe. But they so often get soft before they are i| 

i | ripe! (Seems like as if). i 
| 

| 
So I figger that there's no escaping the phase of aesthetic 

OK which fetches in that aspect of "durability" & its "wanna go back | 

there again", But I can't factor it enough farther to make it worth 

| 

hile trying here or now. | 

Except mebbe like this: The factor of mere novelty will 

pring 'em once (rock-gardens made of old bottles etc) but it takes 

sre to bring 'em back. An element there will be contrast with what | 

they're used to. In behind that, I suspect that there is a very 

eep-seated yen for the feel & flavor of the Big Wild. Atavistic, 

robly ... out of the M's of milleniums when man-things hunted 

| 
berries & grubs & were scared of bears & gods & marked stones etc... 

It doesn't take much to give some of this feel & flavor. 

[he vennere may be very thin, with sky-scrapers showing behind the 

+ : 3 . 1 
bushes, even, but too many people in sight or in evidence, gums it 

up badly. 

Once with a stout young Sweede to pack for me, I gone up 

inside Olympics, days beyond the last man trails, among the glaciers 

etc, sleeping where handy & it was really Big Country id had never 

been more than sketch-mapped, & I was getting quite an uplift - or sumpin.s 

Then we found an old blaze in big timber, and a washed out old camp-— 
| 

ire place & camped there & it was still good & big & wild, even so. 

But then 1 found the remains of an old sock-garter, goddamit, & that 

camp was all wpoiled, so we moved along into strange country where we 

could tell each other "Like enough white men never even saw this’ place". 

the layout and set-up of your Waterloo's etc, will want to 

‘cep people well scattered, I judge, except as you bunch ‘em at bath- 

ing beaches ete Tat : : i z * ~7- 4+ dunno just how 1 a eS ; » but I think that the feel g i 

ae
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flabor of the Big Wild is to be recognized as a permanent Sumpin | 

. : . 1 , - 4 4 + 3 | to be figgered & kept or built in somehow, even tho it has to be j 

some meritritious (spelling?) 

XeXoXeX-X,X.K.X. iit 

G es : he ¥ ; j ii} | 
¥ comforting notion.... Whatever you do or try, isn't 3 : i 

i 

pt to stick much or long... everybody fumbling.... nuthin! but i i 

try & see will really county. So don't try or fuss too much... or 

ut too muc ney & effort into any combination so as to make it 
: | 

rd to modify or, later, junk & shift as per whatever later on comes 

nut of the Talking Cloud (&/or Bush). 

I'm interested more -in the evolution of your own Dope, & | 

the incidence of the Up High Bureau notions, orders etc, than in the 

tails of what is locally decided on. Fumble for > some more 

every Little while & I'll fumble back at you. 
| 

Yvt 

: PSLove joy 

1138 Fair Oaks 

Ann Arbor { 

| 

i| 

: 

i 

i| 

\ 
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Cary 

Lansing, Michigan | 
January 10, 1936 | 

| 

| 
Dear Leopold: ! 

| 

I have your query of the 8th. 
Hy 

Answering your questions - ‘| 

1. Yes, I would judge such a meeting of our NRC committee iI 
to be in order. f 

i 
ud 

2. So far as I know, I can be there, provided expenses will i | 

be paid and provided I may travel by train. I would i | 
rather not attempt going by highway at this time of year, | 
and others of the Department, more directly concerned | 
with the main session, will be going at Departmental ex- i 
pense so I would rather not ask the Department for the } 
expenses. i 

| 
3. Yes, a joint meeting with the Technical Advisory | 

Committee of the Institute (and/or any other such) would | 
seem to be in order. We can, of course, hold any solo iT 

meetings we want to. i] 

4. My expenses to Washington and return should be something | 

under $100, the fare being about $25 one way. i 

5. I seem to have only one notion outstanding, for now - | 
that,with the set-up developing as it apparently is, we | 

will be getting some new integrations of the several con- 
tingents, including the sportsman, sporting-arms manu- i} 
facturers, industrialist, big duck-club, federal bureau 
and pure technological (scientific), each, no doubt, with 
various affiliated interests and groups. \| 

In any such complex, I should expect that a group | 
of more or less professional "fixers" would presently develop i 
and become indefinitely potent in slanting the resultants i 
into not-too-unselfish channels. Three contingents of ‘| 
fixers would probably appear; club-industrial, political- | 
federal bureau, and technical, each apt to attempt trying to | 
get fairly independent action for itself, and apt to pull 1} 
out and go home if unable to dominate its segment of the whole. 1} 

In general, the federal-bureau contingent of such 
insiders would be in between the grab-offers and the technol- i 
ogists and, if clever enough, might come to control the it 
resultants more than could either of the other two groups. iy
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I should expect that both the club-industrial and 
the federal-bureau groups would often try to "use" the 
technical (highbrow?) contingent for stocking-horse purposes | 
and, on occasion, to disregard (and/or smear) the technical 
group as impractical, etc. 

With five federal bureaus now wildlifing busily 
and the States getting in, and various educational institu- | 
tions beginning to set up courses and advertise the result- | 
ing products, etc., it would seem to me that some close-in 
but permanently independent group, such as an NRA Committee, 
might very easily find a stance from which to knock the ball 
wherever it might seem to need knocking; and, on occasion, 
maybe where various other contingents might want to keep it 
from going. 

An illustration of such a function is the manner 
in which the Standing Committee on Conservation Affairs in 
the Michigan Academy of Science has been able to make itself 
useful in this State, using hay in front or prod behind, as, , 
occasions have seemed to require. Something sdi@fmmrr, oi mn! “_ 
perhaps, might be managed via the NRA committees. 

Since he recently took a cracked knee to the 
hospital, I assume that Dr. Ruthven will feel unable to 
attend the Washington session, even though inclined. 

Yours very truly, { 

P. S.\Lovejoy 

ree cla \ 
ee: Dr. Ruthven | 
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Leopold _ ; 4 

Yourg of recent#@ date recad & mislaid -along with the Committee i| 

rept to SAF concerning which you asked comment or sug estions. : | 

1 | 

I read the proposed SAF rept when it came in but had only very i | 

miner suggestions plus a few questions as to probable inport of | 

the wording. ie 

Right now badly covered up with another Commn session and with 

proposed legislation for this winter, much of which will evicently | 

need reconsideration as the complexion of the new legislatuge 

becomes evident as election returns come in. 
| 

So Itll go along blind on the SAF rept if it suits you. a 

You asked about "Grouse Institute" (or the like). Ruhl tells me 

that this is what Wm Russ Pierce (Detroit & other places) has ef 

S late been calling his project for getting hired by Dept (or somebody) | 

to propagaté ruffed grouse "to make. good the losses of the eyele* { 

(or sumpin). Ive corresponded with him, years Jback & few months ; 
ago sat in while he adéressed the Commn at length = = all to effect ‘| 

that whereas others couldn't, he could rear the birds by Ms or lilis Hi 

- - that grand game-bird now so sadly depleted from causes which iH] 

his methods would neatly short-circuit. (Intimations tho no specific 

data or offerings, that "method" was sumpin put in their feed...) | 

He claims very definitly that he has actually reared *em in 

quantity ...100's at a batch... names the place where he dene it ete ; 

Ruhl tried to find this place... reports that near neighbors knew 

WRP when living where he said, but didn’t seem to know anything at 

all about grouse-propagations then going on. (Bike the secrets 

of the "feeding metheds", perhaps he’also kept the presence of the 

birds a wecret.) Ruhl doubts that he ever reared material numbers 

& I think judges him another of those cous rvaticn nuts with a 

formula (mostly psychée or psychosis) generating out of a small 

experience & a large desire for recognition & a job at good pay. 

When before the Commn Mr P read a long statement which grew longer 

& lonser= < ~-"while the Commnr grew restless, went out, cres -talked 

---& still he read on. Afterward, when asked pertinent questions 

as to why Dept should rear & release quantities of a species already 

tending itself on a large scale... how he proposed to avoid having 

his breeding stock & chicks rise & fall with the cycles etc eté, he 

seemed confused - = didn't "get" us at all, I thought. . . Had his i| 

fixed idea & nothing else. The Commn evidently sized him like that 

& showed only a passingly & nothing-else -but polite interest. ; | 

But he writes to Gevernors about it, seems to collect clippings, 

and is evidently now refering to his project as an "Institute". 

S (..ee If- there is any backing for it, or intent to accomplish anything 

but getting Mr P a job rearing grouse, Ruhl & I don't know of it, 

Yvt at 
| 

PSLove joy i 
i 

ig
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Leopold: tor Y 

Yourn in re "cogsrts" etc, for fish, will get consideration & much i | 
obliged. Hazzard's Chicago trip (for NBC broadcast on what Mich Inst HY 
Fish Research does, & why & i brought him hime with flu which ran ; i 
into worse & up to 105f degrees for a time so he's out of repair for a i 
time but now said to be coming OK, | 

This is more of the same but much larger perspective. . . I'm ; 
fenning it thus hoping for light but also to see kin I say what I'm i i 
sorta hunching at; also, mebbe, to keep you tuned up into the highest HI | 
piteh of what has becom a major bug with m = - "selling" fhe Dope | 
so it sticks etc. | 

i | 
At what audience should we point this Lake Improvement bulletin-book? i | 

i) 

The ditto for deer is also coming up. Both now over 200 pages type, i | 
plus Appendix. . . Stream Improvement now 3-4 yrs old & soon due for Hl I 
revised edition & plenty Dope for same. . . No end to such, of course. | 

| 
I'm sorta drifted into Editor-in-Chief capacity (since nobody else | | 

; wants it or has gotten over being typewriter-shy). So I've gotta try Hl 
to dope how to set up The Dope so it may Do The Most Good (whatever iy 
that is). So what ig it? Who do we shoot at? The manner of pre# | 

| sentation will mostly depend on the audience, as defined, Gimme that Hi 
& I'll work The Dope accordingly (as per Light currently available). i 

id 

The Campus-type technologists, thru whom The Dope originates, know i 1 
and respect only the monographic or text style. All else unorthodox i] | 
& not Kosher & they shy from it (like horse from hay in road). il} 

Unreasonable khgx to expect ‘em to learn different. Even did they : 1} | 
get the idee & inclination they wouldn't git practice enough to be HI 
able to handle such tools without getting cut. | 

ee | 

So their campus-style gotta be denaturized & translated over if iH 
to be decently effective (digestible?) elsewhere than among the P 
tribe long indurated with the Campus, & toxins of; i e immnized. i] | 

As it came to me (via Hubbs ete) the Mss was an alternation of i | 
monographic save when somebody remembered that this was to be a i 
Dept bull.; whereupon the barbershopper got written down at.... 
(it should be clearly realized that more than water is essential i| | 
for a productive lake"). (And plenty of it thick, muddy & unfiltered i} 
even for the monographic cia But heavy with damn good Dope, i I 

| Pains coming on & me to be midwife..... So what? | ! 
| 

Hazzard & Eschmeyer & Hubbs, when asked, all figzered they were 
writing mainly for "CCC Camp foremen who will be bossing the actual il | 
lakefi improvements"...." Supts of State Hatcheries who will be called i 
in or sent out to make recommendations (for improvements to supplemnt i| 
plantings of fingerlings etc) &'for the real professionals, Fish & i] 
other, in other States, Federals etc, a 

Always, of course, they were thinking of their owm professional 1 
rep... & that herewith they would insert a new & gleaming jewel in Hh 

the diadem of erudition & kudos.... |
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That is, no doubt, tenable: mebbe sound, but -. it's predicated on th 

assumption that (somehow = - no specifications for) the Techs & semi- | 

Techs will get called in or sent = = that Locals will be & stay i | 

helpless - = for know-how and for ways & means . . ie public agencies 

gotta do it all. 

Seems as tho that needs debating and that the essentials will also | 

apply right down the line thru all wildlifing affeirs (which switches 

you in on this). 

In places( as "wilderness"type of big game ?) where public agencies 

will actually own or dominantly cmtrol the lands etc, like enough it 

will be via public agencies - if tended at all. But in re such as i 

"Parm-type game" the farmer & b-s sport gotta pe figgerd into any ; 

equation for solving it. . .. And what 5 of 811 the fishing lakes are i | 

or will e¥er be directly owned by public agencies, or under their i | 

direct control? Damn little; mostly we'll try to get assured access to 

& be content therewith. | 

Its due to be the "resort lakes" (private cottages & commrcial | 

resorts, liveries etc. which first & worst need"improveme nt" in the i | 

modern sense. 
} 

Doesn't that switch us into the same sort of combination as farm-game? 

If so, then doesn't that help define the proper audience for our new 

bulletin? 

3.3. %e%e%eterts 

This lake-or-stream "improvement" conéept & technic, corrosponds, I 

take it, to The Dope in re alfalfa - as 20 yrs back. The official | 

Exp Stations ete then had that Dope... knew that there were those | 

puilt-in L,miting Factors... how to test for... how to put under control, jf 

But most thrmers didn't have that Dope - in shape to_use. No ready | 

way to find out for given field how much lime needed. No ready way 

to get marl-soup out of mrsh & on fields... Or OK bacterial cultures 4 

we. OF Certified OK seed, But they did know they'& like to have & i 

could use more fields of alfalfa - if & if..... But few got over the 1 

hump. Finally the Agrl Extension people took their pro-alf Dope into | 

the cowebarns.... made it dewm easy to get the amounts of lime needed | 

per field (via "Soiltex" etc); easy to get the marl & spread it, easy 

ts get the culture & the OK seed... & then the alf acreage doublea i 

yr after yr. e i 

If thet holds as a proper parallel, as I'm assuming, then we otta 

try to set this up (& all such) so as to sell it in the cane 

equivalents for fish" " Be That right? 

That is to say: lst gotta have the OK Dope & technic, then 

2nd "™ get it sold that there's sumpin New & Better 

3rd " make it easy enough to throw N & B into gear 

locally, in many places, fast. | 

o Ke Fe XeS eXeXe | 

More parallels: Model T Ford.... Didn't need professional garage 

man to tinker. Rough-neck owners could & did do most of it for selves. | 

esse Thereby got wise to the nature of, limitations of, control of | 

& recognition of Model T limiting factors. Then the good roads &
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the garages on every corner really got going & the Mfgrs could start | 

really putting ‘em out fast & better all the time; & cheaper, too a 

How about radio? Crystal sets & all the kids making ‘em at hom 

& trying all sorts of hookups all the while & presently "hams" getting | 

going & DX-ing all over world. Vast amature tinkerings to supplement | 

the Highbrow Labs and then the mfgrs & commrcial (professionel) repair iy 

shops & that was going it fast & getting better all the time. | 

Ke Koo Fee ke | 

If such parallels are OK, then we should presumably be deliberatly 

trying to stimulate vast amature tinkerings to go along with our | 

intensive Labs, Exp Stations ete. | 

1,000 groups tinkeringat, are due to try lotta hopeless & blind-alley { 

propositions (& learn where those are), but will also try & break thru | 

in a lotta places which the professionals "know are NG", (Ads per i | 
Paul DeKruif in "Hunger-fighters. Mikerobe-hunters" ete) & thereby we | | 

shall be making better time, I take it. | 

On such a line of argument, then where & how do we slant the Lake Imp 

Bull? As yet, only a few professional limnologists even mow that there 

are chances (other then "plant more & bigger fingerlings" ete) 
fish 

The bulk of all the/technology there is, is built up around artificial | 

propagation & releases = = as was the case with pheasants, quail ete i 

wees Until Stoddard et al began to set up the "cover-mgt" ete & this t 

whole "Wildlife Menegement" idea & technology began to get going. 

The old-line hatchery etc people actually resist & resant changing 

the accent toward “environmental controls" - as did & do the old-lins 

Game-farm people ( as also the sacred=-sawlog-plant-pine foresters), etc. | 

I dunno why the pro-game bunch should have gotten the jump on the 

pro-fish people, but via stream & now this lake bull we're stepping on | 

the gas & going to race ‘em from now on, I'd judge. 4 

So what, as to set-up & audience to be shooting at? | 
| 

Keke XoXs Eek Xe 

4s I've worked on the Mss, it becomes plainer all the while that Ht 

there are the 5 "frames" I talked about in Union: Tech, Economic & i | 

i eeeeeeh yee neaes . « operating as do the limiting factors in any 

(other?) biocoenose. 

To have OK technic for farm-game (or alfalfa, or siphilis) isn't 
enough. Gotta get ‘em into gear & widespread matter-of-fact use. 

Technic for lake improvement is about where farm-game was 5-plus yrs i] 

back, Certain thm there is one = mostly coming up. The Outlines of the i 

limiting faétors & controls for, are plainly in sight, | 

Effective limits have been reached in legal limitations & enforcement, 

end in artificial propagation & "planting". Diminishing returns now 

operating in both. Demand increasing .... "more & petter fishing” | 

wanted end money for readily available if the idea is sold that there 

is now sumpin New & Better which often can & will pay very good dividends 

on the costs & investments. 
Me teXe 2eke's 

| '



‘ ; 4 | 
Also becomes plain, as I revise Mss, that if Ok Improvements Hh | 

are to go in where needed, & to work out as they might & should, that HH 
whenever they do begin to work (getting "more" & "better" fishing ete) | 
that this involves only the Tech & Economic but not the Social. HT | 

still 
As with pheasants, ducks etc, the maximum turn-cff will/be less than 

the current demand.... plenty will cheat in their takings. . . "not | | 
enough to go 'round". 

1a 
If it goes "English", & depends for annual take on that seasons i] 

releases of artificially reared & planted "keepers", the costs will | 
be so high as to cut out most of demand & participation (as old deys Hy 
when good car cost $x,000) 

If depend mostly on natural reprod., via "cover mgt" etc, then we 
must stay on a "selection system" as for timber.... take out only 
as "ripe", leave plenty for seed, encourage seeding, balance up OK | 
populstions by age-classes et@,. and never take it faster then it is H | 
coming { except as pulmoter operations & costs of can be disregarded). | 

| 
But that involves "Regulation" ... & that involves quitting when | 

the current ripe crop has been taken out. & now the limiting factor Hy | 
is in the Social frame - - no matter how well the Technical & Economic i 
have been solved for & balanced. 

Rod-pressure on & take of a lake is due to vary as does production | 
of to-suit-'em "keepers"; tendingfto be pushed back to a low-quality | 
average whenever it begins to get "good". 

1 
If & as OK system of imps begins to work, & total production of Hoh 

area comes up, there will be more fishing t ie more fisherman-hours | 
with increasing total annual "take"in pounds of keepers) but the Hie 
quality of the "fishing" (1 e take per line per hour) might stay the | 
Same or actually shrink - as word of the lake's Bcome-back" got around, 1 

Might get "more" & not, at same time “better” fishing - unless can 4 | 
regulate the line-hours permitted on that lake unit. Saine for quail, 4 
pheasants ete ete isn't it? If so, Social factor taking over & | 
become dominant even tho Tech & Ec have been tended!’ But have we been | 
seeing or saying so? Do we dare = at this stage? } | 

! | 

Still, with cars & radios it was more and better - or is that different? | 

To widen the economic base, give satisfactory service and step up | i 
production seems to make the Full Circle (a la Ford) but I dumo may 
we transfer & interpolate like that in re Wildlife Affairs - or just | 

what we do with it, even then. 

At what audience do we slant out Lake Imprvt bull (book?) and with 
what specific objectives? eee. Sell ‘am what? 1 

I cm get about so far: Broad base, Yes; not just for Techs, semi-T's 
& pseudo-T's, Sell cottage owners, boat-livery & cane-pole fellers 
that there is sumpin else to do ( beyond legal restictions plus 
enforcement plus artificial propagations & releases). That the "crop-wise" 
proceedures are valid - essential if we are to get maximum practicable 
productions at minimum costs. | 

Beyond that I seem to got a new formula (for me): as a Buro (self- 1| 
perpetuating, succulent treasuries etg) what I'm after is: | 

1]



8 de 5 iit 
j- Sell ‘em with idee/that/this here fish (w/l in general) thing is 

a damn sight more complicated than they have realized HH 

2~ So damn canmplicated (all-same potatoes, milk, alfalfa et al) that j 
they won't ever get around to or realiy want to begome Tops in it 

3- Will be content to jeave it to them fellers into Lansing & so forth | 
(labs, exp stations etc), again all-same potatoes, apples, milk ete. | 

“ 4= Only them fellers gotta make it easy (enough) fer me to git mine 
(for my lake) without it gits too expensive or difficult, (all-same | 
alfalfa, orchard sprays etc.) 

HW 
Which, I take it, cheszks bagk again, neatly enough, into the Agrl Hi 

Extension frame & theory of - as you see me doing more & more - as the i 
pest (& a damn good) precedent for what we're doing - or ought to be. 

eS e505 0% 6% 6X | 

The Mss is now in 3 Parts: I Physics & biology of lakes mostly 
limnology & backgrounds ("needed in order to understand whys & whats") 
II- How to find out or guess at what is wrong & how to fix 
III- Devices, construction of, locations far etc. 

tf 
Plenty Chapters under each Part, of course, Ipng on theory & devices 
which may mebbe help if & if; short on locations of limiting factors | 
& tests of how well first controls are workings, (but mebbe enough of 
poth to make it quite evident what sort of a job this is & will become). | 

Will need much revision within, say, 5 yrs, even tho little of the sort | 
is going on other than in Mich, ( a much no doubt will be). Hy 

Xo X646% F650 ) 

So what? Got 200-plus pages now, most of it Good Dope, I judge. Enough | 
to make another like Pirnie's Waterfowl. i | 

But he expected large & fast demand & sales for that, & he hit the peak | 
of the market with it; but actual sales, I hear, are much less than he Hd 
expected & we prepared for, | 

Dept wants & intends to make any such real books pay their ow way i | 
If Pirnie's didn’t, poor chance that this would (or Deer). Or Beaver ete 1 | 

\ 

Might have book-text in mimeo or off-set like the pre-Geol (glacier) 
text you loaned me (& what was his nam & date of issue. It was made | 
up in Ann Arbor at Edwards Bros but they don't know how to locate till 1 
I have name & date.) Few hundred copies only of as-is text. 

But meanwhile put out same sort or printed Bulletin with Parts II & III | 
shortened down & I mostly left out. i I 

Or no full test (at this time) and 2 shortish Bulls - 1 Technical 
2- Popular (so as to preempt the field & get started. | 

Wheat thing® A- as to theory of presentation | 
B = as to form of publication | 
C- revelations in re same or other Yvt psk 

‘| | 
: i



i | 
ie) a Q art | | 

Leopold: | 

Jack Ven CoeYering has made enother ante in re our recent wijdlife- | 

loan=editor suggestion. He notes that relativly few (& large) papers | 

are apt to be open to Page & daily editorial propositions, whereas 

right now most of smaller papers are carrying "Farm" or the like pages 

or columns = for which they get & often use much official clip-sheet, . 

Co Agr'l Agt dope ete etc. | 

Why not feel out, Jack asks, what wildlifing material might be | 

fed into & through these existing farm etc pages & columns = - perhaps 

even a special AP Service like Science Service - or the like? | 

If the Institute (or like) were to sponsor such a Service, & were 

it edited properly (for newspaper consumption not as federal bureaus | 

woulda try to do it) couldn't indefinite amounts of such be fed into 

very wide circulations - at least so as to inocculate the soil as for ' | 

sweet clover to be followed by alfalfa. | 

Whihe the farm-game dope would presumably be easiest & have the Hl 

most obvious hookeups, iffen as the basic dope were well peddled, (so 

as to sell the parallels of such with fram-crop proceedures) wouldn't i 

there probably be a very feal repercussion on Agri College & Exp Sta j 

psycology = = due to prove useful in many pleces & ways? There is, for 

inst., as much occasion & chance to work Fish & habitats as for Game, , 

but how many know that or are prepared to demonstrate aquaculture? | 

Jack & I recently sat thru a long slow day with the "Consv Council” | 

(nee Jay's Jynior C of C etc, of 1956) as it tried to get going in & 

for Mich, send delegates to St Louis etc. Labor pains yet very mild | 

& midwife not yet urgently needed. Abortion indicated. We talked 

above coming home together & I promised to send the idea on to you, | 

PSL | 

|
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[ 
Your note of Tec. 14 asks that I repeat some offhand comment made during 

our Committee Session in VYashington, as to the ys in which e State Academy may 

erhaps “make itself useful in connection with local conservation affairs." | 
{ 

I've forgotten the cecasions for and the nature of that comment, se must ; 

start Ge novo. Sut this should be at least a thesis instead of a Memo, and what | 
| 

mu really neec is Mammal, However bere is a starter, and it will doubtless : 

20k what it is ~ a rough, lst-try outline at what will stand an indefinite 

i 
MANSLONe | 

} 
7, : > 3 ‘ : + : s+ . 3 +3, ! fhe given is a°set of interested contingents each in its y concerned with 

: 
some phase of "eonservation" and each with its own set of characteristics & | 

ehavior patterns. 
i 

The problem is how to devise and contrive so that the several contingents i a ( 

wll not merely cancel each other; and so as to "advance" our conservetion affairs | 

“soundly” and for the long - as well as the short + pull. Specifically, I take it, | 

1 would like to use an Academy so as to work adequate modern Technology into the 

f | local Administrative, and you will hope to do this so to establish permanent i 

intersrelations between thems .a symbiosis - - all-same nodule-bacteria and the roots | 

.e.% , : > L &,y DErNne ps. j 

This should, I think, be doped on as another job in applied ecology. The first | 

ting might be to identify the dominant characteristics of the several contingents | 

shiefly te be involved, : 

t 
{ 

| 

|
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iypicel Administrators, Executives, Technologists, Professors, etc. are as sub- | 

species, each with its own ranges and preferences, tolerances and so OM, and each } 
| 

ore or iess toxic to or predatery on the others, and each with more or Less fixed \ ; 

tations to its own habitat. 

State Capitel and Campus habitats differ so much that. each becomes, in effect, | 

| : sort of blocoenose. Some few individuals will be able to live contentedly enough 

' n both, but there will be little crossing and the hybrids will usually be unable | 

to reproduce their kind, | 

ne typical specimen from a Campus will. he very stongly polarized to "the | 

cientific method," and will tend.to worship at the altars of the Precise and ! 

Dependable (and to be sorry. for. or. despise those #ho.do not). Like worker bees, lei 

¢ Campus Man «ill probably be chiefly concerned with catchin né stering New | 

ope, and will not much care. who uses it for «hat -— but will be unhappy if some+ it i 

dy isn't at least trying to use it; (and hiring. Campus Pro¢ucts for such usin HoH 
1 

J 
r trying, of course). 

t vith longstending environmental influences, insul tions, traditions, te. 

= Atin? - oe ine “Dini ilies s+ i of "polities, ™ ané oii © CYPsCh + VEMPUS BAN 18 ignorant ol, inept with, or afraid. of POLIVICS, & Fic ! | 

1 try to avoid all. contacts with it. He is. typically afraid: of good many f 
i 

. 2 . . : _ . >. . ! «r things anc so is timid whenever his job or his institution may bein } 

soparcy - — and. in general comes out of his. hole toe work or ership, only hen } 
| 

ean feel quite fe, and even then prefers to ve plenty of cover to dodge | 

. 
j nG@, On occasion. ij 

ner these Circumstances, if the Campus—Academ 2 15 to function useliully | 

n the State Capitol habitat, it will be important to ri o that he asy somewhat | 

imaing without getting wet, and the Academy facility tends to permit this | 

rrangenent. 

wpical specinen of Administrater (as of a State Dept..of Consy.) usually 

. have "political backsrounds" &/or affiliations, and the Comaissioners will 

normally be business or newspaper men, with « few stray citizens or the like. 

in any case the Administrators will be chiefly polarized to "staying in" 
y 

}
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nd their main God is apt to be "Getting By.” “Therefore they vill fear and avoid f 

averse publicity and shake-ups (which often come linked). Typically they aré 

ignorant of and inept in using the tools of “publicity” and are somewhat buffaloed j 

y professional “education.” But they kno nd are not afraid of "politicians." 

echnical ané Acministrative points of view differ chiefly in their focal éis- : 

; aces. The Tech has long-range focus which often fogs ovt the foregrounds, but 

t 

“Adin is his test foens close up and doesn’t mind if the backgrounds are forgy. i it 

1 proper Tech will want te’ design and construct for "permanence" but will be 

low. The mi, is due tobe content with most any contraption which will work at / 
i 

1, and will te quite cheerful plugeing leaks with whetever is handy at tne time 

i placé. So such keeps “breaking in" on him, unexpectedly and needing instant 

ikering, that he @oesn't bother mech about permanence or the theory behind i 
, ; 

sign.” The tools oft ech do not fit th mn hands end the Tech's insistence 

“nore information" before he can advise or recommend, will tend to irritate 
i t 

nin., perhaps to screaming and avoidance, especially if new leak aust soon i 

4 A) 
e plugged. i 

s tho they were physiological species, the Tech and the Sémin differ in their | 

olarizations, which tend to be inherent and permanent, and to inhibit any ready 

} j 
A 55 ene ee ee 4 ja ‘ ’ n : , athin! , 

x effective symbiotic relations. Havin me the route La ‘G us, the nuthin'- ; 
| 

lse but Tech will have been so conditioned as to ‘be able end willing to Geal only \ 

ith "seientific® et, sequences, linkeros, etc; and to assume that Houwos are, 

q . | 
l be, Or anyway should be “redsonutle,™ that they will be “guided by the facts," | 

Ll "welcome new Truth" an re dominantly rational in eir processes, (or anyway | 

ts pretend they are). 

This is thé standard Campus assumption, ‘pretense or filusion, 

faving Come the "practical" route, the Admin Ll have been conditioned to | 

wt F ‘ut: kloen  f Sidnie’ wipten ee VS Ste q \ nna £1} 131 + $a " (« ' 
orl S-is (business, politics, etc.) enc he . all tae time know (or i 

willy just minch?) that the Homo is not dominantly (or often or consistently) i 
\| 

“rational” - and will sant to preceed accordingly and often so ag to foul the | 

ltars of the Tech, |



he ‘ | 

i 

tf my observations and éxperiments justify the comlusion, the net of all this : 

ls t Homo "needs" gnd "must have" ration of the rational, tit can take this only as ff 

| 
‘luted with much non-rational (just 1 must have oxygen, mt can't teke it straight?) ; 

The Techs keep trying to feed it in too-great concentrations and the Admn would ! 

946. OPS he Ae, 6 ; S ery bg tsi wa ‘ “ } 
ute i >) ICN, OF LUA ingrecienss Nich presently Secome toxic. ihe essence of i) 

a 
ws Job i » work out the optimum of concent ion and to find non-toxic mixers | 

it ich to keep it diluted to whatever near-maxiauz local situation can and | 

, . | 
LL "take" Lthout ging. | 

i 

tlination and ability to cet and use the best modern tools, and to find new and \ 

| 
biter tools, so to get mor icienty into Homo affairs, nad it is due to have f 

4 ps vies 4d ITB ALA LULiss Lit Vike 1 1asion inv So can x tik ii f 

: Sanco atau es * os + } a + 2 : : ¥ 1ehe- | 
€ 1+ 4 ¥ AIP Ws vt . v 4 1 ss 4 v pm 4 £0 wit v 4 iL i a7 " Bde 2a 21? } 

irs. / 

| 
The Admin® reat set is his inclination an lity to somehow “keep things 

9ine™ - “3 nt nm route yy o ee i+ S—4 s nO molexes His | ) bak shi ; en route, ar > deal with as-is x0 complexes. His | 

restige will be low and he is cue to be inept and timid in connection with affairs ne | 
| 

? "science" anc *ednéation.* } 

i 

There, en, wVe Something of an lysis of characteristics, lisitetions I ’ 2 lysis of racter ies, limitations, ' 
i | 

»7 ne ta ' ; ee #257 Fé ian on 2. { wi ne eontrive?) «= + i \ CS, CC. at & J Li ‘ 10 © preceec (cevi: “ contrivet} £0 to j 

{ ams and Techs inte etive symbiotic relations -— calculated to become per- | 

j 
nent and incr ingly effective in defining anc then in fincin; Bp and means “to | “ | 

‘ iven objectives. | 
} 

> S¢ biectives in neral re "to prey 7 wT o na to ACOUT ne i Thoge jectives, ral, are "to pz 1% umwi Oo encourage and | 

cilitate "wise use’ of the naturel resources." i tural x yurces are the pri- 

x 2men 1 o itat (s?) ir ar ight etc. as well a: nerals, | 

l, forests, other ero ecies, er, etc. ete. I 

at we are really tryimg to do (as ssume) is to “control” man's habitats i 

| 
ro tono-homo + and long ~ as well as short pull. On vastly larger scale, this is 

| 

resumebly the imé sort of operation as is involved when 4 woman "gets a meal," or |



enliee 

t 
hen a farmer "decides whet erops to put in" ete. { 

Three phases will, I take it, always be involved: Teehnical, Beonomic, ané 

scfal; =< whet there is to work on and with, what it will or will not be *vorth 

1ile"™ to do or try, and whet is "*preferred® by the people most immediately con- 

erned (and considering that, very 0: ten, de fustilms non est disputandum). Zach i 
| 

local proposition, and all of them together, must evidently be fitted into some | 

uch formula, and The Job ia to make it bélence out .chort-.& lone rum pro heno t 

omo —— ss the same shall appear. But we don't know hows can only guess: or med} 
| 

stimate ag to distal considerstions; and tinker with the proximates, Fe may, how / 

ver, @6 our tinkering cleverly = if we ere clever enough, and th ay of it is due 

» be, T fudge, 1 lfal en end where ve nt it. { 

Tlese there i ome such beeic "understanding" or «ssumption in and through H 

i 
heademy “hich *wante to help,* I'd coubt that whet it tinkers at er withy would 

e to much, It will need to fin tance fro lich to take long, slow swings, | 

unless all it i fter is eurrent end local tinkerines suth 16 "getting the in- 

apetente ont - —- = end ame '*risht veoplet in,” ete. eté, i | 

Wp to ré I've mostly commented cs tho ther ere only o Main Parts to OK | 

neervition Machinery, but there are, evidently, three, ; »sitively and per- \ 

ently essential if the Machinery i o work right. The Teehnicdl met keep | 
; f 

inding or bringing in New Dope, end showing where (if 1)\iteis better than i 

ld. The Administrative must see to it. tht euch (properly tested) New & / 

tier Dope keeps feeding in atid through into Practice, and that all the machinery i 

in OK aliennent and synchronization ineluding “Education & Public Re ions" + 
} 

rd Part of the Essentials. 

The Conservation Series, usually bottle—necks certain points and the 

ineers must kno ere to look for and #ow to treat such bottle-necks before the 

s blow. Where the Teehnical contact the Administrative, an ere the Admin- 

tive contacts the Publie, are the usual nerer points. If it does not have } 

timipus an euncte contcet with the Technical, the Administrative is due to | 

| 

) sour and’ need radies] cleaning out (es happened im Michigan with the 1925-6



brewn Te. i a eis si Ciettilien Blois D mater Tinta fas sad + : , | wakeup). If the Administrative absorbs New (& mebby Better) fast enough to suit f 

the Techs, but too fast to suit the Public, then the connections cet hot and some- 

hing is apt to bur out (a most happened in Penne. and the b ete, when the ; } 

"too-many~deer™ situations were first announced by the Techs. & the Admns.) , 

So any proper engineering must see to it that ther not onl werous and | 

teady in-flow of ¥ t Better Dope, am wat this gets "sold" to and/or “accepted* L ; ’ i 

ie ins and ordered into “advanced” practice, but also t the } B Dope — i 
+ i satiate Cin Ae de at ‘ il (+51 ao) 3 S steadily and adequately "sold" to &/or bp . t ecepted” (tole ec?) b the 

terested Public. 
i | 

, x »t anes = t tht + - Toh 4 : \ y n @ rience icaves that ta r xr t Job is nh many ways ti ost | 

cult wh wh the Tech an 2 contingents are ic \y inept, incom- I 
i 

\ tent , . + ~ dan? enna “ Sy * . ‘ . Re a + } ve 3 y iy n't dex % n tais uF tion. Both tend to f i 

; 7 run aut on Public } 5 - . . . 4 z un out on Public lations » the dern sense. n neral T n what 

2 ricultural contingent is by “Extension Work.* t with all ons of i 

rfectly nice Bulletins, etc., the farmer nt t "sold" into using the N & E i 
ii 

ant RW--4 | * . - til the "Extension" ehiner ec to the Techni n i inistra it 

yy, ™y, ; r. han — + } " } | ve. Th t B Do é > b de "easy to take” - and had to be fed in via the ; 

t 
} Ls sO nm mov Cr t n ZX { 2 sumpti Se 

i 

is, nk, is t rt o ro ition ttle-neck - and typically 

] to get recognized or ac itely dealt with Teche ox ins. | 

i iain lista im ‘ cee _ ree Saat f riv fech t ‘ ine: : : ist | 

n the scien leally determined Facts... so let somebody else wet-nurse t | 

: | er—shops pool—halls....Not my job.’ | _ [ } 
7 "pract 1 in tends to rum out saying: "For no doubt exc nt reasons, i 

| 
out re to decide 2 Pp cies an ractices - - and I ven? ine (or | 

. 2a ‘ 4 2 f Lination) to keep forever explainir v3; — te peopl can't possiblL 51 s 

ich mrt it [ co. Lettem ce my word for it..." 
l 

Ret | 
oth eontir ts, 2 course, wil ve st re oft n Teatly after ving | 

vaiked to the reporters;" both, no doubt, will be gun-shy of the Press; she 

18, with very excellent reasons, will be suspicious of or distinctly sour on {



> es. ; j 
\ 

sth Techs and Admins -' "Perfessore" &Politicians;" and a State Capitol reporter 

duée to be very hard-boiled indeed. f 

But the Public wiil b wting large percentage of its information, hunches, ; 

1otions, ete. from the newspapers, and if there is to be any showing of or demand 

sy "technical competence" in the due-to—be "practical" (4 e nontechnical?) State { 
{ 

p Denartment, then quite certainly, something of 1t must appear in and’ be steadily 

reflected through the State's Press. j 

And it will be somebody's bwsiness to see to it that it is. If an Academy 

really intends to "do t it properly may, to help..." then that Academy may quite | 
f 

: ily find such ways, think, (if some of the High Priests will’ cote downoff the 

Caipus Temples and pail the ‘barnyard instead of the Sacred Cows). it } 

The radio is usually more or less available. ‘The AP & UP boys will be there if Hf 

| 

i rangle is In prospect. To nk up ¢clumn é@ is n mch different than | 

inding Chapter Neadings for a text. . . To plant ideas and Resolutions in the 

ortemen's orfanizations, is really sier than to do it in campus classes’- which | 

ll have learned to see ‘em coming in time to dodge. . 5 Sepitates of technical nh 

pers Gon't of necessity have to be stiff, trite and verbose, and can be prepared ; 

or purposes otiier than to advertise the erudition of the authors, .°. There are i 

t to be various more or less professional writers, available and interested’ if 

i 
11 cleverly approached, and if really "helped té fet the story" instead of being | 

rely lectured at. Amn 50 on. | 

So there it is - pretty much like tt lfslfa series, IT think, ‘The seed must } 

roperly acclimated. If the lend is sour it mst be lined; if poorly drained, 

ust be unwatered. Then the right sort of bacteria’ must be present for tne rects - 
| 

né the li is needed so that the root bocteria may feel at home and in shape to ; 

> their stuff so thet the OK seed may make OK crops of slfalfa for the farmer. | 

In like marmer you (we) heve the several mijor faétors in the Consv.Complex. t 

1 
r ‘inal Gominant 1s mt the Public "wants" & “demands” — and that depends a lot | 

| 
n what it knows (or thears" that?) other States are getting for their people. The | 

|
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Techs, like the bacteria, can't properly do their stuff unless the Admins are go 

concitionec as to vant what the Techs have or can get. And the Admins will want 

if assured that their Public is demanding it, And such demand can be introduced 

or cultured <s are bacteria, ni for such purposes the Press, radio, etc.ete. are 

test-tubes in the lab, or flesks & Petrie dishes; and the Academy Bay function 

; in this as Goes the bab,Asst. or the Count; ent (may, that is, if it imows and/or 

cares enough to co what has to t ONC} » 

2 general formula for driving reluctant oxen is": bunch of hay in front and 

rp prod behing,” so why not set the Academy to rehing on such-like hay 

nd prods? Then in conductin ome experiments to determine the reaction periods, 

i | 
t ave toxic concentrations, OK culture mediums, etc.? 

¥rom our Sichigan experience, [ judge that to be readily practicable the Acadeny 

le, must have professional and personal confidence in smallish group which . 

tll constitute + effective workers. ith us thet group has been a Standing 

pamittee on Conservation Affairs, with membership representing the Agricultural | 

>1 ui the University, plus various other such outfits, from time to time. 

Various members of this Comnitte: ave, from time to time, been exployex by f 

ave worked with the State Department, or otherwise have intimate personal and 

fessional relations with th epartmental staff people including executives and ; 

issioners eli the technical contingent. From time to time there have P 

jor or minor projects o: sooperative nature. Sometimes these have been 

y ‘ any visible or official relation to the Academy per Se; sometimes the i 

rtment has asked that the Committee undertake or report concerning some current- 

‘Ticult situation; sometimes federal or other encies have been stimulated 

( even inspired) to propose or suggest or compl ny sometimes the Committee has 

co mec to the Academy in formul session that it help defend the State agencies 

inst encroachments by the federal ... but all the le the Committe s seen 
i 

> iu t it pretty well "kne t was going on in the Dept," and that its key | 
j 

| | 

i
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nbers were persona gratia in the Capitel. And that there should always be bay as ; 

Lk as possible prod. Hy 

Phe players mist “buy in" before they may properly (ray cards in games like ‘ 

ese. They met earn the right to “sit ins" And they aust. thereafter ante with 

ips of the same sort the other players are using, «nd must proaptly pay .their 

bts when they‘don't get the breaks. They must.} repared to do Lot of . thank- i 

ss chores, and on not infrequent occasions to work when they woul ather be | 

| 

ying off. And they must not expect that their Campus. perogatives and iamunities 
| 

ill be of mech use shen they sre functioning in the othe: bitat; and ehoeuld ex- \ 

| 
*% that their Campus affiliations may often prove.e ¥ real bility. | 

I'm not saying all thissis-easy or obvious; I.am saying that it will, be: very | 

. ‘ i : 

um Aeademy which can*t, if it tries, centrifuge enough, ofthe right sort of. workers 

to position to help cuite a lot in the sound advancezent of the local conservation 

mplex. hen and if so located, I should expect that the key people vould rate I | 

1er in vy than in mere information, Nobhing-else-tut—ers are usually toxic - | 
Hii 

mn on a Campus, which collects them; - or shovwld I say “acgregates" ‘en? | 

77 . 7 2 —: ye f o 3. os f nf nar f 
at all this comes to, presume, is that any OX Conservation Machinery (or t 

ny other of the. type) must evicentl ve, operate in, thr hases; Technical, | 

| 
inistrative and Public Relations, as ~t all three aust be gotten inte and kept 

n correct alignment, and decently synchronized, ox € schinery will. cot work | 

bat. There may, of course, be an indefinite, assumption of the three functions by 

hrough the © personnel, tut the functions will nevertheless be quite different, | 

| 
plus of one will not make up for ims of another (any more than more Lime | 

make wp for poor. alfalfa seed). 

. - : . — . . i ‘ } 
‘ns averuge State Department will have ea plus of the Admin and. minuses in the | 

| 
ch, and P.R., and will probably need more strengthenin f the P.R. than of the 

ch, but both will need to come along together or hot spots are due to develop and 
| 

x et bed enough to burn things out. : ]
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rn 2 Beneath we 3 ; + : j ; Being dontinantly a le Campus, an Academy is apt to be oriented to the muthin'- | 

5 Pry Tech i» sf wi “e hm 32 “slaw Ate - + toe v E z Lse-but Tech point of view, and to undul lscount the Admin & ?.k, functions, mt 

suld be warned in advance, and guide ite efforts ("to help") sccordingly. : 

TT? rv . 4% wm 11- triage 4 ine co wei + ‘+ re nc . . tf 6 it really tries, takin; stey-with-it stance, anc sey people of | 

t ec 5 t into intimate and e ctive co et with the proper Department people, | 

eh contingent (i e Teeh an min) will ue to “educate” t other - so that each } 

moan 41) kee Aonantt.: eaxt Sonne — + “4 , ear ve ot wane ae : 2 iil. keep Cecently out of trespass on the other's propér functions, but with | 

th inex tate C4at : ro dae OR ‘ * ; 4 » i aid ‘ | 
G2 iner IZLy oin ChneirF ai J LORE TNEI, é - » if S sy LOUlLC MANNE ses | 

n with both present] inked to c ul ten e P.R. function, (for ich } 

erm machinery of its own will doubtless be needed). \ 

TH on ¢ nedemy euececda fwitth helt n fade ne r & on ae g ; ucceeds (with the help of federal and other encies?) in 

ttin ecent yunt of Tech personnel inte position to fimction effectively inside | 

Department, it is apt to find less and less *t o“, for presumably the local 
, : 

meervation Mechinery vi AVE en modernized ould retty auch self-tending | 
1 | 

5 1 } ines hin y ashe} 3 + > : ii ¢ > ecc in, bCning, no onbt). ierevpon ti ¢ y can readily no i) 

ortumities and oc ion lore, for similar technic —- in re Public Health } | 

ia oe | irs, et al. 

ich As sy vrin | srt 3 t 1 } £34} } ich em] ints n . Reports - whi resu x Locally vailable | 

mn your library, (or to be | from ours). | 

The 1985 Report, page 76, carries residential ress on "Ecole 1 Engineer— | 
| 

so « 4 et ’ Pheow of + ~ ¥ ; > we $ | i a vner L 2 € 33} 2 = 2 29 int in UAL ide be: o 

& 55 and 90 you will find the Conservation Comuittee reports for '3 nd "35. f 
| | 

ecking through these Committ sports to the Ac sy for the last ten years or 

’y you should } ble to get vex ir notion of its interest Q ctivities. | 

- ~e Ty f Ror nm ‘va + » ¥ - 7 - + \ + r some } 6s Dr. K. C. McMurry, (Geography Dept. of HM, Ann Arbor) has been 

on of this Canmt these nai 477 t " y 3 ; ee ; + rman of this C< ttee an li, t sure, be gl 9 COBPESpor ith anyone 

iterested, | it 

I enclose eparate of "Harmonizing Conflicts..." which somewhat deals with i 
|



wl} i t 

| 

| 
certain of +t persistent conservation frictions. And I also enclose recent 

} 

"Outdoor Page" by Yan Coevering, of the Detroit Free Press - to demonstrate Bhat 4 
! 

xecinl strains of “reporters" can be cultured outs also to demonstrate that, on | 

easion, the barber-shops can (and should?) talk back to the labor ries. | 

Copies of thi 20 in ent to Leopol € thers. / 

Yours ve truly, | 

Love joy 

T1238 Fode Onke 

“ rinmr 4 ny t im Arbor, ch | 
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President SAF 

| New Heaven, Conn, 

Dear Chapman: 
7 

Yourn of the 5th with Leopold's of the 2nd, to hend. 

Mee non culpa, Leopold's letter to his Committee wes dated Oct 12, s8 of Nov 1-I replied with a S-page single-space, So Aldo | didn't heve to wait e month for my ente, His to you was dated Nov 2 so evidently crossed mine in the mail, 
| 

Having just reread whet I sent him, I figger maybe I'd better | snelose it herewith; = not so much to verify my not-so-slow ante as } to git you edicated up in re sdvanced lend-use thinking & doping on | wildliging-forestry-plus, I'11 de interested in your comments on ‘ the two points I sorte discussed, Please return the yellow file copy, 
| Whether there should be such a committee of the SAF, or what it might well try to do, or how ao it, is up to you & your Comm Chm; but you are: both certainly correct in expecting reasonebly prompt & effective participation by all members who accept such membership, 

Last year I misleia some of the essential corrospondence & had a Spanking coming; this year I'm pure - except es contaminated with a /¢01d which has kept me away from Leopold's Regional Wildlifer Session in Madison which starts todey, Dammit, I was ali fixed to Josh ‘amt, , . 48 with all new technologies, I suppose, quite s lot Sof 'om are nuthin-else-put-ers & need periodic depolarization, 

In that connection I haven't found anything as effective | (thru the whole range of "conservation affairs") as demanding real 4 (bunk<out) answers to the question: "Whet are we getting for the money?" 

With "Récrestion” now looming so large in the big picture, we 
must Diresently find some way to integrate various intenzibles with the | Sld-line tangibles, I judge; and mere allegations that so-&-so would Pe nicje to have, aren't good enough, How measure up what may be i ort'Awhile" (not later to be regretted?) even tho it does not "pay"? i | lives), babies & TVAs might be such; so what? 

1 

vet PSLovejoy |
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From B® : | To A a || About Knives et al Po J 

1- Tell the Young Feller Carl to consult with a real authority iffen | 
he wants to git the really fine points of knife-making. Our experts 
will be available for such. | | 

g- Am going to inspect shack, dedicate D-p (Tox pom), consecrate Kn i 

ete, soon as practicable & next May or June sounds like it; I dwmno ; | 

why not, & why shouldn't I speak at or to your Seminar & bigod 
: 

land-use faculty? They both, no doubt, need speaking to. | 
| 

3- No I'm not going to the Baltimore session. What travel money as is | 
readily available should be used by the fellers full-time on Game ete | 
& I don't get enough out of most such to justify going solo. The | 
actual travel doesn’t much bother me any more, but the endless sitting 
on bum chairs etc does, Recently went with Director to the "Zoning" | 
thing in Chi & got horribly bored & damn little eddicated. . . The | 
Nat'l Geographers met here few weeks ago & I dropped in on ‘em just ‘ 
to see could they click at all. They couldn't.... seemed to me to | 
be fumbling with dope we in Mich were sorting 10 yrs back.... Talking | 
with some on the side, they didn't understand or anyway weren't even | i 
interested in what we are now fumbling with & seeking light on. | 

I dunno, of course, whether this is just smug provineialism or | i 
being out in front, but more & more I get my fun by working on the 1) 
few fellers who are, evidently, "understanding? (That Homo doesn't ti 
"think" often or straight save now & then... mostly reacts to "feelings" 
&for “hunches” etc, but rationalizes it all into highly respectible | i 
cortex-funftions. 

The 2-3-4-cushion shots (togo round table & come in from angles | 
impossible or unsafe on direct shots - - as the thing to the Champaign | 
Ecologist - - positivly intrigue me. . ; Working now on Silcox' last | 
Repr of USFS, send me by Sil with "will welcome comment note. Such 
doubtless went out to 100's & as OK advertising of Rept, but wot a | 
chanet for to josh the Bretheren about their Sacred Cows! & by local | 
circulation suggest to our Gokmm etc Worthies, that there is still 
Considable bunk in the local Arrangements, Telling it to the Chief | 
USFS will tickle 'em, I reckon, & it will only later (& gently?) 
soak into ‘em that we are also milking our own little herd of S Cs, I i 

: Iffen this canes out as it might (with luck) it might also make an : 
open letter in the Journal - - sort of follow up on Worst-First, | 
Concepts & Coutours ute, About time I went into Journ, mebby, just | 
to remind 'em I'm around. . . Gotta pay my dues to SAF, in that ease; af 
it comes harder every year to write thas check. What a persistently | 
eotentious feller Chapman is! | 

4- Haven't hear from Davis in re Shelford letter. In right place it | 
might be per se OK but it doesn't seem to me to cover what we were | 
doping at & that I figgerd to open wp at your fall meeting - ie the : | 
inwardness of "sport" psycology & relation between kid-in-sandpile | || 
& the orderly managment of sand-piles for said kids, Thats a quite a 
different symbiosis, don’t you judge? | 

5- Just thru my share of editing new 200-pg-plus book-bull on "Lake 

= mirovement™_ boaart—h \ eat



fi 7 8 Phase of Fish Mgt". Hubbs et al from rst Fisheries Research ete i (which Hazzard now rms full-time where Hubbs was part-time in charge), 
i! The new book is now in galley & going into page proof; due out this wa) | spring.... Seemingly 1st such in any language.... 3Parts l- Lake biology | & physics ete, 2- Habits, needs, preferences, inter-rels ete of fishes } & associates. 3- What e'n mebby be done via change levels, physical imps m1 (illus in variety) ete, to modify environmental factors all-same "cove?. I for game. 

| | She'll anyway bust into a large new field & establish the "mgt concept! | | for fish, I judge, as has just been done for Game - thanks to aL & a toy ; ia | others- i © on biological instead of tinker-tinker base. 
i i 

eeee 

| Gotta see, now, e'n I rig up 5-7 pgs to be Signed by our Chrm 3 ae to announgs & drive wedges for the Lake book & to come out in Depts fi little Magazine as 1st official tell that such is in labor & about due, mh 
a) | Kink in there in that Chrm has long been Top in Mich Fish projects.,, mii || came into office sure that more & bigger liver-minnies was the bigod } 1 | Trout Answer... has therefore enormously expande our hatcherg-rearing-) I i operations.... only recently has seemed to be at all wondering how he j HW would proceed to demonstrate what %-spe (4f any) of them hand-fetched I minnies, survive to "keeper" sizes. He doesn't know & doesn't know how miei. to find out ... but as a businessman knows he's the hell of a feller i to keap on propagating without knowing (& being able to profve it). So mh | | Hazzard et. al are now getting some chance to pry in there - - & whéle mi | | Hatchery force, of course, is getting suspicious & nervous (at any a | | intimations that mebby natural-reprod-servicing even more important than mi art propagations de lux). So iffen we c'n git the Chrm to sign this a | | here-she-comes Statement, mebby we'll short-circuit a lotta inst de a) | gut-hooking otherwise sure to be in the cards, ee ¢ another 2-cushion Bae Shot? Afte# that we evidently gotta somehow under-cut the Sports | ne confidence that # legal-restriction tinkefing, plus more wardens, plus im i B & B rearing ponds, will be all there is to do. 

ati In this public relations-eddication thing I'm wondering if it isnt : usually harder to get 01a Dope: which has been badly over-sold, depolarize a (enough to leave the New Dope go in) than it is to find or genetate New 4 ; mw. Better Dope..... gotta un-sell some before ean sell the other? 
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5 Dear Leopold: | 

Dammit, I got stuck, When the dentist let me off (for a spell), ih 

Lansing (last week) wanted a big chore in a hurry & when I next vame | 

up for ait, it was yesterday, I was all tired out; & so I'm stuck & 

| can't watch you slice bacon yet awhile. But I will yet & knock wood. 

I'm still "feeling" ( as vs "thinking") on my pre-hospital | 

| schedules as to inclinations, capacities, intents et al... so still 

get jarred some when suddenly faced with current incapacities &/or 

disabilities. It used to hurt, but now just jarfs (as the rationals i 

| take over trom the feels), A-settin up here with ola papers all over 

| the room, plenty of fresh paper & both able & inclined to work on the 

machine (Both arms bigosh a-goin' to oncé!) I c'n still rejoice some 

at having gotten out this far and the Edge not too clost to bother 

(much), . . . Limiting facts & factors & aint it so? 

Re Xe XoXo XoXo | 

Schmitz said he'd like to run the Silcox letter.... & presently 

got what Sil sent me in reply (fixed up to go into Journal, I judged, 

as I'd warned him I might mebby), They just sent me galley to check 

over, so its evidently going to run next month. I presume you are | 

right in warning me that if published most of the boys won't properly | 

"get" me, but various other old-line SAFs told me “shoot it off & | 

ft What th hell cause most of it needs saying in print & now", So there 1 

ey it goes & let'er pop if she's a-goin to, This New Deal stuff isn't 

funny to me any more.... getting distincyly toxic..... 

| Quite aside from the ND, the amount of bunk in "evn" is getting 

to bother me more & more, So much gets so badly over-sold so easy! 

Our new book-bulletin "Lake Improvement - Method of Fish Mgt" ete 

is just out, I labored over the Mss @11 winter. Hubbs et al dia a | | 

{ damn nice hon of assembling the dope, I judge, & now its in decently OK
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form to mebby start & go places. Sets up water ecology all-same you | 

did for game, but mebby spelsfout the words still more (as it could | 

being so locak). But I reckon "they" will date fish-mgt from now. ! 

I'd like to get your comment after you'rd been through the book. 

Seoms quite certaon that most current fish-servicing efforts, via | 

hat@heries etc, sre badly bunked up. Early in Game Division affairs | 

I laid off the game-farm pheasants (except enough to get by without . 

ruckus) because I couldn't figger any way except that we had 100 or | 

10,000 wild birds out doing theit stuff to 1 the game-fa#m could put 

out = = ie species well established;-0-K- cover now stocked near to | 

carrying capacity & further "planting" mostly the bunk. But didn't 

some of the Commn scream when I pulled it! .. . Now its mebby coming 

again in re fish. But they'll likely have to go through quite a spell 

of planting keepers first (at ?? costs eash). | 

Nice new item, Where we've checked on heavy plants of keeper-sizes, | 

{via intensive creel-census etc) the catch of wild fish jumps up right | 

away (along with the retake of the hatchery fish). How come? Seems | 

to check with N Y (?) dope to effect that after planting heavy to big 

fish a stream may run down very badly = = so that there aren't any more | 

big wild fish taken (after a while), What's that about? 

Is it that the streams are already "at capacity"... & that as the - 

hatchery population is dumped in on top of "full stocking", that the 

wild fish go hungry, & so "strike better" & so are presently on their 

way out.... & productive capacity of stream is going down because the 

pastures have been pulled out by the roots? Sumpin in there, mebby. 

0 Xe XeXeXe X 

I thought King's review of "Factors of Range” in recent Journal, | 

a nice job. Where do I reach him to get me 3-5 copies to plant out 

locally where may do some good? Fundamental concepts & dope on, | 

I figger: - - & ain't they slow to get soaked in? oo much ola & | 

g0neesour dope too much over-sold, I guess. |
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I've just been thru your "Esthetic" in Brd Loré again & still fina © . 

it somehow hard to get (or keep?) in focus. The point that too much . 

traffic bums certain types of chuntry & recreation, I plain enough, 

put so do what about it I dm't get your idea of - or mebby you aré 

just pointing out, 
i 

I seem to hunch @ Sumpin in thereabouts not yet properly said . 

In places I was fumbling with it in the Silcox letter, but can't see or 

say it so it clicks. . . Mebby its really what keeps us from transposing 

"satisfaction-" into "economic values" = - - & what is thatf 

There's another way to get at Recreation affairs, perhaps. What | 

is their value if taken and measured up as medicine - to counteract ! 

or treat "over-urbanization" .., "neural strain" etc? But how valuate 

"health"? So mebby we're in the holé again, But I'm sure tired of & 

getting incresingly sore at the hooie book-keeping a la "evn", Sil's 

Report et al, Gotta debunk it before long or it'll go wild the way 

the other land-use propositions have. Service-technologies can be ' | 

very OK but they go bad fast if over-sold & given tok much money too | 

fast. 

Xe Xe Xe XeFeXeXoXe 

You know the U of W Anthropologist Linton? '35 book on Study of Man, | 

I'va just read it. Made me sore. E¥idently an OK feller a-doin of | 

his stuff a la Sacred Cow, . . But he's got no modern or adequate | 

biology & where the text doesn't, his bibliography hangs it on him, 

Them "social science" fellers are lost in rat-holes - - what with | 

their hooie taxonomies of "cultupe"” etc. 

When you get gaught up on wildlife mgt, come on over & we'll tackle 

Homo (the sap) mgt & have ourselves a real time} | 

You haven't said anything about where you'll be this summer. Any | 

\ chance I might drift in & watch you slice bacon later on? , 

yvtpsl |
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Memo for Harris; | | 

Recently you brought me a copy of Leopold's prelim outléne for ) 

a Working Plan for the H Mt Club properties, & esked that I comment 

on it; & told me that Hubbs was checking up on the fish ond of it, 

Heving known & worked with L, for quite a while (on camittees ete) 

and heving lived across the street from Hubbs, (& having just helped ; 

edit his "Leke Impvt" Mss for printing as a Dept bulletin), I coula ty 

feel sure in advance, that the Club would be getting Top advices, ) 

I don't know the Club properties, first-hend, but I do know its | | 

district (& the rest of the State?) pretty well. . . Was in charze of ) 

our Game Division when we blocked up the Cusino ares etc. . . Ani I've | | 

sat behind many rustic railings of many Club Lofiges, Mych & other, Yes; | 

& between highbslls have listenea to much barber-shop biology as 

earnestly distilled by Members who didn't at all realize that there ' 

; sre professional levels in such effairs, or that they were talking : | 

right out of the Letterbox columns of Hunter Trader & Trapper, ot al. | | 

4nd, during off-sessons with no Members up, I've been out and : 

sround a good many Club propefties, in overslls & spikes, with Supts, | | 

Guards, Game Keepes & the like, Their talk (after I'd told ‘em a few i 

Yeul Bunyen's) would not be like that of the Members, Crude, perhaps, | 

Still they would have boen living out in the brush, watching, wondering, . | 

theorizing,... trying to "dope it out” on real even tho fragmentary
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information, We could talk the same language, anyway. od ’ i | 

Out with the Guards ete, I rather made a specialty of collecting 

items & incidents to illustrate how they “kept the Big Boys interested", 

It wfxepk often kept them busy, I judged, but they could devise & 

contrive most interestingly. I thought very well of the Game Keeper 
tail feathers of the 

who kept the white tips clipped off the/"wild"turkey flock for which | 

the Big Boy had personally selected the breeding stock, And I liked | 

the fellow who each spring sent e good gun-hand over to the Point to ' | 

get in undor the hawk migration & lay in a stook of heads & wings to 

keep the “vermin board" nicely freshened up for the Ola Man's inspection. ! 

As I read the Rept I kept checking back to other experiences of | 

the same sort, but non-Club, As the head of our newly established Game 

Divn, for instance, my first officiel assignment had been to "get the | 

dope on all this talk about the ‘woods being full of dry does'’". I had 

asked how long a time I should have to do it in, Twenty million acres | | 

was a lot of country ‘ e « “Sw hell; put same cruisets into the yards | 

right away & heve ‘em run lines & tally separeatly 811 the does & bucks ) | 

they jump" @ had been told by a leading Commissioner, | 

I had stalled et that, & got him to tell me over & over until another . | 

Commissioner caught my distress signal & came in fast: "Yuh dam fool, | 

by th' time they're yarded up th' bucks have shed off their antlers". é 

"Huh? What's that? . z ‘ Oh! Well go do it your own way then,” It ; | 

took about three years, but when we put ‘em out our tallies stuck, Tho ) 

buck-doe-fawn ratios, district by district, avetaged thus & so, The 1 | 

woods were not full of dry does - and we could prove it. | 

In '89, during a Comm field trip, ae taken 'em into a browsed-out | ; 

corner of a deer-yard to "read the sign" & mebby help me worry some, i 

But it had been some 5 years later before the seriousness and signific- 

ance of thet had soaked in far enough to generate officiel resognatdena | | 

4nd so on, : |
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It was with such backgrounds thet I read the Leopold eriiias, ena on 

I read I kept wnidering what manner of comment I might properly make, - , 

You had assured me that you wanted my personal (entirely unofficiel) 

"reactions", but even so I'd long since learned to beware of suchee. So 

very difficult to deal with such affairs without being misunderstood! . | 

But I'd seen you among the biological Tops of the University and so could 

be sure that you wouldn't shy or run out on me if I should refer to the 

"egological camplex", "limiting factors" or the like, ; | 

In professional capacity I found that, item by item, I was chesking 

right along with Leopold, The technology of the diagnosis, prognosis | 

& treatments susgested seemed to me very OK, If the Club wanted the 

type of results suggested by L., then the type of proceedures as he 

suggested, would be necessary: i e herdly at all optionel. 

That part of it would be, really, e sort of engineering. ° . Given 

this site and specified traffic to carry, the bridge must have such & | 

such capacity, plus so & so for margins, etc, 

But thet, I suspected, wasn't the sort of comment you would want from 

me. The key item, as it doped it, was in that "If"(the Club wants etc). 

What would the Club finally decide that it did or didn't "want" as "policy"? 

To date, as is read it (mostly between the lines and from the precedents 

of sueh-like outfits) your outfit had been a very normal or typicel wild- : 

lend outfit: mostly just tinkering along pheasantly (& kid@-in-sanapile?). | | 

No reason why not, either - seeing that you had originally gotten into t 

Se nicely stable climax formation where no minor tinkerings would be ept 

to make much difference one way or the other. | 

But now your people were begining to hunch that mebby the o14 combins- 

tions were not any more dependable . . .« & Leopold was confirming thet | | 

& telling you why. In effect he was saying that your local stage of | 

Sere is nearing hair-trigeor status, And that while some tinkering 1 

with a Model @ combination may even: make it run better (& whether you | 

"know just what you dia to it" or not) that hair-trigser combinations |
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won't stand tinkering with. When a main bearing gets burnt out, bey Gila j | 

| end inner tube won't help, | 

the forests of that district are slow-grown and old - big patches of 

‘em begining to "go back", Commercial loging has begun to crowd you ; 

& the modern truck (instead of reilroad) has indefinitly changed the 

"chances" next due to be in slash. Any slash quite certeinly moans | | 

more or less fire - & some UP fires have run in old virgin stands. | 

fire or no, Slash means more summer range for doer - and with the yet i 

Ok yerds shrinking fast from year to year, . . Yes,I'd guess your layout | 

to be getting into hair-trigger status - and no quick, easy or sure way | 

to set it out, either, | 

So what? Why you can take e chance on somehow tinkering it if & when 

it begins to break; or you can try to see it caning and get ready for it | 

- a8 Leopold is suggesting, I don't see that you have any other options: 

xcept as you might decide to play out the string, as-is, and set your | | 

mouths fixed to pull out if & when the old combination goes too much | | 

caflooie, : | | 

Do your people know what has been going on of late over Turtle Lake ) 

Club way? They didn't see it coming; tinkered too long, perhaps, | | 

Se¥e%e%e Ms | 

There is another aspect to all this, of course, but Leopold has ) 

dealt with it so competently that I shall not attempt to comment on it | | 

direetly, Besides its apt to be "delicate" & risky for a such-es-me | | 

to handle, : ’ | | 

Going at it high-brow & in the abstract, I judce thet all these : 

"conservation affairs” come with threo built-in phases, In any given | 

equation the relative values of each may differ a lot, and/or may : 

Shift indefinitly and suddenly - so as to unbelence the whole thing, | 

Call ‘em the Technical, the Economic & the Social; always linked, | 

I think (& ask me sometime to explenify about my "bi o-primos”, ) |
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My notion is thet no individual/project of proposition can be : | 

correctly solved for, except as all three phases are kept properly | 

integrated, The Tech & Ec involve mostly the tangibles - as of biology, 

investments of money, time, effort etc, The Social runs into the | 

intangibles of as-is Homo ~ "satisfaction valuations", "interest ratings" 

& the like:- ie where Homo (sap) "feels" instead of "thinks", This | 

sort of "value" does not equate with the other two sorts, but is often 

the dominent element in a given equetion, S : | 

Via Leopold, Hubbs et 81, the Tech of your equation will be well 

teken care of, Your Ec, I take it, will come in relativly low-pressure | 

forms, Heretofore you have rather ignored the Soc phase (or like enough 

assumed or pretended it wasn't there) ,but Leopold is now telling you | | 

that there’s a lot of it in your equation. . . You ere in the status i | 

of trustees with at least pro tem control over e Sumpin which has very : 

large and peculiar "values" (of non-economic sort), He suggests that | : 

your outfit acknowledge those values and orient your policies accordingly, | 

He is saying, if I get him correctly, that playing it that way may be | 

@_ lot more fun than the heretofore way. | 

fo some of your Members, I presume,that will sppear as just hooie... | 

& will be + if they do their figuring in the Tech & Ec phases only. 

Se Xo Xe %o%e Xe : | 

ZI had this pretty much written out, up to here, yesterday, & had | | 

sorta bogged down for a seemingly OK way to taper it off, But in the - ! 

‘Ms mail I received what I enclose, from Lansing, | 

One item is a letter now 10 years old: Opie to George, March '29, | 

The then question wes as. to proper Department "policy" in respect to | | 

® Certain small pretty-much-wildorness area in Emmet County, As head | 

of the Game Division I'd inherited that as a (pseudo) Game Refuge, 

I'd cruised & mapped it myself ani had devoloped "feelings" as to its | 

Proper future, When the local boomers crowded me too hard, I'd | 

sotten the then Supt of Parks to "take it over" as a special sort of Park,



When the pressures (to be practical ete) got too heavy, the 6 * 

question went to the Commission, What should the official "policy" be 

jn sueh connection? D4a an exceptional piece of extra-nice real-wild | 

country ete, have "special values" such as & Governot-appointed Comm 

night or must "recognize"? As to thet Commr Titus, (now in his 2nd 

6-year texm) tola shat ireeben of the Department whet you will read | 

in the enclosed, | | 

Enough more Commrs egreed with him (even 10 years ago) so that the 

road afan't go thru, Last spring, again (they never stop trying) the 

pro-road boomers came at us agein, with a atrong (Chamber of Commerce eta) | 

delegation, And found themselves faced up by a still stronger delegation . 

of grimefaced people (self-assembled by wire & cane s-runnin), Very | 

uncomfortable, I thought, in the presence of such "feelings" as were : | 

Im ovident, heving listenea to both delegations, the Comm agsin said: "Ho | 

road. We're leaving that (one little) chunk slone”, | | 

My outfit mostly deals with the Tech & Ec phases, but it has burnt | 

itself so often, & sometimes so badly, that it doesn't any meretiaul : 

forget to figgér in the third element of these "conservation" equations, | 

But when some Practical Party demands of us that we tell him what | | 

posterity ever:done for him, we can't tell him that we don't know how | | 

to equate intangible with tangible abighekic daa tice to get away from ! 

uherever the se4a Party 4s holédng forth, | | 

I'd like to get the enclosures back sometime; agin I get going with | | 

@ wy Inside History of Cyn in Mich, It will, no doubt, have a nice chapter ) | . 

on Glubs & Clubbers, and in this I shall no doubt explain = some peel | | 

all their birches, some only a few, and some go to the bother of putting 

white paint on the sears of the old peelings, | 

rvt 
PSL | 

|
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Dissertation for Ruhl et al iW 

) 

Your now-some-weeks~old Memo says that you & yours have been reading ay | 
Memo to the 3-Outfit Committee (UofM, MSC & Dept), and then asks me a question, } 

; 

I'd said to the 3-Outfitters, mostly in highbrow, that any such Machinery 
! as ours, must evidently function in three major phases: Administrative, Technical 

& (what I called) Extension, And that to work right all three phases must be kept 
in OK elignment, & well synchronized. | 

The Saird-Wallace Machinery, I claimed, had been elmost totally lacking 
in both Technical & Extension phases, & had therefore firstrm hot & then had been ! 
junked, & rebuilt into the as-now, ! 

| 
| Now, I claimed, our Admin & Bech had come up to a good par, & had become | 

virtually self-tending, but our Extension phase, I thought, was still far from a 
good par with the other two, & evidently needs some further tending to. In a vegue 
wey 2 suggested how that mebby-might be attempted - with all three Outfits (UofM, 

: NSC & Dept) working at it. 

Your Hemo says, in effect: "Them generalities may be OK but take your | 
feet off the mantle & help us fan out how to sell our New & Better Game Dope to our , | 
COse « « Iffen we can't properly sell our N&BD to our own people, how ean we expect 
to sell it fest & easy to the Customers?* 

Your query mostly originated, I presumed, in that long efter your Techs had 
demonstrated that many deer~yards were in serious trouble & that the deer~herds in- | 
creasingly would be, plus the Isle Roysle moose et als, verious of our COs kept right | 
on telling their local people that if really so anywhere at all, nuthin like that nas 
so in the home srea, Prefeming to trust the say-so of the local CO, various news- | 
paper editors had long continued to poo-hoo the Game Divn findings & their painfully 
direct implications. t 

Thus we had gotten all crossed up & badly bottle-necked & you asked me how | 
'#R such combinations might seemingly be "tackled" to better effect. ! 

f I suspected that there was challenge as well as query in it, but it was « | 
very proper query, & I'd rather stuck my chin out in the 3-Cutfit Memo, so I thought } 
to set right down & answer right back quick & neat-likey . . + » & presently found i| 

; that 1 couldn't, Anything like a real reply would require various prior determin- ] 
ations which I couldn't off-hand makes } 

Se this has become « disvertation rather than a Memo & should probably be | 
read that way - i e with slippers on & no crowding, inetead of at the desk between 
‘phone calls. And while more or less pointed at your specific query, I'll really be 
shooting inte the fleck. This, I judge, is not a merely Divisionsl eee 
it's Departmental, . . Institutional. . . probable inter-institutional (all-same 1 

| 
11
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Essential Machinery for OK Medicine, Engineering, Agriculture et ol - as to which I 1 
again list the references quoted in the 3-Outfit Memo: Weiser's "Americen Dector® ud 
& "Tech. Trends" etc) } 

i 

KeXeXoXeXeXe } | 

If we were as clicky an Outfit as we sometimes brag thet we sre, & if your ton 
query were to be handled as a per-se proposition, 1 imagine that an OK answer might toi 
bes Have Fontanna call in Spike, Frenchy, Game & Fish, and put it up to 'em . . } 
How te proceed so as to make our Field Personnel (COs, Hatchery Supts et el) more ii 
effective as brosdcasters © salesmen of the currently New & Better Dope? . 

Some OK answers to thet would be abvious enough, I'd think. For instances I 
i/ Director to issue a General Order to state what would be asked, expected end re- Ti 
wired of all such personnel; 2/ Preperation of what would be moetly correspondence- | 
course presentations of the background for & of the N&ED itself, lecture-sectione to | 
be mailed out at regular intervais & with officially announced intent to hold examin- I 
ations on ‘em during the Schools, or otherwise, (& that official standings would ‘4 
thereafter be considerably predicated on the exams.); 3/ Serious consideration of | 
the School presentations with a view to heoking in the Vofll & MSC & with tie-ins to 1 
the reading-course & all other assigned references; 4/ Specific & increasingly de- 
tailed "coaching” in Extension efforts (such as on-job demonstrations of OK & NG ways i 
to contact local editors, School Supts, CO Agts etc . . . « & hunters & fishing parties 
(curing ereel-census contacts etc) . . . . when & how to hand out what sart of printed tod 
stuff. » « « when to ask for help in public relations work ete etc); 5/ Real con- I 
sideration of OK ways & means to recognize & measure up & give or take credit for good | i 
or poor "sales" by individuals, so fair & effective that it will be at least as valid ' 
as the number of violation cases turned in etc.; 6/ More adequate & decently check- i 
sble ways & means for recognizing & getting action on all such-Like bottle-neckings | | 
anywhere in the entire System (State?) & so as to get into incbeasingly good shspe to Hi 
throw dn more than the Dept can ante alone (as via other Depts & dustitutions, Plan- I 
ning Comm, US Bureaus et al), | 

Something of that sort of procedure, would probably prove practicable & } 
desirable, but it would, really, be predicated mostly on the old-line Educational i i 
Technic & I got my fingers crossed on that in this connection, It works, to be sure, i 
but It takes too long to become effective 28 we evidently need it to be, It isn't | \ 

; adequate for the oecasions, It needs to be supplemented, We should have a set of { i 
socket-wrenches in our kit as well as a monkey wrench or so . « « « f 

E dust shat are we resliy up against . . « « trying to do or get done? i 

| 
How-comée we are now saying that it is important, or essentiel, that our 

s et wl shall become increasingly effective es "salesmen" for our N&B Dope - so i 
that it may & will "feed through" faster into generel-public "understandings" or at |W 
least seceptancies & tolerations? Are we really up against something comparatively i i 
new, or is this Just « too-long neglected phase of something we've been up against I 
right slong? If we're going to do an OK job of disgnosing, prescribing & treating, i} 
we'd evidently getter get the old curves well spotted in before we try to project tem ae 

Going highbrow again, the main thesis of the 3-Outfit Memo wae that any OK | 
Cvn Machinery must have par-to-each-other Tech, Admin & Extension - or else can't work La 

il | | 
iad 
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right, & I cluimed that was a built-in combination perhaps as primary & permanent | | 
as the soil-seed-nodule bact combination for oe If that combination is "right" il 
the alfalfa makes a crop, & otherwise doesn't, ‘unless the out-of-balance factors are | i 
corrected). oan) 

ar. ie 
The test for OK Cvn Machinery working smoothly & well, I claimed, would be \“e | 

ease, speed & safety with which N&@BD was getting generated CENT eae | 
ti , amp (such es ebsorb the bulk of our Ddgetst i 
“aforeement, fire, Fish ame CtC) > i 

t | 
‘nother way of putting it would be the measure of the lag - i © between the | ; 

“availabllity" of N&BD & its generel incorporation into the action-programs: - i e 1 i 
"spplicationse", "use on the job" etc. A ecrub Outfit will have much such lag; en t 
out~in-front Outfit will have little of it. i | 

1 || 

Your query notes that we have some, & too mich, & you ssk what we mebby~ Hl 
night do to get rid of it, or to shrink it. ) Toi 

XeXeXeXeXeXs || : 
Wl 

“ell, what would be the technic & procedure for tackling an alfalfa~—type | | 
difficulty? i 

Here we have various contingents of Homo-critters, each with quite-pre- i | 
dictable behavior-patterns which tend to repeat over & over. ; | 

a 
ast you (we) want, need, must get if we con, is « form of polarization Td 

so that most of ‘em (anyway the key contingents) are oriented the same way - - & 
will be re-oriented readily, promptly & without serious friction as per the N&BD. tt } 

|| 
The question is how to rig so as to get such re-orientetions more prompt! i ! 

& dependable than they are now, & with the CO bottle-necking as a type specimen of Hy 
the sort of thing we're evidently up against. ii 

1 onl 
All right, let's try to locate the Limiting factors & then hunt uy & test i 

out Likely-Looking controls therefor. } 

But first of all let's see what seems more or less available & pertinent ; | 
by way of precedents, backgrounds, mebby perallel technic which has worked ete, Or } | 
which hasn't worked. 4ike enough there'll be curves to plot. Wo 

t W 

: Most of this Cvn stuff will be in the general Homo-in-habitat frame and } } 
with Agriculture the mejor land-use & with plenty of data from which to plot its ae 
curve. From the Old Testament feller who stuck up peeled poles at the water-holes | 1 
to influence the color of to-be~born cattle, to Hunt & his tabulations & computations + Hl 
in re genetics, would plot out, wouldn't it? aoa 

In "Concepts & Contours" & in the "Silcox Letter" I was plotting at such i | | 
curves with reference to the later phases of this farm-forest-ete history, & again Se || 
in the "Harmonizing Conflicts" ete, & with the general theory of what we're really i | 
= against perhaps best worked up in the "Ecological Engineering” (Acad Sci) Contri- yom | 

tions ai 
| iy | 

f ql 
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Engineering & Medicine are evidently in the same frame: ali homo-tinker- i | | 
habitat, & with the sequences repeating over & over, seezs to més | y 

th! 

From another angle 1 judge that the typical Machinery of Modern Business i | | 
will have considerable significance, & that the auto-makers will be well out in Ih HH 
front with that. 

| 
They also are set to operete in three major phases which probably pretty } i 

much parallel ours. | 

Their Engineering (research & test laboratories, proving grounds & all : . 

the Campus-stuff hooked in therewith) will be as our "Tech". Their Production 1 || 
(assembly of raw materials, fabrication & finished products etc) will be as our i 
action=programs in re Fire, Enforcement, Hatcheries, Nurseries, Refuges etc, And | 

their Sales & Service (advertising, demonstrations, local agents, garages etc) will i 
be as cur Education-public-relations etc. } | 

if anything clows or stops their Sales, their whole series gets backed up I 
& bottle-necked, & if they keep on producing anyway, presently they get badly over- i 
extended at the banks - just as with us, I take it. | 

But they have rigged (or had the breaks?) so that their Customers have come i 
to expect New & Better Models every little while, & that the N&B as offered, will be I 
nore satisfactory than the Old Models, 4nd something equivalent to that is what we're i | | 

now trying to get rigged for, isn't it? | 
nh 

In those torus, the behavior of our recslcitrant Cis et al, would be called } ji 
what? "Sales resistance", wouldn't it? . . « « Heli then, shat might We mebby learn Tih) 
from the standard proeedures of business in overcoming such "resistance"? What are Hy | 
"talking points", for instance? Bhy does it seem very important that the Local Agent qe 
shall have some of the Latest Models right in his window, & why is it that all the an Yl 
baits are put out to get the Customers & “rospects into look~see, question-asking, i ii 
come-take-a-ride contacts with the Salesman? Any why is it that the Selesmen are | | | 
specially recruited & coached for that sort of contact. & that the local agent him 1 ans 
self & the mechanics out back, are not expected or required to sell a car-a-month 1 

while they're resting? | 
' ae a 

May we property consider our COs, Forest, Hatchery, Park & Refuge ete Wh! 
people as our Local Agents & expect ‘em to tend to Sales along with what else they're on 
mostly doing, or is that a bum parallel? 4nd is it any more reasonable to ask or ex- 
pect thet our Techs shall be good salesmen, than to ask it of the auto-outfit's i oh 

; Engineers? |} 

In like manner I'd figger that there were many & very intimate parallels | 
between our outfit & the machinery specially devised to "sell" the H&B Dope in farming: ats 
County Agent & the rest of the now-standard "Ixtension Work" . . . « &1 recently heard yw 
Pres. Shaw say over the Farm Hour hookup that it is "auch easier to generate, test out i ih 

» & prove N&B etc, than it is to carry it to the people who most need it". f I | 
| i} 

How did that sort of service-effort get to be called "Sxtension", enyway? i 
Was the idea of it "toe extend" the effective functions of the Campus beyond the bound- 1 
aries of the per-se Campus? Any why was it found to be important to do that via such a | ! 
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specislized mechanism instesd of via lectures, bulletins, test-plot demonstrations Yi 
ete? Any what's the significance of the very considerable efforts made by MAC & euch- i] 
like outfite with their "Farmer's Daye" & the elaborate shows they then put on? | | 

} 
Just how & where does this sort of Extension compere or contragt with the 1 i 

Sales efforts of the Business Outfits - & with standard "Edueational"® technic & pro- ihe 
cedures? | 

All three evidently have common fundamentals: Special personnel & facil- | i | 
ities for locating & making generally available N & B Dope, Models, Technic ete. As aod 
such N&B is generated, tested & OK'd for general use, it sutometically makes the Older Hh 
end once~best dope, models ete Go Sour, + & as the currently N & B "takes hold", "| . 
"soake in", "is demonstrated" ete the Customers get "sold" (or “educated"?) & there= | ia 
after “prefer", "demand", "expect", "want", "do", & otherwise reorient themselyes & | | 

The job of getting the Customers so reoriented to the currently N & B, is Hl 
"salesmanship", "education" or what we're calling "extension work". The objectives | 
are the same -— to rig so thet groups of "interested" Homo-critters shall "decide" to |) 
buy, believe, think, secept, do, try, etc, as per the findings of relatively few Tech- | 
nologists who are trained to dope & do with the Scientific Method, The essence of that, 1 
of course, is to be everlastingly curious as to why things heppen as they do. If & as tl 
that is correctly doped & "understood" & tended to, it becomes incressingly practicable 7, || 
te "make" things happen pro bono Homo (as the same may currently appear). i} 

} 

The differences between Salesmanship, Education & Extension are in the i | i 
technic employed in efforts to get (or *noke®?$ the Homo-critters react in pre-doped iil 
asnner, & on the assumption that having so reacted they will later on (if not right | 
away) "be glad" they did. i} 

ia) 

If these efforts are decently "sound" & on—th'-square in trying for what is Wl i 
due to prove out pro-bono-homo they are considered to be kosher; - but otherwise become Wo 
"propaganda", “high-pressuring" "misleading" ete . . . » & such-like will normally be I 
dangerous or unsafe for Outfits to use if they expect to stey-put & safe for any length i i 
of time, | | 

owe | i 
So a certain contingent of, seemingly key personnel, needs some re-orienting, i 

& you sre asking me how I think that might well be "tackled", Hh! 

I've answered: “Like any other item of an ecological complem . .. . Locate to) 
the Limiting fectors & devise controls therefor", Sut that's teo general to use, of { I 

course, so I says “Plot up some curves & see c'n we dope the probably OK projection | 

of this one » « « o", & I've commented that many similar combinations have been put tt If 
wider control via the technics of selling, teaching & “extension” - ~ so some mixture ia 
of those should mebby be OK for this combination, & the many other such which we aust | | 
evidently expect; but that's too general, too, so let's restate the proposition . . « 1 i 
Because of yet-to-be factora. "sales resistances" some of our key personnel has too 1 oat 
much lag in the rete af which our N&@BD is getting effectively absorbed & redistributed / 
to our Customers . . . . Can\we reduce or eliminate such lags by more effective mixing | I} 

of the several control technics now more or less standerd for such cases? Pont 
| a 
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That's increasingly like the alfalfa proposition, ien't it? “hat then 1 
might be the normal & to-be~expected lime-deficiency & lag? Plotting up the curves | 
of our several Divisions to date, might index thet, perhaps, ae 

Ali of ‘em will evidently be concave, with the line rising on slow & easy fe i 
slants but having well defined breaks to steeper slopes whenever something came in 
to speed up the "flow", ‘Those would be the places where the currently N&BDope "took i 
hold® so ss to get incorporated into the action-programs. I} | 

1} 
. Yor Gane, for instance, there'd be a sharp up-tip when the law stopped | 

narked hunting, when the gun-license & fees-for-enforcement began, and so on through ii 
enti-dogging for deer, as the l-buck law “ go on tock hold . . « « & so on to the | 
Saird-Jones pseudo-Kefuges., As of about '26 that line would begin to go up faster & Tt 
faster, wouldn't it? I) 

Same sort of curve for Fish, “arly experimenting with seasons & limits, | i 
enforcement etc, & then a large jump as the hatchery—technic came in, in '70s? Then | | 
another as S“etvlaar brought in the then new technic & still more as the Institute got I} 
going, & as the rod-license funds came in to implement everything considered currently ij 
OR. | | 

Wire affairs likewise . . . » Yraggy thru the pioneering & lumbering days, i| | 
then an up-slant as the first real (Pearson-Oates) orgenization got going, more as th | 
the Peterson-Baird towers began to go in, and then a big jump as the Titus-ioss- dy | 
Stewart combination began to click, | | 

ft | 

For lands, the Ed davens et al bottle-neck kept the curve nearly flat long \ } i 
after all the other Divisions were up-slanting fast. 1 } 

Wh 
The Ed Novak & McGillivry efforts may have put in some dots but there wasn't ue 

any "Sdueetion® line until the Grand Rapids Taxerdermist came in, & there wes no con- oan Wal 
siderable up-slant to it until Baquin teok over. i | 

{ | 
The general pattern of all those curves will be similar, going up concave, i 

in steps. The risers will represent what? The place when N&BD (having previously | 
become “svailable"), actually got "sold" to the budget-making Admins & co began to | 
be incorporated in the action programs? | | 

A |] 
What then heve been our “normal” intervals between the first OK "availa- | | 

bility” & largeesesle (4 ¢ more than "oxperimental") action-program uses thereof? oa 
| 

; Has anybody tried out such plottings? If not, why not I dunno. | 

What is a proper ratio between the totals of what is spent on given action- I t 
programs & what is — on "investigations" from which N&BD is apt to generate? what I lf 
is it's average for iness, Agriculture, & thru our Outfit, Divn by “ivn? | | 

4s a matter of fact dg our present average lag serious, or increasing; or q I I 
ie it merely that we are becoming conscious of it & increasingly irritated rr i} 
Or is it that previously there was so little N&BD generating (in Mich or anywhere, H 
thet it was weak & impotent, & that of late so much of it is generating (In Mich & ‘4 j 
elsewhere) that the “pressure” of it has been increasing in ratio to the old-Line i I j 
“imin ete content to stay-put even tho the Old Yope has gone somewhat Sour? Or is i fi Ht 

imi 
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it that with only a Little of it to be carried, the old channele, vehicles ete I 
(Outdoor Pages, official releases, movies etc) were decently adequate to keep it : i | 
"flowing", but with the recent rapid pitk<ups in the rate at which it is generating, | 
the old channels, wehicles etc, no longér are adequate? | 

yt 
You asked me how this might well be "tackled"... . Itm suggesting what | } 

sort of analysis or what sorts of date (in re Extension ete) might "prove suggestive" i 
Af this phase of our Outfits major affairs were to be gone after as we Se go after 
the limiting factors & controls therefore when the proposition involves alfalfa, grouse, { 
deer, trout et al, i) 

ily notion is that our Extension-work, right now, is in ebout the stage Game | 
was some 10 years back - - i © just beginning to feel out what it is really up against, | 
& rather helplese for lack of tools & personnel & technic adequateto the occasions. | ) | 

énd I further notion that the average Tech (us Campus "trained") is as imept, 1 | 
incompetent, clumsy, imorant & prejudiced in re effective or clever “xtension-vork, as I 
is the aterage CO in re his cupacity &/or inclinction to absorb & get going sith the 
Clistribution of your N&BD, “ith his chance to do his duff bottle-naked by the too-slow 
rate at which it "sells" to the budget-makera & the Customers, he has consistently run | 
out on that, prefering to monkey with refinements of genetics, as it were, BO as to | 
nebby get an acid-tolerent alfalfa, rather then heul marl to neutralize the sourness Hy | | 
of the soil, 1 | 

1 
KoXoXeXeXeXe | 

{ 

Wh That would probably be the OK place to sign off on this, for now, but various th 
fragments of this 'n that seem "qvailable" & apt to prove useful or significant - if & | 
when somebody really "tackles" this sort of "problem" (instead of being content to funble Hi! around with it) so I'm dropping ‘em into the pot herewith. th 

Seles resistances of this type, as I suspect, sre normally derived from | | 
previous nae of too-simple formulas, slogans etc, Those will probably have i 
been aseisted & accented by the official agencies which themselves got badly over-sold He 
& thereby intensified the bottle-necking, Some of that may be inevitable, but a lot of | | 
it is just the same sort of recalcitranceyou're complaining of in some of the COs, | 

| 

The manner in which the l<buck law became ge crosanct hooie, for instence. i { 
/ 3 | 

Or the similarly oversold "can't have too ray feces or farmers", & with 
the U © Dept of Ag & MSC et allfor o generation or so Aoining in the chorus (or i 
sneeking out, fiddling away with their bows greased etc). ai 

Or the WS Forest Service religously peddling the slogan: "Everybody loses tt 
then timber burna” end finally getting to believe that ecrub o ak, popple et al is sll- toil 
some "timber", & to be protected from fire regardless of cobts, ~ & regardless of what i 
once~OK game country gets bummed up, | 

i } 

Or the manner in rhich the foresters have helged slong the “populer (Sis?) 1) 
understanding” that "reforestation" (vis nand-planted pine) is The Answer, & that no i 
tatter how lean & poor, any lend will be somehow Suved if so Planted, omit 

any 
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Or the manner in which pheasant & liver-minnie “restockings" came to be fH | 
considered The 4nswer (if there ig one) - & who cares what wild-bred stocks ere al- Ht 
ready there & mebby so as to be cronding the local carrying capscity? tl 

#{th so many such over-simple, inadequate or hooie action=program formulas q | 
go badly over-sold, before we can expect to "sell" N&BD, we mst evidently expect to Ri 
demonstrate that it is in the picture at all, 1 | 

i} 
Por such un~selling I'd expect that there would be a chance for some special || 

technic, to procesd mostly via indirections so as to sneak up on the blind side & put { 
the skids under gently. ii 

y 

Such un-selling operatione will really be "debunking", 1 judge, & nothing TT 
I know of does it better or more gently than tsking "inventory". A part of that, of Wy 
course, aust involve getting the (readily cheekable?) dope with which to anszer the 1 
question: & are # cht now & it e or du & k for money spe \ 
like that? - re e in the standard setieaaeeareas i 

Once the answers to that question begin coming, enother question gets asked 
almost automatically: "Could we mebly spend such money so as to get beck more for it - 
or_get it auicker ~ or more certeiniy? | 

Once those questions get to fermenting strongly, & we'll have switched into 
gear just about everything the Techs heave in their kits, won't we? And no matter how | 
oversold, content with the as-is, or stupid a budget-maker or Customer may be, he can ql 
hardly Let himself appear 4s minterested or to be bucking the answer-gettings fot j ! 
those questions, can he? They sorta short~circut & by-pass the obstructions which so | \ 
often bottle-neck The Works, I judge. | 

th! 
XeXeKeXeXeXe An 

The distinction between Education (in the Campus sense) & Extension (as ! 
I've been ueing it) evidently needs exposition & I judge we've often been gummed up 1 
for lack of its i } i 

~duestionsl technic, &@ le schools otc, exalts & apotheosises "the higher | 
intellectual functions" - i e "facts", "logic", “reason” ete. The official object- Hl | | 
ive is to encourage @ facilitate Homo in being "rationcl", "intelligent" ete. | 

In doing this the Educators have gotten eo over-sold that they tend to ig- 1) 
B) nore or to smear all Homo behaviors, reactions ete which cre pot dominantly rational, iH 

intelligent ete. The standard Campus pretense &/or illusion or run-out, is that Homo I 
can & should be "educated", "conditioned" so that the critter thereafter will not much, i} 
if eny, (or anyway not in public) behave like a mammal, All the while, of course, every- | fj)! | 
vody knows he will, but the polite Campus fiction is that he (she & at} will not (after ty | 
having hac some 20 years exposure to the class-rooms). i 

1 il 
Having been so conditioned on & by the Campus expesures, most of our Techs || i 

have absorbed so much of this hooie that they expect the Customers to be consistently Tq 
interested in & respectful of the fact-significance-rational formule . . . o& when | 

that doesn't seem to work, such Techs are just stopped, stuck, helpless, don't know Hi 
vhat to do (except cuss the budget-mekers, legislators & other Admin} of course). nti 

i 
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The point is that properly seasoned Admins etc, don't expect sny Homo to f i | | 

be much, often or dominantly rational & intelligent. 1 in| 

They know im advance that the critters will most of the time be reacting | || 

to stimuldi & inhibitions which will have little or nothing to do with the Campus +I 1 | 

formla (or is it dogma?) . . « » & they therefore play along accordingly. Pil ii 

So do skillful advertisers, politicians, evangelists © «11 the rest of the i| 

professionals whose main business it is to get Homo-groups strongly polarized & ori- i 

enteds Most of those, of course, sre entirely wiliing to use toxic ingrediente in the tl 

stuff they peddle. | 

Extension technic splits the difference... . It starts off on the under~ | 

standing that the job is to orient & stimulate group reactions & behavior-patterns yy 

which shall work out inte pro-bono-homo-statue, In doping & doing this the Extner will i | | 

not use toxic ingredients. 4nd he won't expect his Gustomers to be much or often or i |i 

dominantly "rational" ete, Like the sdvertizer et al, he knows in advence that auch or | 

nost of the time the critter's behavior patterns will be framed via inetincts, habits, hl | 

emotions, endocrines ete, & he will use fact-logic ete mostly as bait, & then only 

vnere At seems to vork, hen it doesn't work, or doesn't work fest or dependably Wi) 

enough, instead of being stopped, stuck & helpless, (ag the nuthin-else-but Campus | 

Tech would be) the OK ®xtn-feller contrives & devises bait & drift-fences & banans- | 

peel arrangements which do work, (well enough to make a bet on & until better bait a | 

ete is located). | | 

“ 
| 

The Kdugstor is chiefly concerned with the intangibles of “naturel law" & | 

may cere very little as to whether there are effective hook-ups with current action- } ' } 

programs, (so long as his dope is “scientifically” pure). | qi 

The dxtension feller is also concerned with intangibles in that he must be I | 

selling "ideas", convictions that the sequences of cause & effect are thus & so etc, oy } | 

but his main job is to bridge across between the Latest & Best Dope (as per Campus, my 

Exceriment Station ete) & specific action-program hookupse I 
i \} | | 

The Selesmen will be dealing mostly with tangibles getting sold & paid for, i I i 

but en route he will expect to mest & circumvent sll manner of Homo whis, prejudice, | 

igorance & suchlike non-rationals, Hl 
; . 

When the Eduestor hes done his stuff so as to make it stick, the Customers | i) 

are due to be intelligent - where the Extnr is content if they have have been so ori- Wi 

ented that thereafter they will act (react?) as tho they were. | 
z mt 

' The nuthin-else-but Salesman has made his stuff stick when the Customer is 1 | 

stuck & doesn't know ite I | 

The educational system doesn't work well except as the Customers can be put j ‘| i 

| & kept in duress (i ¢ "schools" of one sort or another). Beesuge there is continuous Hed 

| punishment to be taken along with the use of the “higher intellectual functions", | fi 

Teacher has to keep ‘em uncomfortable &/or scared, or bribed... + ususlly all three, | | I 

& with indifferent results «t that, 1 i 

A few of the Customers, if kept at it for 20 years or so, finelly "leurn" to a 

"Learn from reading" « « » » even get so they “Like” it (or mebby just have the habit). iW | 

| ‘ven go there is apt to be little "heavy" reading, & that moutly under come sort of 1 i \ 

| Guress, "professionel price* or some such, | 1 , 
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The normal excuse for run-outs from such "heavy" reading, are "leck of Pein) 
tine". Lack of capscity &/or inclination will usuelly be more accurate, 1 judge, it 
& there ig punishment in it - for (nearly?) everybody, “hatdid you say to yourself, Wl 
for instance, as you picked up this Mes and gathered that you might be expected to wR 
read it "clear thru"? Dida't you flinch? Wh 

I'm wondering whether we heven't been considerably over-estimating the | ii 
potency of our printed stuff? “ebby we've run into diminishing returns. What re- i 1 
turns have we been getting from such investments, & how check up to see whether ne 1 | 
can't contrive & devise to get more, get ‘em quicker & more dependably? I suppose { 
that newspaper people, like educators & technologists, could get over-sold on what ih! 
they're used to © therefore “Like” & "sre handy sith", & so that they would keep on | 
with the familiar Old Dope even tho N&BD hed somewhat made it Go Sour. qT 

Was it a Famous Educator who said? "What we should Learn from experience | | | 
is how poorly & slowly we learn"? (4 e from experience or eny other way?) Mh 

I'm fumbling, of course, but my notion is thet there is a very consider- 
able & very importent distinction between the Bd & the Extn . . . . & thet the nub 1 || 
of it is that where the Ea (as it works OK) actually “teaches” tom to use some of tT 
the currently "best" tools (going it sole), the Extn will induce conficer Hh 
(understanding &/or <convietion?) that such tools can & should at be used (on | 
vhatever sort of proposition as is currently involving Homo in his habitet affairs). | 

} 
When Jack publishes his telly on pheasants seen, tuken ete, & then puts | 

out his table of yearly averages, he is "using the tools". then he & Ben offered H I i 
to help Gistribute "Hhite-tails" they were reacting to inductions & saying to the in | 
Customers? “Here's what seoms to be N&BD which we judge better be put into action- i 
program gear": —- i e we had succeeded in inducing Big ILI effects which the Page Ii hi 
editers were helping us re-brosdeast to the Customers, (with "induction" used in a | 
the electrical sense). oan HK 

We 
Here, 1 take it, we were clicking & doing in our particuler field, what Tl | 

has become quite etandard in Incineering, Medicine, Agriculture, Public Health et a 
al see. ie getting the Customers "sold", "content", "persusded", "oriented", Hi 
"polarized" ete so that they would realize, understand, ascume, take for granted tt 
ete, thats | i 

I these here (deer et al) affairs are a durn-sight more complex than I'd Wh 
figgered they were . . . « dang if not . . «+ Hl 

5 I 

II go durn tengled up that I c'n see I ain't myself o-goin for ta git around | 
to check up on all them propositions, see sll them places, talk to all them Th! 
fellers, read «ll them bulletins, reports ete & git ta be a Top, myself (so | 
as to go it solo in my om right} ‘eee | , 

III so I gotta sorta leave it to them fellers as is a-gittin out these-here figgers I | 

on deer-drives, pickups & so on, & puttin out them bulletins & movies & magazine I \ 
pieces & so on. » « « Guess that may be OK, too - so long as 1 c'n fel decently } 
safe in trusting ‘em - - to know their stuff & to be decently on-th'~sqpare, of ' 

course, & I'll just sorte keen my fingers crossed on them two itewe « + «+ « | | 
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Ho-hum, I guess that's IT - what we are or ought to be doing or trying | ‘il } 
for « « « » wheat it ali about . . . « technical competence getting a chance to do 
ite stuff & the Customers somehow “induced” (in both senses) to take « chance thet vn | 
our Outfit is fit to be trusted - - to get The Dope &\figger where & how to use it, I 
on-th'=job, | 

d 

Thatvabout it? If so, then what we're really trying to "sell", is the Hl 
proposition that we are decently competent & on-th'~job, sre decently on-th'!—square | 
& therefore are considerably fit to trust, (at least if somewhat watched & made to Hi 
show forth?) . i | } 

ty 
To get or keep such confidence, we'd better expect to earn it, & not try Th 

to get by with declarations of intent & purity plus this or that which may involve | 
no telling how much hocus~poeus, (qeve as per dictionary . « "juggler's trick" etc), ; 

| 
4s a matter of fact, 1 judge that there has been & probably is considerable | 

hocus-pocus in ouromn affairs, Mich & other, Dept &/or Campus, & Admin, Tech & Extn. i H | 

Of the lists of "research projects" put in by the UcfM, HSC & us, so good 
many items were dressed up & garnished to look & sound more valid & respectable than i 
they really were, don't you think? Every sub-outfit putting a best foot forward us || 
it were, so's to show the Deans & Commrs et al how busy & important everybody is || 
with the bigod Contributions? . . . « Just what gage of the lot were primarily doped | a 

. and listed for to Advance Understanding & Help th' Gause etc, © what % had mostly to Wh || 
do with Getting Another Technical Paper Inte Print \thereby helping the Researcher)? H || 

How much of our old "planting of clip-wing cucks to develop local breeders", H | 1 
end fussing around with the "Mercy Bullet" etc were wholly on the square & thought | 
of on the inside as they were offered to the Customers? How much did Baird really 1h || 
expect from his transplanted elk & reindeer, or we from our Isle Royele moose? #hen | 
Seird "closed the feeder streams", & when 10 years later we “opened” ‘em, was either (om) 
bunch really trying to help the Customers ~ or was it mostly just "putting on a show"? I i 

: ; How much of what we do is, basically, Circus et Ponem, (to keep the Custo- Hh 
mers quiet) & how much of it is on the basis of sober investment such as (really @ Hl 
wunk out) has a good chance of paying good long-run dividends? | | 

He 
Today we shake out heads & sneer at Baird et al & their shipping of Same | | 

Farm pheasants into the cut-over districts year after year, at the reinceer "experi- || i 
ment", at the Refuge boundary posts set a rod apart to hold up a single wire & 30-ft | FI 
fire-Lines on the boundaries with none at all inside, ete ete, not to mention the | 

 coops of fancy pheagsents & the bear-wolf dens at Mason . . « « Buty as of 10-20 years an | | 
from now how will the people then in charge of cvn operations, be feeling & talking | FI 
about what was going on in '38? « « « « Xk-million pine trees planted to date in Hl 
“reforestation” & no reports or questions as to the acres of OK-prospect pine-foreet nf 

Stands surviving eas of 5-10-l5<year intervals, or es to the coste<per-units so i | 
established —- to date, & as projected to merchantability, with all the annual over- | yh 
head of protection, administration, anticipated losses en route etc, compounded & Mt 

balanced out « « « « q 

XX billion hatchery & rearing-pond fish, produced & planted to date & at a 
total costs of $i, and each year more millions poured out without any attempt to i | 
presdetermine uhat Wild" fish are already present, or how the existing populations ih 

compare with the current carrying capacities .» . « « || 

an | | 
Ue!
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| 
Pheasents still being produced at the game~farm even tho the officials if in charge are dubious as to whether such Spendings are not entirely futile - but a\ "afraid to stop" eee 

| 

Deeryards in bad trouble and Outfit's own people saying they are not; & i | a lo-year interval between the Comms first sight of « browsed-out yard (Hogarth- i Commn field trip to Alpena, summer '28?) & official request to legislature for | authority to do sompin in re same . . « « 
| 

Elaborate plans for a CCC dam to flood a flat & thereby (mebby) create a new lake-~marsh, & merely off~hand hope~uesses thet it may de more good than j herM «6 « « @ 
| ; 

Any such list might or would be about how iong? Where, when & how much | (I'm asking) are we, as an Outfit, "fit to trust” — in competence &/or good faith? Hl How much of what we do is mostly Penem et Circus, or kid~in-sandpile, or just rat- Hh hole stuff? . . . « Or just milking away at the Sacred Cows? (in bone-headed good 1 faith). 

i dunno, but 1 gotta notion what they'li be saying of usfone "5Seplus. th) 
| 

4nd that it's easier to be pro-tem safe via being slick, than to be long- } run souhd vie being enart, 
| 

Generalized, I suppose, The Job is to try to set up & tinker the Machin- | ery so that it (we?) shall be (as such things go) both safe & sound. [ 

fe shall not be safe except as the Customers continue to feel that we I sre to be decently trusted to know our stuff & keep it decently tended to, i hil 

on We shall not be sound except ss we keep the N&BD generating & flowing an | i inte the action=-prograns without protracted lags, 
| | 

k KeXeXoXeXeXe H i 
He now heve plenty such legs, getting worse & more numerous, perhaps, because the stesdy flow of N&BD in re evn (especially Game & Fish) dian't get started | until so late & therefore hasn't had time to soak inte general Sustoner understand- a ings & acceptancies as it did with Wedicine, Agriculture & “ngineering. Most of the hf Customers have long been badly over=sold te too-simple O&SD, So we must contrive & Hl || devise to um~seli enough of the Sour in order to get the N&BD flowing (into the ection n © programs) in at least fair proportion te the rate at which it is getting generated, ae | 

To do this we must evidently mix up an OK mess of the old-line idul & new= Hl! line Extn, & evéh thorthecmitture is OK, I suspect that we must rig to take it out i & seld it ag per the recent ‘ameron preachings in the Ford Sunday Hour, Like enough | ve'll have to do this via bypassing various of our “gs & other people for ea while . Hh | + « « Surround & pociiet ‘em if they can't be fetched along (but I'm betting they can be, ql i if we don't derewi en thc @ld-line duress~eduestional too much)» \ 

Wheat we mostly want, I take it, is Big III effects, reactions, inductions, |e to focus in & on the "ecological complex.’ 
it if 
| 
| {| 

bo
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We know in advance that in any of the standard forma (mostly Campus), nl 
that isn't going to sell except as it goes up against much & persistant sales | 
resistances. lh 

| Probably the most effective sales campaigns of the sort, to date, have I 
| been the Farm & Home Hour hookups of the "Pinecone Ranger Station"™ (radio) & the i 

Titus' "Old Warden" series (Field & Stream), 
Hl. 

In the meanwhile, certain phases of The Dope have been perhaps too well i 
sold = a8 game~farm-hatchery-nursery et al. | | 

“nd one item in our line sells on sight so as to be a nusiance, like es | 
nots - as Jack Manor’, Pirnie's, Ogemaw deer, Cusino moose, garbage-pile bears et i] . 
al-ie "wildlife shows", | | 

| | If we are even midly endowed with wit, savvy &/or understandings, I'd 
presume that the hard-bug-essential might be so hooked up with the self-selling Hh 
futilities so as to transpose terms on route & get the easy helping sell the hard; 1)! 
& to get the Big III fermenting inside the ecological complex so that the Customers | 
(including COs & Commnrs et al) might even git ta like th' flavor of it ‘emselves 
(iffen they didn't git th' notion somebody was a-tryin for ta learn 'em sumpin.) Wh 

ReKeXeXeXeke | 
WH 

So there we are, & now I've explained at length (tho I'm just getting | 
nicely started, of courses what I think might be OK ways to tackle the thing you fi i 
put up to me. eA ii 

if, as 1 rather feer, you have found wy Gissertétion discursive & lacking | | i 
cogent precision in the application of its formulas; or in — gone highbrow & a 
pretentious, then you'll be feeling the wey I've heard Reports, Commissioners & } ii 
Sportemen say they felt after a Game Divn man had got thru answering a plein & Hl ii 
simple question. Ih \] 

iH | | 

Should you insist that 1 suggest specific procedure: something not due WI 
to stretch the budgets or get in anybody's hair ete, & finslly force me to it, I*1l a 
recommend as follows: | | 

l. Obtain & install conspicuously, Necessary Squipment, as indicated: i i 

| + @ Pictures of Baird, Wallace, Noth, Havens et al, to symbolize Occasions Mi 

b, Pictures of White Rabbit, Dormouse, Flamingo, Sutterfly et al, to symbolize iu i 
Ain't Neture Wonderful, Homo-critter behavior patterns ete Hil. 

: | aa 
es Map of Mich with red circle on 20-mile radius from intersection of M-55 & 23, 4 | 

to represent Opportunities | 

a Working drawing of cross-section of OK Cvn Machinery to show the torke | 

qT 
2 Have Director assemble a Staff Meeting with all Divn Tops & their Techs ia | i 

called in, All having contemplated Mquipment, as installed (ee 1, above), | 
at Director's signal ; i 

fat 
3 Secretary to intone Matthew VII-3 mn 

ia an | es
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| } 

| 
be All present kneel in Supplications for Snlightenment (except Sec who will 

patrol inepecting for crossed fingers} _ | 
| 

If thet doesn't seem te get you a Through Connection, i dunno just what 

you'd better try next. You might, of course, see c'n you git me ta make another 
trip up th Mount, ta fetch dow some more Tablets; but without you & Joe & Frenchy 
& Spike et al can't agree how to translate them 1 brung dom e-redy, whet good would | 

it do, & it's cold & sortalonesome up there enyway. 

i 

P, &, Lovejoy | 

! 

. | 
1) th 

1 | 

i | 

1 ii 

: , Wh 

i} 
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| Leopold: 

What's this queer-sounding rumor to the effect that what you 
will be doing directly is somehow dependent upon the legislature? } 

Lemme know if there might be eYen a little sumpin which I might 
do - or cmtrive - to help? 

; Here's some corrospondence which may give you anyway a grin... 
& I hope will also be something of a challenge. How would you set 
up such units - so as to mebby qualify under Rob-Pitt Act or via 
standard license service-funds? 

And isn't it the somewhat helluvanote that with a professional 

z-ologist as president, & all them presumed-to-be hi-u biologists, | 
& all them wildish lands here & there, that our precious University 
has never even wondered what it might do, of such? 

I still consider it a right good brag that n-yrs ago I left th' 
Cempus with my thumb at my nose... & never had occasion to take 
it down. 

Your hack-saw knife still OK on bacon-plus? 

psl : 

| 
| 

| | i 

| 

| 
;
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| UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN i 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U.S.A, 

\ Museum of Zoology 

March 29, 1939 | 

| 

| 
Mire Pe S. Lovejoy, i 
Department of Conservation, j 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear P, 5.% 

I note recent discussion of a plan of giving up some of the game | 

refuges. This causes me a bit of concern because these game refuges 
have been the best primitive areas for certain types of cover availsble | 
in Michigans I wonder therefore if, in giving up these refuges, any | 

attention is being given to retaining certain parts in primitive or | 
near primitive condition, }| 

| | 

I realise that no part of Michigan is in primitive condition or | 
ean be brought back into primitive conditions For one thing, the } 
larger carnivores are, many of them, completely removed, and in many 
parts of the state it would be undesirable to have large carnivores 
present. For this reason the large herbivores, such as the deer, will | 
in most "primitive areas" require some control, which could, of course, 

| come by hunting. It is possible that in some part of the state a 
’ primitive area, large enough to contain wolves, perhaps the Cusino, | 

could be set up. | 
| 

For many scientific stulies, as well as for many experiments on i | 
management, primitive or near primitive areas would be desirable, and i 
I should like to be assured that you are keeping. this matter in mind 
in your plens for the game refuges. | 

| 
Sincerely yours, | 

, | 

Le Re Dice i 
Associate Curator of Mammals | 

LED;B . 

hip ) 

| 

|
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RADY Rt ees 
inre “primitive sareus* i 

Your note of 3/29 comments that you are "a bit concerned" over the report 
that the Cvn Dept is shrinking or abandoning ‘various Game Refuges, “because 
these refuges have been our beat primitive areas for certain typed of cover." | 
eos If to be "given up," you fear that we'll thereby lose what little we have 
gained in this connection... You say: "Yor many scientific studies as well | 
as for many experiments in management, primitive or near-primitive areas would ! 
be desirable"... Finally you ask that I give you “assurance” that “thesé con 
siderations will be "kept in mini." j 

The answer seems to bé: Surel Mebby. I dunno. / 

For a good many years now, from time to tine you & I have fanned over this | “primitive area" & "Wilderness" proposition; or is it 4 "proposition"?  Perhiips | 
it is more nearly a "concept." Anyway we've always seemed to bog down in that | 
we could never seem to locate any effective precedent or mechaniam vie which to | 
Connect the idea with « likely—looking action-program. | 

| 
That the Refuges, as located some 10 years ago, should have been nandled 

with fair minimums of habitat-disturbance, so as to function wore or Les# Bs | 
“primitive areas," was, of course, mostly eccidental, or anyway incidental, 
Officially the Game Divn wae all the tine € in good faith trying to get the | 
hunters a good money's worth for their license-fee funds 48 invested fn the | 
Refuge & Hunting Ground set-ups, : 

AG now appears, at the time those Refuges were being established, most of | 
the deer-country had developed cover conditions & Stocking so that we were on 
the edge of an almost “explosive" increase in the deer populations. Presently 
we had too many of ‘on ~ so that ‘in many places they were badly over-browsing | 
their yards & thus bottlenecking the carrying capacity of whole districts. 

To mitigate or head off the spread of ‘auch Gondittona welve Been ehrinking 
the "closed" areas or abandoning whole units so a# to “open” them to the hunters; 
& I suppose we'll never know for—sure whether, when or how much the Refuges were 
"effective" in helping roll up the deer snow-ball. 

In any cage you are doubtless correct in suspecting that these areas will | 
be less secure against habitat-bumming, than they were. The Gane & other | ; Divisions of the Dept. will doubtless continue to plan &/or manage such lands | 
a8 Seem@ currently most "“desirable”™ & "practicable;"°& under the general formula i 
that we will keep trying to get our cash customers a good ‘valtie for theif License | & other money, That might Or might not involve the maintenance 6f "primitive a 
areas," Whether it does or dosen't will seemingly depend on what dort of showing f | can be & ig made as to the "desirability" of such areas for "scientific stulies" 
& for “experiments in (wildlife etc.) management.” 

Via the Dept's license-fee funds & the Robértson2Pittman allocations, IT 
presume that indefinitely generous sume might become "available" for such pur- 
poses, (if & if, of course). 

! 

1 
ni 

i
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Right there, I judge, we go up against "the essence," What showing of a desirability, importance, urgency, etee, cap be made in re "primitive areas"? | In order to receive official consideration in Langing or Washington, such showing must have validity & punch so that a p/a project (or set of tem) can | in its own right, compete for priorities with "n" other "studies" &"experiménts." | 

} lly own tentative efforts of the sort haven't come to muchs Like enough I don't know or understand enough ta give “the proposition (concept?) the setting & weight it is entitled to, but. ws. | 

j Some time back I sat in on a sub-committee ‘session of. the Nat'l Research } Council (or some such), in Washington, & with a bunch of presumed-to-be | Ecological Tops doing their stuff, & mostly in re this p/a & "wilderness" j thing. Most.of what. I listened to was, I thought, just "fussy". . « not merely "academic", . « verging toward the "poetic" perhaps. . + involving nore of "feeling" than of "thinking"? 

I'm not just sneering, I haven't any doubt whatever that there "is some- ! thing to,it," & I reckon that L have grabbed a club & come a-runnin on that, often enough to have demonstrated. that I!m not inert to such-like "feelings" j (or whatever). The pro-road boomers, for instance, haven't yet (quite?) put | theuctheir west-shore highway up in Smmet County. | 

Still we'd better be realistic; that "nice chunk of decently wild" country was originally "just some of that tax-delinquent Land come back to the State," Then it wag a prote-Stete Forest - suddenly converted inte a pseudo State Gane ) | Refuge & presently losing perhaps 20,000 cords of very fine pulp-timber in | exchange for some dead tamarack & shore frontage. Then (sonebody having heard 2~3 coyotes yowling) the member of the legislature from up that way was in my office heatedly demanding that my local Refuge Keeper be replaced with a compe- tent trapper, so that the natives wouldn't "be afraid te send their children to school" (on account of the danger from wolves.) So presently that area | became the Wilderness State Park, ami the pro-road bebmers proved to be more vicious than the coyotes; & soon a CCC Camp was in there, bossed by a variety | of "technicians" under the Nat'l Park Service, Again looking things over after | am interval of several years, last Suamer, wandering around in thet nice chunk | of decently "wild" country, in s far corner of the tract, poised on the brink of a bigod vista, I came on a monumental cut-stone weenle-roaster, 

Some time I intenmi to sneak in there again (if I can get through the beaver fleodings & the sSlashings) & chisel an appropriate inscription into the fire~ place arch. "Homo sap. Fecit," might be OK, 

| i We shouldn't be surprised, I suppose, to have such-like incidents & i Sequencies happening inside a crudely provincial State Cyn Dept., but Protection | of the Primitive is the primary mandate of the Nat'l Park Service & written out in its Organic Act. So I gotta wonder about a variety of things in re p/a i affairs, 
| 

Right now I'm mostly wondering what sort of a valid case might be set up | te get going with some effective hook-ups between the p/a idea & our current action~programs. You have said that these would be "desirable" (in connection ] with "studies" & "experiments," ete.) but can you (we) show that they are | | dupertant, or urgent, & practicable? And, like enough, with forest & fish affairs getting considered right along with game (or do we always include all | flora & fauna under "wildlife"?) 

1 
i
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I dunno; I haven't had much luck with that - - but still my hunch or yan | 

keepe ruming parallel with yours ~ - that somewhere in thereabout there ig a 

valid & large Sumpin as needs tending to, & probably to involve my Outfit. ' 

But how about your Outfit? The University also owns or controls a lot of | 

land & water; & MSC: Sugar Island, at Douglas Lake & 3rd Sister, Dunbar, ) 

George Preserve et al, And both Institutions cleim to be way out in front | 

with "scientific studies,” “experiments,” etc, And both are generously staffed | 
with variegated batches of biologists. But have either the U, of M. or MSC 
aver considered setting up even a little fenced-in p/a unit? Not that I ever | 
heard of » » « & don't tell me that if either of ‘om wanted some they couldn't | 
quite readily have found th' makin's. ! 

The answer, I take it, is that if the idea pas real validity, ecological | 
potency, etc., & such as to be by way of adding new & soon-to-become useful or | 
important tools to the wildlifer's kit, then either it's too advanced to sell | 

readily in the as-is markets, or we have lacked competent salesmen & demonstra— ' 
ters, or both. Or else, mebhy, it's mostly dream-book stuff & scientéid | 
poetry, biological~hibrow aesthetic yen, wanna-new-kinde~sandpile—ta—play-in, | 

or the like. If so, that won't bother me at all, (tho perhaps I won't advertise | 
that in Lansing) for I suspect that such—-like magma is quite normally dus to | 

erystalize inte much good rock. But is it yet cool enough - or sumpin - I dunno. | 

4nyway I herewith pass your buck back to you. Will-you show me a draft of | 
some sort of Project set-up ¢uch as to involve primitive areas & such as to | 
have a chance. in competition with the mill-run of such listings? | 

a 

} 

| 

P, 8. Lovejoy 

| 

PSL: hp 
4-12-39 
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Leopold: 4 i || 

j- Am taking care of Dr Ebner as per enclosed . .. Much of our USA ; i 
literature etc must seem very queer indesd to a European who has 4 

g- contacted us only at long range, Wonder if quite a lot of our 
current “within the fzamework of democracy" ete will not presently z 
seem very queer to us. How well up are you on eschatolosies, anyway? | 

2- Me, I'm more & more inclined to fiscer that they n't make sense at 
all, except mebby figgerd back to ee aoaoritteretmaeitan: ete | 

= I still fom't make sense out of your current local difficultues but 
if you "are in the bill" I'll do some OK wood-knocking. 5 

4- Hadn't heard about "the fire". Evidently some more Homo-critter 
reactions to be doped. There is sumpin toxic to l-gallus sport ete 
about fellers as would teke the barber-shoping out of biology. Just 
what, why & what to do about it may need some research (which woid 
begins to jitter me increasingly... as I see so many of the Campus & a 
Bureau Bros use it to. camouflage their run-outs). 

That knife was tungsten hack-saw, I think, & thmgsten steel can 
"eome back" astonishingly after red-hotting. I used to put the rough 

| grotnd blanks into the furnace, deliberatly, & leave ‘em cherry red 
| & then air-cool, to take out some of the then-too-great hardness. 
| But it meade very little difference & they were still tery hard... so 
| mebby your fire didn't “take the temper out.” Anyway I'm curious & 

I'll have better re-handling facilities than you will, so why not : 
send me the remains, as-is, & let me see what happened & how best to 

\ fix you up again, Hell, you gotta have an OK bacon-plus cabin knife? 
& cabin or no cabinf 

d= Yes, if the primferea thing is OK, there should ought to be Pitt-Rob 
funds for to work on it with, But is it that OK I dmno. I'd hoped 
that you would anyway rough in for me your idees as to how such projects 
might mebby be set up so es to "sell" against the sort of competition 
they'll assuredly have to meet. Are you running out on me? Everybody 
else seems to be. . . So mabby its only just poetry... or is it? 

Can't you give forth enyway a little thereon? f | 
fe 

6- I've finally had the last of the pore ole teeth out & am now trying to | 
F get so I can "wear" the inserts without screaming. Guess I'll make it } 

by Jyne, & will then be apen to interesting engasements, but pro tem | 
I'm a mess & just living along from scream to scream ; i 

7 Last year a contingent from each of U of M, MSC & Dept got together 
informally to see could they "make outfits more useful". A first thing 
tackled was a listing of all (as alleged) "research projects" under way 
or coming up. Hach outfit had 50-100 such (on oanace & many or most 
considerable hooie (as I claimed).... anyway few of 'em directly compar- 
able - for either what involved in re personnel, time, facilit&es ete or 
probable results, value of etc. ie 

! 

Talking thefaway too much, they made me Chrmm of a sub-comm to fan up 
hebby OK ways to "classify", "calibrate" etc, & it proved a queer explor 
PSAPR. gue apsoer ching in research, as it were, Taxonomy of things-to-be- i
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@® rsnally, heving fuadlea a lot, we said: Les try about like this..., | 

j- "Pure" .,. no specific utility in sight but due to be handy if & if en) 

9 Specific search for tool or technic ... obviously due to prove very | 
handy if found (as Soiltex fo measure lime-lacks of soils, & do it faat 

cheap & easy..... technic to estimate (identify?) carrying capacities 
& to determine actual stocking via natural reprod, fish prior to more 
blind "restocking" operations, ete ete 

5e Determination of ratios between fixed investments (any typical be a 

as pine-planting, use of fertilizers etc) & probable returns on (so as 
to locate points of diminishing returns etd 

4 Refinement-extension of established technic into new fields or applicatios 
Tes deer-feeding expts under real controls to gat for deer the same sort | 
of er & feed-lot data & dope already standard for domestic stock } 
ete | 

5- Hot-spot coolings - where sumpin has gotten out of control so that the 
normal mixture of Technical, Economic & Social is all squae-gee & wes-wah 
& gotta be re-mixed before apt to get rational again, (as per our 
preposterous controversy in re Shooting Preserve Law, l-buck deer law is 
sacred no matter how many does & fawns starve etc). : 

Sumpin like that we're now supposed to use in reyorking the original 
"research projects” lists so that most items can be classified into 
decently comparable status..... with later efforts to recognize & give 
‘em valid priority ratings (thus short-circuiting the too-typical Campus 
kid-In-sandpile foolishnesses?) 

See anything tn there apt to work out interestingly? I'm not at allz 
sure wheat may come of it (if fussed with faithfully) but I suspect quite 
a lot might.... mostly if teasing everybody into more & more competent 
pre-dopijg of the probable "dividents” on given forms of “investments”, 
perhaps . .. ie more intelligant betting with the ofds more & more 
determined in advance? 

6 «oe bLarge new wedge getting set? Hazzard et al have been staked to 
what looks like 100% control over Experimental Trout Stream (& several 
of ‘em seemingly ready when they are ~- i e already 100% Dept ownership) 

They will figger to operate a yr or so with full creel-census record 
on the as-is fishing, then to put in wisers, measure the migrations, | 
mark lotsa fish ete etc, plant markers or measure natural reprod ete ete | 
& really find out what is going on - - with controls tightening right 

, along until all fishing ete is "managed", Looks like a real Sumpin, 
seems like as if. \ ti | 

in the experimental stretches) Yvt 
or psl
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weno for Leopold 
| 

Cépies of separates requested for Dr Ebner. 

There never were any separates for the "Fericulture” & "Ecological | 

Engineering" items he & I haven't any spare copies of the originals. 

Plenty of the "Harmonizing Conflicts..." ete & I'm sending on a . 

copy of that to the address given = with a copy of this Memo, i 

ae 
PS Lovejoy | 

i} 

{ 
| 

i} 
I 

| 

| 
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| @est to AL & long-hend yeller paper note of 7 7 39 cn fi i i 
ve 

f 1- That small "natural area” thing seems to have us stopped too. Nobody a 
seams able to dope out the OK sdministrative phases. . . Or the oh 

3 detail of just how they would "be used for scientific purposes” ete, 
So the Day reply "OK if State Oytfits will spussx sponsor" ete, 1 | 

doesn't help much, i 
But the U of M et al, could seemingly get going that-a-way on its 

own lands - iffen it really wanted to - enough. i ds ubt it will. Then 
Profs et al talk easier thah they act accordin - like the rest of us 
(dammed?) Homo-critters. 

Still we're mebby mildly started over here, Small lake, no outlet, 
all on Forestry School 80 near town, mostly in past used for pine et al : 
plentations & some off-&-on fishing ete. Hazzard et al seem about { I 
to take over & set up 5-10 yr detailed finding-outs of what's in lake | 
& what makes what changes in fish populations.... with Welch et al } 
caning in on plancton ete..... & all "putside interference" (as by : oH 
neighbors fishing) "under control", I guess so. . . Mebby a start. 
I,thin else of the sort in sight here, 

é- As to shacketrip etc, My dentetions are all out now & am getting | 
sorta used to ersatz inserts, but not so good, as yet & dunno how fast 
same will sit goin good. Until then I'm mostly mush, soup ete & | 
not circulating much or plenning on < astonishingly content to scale | 
ambitions to currently epproximate capacities, as it were. I've had 
much practice at that during recent years, & verily? 

So as to Stoddard & about Aug 1 I'm now just stalling agin th' breaks 
of things. . . I'd sure like to be there & lazing around makin medicine. | ee « & mebby will be inslined & able (if & if) 

j ] 5= The burnt knife will no dcoabt come along directly. Ye'll test its ‘hh 
temper ete on rapidly revolving stone & then decide as to practicability 
of rehebilitations - or replacements. Fairoaks Fabrications products | are Guaranteed to give Complete Satisfaction without discounts for | 
acts or God or Homo-critters save in re opening tin cans, stuck 
windows, et®., so I got no options in re same. Should replacements be | 

indicated, Customer (Client) will be requested to submit fresh specifica- 
tions as to prefered morphology ete. 

4- Did ZT send you a copy of the long Memo to Ruhl (last spring about Mech) | 
in re "Speculum Operations on Certain Bottlenecks"? If not I'll try 
to send on a copy, I'm making medivine as to Design & Operation of 

q OK Cyvn=type Machinery - - & reckon I mebby got sumpin there - - even 
{ iow that its sot cold, 

I work out parallels with Auto & all such modern Oytfits: Their 
Engineering is equiv. to out Tech; their Production to our standerd i) 
Field Operations; their Sales to our "Education"ete. All three phases th | 
gotta work "in phase" if Blent is et full & putting out New & Better | 

| Models every little while & keeping Customers feelin OK. .. . We I 
| ara at good par in Tech & Admn but still badly lageing in Sales | functions, So who does what & I guess at some mebby answers. 1 | 

Lemme know did I send that on? } 

yvt psl 

5- You didn't comment & I haven't 1158 felroaks AA ih | | 
heard tell as to outcome of your vie 1 j legislature ete I judge it come i) 

\ out OK but am curious as to same. , I) 

.



m_N Be i" . e IR(OU ST: an 

Lovejoy to Leopold 1 ! 
is to "Biotic View of Land" & note of 7/7 therewith, asking comment ete tl 

i 

In effect you are asking that I check your field notes & plotting 

to see how well your traverse seems to "close".... check to any common | 

points to which I may have run in triangulations ete. Reserving right 

to recheck & modify accordingly £ ie to back out without too much loss 

of face etc) my prelim notion is that you have run your lines on several 1 

different magnetic variations - - which will needa to be reduced to a i 

ommon base before the traverse will close properly. 

But that is assuming that you are going to shoot at a critical & 

rofessional audience - & I'h not sure that's intended. In spots you 

sre evidently doing an "essay" in the Thoreau et al mamner; or even 

verging on the poetic. Both may be highly OK for givdn audiences or 
swing : 

vehicles, but I'm trying to comment on a straight-line professional ; 

oniologist's stance only. 

4s I get you, you have a thesis which (with interpolations to make it i 

round out & click better) might go gbout like this: | 

l- There are well established definition-conwepts of "lend"... legal, 

scomomist, geographer etc, each valid enough for its purpose, but still | 
| 

1ot fully adequate even when edded together. 

k- The "humanéstic diciplines" have all devoloped about « variety of 

Homo-critter "interests", "affairs" etc..... property rights, agerega- 

tions of Homo populations in certagn habitat combinations (or absence of 

in other combinetions), limiting factors evidently affecting Homo : 

-oncentrations, safety, OK-ness ete in typically different habitats ete 

++ « & @l11 mostly on the assumption that Hecritter affairs sre sumpin | 
| 

apart" from "Lower orders", as per Tablet off Mount, Through Connections 

to Mount, etc.... & otherwise such as to ignore or fail to savvy the | 

besic & built-in biological hook-ups in which the H.c. is permanently 1 | 
1 pi pa | { 

‘remed™, q 

| |
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54 Considered thus & "land" becomes (i e gotta be seen & dealt with as) Wy 

en infinitly complex set of overlapping biocoenoses ( as per Wheeler i 

"Emergent Evolution" etc).... with soih, water, air, light etc the I 

nabitats in which the biota do their stuff (& do it regardless of 

side-lines, fee-titles, H/e preferences ete = ie as per biology & its i 

ecology as coming up of lete. . . anelysis of “limiting factors", inter- Ih 

elations of “associations”, interrelations of species in given assns ete, I} 

4- Hendy to diagran what we seem to know about “ecological complex} as | 
He 

a pyramid - with soil organisms, plancton ete the bottom layer & | 

other layers up to predators et top. “Food chains" run vertically I 

toward top. 
Activities of biota plus 

5-/Pecomposition products ete create “balance of nature” + - which is, 

in effect an energy circuit. This "circuit" is "complete" & "balance" 

is relativly stable & permanent, only where the series from inprganics | 

of soil & light ete are neatly continuous & unbroken from plants up 

through insects, birds, mammals etc. 
(slowly established via evolution) 

If for any reason the/"circuit™ sats broken or otherwise bummed up, | 
original - | 

the/"balance" may go indefinitly hay-wire « may need a long time to ii 

get relativly stabilized asain - = with the species, associations ete 

apt to be materially different in the new fram what they were in the 

old “balance”, ( Ale “weeds", introduction of new diseases etc.) a 

6- When Homoscritter activities get going heavy in e previously in-OK+ Tt 

s "balanced" combination (as per farming, losgsins, fire, importetions 

of exotics ete), the breaks“ in the original "circuits" are apt to be 1 

sufden & so violent as to skid the biological & ecological series, | 

chains, layers of pyramid etc, no-tellin where or how seriously for | 

the "best" or "long-run interests" of the Homo critter himself, (As | 

vie erosion, pollution etc, he has been bummine up essential phases i 

of safe & comfortable OK-ness of many of his habitats - - so as to be | 

lowering their H-c carrying capacity). 1 

"Cyn" etforts ete are the H-c efforts to prevent too sudden & | 

FF 1 

id
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My 
mebby uncomfortable or actual ly dangerous bumming up of the ecological alt 

| 

"pyramia", (on the stability & complete-cireuits of which he, as nother aT | 

memmel, is permanently dependent). th 

ne Its quite a bet whether the H-c behavior patterns can & will change | 

fast & effectivly enough (i e intelligently enouch?)to get adequate 1 

savvy of how to maintain his pyramia etc .... Plus effective “cotrols” | 

to prevent too sudden & radical "breaks in essential chains, circuits"ete | 

The only OK hope of it is seemingly vie rapidly increasing savvy of | 

& respect for the "pyramid" - (plus fear of tne consequences of letting 

it get bummed up & going hay-wire?). 

Bo Be Xo XoXo Xe XeXe XoXo 

I can't remember ever before naving seen or heerd of your “pyramid” | 

diagram with "food-chains" running up through the “layers". If that is 

original, or if you have just invented the "layers" etc, I'd judge that 

you have a very OK advance of basic concept & graphic form #axx very well . | 

weo¢khk worth setting up & playing around with. What would some of those I 

pyremids look like, if drawn out in some detail & with some base references | 

(as from Welch Limnology, the Cornell fellers, Stoddard et al). Could tl | 

typical food-chains be drawn in “rising thru the layers" ete iso as to i 

plot out whek specific series such as on page 171 of Hubbs & Esch “Lake 

Improvement“? | 

In there I'd judse thet you have a very OK chance to explore, devise, | | 

advance ete very usefully indeod: ie in the graphic presentation of 

the ecological concepts.,,, available base data on which built ete. | 

in thet onnection do you know Hjort's "Atlantic Herring" dope & | 4 

Thompson's "Illinois River fish populetion studies" (mamssx&xtitles i 

eren't correct but names are). Both have dope & graphs to show 

Sigdnificance of (of the genetal type you might devolop further & very i | 

usefully, I'd guess). | | 

It may well be that my summery of your "thesis" has bent your intents | 

| 1 
ti Vi 

ji JD



(@ désires, preferences etc?) ell out of shape + = so es to twist "em 4 Wl 
wi i 

into my own bias, preference, slant, stance etc. i 
ef 

First decently formulated (by me for self) in "Ecological Engineering" } 

(Acad of Science piece), & somewhat devoloped otherwheres (as in "Harmone i! 

izing Conflicts" etc) last summer I had e pleasant run-in with our local } 

anthropologists & a Top paleontologist on the campus, The paleo-feller Wi 

cleimed he was not interested in "digging up & naming new critter bones" | 

& was mostly interested in "doping at what was going on to make ‘em { 

change like thaf¥.. i @ he claimed to be a"paleo-ecologist"... & I guess 

can deliver on them specifications ( E C Case). ' 

The Anthroefeller taken umbrage when I claimed his tribe didn't know 

or care nuthin ebout biology: - ergo were goin up blind alleys & gettin | 

noplace ennsistently. Gave me Hilton's "Study of Man" (U of Wis Anthro) 

to prove me yrong, Having reed H, I went back to our feller (Guthe) & | 

vie H, hung it on him.... that the study-of-mansers didn't know any OK 1 

biology (since Darwin's?). But the Jethinite et al "Biol. Basis for | 

Human Behavios" ete ( & I'll list Wellfs "Science of Life} & Carrel's | 

Mn 
‘lian the Unknown" even tho the professionals snoot 'em a lot), were | 

ial 

begining to swing on Homoecritter affairs from a proper bio & eco stance. P| 

Now, mebby, we'd begin to go places, I said. | 

Then last summer (in U of M Geog. camp where I dropped in a spell) I 

hed @ good chance to visit with the UofM Top in Soc-olosy (McKenzie), 

who was spending the summer workings on his (10-year plus?) book on " 

S "Human Ecology". We dome a right-smart lot of fanning in re same, 
a lotta Hh 

He did know/somaxkexkx biol & ecol& was trying to factor out the j 
| 

4omoeeco parallels with the +idently same ea on in your j | 

"pyramia™ etc, | 

Later in summer we had some Normal School biol-teacher classes with | 

us for @ week or so each (at Pigeon River headquarters) & Dept Staff Hl 
qT +H 

people took 'em out on trips, lectured at'eM each on his own line ete, i 
at { 

301, fish, game, forests etc,, & I was put on near last to "try to put | i‘ 

| 1 

4 Ue



ii 

4t all into OK facus .... & tell‘em what its all about" etc. | 

As I doped on that I decided that the essential concept was as to yt 

ecol. sucéessions: glacial geol, soils, climate, invasions of willer- {| 

popple-sedge & pone=-cedar-hardowwn ete & so on down to “orig, forest" } 

es the whites found it & from which they run out th' red-men & so i 

sot going good with Hmmo successions. 

I fixed up s set of slides to sample what happened on the land as 

the Homoecritters got ta doin their stuff in modern manne#: Farm, | 

Forest, Wildlifeerecreation etc. . .. & ended the slide series with 

e colored shot from e Detroit tower out over the business district. 

There, I told th’ school-marms, was the power-plant out of which the | 
e 

M,ch motion in re cvn & lend-using ete was generating; im vast aggre- 

yates of urbanized Homoscritters, asdoin their stuff as per Jennings 

et al, inside the mammait-critter frame of instincts, habits, endocrines, i 

tolerances, necessities, preferences ate (accented as per different I 

hebitats & different concentrations& aggregates- + but just another ti 

memmal e-doin of memmal stuff, | 

Then I sketched some as to typical deer &/or beaver concentrstjons | 

& what was due to happen locally when if & as they got to straining | 4 

the current carrying capacity of given hawitats. . . & quit,wondering il 

whether quite intimate parallels of Homo-habitat successions might 

not be in evidence: Selt River valley, Chi Chen, Cuzco, Anchor Vat et al. t 

® .. . & whether Homo intelligence in re habitet managment" could & would 

become a dominant factor in actual Homo behaviors in time to kee, once» ii, 

OK habitats decently "productive" in Hee essentiels for safety, comfort |. 
eu q 

etc. There was, I intimated, considerable occasion for such wondering, Wh 
plus 

Medicinef Agriculture & its branches of crop-wise tending ete, were | 

I judged just the modern applications of what must be, really, the i 

sngineering of Hec behaviors in re given H-c habitats.... & to be | | 

Sound or successful must be, really, ecological enginesrings. | 1 

In which "evn affairs" would be just a phase. } j 
iia Hf | \



So its with my current stance derived from such backgrounds that , dq j 

J read your Mss = = & abstracted & interpolated it in the first pases 1 

¢ this. If your draft were "straightened out" & "polished up", "accented" 1 | 

ptc so as to line in with my own current doping of "what its all about", | 

m fisger it would just gqbout have to take the proto-thesis as indicated. 

But like enougn I've read into the Mss mers so much of my dope that 

pn route I've missed most of your dope - as intended by you:- ie heave 

pistorted it. i 

Te 

The lst time over your Mss I made notes to tie to pencil numbers on the i 

margins, but finally as I seemed to get it all into some sort of f@eus | 

(if & as interpolated), I decided it was not mucn, if any, use to work | 

mp those running notes; at least until later & after you had seen this. 

I've myself so often (& normally?) gotten so hopped up & confused 

rhile working up en early-draft Sumpin (mebby), thet I presume I get you 1 

correctly when you comment that you want to judge a hotecake when its cold. | 

Bis too, & sometimes it takes quite a while to get cold enough. | 

Seems to me that you have been sorta fumbling with a very large & dT 

important Sumpin, but that as-is you mix together two quite-different | 

phases best to be devoloped in sepsrate theses: l- diasrametic presentation t 

of ecological data & dope thereon. 2= Significance & applications of that 

bate & dope in re Homo-critter effairs, action programs in land-using ete, 1 

fn route seems like as if you stray into various other slants & now 

me then into what is mostly (really?) poetry - ie more feeling” than 
> 

"thinking", (Of course & why not? Me too. vould that. be because both of | 

us ére mammalecritters but recently cephalized & functioning therein not I | 

foo sood & with the “emotionals" often zumminz up the "rationals" as so . 

often typical of Homo sap. behaviors? But anyway wel iixd to ‘try to use | . 

the cortex a la geometry, don't we? That's mebby sumpin - I hope. | | 

In re other items of your note as per separate reply. I 

i psl | | 

| ae 
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a 71639 Sf | | 

ki, to AL -whose longshand yelle# l-p is to hand dated the 14 a 
: Th | 

. Having yestdy married off the youngest daughter & having inspected 1 

the lst grand=-baby = out of lst daughter x Engineer etc, this Sunday AM 

I'n feeling particularly futile, but mebby in excellent shape to cone | 

ymplate ecological affairs, successions of etc. So I coast a spell ii 

ithout brakes, speculating around ad lib..... 

- Wheeler ("Social Insects" ete) in Emergent Evolution says sumpin I i 

iaver got elsewhere: ... No amount of analysis ete, of liquit water, 

r of steam, could at all anticipate the behavior characteristics of | 

ice. . « In like manner its due to be impossible to anticipate what 

'will happen” if the ecol combination is changed bj thus & SO.ee. 

That isn't a proper statement but does fetch in é sorte ach concept 

i'm daddling with. Your some=time-back "set on hair-trigger* (Ohio | 

ane ete) expepesion I bussed oanedided, How about "tumbling series" I 

for the dominoes+in-row-on-ends & one=falls-knocks-down-the-line-as-= | 

>t-up? Wl | 
Such combinations ere often evident, sren't they? lLawn-mower & tl ' 

sprinkled grass meke angleworms evailable so thet robins in town iner- 

se over rural concentrations, for inst.? Ete etc, food-chains et al } 

& via Soiltex in advence, & hauling mwrl ete, the field can be quite 

readily pre-condithmadd for alfalfa (its major limiting factors having ii 

been worked out). 

: So I take it the Wheeler proposition is only saying that there is 

lways due to be a considerable “X" in the ecol egugations even tho i 
Pi 

various of the variables cen be essisned specific values (i e be 1 |] 
ee . 7 | 

identified & put under control?) 

~tearl et al & their "population studies" intrigue me somehow. I don’t 

are whether fruiteflies in a bottle were properly under control & | ! 
| } 

Counted ete... still I reckon thet there are “pop. curves" & that Mr | 
ay 

tq y 

Wl q



E 
z hs j £ van helthus was fumbling with e real Sumpén I dunno just what. i | 

he 

The Hjorst Atlantic herring graphs showed certain season's hatches Ht 

mecoming inereasingly dominant in the catches & Slowly losing such i | 

dominance, Nice convex pop. curve & la Peerl? The implication as I 

got it wes that the commercial catch might be poor until an OK combina} 

tion got another extre-big spawning & survivel which would let another | 

curve peak up. . . Such peeks coming at x~year intervals which H. was 

interested in working out, I gathered. Another “eyclic" thing, seemingly. i} 

Thompson working on Ill+river beyous seems to have confirmed this type 

of cycle-sumpin as occuring there slsos= checking baék evidently to 

extre-favorable hateh & survival = due to come at 5-10-yr intervals I 

think he told us (one eve in U of M Museums, showing slides etc,& here to 

pet Hazzard's dope on how to poison out water units to zat 100% dependable 

population tallies). 

1, seemed to be very sure that he had established the fact that in | 

his yr afte yr intensivly trapped specimen water-units, the total-weight= i 

per-écre (eé11 fishes) kept quite uniform, yr after yreeee But with large I 1 
a hy 

‘swings" of numbers-per-acre, After e big-hatch-&-survival ete the | i 

fotal numbers would be way up = = & would thereafter decrease as that 1 

fominant age-group srew up (seemingly a la Hjorst's herring?) His dope i 

Foomed to be: "foods ete staying about uniform in this sewace-fed & 

réirie-swesh very"rich"water, & weights of all-fish staying about the | 

meine, if have to feed many fish, they'll have to be relativly small fish. 

+. & bigcer they averece the fewer there can be per acre. . . But some Hi 

bis eat some little, so there is evidently a predation factor mixed into i , 

this cyclic thing & running perellel with (or part of?) the other curve, | 

Checking beck to Schlich I wondered how e similer set of curves ' . 

FOuld look if based on treas-per-acre as of given ege-periods. jo@ldn't || 
ii | 

sre be a eyclic (or -o4a?) set of curves’ for forests, too.... & wouldn't | I 
the gross=volume-per-secre be due to stay ebout uniform from over-crowded | 

| a 
*ung stends through thin-outs to few-but-big per sore? "| | 

\



If so, would “natural thinning" be equivalent to “predation”? 3S a 

a y 
Lotta things to wonder about in re pop. curves, I reckon.... & to get tt 

eguated with"quality"of specific lend & water units..., "fertility", tt 

'productive” &f/or ‘carrying capacity etc. | 

Will you be fetching seme neatly into the mebby-book on W/l teol? 

- Didjuh ever monkey around with time-scales? Sposin we taken the Paleo 

ope on Successions of givenstype plant &/or erttter forms as they show 
: | 

in the succeeding levels thru the geol periods,... “begin to epnpear... | 

beach meximum numbers", “are tapering off", "gone" etc, There are some ' 

such diagramatic digests in LeConte, Chambetlin etc, 1 think - sceled to 

1@ major geol "perjods", “ages'" etc as I remember ‘em, « with the 

figures mebby blob or cross-section up&ivem up « down thru falling drop ' 

of oil of the like. . . Starting in with mebby a sharp point, swelling 

ut to maximum & then mebby a long taper-off or mebby a sudden rounding 

0 into ellegones, ! 

Last summer et vofM Summer Biol Camp (Dougles Lake & quite a place) i 

slch (Limnologist}) showed me some charts he & his students had been } 
| 

working up on the plencton=spopulations in the local waters, by species ete | 

Scaled to weeks & days, & per MM to cubic ft of water (or some such) 

in iffen them there grapns didn't look to me ell-same as the LeConte 

t al paleo-dope = see over for sketch of what I'm tryin for ta say. 

oth are popscurves & cyclic, aren't they?:... lst by millions of yrs 

© end by days & hours, « both graph out into the same types of figures, 

msooms like as if. | 

xecently talking to (at?) the. biol-teacher school-marms up Pigeon- . 

iy way, tryin’ te git ‘em inte some notion of “successions” etc, 

1 lifted a sumpin offen a local geologist's chance reference:... “If | 

hands of clock both set at 12, as of time N.Am continent first began to 

; & glock then started gping, 
“uov es such,/then the time during which domoecritters have been on this i 

‘ontinent will come during the lest half-second before the clock hands | 

Balen 4 | PS again at 12 (for "now" in time), q 
| | 

ji 

\
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an | 

; ; cath : : ee 2 bs ; ; oa 
nat time we were in washineston with the committee of god-avful Ecol*ers oh 

auc = - 7 

z t H 
neir yens for “buffer zones"etc, & with quite a lot of hand-wringing ht | 

| 
iE | 

fout the sad demise of the heathehen et al (such as have went beyonf | 

oll during relativly recent time) I sorta refused ta git much moany 

5 : 1 ~ s i 

bor heeth=hens considering that I hadn't yet got caught up moaning over \ 

jdn't have e single mastodon left in ell Mich; or Castoroides either 

1 it? Mentioning this psycoestatus to you, you sorte slapped me down 

p jllin me that I wes forgettin my time-séales. Accordin to you our Ih) 

! mnt exterminations ete have been enormously ster than as per them 

Natur. (Which reminds me: Hadn't we ought to do a piece about fellers 

fo put e cap N on that word? Seems like es if a nice custardi-pie-thing 

Bol 311 git threw into face of the Mr Peatties et al, don't you think?) 
last 

ut about timesséales: I wonder. . . During the rest of the/half-second | 

B the geol's clock, how much "damage" could the Homo-critters do even tho 

ried ta do a lot + instead of mebby semi-tryin ta do little? 
| 

& iffen they presently found their puddles goin’ dry, how fast could | 
i i] 

Boy crawl = iffen they were really gettin’ worried? Might be a better HI 

Bt of puddles just around th’ corner! Or mebby none at all. .. But i 

1 SO, couldn't they fix up some nice stone carvings, temples, altars 

c.? Why suré they could} Haven't they done it over & over again, & 

ll sorts of habitats = desert to jungle? 

shen you have the book on W/1 Ecol about ready, I'11 look over your | 

€ptér on Eschetologies for you, I'm damm near es good on them as I am 

io mie ite dick Ta Bee eB . = alain y ; te ali ae tas | Imives - yessir, (The burnt one hasn't come yet; probably will Monday) 

How you fixin to deal with the Cvn &/or Land-use Equation? I'm dam | | 

Pod on that, too. fhe way I'm writing it, of late, is; i 
( pn poly 

Naw ha ls 4. 
| | el PNoc = Ap 

Jv 
“het is, wrote out in full; Qechnical considerations integrated with | | 

i | 

Conomic considerations, integrated with Social (&/or political) consids. 1 

| UE t i ‘ iH | auels Homoscritter action-program, i} 
|e
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Ht | 

Interpoleting somewheat,that restates into approx: What it is possible ql I E PE re | 
an | 

to do » what it is practicable to do . what it seems worthwhile to do 1 

aa ' > ; \ vill be what the Hee does do (or try). | 

I'm not yet entirely sure whether the sign should be "integrated with", 

or "times" or "plus or minus", but will hope to have made the appropriate 

jeterminations prior to editing that (C¥n Equation) Chapter in the book, 

The persistently inept-to-boneheaded manner in which out bizod Cones iii 

; : I) servetionists ignore &/or run out on all but the "Tech" factors of the il 

sguation, irritates me quite a lot (as per Silecox corros etc), &T i 

Bprobly gotta do sumpin about same, 

- > "2 > 5 2 s > 7 j In ean hour or so the Relief Administrator of a cub-over county is | 

due here "to confer", He doesn't know that I've seen some of Tem, but 

2's been writing out what various others have been hunch=yenning at | 
3% Garm it » 

s Mrs/Relief Admm dudeszsen ~ ofN our Manistee Co in book "We Foo dre ; 

i? +4 4 e n f $4) t ia a } | 9 People"). He evidently feels sure that with "Relief" due to be 

( 6 ; : aa + ae oy : ta ii | pormenent (& ergo to be professionalized?), & that with so much “idle i i] 

lend" layin around loose (as per Zon+Minn et al "Idle Land; Idle Men") | 

het iffen Relief gets nicely merged with Conservation, perfectly 

darling things just gotta eventuate; right eway quick, too: practically 

instenter. . . . Well things can happen fast ell right, 

#ew weeks ago we had a 20,000 fixe acre-plus fire as taken out 
as accumulated during | ost of the pine plantations/s¥ 25 years on one of the oldest State 

‘orests. Bires were set out & we got the fehler in jail, too, but... 

3 3 : hi iso on recent trip I seen whole NE corner of Lower Peninsula's \ | 

Opple about 80% defoliated vie an army worm. . . mebby 5eup Mi adres | Hf 
Wi | mof it, 

i 
Py a. 7 Hh also this spring two welleup-in USFS people have told me that they 

idn't expect the Mich Nat'l Forests ever would become "profitable” in \ ij a 
| | 1} i 

ted & black book-keeping .... doubted they would even become "selfe i 
| 

“upporting™ (in thet sort of accounting). "ana what of it?" they askea i i 
— tt | 

of Wl 7 ' ; ? ; 1 aR ig 4 P3- "Well mebby quite a lot", I told 'em back, "when if & as the | }
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iN [ 

texepayers & such-like vermin git so they c'n heer you sayin' thet out ve || 
i) a 

loud". 
an 

Pa 
Of course we have the Huck-Tawm technic slways available... so that | 

yhen the hands git too blistered up for ta climb th' lightnin-rod like | 

11 th’ books claim is th' right way, we e'm just come up by the stairs | 

let.on we clumb th' lightnin rod; but aint there e limiting faétor | 

in there someplace & mebby due to operate in the manne# of my old 

sutomatic Foolkiller? I reckon they is & that its apt to show up via i 
r ¢ ¢ o > . ; 1 ne Ee & Socepoly terms of my Cvn Equation, Jhat's your dope on same? Th 

Hoping that you find this sort of work just facinating, I remain, 

Vu+ QT ih) tVt fn 

1158 Fairoaks Ann Arbor 

1 a « J a . > 1 me a 7 7 Im writing Lansing to see can I get carbon of the "Speculum Ops" Memo. 0 
> s s l + + > } I figgser you ought to see it. . . Ought to be somebody, seems like as 

| 
if, wha can read that & then comment back to help whet it sharp. 
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Wh 
hob University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management October 4, 1939 

rie 

Mr. P.S. Lovejoy 
1136 Pairoaks 
Ann Arbor, Michigan | 

Dear P.S.3 1} | 

IT am not aware of any new attempt to find a game bird for northern 
Wisconsin, although there may be something on foot at Poynette that I don't f 

know about. They are stocking chukars, but I think mostly in the agricul tural | 
region. | 

The Department continues to pipedream about Reeves for forest lands, 
but as far as I mow, the actual record so far is 100 per cent failure. 

I haven't a single idea as to what species might be most worth while | 
trying. The Buropean timber grouse, such as black game and capercailsie, have | Hy 
all the handicaps of our own native grouse ani none of the advantages as far | 
as I know. | 

Your impression of the closing in of the U.P. interests me greatly, | 
and I wonder whether aerial surveys could not be used to record the net trend | ah 
of this process. {£ agree with you that we have no adequate measurements of it | Hh 
and that the thing is of basic importance both to forestry and to wildlife. ih ji 
I have no doubt that it is one of the basic reasons for our deer troubles. 1 ii 

TI also have no doubt that a special aspect of it, namely the closing | 
in of aspen on burned peats, is basically responsible for the radical shrinkage | 
in prairie chickens in Wisconsin since the high of 1934. 

Just got back from a month on the Soil Conservation Service projects . | 
from Arigzona to Georgia. Have lots of ecological observations I would like to | Hl 

t talk over with you, particularly some new ideas on Stoddard's light~burning | 
technique for the Southeast. Sorry your visit to the shack didn't materialize. 1 
Will write you a decent letter when I get caught up with the jam on my desk. | 

it 
Yours as ever, | 

1 i 

| 
| 

$ i 

| ' 
) i 

i 
it | | 
| | Mo 

} | | i 
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Br, Teepe eee i 
Memo for Leopold 7 it! 

More @s to "cover" etc val i 

j- Yourn of recent date to hand in reply will state: a/ In recent Journ Te 

Wel Mgt Elton has a piece in re "cover" which I judge does some very OK Hh | 

feeling-around + or mebby "fumbling around" might be better, tes of this 1 

stage of sere); b/ with Al Hazzard I recently done some checking up on i 

duckemigrations ete over at Pirnie's & further tested out duck psycologies a 

in re decoys etc. but am not yet satisfied that we got same fully wrked | | 

sats eit Troutman was recently here (from Ohio) & having helped run some 

/ tests of my latefst decoy-models, reported on same & had some comment on | 

the seeming predictabilities of certain Homo=critter behavior=patterns; | 

a/ at the last session of our Cvn Comm a (Titus) Resol was passed in 

re "wild=2nd-srowth-forest" investigations etc; e/ so you git ta be 

target for some more sighting shots, (& carbons apt to go hear & there). 

2= Elton says "cover" should-ought ta be considered as a lot broader i 

concept than it usually hes been;+ ie as involving much more than "escapa” : 

facilities, location in OK vivinity to food-supplies, nesting-sites etc, i i 

In that he is, I judge, begining to factor out the major elements of ii 

what Wheeler sometimes refered to as a "biocoenose”; thereby meaning tH 

considerably more than what is usuelly intended by reference to "habitats} | 

(if & as I got him correctly). i 

Somewhat mildly, but definitly, Elton fetches in some crttter=psycology i | 

‘ as such @ major component of habitat=OKeness... & he further adumbrates f | 

some of same in re Homoscritter behaviorepeatterns; (They do their best i 

meting etc, only under cover, as it weite.) | ) 

Having to date utterly failed in trying to get our local anthropologists | | 

tuned in on that wavelength, to find Elton getting in on it pleases me, Th 

The technologies of our wildlifers will have to be integrateg, of caurse, | | 
going 1 

with the TecheEc=Soc-poly equations of the Homos ~ or won't be Spikng places 1 | 

If we sre as smert as we need to be, we'll be working on the H.critter pi 

f 
ty i 

tectors right slong with the game etc critters, won't we? dq iN 

i)



2 
& Bil) ae 

: Wi | If & as we do, for both (as I'm betting),we'll find that f very a 
oo 
F 

msiderable percentagesof the as-is action-patterns, are not direct-linked | 
yi 

: ; Hh | bith mere “physical necessities" &/or "rational processes".s..e.. & that to ' 

rorrectly dope the predictables must involve much inquiry into the whats | 

; fos p , ; 7 aan 
bf "content", "satisfaction" etc.,(often coming out as just "yens"?) | 

Such yens, of course, will have plus & minus. phases - as of “like” or Hh | 

Mam't like”; & what parts of each will, be "instinctive" or via endocrines 

br via ("cultural"?) hebts, or "rational", will evidently take much figgerin. 
| 

In "0, tline of History" H G@ Wells dopes bt that the great apes done some | 

nvewmaking in the moon-light. . . Good bet, don't you think? Still very 

hotefAnt stimulus for Hecritters, isn't it? 
| 

& what will be the origin & significance of our typical farmer-reaction 

o city-feller hunter-trespass? That reaction is much more consistent & | 

‘treme than can be accounted for via the actual "damages", isn't it? The 

tories of gates left open, dog-chased sheep, poultry shot etc., no doubt i | 
q 

fe SU ant eas au aia! ea ene fae - ae at sw de 45, os a cal | 
have some validity, but in percentages or in 3, very little; = the rest of Nf | 

i | 
‘ 7s s : > - + op t 2 72 1 + a ] it being retionalizations, I judge. But the farmer's "feelings" have been | 

; aes ; : : ; . 4 eon cf i | 
1ow "outraged". ‘Wause why? His "territory" has been violated & his th 

1h 

reections are "instinctive" & not economic &/or rational. But he doesn't 

| 
slize that & having been taught that "animal instincts are low" etc, he | | J 5 . 

| | 

o 1 1 o * " : 24 2 1 ‘a | 
a account for the "way he feels ie tmsibles (which run him into lies 

hoole), But he does "feel like that", & as game-menagment Tops we'll be | 

| 
buedequate or dumb if we don't try to arrange accordingly. 

. A he tne ante date 3 cha ates al ii dink ee ead So also in trying to "understand" & provide "satisfactory" combinations Hh | 

s14 p } at 5 eae ee ae ee 4 Sigal ee ! acllities for the "sportsmen", we'll be dealing with "instinctive" yens, | 
| 

1 2? he TROmYras b4 ons ¢ miueh ec aret 2. 4 c 4 traf | n't we? With the psyco-reactions to so much concrete & congested traffic Wi 
i 1 Bi 

rowding etc., building up into "overeurbanizations" which tend to become hh | 

j 
‘thogenic?, I guess so; & that there is much more to the "desire for oute Hh 

' ih || 
r recreation" than has yet been properly recognized. Along with the i an) 

Ml tl l) 

Sire (& real "need"?) to “escape”, we will have some very ancient mammal- i} 
ae i 

Ae Sake oe “ | i ‘favor instincts in operation, no doubt. || i 
WY



. 7 3 al ii 

am 

In that connection I should note that I have quite definitly dechded | ii 

that the Homo-critter is to be considered as a mammal; «= & that I shall i | 

not go along with eschatologies which do not swing from that stance. il 

What I’m saying is that I judge Elton has got hold of a very big Sumpin | 

hen he suggests that it may be expedient & necessary to involve critter= f | 
fF iI) | 

"nosycology" in any and ell/our ecological dopings:= in re "cover" espectajly Hh! | 

"Rerritoriality" & no telling what other "instinctive" reactions will Hh 

pe involved. What does a raised-in-captivity robin "feel like" &/for "do" ' | 

when the yen to "make a nest" comes on & no mud & grass available? ..,. 1 

& what does ea cock grouse “do" iffen it comes drumming}time & he can't 1 | 
ty 1 

fend an OK log to do it on? Or squere= or sharp-tail grouse if they fina 
their 

Axxstha dancing kmolls ell furrowed up by our phne-plantins foresters? 

As a modern-type "naturalist" I esteem Milt Troutmen highly. In open 

water & boat, sitting up & rowing, he "stalks" ducks & geese, often i | 
j BI a 

getting into shot-gun range & picking some. He does it by "soming on Wl 

on @ Slant & slowly... reangling as the birds do,so as to keep heading il | 

‘am off ... & knowing when to quit rowing just before they get up" ete. | ' 

Telling of his summer experiences with a class which "wanted more qh. 

field-work" (at Langlois' summer school) Troutman said he had started | | 
| 

the class so far up»stream that there was only a trickle, & had worked I | 

‘em down to where there was a good creek, seining all the while to detere ii 

mine what species & populations were present where.... & doping as to why. 4 | 

: Having taken a good black bass near the end of the day, & having put it \ 

back, Milt told his class that for final exam. in that course they could i i 

write out for himf a/ where in that stream that bass would be as of Sept | 

1, at 2:50 PM, b/ whet the fish would then be “doing”, c/ what it would 4 
Bi 

"be thinking about". That's just my version of what Milt tola me, of | i 

surse, but the story nively illustrates the non-academic approach to | | | 
: | i! 
the sort of ecology which most interests me in these affairs - & the a | 

oh 

mgnner in which critter "psycology" evidently must be "understood" if & yi 

&s we do our stuff. But I want to carry the Homo= phase of it along ai 
i | \



with the other; to keep tem linked, built-in, integrals Technicel, Economie | | 

& Soctalfpolitical) phases written into the same equation. .. & so that a 

the "solution" of the three terms can be written as equals specific || ! 

action=program":; i @ so it really works out as e valid eqaation, ; i 

I’ve decided, by the way, to abbreviate the last term as the campus boys : | 

do "political science"(so as to make it "poly-ee"), My term will be shrunk I 

to "soc=polly", We 
o Xe Xe Xe Xe Xe Xo %e 

Commenting on my statement that I judged that our 2md=growth forests to . i 

be “coming on " so fast (under increasingly effective fire=-controls) that Wl 

from now on we should anticipate major reorientations of facts, concepts | 

& action-programs (in re "wild=land manegment" ete), you said that in : 

Wis. SO much new popple had come in, after swamp-border fires, that your 1 | 

prgirie chickens were being cramped. I 

Since I wrote you there have been several Staff-top field-trip & | | 

fanning sessions, with foresters, fire-control & law enforcement & game | | 

ete personnel going along & sitting in; - i e taking a real look at the | 

eseis, & trying to make medicine on it. Hh 

Three major items of probability seemed to get screened out. The Hl 

"capture" of once “bare & open stump lana" by the advancing mostly~"serub" | i 

srowth has been so rapid, & once established such “forest” growth "choses Hi 

up tight" on such short time-schedules (so as to "shade out ground-cover", | | 

& statt "pruning itself up" ete) that, what with the activities of our i 

tractor-furrow pine=planters & the over-browsing of so many "yarding" ql 

swamps by deer: | 

l/ The pine-planting programs are now "pinching out" for lack of further : | 
big-open erees fsome State Forest units being now "all planted up“) | i" 

“/ Very onsidereble percentages of not-long-since fair to good deer & | | 
grouse areas have become "not worth hunting in" & we are guite certainly ff) || 
"in for" an unprecedentedly rapid loss of game=-productive areas during mi 
the next 10splus years (some of us inclined to bet thet this shrinkage y | 
will be so rapid as to materially shrink hunting-license sales from | 
now on + = thereby pinching off the Outfit's major source of funds). I 1 

Sf Vest guantities of the "scrub" forests are due to be of “inferior i 1 
Species" & "economically unavailable” (as Zon & Silcox phrase it). a



fhat, of course, is e euphenism for “unmerchantable” & “due to rot ' q i) 
wa 

in situ". I suppose that we are now growing mebby 2=4 million cords of | Hy 

popple a year, & Minn twice es muco & better popple... & that the whole 4 i | 

region cen't use 1 mln cords a year (for pulp, excelsior et al). Plus the | 

serub-oek, white-birch, red=meaple et al & any such total wihl be quite | j 
{ | 

steggering, don't you think? And due to put some kibosh into the never i 1 

sound dope of the Copeland Report & the rest of the nuthineelse-but, | 

sacred=sawlog ete, orthodox "forestry"? The 4Zon=Silcox et al contingent | 

cen't keep running out on the assis situation for very much longer, can it? | 

Q Th | 
They'11 try, of curse; as vide the recent "Regional Planning Report"& HS 

ial 

its Sacred Cow milking,with strong recommendations for "more funds fpr 1 i | 

fire-control & expanded pine-planting programs" etc etc. 

Our pro»forest "authorities" are now duplicating, I take it, what our 
q 

prowfarm professignals did up to the early 20's. Homo-critter behaviors Wh 
i Hi 

repeating right on schedule. . . & indefinitly predictable? (iffen we try). ! | 

Well, anyway, at the lest Comm session a (Titus) Resol was passed ii] 
i] i 

instructing the Director to get busy with a re-check of LES & aerophoto | I 

& other such data to measure up the areas now “taken over" by given-type | H 
} 

'2nd-srowth", what such to expect within xeyears, rates of wood-stuff i 
i Hi | 

srowth thereof & prospects for its economic future, & probeble implicetions | i 

of ell that in re “major sction-programs"™ (all to be in cooperation with i | 
i } 

Sppropriate public agencies" - that mostly meaning via Academy of Science i | 
it r 

® sponsorship, perhaps), i | 

Historical note: Yhe last legislature, after long writhings, bust the i 

jepression=generated land-tax moretoriums; so that of Nov. Srd some 4 min i | 

\yes, 2,500,000) acres of long-delinquent & private-owner-abandoned lands, 1 

efinitly "came back to the State" (& under Dept'l jurisdiction, for | . 

'disposal", "exchanges", "dedication" for State Forests, Game Areas & t | 
rex a} Ul 

tublic Hunting Grounds ete.) : | | 

As of next Jani1, via a legislative ear-marking of fish-license funds ni 
dy 

‘Tor "research, environmental improvements & acquisition of public waters") ni 

a i



the same legislature f/ gave us some $250,000 a year for that, & 2/ r ai (| 

pocketed & ignored a Public Waters bill which would heve utilized & i 1 

implimente& several of our Supreme Court decisions in re "waters vested H 1 

vith @ public character”. The direct & rational approach failed entirely, | 

put the flanking movement succeeded perfectly. Via the frontal attack we 1 h | 

were in Some degree going up ageinst Hecritter "property rights” (which i 

I teke to be primarially "territorial" in origin) but via allocations of i 

fishelicense money we were merely providing "service" for which there was | 

much Customeredemand! To run ‘em both et once, of course, would be a la | 

the Troutman open-water "sneak" on geese. , . Yes, I claim that meny such | | 

critter behaviorepatterns are indefinitly predictable, . . & got some hides hh 

& horns to show for same... . . (Bnd of historical note & comment), 

Ro Ko Xe Xo Xe Xe Xe X 

Thus, seems to me, our concepts & technics in re “cover"affairs, may 

well involve even more than Elton has suggested; but his is the first | } 

such dope & doping which I've seen, & I tip my hat to him = again, 1 i 

Do you know him personally, or have you been enough in corrospondence | (| 
\| {i 

so that you can feel quite sure that he might be interested or amused i i 

in seeing what his "Cover" presentation got me into? If so, here is an | || 

extra carbon for you to send him = plus whatever manner of preface you i iH 

figger to be in order. | i 

Ty's i} 

: P § Lovejoy || 
1138 Fairoaks | | 

Ann Arbor, a 
Mich, hid 

| I 

Ws 

i tH 
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tt | | 
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! 
4a University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management November 16, 1939 

Th! 

Mr. P. S, Lovejoy | 
1138 Pairoaks | 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear P.S.: , 

The ides of sending your letter.to Elton occurred to me 
long before I came to your. last. paragraph where you mildly. suggest it. 
T have told Elton that next time he comes over I will get you out to 
the shack and we will have a session, I fear.in actuality he may be | 
killing rats for the army by this time. 

Your series of parallels with Elton's cover psychology are, i 
I think, the best piece of intellectual construction work that has 

; flowed from your typewriter for-some time. Iam particularly strack i 
by the territorial explanation of the outraged farmer and of the if ] 
outdoor-hungry sportsman. You have said something really new here, iif 
and I think of obvious importance. . Why not develop these ideas in a 1 | 
published commentary on Elton's paper? ..I..am by no means. the only one | 
who would get a kick out of then. 

The re-survey. of the Michigan cutovers is newsworthy, and | 
T got a good chuckle out of your flanking movement on the question. | 

Bxouse this typed letter. I wanted to be sure and reply. a 
right away. \| 

Yours as ever, | 

| | 
| ] 
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AIOE TE oe 1158 Fairoaks AnnArbor , aa 

' 815 40 / Ay iF 
D wy \ I i i 

Dear Leopold: ys J ont 

Yourn of 8th was sent me from Lansing & I sent it back to THT) 

, Ruhl who will doubtless be sending you more of Hickie&s Bunny Bui&éks, eh 

; as asked. Ruhl will be passing around your comment to the effect lL 

that Hickie et al done an OK job; & he'll do this with ansiderable an 

glee:= in that I've just sent up a list of split infinitives, gummy } k 

soft or sour spots, holes etc, which I claimed would have been Th 

caught & cured before going to the printer - had we been a really OK WW I! 

Outfit. I invited Ruhl & Paquin to split the responsibility between 1 | 

‘em 50=50.... & generally done quite a lot of thumb-at-nose. f t'| 

All tha while I was sure it was a very UK job = by all the i || 
precedents; but not good enough, ‘The final copy of the Hickie Mss || | 

went to the printer without having been read & checked for OK by Ruhl, || 

Raguin or Lovejoy.... & there's been so much of that that there is | | 

some runecut in it = on top of the usual tangle of budget, personnel | 

& printer's deadlines, etc (to use as alibis). Ty 

Since I've done more of the working-with-author to get early- | ' 

draft Mss into shape for printing, than has any other single feller | 

in Dept; & have been loudest & most persistent in demanding that the i tI 

barber-shops be took good care of; & have been a sorta pore-dam crip Th || 

enyway, gotta be humored, so far I've been getting away with it - - Wi 

put Ruhl et al will be glad to have your specific OK to use as an Hh | 

antidote agin my finger-twiddlings. i 

ih | 
Right now we have 1lst-draft Miss on the fire for three other Ml, 

wildlife "mgt™ bulls (coyote-controls, fox-squrls, pen-feeding of deer), aw) 
& plenty more coming up fast.... « for Forests, Firé-as-took, Public Hh 

lands & waters etc. @11 due to be bowling down the same alley & Te | 
to be very important in “reorienting current action-programs", But LRAT fi 
still we cantt seem to get set to see ‘em caning & handle &em in our tt 
stride. ae SS they run into jams @ back-lash combinations, deadlines Wh! 

& absence of key personnel at critical times, etc etc. So what ifm | if 
ator te about isn't any individual job. d | 

fx i | | 

(V*\Pirnie did his book almost solo = even to reading proof, The j | 

Hubbs-Esch (Lake Impvt) book i fought e11 one winter, finally having } 

read/line-by-line fiva times (in the several revisions needed in order , | 

to get it ready for printer). Them damn Campus-fellers} il 

Like enough i'd have gotten the chance to help clean up Hickie's ty 
finel draft, but just then (last March) I got me a sudden cramp in the Da 
chest etc which the MDs diagnosed as a plugged heart artery 4 no tellin et 
how big or bad so they drugzed me flat for several weeks & then kept Tt i 
me scared all up for several more. when nuthin continued to happen tt i 

right along, they finally let me have the typewriter in the bedroom Th i 

(to keep me off the stairs etc), & few days ago they put me thru the | 

UofM hospital heart-clinic + which couldn't find anything abnormal a} h 

with my pump-works, ‘hey told me in effect: "Whatever that March i i] 

incident was all about, your MD seems to have caught it soon enough } 1 

So that you got th breaks & looks like its all cleared up...sut you're i i 

itp very special soft-all-over, so step out very gradually & cautious- | H | 

8. (it | i 

Under these circumstences you will apprehend that i've had (another) Hh aan ii 

if II 

yd y



2 tT 
“exceptionally favorable” (shall i say?) cuance to do some wondering iB |: 
about various combinations seemingly entitled to it. sven writing on |! 
for the waste=-basket might help keep me from getting toxic introspections, 4 ii 

anyway i'm now sketching around to revortfons of the goings-on & | | | 
prospects of (as per bed-room « not properly depolarized by contacts Wt 

with th big roundish worla ete). intl 

akaxe Xe Nok ote ta tl | 
WB Yh 

i remember writing you as to the starting of our "2nd-growth® invesiga= } i 
tions (under Academy of Science auspices) & telling you something of Mh 
what I felt sure would be showing up iif we competently assembled the fl i 
dope as to soils, cover etc). i t| 

We'd find that we have on hand vast surpluses of popple, several min I 
acres of fair+to-good young maple-mixture, several more of culled-but- a || 
coming swamp conifers, plus more oek-on-+sand than pine (including Wt 
plantations), plus helluvalot of miscl crap (as popple, white-birch, 1) a 
red=-maple-oak ete. . . Gover of some sort coming in fast on all but the . | 
leanest sands... & so fast that large & larger areas are “shrinking out” i 
both game carrying capacity & chance to furrow=plant. ste, |i 

Hy 
fe were begining to talk use-fire-as-tool, i told you, didn't I? H 

(& rather expecting the rrofs of “forestry &pPor the USFS to be no-end i 1 | 
horrified or worse?) 

Well the "2nd=growth" studies seem to be progressing steadily, « this F | 
summer, independently but due to integrate in due season, we have a Wt 
SC man in the field on "grazing" (on Bankhead-Jones fmds), & Ruhl el || 
has a Pitt-Rob man on fire-cover=game relationships, & the UofM has a 1 
man on Rackham funds (I guess) trying to identify & measure up ell the at | | 
forms of subsidy flowing into a sampae cut-over county in excess of its Hen 
own locel taxes, Whatever is spent in the name of "cvn", plus the I ! 
"administration of public lands & waters", will be part of that in-put Th 
of “outside” money, no doubt. Also Ruhl was to start another feller i 
on a test+county to measure up the private & other spendings & turn-over || 
deriving from "recreational uses", including game & fish, direct & | a 
indirect. I dunno for sure did that man start. The plan was for him t i 
to stick it out thru the full hunting seasm, & with help from our | | 
Officers & CCC, try to get an OK inventory of the "takes" of this & that . 
(later to be compared with what the as-per-law hunters report cards show] ~ 
for that county - so es to get us a correction-factor ate | 

i } 

I mean to indicate that we seem to be getting better-than-ever Hl 
"integrated", & with MSC, the UofM & tept teamed up good... even tho i 
a la Mich each mostly independent but working at The Job sorta like a 
a circus crew driving tent-stakes, | 

Hy 
4ll these several "tnvestigations" for instance, will be at least tt q 

considerably in-on the fire-as-tool proposition , & all of &em must Mt 
deal in some degree with the forest-cover & its prospects - so as to Th 
tie in with the 2nd-growth study, | i || 

a | 

oe Xo%e Xe | H 
i \ 

Layin there flat in bed & mebby never git pants on again, I figgerd 4 
that just left alone & no further yeast stirred in, this new motion i 
would keep on by itself, from now on, But could doubtless be hastened | 

Ifo ROS hea taikE°Eo HP IeACat HE wnoFS, CHES EBMBEEEZ 82-<tey™™ * NY 
, . i] 
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Ri 
Cleiming or #ntimating as usual that I seen everything a-comin up laa 
&for rigged ta make it come (so as to keep my ego at nice wrking P 
pressure etc), I can now report that: | ee 

ay | 

Few months back Ben East ran on his Page (in 8? large Mich papers) | ie 
e mild little "story" to break @nto the fire-as-tool thing. Dept | ae 
people, he said, were now often talking it openly as due to be coming-@p Wi 

presently.... & Sports had been wondering what had happened to queer vt ae 

the deer & grouse hunting where it was OK-to-good few years back.... i) ee 
If the crowding in of scrub 2nd-gr without valid pro-timber future ol 
proves to be as some are claiming, then mebby we been getting too H t 

much all-firé-is-always-bad & might be sorta checking into that... | ] 

I hear that srory was copied over in Wis & Minn, & I kmow that a | i 
copy of it got fed into the Milwaukee office of the USFS with «4 |) 

suggestion better check up in Mich before trying to slap this down, | | 

4 4 

Well, few weeks ago Al Hamel came drifting thru. Ostensibly he was OW 
leaving copies of the 56-p mimeo of “USFS Recommendations to Congress || | 
in re national forest-affairs™ etc, but he dropped in on a good many Wt | 
of our kep people ..,. & talked a little as to fire-as-tool before he Wh] 
left. Feelin fem out, no doubt, to find out was this idee strong Ty \i 
& due to stick, or just a passing notion. Al told me that he “hoped |} i | 
his people would cooperate with my Outfit".... in locating some OK H 
places to try it out, measure up results with care etc, But I thought | ii 
he wasn't all sll sure could he get his people to go slong & be on-th= i i 
square. But I thought al would try; also that it might be intrustin | 1] 
to watch the Mich delegation to Congress iffen the USFS were to try | 
to slap down our Sports organizations (never before so tightly woven) | 
plus the Acad of Sci.... & in an election year. | a 

gieXe ete ta tees x th 1 
oH Bi 

fhe thing is evidently fermenting in another phase. That 2,5 min a ti 
acres drppping on us in a bunch, last Nov, seems to have some of our H | 
Commnrs worried es to do-whats.... ( anyway I've done all I dared to | i) 
get & keep ‘em worried)> ant) 

Spme 3 mln on hand, in State Forests etc, 2.5 mij more just || | 
dropped, mebby 5 mln yet to come, & a gross of 5 min now inside the Th 1 
Nat'l Forests.., & nobody ever even talking about whet sorts of | | | 
liabilities were getting set up agin the public fumds in "protecting" | j 
"improving" & "administering" such public lands & (mebby) "forests". | 

E But if nobody was talking or asking about such-like, most of our qt 
Commmrs could just shrug & sluff, But last summer I got two well-up mH) | | Hl 
USFS-ers to admit to me (reluctantly) that "personally they diag’t od | ) 

expect the Nat&l Fors of the Lake States would ever average to be WG 
even self-supporting from sale of timber etc. In Staff-session in i 
Director's office, last fall, I reported that, & asked Director howe oy! 
ebout-that for State Forests? He (half-joshing?) asked Schaef how- AL ij 
bout it?.... & to everybody's astonishment (I thought) Marcus said 1 
Sure.., they'd never get out of th red = = counting CCC, WPA ete ote, tt 

th 
Rubbing all that into the Front Office (& Fomtanna a forester), 4 | 

& into the Commn as practicable f&/or safe?) presently the Scotch-oia i 
Chrmn was reacting, plus a few others now & then... getting more & more | 
"uncomfortable”™ I guess - = but less & less able or inclined to take il 
the standard USFS stuff at full face falue; & getting activly suspicious qj 
of it mebby (in which perhaps my Comment to Silcox somewhat helped?) | i 

ee || 

: ah
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Along es I first got to typing again this spring, I got to corrospond- | Hy) 

ing with Schmitz (who had seemed glad to use my Silcox joshing in the 1 a 

JofF) end again 1 found him seemingly interested in opening up more Tey 

of the inwardnesses of OK & not-OK “forest lend uses", HH Chapman | f 

helped fen various phases, & especially the “is it an economic sin to | it 

leave idle lands not needed for timber-production" (whim I'd picked i ' 

out of a JofF letter to ‘Cae ants Tn | 
ie t 

In one of his letters Chapmen nad said to effect: "the real economic i | 

& every other sort of sin, i to use up what might otherwise be We h 

soundly productive funds 4 #ffaxt, in efforts to rehabilitate as forests, dl iH 

lands which are definitly sub-marginal for the purpose.... & while | ] 

supra-marginel lands are as-readily aveailsble? Mm 

I sent that Chapman letter to the Chrmn, saying I judged he might well || | 

do some praying over it. He sent it into Lansing for the Director & ai 

other Tops to resd (& pray some over?), . . & I think that all of ‘em "i 

will “get" the tie-in with the 2nd-growth study etc.... & some of ‘om ll 

the tie-in with fire-as-tool etc. (I hope). i | 

Anywey in the July issue Schmitz comes thru with what I take to be | 

a strong (but not too-strong?) editorial on the is-it-a-sin query, & hl 

ends it with the specific suggestion that “15-20 Stete & Nat'l Forests Hi 

have some decently honest & comprehensive red-&-black-ink accounts set Th 

up & lets look ‘em over. i judge he has some follow-ups in mind. | 
Wi 

I'd like to know how & where you react to the July editorial. i || 
‘a i F ni 

Xe Zoe SeXoXoXeXete re Tl | | 

ney 

In corrosponding with Chapman he had refered to a G& Pearson article | 

in the March Journel:"Fobrest Land Use", & evidently thought well of it. hl 

y) | ea 
I was very much in bed when that came, & later found it such slow i yt 

70ing that I hadn't gotten in to the meat of it, Having re-read it iy i 

Several times, I'm not at all sure that Pearson (I don't know him) We 
himself recognized the nub (as I meke it to be). Now I'm wondering oh i 

ea lot if it isn't a Real Nub, q | 

He says, p 262, bottom 1st col., & 266, top 2nd col etd, that: | | 
We 

a- we heve 4U0 mln of is, ex-, or potential forest land (in USA) || 

b= but LOO mln of the best of it, worked intensivly, will supply all a | 

: the high-quality timber stuff we can use, plus exportable surpluses, 4) aa 

c- the multi-purpose formula is mostly hooie (p 270 middle 1st col) Th 
aq i 

More or less clearly set up are the propositions that{ the intensive | i 

working of best-bet lends will produce timber of better quality & | t 

cheaper then via multi-purpose.... & that with 100 mln aéres in intensive Jf i 

pro-timber, we'll heave some 300-mln acres for non-timber purposes... & | | 
available" for game, slope-protection ete etc. Mh) 

As a concept to play around with, his propositions intrigue me 4 lot. Hi h 
i| | 

Alternatly in-bed & then another spell at the typewriter, I've been i 
So playbng-around: about thus - i, 

What might “intensive timber production mean"? Evidently he means il 

using the best of modern technics in re silviculture ete: plant holes, I | 

cut gai h ese rune ! 
& to adt tll gome, oe in by TERR eaP E82 *R 88072 gk ABe Paete » P . i | 

i i 
| iy 

i iB!)
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But No he doesn't mean all-th-tools, Not too clearly he still ; i! 
recognizes that all such stand-improvement operations will run into a yt 
diminishing returns,... & his calculations (as illustrated) run so as a Hh 
to make his "intensive" produce cheaper as well as better timber (mostly jf) | 
via more-per-acre & shorter-haul on acct have picked best-bets to work). TH Tt Wl 

He knows he could fertilize, irrigate via high-line ditches & thus | | 
git more timber faster... but he doesn't figger ta go that far.... So i) 
he evidently means or implies “intensive up to limits where yéélds of oi \ 
merch products can be made to "pay" or be self-liquidating™ (or sumpin F \ 
like that, not too clearly worked out). tl i Wy 

He is, presumably, expecting to set up & keep some OK books ... & i i 
he is claiming that via such book-keeping the multi-purpose formula iW . } 
will git shown up as due to cost more per unit of finished product than | a 
same unit worked intensivly on best=bet areas. i i || 

Anyway there could be such books & properly set up & kept they would i | 
presently begén To locate them points of diminishing returns etc. (Amd Th || 
doesn't that cross-tie nice to the is-it-a-sin query & editorial?) i 

ma 

1 
axactly the same basic propositions in re farm-crops as forest-crops, Th | 

seems like as if. AB || 

If best-bet locations were selected & then worked a la best of modern Wi 
: manners, couldn't we quite certainly raise ell the potatoes or cotton 1 | 

we can use, % on a fraction of thef/ lands now actually used? Sure 1 
could. .. But would the resulting ppuds & lint be cheaper as well as | 
of higher-than=now quality? I dunno. Likely could be if the books aa 
were set up right - & were then respected so as to quit where the Ht] 
returns diminished too much, Ht 

ait 
If xitrate ownership & competitive markets are involved, & are left Ht i 

free to function, the best-bet & best-run operations are due to be TB i 
sifted up, & the less-fit down ufor out (& books or no books). But ay by 
if the less-fit are bonused & subsidized enough to keep operating, then HH | | 

y ? TR F whet? Hi 

And under public ownership & operation (as Natfl Forests & Stata ?) Wl 
what's the chance that such books will be set up & kept right so es to | 
locate & then taper off where & when the diminishing returns cut in too ‘ ai 
much? i 1 ht 

MWh 
Well, anyway, do we "know enough" to pick specific best-bet potato a 

jands & locations = as in & for Lake States? Yes, I guess so - kinda | 
& good enough to start with. Soils people can "rate" the productive- Tt ! 
cepacitges of each soil entity, can't they (in terms of given crops ae |e 
& standard field practice)? .. . & Agronomy will know where the Th | 
climate is most dependably favorable. . . Leaving out "marketing Th 
facilities" etc, the technology of the potato-equation should be easy | |, 
enough, & should readily identify the approx boundaries of the best-bet il 
product#on-districts. . . in Mjch like enough most would be in the U.P, i 
+ + « & on the U.P. only there is apt to be more such best-bet-for- W 
productibn potato land than “needed” to produce the volume of spuds i 
we now use or ship out. . . Same for wis & Minn, no doubt. nj | 

if so, then when the best-bet-for=production areas have been sorted il id 
out, they must evidently be re-worked for the Economic factors (such i 
es transport, storage, precedents & preferences ete:) But that's also i iF



6 i 
begining to involve the social-political factors. . . Spose 72 land f an 
is being worked, people skillfuj} & tools on hand, buyers used to the AB) 
Todal combinations, markets close enough etc, but somewhere else there ont 
is much=better land- = on which the same labor ete would produce much | i i 
more=per-acre, cheaper & of higher grades ete = = but that best-for- Th 
produétion land is still mostly in stumps & brush & gotta be cleared ete.? tt 

ih \ 

might be that workéing the #2 land, as-is, will figszer out cheaper i 
than shifting over isuddenly?) into best-bet-for-production areas, ie to ii | 
#l land. . . & what 1f the people involved admit that the other land is i | 
“petter" ete, but don't want to move & prefer to accept & put up with i / 
what-they=got, rather than move w start over? Leave ‘em alone & find 
new people to start on the #l lends to thereafter tnereasingly crimp & i al 
cramp thé old settlement on 72 & gradually whittle it down & out? | } 

Hl 
| : 

try shifting it over into timber, a la rearson; & assuming (as he does?) W 
thet the dominant fraction of all forest-lands will be wnder control of Ih 
public agencies (or public-owned outright). But whoe; for a long time . : | 
presumably, @ lotta the fair-to-good-production land will be in UK loge Hl 
stards, privately owned ... but owners not due to figger to keep ‘am i" H | 
productive". Oh well, never mind ali that, for now. Just say we have | 

2 total of 400 min acres, & the job is to identify 100 mln of best~bet, if i 
el | 

Suppose some national agency (Resources Board or the like?), working il 
with Regional egencies on which States, USFS et al are represented, Hh | 
studies things over & then proceeds to budget production, by Regions, iB | 
species, grades etc. Hach legion gets its guota $0 produce on best-bet | 
lends.... (to be worked “intensivly” etc). | | 

a oan 

Lake States will be aggioned totals-wanted-per-year (decade etc) of H| 
oak-hickory (from woodlots), from maple-mixture (on the non-agr'l loams+, 1% 
bfHfh cedar eta ( from the peats), of the pines etc, Each such production i Hi 
assignment, now gets figgerd back (via growth tables ete) to the equiv- Wl 
alent areas (needed to produce), ty 

a yi 
Now the Regional agency gotta split that total area-allocation between Th | 

its individual States, ell of it as per best-bet & everythimg getting Tt | 
considerd good. Hh | 

Spose you & I are on the Regional afency to do it; how do we proceed? ? i 
We 

: We are considering the pines, The dope shows that none of the L.P, | 
grows Jack as well as parts of the U.P. does.... & that in NE Ménn there | 
ére large blocks of country which grows Jack & pobhle as well or better | ih 
than the best of the UfP, ... & that Wis is out compared to the best-bet- ff) | 
production capacities of the other two, Do we assign 911 the Jack - Tt 
production (& popple?) to Minn? Of do we involve some factors not in hii 
re high-production-capacity, & so let Wis & Mich have some for #2 lands? ft i 

an |) 
Red=pine, The best "natural stands" werd on gravels etc, of soils I 

where the maple-mixture couldn't-g0~.. & where white-péne could but Hi | 
mostly didn't. j 

aa 

But the best individual trees I e¥er saw were in Neopit country, & Hl 
growing mixed with white- hemlock, & full maple-mixture including OM 
log-tree butternuts! i | 

| | 
The best "cork"=p stands in Mich were seemingly on lands now mostly | a 

mi 
oe
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in (Thumb) farms (& Cass River velley), & the best trees were HY 
mixed in with maple, basswood ete on loams mostly fif-to-farm (if | HP 
level enough ec. Best growth I ever saw in Mych was 16-22 inches ee 
on the stump during Ist 50 years... a natural grove in very OK hardwood | 
mixture where maple made 4', hemlock 5-6, basswood 3-4' ete (now in AY 
Hardwood St Forest west of Wolverine), Wl 

ih | 

So, evidently, best-bet white & red péne growing-sitea, gotta be on tl 
high-grade loams where the maple-hemlock typically done its best. And || 
same for Jack, like enough, especially if worked “intensivly". | | } 

do Wi I 
Here we got sumpin I dunno/our forestry-bretheren rightly savvy same, i ] 

The pines were where they were, mostly because the maple-mixture ran a 
‘om off the loams, Pines couldn't reproduce in hardwood shade.... So | | 
they got run off their best growing sites to gravel-sands ete where ti 
the pines coula go & where they could reproduce (without competition). a 

| | 

Another sumpin: Even on the gravel-sands where the “very good" old- i i 
time log stands of red & white occured, much of most of it was evidently ett 
"set on your ecological khair-trigger” (1ike 01a cane in Ohio?), so that iH | 
when cut & burned-over in lumbering, even where plenty of seed-trees HW 
were left, it came back to huckleberry=fern sod, red-maple, scrub-oak, a 
popple & white birch, Jume-berry, witch-nazel etc. .... i @ the | 
"inferior hardwoods" took over after the pine (so hard as to mostly Wi 
smother any pine planted between the sprout-clumps = as north slope TD | 
of Higgins lake where Roth had us planting in ‘04 plus... I showed I 
youRf you that, didn't I? Chapman also saw it - & didn't forget it | 
either. HW 

Even tho it may be possible, under "intensive", to fight back the if j 
hardwoods on the #1 & Ep sodis, will it be at all practicable? At Wah df 
all apt to be worth what it will cost? If not, then the Pearson |i i 
formula of high=productive-capacity as the lst tetm of "best~bet", Hi 
has to be discounted for diminished returns, doesn't it? So what? i | 
Where do we decide to assign our guota of pro-pine areas? To the i | 
less=productive but more-practicable lands? Or do we hunt up a |i 
poison=stumplplus-fire tachnic & try to make it work so that we can ap i 
force our pines back where gawdamighty & ecol successions run 'em off? HI | 

That will be OK, I take it, if it doesn't cost too much & is sure Tt } 
enough etc,,,, so now we're right back to the book-keeping asain.... to We 
measure up how much *intensive" we really "want"... (ie "can afford"?) | | | 

it 

! Chapman says its a sin to be extravagent trying to rehabilitate | 
Sub-marginal lends, & it sure is; but it that any worsé than spending I 
too much in fighting sprouts etc, to force desired-production on | f 
Suprae-marginal lands? The wickedness lies in the "spending too much" | | 
(in proportion to returns), doesn't it? Or in plenting, protecting a 
atc, & then have the brush smother out the pine? Th il 

|| ae 
» Ne Be Me Xp Make i ' 

As to cedar-mixture on the peats etc, again there will be a wide Hl 
range of “site-qualities” among the many peats & phases of, ‘he best ii 
Mich cedar I ever saw wasn't in a “swamp"™ at all. Well up on a springy | t 
Side-hill in a sorta cove... & evidently with high-lime ground water iM | 
moving. il 

Best oneswamp_peat cede, I think, is likewise where incoming high | i 
lime water is moving (4 e not stagnating & getting “soup"), & peat a 
tending toward muck on acct of same. | i



Hew much aifference there is between the typical growth-rates / aa 

on sites 1 to 5 or 5 I don't know, & I very considerably mistrust yy 

the capacity (& inelinetion?) of Zon's vu tfit to make such determinations AB, Wi! 
- ie make them so as to permit & facilitate the recognition & class~ et 
fication of growth capacity (as agin the old & mostly hypothetical "| bi 
divisions of averese héighth-growth per age etc). 4on et al don't know i i 

or (as I judoee) don't want to know anything about soil-taxonomy & its BY 
on-job uses.... & I can get bitter-plus on occasion. V i. 

| 
Agaén & as in re the pines, I'm in doubt that where wild cedar occurs | 

is a sure index to where it will grow best. Growth vs, reproductive i 
capacity again. i've never seen it decently tried out, but I'm inclined Ik 
to guess that cedar plented on the right clay-loam uplands, will outgrow WE 
nything on nuthin-ele-but peat (a4ven tho the cedar can't reproduce on | 1 || 

such siites?). i Hf 

Gotta find out gbout that, evidently, before we could do a really | 
"intensive" job of allocating lands for plus+plus "working for high an 
yields & grades", a 

Ih | 

With the cedar we gotta somehow integrate the deer-herds & what they Wh | 
tend to do.... & if we're going "intensive" in re game as wellg as logs il {i 
et al, mebby we gotta fence the deer out of where we're starting cedar. iM! 

As to spruce I'm 611 fogged up as to probable future markets with 1 | 
Herty=process paper coming, etc. I) | 

quelities lt 
But I'm sure that the famgas of spruce-site vary in a big range. I've an 

seen some Mich spruce 2=ft on the stump; & once a S-ft-er (which we a 
nistook for & white-pine stub growing on an island in the swamp... but Th HH 
they wan'tB no island & I dunno how-come), a 

‘th | 
4s to maple-mixture, much the best stands seem to have been in our a\t iH 

lake-shore counties of the NW LP = Antrim etc. Like enough we could At | 
ind enough ex-farm & still-wild land in those counties to make up i) 

nost of the Michesllocation of such. . . But we have a good many big-ish tt i 
tracts of good 2nd-growth maple ete in other parts of the LP where OTE i 
the stands & logs were at least good... plus lots more in ragzed stands |) WN 
of young stuff broken with the fire-cherry-grass-bramble formation Wh i 
& at least “available when needed", The bulk of the UP hardwood was | HH 
& is distinctly inferior as compared with the longer growing-season in i Hl 
the LP ¥s I suppose, but our bigsest tracts of OK 2nd-growth maple etc, tl 
are in the U.P. So what shall we do with that combination when we git I 
busy with our Pearson-style allocations of best-bets etc? I 

| 
I'm wndering whether we won't be getting about tke all the maple Hi 

we can use from the wild & extensively worked areas, exvept mebby Hy | {| 
reletivly small areas in best=bet vorked for old trees & veneer-logs Thi 
atc? We have wild 2ndegr stands about 40 years old, being cut for | | } 
chemical wood & yielding 15-25 cords per acre, I hear, Th H 

Wondering also whether we are ever apt to have all we "need" of Mn 
basswood, It makes good logs from stump-sprouts (I think) & so carried i ai 
its own insurance (which I judge quite very dam important)... We Are Hi 
working some in our hardwood nursery & will presently be getting some i 
dope as to how it works into plantations & then behaves (I hope we will i i} 
but since basswood isn't pane, & so isn't purely sacred, i dunno for i 
Sure will we really tey to find out fast & foresure), | | 

i 
I assume that there will be such vast quantities of popple that via | ll 

Scavenge# operations the markets will always be (overs?) supplied. a 

| Be
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Mo Me Be Xe Fo Ze Ke Ke Fe Xe | ai 
AB ht 
tq q 

i've been fanning as to some of the major "considerations" which would || 
evidently have to be took up in detail were any competent Regional & Hi 
State agencies to attempt to apply the rudiments of the Pearson "budget" Wh 
formula..., & dealing only with the Technical phase in re“best growths" Th)! 
etc. Wi) 

But Im not forgetting that (always in theseshere cvn affairs?) the | a 
equetion gotta readf ¥ : +1 

Teck (Neonomte \” 8oo-poly = Action-prograh j 

# pociel=-political 1 

For the present Iém assuming than en OK integration of the Tech & Ec | | 
will carry OK Soeepoly, linked on. i 

4nd I'm assuming thet we "know enough" & will be as competent ¢& honest) | | 
in computing the Ec paase as we will be the Tech.... & that we'll do it | i | 
mostly via red-&-black-ink accounting a la "is it a sin" editorial ete. 1h | 

Of course I don't reckon that we are really competent even in the Tech | i 
phase of the “forestry” phase (& I thumb my nose again at USFS et eal). ; 

Bp 

Anyway is that enough en route fanning to "show the way I'm trying to | a 
make medicine on the Pearson=timber-budged proposition? If so will you | 
comment (& with the brakes off... no-fair-quote?) if Te 

Xe Xe XeXeXe | Hi 
| aa 

Even tho the f-formule were being used & were working out (so as to | i 
take care of the old-high-quality forest products ete, vie "intensive ma 
best-betY, if his doped ratio of 400mln total to luOmin needed is eny= : Th 
where OK (as I judge it gotta be), then we'll have some 300mln aéres Hf 
for "extensive-minus (i @ on down to leave-it-lay-wao-cares even if it | | 
burns? ). 2 Vt | 

on 
Spose that for the Lake States the ratio figgers out to 5:1.... & i i 

that the total wild-land “available” is 50 min acres (still leaving Th 
woodlots out), Then we'll pick out 10 min of best-bet-for- timber, Hy) 
& have 40-min left for extensive or leave-lay. he 

A very considerable part of that 40min will be volunteer 2md-grth 1 
on the not-best-bet lands, plus culled-over swamp timber ete. This Hl 
will vary from very OK stands on so-so soils & sites, on down to || a 
reggedy crap-stuff on cull-land... isuch as cankered-up popple on sand?) | | 

| i 
Our 2md-grth maps should presently indicate just about how they will an yi 

ratio but i'11 off-hand estimate that the Mich inventory will show about: tt | 

Fair-to-good stands of “prefered or UK species” on faireto-g00d sites dt 
or better (including all best-bet, as to be identified) ...... 25% Th 

5: | i 
Fairetospoorish stands on ditto sites . . . 2. «6 6 oe ee « SOM { | 

7. hi i, 
Too puor to rate as having any valid prospect of OK-timber future 25% i | 
(ineluding turrible lot of so-far-pine=planted sand plains) i . 

If Mich has 2umln acres “in fire zone", that would figger out: i i 

i i \i
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af Has best+bet or fair-bet timber_future ........... 8 mln acres im Yt 

apy yi 
b/ Has bumpbet to zero timber futmre . ..... ...-l0 min acres a | 4 

i a of Hee, serosonly; timberefuturg.. 69... « whe wnete nae 3 \ Ni 
a the bulk of the Nat'l & State boresth wats 2dr 0ssetsvaKEnE early i} | 

blockings will quite certainly go into the b/ e/ ratings. (All-same A | 
Lovejoy's Jof# piece some years back on “Worst-first Yheory??) / 

1 | | 
Still pleying with the do-wuats if try to apply the P-formuls, we j I} 

shall evidently locate the af lands & (when if & as) sueil begin to | \ 
work out "intensive" operations therein (realizing with P, that it } 
will teke @ long time to git 'em at all lined up & on their way into i 
intensive" status... & that we'll mebby not “need” 'em ell anyway). It 

Even with that as-per-r-stuff going on, there will, of course, be Ah 
en aggregate of anyway several mln acres of so-so timber, actually i | 
growing along on the bf lands, plus some jack-p on the c/ no doubt... Tl | 
w With Some balsam ete feeding in to the bad-burn-now-in-slder flets me) i! 
ete etc,,iso that any classifecation gotta be flexible « corrected | | 
es we go along?) | | 

auite a lot of this gratis timber-stuff on bum-bet-tor-intensive | ie 
ill actually get "worked" Wie scavenger operations & for "inferior Mm) 

forest products" such as J=p bolts & popple, posts & poles, fuel,atks, Hh | 
chemical=wood ete... but this will be via extensive, no doubt and Wh 
will go along increasingly (es already some) whether or no there is | 
any or much intensive. Note damn iffen I see how P et al can expect tam til 
to get even expenses outa their en-route thinnings, release-cuttings Hae 
ete when such @ helluva lot of come-&-sit-it bf-stuff will be around... he 
Or how he (they) can hope to make real-intensive “pay" via honest | 
book-keeping, but they's anyway ought ta sit a chance &/or be made ta Th 
wrk up them cost vs value curveé & So we can read off in re diminishing 1H 
returns etc, don't yuh think? Hl) 

if i 

we Re Se XR eX eX for timber) || iH 
WB |i] 

All right, now we got the Pequota lands took Jcare of.... & still got i 
them 15 mln acres of bum-bet/miminum & rat-holeflands on our hands, nl || 

Now what? 
i | “ 

4s the best-bets go into intensiva, they will mostly fade out toward orto | / 
zero in their "availability" for game. , . But we'll have that 15min for Mi Such-like "uses", won't we? | i | 

iW | 

What @ now wenne know is why we shouldn't apply to game-production etc, [fl |» 
the same formule P says is right for timber-production...., or/& figger it q out where both go sour; if eny. i i | 

Cortadnly we again have basic high-low-etc "productive capacities” for i 
seme.... & they will vary a lot as between the optimums of the several et 
Species..., & they will tie back a whole lot into the soil-entities & i Hi not only in re the forest-type cover & its stages of sere, but still | 1 |) 
more tnutimatly - as "lime enough for chivers to start easy"etc,. i, | | 

, & they may or may not coincide with the boundaries of the best-bet= HA iM ‘Oretimber area-classifications ..., presumebly will often to usually Al 
80 all squ-gee to ‘em (so as to git plenty ease etc). | th |i 

N13 '
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Now I ast yuh sweet & pure: Sposin you have OK soil & cover meps By 
(like LES?);& also have the 2nd-growths & good-to-best stockings of, |) lee 
shown clearly; & have the best-fet-timber quota areas marked off; & | 

you're going to re-work the balance of the bum-bet & for-timbed rat-hole a} 
so as to pick out & drew boundaries for the best-bet-for-game areas, = ‘| 
je best-bet for "intensive" gameemegt .... & the rest to be “rated” so Th i 
es to indicate probable degrees of OK-ness for extensive game mgt. Th | 

How do you go at the doin same? On the basis of what criteria or | 
specifications or indexes do you recognize & map your several degrees 
of "productive capacity", stocking, prospeéts for future etc? (And all | || 
th time expecting & intending to set up & then run an OK set of books i I 
go as to prove out on your degrees of OK intensity etc?) Or don't Th 
game=mgt fellers expect or intend to measure up & prove out on their t 1 || 
pest-bet, bum-bet &/or rat-hole projects, propositions, properties & i ai 
spendings on or for? ; | | 

/ | 

Note As any newish technology first gits going much of its project | 
list must involve mpxa# x-n~ of try-&-see: i e experimental grading up ! } 
into demonstration of “proven" OKs ... & indefinite % of blind-alley i {| 
& no=go results. But #f the no-go projects are properly recognized & th | 
then ere 2sold to Customers" ete (so as to kill off the tooseasy & WW | 
Sacred Cow propositions... like lebuck law is sacred & plant more & vey! 
igger fish will git good fishing?.. then even the “fgilures® may be { 

very worthwhile or in-a-sense "profitable". "i ‘| } 
what then is the difference between valid “experimenting”, & the lh | 

ld-line tinker-tinker a la barbershop biology? : th | 
«QO yrs ago the Cvn Dept's Tops fussed a lot to find & way to "close the ah} 

trout- feeder-streams", & having found it, figgerd they had bigod aid i 
sumpin due ta "help a lot", 10 yrs later the (different) Tops, taken Th | 
much satisfaction in "opening feeder-streams". Neither Outfit even | 1 
tried to measure up what happened - or why (if anything). Ie these | iy 
were tinker-tonker opergations.... even so got by nicely with the Customers, 1) a 
They seen the Tops "trying things” didn't they? ni \ 

But last yr the Outfit staked Hazzard et al to a fullesized & permanent a 
trout-stream Experiment Station..,. & from now on it will be isolating Wi) 
& measuring up the limitine factors. So the tinker-tinker technic is a || 
vetting faded out into the Modern. an |i) 
_ The "equation" is the same, but where the Socspoly factor dominated, I i] 
the Tech factor has come up in potency... & will be fetching in the Ee Wi 
éctor (Quite automatically if Hazzard et al do their stuff properly?) } H | 

"s+. can do this, or do that & that, but having measured up the ratios | HI} 
of returns to costs, it is evident that so&éso is best-bet for given 

g combinations", Thus, I take it, the Tech links in the Ec & together |} 
(at taken out & "sola" right) they presently shift what the Gustomers i 

ant" or “consider OK", & the Soo=poly shifts accordingly. |} i) 
Why isn't sumpin like that the permanent & basic underlying formula Hh 

-or all "modern": Medicine, Agriculture, imgineering, fish, game, forests | i] 
« all the rest? qt i 
: i so why doesn't it boil down to increasingly precise & dependable | a ‘echnic for separating the best=bet, vimpbet & retokole proposition, — | | 
Projects @#AF policies etc? i 

ehw Xe Re he Seta Xe Xe a || 

(or is it "stance"? tt 
a Vie USFS Multi-purpose", I take it, we have drifted into a seetates t | 

ti repudiates all valid or sincere attempts to establish priority 4 | 
retings among an infinity of lands, areas, projects ete. i 

_ knowing what we in Mich now do, via LES etc, I judge the USFS ; | Hi) 
Proceedures in establishing purchase-eareas & in setting will-pay prices ‘ Gf id 

i 

n ||
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as between what they recognize as different types of land, is inept & ABT) 
erude so as to be, in fact, raw-incompetent (es due to become evident | Bi 
next decade or so?) Wy 

The origin Ofthis;Ho doubt, lies in the increasingly deliberate & i i 
poneheaded failure)to recognize that we “have available" much more "forest Wit 
land" then we "need to put or keep in production"; (1 ¢ as per "forestry"). (fi) | | 
. » « The “multi-purpose” dogma-formula lets ‘em keep pleasantly head=in-= ie) i! 
sandy = = so that they can keep on letting-on that its their gawd-given 
job to “take care" of all of it ete. Going at it that way they find no 1 I 
occasions to deal in priority ratings - = & so are perpetuating a great i | 
& ¢nereasing "sin" (es per July editorial in JofF). i ij 

Pearson has somewhat recognized this ... & has set some wedges which | i 
are due to split off some OK chunks = if same git drove in hard & soon, | | 

The 4:1 ratio of "available" to "needed" may or may not check out OK, a i] 
or if OK for whole US may not be by individual RKegions..,. & assuredly i | 
von'bSbé for individ States, or districts of. | i 

near tT 
And no agency will enywhere/"know enough" to establish OK timber & ih | 

lands.for "budgets" .... & couldn't get away with it or make it stick it i | 
exnyway (except as we're fast going Hitlerish.., as we mebby are?) it | 

a 
Nevertheless & anyway it is already sbundantly evident that there Th | 

are & always gotta be ratings of priorities - & that we very decently Th il 
know how to start locating ‘em.... when & if we try. and for farm, forest 4 
drug or grocery-store, & all other sorts of lands, sites (including game ie | 
& fish eb al. Th | 

So I seem to come out to this: Some sorta ratio of needed to total I a 
available, will be coming up for potatoes, pine, apples, autos etc, We ial || 
don't rightly know for-sure what this ratio will be (for farm of forest nel i 
products or lands to reise 'em on) & don!t much need to knoweif we are my hl 
trying to work off the top of decently competent priority ratings.... & q d | 
really tyying to re-check such lists with all-th-tools-in kit: fech, a | 
Ee & soc=#poly (plus?) all in play. a | | 

eke te Sots 5 0% ehe Se ih i 

What we got in re technic for making OK priority lista? (for lands etc) H | 

_ The Soils fellers laid off it quite a while (ran out on it all=same | 1 
s foresters now are?) but look in any recent Soils survey & map bulletin, i i 

\ Try Cheboygan Co, Mich for en out-in=front sample of modern-plus),. i 
el} | 

Having mapped their soil entities, they have proceeded to check up hi 
on the rating of productive capecity under current local farming practice TT 
& Separatly for each of the major local crop-species: hay, pasture, spuds, i \ 
spples, berries ete ... & in terms of how-many-bushels, tons etc, ere Te \ 
normal yields per season. . .» X-soils typically fetch no spuds but At i 
rete "fair" in clover-gress pasture. Y-soils rate ‘good for spuds etc (ff 
4-soils rate nuthin for any farmecrop.... i 6 are dubious to bedly sub- | h 
tergineal for agriculture of any current sort.... "not of agr'l character", Hh | 

Mi | i 

vo far fine; but our soil-ers then bog down wnderful. hey utterly i 
jiteh for the non-ag lands, all the nice technic they've doped up for the | | 
bro=farm lends, & gently run-out-back saying: “the noneag lands are no I 
‘oubt OK for forestry, game_mgt etc so we recommend ‘em for same"™,,, (tho i | 
of course some are bound to be better than others...,)" | 1 

i 1 

LBB!
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vaatch et al, at MSC were stepping out all they could hope to git | | 
away witn in the USBS, & were stepping out even to allow es how most ee 
of the County is non-ag, & that any UK land-use-planning gotta use | ei 
soil=-maps & consider “besic fertility", “productive capacities” etc,. 
hut Fhey were in shape to do some "“priority¢ ratings" fer farm- but they | 
had no dope readily available vis which to start "ratings" of the non-ag. Wt 
(Tho they admit they might at least have suggested that the foresters Tht 
et al dig some up & make it "readily available"), al 

m1 
What I'm saying is that in re farm-crop ratings of soils & sites for 

productive-capscity by crop-species, we have in use some OK technic for ; 
such=like proceedures, The concept is there & sharp for the farm-species | 
& combinations, Why not ditto for "forest & related" species, uses etce,? 

, Be Me hs Se Kek: | | 
al 

Some time back we got a statute allocating $1.50 out of every deers H Vi 
license earmarked for purchase of lands for refuges, public hunting | 
srounds ete, Recently enother one allocating 40% of fish-license money i | 
for acquisition of permenent rights of way to public waters ete)plus | 
for "research & improvements in re fish=ihanagment"etc), Il) 1 

iy 
As these lst funds-for-buy-land came up, our Commmrs tended (strongly) i 1 || 

to assume that didn(t need no advices, help ete, in knowing when & where i i | 
to go-git some very nice lands, waters etc, Each got to wanting some | | | 
nice local bacon fer th home-boys .., & without any notion of checking i i | 
up on enything except local OKeness (mostly Soc=poly expediencies & | 
reelly without realization or understending of relative sll-Mich OK-ness) | 

Geographic & pressureegroup distributions they did savvy (but not the || | 
Tech or Ec), so presently they got to Squabbling atween "emselves as to | | 
the next-place-to-buy-into.... & getting sore & mean, sometimes. The Hq hi 
Chrmn (Loutit) could hunch this was bad & apt to git worse fast & so was Wy t 
presently ripe for a suggestion: Why not have upper-staff men @f each 1) a 
interested Divn, look over & rate (for Divn interests) all pending acq, We) hi 
projects, & do it well in advance of Commn action =~ so Their signed ih 
estimates of current & prospective values, assets, urgencies et al would | | { 
be on record for Comm considerations? "Looks good" he said, so we 1 
tried it out, It | 

lands Divn worked up e form for specific estimates of all the major | 1 
"considerations" we could identify: Real-estate bargain as per sssessed i] 
tex valuations & local precedents; soils rate how; originel stands & i 
current cover conditions; current & prospective natural stockings to | ie 
whet tree & game species at what rate; ease of fire-protedtion; current ii | 
& probable hunting & fishing pressures & accanodations to service what 4 i 
nuubers of Customers; waters & lends readily subject to what improvements ih} 
to involve about what costs & prospective returns how-soon ete et#: TE | 
forest, Park, Game, Fish, Lands, Fire et a11, each doing its own indépend- a il 
snot "rating" of its own.... then all getting consolideted for finel Hi t 
retings as ecg,-projects. (Vie weighted values given the separate items), i 

Crudé enough (mostly én acct staff-people have inadequate criteria | | | 
on which to see or grade etc?) nevertheless we did get the projects / 
broken down so as to indicate good=medium=-poor, . . So that the Commn i tl 
couldn't go bad-wrong if it kept working off the upper items of the lists, m1 
(Even if it didn't always see fit to work off the topmost item), And the hi 
Steff-people kept whittling eachother down .... each tending to de-bunk | i 
the others & to meke 'em be sura of their stuff, in shape to prove it out | ou the ground, ete. Wi 

id
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For instance, old way: Parks is touted to said-to-be OK site on i] Hh 

Huron shore, looks it over & reports its fine beach & otherwise OK & Te | 
Ok-buy at $20,000 (which is available). | Ln 

But Lands, checking up, finds assessed vals way low for “choice” & ea 
sends up a man to check & fizgzer how=come, He tips off other fellers i| if) 
to cut in on it & we do (all on the aide & Parks not in on it). 1 

Come ta find out, when the winds & shore-currents are right, it is | A ht 
e fine sand beach. But shift of winds & the sand goes out lesving a 1 

solid cobble beach, Also the blow-sand ridges have built up so there | Hj 

is standing water between ‘em, & mosquitos ewful, poor chence to drain | 
ete, Patches of permsnently OK beaches just to N & to § (but not for | Wa 
sale). Should have more of the back=country, too, & nice chance for i We 
pine-grove camps etc there. He 

i ii 
As khitgs all this gets privately réported to not-locel Commnrs, they Tah hi! 

hold up action & stall slong, reciting the disabilities of the site.... { y 
so thet the local people, afraid they'll lose their Park, get real busy. | HT 

, | i | 

Presently the owners to N & S are offering to dmate theds properties | 
to State if Dept will start « Park; & do. So we git plenty OK beach 1) 
elong with the often-bum, block it out good, & whole thing for $18 instead Ie 

of bum-bet $20,000, But that was a case which worked out OK = - & plenty ie 
didn't,& come in sour or worse, & everybody presently cussing everybody |) 
but gotta let it ride. i i | 

The new way, if anything slips bad, it ties right back to the foint- i) 
steff & doesn't slip on acct they are really learning to do their stuff i } 
& to deerate if they aren't right certain, (ie as to rélativa priorities) |jf| | | 

So we are separating the best-bet, bum=bet & rat-hole ecg projects dq | 

(I hope)... or anyway really trying to find out how ta do it good. | fi | 
isn't of | 

Whet I wanne know is why some-sSuch technic & proceedure/entirely | i 
practicable, & highly desirable, in re all other land-use "projects" y i 
& progegstgen® where public fmds are getting spent (& mebby-might get | | 
invested)? BL | 

Wi ti 
| i 

Tryéng to do it, & so as ta use all th tools in the kit, would be ‘ | 
working us over @nto shape so that the Pearson-type product&lands-for { 
budgets would become increasingly OK, wouldn't it? Thats where we're | | 

presumably going, isn't? And increasingly competent priority ratings i 
ere due to bleze thru on a good location, aren't they? And to help i } 
Short-circuit the multi-purpose hooies? | i 

it wrrr a 
eteterAe terete \ I} 

Just what are them m/p hooies - if any? We'd better git ‘em identified tt iii 
300d if wetres Boing to short-circuit to good advantage. i ae yi 

For a definition of what the USFS cleims its m/p is (or is pointed at?) H 
See the first page of that recent 50=page mimeo (& l4=page abstract of it) I | 
how be ing circuleted| ("revised Marsh 5, '40, I think). . .. "Plenty of nit | 
iorest products plus social welfares etc et al .... as to be specified a 
(by us?) when & as", (Mostly as adumbrated by Silcox Rept on which I || 

done my commenting via Jof F) H | 
| : 

j i i \ 

|| Hi 
1)



Bike the rest of the New Deal promulgations of intent & objective ote., im 
# also the Ten Commendments, this USFS m/p formula might be OK = + if Te hh 

everybody would only be smart, decent & respectful es you & I are; and 1 

sree in advance to let the USFS fetch all the Tablets off th Mount, i 
F 

Buried tn the Recommendations themselves, but specific, the FS has Th | 

itself incorporated (vie inadvertence?) two major "x"s (I'llidig up the Tht 
specific references if you want 'em): i 

e/ Admitting they don't yet at all kmow for sure how much of what eh 
timber=-stuff is "needed" where ete (so they gotta git more $$$ to j | 
run their "survey" & "keep it up to date”) i 

b/ (Lest item I think) They misdoubt the interested people &/or public | i 
will stand-for all them Recommendstions (even tho fresh=feteched down), 4 4 

In other connection & no reference to the Recommendations, Chapman fi | 
whnrases what I teke to be a major m/p hooie es quoted: “extravegently | | 
costly attempts to rehabilitate sub-marginel lands" (i e as can't ever i] 
pey out on what hes gone into ‘'em?) | 

Recknawel (p 45, lst col Yale Forest School News for July) ronerept | 
"it is notorious thet the FS has been so imbued with newdealism as To | | 
slienate the forest industries, Every time one of these chimerical Hl 
schemes with astronomical appropriations is launched, it estranges the | i | 
very men on whom the successful practice of forestry depends", (But Reck i | 
errs, I judge, in assuming that the FS hes any expectation of interesting | | 
private owners "in time" = = except via Regulation club, fiats from On ih! 
High etc.) | 

In a personel letter Chap comments that it is the evident expectation a 
of the FS to pley elong with the States slso, "until they fall down on th Whi 
job, after which the FS figgers to take over...." (approx quote only). | Hi] 

The Pearson “budget" proposition again fingers The Spot & refers to | ) 
timber-production vie m/p as “salvage from far-flung wilderness of what Wm hh 
nature chooses to offer", i 

For my part I ente the reluctant & no-quote admission of two well-up | | 
USFSeers, last summer, that they didn’t personally expect that the N¥s ql i 
of the Lake States (or any such-like start-from-teaws?) would ever even 1 | 
git ta be self-supporting (vie old-line book-keepings & no ereditings Ty {| 
of intangibles to fill up the worst holes),... plus their utter run-out i 
on my sllegetion that their Outfit was just plain afeard ta let th \ 
Customers know about that.... & did they know the word "subreption"? I | 

All that (& much more of it handy?) seems to me te boil down to about a) i 
this: The hooie & economic-plus wickedness of the as-is m/p dope & do, \ ii] 
lies in the manner with which rat-hole & bum-bet projects, operations A LH 
atc, are getting all muxed in with good-to-best-bets,.... & nobody on=the | Bi 
squere & all-tools-in-kit, even trying to git ‘em Seperated out, | ! 

' a 1 Hy 

So far as I know the is-it-a-sin editorial & its suggestion in last pgf Hi H 
(try setting up books, to date, for 15-20 State & Natfl Forests ete} is ai 
the very first time anything of the sort hes went into th bigod literature, i 

Meanwhile them 2,5 mln acres of fresh=dropped tex-dead lends are layin | 
there, & plenty mor@ are on their way, & on the Outfits letterhesed I'm | ‘ai 
"Lend=use Plenning", so wottehell? Day 

Moke Xohe Xaheke an || 
I'm going to mail this without reading it over... & take a ghenct you i | 

Will be inclined to hendle it & react for me so as to use it As intended;- | i 
leg Sighting shot.... in mebby big-game cofntry. Yvt my ejoy | if 

| tei | 

V We
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My dear Mr. Paquin: 
Vv / | 

ed 
Promtly after my trip thru the UofM Hospital heart-clinic, I reported in some a 

detail as to the results, direct to Director & copy to Chrmn. 3ut various evidences ; | 
lead me to assume that my said rept did not git around good, even Mrs. Hassler | ae 
seeningly being unaware of it mebby week or so after she should have saw sane j Hi | 
Curley Davenport claims so now I shall rept on same to you trusting that your | } 
wozdcesting facilities will prove more adequate than them heretofore trusted to by i i me 

i } 
Me | 

Well, shortly after they had me flat in bed last March, the Big Top of the UofM 4 || 
Carciae-ers was fetched out to size me up. Havinz hern-tell all the antecedent i ii! 
circumstances, he evidently agreed with the house—medico as to what had hit me, | ; | 
exniained nobody could be real certain as to how big or how permanent such an artery— | ‘au 
block would be, & said the only way to treat such must be to assume it was plenty—bad | i i @ stay "as near a vegetable as you can manage for anyway 6 weeks...then we'll see how | | you've been making it & should-ought ta be able to measure you up via electro-— i i] cardiogranh, etc." 

i iit 
| Hii 

So I done same & nuthin happened steady fer 6 weeks so they tried to work the | a 
slectro—cardio on me but I judged what it showed didn't mean nuthin much to anybody 1 | 
so they kept me all slowed down to minimums for another considerable while..."take | 
1) minutes to go upstairs & not over twict a day...don't lift nuthin...lay down j a frequent..-keep yourself all scared up & somebody near all th time, &@ some then tl | -ittle white pills within reach again you start going short of breath or cramp in th | cnest..." Several months of that, & nuthin happening steady, so I git ta put my | j pants on now & then, but only half—heartedly (as twr). : | iif 

| Come the 6 months was up, as per original estimates of "cases of this type", | i 
tae house-medico rigzed to pass me to the UofM-ers (é& thereby avoid "professional | t responsibility" if he guessed wrong on my status?). | i | 

| } 
Faving raised considerable hell with the very elaborate red tape of the | | Hospitalers, in her usual manner, on the Day set, the Mrs. got neighbor Dick Gaige el | to take me down and see could he head off then psycoses I can generate very easy i ji | just to smell the place on acct I had quite a session there before, etc; & Dick had Hl | | had also so we went, both talking nonchlant like goin fishin', etc. ....& both q | | s-wondering, of course, would he git told that quite a chunk of the Pump had went | beyond recall so no more much of enything for him from now on, etc. i | 

i 
Yell we had ought to Transact some Business anyway, we figgerd, so, as we came . 

driving down toward the front of that big stone bldg, we noted a big blank place up | hy “cross the front really ought ta have an OK inscription on: so we doped up some. | | | 
ie | Dick claimed it ought ta read: THE PATIENT HAS RIGHTS HERE, but I claimed that || I vas going too far, & suggested; LET ALL YHO ENTER EERE LEAVE IMAGINATIONS BEHIND a i ® ...THEY ARE NUTHIN BUT THE FUNCTIONINGS OF TEE DAM CORTEX ANYWAY! Both were pretty i a ‘air inscriptions, of course, but we put off deciding which we'd decide on. | 4 
| 

So I'd been told to go in the back door on the sround level & have a feller | there take me in a wheel chair to the elevator & then to the Clinic Place, so as not | i | va git tired out, etc., & we did but both of us knowed that back-door place was where | ] | | ‘ey fetched out them as had got all completely finished up except the flowers, ete, Te | SS) we decided that before we actually went inside the place, right by the entrance i i dub still outside, we'd better Throw a few Protective Incantations, just in case, so \ iy ve done th same. 

| tl 

By i 
; | | ye



ar 

. 

me | HH 

| (i | i] 
First I crossed myself backward & left-handed. Then Dick done some knocking on | | 

ray wood. Then we faced each other & I chanted: OMNE CHLLULA A CELLULA! Dick says: ) | 
E FLUPIBUS UNUM! I then finished off SIMILA SIMIBUS CURANTUR & then we went right ay 
in, passing up the wheelchair feller entirely on acct he needed a shave & most of th Hj 
varnish was all wore off his chair, anyway. Dammit, I sez to Dick, I got a right ta i na 
do it with dignity, ain't I? If I git to panting or such, you kin ride me pick-a- | } i 
back can't yuh? Well if I can't, he sez, you leave me th loan of that big Sunday & | h 
§oecials cane a~yours, & I'll go git a likely-lookin pack-boy someplace, if I have ta ; 11 
ru: dewn soma them damn interns & damn-near ruin 'em first. | | i 

4 | 
well the elevators was running, & the walking was OK even tho th damn place was | | 

‘1 stunk up with disinfectants & nurses & so on, as always, but I had got my mouth | i 
fixea pretty good by then, so we walked around & astd where ete till we found th | \ 
lece. It said on th sign: HBART STATION. Godam it I sez ta Dick, do I haff ta | ai 

send my heart off someplace? Why no, he tells me, not th way it was explained ta me | | \ 
you don't, Likely all th other places has got that CLINIC word so common & shabby | 
shat these-here people figzer ta show that they sin't just common Specialists & got | 1 
sumpin special on th ball so they put on a different sign ... Anyway he tells me, I'm It | 
right here ta see that they don't try anything that your & my wife wouldn't approve i Bh 
of, so rest your mind & lets go in like we wasn't even lookin for trouble; so we done y nt | a 

| 

| a 
Well so I showed my credentials & that I was really me & had a date right then | | 

so th office gal sez Set down likely they will get to you yet today & darned if noti Hh ae 

A feller comes out of a door & th gal points at me & th feller jerks his thumb é& i Hit] 
ses back in & I gits up & Dick says Leave me that heavy cane & holler if it don't | } 
look OK I'll come a-runnin, gal or no gal plus half a dozen interns & a porter or so, a 
é don't let 'em talk you into lettin 'em move your heart around any, he says, cause 4 | i} 
i know its in the right place right where you got it now, he sez, so I went in after | hii 
ine feller & he shuts th door & says Strip ta waist & lay flat on back on that table (] | | 
over there & then just lay real still & breathing easy & somebody will be along to a i 
connect you up directly. 

| 1 fl | 

So I done same, & lay there quite a spell, counting the hairs on my chest etc., || | {i 
£ then counting how many people come thru lookin me over en route all spread out & i | 
/2 nekkid etc, & it got sorta slow so I gits up & finds my cigarets & a fancy glass | | i 
sling with graduations @ signs & symbols on it for my ashes, & lays down again & | | 
snoxes ahead with my coat for a pillow etc & another gal with a uniform on comes by i | 
& stops & says No smoking here Sister I sez Do you wanna, bet on that? So she says i) 
she see I was an old-timer & went away, wherever it is them-sorta people goes to H | 
around them places I dunno. 

| 

Finally, when I was a-gettin a kink in my back layin so flat, back comes the mt 
feller Hell he sez ain't they got you connected up yit? ‘fell I tells him, perhaps Th i] 

B Ju better consult th Specialists about that but have a smoke, why don't yuh, I don't | il 
care if I do he sez, so then he smokes whilst I set on the aidge & hang my feet over | | 
& talk until he finds out I thin baseball is just stupid & he does too so we are | ij 
setting along good & the gal comes in to connect me up etc. oD { 

| a They roll out a contraption with dials é& lights & push-buttons & switches all | | | | 
-ver it, & rubber cables coiled all over it to be uncoiled & connected onto Th Patient 1% | 
[ gather, & th gal fetches in another feller with a fountain pen so he feels where my | 
‘cart mostly is, & then makes a line of ink crosses clear across & down the sides, all qt 
uusiness-like & quite serious like he was getting ready to slice a ham real thin, or i UwDins 

| j hi 1 

| ‘ay 

th \\ 
i
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i) 
When he got his crosses all on the gal comes at me with a tube of sumpin cold & | f 

vegins to squeeze out dabs of th stuff on each cross, real ladylike, I thought, or |) 
even sorta sissy. | | 

nie 
The feller had his cables ready about then & says to the zal: Put more of that i | 

on --- & rub it around more, so I'll git OK connections every time sure. So I sez: l / | 
You haven't been around here long have you Sister? Th very first rule in all these | 
places is to smear th patient good & plenty: so you wanna keep that in mind all th | i 
time ... right slong with keeping the interns from making passes at you & stand-up— | | I 
quick when the Tops come in. Her & th feller look sorta queer but don't say nuthin | 
co I figger not long since he has been making passes etc, but then in comes a Top | iW 
Medico & we go right to work. | 

The Top takes a cable & its metal-dise ending etc, & pushes it down into the Zoo | 
on en ink-spot, & the other feller rims his machine & sometime it buzzes & sometimes | 
it doesn't, & the lights go on & off & the hands on the dials wigele & they change | WwW 
the connections to right & left ankles etc & so get their whatever-it-is the machine | | 

TB! | i 
Then they start all over agein doing it backward, I guess, & finally the Top | | 

motions me to foller him & I do, shirt & coat draved gracefully in each hand back ae) | 
thru the main waiting room more people there now you bet I was glad I hadn't shaved | ; | 
ny chest for quite a while Dick G. waved at me but we gone right thru he was e-setting i | | 
right there, with th cane handy & I was OK yet but about ready for another cigaret. 1) | 

We're thru on the machine my feller says to another feller with ear-—things I | | 
hanging on him & sleeves rolled up & goes away. The new feller seems OK. Hurt Th | | 
anywhere he asts me? Hell no I says: this-here is just a check-up what th hell did | | 1 
i fill out all them cards for if nobody reads 'em? I like to size up each case fresh te i 
é& new he tells me he'll read my card later if he needs to now lay down over there, \) ; 
face down & breathe normal, how long since did sumpin hurt, or was it just short of i 
breath? Well anyway he says, I'll take a lissen to your Works, so he pulls down his Th . 
ear things & goes to thuming & moving th thing around here & there & back. || 1} 

Now do this he says, & sucks & then blows his breath & I do too, Harder, he i] | iV 
sez. Tow cough, he sez, & so on for mebby half (1/2) hr, Then he pushed his fist i | | 
down slow & hard into my about Section 2% & says Does that hurt any? No I tells him Te | i 
but I figeer it would if I had appendicitis, That's an idea too, he tells me back, | ! 
& it went on like that till finally he hung up his listeners é thumpers & looked like | | 
he was thinkin hard looking out the winder quite a spell, just standing there, me f 
sittin going on a cigaret & doing quite a lot of high-class personal wondering etc. | i 

Well I thinks to self, he's probly an OK feller & sorta hates what he's got to | ( 
do now. I would myself, I know I would. I wouldn't have nuthin agin him & so forth, ty | 
either, but likely they isn't any other way. So git your mouth fixed good I tells | aa 

® “yself, & sucks smoke way in too far so it makes me cough hard. That makes the a| i 
feller turn around from the winder he's been looking out of so long & he sees what | ; 4 
takes me cough & grins sorta, & beckons me to come look out where some kids is playin | 1 
ball, Durn iffen that little red-hesd didn't knock him a home-run just now, th Big ih j 
Eeart Specialist tole me. Oh, I sez, did he? Yes the Dr says, so far they can't i 
seem to even find th ball again, Oh yes we got to see have they ceveloped your graph- | | 
fillums, he says & gone out, leaving me there to git caught up good with my personal | a 
wondering & mouth-fixing etc, & was gone so long I smoked up all my cizarets & half we hl 
las butts left on the tray from somebody else waiting there to fet his sentence handed an if 
out it seemed likely. Plenty & plenty of 'em had been told in that little room, I i | 
fisgered...Well I'd just as soon they'd get it over with before the rest of them butts | ei vas all used up ete. i "ij | 4 

im | Al 
Ek
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Finally in comes the Biggest Top hisself, Wilson with Dick elong & both | Hh 

chatting merrily about bird affairs. ‘Yilson he got me to fix him up with a dedicated ee 

car.ctvary on his country place some years back & him & Pirnie were taking bird a 1 

oicbures I heard, but I didn't figger that was apt to help much in re current cardiac Th hi 

atvairs, so I bust in on th zoology. When do I got ta put muh shirt on, Doc? I asts. f | 

ea ves he sez: Right away anytime now we're all thru workin you over -—- for this Hh t 

time -- Oh yes, he sez to Dick, did you happen to see that poised series of nesting | ia 

3, -noeaterix simulgar that Max brought back? You really must look that up ... | hi 

jouderful stuff ... Make me jealous, almost, & ... ii 
| il} 

Say Doc, I sez, would be OK for me to put on my coat too do you figger? | | 

Uh yes, yes, of course; & I've just looked at your fillums & checked the other |) 

vuocts & we can't always find & recognize everything there is there, of course; & || 

sviags can happen again the way that thoy did last March, but the odds are so small ) ie 

jou cen just forget 'em so what ovr checkup shows is this: Whatever it was that hit | 

v, Last March, has evidently all cleared up ... We can't find anything th matter i | 

th th pump ... So you can go away & never come back, far's we can dope you th way 1 || 

yeu. are now. Only you've been kept all way-slowed-down for half a year, without any | Hi 

sort of real exercise. So you're very soft all over, but do it very cautiously & | ’ 

“odually -- getting up steam again ... For some months yet don't get caught anywhere | | 

sere you can't lay off and ease down 100% whenever you begin to get tired or even | 

sacomfortable. Take an hour or so lying down after a heavy meal ... & generally ease Hy | 

pack into things very gradually but keeping right at it as fast as you find you can : : 

ithout any strains developing ... | i 
i 

As we got down near the back-door again, the sunshine outside looked kinda good, | ; | 

» an alley cat was making a sneak on a bird so we scared off th cat & decided we j | 

ouldn't twiddle our fingers at th Place as we left. No use being low & crude about | 

sich things, or mebby git in-wrong someplace acting smart etc; Might be cither or } it 

oth of us would be back again, sometime, we figgerd, so best leave well-enough just el | 

lay ete. We mighta figgerd that wrong, of course, but that's the way we done it & y i | 

so now I've reported in full in re your query 'trust same will prove Satisfactory if my hi 

rot kindly file protests without undue delays. psl i | 
ah | Ih}, 
i 

| 

1) | 

i | 
1 on | i 
ly 

|| 
Th | i 

il 
inal | | 
th i 

we il 
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9 14 40 Thy 
1138 Fedroaks to 424 Univ #m Place; Dear Sir - 94 p> ih 

lj» Last night's paper reported that a U of M party this summer found | 

conclusive evidence that Homo-critters had been using on the Georgian 

bay shore of Huron way back whem the lake-level was some 250 ft above 

the present. Yor several summers they've been working up from bench 

to bench, finding Homoe-sign on each, subject to geologist's checke 

ing, they tentativly fix this Homo-sign at between 15-20,000 yrs.... | 

i e much farther back than any such previous finding, & I take my | 

text accordingly. al 

Also i've just gotten off a heavy job for the vept's Biesn Rept to 

legislature & need some depolarizing before the next heavy comes on; 

so youdd better git yore mouth fixed to leave me ramble ad lib. 

2= Aug (39) you acknowledged reconditioned Nife & whet for but since 

then i fergit ta find out: Could you note blade had lost any temper? 

I'm just curious, sometimes i've figgerd that the raw hacksaw is 

too damn hard for most people, & have cherry=hotted some blades in 

the furnace several times to soften ‘em some. But tho I could note 

some little detempering, I wasn't sure anybody else could. How was i 

it with yourn? 

You had a tungsten alloy. vap-China war stopped most of the tung- 

sten caning so the metal-ers switched over to molibdinum - which is | 

now all i can get in 2nd-hand hacksaws, its enough different in the 

way it works & behaves so that I've had to revise specifications & | 

technic. Meanwhile a new stainless alloy is coming up & will take a 

real edge fit to have around.... but itds hard to work or to keep in i 

UK shape on th job, & © still better stainless is rumored, so i'm Wl 

sorta laying off on stainless for a while. it was that way with | 

incubators & brooders to réplace old-hens at wame Farm, Durn iffen | | 

the patterns don't keep repeating neatly. i 

S= them repeater-patterns sorta facinate me. What wuz them way-back | | i 

|)



necritters a-doin of on them high ole beaches? I figger i know just - int) 

about what, & why. Being memmals otc, they was set to operate inside . | 

th mammal frames; & dome so as per Specifications, 

4¢ Which fetches me to th Gavilan piece & I'm glad you done same & just | 

pulled both triggers regardless, twiddling fingers at the nuthin-else- 

puteers th while. Yes, sure thate "once were men (i e Homo-critters) 

capable of inhabiting a river without disrupting harmony of..." = = én 

a manner of speaking, that is. But probably in about the same way that 

the Ancient Mariner "saw a star between the tips of & new moon", 

While the contractors were workin their squaws with theg? dirt-backets, | 
flat rocks for 

& the buck-masons were collecting/& leyémg terrace walls & rigging for 

irrigation ditches, don't you reckon they was quite a spell of sorta 

rew-looking harmony in them parts? & Gavilan often run muddy? 

& when th garden-patches on th side-hills were goin good, & th local | 

tribe had its current population full-up to carrying capacity in that | 

biocoenose, about how far from (say) the Medicine-man's hogen, would a 

hunter expect to have to go before he would be getting into likely 

country? (& not too damn far to fetch in hide, guts & all). Or would 

venison be mostly sumpin to talk about & squaw-snared brush-rabbits & 

stickpkilled lizzards be th regular eating, along with th squash & beans? 

My info is that Hiawatha et lots more muskrat, hare & clam than he | 

did venison; even so he was way late in the Homo-successions & them ola | 

Georgian=beach fellers were probably awful crude in comparison, like 

enough they didn't even have face-paint or spats, Offhand I'd rather | 

= doubt that Gavilan water was any wetter than that in Georgian Bay, & || 

I do hope that in thus doubting, my moral objectivity will not too 1 

much impair your confidence in my capacity to react to the higher | 

nuiences. 

In re same beg to state that I found a very OK place to use your 1 | 

"Exit Orchis" lement. Certainly man does not live by bread alone; & | 

F Women still less, seems like as if. Personally I prefer nice little | 

14
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: valley-bottoms solid with golden-rod & asters, or 10-20 acres of hog | I 

sll smeared up with Kalmia, but de gustibus non est ... ste, so whotthhell? | | 

5- You keep sorta nagging at me to print more: claimed I was all-same 4 

squrl & caches & due to furgit where I put ‘em etc. Well there are 

a good many sorts of squirrels, I've been watching chipmunks, reds 

& fox-s in my backyard. Got a Mgt bull coming up so I've been noting 

more than otherwise, . : Can't figger than the fox-sqris even try to | 

"remember" where they have buried nuts & acorns. Just stick 'em in | 

all over the neighborhood, as most handy, & then go smell ‘em up again a 

as wanted. 411 during this summer I kept finding fresh-dug places 

in the lawn & any old place. Meanwhile I ast yuh ta note, quite a lot 

of 'em had went & sprouted so that oaks, hickories & walnuts et al are 

starting here there & often in the damndest places. | 

Might @t be that I too am somewhat foxy in my literary habits & that 

caching things in print is not always en OK way to git things growing? : | 

(instead of just stored ener be | 

4lso I seom to nobe that the squrl as plants an OK sumpin probably | 

isn't the one to smell it up & eat it; so what about that, & literary hi 

implications of? 

6- But you*re right enough, of course, Only I'ye had so much living ri 

along on borrowed time, as twr, especially since March, that the 
again & more | 

prospect of seeing my name in print/doesn't much inflate my ego as 

of yore. As a kid I often ate all the aphes I q@uld, but never as | 

many as I wanted to, Of later yrs I find it isn't that way sny more. i 

. I furgit whether I reported that in March I got me a sudden chest- | | 

cramp etc, which medicos judged to be a plugging of a heart artery Wy 

& no telling how bad. So I got kept flat in bed for 6 weeks, & then i 

for 6 months just barely moving, real slow & cautious & Scared-up all 

th time, until 2-3 weeks ago I was put thru the UofM hospital heart- 1 || 

clinic..., & told: "Well whatever it was hit you last March, it seems : 

i



rent all away without leaving eny sign that we can find. So 4 | yy 

git goin again... but take it real slow for a spell yet... You | | 

seem to be OK - = but we don't know everything”, | | 

So that’s my status, & on top of the very protracted time I had i 

getting (mostly) out of the paralysis, plus the mean time I had with 

teeth last year, & the very acute dubiusosities of prognosis I’ve just 

peen thru & still have a hang-over from, seems like I have sdant yens 

to bust into print ete. 

To keep playing around on the edges so as to work up wedge-stuff 

& find OK season-checks to set *em én, so as to keep splitting more 1 

savvy off th Big Chunk, is fun..... kid-in+sandpile fun. But to heve 

to rework the sandpile fixings into stone etc, isn't much fun... while 

time is or may be so short & so many nice sandpiles yet to play in. 

I hang it on you back; how long since did I send you some yeller- 

paper copy to rough in the kid-inesandpile dope I peddled ever a 

supper table in Lansing & that you were going to help work up into : 

some bigod Pure Literature etc? 

I figger that that k-i-sp thesis is still very OK & "worth devol- 

oping”, don't you? | 

Also the thesis (didn't I sketch that while back?) that all living 
leaf & light, 

things gotta "exploit Puts: (root-hairs & soilesap/ beaver & iil 

popple, deer & cedar, Injun & Bavilan, Prof & classes etc)... & that | 

there seems considable question whether various mammals got sense &/or | 

savvy-plus, enough to keep from bumming their habitats so that the 

carrying capacities get shrunk down & presently make the populations j 

shrink to mebby zero, & so on until another cycle builds up again. |! 

Plenty way-old stone terraces besides on the Gavilan, aren't there? . | 

Plenty old-ish stone walls right up to Plymouth rock " ne 

Nice 014 cellar-hole & lonesome lilac bush damm-near as good as an i} 

ole rock-wall dm't you think? 

Well then, what's the odds in Lake States (for inst) that the Homo- 

critters got sense & savvy enough not to bum ‘emselves way down? 11



A sub-thesis under that big one would be how the H-c's would nnkenah i) 

go at it if théy really"tried"using OK sense & savvy in re potatoes i [| 

&/or ptne et al, via Pearson 4:1 ratio, budgeting of best-bet & : 

plugging of rat-hole propositions, projeots etc, 1 | 

You seem to have any yens to cellaborate considable in re such? Or ] 

aren't your literary-scientific-moral stimulii that powerful yet? Tf 

dunno why they should be, especially while you can keep generating 

j such as Gavilans & fertilities a-rollin down to brineys, but if I'm | 

too much making caches, whyunt you hep dig ‘em out before they spoil? 

I'm still too close to mebby never git pants on again by my ownself, i | 

to have any ambitions for more than getting-by;with some nice sandpile 

playing en route. 

Here is what I got from Pearson. He sent a copy to Schnitz, as I'd 

suggested (hoping to work S along to more & stronger editorials et al 

with the is-it-a-sin es springboard). | 

I haven't yet replied to Pearson so will you send his letter back 

with comments on it, & preferably ing such shape that I can anyway | 

quote some of you to S &/or P? P's comment on is-it-a-sin, his p 3 | i) 

pef 3, that "soon hard to find a forester who will give more than Srd 

rating to timber per se (smong forest values)", doesn’t check at all ti 

with the (relativly few) foresters I've been seeing last few years, | i} 

or with anything I see in the official emanations or in the run of | 

the "literature", And what little of it I have seen, looks to me much 

; more like run-outs on too-unpleasant fiscal status § prospects, than \ 

anything per se valid. | 

How mebby "devolop” the run-out thesis so as to force some real 1 Hil 

considerations of the ratio of "available” to "needed".... so as to 

get same decently competent (or just honest?) book-keepings set up, | 

coe. & thereby mebby sbhlit off some chugks of lands bum-bet for farm 1 || 

or timber, but OK for (given intensities of?) "recreatignal utilizations? } 

FSLowve joy i



1138 Fairosks AA Oe if | 
9 22 40 & a Lord's day {4d {he 

Hierophant proliferates as per yourn of 9/17 V tl | 

l1- We note your persistent claim that "in print... ideas would i | 
represent 100's of acorns... but same idea merely planted is i | 
only one", That*s evidently a (sorta?) pt of view, & most } 
common, I take it, about the campii (pl of campus?). I usta 
react to same; & now mostly don't... & have been a-settin here 
tyyin ta figeer out why etc. . 

& (subject to further research in re same, all publication 
rights withheld) I dope it about thus: 

| 
411 "modern proceedures" have to be built to operate a la 

Auto-business: i e in 3+4 phases which gotta be integrated into 
a linked series: 1/ Engineering-research 2/ Assembly & mfg of 
raw mtls into parts & assembly into car-units 3/ Seles & Service 
to Customers 4/ Finance-&-Mgt. 

So also with Wild-lifing, Land-using ete: Farm, Forest & Reern'l, 
Gotta be phases equivalent to Auto-mfg et al. Of these the most 
standardized phase is the "Research", As with Engineers, its now 
readily practicable to go out & hiraé on youngefeller Techs by the 
dozen (some of 'em trained fairly well, as per campus standards). | 

Turn 'em loose & they'll smell out, trail & flush "n" facts .., 
& fetch 'em home & lay ‘em on the hearth all-same cat & field-mouse, 
proud & satisfied}- 1 @ when they lay another separate on the | 
Altar of Research & Literature of.... feeling (as they've been 
campus-learned?) that then they have aia their stuff & up to some- 
body else to carry on from there. In a way they know better but 
that's the mode & plays into the easy-safe orientations which 
dominate the campii = which persistently run out on all the rest 
of the "phases" of my "linked series", evading & avoiding etc. 

In a mild way & mostly in the abstract only, the campus does il 
admit & recognize an increasing need for “interpretation” & 1 ial 
"understandings" (as per famous Glenn Frank quotation) but the iil 
Campus doesn't pay out on such deliveries ... & really dislikes & 
is afraid of ‘em. Too apt to get "mixed up with business & politics 
ete", Partly this is leck of OK savvy, as I figser, but mostly 
its just guttlessness & playing safe, . . Same thing, of course, 
among the typical Bureau Researchers (Zon et al), 

You are interested in anyway certain sorts of "interpretations" 1} 
& "understandings" (such as fertilities on th roll down-bill). I'm ‘ 

: also (I hope) consistently interested in larger "generalizations" | 
ete, but I'm mostly interested (as I judge & nepal in getting aie 
ae New & Better Model data & dope out on the road & on th as-is it 
Job. | 

My contention seems to be that as we're now set up, the new facts 
& dope-on will keep coming fast & faster for as far ahead as it's 
worth lookéng. The reinterpretations to gef decently up-to-date 
policies & plens etc, will normally have considerable leg with 1 | 
Sacred Cow warts attached (as per USFS "Recommendations - revised i 
March 5"). So the place most in need of attention ts machinery, 
technic etc, to reduce that lag (between “available'New & Better | 

ah |
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& its sctual & effective incorporétion in the current action- | 
programs). | fr 

The "facts" accumulate so that they presently make the currently 5 
established action-programs go sour... but the momentums of the | 
old “understendings"”, concepts, Sacred Cows ete, resist, evade & i} 
aviod recognitions of the gone-sourness, 4s in re the farm-all up 
into the "20s, & in re "work all forest” now. 

411 our foresters "knew all the time" that most of their péne 
plantations were going in on Site III or worse, that fire-controls 
were letting vast areas "close up tight” with "scrub" , that any 
tight stands were baund to pinch out game ete etc., including the 
increasingly dubious economic future of most of their tech-operations. 

But "knowing facts" & "recognition of significance” are very 
different compartments in the Homo-critters psyco-machinery. 

“nd after the "right-minded & well-informed" have arrived at 
such "recognitions", there is due to be an indefinitly bad leg 
pefore that New & Better Model combination is put into production 
vie the Administrative (Mfg) & "sold" into general use-on=road. 

Your put-it-into-print ecmtention, I take it, contends that such 
in-print offerings can & will greatly accelerate the pick-up & 
reduce the lags. I'11 admit that in theory they might, & that they 
"tend to"= =- but I'll insist that they are very independable & slow 
at best. Does the USFS pay the slightest evident attention to the 
Pearson 4:1 ratio between "available" & "needed" forest? It does not. 
Did Silcox et al give my gut-hooking "comment” a 100% run-arount? 
They did. Of course. Predictable. boneheaded to depend on it 

if a better short-circuiting device or mechanism can be found & 
rigged. 

I may be fooling myself about it, but seems to me that I have | 
over & over made such a deviceeformula work so as to reduce them 
lags a lot. Hi | 

Vie stimulating the is+itesesin editorial in Journal, & via gotting 
more such items dnto “the literature", & via "planting" gut-ehook 1H 
papers & discussions in the negional & annual sessions of SAF etc 
etc, I'd likely be “helping” some..., & could readily build up 
quite a pile of nice separates while doing it. were I attached to 
a@ campus I'd be acquiring official kudos en route (in direct ratio | 
to the thickness of that pile of separates?). 

But there is another & more effective proceedure &/or technic 
for lagesnortening = as I suspect or claim to be experimenting with. ii 

: And it doesn't much require or involve trying to “educate” fhe 
Bretheren = as via “papers” in Journal et al, That will work - in | 
time, & as events help make the sourness of the canned-doctrined & | 
dogmas more e¥ident, but its a poor & independable method... Because : 
the Homoscritters aren't much, or consistently, or long at a time a 
"logical", "reasonable", “intelligent” ete. Your "print it" formula 
assumes that they are; my (banane-peel) formula-technic assumes they 
aren't ... but also assumes that their behavior patterns are very j 
decently predictable & that it isn’t intelligent not to proceed | 
accordingly. (Refs on that: Mein Kampf & Jim T Adams Epic of smerica) a 

So, while I'll plant the is-it-a-sin editorial in Journal, & a 
get you, Chapman et al to camment on it for me (so as to catch me ny 
Some quotable comment for baiting local traps), mostly I'1l be i
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| “goncerned with rigging local dead-falls. For a while they will i 

be local-only but if tha wedges are set right (in season-checks etc) 1 | 
what starts splitting in Mich will presently run down the grain of i 
things indefinitly (as I figser-hope). : | 

Mich i 
Jyst to get a front-page "breaking" of the/newspaper "story" on j 

mebby-use-fire~as-tool will quite automatically have started things } 
workihg in Wis & Minn, as i'd bet it. 

| 

Simple enough to have an acad of Sci “Lands" Committee appointed | | 
(with an OK Chrmn) & have it waiting. Then to get the Cvn Commn to 
pass a Resol instructing Director to use Staff to check into & 
report on "2ndegrowth affairs & seeming significance of same in re } i 
major cvn action-programs... & to solicit assistance in re same of 
any appropriate public agencies”. So there we go & no gears getting Hii! 
strained or stripped.... Members of the Committees all old-hand 1 i 
fellers from UofM, MSC & Dept. 

Suggest you now look up i sam'l XVII 40 & 49. ‘he facts dug up 
by Committee will be as Vave&s stones; the academy will be as sling; 
nasty ole eoliath will be as USFS & Sacred Cows etc, All (as I claim) 
as per dependable H-c benavior patterns ~ which are predictable & 
usable. 

The Chrmn of that Committee IProf fop UofM Geography) doesn't yet 
know it, but presently he will get a Memo which is due to plant on 
him a type of Report which he hasn't considered - but is apt to 
welcome tis he can get somebody else to work it up). A 3rd-draft of | 
that work-up was in the typer when I started this to you. Meanwhile 
the "Director's Summary" & items in the Lends, Fire, Game & other 
sections of the Dept'’s Bi-sn Rept to Legislature, are very apt to 
have set some OK wedges agin it is finally decided in iansing & after 
considable deliberations ete, that the Acad Committee nept og 2nd- 
growth etc, will make en OK Dept publication to get broadcast via 
our Field Officers, Co Agr'l Agents, thru all Sports & Cvn Clubs, 
ete ete. iui 

the Dept & Cvn Comm per se will not be sponsoring or even OK-ing 
the data & dope. Will be just publishing What them Fellers is Sayéng i iii 
Mich Seems ta Be Up Against - & requesting Customer re-checking & i 
comments in re same, 

If there should be hot-spot repercussions, the academy Tops can 
say “Oh that is just the say-so of a Committee ... doesn't come with | 
Acad endorsement", If sumpin burns back on a Committee member, he | 
can tell his Tops: "Well if I was wrong, the others from the other 2 
Outfits also were ... besides i showed it to the Dean before I signed 
it". Meanwhile the essential yeast will have been stiffed all thru | | 
th dough & will be working no matter who does wnat. . . & if it i 
begins to get absorbed into Mich action=programs, shortly same will lf 
be showing up in wis & Minn, wn't they? ... & spreading elsewhere? 

Isn*t ell thet set up on linkages damn-near sure-fire in their 
deadfall sequencies.., « due to ke readily adjustable at need? 

to make it work there has to be some letter & report writing, to I | 
be sure, « some publication (of various,sorts), but (as I claim) aul 
none at all of the standard campus-kudos-getting sort (appealing ai 
to Individual reason, intelligence etc). 

I've went into theory & practice here farther than is my wont (or if 
safer) put I've been in doubt whether you have been correctly or \!
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‘adequately "getting me” in re "sales campaigns”, "banena-peel ! | 

engineering", "predictability of H-o behavior patterns” etc. | 
.» « e and I want you should. Or that you tell me its a bunch of i 

hooie, & demonstrate th same. | 

4s I bagan to set it up in the letter to Elton (aid he ever reply i 

or comment?) it seems to me that wild-lifing presently runs out 
of the standerd channels so as to involve homo-critter phases which | 

gotta be recognoved w linked in if we're decently intelligent & are 

to whittle down them lags between "kmowing how" & “doing” in regular | 

of-course order, 

2 
As to Gavilan-run-muddy ete you say “Whole answer is that they lacked 

cows", ‘hen that “used in moderation cows up u~c carrying capacities." j 

Then you ast: So what? 

All right, I'll explain about that (subject to further research « Hf 

no-guote etc &-fimger-twiddle as usual), whose formula is it that the 
Mein vob is to get & keep maximum Hee populations in all their possible 

habitats? Gendsis 1-28 & 8-1? 

I guess so; also that before we get rid of the xoman et al dope 

as to “precious soul entities” & this-here world just git-ready-fer- 

next ete, we'll have went around th sun comsidable times, | 

Yourf letter later asks as to howe-come “revolutions via oldsters”, 

Here I pause to note that the only form of large-scale applied ii-c 

eugenics D've ever heard of, is the recent Hitler et al dope-a-do 1 

in re Jews, Poles ete being “inferior species". Very crude & mostly 

pseudo, no doubt, still i'm ywondering if we're mebby breaking into 

@ large-new phase of “recognitions” of woat we already perfectly well 

‘know’ but runsout on? 

Somewhere in therd, I reckon, we will finally imebby) locate some 
wrkable answer to your ‘cow’ query. Via trial-&-error & plenty i 
Anckor-Vats, Ghi-Chens, floodings out of big river-bottoms, gully | 
& other erosions, starving outs on sand-plains ete etc, we'll git | 

to where the prime question will not be as to how to step up the imc { 

i carrying capacities per habitat.... & will be as to what sort of H-cs 
||) we want to have around at all. Meanwhile we'll aave plenty nice wars, 

no doubt,to keep things hurried up . 

in the long past there was evidently a low-pressure screening effect Wil 
at work, breeding capacity plus "dicipline”™ plus "generalship" etc, 
but I'm wondering whether the current devolopment of high-pressure 
mechanical, technological, economis-social etc “organization” capacities : 
& inclinations may not be in the process of vastly increased & faster 
"sereening" (tending to survive certain types & eliminate others etc). 
« « « Not apt to be the as-per-church types previously accepted as OK, | 

. « « L doubt there is any cdincidence that the church-type of controla 1} 

go out as the modern close-hooked Tech, Ec & Soc-poly come in, HI 
f 

Might be s coming-up formula in what Churchhill(?) recently | 
commented on: (speaking of RAF) "Never before in all history so many 
people so indebted to so few", Well hell, iffen control of flying a 
machines & men is control of all Hee affairs (as now seems to be), ai 
as that becomes clear we'll have a vastly potent new catylitic?agent 
cutting in, won't we... & tending to make all other sorts of H-es 
much-out-a-luck so as to force the query: What sorts do we want, when iM 

& where, how many etc? 
|



To replenish up th earth was the mandate until anti-conception technic Hd |; 
came along. What is the mandate now? There isn't any: ergo the current ; 
confusions - inel yours as to Cows, I take it. Wy query is as to whether | 
the unsprted H=cs got savvy & guts enough to use cows (or anything) "in 1 | 
noderation” (for yet some Ms of years?). I figger they got to be pup-&- } 
parlor-carpeted a long spell yet before they'll even start trying to be | 
"sonsistently intelligent". It hurts & bothers too damn much (with the | 
cortex arrangements what they currently are - or aren't). 

There, ypu got a damn-nice dissertation on "cows in moderation", 

j= AS to finish on Nife haldle. Wood to steel set in floor-varnish & 
leter soaked overnite in linseed oil & over-dried to set oil good & | 

: fast. then 5-4-5 coats of Rogers “Clear Lacquer", it wili stand quite 
a lot of soap & hot water but tinally wears off « dirt comes, but none 
ot my wnits are old enough to show any handle leakage or impairment, 
. e¢ « Sand off the dirt & refinish good as new (but hendle a bit smaller), 

4- sou tell me all i kmow about rearson, ies, its intrustin ta find 
any oldish Sureau feller who has not been entirely suppressed or so 
he resents w resists “canned doctrines", i figger to keep on corros= 
ponding with him, might be he's got sumpin as wn't fade thin with 
trictioning. They mostly do that = instead of gettin calluses, i seem 
ta_ note. . . ur else escaps, even as gyou & i. 

5- You ast how-come its the oldsters as wield the gut-hooks & revolute 
- instead of the younger fellers? 

Well I'll explain about that too, seeins as yuh ast, 
Sacred Cows et al | 

The new-Tech fellers as might mebby have tools & head enough to challenge/ 
(as damn few would have), are mammal-framed & at that time dominantly 
drove to try to find OK depositing facilities for their sperm. That 
can't well be maneged until they are in shape to rent a roof & bed. 1 | 
To git like that they got to swaller whatever gits handed down th line, | 
So they gotta keep their necks in in order to keep p-n-s up & bal-s 
down. Most of ‘em git th habit & stay on like that (especially on | 
a nice safe ouagaet?: 

After their sperm-fruits have growd up & mostly left on their ow, 
& it has become quite evident that new or better depositing-facilities i 
are not going to show up, & both roof & mebby bed are like enough in 
fee simple, & insurance mostly paid-up etc, a few of 'em try what | 
happens if they stick necks out some. If they do it vicious-like, 
& teeth showing etc, they are due to be surprised & then amused to 
find that up-th-line is mostly stuffed shirts, clay-foots etc, which : 
&re easy Scared-all-up & run away with even a little roughing. So 

| a few (of us?) git to have quite a little fun yapping & nipping & | 
| shaging th Sacred Cows around, letting on we're after hot bhood right | 

outa th neck ete, : 

So that's how-come its your "oldsters" who mostly shag the S=Cows - i 
Sround, All+same old bull ellick going "solitary"? I figger he doesn't 
get "run out of th herd" by the younger bulls so much as he gets 
disgusted with th cows & calves & yearlings, so as to have more peace Vit 
(& fun?) off by himself, Spearing around regardless & what-th-hell- Ht 
anyway. QED? i 

6- The Georgian Bay way-back Homo sign was in the local paper only i 

i) 
,
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& superficially "reported" by a feller who specializes on getting | i 
& playing up campus goings-on (for polite advertising effects etc). 

ey 
The field party was just back & won't have anything written-up yet. { 

I'll tell Greenman (Museums Archeology) to let me have it whenever 
sumpin gits wrote up, & will figger to forward it to you. I dunno when 
of course. 

eBGS, BESCM ES 

So that is all for now & I guess I'll git pants on & shave, having | 
hed a nice AM gamboling hither & yon in hierophantic manner & weather 
nice outside to amble e few blocks & marvel again how little it is 
appreciated that to walk without trepadations (&/or palpitations) is 
a privilege of high order. .. 

Know story of small girl coming into house after school, screaming 
as in terror & mamma runs & sooths & wants ta know how-comes etc. i 

Gal claims "Yeller lion jumped out & nearly caught me Oh I'm so 
scared of yeller lions jumping out like that...." 

Mow-now-Msry Mamma sez, you mustn't let your imaginations git loose 
like that...,. That lil yaller dog next door just likes to play.... 

Come bed-time Mamma tells Mary ask Gawd for ta excuse naughty lie 
& comes back for last tuck-in asking did she put that in prayer et#? 

"Oh yes Mamma, I didn't furgit + - & Gawd says: ‘That's OK Mary... 
that 1il dawg often fooled me too"¥, 

Yvt PSL ) 

| } 

a 

i | 

|
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Dear Purfessor: : 

In a recent communication you indicated that you | 

youldé be watching for evidences that Little Dave, sling & stones ete i] 
vas apt to have any luck goin up agin USFS Goliath. we may have been | 
in error but we thought we detected traces of finger-crossing on your : 
pert. However that may be, we enclose 4 jocal tear-out from & Ben 4 

East Page with ea couple pgfs marked in red & suggest that you use it it} | 
as aft #1 item to file in a new folder tagged "D & G 4 la Frks Fabs” : I| 

oSeXeXe | 

In‘re the Pearson dope in March Jof¥ to effect we have 400- but | 
1eed only 100-mln acres (of best-bet forest land worked intonsivly), if | 
es further fanned out via the P, letter which I loaned (& got back i in| 
in due season), plus my fumble-hunch doping as to official & well- S| 
sonsidered "budgeting" of types & volumes of "needed" forest products i 

& locating of specific lands & projects for such "dedications"..... j 

Have you seen the campaign-docuthent bulletin “Achieving a Balanced 
\griculture” - as koshered by sro Wallage of the USDA April 24'40? 4 

I found this to have a good many distinctly interesting items & al 
slants worth marking for reference in re major terrafactic affairs. 

( Terre- earth; facto-to make or use: - ie we may therewith escape ; ; 
the intolerable crudities of "land-use-ing"’. But perhaps "terrauto" iW 
shoulda also be considered). 

If you peruse “Balanced Aggtculture” at all, I suggest that you } 
do so keeping in mind the (revised March 5) "Recommendations of USFS if | 
to Congress as to national forest policy...” ‘| 

Together, I judge, they outline the currently-dominent officiat li 
notions as to the comings-up if when & as the 3Srd-term double-deal i 
fits goin good. Probably due to devolop considable hang-over even tho : 
early-Nov eventuations demonstrate that the sutomatic Fool-killer ts <A lf 
still fmetioning. i 

Whether or no you bother to check up as above, if you haven't | 
ons so already, I figger you really should read -2 items in the BAE 

"Land Policy Review" for Sept (Vol iII, No 5): "How many farmers do 
we require?" & How many (farm) acres do we require?" 

Here the bretheren seem to heave done a better-than-decent job of i 
whittling in toward the core of the terrautic complex in re farming. ani ft 

My point is that the seme sort of if-#w-if analysis could & should be if 
meade in re forest affeirs. If so done the restulting patterns would \» 
be damn=near identical, ssems like as if.... ie “They ain't no OK f 
answers except as you swing from given stance", i 

ty own identification of the real tap-root of farming difficulties 1 
is: Homo-critters even on sub-msrginal lands starve out too damn slow. | 

: , in progress, 3 
Pending further researches, now/panikmep i reserve final, formula- 

tion of the tap-root-trouble in re "forest affairs", but I may now j 
state that the disinclinetion &/or incapacity of the H-ces to be af 
consistently intelligent will indefinitly impair the potency of the at 
Pearson concept Hierophentically i" | 

PSL ; i
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Dear Leopold: Qt" 

Ive just read the several enclosures in the big envelope 

q from Madison... read ‘em, too... not just thumbe#@ ‘em, | 

I still like the Gavilan job very well indeed. I didn't 
i ; | 
cow would-I after it had gotton cold after 1lst-reading. Showed | 

: it to Dick Gaige (Museums Zoology you mebby remember him he's a 1 | 

very knowing feller) & giving it back later Dick says: "Isn't it 

damn nice they's a few can & do do a little of thet now & then?" 

‘ Yessir it is, & I make another bow for you, 
be 

You'd mebby/surprised how almost 100% I never hed any real 

idea what was going on up Delta-way or in re tha Riley-place; & 

I hope would be pleased to know how well aegueinted with the 
I felt i | 

var-all outlines/after reading what was in the big envelope, 

May I have 5 copies of the Riley separate? I'd like to 
Outdoor : 

sent 4 to our major/Bage editors, plus a copy to the city-feller 

whose money & interest started off our Williemston Plan cooperatives 

& our (ex) Shooting Preserve Law, each with a mebby-appropriate 

little note to the effect: "Lookit how the barber-shop biology & 

q the kid-in-sandpile stuff is finally setting subtracted outa this 

nostly-went-sour-on-us-in=-Mich ferm-same thine", 

You almost persuade me that to write things up & print ‘em i 

can be OK, : 

i | 
YY wit e | 

PSIove joy 

a \y | Note All over this part of SE Mich, the ced&r-apple rust now has 
such & distribution & potency that it looks bad for the future of 
juniper. In AA the haws (crategus) are gone or going fast, & the i 
junipers are getting thin & sick. The wild-wrabs can be hosts also | 
but suffer less than the crateg#i, but I'd hesitate to set out 
junipers for remises around here, Why use anything due to run into | 
bad trouble just about when its getting good? 

j |
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Leopold & yourn of 4th ha 
i 

As to "puzzling cedar business&, @ don't know enything abott soil+e { 
ylus conditions where red cedar will & other evergreens won't behave | 
(this far north etc). Or how-come cow-country & no crateii etc. 

Around here (all $ 1/3rd of Mich?) the only emifer which seoms ta 1 | 
zit along & be happy about it, is the Dougles fir. I don’t know any 
older than solo yrs, but none of "em seem to have run into troubles. ai 

I dom(t know of anything more than 10=20-tree clumps (no plantations) 
but in the open they stay limbed way low, some are now making cones, 
& I don't see any reasons to worry about will they keep coming. 

It was via Maxwell's “Grouse Moors" of "Pheasmts", I think, that I ail 
ist considered the snoweberry in re remises etc, but when I built here | 
some 20 yrs back, there was a small patch of s=-b along a Norway spruce | 
hedge & I'we left 'em alone. The spruce is getting tired but the seb 
hes mounded up & spread & tangled so it looks like very OK remise 
formetion.... especially where some wood=bins has clumb up thru #t 
via posts & wild-crab ete. The cedarsapple rust is taking out the 
craby: but the s-b-plus is @ durn nice tangle (as Hickie admitted when 
I recently showed him, thinking of cottontails et 41). He had evidently 
never considered using s=b so, 

q 

To use wild grape rather than wood=bine might give some rasins for 
winter, but you say your farmers don't enthuse about the grapes. How 
about Manchurian baittaér-sweet instead of grape? I've had some on | 
the house & around the neighborhood for near 20 yrs now, & got a lotta 
respect for it. wot my start from some sent the UVofM botany people 
from US plant-exploting, They had put it on & rawesand cut & I moved \ 
some sprouts to raw yeller clay... where it took hold good. Sol HI 
figgor its adaptable etc. It grows fast once it gits a-holt, with } 
canes mebby 8+10 ft a year, & twists up I dunno how high. toes to the 
top of wherever I've seen it (of house, 30-ft spruce tree ate) & makes 
lotsa berries, ‘the robins & wax-wings clean up the berries in March yt 
(along with the haws of the roses etal). ai) 

I'd guess that Doug fir, snow-berry & the M, bitter-sweet would make 
guite a combination for durn near any eembinak upland combination | 
eround this part of the world, i'd mix some setigera roses in with it, 1 hii 
Do you know that rose? Its long canes root easily wherever they 
touch (all=same banyan tree) so it tends to make a “fountain” effect 
& its haws last all winter, first I noticed it was an abandoned row } 
in en Ohio nursery. it had been left alone mebby 15 yrs & was mebby | 
g-rods wide et bottom, & mebby 10-12 ft high, Inside all dead canes 
arched over & green canes curved over on top. eiven a chance this | 
ose gits to be almost a climber (goes up to 2nd floor of bick Gsaiges Vl 

house from lattice at front foor), Buds mildew now & then but nothing 
else seems to bother it around here. | 

I know one place where button=bush has been took out of pot-hole 
| swamp & set on high ground. it doesn't reproduce there but it grows Hi 
| 300d & makes remise=type tangle. 1 | 

i 

I suspect that our game-mgt fellers (léke Wight) have been straining 
‘emselves. too much with their Plantings. The foresters are damn-near | 

as dumb as the landscspers. |



As to Fay Grove wnit going sour on you... all farmers etc... where iy | 

mixed farmer-sports at Kiley are comin good. i gotta notion it a 

isn't that the “frendships* between urban & rural contingents do it. || 

But sumpin tends to, all right. ‘he allefarmer combination gets sour Pied 

to toxic as the other doesn't. | 
| 1 

| My notion is that here we hswe anyway 3 over-leppins Homo-critter 

| pehavior patterns; nicely predictable & repeaters: 

| ge territoriality... & really instinctive. H#armer-feller reacts to | 

it & doesn?t even have e name for it. . . dust “feels outraged” to | 

have strangers going thru fences, i fed just like that when th | 

damn college boys try to cut thru my place to save walking 1f2 block, 

eoce UFeelings” intensive way beyond '‘reesons~....,. chances of 
"damage" ete, Harm contingent retionalizes it into "leave gates j 

open", “shoot stock" ete ate, but its mostly just reaction to | 

| violeted territorealities. | 

- ezoeinfletions.... any OK Homoscritter got to maintsin his or her 
¥ " at OK working pressures or goes out of baélance.... feels 

smesred, put-upon ate.... « 208s looking for some devil-thing as has 

aia it. wall Street hes often been that devil for the farmers, or 
mebby the rail-roads, tariff on industrial goods ete ste, 

he demand for “parity prices" is e current menifestation of it. 
his also gets rationalized into economic phases & so on but the 

trouble is that the rural contingent has “lost face“ on acct becuz 

urben contingents can git new cars oftener, women new hat ; mol 

lip=-stick, kids dressed better at school ete, ihere will be some 

valid Bconomic in it, but mostly its a Soviel "reaction" & reletive. 
(fhe now puteupon farmer has a lot more today than kept his grandad | 
& maw content... but “living-standards" have changed so he feels 
(& is?)relativly smeared. — : 

But when the urban contingent has to some sround bowing & scraping 

& saying "Please Mr.” (in re pheasants) that reinflates the Social 

to OK working pressures. Fermer-feller bigod got sumpin urban-fellor 

hasn't = & can't git without he says Please & "admits" it every little 
while. So your Riley get-togethers ere "popular" & “importent™, All | 

game political contingents coming around every 2-4 yrs, bowing & HH 

scraping for votes ete. | | 
1 

c- kid-inesandpile, Homo-critter just loves for ta tinker around with | 

this n that. Instinctive & gotta do it to be happy. So we have | 

venerated the technologies (mizing the tinkering with the "rational i 

processes"), . « Pre-dops some is instinctive also but kinda feeble | 
& can't tolerate more than so-soe after which ‘try-sumpin-& see-whags | 
happens.... fun... might turn out "userul", too. (Which mebbj 
switches in some gamble-instinct, like enough... « more "fun"), 

5 

So when yofi*all do the pre-doping in re working plens , analysis 
of limiting factors, locating bottle-necks «w going to work on ‘em : 
via remises etc. you-all are having your professional fun... $0 as | 
to match it into your personel goehunting fun (or prospects of)... . 
& both urben & rural (cooperating) are having pley<in-sandpile fun a 
(with nice gamble combinations involved)& via cooperations with the | 
Tech game=-mgt-ers don't have to strain their "intellectual processes" 

enough to hurt any but ere in-on the pre=doping enough so they don't 
feel left-out &/or smeared, il 

} 
| 

hit



= 

. i : ’ : qT 

Starting mostly as facetious (as in acad Sei Presidential address), ' | 
put getting less facetious in "Harmonizine Conflicts" etc, i'm beginine i 
to vonder have I mebby got sumpin in thet eoecept of an “equation” for a | 
ovn -ld-use affairs; | 

| 
OK Tech x OK Ec x OK Soc=poly equals OK action=program . 

And the actiog-program goes sour in case any of the 3 major factors 
joosn't get correctly solved for & properly "integrated". Yhe Tech & Ec 
being OK for both Kiley & Fav Grv., for Riley the soc-poly is & for 
yav Grv isn't OK - so one 1s coming good & the other goss sour. WED | 

1 
But (a la Memo to Klton?) most (or 811?) of the Soc-poly term is, 

in reality, another phase of pre-dopéhe the biology of it - ie the 
specific Homo-critter behavior-patterns.... (tolerances, bio-primos etc, } i 

Note When iffn as i git ta writin things up, I figger to do one on 
bio-primos = a term i've had to invent ... all rights reseirved pending | 

rther researches, also the godam foresters st 21 now got “land-using" 
‘ ll-gummed=up that I'm about to introduce e new & wncontaminsted 
term to replace it & thus advence our terminologies & precisions, I'm 
considering geouting igeo plus utlizations) but rather incline to 
prefer ferra-tinker, Mebby both, 4s for an Acad Sei bigod Gontribution: 
',.. We Inefdencs of the terra-tinkoid functions in the geoutig plenes," 

odterte Xe Sores 

Dammit, I can still remember very well indeed how my little blackewhite 
ointer bitch usta be waiting for me at the orchard fence as I cut thru li 

he pack=lots coming home from hizhschool & 10=20 coveys of quail within 
a mile redius of the barn, about this tima year. & time was when i sot 
me Some pat shooting in open popple groves with white-clover along the | 

-paths, & popple leaves all yeller & coming down in flocks now & then 
es the breeze hit em & the frost was changins to water ete. Under them | 
circumstaces when you ¥S me that your S=-leg dewg & you nad some bang~up | 
hunting, i git nostalgic & sorta lonesome-like.... & to lecture myself Pi 
that i've had a fair-good share of such, & am very damn lucky just to be 
here a& all, & comfortable, & not bedeviled with w nderinss as to | 
immediate comings-up in re #SLestatus ete, isn't quite enough to drug I 
own my critter-yens via the intellectual processes, | 

vo you gotta let me try to escape some via Underwood. anyway i | 
yesterday pruned up the too-low limbs on the oaks in my parkway <-as \\ 
onerated from acorns I put there 2U=plus yrs back.... Done it myself ai 

& worked up the trimmings into fire-plece kindling, too! 411 alone! | 
‘except somebody carry ‘em down celler for me tho i mebby coulé but 
bette not), wast spring nobody wes sure I'd ever dast use a pruning i 
sav’ like that agadn, so I got no proper kick coming. 

abe is in town today & talking to the Dana-outfit et al so I gotta | 
Shave & see about it, it'll be the 2nd time i've had a suit on since i 
werch, neck-tie & all. Some yrs back I sent Gabe a desk-decoy made out i | 
or old=-old walnut, paper=-weisht, asked him to heve his Experts check 
seme for identifications. seemed to me n.s, which L tentativly called 
Juckus deskoides, Gabe, & how about it? 50 L got some real business on 
the campus this noon. Confer with Chief Fish & Wldlf Seyvice in re iif 
‘eterfowl affairs, real intimate « make vana-‘techs jealous on acct they i 
ot nothing equivalent & again call attn to certain predictable H-critter | 
Teactions. 

PSL \ 
1 

}
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Leopold: 

| 

If you keep a file of "good" or other Outdoor Pages, perheps | 

the two I'm sending under Sep cover will seem worth saving. I was | 

ebout to throw 'em eway & then wondered what-such you might keep ) 

to show your people. 

The Free Press page carries the season's Pheasant Tally as 

sent in by reader-volunteers., Van Coevering started this in '32 

& I figger its appearance every fall, blank forms & sugsestion thet 

they be filled in, & then the results of compilation; all Sports & 

their Special Nditor & no dam Technologists butting in (where 

visible), must have had no littie "orienting" effects, & pro bono 

veritable menagment=intelligence via side-door ete, 

The Ann Arbor Page, mostly Ben East's, carries a local ante b 

by DH Haines - which shows each Saturday. H, is the Prof in S#hool 

of Journalism with whom we fanned in the Mich Union as to ways & 

means to mebby implément the "training" of W-1 Pagers ete (if you i | 

remember), He does more rather locel hunting & fishing then eny- | 

body I know, gits results, & pleys around with this weekly stuff, : ' 

He tells me thet he is now running a course on "Special Reporting" 1 pi 

(or the like) & that (mireble dictu) Deana hes seid he will list it 
as OK for election by fellers #n the School of F & Cc. hi 

Looks as tho we'd all be killing rats for the Army before f 

long (es you said Elton probably was) but until then I suppose its | HH 

OK to pretend some more that tha Homo-critters et al may be more or Vt) 

less engineered in their habitats, Might some nice wars, go-busts | 
ete be H-c equivelents of other types of die-offs when populations | | 

git out of balgnce with habitats? Or is that just old-stuff a la } 

Malthus? 
PSLove joy 

\ i 
X Bh
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Leopold: a oh, wy | 
on. . 1% C 

As I started in/tkaxangkesea, to one Befinston, 1/18, I sprta 

hujehed I could mebby say @t better than I ever had before, & go | 

nade an extra carbon, s&s enclosed, Whether J did manage to say it 

better, I dunno; but I like for yuh ta react on it anyway, in due | 

season, That there is e considereble in there to be doped & done 

as per, I'm increasingly certain, But just what; & how, I dunno damn 

if Ido; 
a 

The "Coyote Ms" is a new 2nd-freft 80+page intended for a new 

Mgt.bull., & when it came to me for "comment" it haired me all up so 

that I sorta butchered it. mmmthemimtma The lst-draft hed been pretty - 

ewful young-feller-just-off-campus ete, & I’d rode it herd = - only 

to have the still-turrible 2nd-draft come back, all soft & sour Spotty 

after the rewrite-prune ete by our new-such editor, Bebington (who 

is green at this but mebby got th mekins = anyway so that I thought 

him worth working-on as per yeller), 

He hed tried to use my comment on the lst-draft, but had thought 

he must mostly foller Author ete, so when I butcherd the 2nd-draft 

ell up, he comes back saying he's puzzled ... doesn’t rightly know 

what he's Supposed to do, or help with. So I'm tryin for ta tell him. 
| 

There is a generous plenty of OK data & dope to justify a new 
on wolves & coyotes in Mich, bounty-hooies, prospects ete 

gt Bullf es I figger, but just where & how to shape & sight it is } 

sumpin else. 
t 

I've tola@ 'em in Lansing that I feel really gquite"competent"to | 

re-shape this & such-like, but what kinde Outfit ere we to let such || 

mejor stuff drift into any single fellers emtrol, & him on th bum 

« nobody else learning or bothering in re such? So they've causht 
| 

Bebington & he's puzzled... got nothing to sight st or check to | 

sxcept the so-so Deer & Bunny jobs. | 
What think? Have I mebby fixed his sights some... or will I | 

have gummed him up worse than before? PSLove joy Hh
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Lovejey toBBbington i As to "@oyoto” lia & sugh-like | 

Yours of the 17 ie gratifying in tempo, At too-damn-long last my / 

ool is getting some sperke off a re-write-men's flint. 8o fun trying : 

sat fom off putty & all buffsloed at thet. Stay with it& coms a aim, | | 

Your manual digit hes sorreétly loesteé® The Spot, I judgs, when you 1 / | 
= i | | 

note that you had supposed your re-vrite-eri function was to salvage the | 

sh-author's presentetions to the extent seomi tly practiccble = - there : | 

(on the 2nd-draft as well ss let) I heve ‘felt free” &for sumpin, to | 
| 

teher up both the per se Tech & the manner of its presentetion, 0 ;| 

u'xe wondering whet you aera supposed to do én re such, Exsetly so, 

dust thet, I take it, 4d “whe t we've reslly whittling at: definitions 

objectives & technic-personnel to reach ‘om without strainebusting 

thing en route... criteria, calivers, testing-blocks, blue-prints ete, ~ } 

Still in trisle&-error stage, Lovejoy has been fussing around with : 

ambly-line notions & experiments but mostly hasn't had anybody to { 

iy with. The Tech-men-authore heve been chiefly concerned to eit 

Sslves out of the dentist's chair, The ex-n wSpsper contingent has ! 

yea mostly tuned to its evanescent (superi ioial-sloppy?) prosedents ! 

Verybody else hes been running out on it, S80 here we ere a vain, i 

siore & more strongly (& consistently I hope) I find that I's polarized 

‘o the “extension” formulae (as MSC alfal fa-camp: ign, git them boarder 

& et al), Therefrom I fetch out with the BigIII eslipers,... “will | 

siven presentetion, catact, sealos-affort ate tend to generate or i on 

use Bell reactions :conscious & sub-c?” . . . 4111 or msy sans i 

¥ minner of presentetion generete or induce ‘em with ereator certainty i 

; potency? Ete, 
} 

{ take thet all the way down to size of t; pe, lay-out, selection of | 
; 

phies, illustrations & captions for (trying not to forget that no 

inted stuff is duo to be per se potent except as it “gells" to our i 

“cal Agents & thereafter gots releyed thru ‘am to Customers .... in the q
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q 2 5 
@ county sgent & Extension Specialist mode & menner. Yor them, I take 

it, the sll-sbout-it bulletin is not expectad to prove per se"effective” 

via @irect "reading" by Gustomers. Its just as bait for a trep.... stone | 

for David’s sling etc.) But how meny of our Division-l or other Tops 
or casistently : 

are at all effectivly/tuned-in-on that consept (or is it "understanding 

of a basic Homo-crittor behavior-psttern"?). Vis long-mesn years of il 

fell-iowns, plus more of hunting out & on-job "training" of their | 
7 \ 

Sxtension Staff, technics for sto, the MSC-ers are tuned in so, I think. é 
7 | 

- e « & now we're in the procese of fumble-f4udaing into it. i 

I doubt that's just fency-stuff a 1a 1138, ‘I doubt "we can git out-a i 

short-pants into long unless & until thet concept &/or understseiding gits 

soaked ell thru our Outfit, fo dete there he ve been anyway two other 

& mostly dominsnt ecmecept-combinations which heve beén slowing down or 

stopping such perscoletions: 1/ the slapedesh superficial "newspsper" 

anything-ta-git-by-on, 2/ the (ex-cempus) Tech-mens*notion-hooie thst 

straight-line “factual material", logic, scientific-methoa ate, is or { 

anyway “ought to be” self-selling (or lete let-on it is I wanna keep on | 

pleying in my (a le campus) sandpiles ta hell with th dumb Customers ete). 

Like enough there is e #5 in that list, & « mein "seles resistence", i 

ith most of the MSC-type of “extension work" there is s direct & obvious 

hook-up between the currently Now & Better Dope & the Customers pocket- 

book: i @ pergonsl-economic etc, But with most of our-type N & BD, there 

isn't sny such * "  hookeup., The linksge is via “syoesale" to 

Homoweritter “play instinete", escapes from uver-urbanizetions, 4nteeus a) | 

etuff «2. plus, es I suspect, very deep-seeted & varsistont Homo-critter i 

yents & preferences to tinker-along all-seme kid-in-sendvile.... try this | 

i thet & see whet happens & muss it #11 up again & start all over is 

Kore fun then a le "New Technigue" engineering vie Tech-stuff ... via 

"identifieation of limiting factors & zatting ‘em under control” ate, 

iy thesis is that while we gotta keep trying for more & more such 

Nsineering & « ntrols, we gotta kesp 4am from opersting so as to j
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snoar the heve-fun-tinkering precedents & preferences to vhich most | 

of our Customers are tuned, dlep so 9s to keep ‘em from getting into 

hoed-On Goliisions with the over-sold Secred Cow stuff (such as l-buek | 

jew 18 sacred, OK forestry is plent-nor 2-pine, all fira outdoors is 100% | 

ll-wrong, ete etc), | 

Deping thus I keep coming back to the BieiilI formuls & its essence of 4 | 

slling" the Customers thet we're"fit to taust"... our Hew Techni }u9 
ig setuslly N & B Dope ate, But we gotte lock out ne don't zet too | _ 

} 

fident, stuck-up, optimistic ete.... so as to mebby over-sell ourselves | 

how fit wa sre to trust eta, Oyr Tech-fellers (esyecislly whon they | 

>t pom=in-hend) tend ta git turrible proud & snootyp... "do like I tell 

h & averything is a-goin ta some ont al-i-l rizht - just est me (us)? 

} on the resora they (we) aren't overly fit-te-trust - - just so-so, 

best, & getting more-so slow, if any. is the W&BD senerates fecter & 
as well ef outside } 

faster, it tends to get bottlenesked inside/the atfit, so that there 

worse & worse "legs" between our currently-stendera action-progroms ; 

& shat the “Insiders” know-or-hunch we “shoubd be doing", 

o Xe Xe Xo te Se%e 

omit, here I eam lecturing eesin, But that (as I zotte cleim) is 

bosnus@ whatever I do or sugcest in re "writing" or "editing" snother 

; ge~sumpin bulletin will be with stance, 8) ing ate 88 peor supra. 

IZ I can’t explein myself & "sell" you-e11 in Lensine to the O%=-ness | 

of (& primery nasessity for) such-like 1 undetion-concepts, ortontations 

» then we'll keep on indefinitly fumble-duddine & Sslting each other's mt 

Ores, Seems like as -if, ' 

o Xe Se Xe Se Xess 

fours of 1/17 doesn't quite say it but I judge is correctly hunching i 

thet in such ag "Coyote" writing-editing, there ara 3 quite-different 
r 

vhssee: 1/ Tach OX-nesg ( so thet other Techs can't properly sneer-snoot us) 

Somebody gotta double-check the Authors on thet. The Division Tops should | 

0 competent to do that - but mebby arent Or “haven't time" etc, ;



oo eo aute PSL has "had time" (& dnelinetion), plus sorta-competence “s a 

(via heppenstances, geil eto) but no single folier from about now on } 

cen reslly know-enough of enough different “lines" to be properly | 

trusted to do such Pine-screon checking on the por-se Tech, Andi no 5 
| 

juthor ean or mey properly be trusted to check his own stuff:- for 
4 

fech or much of anything else (especdally rew-draft not left-lsey to 

jell out ete), 80,(after they have grown to whet Game & Fish now have?) i| 

| figger that the Divisions must get sot to teke thot (Sech-stuft-eaiting) || | | 
on & hendle it theirownselves (plus whatever outside further-checking they 

joom sdvigeble - or cen get. . . Like recent Dans-outfit Ms which T | 

worked over; esk Peguin). Its tricky stuff at best; & often dangerous i 

in that “professionel” OK-ness is so exposed to pants-downing ota, 

A top-hand re-write étc editor-feller shoulda't be xesponsible for 

this per-se tech-stuff checking.... but he will often "gatch" a sumpin ; 

«hich hes “gotten by" all the prior toch-shecking: - Like figures don't 

edd vight, legend on graph isn't adequate ox accurate, plus-pius 

t/ Menner & mote of presentation (so as to gst the mm-total summa coum 

eee (yet?) | 
lewle BigIII effects), Don't ast me what I mean by that. Best I can/do 

I have done, supra. Anything more would be just elaborating & ilius- 

trating in thet “thesis”.... & I'm just fumble-diudding too, 

liugh of such BigiII potency, I guess, goes by feel & not by rula, 1 | 

De gustibus etc, Yuh got it or yuh aint got it; are or aren't 80. 

"sensitive". Still & all I figger the ola dope is OK, & “the way ta : 

lorn ta write is ta write” (& write & write & write, read & read & reed; 

& mebby @iseaboozling other-fellers Mss mey help siong; I dunno whatth ' 

hell them Kipling feliers got, do etc.... but I'm very damn certain ; 

they @o0 it: = ie so that cs ae words ean somehow ecquire massre-vonootty | 

& impsct-energy & BigIIl potency from O0-minus on up f dunno how high). j 

Mebby 5 out of 50 campus-fellers (as I now judge) “helped a lot".- I 
{ 

sola guite e lot of stuff to 5-plus commercisl-editor fellers, of whom 

On " w ‘. 
| | 

nly 1 "coached" me so it "helped - 4 @ helped me; but lake onough
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tne vélencies were working otherwise with other Homo-ceritter cirouits, : 

i‘'va been trying such as this on #11 the Lansing combinations I could 3 

t a shot et; & its the best I got; & I'm still (mildly) hopeful thet : 

can git s weld somewhere with such scrapings & such flux - sven tho 

he Showing to deto era mestly minas, 

inywey & lot-us-orey, somshody must OK the pettern & moke the mould | | 

sast & snag & true whetever wa send the prifter.... & we do it slape 

sh & OK-ta-git-by-on; or wa labor over it with all-we-got & prsey-faer- 

ore-enliehtments, potencies, socco via Big ILI or other, geodiedic or | 

G—-h—houndG.. « « e 

Right now you & I sre mostly the responsible perties inf re thie 2/-stuff) 
is on-therecord due to behave 

ost everybody slse/liks dca Stephenson'dé barbers (havine tried to. | 

; have bim once when they see him coming Joa claims they jump out windows | 

run screaming down the slleys)., #e know in advance thet the # seh-nathunl | 

their Divn Tops “den't like to monkey with", ere inept & ara not to be | 
to 

5 uch trueted to heve any jidsement or!"try to help with" thie 2/-sturf, 

So we setta try to handle it (until we sen get somebody to ao nsider & 

y out sumpin mebby hotter? ).... But if you & I dm't dopa that, who will? 

iS. : How-come Esbert, Yutzy & Ketoham ain't thera now & we are? And 

th 4,5,4 more mansge-sumpin Ms e-coming up soon, plus vlus ??? 

hen you tell me (Sra pat of 1/17) that you had it doped that the 

hor's presentation shouli-ought to be tinkered nice & resyastful “even | 

1 wesk" (or else rewrites men apt to be in trespass & git slapped gown), | 

i reply: Thats shout the way of it in re the ser sa Tasch-angloes OnLyeeee i 

1 in re the "presentation" ongles {"literary" mode & mannor sosking BgIITI) | 

) re-write-editor gotta out in haaviast (on acct becus nobody elea can . 

or will & that's whet he's mostly for...... i8L% hes been trying to function | 

in hoth Tech-chack & “pragentation” editing not because he was or felt | 

competent, but because there didn't seem te he anybody elee tc do = or trys 

‘het so turrible-gure neaded tending in both phases 1/ & 2/ |



“' Having slept on & just now rersading to here, I find thet I 6 

noven"t guite said a Sumpin I deem to he more than “important” - but 

1 ro which I can't prove nuthin setall, Call it a huneheplus. . @ 

fo wit: Almost all our Customers (in or out of Gyn Dept) including 

vn Tops, COs & Commnire, as they have direst personal contact with 

wv Bulletin, & whether they "read it carefully" or just “thumb it* | 

Lways looking at reaiing eaptions of pictures ete?) will in sone | 

<¢ ’ . . . - ? 4 ] ner & degree react - i 6 to the "impression it mekes", Much or most 

his “impxecsion" is due to be sub-conscious,,., & fan of “am would | | 

xcept for a fev already “well informed" fal e (who don’t nesd 

such data or dope to zset ‘am oriented to ths H&BD which the bull, 

aidling) the “factual meterisl" is spt to be only in smell part | 

t “registers” {on its scientific validit ies, intellectual potency ‘sel 

fod (4f eng) only knows that these “improssions" do compound from... 

n you mest & new porson, efter very seent "eexuainteance™ do't you 

you s quite-dadfinite “@mpression” of ia he OK or not etc? Same | 

h even scant thumbe-thru bulletin as I'm betting (but csen't ove 

in). « « Does it “look intersstine"?... Does it “feel right?"... 

) it look or feel “heavy" &for "lsebore &for “written down” &/or 
| 

-gernishedeup &/or too-technical &/or too-(sloppy?) populer? ....Ete | 

hat I*m trying t sey is nat i'm tine these(mostly sub-conscious?) 

&-20 

io-oritter resections (to reletivly touch-4a9 “contects”) sre whet 
; mining 

| 
nj most in/the potencies of th L publication, The intellectual 

, q ' 4 * 7 r ‘ a A _ —- "324 le a ' + 4 ’ | 
Mid gg TUTLOREL roces Ss bi a on 2erly-establighea eta', ete 1 

E : | 

wliy function ( i'm guessing) ebout like the pole e vaulter uses. 

es te have it, but how high tho ber is when he knocks it off, doasn8t 

‘pana chiefly on 1@ perese pole, 
| | 

if you sren't “getting ms" hore I esn*t seem to help it, But you 

Ll be getting mo when I say that the editor-fellers sotta think &/or | 

"’n@h Out the “frame” in which the "factual material” sets set in type.
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hy ty Eos = : g : ‘ “ gust for inst., whet porsentese of the rosiduel sctesnetas of 7 

tho Zitua’ Old Warden series (do you know it? mebby should, & close-up?) : 

tually genereted out of or was direct-linked with the artist-oditor 

ewinz of the OW hisself - olf het, droop mustache et al? Hed that 

m of sn equally old Zeller, but nestly uniformed, gun-st-hip, ao droop 

wheres ofc, how much of whet would have eenceled out? But tho drewing - | 

uglly implimentad anowbelled the Titus concept & text, aiin'"t it? 

So (whet I'm trying to dope & say) is that wey out beyond the rewrite | 
” 2. © | 

vol-off-bump & de-gum Vech-foller Ms, & way out beyond the mostly- | 
: } 

chanics] 3° job of lay-out, provf-rasdi & folle ru printer etc, | 

ig snother & mejor editoriel function ... much more aiffieult & trigky — | 

a Tech-checkinge or chanics ..c. & § amm-sisht more important than | 

ther (tho @ependent upon both... gotta somohe 2it all ‘tntesrated™) | 

Gur mili-run Teche, & most of our “sdministrative" contingent, I fear. 
| 

celor-blind & tone adsef & just can*t unsti moh or dspandsbly : 

this 2/-phease. Ewen tho they msy “regognize importance" thomeol ves 

et-to such OK or bum "presentations", they mostly wot no notions of 

how-te-fixz ate Se somewhere is the “editing” there gotta be pleat 

this gales-extension sevvy or wefll have to fumble-and elong indef- 

itly & everyboiy unhaispy-plus. Undiex the es-is set-up you & I ars 

ifjently aleeted to 44 Spot. 

e ° 3 . e ee 

‘ beck : : mee . 5 Dat FRA wad * | Here I've egein vent into my song & denae, demmit. But I'd asked-told 

. to lemme know whet seemed to be hethering you yourn of 1/17 seams 

ave identified some sp&@eifie hothera &for aiverzensies of whe-doess- 
| 

| 

¢ ate. So zéfthe wea 20 to meil herewith & euszast that follerin | 

sceiligenisneitilisemiinnmaiiay po eee igs } 
i Saging down from them high cold ssaks 

nes be kept henfy for refaranee &lor prayer. } 

I've seid it before & I esy it azain: 
fe aren't clicking right till thesa come without strain, 
The Tach-kudos thoy tring is ne tast for such, | 
do they fit in Dave&e sling? If not we're in Dutch, | 

Yvt PSL
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y feopold V : 

Here's a 5=p rough-copy of what started out (very early this Sunday 
morn) to be re-typed with a carbon for you to send on to Schmitz : 
if you wanted to. I'd anticipated mebby coupla pages but as I 
sot going I found thetukitumexememad guite eae lot more needing saying 
if I were to explanify as I wanted to. & quite-a-lot wanted TO.-s 
should here state. If this aw-fureit-what-it-costs thing hasn't 
slready snowballed beyond all control, it won't be long now; & I guess 
I'm scared its got away for keeps.... & as per pre-doped specifications 
of Certain Parties, with a contingent in the SAF, "taking us”, | ; 

But if it isn't yet too late, I'd like to see us really trying to 
sat into a focus fit to live with; perhaps as indicated in the 5-p 
Jamo. _Its too long to rework just to get it into polite clean-copy 

so I'm mailing it forthwith, keeping the single carbon here in case 
you or Sehmitz should come back at me for further fannings on some | 

1ase or item. psl | | 

| 

As I remember Mt, the way of 1t wes about thus; 1/ I'm a Junior ; 
| 

staff-feller in Game Mgt, & @ non-forester in my backgrounds}eail .... 

& I'm here pinch=hitting for my (originally invited) Tops; 2/ & 

rying to do my stuff I've had to associsete with a good many State & 

US foresters, & I find thet I'm often & badly puzzled by ‘em, as for 

instance..{ 1.2.3*ete as per specific guotes);3/ With the pro-forest 

servicing” so all=gummed+up, I don't sea how I can get a real chance servicing 0 all=gumm p 
pro-~ 

o do my stuff in re/game servicing, until you foresters get your 

ope untangled’..... so what about it? te 

Now you say that you are "puzzled by the Davenport paper", I'm | 

iondering whether you don't really mean that you are puzzled as to how 

) handle, or frame, or impliment it iemmpyfor JofF purposed. 

Your specific sugsestion is that Davenport be asked to "formulate 

nelusions", so as to Sxplain how-come such “inconsistencies exist & 
| | 

hat to do about them", Then you suggest S-such generalizations "which I | 

ould be drawn" & which "might make the paper more valuable".
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j Lovejoy to Leopold -eepy—ro=femmrtts? ) . 

As to Davenport Ms_on Geme & Forests etc, under onsideration for JofF 

Much obliged for the 1J/21 copy pf your comment to Sditor, Sénee you 

ant it at all I'm assuming that you are aware of the somewhat unusual 
7 | 

origins of ‘imbe the Davenport ante, I was in on itjust abput es I was | 

vith the is-it-a-sin editorial in the July Journa,: i e helped rough=in | 

he raw meterials out of which the actual author worked the finished 
| 

product, | 
| 

I understand that Davenport talked his stuff, & thet the Isle Royale 

2ting then discussed it & by motion asked that he write it up for the 

JofF. I saw & made some minor st >stion ‘or an early draft of the Ms 
| have not seen it was 

t Dawaeteleremaeeth the Ms as/actually submitted. So I'm just assuming 

that it went in with the stance & swing it hed in the version which I 

As I remember tt, the sway of it was about thus; 1/ I’m a Junior 

staff-feller in Game Mest, & a non-forester in my backgrounds}Mal ..,, 

I'm here pinch=hitting for my (originally invited) Tops; 2/ fn 

trying: to do my stuff I've hed to associate with a good meny State & 

US foresters, & I find that I'm often & badly puzzled by ‘em, as for 

instance..{ 1.2.5°ete as per specific quotes);3/ With the pro-forest 

servicing” so all-gummed-up, I don't see how I can get a real chance 
: pro- } 

do my stuff in re/game servicing, until you foresters get your 

pe untengled’.....so what about it? | 

Now you say that you are "puzzled by the Davenport paper", I'm | 

wondering whether you don't really mean that you are puzzled as to how 

handle, or frame, or impliment it iemmpyfor JofF purposed. ~ 

Your specific sugsestion is that Davenport be asked to "formulate 

nelusions", so as to Sxplain how-come such “inconsistencies exist & 

what to do about them", Then you suggest S-such generalizations "which 

’ could be drawn" & which "might make the paper more valuable". |
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As to that I agree "in principle"; .& don't agree as to the : 

scasted applications. ; 

It doosn'*t seom to me at all appropriate to ask Davenport (the 

Junior Tech in Game Mgt), to explain to the (SAF) Senior Foresters , 

howecome they have let their nest get so all-fouled-up... &/or how 

> clean it up... . . Much better, I'd think, to leave him in his | 
snarled | 

stual status: ell pugzkex up in the back-lashed forester'’s dope & 

its applications, & puttinzd it up to the foresters to pick their own E & pUrtinap 2 up to the Porescers tO pice wher ss 

snaris free. ; | 

Suppose, for instance, that the paper gets run as-is (if its as I'm 

essuming ebove), & 4t its head have the editorial box-stuff explain 

ough as to its origins & then say that various old=hand SAF-ers | 

> bemme asked for comments - = to appear in later issues. aTOUDOBRS BSkod 107 Comme nta S me 60 Sp pest tn sees ee 
properly 

Anything at ell adequate in the'way of comment which would S&aspader 

* set up the samaaek points of view of the various contingents evidently 

involved, would need so much space that no single issue of the Journal 

sould carry it all. So the comments &-fannings (if to be adequate) | 

otta be strung out on that account, And in no other way, I judge, 

an‘the yeasts gst stirred in so as to get this mess of dough gp into 

ective fetment. 
seems to 

This way of handling it/tieg right into my corrospondence with you & 
Didn't 

shmitz in re tha is-it-a-sin? editorial. /We agreed that it would need 

xood many wedges driven persistently, to get this kmotty land-use 

unk split up? I'm still dopéng thet-a-way; & so figser it would be i 

esting OK wedge-stuff to handle the Davenport ante as s per-se & solo 
| 

"naneew 

Here I go into my song & dance again; & with my text from your #1; 

"Expertness may have to be specialized, but land philosophy canT be", 

I dunno just how you'd define “specialized”, but I'll contend that 

ur land-use “philosophies” have become as ell-crossed-up & as throat= | 

tty, as the "religipns" have often been, And right in there, I'm



suspecting-plus, is where we're gunmmed-up, back-lashed ete, 

I go along 100% in your #3 statement that "these conflicts between | 

professions are surface froth", . , And I*1l check with you that they 

ere "symptoms of 4 fallacy in the public mind"; but I judge you (we) 

should recognize, & start desling with the "eleavages" which (quite 
(fast?) . 

obviously, I'd say) have been & are/separeting "the profession" & its 

affiliates into no-mix contingents..... & plenty AfL troubles coming 

up fast therefrom, as I'm guessing, 

Ze there | 
Here I'm MB serious-plus, in Saying that I judse fh was no 

about it when the Silcox ‘amply detailed?) Slightest accident tas whemesdweekts rejoinder to my/bill of partic= 

ulars (June '38 Journal, p628 ff) ,Séauee Opens up bawling me for 

politicél apostecies ..., & then runs out on me near 100% on the 
"professional" phases & items. ; 

Will there be any eccident sbout it that the Zast-spring "UsFS \ 

fecommendgtions to Congress" in re netionsl Forest polidies, & the _ 
sOrrosSponding USDA bulletin "Achievine e Balanced Agriculture” both 
very elaborste 

set up/"systems" of pro=farm & pro-forest servicings to operate under 
carefully intricate & intetlocking subsidies, subventions ete ate, all/called 

something else? 

ere being (have been?) fersonally I'm prepared to assume that we haxegvbaen ings soine:) 

taken on a ride from which we'll get no chance to walk back, perhaps 

S per the diagnosis in the "Post-mortem" by Lubell in the SEP for | 
type of 

Jan 25 (behind the 8-bell cover), ana that the/=amergmes "cles vages” there ‘ 
= iraported on, have been runghing deep into our land-use affairs & i 

their professions, 

Howeve# that may be, what I'm here Sugsesting, & urging strongly, 
$ } } T Pa Dor. 5 he is that the Davenport, S&S be used as another wedse-thing to be driven 
4 season- 
nto the/checks which the is-it-a-sin? editorial started working on, 

Who might well be asked to ente for what forester &or vama-met or 
; . | co 

| other dontingents, I'm not in shape to sugssst, but the fdentity of 
| Several-such contingents seems evident enough, mH ¢ | ) 

}
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e-Cld-léne nuthin-else-but sacred sawlogers .., still mostly fending off 

imber Femine# etc. Lake enough it might be hard to locate one who | 

uld come clean with his i veal*oetantatt bast: wawibtiesn) intents ete 

p- Multi-purposers.... content to drift along as is; really having only 
\ s 

he baése-formule of getting control of more (& more & more) land,.., | 

trust Ranger Jim Robbins, gents, he'll tend it right), | | 
ee en (the?) 

o- Best-bets-first-ers. Gus Pearson tasteerierretetbtGedesneneé is te 
4\ i 

utstanding spokesman so far as: I know (as in Mareh '40 Journal), 

| 
i- Might be others, as: N.Pk Precious Primitive-crs et all ; pie 

: : 4 s ; . ‘ : : | 
agin TIT eiese ner prt mbsmem met ion heer Ute io wee ama th eth ciekeear 

YaetemkTemsiemes ti birt ws been 

But. no such break-down of “contingents” , as I’m guessing, will be | 
the already- | 

t to get us more than further stirrings of/muddy waters. 
or desirable 

I. don’t think it et ell practicable/to have Davenport 10 it, or any | 
(as I judzse, precisely) 

or Single feller, but what we should be trying for you have/defined 

in the lest }ine of your 1/21 to Sehmitz: "... some fundamental diagnosis” 

For some time yet I'mp deubting that anybody (or group) can do that 

s to make it stick), & I'd much prefer to have the issues fanned & 

mented plenty-slow. When if & as they gst competently fanned out, I’ve 

doubt they will frame up in re "forest lands", & affairs, in the 

sral pettern of-the perallel "basis questions"? as neatly & without 

frenetics fanned on p-7 of the Sept “USDA BAE “Land Policy Review" in t 

} 
1 How many farms, &/or farmers fo we require?" 

ow best to do it, with SAF & other major considerations properly b 

certainly | 
c care of, I wouldn't have any proper notion, but I'd/lay the bet o y Prory , : | 

J he frame of the is-it-a-sin? editorial. 

I've been corrosponding with several old-hand Tops on that, & have 

vo items of cansent which I deem to have put the finger on Phe Spot. 

, rn 23 . es, oe m1 te : ;. * ce 4 a3 1 
B Chapman said suapin like this: "The sin isn’t in re idle lands; it 

is in tapping the national income to 'rehabilitate*® lands & combinations 

whieh ere currently sub-marginel for the purpose".
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When I asked Pearson amme how he would proceed in locating the | 

ystebet 25% of the “available forast lands" (for"intensive "mamiak | 

imber production) he said sumpin like: " pick those which have the | 
| 

sast chances of being satisfactory ‘under programs which essume that 

he returns must:.be worth what they will have cost (counting in 

both tangible & intangible, but for each only the valid items & with 

ream-book eccounting out)." 

Both those, it seems to me, are very OK items in) whet you ere i 
| 

esking for with your "fumdamental diagnosis", & isn't the 2nd psf 

in the lst column of p 534 of the is-it-a-sin? editorial tapping its 

age into the, same. season-check when it tmemcr remarks: "This 

; , Meee | suituation may be a: happy: one for forestes while it lasts, but what 

will or can be done when the public insists that we sudit our books?" 

@'d. like to see ths Davenport wedse gettine set im the same check 

iriven in. It may take a lot. of sledging, & while we're off defendine 
rot | 

this-n-that the chunk may/Die—<« while the wedges rust away, but ; 

i look to see these: "confused", “conflicting” & "inconsistent" lend-use 
o bunk-out consideration of 

affeirs stay léke that until we begin to set real/amememactee the 
A& of | 

qi stionstiidh ho we determing whet will de or will not be "satisfactory" | 
s00d=bet errr 

| returns (or seit prospects for) when given lands & utilf#zetions are 
} ser, Se@ 

not/ self-supporting in the red+&+bleckeink manner? .., Farms, Forests, 

ildlife, non-depleting Recreation ete etc, 
| 

1/Under what cireumstances is it. deSirable, & sracticable, to manage : 
o _ “s | 

long-run . 
itands»so that the operations are (or have a valid chance to be)/self« lt | 

+4 7 : ; : > | | ‘ sorting? via accountings of the tangiblesf- onjy: ! 

In summary I am inclined to consider your 1,2,5 formulations as 
subemarginal in fundamental diagnosis, My 1,2 items, as above are | 

t perhaps in marginal status. Any really supra-marginal f.d., I presume, | 
vould have to dead with the Homo-critter9in=habitat complexes.... & | 
I may state (tho I'm not yet ready to publish in re same) that I'm | 

still daddling around hopefully with the evn&/or land-use equation: 
+ rf > 

| 

ox Tech | OK Ee | OK Soc-poly ~ OK Ap i 
Oe «2 a f 

7 | | 
Y¥vt PSLovajoy | |
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: Do pin nice 7 oreupin ot 8B 19 42 ae [Pen | 
Chapman: © Cowles ae ent Vv 

Last summer, along with our corros ss to the Gus Pearson propos- } 
ition thet a soundly intensive job on LOOMM acres of the best-bet © | 
forest lends would get us better & cheaper timber, & plenty of - - with 
the balance of our “potential timber lends", mebby SOOMM, let-lay or ©» ; 
"‘gyeileble" for non-log purposes, I remember fanning some with you as 
to the then-recently "revised Recc mmendations of USFS to Congress". 

I claimed that those in-re-forest Recommends were bent so parallel 
with the then just-out dtttos for the in-re-farm affairs ("Achievingé a } 
Belanced Agricultwe" bulletin) that both were assuredly specific . } 
nenifestations of deliberate: Officiel Policies... & both of ‘em set up 
yio a Series of indirections, evesions, euphenisms, garnishings etc, 
with the aintent & expectation to operate in-th-red & ‘vie 4 ert 
of subsidies, subventions, refunds, payments for this-n that ete (all 
called Sumpin else & hend-is-quicker-than-the-eye). 

I ‘esked you how-come ‘611 this; & I wondered as to the precise 
peySonnel ‘involved in ‘the decisions & formuletions of "national forest 
policies” of such form & evident imports; & wes the SAF hebby getting 
took ‘ome ride, etc. | 

Youx* reply seemed to indicate that you intended to do some checking 
put when I didn't hear snything further I didn't bother you any more 
about “&t.... Piggerin I'd meanwhile keep trying’ to find some: USFS-er 
who hed perticipatedin those decisions et 81,.°1I tried such of "om as 
came within reech, but I never located anybody who would say thet he 
hed been consulted, They #11 seemed to clam-up when they got the drift 
of my queries, & I kept hunching-plus that mebby & good deal in there 
was. "queer” + ox worse, 

So ‘I've ‘been checking’ with care & curiosities thru the Feb Journal 
& its version of the 40th annual meeting of the SAF, & looking especially | 
for whet: HHO mey ‘have anted, 

AVL ‘Deve Loum* is on: pps 240-1, & having reed & rereadaitjr i'm 
pUzgz166 “& suspicious worse then ever, You seemingly square off for 
some heavy slugging - - & then seemingly pull your punches, 

"Foresters must now obey’ + not choose".,... “Further ais cussion 
within “the USFS ‘apperentiy is terminated” \...° “whether such,,.° ere the 
free ‘or ‘the dicteted expressions..." “destructive of professionel | 
principles /\..° vitiate the reputation of the profession... destroy the 
SAF itself..." | 

Then ‘you seem to say:" The USFS is hereby emphatically absolved from | | 
any suspicion of felling into ‘this error". .° 04nd IT haven't: found any 
other ‘such "discussion" in ‘the reported Proceedings: 

Like ‘enough s lot-such had to’ be: shrunk in editing (on eect of space 
linitations) ‘but, also mebby it) wes shrunk out entirely on eect? of becuz??? 

So I'm now writing to inguire whatthhell hes) been &/or is: goin on? 
4nd ‘I'm xveporting to you thet ithe "feel" of ell this seems’ to me to be 
Very ‘very VERY ????7?. °° 4m I the only SaF-er feels like that? 

| | 

Yvt PSLovejoy )
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=i Lovejoy to Leepola Y | 
ce Re: Do sumpin nice in Porcupines et al } 
ei) a 

Copy of yourn to Yard, of 11th, hes came to hand & contents noted 
tt} we thank you kindly for thus designating our Mr. L as “leading critic 
Cot of no=soil silviculture” ete & timms trust rest of our line will prove 
ed} ggually satisfactory as ped samples enclosed or will be sent prompt on 
v3" receipt of box+tops. | 

+ 

r Yes, I'll be at least much intdrested in helping get a zenerous 
'roadless erea" into the Porcupines (if & if). 

ti 7 

Tee But I don't know the Ben East "paper" which you tell Yard you will 
an "look up at once”, I haven't heard of it if Ben or anybody else has 
aty proposed anything specific, All I know of is that there was an item 
ttn in the Forester's Section of the Acad of Sci (session last week) with 
%o en ente (from a USFS-er I think) with the word Poreupines in it. I've 

feo just about quit going to the local-campus-plus-USFS=-er sessions of 
the Acad on acct of becuz Dr told me better try not ta git mad ete., 
so I dunno what that was about, if any, or whether the USFS has any 

6 notions in re Porkypines why would they when so few & such bum logs? 
fou but of course any log is due to be a stick, I suppose, so mebby thay 
‘oot sot idees in proportion es they got no »$$ for lends as they cleim & 

weep about..... anyway you'd better check up on that via Milwaukee 
I suppose. 

tad 
rods How nice it is to have them US Bureaus react so consistently to 
odw the uittle Jack Horner formula. . . makes things so sorta predictable 
TSO etc. | 

r to Ben East was recently here traveloging etc, es per lbicel-peper 
aan clip of llth, enclosed. Might be that he has a hen on, but if so i 

don't know of it. (But that wouldn't prove nuthin since I've been so HI 
much & long so out-of=touch ete) 

0% Might be © good bet in there: Git @ proto-plen cooked up enough 
to sell to Ben so that he would be tempted to garnish it enough to 
make it his, & then let him operate on th Customers all-same mr=fish 

BUG sittin ready ta be a papa. 

that's the way the isle Royele Nat'l Park sprung from th brow of 
sDR et al. Pete Stoll of the Detroit News (ex-Sec Gvn Dept also) had 

Sti propositioned the world for years I.R,-otta-be-a-Nat'l-Pk (no plen 
DOT? or prospect of) when the New Deal come mirable dictuing along & durn 
1tt4 if Pete's milt didn't connect: 
mae 

Might be worth trying it that way again, but under what auspices || 
or sponsorship may be @ puzzle, ,the US-ers are not apt to have any | | 

mis | funds for such, & I don't know of any local funds at all aptfito be Vy 
edto HM &vailsble (except via private donations or the like?) 1 fill 

Ané whet US Outfit could be even so-so trusted with such a project lh 
Eotli@ Snyway? Gabse's, perhaps? But ¥ even wonner about them-there at this Ih 

Stesef Ruhl & the Dept I'd expect to be "sympathetic" & (mildly) 
“interested",... but quite certainly due to stop there pending blue- i| 

fuk @ Prints etc, whey-we ere gettin very gun-shy where there is any 
gre’ @ -cderal-outfit involved. . . We expect to live with ‘em somehow, but | 

Szspect it to work out a la prairie-dog « rattler iffen we don't watch | 
our step = & mebby anyway. ‘ 

y Vi 

| | i
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Concerning which i'm enclosing a carbon of a query just going 7. 
HH Chapman. If you heve, or pick up, any data or dope on "what's 1 | 

going on™, I hope you'll pass it along. | 

| 

WEAK DRIP Ry j 

Leaving them crude & crass & nasty Homo-critter affairs, pro-tem, i | 

I've been speculating some (sorta as foller-up on the Gus Pearson | 

retio of good-poor-bet & rat-hole ete), . 

Just sposin: Funds sll shrunk way down & its put up to & small & 
OK group (youkme & mebby 5-4 others) to decide how to spend them ai 
pore-weak funds "to the best advantage", long-rwm pro bono ste, & | 
disregarding ell merely superficial social-political considerations.., 
i eso as to be summa cum laude intelligent in picking the very 
best-bet combinations for sum-total "returns" to equate with "costs", | 

figing of i 
What would we want to do or try? Wintl paps or bottlenscks = leta : 1 | 

or dope would we probably recognize as pre-requisite to a decent job 

of priority-ratings? | 

About all I could feel at all sure of, going at it that wey, was 
that with any type of action-progrem, farm, forest, game mgt et al, 
there must always bg-such valid priorities (& due to show up in retro- 
spect even tho mis-doped et the time they were accepted as OK-bets & | 
sterted off es "projects"), | 

| 
Always, I assumed, any-such project-thing, must heve built-in & 

inherent, the Tech, Ec, & Soc-poly terms of my "equation", & the 
longerun OK-ness of the given project would depend on the competence | 
(or luck?) with which each of those variables had been pre-doped, hall 
avealuated, integrated & "solved out™. 

But that would be a mere meth=form of concept, & too generalized IKI 
to use-on=job. How get it out of the abstract & broken down into 
mebby-might use-on=job status? Hi | 

The exchange with Pearson & Chapmam devoloped at least something 1 
of velid technic. To recognize & try to avoid the worst of the rat-hole | I 
projects & combinations wouldn't strain us too much, It would be ui 
readily practicable to get going with inereasingly precise & dependable 
measurements of given productive capacities (of lands & wator-types, \| 
species to be menaged therein atc). i| 

If so set up & worked on-th-square, presently the volume & dependabily 
of the yields in retiofi to the mgt-costs would begin to show up for 
the typidel combinations & the limiting factors would begin to show up 
- & often in manner & places which hadn't been pre-doped, (ds in last | 
suerterly Rept of MSC Asrl Exp Station, the Boteny Dept (not Forestry?) 
reports the "oldest in Mich" pine plantation, - 45 yrs? - seems to be || | 
going to pieces with root & butt-rotfi via Polyporus schweinetzii). 1 | 

Our 10th Cvn Dept biennial Rept is full of such increasingly precise ai 
measurments of the typical productive capacities & yields from given 
lends & wa¥ét types, & most of the Pitt-Rob projects ete will be getting 
more of the like all the time, no doubt. . . Accent for first years on hy tow-to-do-it disregsrding costs; & then increasingly so as to get & keep 1) | the costs v returns "most generous, certain & fast" all-seme alfalfa \ 
st al, no doubt.... i @ mostly Tech to start with & Eo & Soc-poly tektng i Over as the Tech gets lickea? | 4 

Mm) 
i



5 | 
The over-all formula of it, as I supposed, would be: "Use all the | 

tools in all the kits, to identify & then try to find controls for the Bi 
limiting factors" = - & with the limiting factors & mntrols for the 1 
Ee & Soc-poly getting recognized & worked on (mebby by indirections) ail 
as those in the biology & physical fields began to shape up. 

That would be sound pre-doping of the probable sequences of all such, 
seemed like es if = = = & that set up a for=me new set of wonderings, | 
"Sequencies" ..., repeating;& increasingly predictable successions... | 
as Of cOver-types after fire.... stage of swing for grouse.... field 
needs x tons of msrl per ecre, OK seed & inoculetion,faxr & then 

(if & If) can reasonably expect __y tons of hay for S&&% years.,,, 
which fed thus & so to sumpinesumpin, comes out as cans of milk | 
to run jf fat & due to pay $. ? per hour in farmer wages, ete ete 

Well dagon! I sez ta self, how would that notion mebby pgn out? 

Consider each specific "manege=-sumpin" project or proposition (deer, 
potatoes, trout, alfalfa, milk, beaver, pine, apples etc) as a per se 

eycle-thing, 

For given ecological combinetion the maximum carrying capacity of 
given populations will be thus & so; of trees per acre at different 
ages & on Schlich's V sites or like; or fish numbers & pounds per acre 
as per Thompson's Illinois river data & dope,... or surrent saturation 
oint is where in alfalfa-acreage in Mich or Wis?= or potatoes, deer, 

milk, trout, pine, beaver et al? 

In the merely-technical gheso, Gost lyxo trp working out the limiting 
factors of biology, ecology etc, but when-we begin to involve how-much 1] 
of so&so the Homo-critter "needs", “wants", will "eosider worthwhile", | 
ete its the same surve but fetches in the H-c's Ec & Sogpoly (mebby), 

That soon got too big for me to hendle (until later & crystel ball | 
polisheé@ up good) but anything with cyelic swings to it would evidently | 
be subject to graphing ete, When so graphed & checked for repeats etc, | | 
then current census-indexes, would (should?)ylocate ourselves on the 1 | 
type curve & thus figser where-at otc, Gat as> Bit 

j Ti 

4s: The grouse count shows x birds per acre in the Joe-cresk unit | | 
& in 195?Ithe top count to date) was 3% in 192? the to-date low aM 
was y birds per acre. . . Ho if the swing is ? years, we are i| 
locally at so-&-so on the curve, & the count should be going up for | 

years before it levels off or drops. . . . How mebby do same sort | 
of graphing & pre-doping «as to current point on curve ete, with the Pe 
top of the curve taken to be the saturation point of given crop-thing 
under managment in a State or Region or Nation? ry) 

i 
4gain I soon got all fogged up & fuzzy & left it lay till leter, | | 

but seemed to git me a mebby-idea worth some early daddling with; so now | 
@ request lend & loan of your guinea-pig facijithes in re same, | 

Sposin we were to proceed in re “cropwise managment operations" in A Bal 
general, as per the seme technic standard for the typical Pitt=Rob iH 
project & all-such;: = define problem, search remrds & compile cases Hi] 
& digest ‘em for significance, field & lab work under cotrols ete ete BA 
«eee hunting out the repeating combinations, identifying the limiting a 
factors, trying to get ‘em under wntrol (at costs less then returns) 1 hi 
& thus (if & if) efivancing the science, ert & literature .... with i} 
another block of engineering due to replace what has been in tinker- ! 
tinker status.... & given "crop" getting "managed" more pro bono homo, | il 

1 
i | ii
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Theat might boil down to about: "Under what cireumstmess & at whet i 
predictable rates, has crop-wise engineering besn replacing a tinker- 
tinker status of same?" ... See can that be plotted or graphed etc, a | 

It had been recognized for centuries (I hear tell) that "lucerne" 1 | 
was an A#l hay-pesture plant (when iffen as it would take hold at all) 

¢ That was the status for ? yrs until Lébig (?) begen to open up / Hi 
the limiting factors of alfalfa... after which others cut in so that 
by about 1920 it head been shown that enough lime in soil, ecclimated 1 ai] 
seod & root-bacteris were bio-primos (Note Make me e royalty proposition | 

on the right to use my new term?). ait 

So now we have the wellsinformed cnntingents "knowing what must be i 
fone ta git OK alfalfa stands where wanted, needed etc,, & the agr'l | 
authorities best their drums loudly & turned their new Co Agri Agts | 
loose but without gittin much action..., Bottlenecked.,. No sasy-sure- 
cheap way to find out how much lime needed for individuel field. F| | 

Then Spurway in Soils lab at MSC (they claim) come thru with his t || 
buffered-solution in a 2-bit squirt can, "Spiltex", & thereafter 
enybody can test a pinch of soil for lime-nesded, as fast & easy as 
rolling a cigerette. & when the Co Agts put that tool into the fields, 
the bottleneck was reamed clean & elf, acreage in Mich (plus USA & 1 ¥| 
world?) gone up in jumps, & in Mich doublea yr after yr & still goin | 
up (toward thocal saturation points?). 

Easy enough to graph up the time-schedule & major turning-pts for 
thet alfalfa-managment curve? 

| 
Try it for deser-met in Mich. ( time intervals just off-hand but easy 

enough to gat) | | 

From-to turning pts ete Tims involved, years {i 

Old-timers now & then talk about "wolves killing deer 1 bil 
in yards"ete up to talk about "starvetion... haul hay” a 
& lst-such hey put out in MeMillan (?) yarda('22?) 25-50? Bit 

Increasing local talk about dead-deer in Turtle Lake | 
district (where are mmy private deer-clubs) to | | 
send-in-sorta-Tech-feller to post-mortem some 5 I 

Hh 

Lots of 100%-dead deer assuredly there, thru live-trapping, | 
"Mercy bullet", hauled-hay experiments (with semi-competent) | 
records getting kept to start of mapping to locate over= (| 
browsed & still+OK areas in major yards 5 t 

Thnpugh special crews out to locate & map all major yds i 
& officers keeping summer tallies of all deer seen, & | 
reporting (weekly) on ratios of sure-bucks, dows, fawns | 
«+e periodic track-counts on Refuges ete up to CCC's 
begin to make "drives" (alive & dead, typical units & b/ | 
types of deer-ranges & actual populations in ete) 5 hit 

Insiders of Geme Divn begin to do some real worrying 
that "yard-capacity is shrinking fast & no cure in sight” | 
to Cvn Comm & Dept go on record, in public: "Bad & due Hi 

to get worse.... have passed all-time upper limits of | 
deer populations: only option now between more lawfub kill \ iM 
or wholesale starvation a i 

i
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Dept puts out the Whitetails bulletin & dear-yd-trouble movie Bi ti 
& organizes local-sport look-see-trips ete, up to official | 
recommends to legislature that 1l-buck law be changed so as to | 
authorize "local regulation” (vie rifle etc) 2 

i 
From lst official asking for such euthority to Organized 
Sports have been "sold" so that they join up with Dept in | 
asking legislature to git modern in re deer 2 , | 

| 
Thats about 17 years from the lst tinker-tinker of hay | 

actually hauled, up to the point where the CVn Dept officially 
accepts responsibility for handling the essential "regulation" t Hl 
& beging to write the specifications thereof: i e of what will , | 
be the "break" out of tinker-tinker, into engineered status. | 

Just how to break-down & enter up the verious pre-hay 
tinkerings, via open seasons, bag-limits, pseudo law enforce- 
ments, bounties on wolves ete ote, I haven't tried ta fizger out. 

It was all tinkering until the Game Divn got going & I 
suppose the major “break" ceme when thea Commn called in its new 
came Divn Top & assiened his lst “problem”: "Find out whet they 
is to all this barber-shop telk about woods-fulla-dry-does", 

Whatever the break-down the elapsed time would greph something 
as above, to date. ... & due to plot about how from here on? 

from lst official asking for authority to start local 
‘regulation of herds", to such suthority actually given 4-6? 

From lst small-scale & experimental efforts to do such 
regulating on up (vie plenty triel & error?) to enough of 
it has been done so that some degree of dear-manaement is | 
actuelly on effect for the bulk of all Mich deer-territory 5-10? 

Integration of per-se via-rifle reguletion with use-fire- 
es tool gets recognized ss e major limiting factor, up té 1) 
thru working out that (fire-cover-forest etc) complex, to Pe 
it begins to be evident how-much & what-sorts-of forester's 1 
(sawlog ete) forest we want where, how much of what is to ii} 
be "permenently available” with deer ets he major consid- 10=25? | il 

| ne | From first. official recognitions that cover-refulation Hh 
(vie fire) is even more “essentiel” than doer- eg. via rifle, 

on up to both them "policy propositions" havo been "settled" 
& decently workable technics for both have béen well demon- I 
strated & such integrated forest-cover-sameaffairs are 
coming into general effect (so that our deear-crops in Mich | 
ere in about the same status our alfalfa & potato crops now are?) 2??? j | 

ai Thats a sketch of any "“crop-managment" Series, sequence, succession, | s 7 od —e 9 " 2 : | kinda Elton-type "sere™ & "stages" of, isn't it? | 
|) 

& aren't we far enough along with enough of ‘em to begin getting | 
Such break-downs & curves set up deat & nice a la enzineering technic | 
& coneept (so as to see ‘em in perspective, understand what we mow 
& Otherwise try to act more intelligently than we really are or wanna i 

ha¢ \) yi be?) [awlore \, alten Yo |} i
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\ i I've been trying to "coach" & "help" various of Ruhl’s young= 

mh feller Techs, (when they get sent or coma down asking) some of ‘an 

| i on Pitt=Rob & all of *em on specific "problems" pointing toward 

ne manage-sumpins (when if &as know enough & get the chance to try 
i | the enginesring instead of tinker-tinker), & Hazzard now has a strong 

a & inereasingly numerous bunch of fish-Techs (now well staked via 

| | the sarmarking of 40% of the fish-license fmds ete), & I git to 

HH "comment on" various 1004-campus MSS mebby due for publication, & 

Mitt damn don't I git disgusted-plus? And th ("#$ $i) purfessors worsey 
8 than their still-sappy graduates = compared with what they are suppos 

Ht | to know, understand, be able to do ete, 

| | The campusers persist in the boneheaded assumption that anybody 
i competent to conduct a "research", is automatically competent to 

write it up. 

| And that once their New & Better Dope has been trun on th waters 
I ! that somehow it will persgolate into the action-programs - - & they 
i| grump & gsnoot the Administrative contingents if some "lag" shows 

Mt) a up between the "availability" of N&BD & its effective incorporetion 
Wid into the eurrent action-programs. . . Meanwhile evading & avoiding 
i using their familiar tools to git th Homo-critter's normal behavior- 
Lif patterns into their savvy. 

While back I started to write a bulletin for the Techs on: "How Not 
to Write a Bulletin” - but I guit it as a futility. What use ask 

| a plumber's helper ta git good with surgeons tools? Half th time tt 
iil pore dubs don't even remember to bring their own tools. Feller #3 yi 

| on wolf & coyotes in Mich, & he hadn't anything but vague & passing 
; references to our somewhat putrid bounty=system history, & had no 

reference et ell to the Penna bull, via which they junked their old 
bounties & got awey with it. 

| Lotte/work done on grouse-census in supposed-to-be-typtcal areas 
& whole mess of ornate graphs with the Mss & I labored oer the mess 

| & finally sent it back saying I just couldn't read it... might be 
guite a lot of OK data & dope in it, but TI didn't figger it worth 
trying to separate.... make the feller git told how & then try again, 
- - » “Aw shucks", Lansing told me,"that feller has been gone from 
Mich 2 yrs now... he's & purfessor down at ///? ", 

! aXe SeXeSeXe X 

i] Having heard considable about the Hammerstroms (?) out on the 
UofM's "Preserve", I met ‘em recently (in hall after an Acad of Sci 
session just enough to say hullo). I thought they were due to come 

: up to specifications & that I'd like to visit around out there came 
a Spring. But they sorte eyed me like e two (2) tailed cat, or sumpin, 

|| so I wondered had you promised 'em I'd act or talk as psl-ishly as 
i I write (to you). If so, fie-fie.., 

Ha Be Xo Xo Xo XeR 

B. Have you yet done DK Maissurow in Feb JofF, “Role of Fire... in 
Virgin Forests of N.Wis (& Mich)", I judgd the feller got sumpin I'v 

ik . | been needing, How about you? The "Among our Authors" identification 
: is curiously scant & I don't thing I ever heard of him before? Know 
ied who he is & how-come he done this job? I'm distinctly interested-pl4 

a f So that is e11 for now tell Aunt Ellie will write soon & send 
| Gress-patterns ote . Yvt PSL 

ia ie
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P&L to AL = to supplement the 6 pps sent as of 3/19: "Porcupines” ete | fi | 

Having reread the 6 pps sent yestdy = after sleeping on ‘em, 
& rosy-fingered dawn just now fetching forth in East (not Ben), & i | 
this e Sat with Sun comin up next & I don't feel like doing the job 1 | 
I'm supposed to tackle next, I skip school forthwith. | 

My mein thesis in the 6 pps now seems to me very OK speculation ete 
but probably “devoloped" only far enough to save it as an idee for 

me to fumble at; i e not guite enough devoloped to let you help me 
fumble with = as I'd like to have you. 

The core of the notion is that each of these "mgt" projects & | 
propositions is,or of necessity involves,a repeating Hee pattern... | | 
apt to show characteristic curves ete if they are looked for - - so 
lets look sifixthamxm for ‘em - - & so mebby git ta "understand" what | 
we @lready "know", (There was some prelim-fumble at this notion 
in the "Harmoniz ing Conflicts” ante, Washington '36,but I've hat 1 yl] 
no evidence that enybody mimma at all "got me" as intended). 

Go at this in the usuel manner; assmeble & analyse records of 
actual. cases, via graphs etc, & thereby Imebby) find out what they | 
have in common, wherein they seem to differ etc.... so as to be | 
2liberatly intelligent in tryéng to identify the limiting factors | 

& find OK controls for ‘em with the entire "field" of "mgt™ involved | 

(not just the biology or such+like fractions), | 

I figger that such e "perspective" is apt to be important-to- || 
assential. The typical “research project" has a short, focal-distance, | 
» @eels with sherp-point pie-pieces only, I want to cut bigger pieces | | 
from the circle ... or anyway keep recognizing that the slivers have | 
to be fitted together into increasingly blunt-angle segments, etc. 

The currently elmost-but-not-yet mamma, in heavy labor ete, may 
be tended vie midwife & her probably inadequate tinkerings, or may ti 
be tended in ea meternity hospitel where indefinitly more-adequate t | 
& competent facilities will (presumably) be available, Hi 

Oe 

Thet's the difference between what I celled "tinkering" vs "engineerns"” 1} 
* OF course its important. Via the Pitt+Rob machinery the presumption Hi 
is that our ledies in-fambily-way will git OK hospitel facilities & | 
servicing,... but I'm claiming thet that isn't enough, \) 

| 

What I guess I'm trying to say is that while its certainly important, | 
& currently urgent, to git the new infant-project born right, washed up 
& erying good, that's just a "stage" in the “sere” of raising a family, 1 | 

In thet parallel, the period of a "research" will be ak a la the | 
sestation, the “publication of the findings" will be as parturition | 
& getting the New & Better Dope incorporeted in the current action=prog- pi 

rams will be « leé getting that indiétzidual child properly "grown up" ii 
into self-tending status & slong with the other kids of that generation ay 
& neighborhood..,. everything pre-doped so that one generation is in OK 
Shape to fetch up the next etc, in the Homo-mammal manner. 

yi 
Note My next-door neighbor is Top Pathologist in UofM Medic School a) 

& was broke in by enother ex-neighbor named Whartin... who wrote e small i 
book some yrs back with e title like "Old Age" (expsndine a set of | lectures, I think). I think you should handle that book, & if you i 

i 
hi



2 ih 
can't readily locate it on that campus from that fescription, lemme Hi 

know & I'll get’ the full description. The part of it I'd like to | 

have you see & then pray over, is e sat of Homo-critter graphs. He j 
runs separete curves for Mr & Mrs each broke-down into S's: Physical, 1 | 
sexual & intellectual potencies; curved out by decades or the like, j | 

Much individual variation, of course, but them curves graph the H-c's i 

normal “life".... set him & her up in predictable status.... with the fi | 

text somewhat listing the indexes via which tmm the Mds mey team? “spot” Bi 

their current patients on their 3-way curves etc, ... Individual H-c 1 oi 
cycles, stages of sere ete, Vurry suggestive-like, I claim. | 

In effect I'd like to see the same type of thing done for enough | 

crop-wise-mgt life-history equivalents so that we can begin to sort 1 i 
out & type (classify) the genera, species, varieties etc, & graph ‘em | 

so es to establish their typical successions, time-intervals from-&-to : | 

ste. And not just to the AB or PhD stage, either (as we mostly dope 1 | 
‘em now?) but to run all the way thru the entire cycle, squivalents of ia Vi 
senitity &, finelly, replacement with (next-generation) New & Bettpr 1 Bl 
Data & Dope. The l-buck law & its concepts, for inst,, got going & 
was lusty & for a while was potent; then became impotent, senile & | 
a nusiance to have around, & (I presume) is now dying off. | 

Same as to predator-control via bounties...,. Maintain fishing via 
artificial propagations etc etc. Pheasants via State Game Farm.... | 
Forestry vie plant-a-tree whenever cut-a-tree ate. | | 

; 
What would the graphs of those look like if handled ss sugsested? | 

Each would have its juvenile period, from rough-vague recognition that | 
sumpin needs tending to, on thru the tinker-tinker stages. Then it | | 
will go into @ mature status (while accepted ss OK major sction-program) 1 
Then the OK-ness will shrink ("as conditions change" or as N&BDope h 
makes the old dope go sour?) & presently there will be another concept Ih 
& set of “understandings", technical or other "shifts" & the same 
general objectives will be tried for via other combinations (which are {i 
due to be more “complex” but elso with chances to be more intelligent | 
& subject to more & more of the engineering processes (to pre-dope the hI | 
ratios between costs, time nesded etc, & reasonably-to-b2-expected ; pil 
returns of the sort “wanted" (where & when wented etc). yi 

I'm in doubt how the senility-period should be handled. For the {| 
l-buck law etc, it would graph as getting old & tired & increasingly | | 
retired etc, es the Whitetails bulletin's data & dope "grew up", got 
"otent", increasingly "took over" ete, But once the Status of being i| 
under engineered proceedures had been afrived at, I dunno as that sort | 
of young=prime-old break-down would be effective or properly significant 
+ « « We&d then be in the status we are in for the modern~industries 
such as auto, (phone, radio et al, wouldn't we? || 

Even so, I reckon the pattern would be the seme - tho running in 
larger scale. Highways getting competed with by canels, rys putting | 
the canals on th bum, bus-truck traffic whittling down the rys & air- I 
traffic competing with them all. . . Seems like as if the patterns | | 
gsotte be th same, If we assume that the ontogeny repeates phylogeny, 1 4 
that mammal-plus aeffairs swing in cycles & successions & that when 
we know enough to get those properly broke-down & graphed etc, that | 
they are due to bdécome increasingly subject to the engingsering technics 
- - & thereby subject to correct pre-dopine & fin theory?) to intelligent Hil 
control. (ds to be discounted by the Homo-critter's limitations of il 
tolerance for such merely-mostiy retional behaviors, preferences ste?) i 

But to measure those tolerances & limitations so as to keep the || | 

1H
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mixtures potent & nontoxic, would be part. .of.tha job of the tl 
ecological engineers, wouldn’t it? .... Sure but I've said that 
before & I'm off fumbling with details egain... | 

mi * { { 

What I set out to say (if I could) was why not start experting | 
around with the mebby-mights of that (basic?) concept.... & see kin 
we git sumpin useful or banane=peesly in re the nature & charactartstics 
of the cycles in crop-wise-managment affairs? 

That seems to be the best I can now to, & I'm not too confident 
that I've set it up well enough to let you start some effective 
daddling with the notion & what might be done with it. | 

Just to put e hendle on it: Suppose U & I (plus our pick of co-dopers) 
were to have @ group of extra-hand=picked Pitt-Rob or equal Fellers . 
to work on this the way we'd want ‘em to, Heve I set the concept up 
enough so that you can begin to "take hold", so as to begin to dope 
items, phases, sub-projects etc, such as you can readily imazine that ! 
you @re essigning & then helping coach along a le PhDeer & thesis? 

If so, itll expect you to react for me so as to demonstrate what 
you "seem to see” in it;.... if not, cen you identify the major bug= 
inhibitors enough so as to polish up my crystal ball & let me gaze 
agein with mebby better results? 

This line has been working on me since 436, off « on, & the 
Meissurop fire-successions job in the Feb Jof F, plus my recent handling 
of P*R project Mss, seems to heve catalyzed it again. I seem to 
hunch=plus thet there is a Gonsideble Sumpin in thereabouts, but whet 
(if any) do you see, or hunch? | 

; FATROAKS APL TIONS . 

per “= | af ee 
Dream-book Librarian 
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Your note of the 10th with the clipping (returned herewith as ’ F 

requested) tends to confirm my provious impressions that you have 

been exposed to contaminating influences, How else account for the , 

seemingly good evidence, thet 2 presumably, OK reporter. goes around... i 

Kicking fhe Cross like that? .... I feel that I must warn you sgain 

agebust too intimate essoctation with that. Milt. Troutman & the wmay.. 

he persists in shagging the Sacred Cows all over the lot. I had hoped i 

that ‘when he ‘married he would, reform, but .-, as I've seen locally 4 | 

demonstrated- to take up with a confirmed Teacher of Biology must be ae | 

risky, ‘While oI:emnineressingly dubtous.,..% have,on hand,one of his. { 

Ms Contributions yet to comment on (as to Fluctuations of Fish in 

Whatmore Lk); still »Isfeelk-that J shoulda keep dt.,in mind that. « few ie 

individuals somehow manage to git by without PhDs ete. In spite of . 

thet, “however, :thd cold rule is still sound, no @oubt:, Facile decensus d 

Avernii & I ao hope that you will mind your step, i 

To have anybody come right out in print like that, with @ specific 

proposealsto!trytitout.& see what happens, if: ae , 

Three -unitssof-new-pond,water)(.as above the TVA dams) are given ] 

a light prelim, stocking, left lay « few years & then left entirely : 

open tovunregulieted fishing (only dynamiting prohibited), while 

Phreeisimilar.neow-pond,units, are put.& kept under stendsrd mgt : 

with heavy annuel “restocking", short seasons & creel-limits etc., 

Ana with decently adequate & dependable records of yislds ste : ; 

being: kept-for-both sets of)ponds.&-for.long enough.to.establish the 

optimum ratios between OK fishing & fish=populatinns in given types 

orounits of water, -seems,to,me.almost too, radically intelligent to... 

be tolerated by norms] Homo-critters. 

Woulan't such @ scheme be almost as toxic to the Amenities & j 

Prthodoxies> ashto) have, s set,of. professional actuaries .& other math-ers 

lay out an experiment, with full controls, to measure up the gross 

& net effieiency- of: prayer.(solo, with.& without, on-knees, with & 

without specific vocal terminii, group &/or congregational, with & 

without: incense &/or.topecco-smoke-etc etc)? 

And. what is the ectual: &bunk-out, tbe ts & dependable, full- i 

check difference in the net potency of thefforms of supplication asx 

deto#mined as -ebove,, if, integrated with,& without (a) stsined-glgss 

windows &/or orean-musi¢c, plus or minus (b) knocking on unvarnished 

wood (by species, sites, rings-per-inch, end or flat-greain, green or. 

seasoned, chopped or sawed ate otc)? t 

On the chance that they may want to fen with you further as 

to the ish-mgt phases,.of such experiments, or demonstrations, I'm "ait 

sending carbons of this to Titus & Hazzard, If. they want to do some 

follow-upping om the Spiritual, phases, via which Homo-critters may 

best proceed to git sumpin fer nuthin, etc, they will doubtless ~ ‘ 

prefer to.fan ‘with, ma, 
Yvt SL | 

Enc 
| 
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Leopold: : 

Are you keeping anything like a file of misc current documents 

such as are due to have historic interest &/or value .... as indexes 

of this-n-thet status as from time to time? ai 

I'll be canmenting directly & in some detail, I hope, on items ; 

in your last longehand-on-yeller-blue-line, énel its diagram (with 

the curves for predator-control, l=-buck law, fire-control ete all | 

going sour & thereafter gittin transmogrified so as to reappear 

as the ecol-mgt ides - - & with validity & go-places-pep such as 

the gone-sour sub-notions never had etc). . 

Your diagram seems to me down-th-alley but due to need furder 

consid, devol &/or refinement & elaboration = which I shall hope to 

ante some of. As you have it drawn it lacks recognition of what : 

might corrospond to (or be?) specific stages of (Elton-type?) sere. 

But if, as I am presuming more than probable, these are Homo-critter 

behavior-patterns, & if (as should be the case?) their ontogoeny ~ 

repeats the phyologeny, then each of the individual-idee curves 

will be due to show something to corrospond with those of the 
recognizable 

individuals in a family (won't it?) .... say such/stages as Embryo, 

Infant, Jyvenile etc.... & “a to Senile ("going sour"?) ete. 

Or call ‘em major angle-points of the curves...., or nodes of 

cycle, or th like. t 

Anyway (if anything like that is valid, & to be graphed, & 

to be documented & time-scheduled etc) there might well be a 
& to illustrate 

eollection of specific documents to date/this & that with precision, 

so I'm enclosing a couple-such: Bro Terrell's spring catajog & 

Bro Jack Miner's touching plea for endowment & scat upon "Ducks 

Unlimited". 

ThS full ref to the MD's little book atta the spocifite H-c curves 
over-
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Ae Lovejoy to Leopold Bi 
Llermn Reply to longehand on yeller of 3/26... plus further fanning of H 

Homo-critter "repeater curves" & how to mebby get & use ‘om, ml 
--—-——-— - = = - i 

You make a4 very satisfactory guinea-pig & react nice & prompt.... | 
even tho the effects may not be permanent. Most other 100% campusers I | 
just grunt when the needle goes in, & don't even run a temperature. 
.++ Mebby that's because you aren't a 100%er; having been pre- 1) 
conditioned via exposures to various US bureau=bugs & other toxins? | 

| 
You ask for a copy of the Cvn Dept's last (10th) Rept. I've asked | 

Lansing to send it on, Lemme kmow if it hasn't came, i 

HI 
You comment on the “curious habit"of us Mich-ers .., "putting i) 

findings"- of current investigations ete - into our Bienndels - = where | 
most similar outfits "use only statistics & exhortations",... & i 
evidently wonder how-come. 

Yes, we're “differant"; & sometime, if a proper Research were made 
in re same,I figger that it would show up some interesting & suggestive TH 
slants in our curves. | 

The proximate explan is that we stick lotsa such "findings" into 
our departmental Book, on acct of becuz we got so many comin so fast 
that we must shove ‘em off anywhere we can so as to clear our docks. 
Otherwise we couldn't find th bigod findings. Hal 

The distal reason might be that (mostly via inedvertencies?) we | 
have been experimenting with applications of the BigIII formula... & i 
fdnding that it seems to work quite dependably. I suppose that this BIN 
"eurious habit" has become our bigsest & best funnel via which we Hy 
speed-up the flow of our New & Better Models toward use-on=job. .. Ie Br til 
as we do it, these "findings", run into the "statistics" ete, (& iW 
with the dream-book exhortations mostly left out) are, actualyy, our Hi | 
most effective wedges = getting set in the right seasonechecks so that Li | 
relativly little mauling will later be needed to split OK slabs off 1 | 
the Big Mean Chunks. - tH 

Where to locate the "nodes" in trying to work out a curve of it, 
; would need some experimenting, but this is probably another of them 

repeaters & subject to such graph & time-schedule analysis es we've {| 
been fanning. 

| | 

Prior to the shake-up of '25=6, the Dept's Biennials had been t 
as you comment most of "em now are = sumpin for the then=in-office HH 
people ta git by on. Baird used to call in a special warden-feller t 
who liked to tinker with such psedomorphs of “educational publicity", i | 
& turn him loose. I've heard him chortle that "we sure got some | 
nice Art going inta this Rept". . . In the biggest auditorium in | 
lansing, & an out-state Governor or so present, big crowd gxegent there | 
to see "the conservation pictures" ete, I've seen this same warden- || 
feller come out on the platform to do his stuff in a bright-blue suit 1 
& yeller shows, with the out-state people in evening stiff-fronts ete, Hi] 

As Ses "reorganized" post-shake-up Outfit got going, it was very || 
anxious to demonstrate how completely it had ditched the old "political" WA 
contingent (as it really had), & so was exceptionally soft to sugzestions 1 

2 | 
oe cea a y



; of new ways to demonstrate (& advertise) its pure & potent status. ti 

But, as presently devoloped, nobody had any real notion as to what | i 

forms of "public relations", “educational publicity” etc, were wanted i 

gr needed or available. No seemingly OK precedents or specifications, | 

(could a full-time dept'& photographer be justified? a full-time | 

feller to work up & feed into the state press "the right sort" of "news"? Bai 

With several full-time newspaper & writer fellers already right on the | 

Commn itself, wouldn't all that be took care of automatically? Ete, | 

Finelly the Front Office compromised by trying out a texafdermist 

pho had often "had things in the papers", & presently he had seen & 

sold enough so that we had a new "Educational Divn" (on the letterhead), 1 

& the full-time photographer was getting some very intimate close-ups ri 

of a mamma loon"s domestic affairs etc. 

About thus, I take it, we worked up thru the merely tinker-tinker 

steges (of this particular Sehautetaie’ & into the Sofficiel-recognition" | 

(of specific "need" for specialized personnel & servictng). Those took 
about 3 years = on top of the ___? years of pre-recognition fumbling-~ 
.e. & up to the first deliberate & so-so intelligent attempts to 
canvass & define "the problem", & then to get going with pre-doped |) 

efforts to "break it down into its elements” ete, (inet sorts of printed | 
stuff via what chennels to "reach" what “audiences"?,., ditto for movies 1 
---- free with or without "lectures"?)Ete. Crude but real & coming-up,. j 

Say 5 yrs from "reorganization", we're far enough along (in this 

wut eae te so that some few men attached to Educational Div are actually 

districted & in field to "coach" the enforcement-officers et al in their 
"public contacts", act as trouble-shooters for hot-spots, contact local } 

editors & other key-people et@. And a Megazine (in part subsidized by tl 

license funds rather than via advertising) has been started. There is | 

now a fairly definite theory of what sequencies of movie shots are or Hi | 

are not OK, how to cut & title the films etc. The magazine editors 1} | 
are having trouble getting the new-ish Game & other Techs to OK the | 

(often sloppy & superficial) "copy" offered them... & still more trouble | 

to get the Techs to write up their own copy so as to make it "read", 
The early-Techs have done enough “investigating” so that they are now | 

"trying to write it up for modern-type bulletins” etc, & are having slow 
hard sledding since there are no OK models for wildlife mgt bulls. There 
is no US bureau on this wildlife-mgt job. You & I have gone bumping 
eround N-Mich in a Model T, wondering what shape thés curve is going to | 

take, & what time-schedules it will devolop on. . . We know what those 
were in re "forestry", but for that the USFS (with evengelical fervors) | 
hed swamped out right-of-ways (in Paul Buniam manner). So without | 
such swamping out, what are the prospects for this mebby “real professional | | 
devolopment"of the wildlife-mgy embryo - - & would it git borned in 
time for you & me to helf fetch it up & see it really going places? 

too 
How to tdentify the node-places, or name ‘em shouldn't be/daifficult, | 

& the major turning- or angle*potints for any-such curve & time-schedule | 
are due to repeat & signify over & over, as I figger. For inst: 

lst deliberate effort of official agencies to "get OK | 
publicity" for specific cvn-doings - - up to the yellere } 
Shoes & "we got Art” in the Depts Biennial ..........60- ? yrs ) | 

lst full-time personnel put on “educational publicity" ,,. ij li 

lst specific recognition by full-time fechs that to | 
get & publish dete & dope which make Old Models go bi 
sour, isn't enough to get New Models "sold" & out-on-road " |
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1st showing of recognition that there gotta be more-to-it aie 
that squibs in newspapers = as via Magazine, movies cut mn 
& titled cleverly, trouble-shooters out-on-job etc oeeecese ? yrs i) 

: 

lst recognitions that these+here-now game, fish, forest et al 
crop-wise-servicings sre going to need servicings such as the 
Agr'l cropeservicings already have via their Extension Divns \ 
(ie to seal the Hew & Better Techestuff into on-job-use) 72 i 

USA &/or World-Top in Game Mgt, writes old-hand Micher for } | 
copy of Rept with all them"curious findings” run all thru } 
the "statistics" ete (in the "different" manner of them Mich-ers) 7?" 

USA &/or WT eas above beging to "get", understand, apprehend, 
savvy, appreciate validity of & matter-of-course use & teach 
Mich-BigIII formula & its applications in re Hec behaviors etc ??? 

0 Se Xe Xe XoXo ke Xe i 

"Curious" = aw hell! .... But theré is a kinda kink in it. Way-back | 
when the reorganized Outfit was just begining to get set in its 
modern stance, & when the game-fish et al "managment" concept was 
just begining to take hold, & while the new Outfit was still very 
anxious to demonstr¢ate(&advertise? its pure-new this n thats, it 
was & sell-onesight proposition to arrange to have the several | 
Divns (Game, Fish, Fire, Forests, Lands et al) write up their stuff 
for thé biennial so it would be "interesting", "“instructtve” (not | 
dry & statistical) so that these divnl sections might be wired-up | 
& become available a le separates (with a relativly small & so | 
inexpensive edition getting bound together in the full-book form). | 

Teke pains to write-up in good shape = for each Divn = e211 the 
most controversial & currently hot-spot questions, issues, problems, 
& explain in plenty d@tail how an OK Outfit (knowing its stuff & 
fit to be trusted by Customers) would or might or is going at it to | 
get the essentiel data & dope on the basis of which settle it so it ; 
has @ decent chance to stay settled... i 

If & as such Data & Dope starts coming in, frame its high=spot i 
"findings" right into the mstrix of the Official-to-date Secsate. | 
Set up such metrix-sturr to frame the specific illustrations of 
how the Good & Faithful Servents (fit to be trusted ete) have been ‘ 
doing their stuff,,, & plan to keep on doing it (so as to eit & then 
use precise & dependable & readily checkable data & dope fer ta git | 
them “conflicts of interest”, ae Neat atc, winnowed of their hooies j 
& decently shucked down to "basic facts & issues” on which any OK | 
polieies &/or specific action-programs must be based.... (if fo be j | 
"sound", "intelligent", due to stick & not presently go-sour etc). tH 

Anticipate the certainty that as it generates via "modern-type Hy 
investigations" etc, the "flow" of such New & Better Date & Dope will 
meke no-tellin-what of the to-date Old Dope, go indefinitly sour.... 
& that this will automatically run into frictions & sales+-resistances 
ete inside the Outfit itself ... & no-tellin-where, either: Commn., | 
Front Office, Supts of Field Units, Divn Tops, ete etc, i 

Recognize & take steps to buffer such resistances & resentments 
(vs acceptance of the New & Better data & dope)(d&d)(or N&Bd&d I git | 
tired aewritin it all out so often). The High Priests of anythtng \] 
just gotta resent & resist if somebody goes shsegging their Sacred | 
Cows around.... so exped@t it ... & place banana-peels accordingly, i 

Vi Hi
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4nd where might that be? How triangulate so es to locate the 1; 
Spot where an OK-skiddy peeling just gotta be stepped on by Said | Hi 
Parties (still content with gone-sour d&d@ .... or afraid of N&Bd&d.... Hi 
or “don't rightly understand".... or “over-sold" on l-buck law, or 
ell fires 100% wrong, pour in more hatchery fish & fishing gotta git 
better, forestry is planting more baby pine trees, one smellish game- | 
farm gits fair pheasant hunting on 10 mln acres so two big pheasant 
farms will git good hunting on anyway 20 mln acres, might be hungry 
deer on other side of state,-but nuthin like thet in my district ete etc) 

Where do all our several official & other lines { Tech; Ee,-Soc-poly} 1 
mostly intersect? . .. Policies, budgets, action-programs, accounts, | 
personnel et al? Just one place.... the siennial Rept. So that's The | 
Spot. Everything in the Book has been fullekoshered by the Director 
hisself, & all his Divn Tops are there nailed down, w the members of 
Commn got their names in front, & its all pointed right at the Governor 
& Legislature? ... "Gents, we account herewith for funds, policies, 
doings & comings=up « include specific evidences that same are gettin | 
tended to via increasingly aseatie! dependable, checkable & non-dream-book 

ndings - of which x more will be steadily coming up so long as | | 
you leave us do our stuff... Yvt Cvn Dept vie BigIii.., & Ernst & Ernst | 
(see p 15 of 10th.... slso hark to rattle of bones in closets etc, p Zell 
as Director “summarizeaé highespots of biennium", & adumbrates some in re 
coming ups ... thus setting wedges in season-checks ete, as due to be 
meuvuled-in during next biennium - plus-plus. . .. See also Director's 
Summary in front of 9th Rept..."what Mich Cvnsts were mostly worrying | 
about 40-50-20-10 yrs back"etc, "Perspective" coming in? "Successions" 
of stages in mumteincmtagmemof the land-use sere getting recorded & 
with their time-schedule& mebby ready to graph etc? | 

o Re Re Ko XoRo Xe Xe 

You say you are “interested in idea of trying to reduce such guestions | 
to the Soiltex status, but your doubt is as to what percentage of such j 
questions ere thus reducible", 

In that, I take it, you are neatly on-th-curve, Same place on it, | 
perhaps, that the Soil Specialists were just before the soil-taxonomy | 
via "horizons" wes thunk up & demonstrated to be OK, 

Your “chronology” diagram, with the "ideas" of predator-control, 
l-bucks-law biology, carrying capacity, fire-control et el. all going 
sour (vie over-selling ete?) & finelly all of ‘em somehow “recombining” 
into the new & very potent idea of ecological mgt., suits me muchly, 
but doesn't incorporate or try to isolate or measure the time-schedules } 
on which each such "idea" came up thru embryo, infant, youth, adult j 
& final senile stages (or some such equivalents). } 

Note the full ref to the individual Homo curves I wanted you to look 1 el 
up, is: 1 | 

; "Old Age", Warthin 4 8, pub 1929 by Peul Hoeber, N.Y, 

YOur use of the word led me to look up "chtonology" in the Encye Brit 
& I found ea very curiously spt sccount of the Bishop Usher analysis of | 
bible data & dope via which he "fixed the date of Genésis" & all the ; 
Subsequant goings-on right down to O-AD in-th=barn ete - so as to pukstart 
the series at 4004 BC ete. The Encye commented in same detail, that 1 
the Bishop's dates "were almost universally accepted even into Queen i) 
Victoria's time", But about then the d&d fran the geologists & paleoists HH 
& old-city diggers-up, & Darwin et sl began to take hold... after which Wi 
the Bishop's d&d@ gone sour fast & the "new concept” took over as-is, Mi 

My iM
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Do you know Bury "Idea of Progress"? Your-campus Dick Ely told ra 

me about that when I was interviewing him in early 20's on Cloverlanad | Hi 
poom & found he had a book coming up on (what he called) Land Economics. Th 

I decided that the Ely-brand of ld-ec wasn't due to go places in that a 
it didn’t have any OK H-c biology in it; but I found Bury very potent, a} 
He traces the how-comes & stages of the Bigger & Better notions from i | 
the Homer-times to date.... Stages in that sere are very nicely referenced i} | 
& he winds that chronology up with gentle adumbrations to the effect ae 
that = on the record - only non-smart people will expect or assume that | 
this currently dominant or “almost universally accepted” idea isn’t due } 
to go-sour (in the manner of all the antecedent notions, essumptions, 
hooies etc), 

Do you also know the ('38-9) NRC big-bulletin monograph-symposium 
on "Trends of Technology™ - or some-such title? The paper-cover | 
edition had a big black cog-wheel on the cover. It has some d&d on 
the successions of inventions, improvements, utilities, methods etc 
& lists some of the repeater-factors tending to slow down the "advances" i 
of N&B d&d: saddle-horse v stage=coach, road v canal; both v rgilroad, 
ry v boet & bus, bus et al v air-traffic etc, And actually tries to Ph) 
project some of the curves so established & estimate how-fast this m Hh 
that is apt to take over as a current dominant,... air-conditioning ete 1} | 

f 

Only Werthin has the actual curves drawn in full, with specific H-c 
time-schedules staze by stage, but the other refs have assembled the 
dd for doing it - when if n as I'm trying to sell you we might ver 
well be doing it in re the corrosSponding assemblies of d&d for these | 
repeating land-use & Cyn. afiairs. 

j 

Under your diagram of the several went-sour ideas & efforts as they 1 | 
finglly "recombine" into the present-potent "mgt via ecological" ete. 
yoybey: "A few of us old-hands might work up such diagrams etc, bey Hl 
I don't see how (young+feller Tech) Pitt-Rob men could help us... Hi 
+ee Wouldn't we be using history & prediction? Could youngsters help fi 
with that?” || 

probably i 
My sraprat heen is that they/could (with some OK pre-doping & coaching | 

en route). | 
' 

i 
1 ! 

Hi 
{| 
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; le mary" in tea aks a ee 

Leopold: BOP RE RCRD SFR ares been POOR mn te Pi 
Ans.to ;yourn, of 3/6 .(longhana on yeller) & further fanning: in’ re ie 

Homo-critter behsvior patterns: do they repeat dependably? If so whats? 

1» (¥ou make, avery setisfactory guanea-pig - in that you almost’ Slweys | 

react..in perceptible manner & dégre¢@, Most full-timd ‘campusers °° { 

don't, I find, They just grunt when the needle goss in & then don" : ; 

even.run,e -temperature....And mon-campus specimens when so injected | 

typically,,xun .ugdor the barn & hide-out until ‘they can FaoL "yuUBy S24 | 

enough to run-out on such-like considerations without Loss of face. o> | 

...vin the-Silcos-manner.when,I needled .him inthe Journal of 6/'39? : 

Schmitz-has.just.teplied to my.queryon.it, that in resection to” ra¢ 

the 7/!40 editoriel,on,Is-it-an-economic-stn stc; “a few Ss¥P-ors 

have spoken to him about it, but that only one wrote in," Perheps 

such), scent,.resction.was)the.result.of officiel-bureau gagging of the 

USFS-ers,(es commented.on.by.Chapman)in the issue reporting ths ,* 

Lastnsnnuel session) ,but.Z.sorta.doubt it. A strange 1d6a in @ Pa 
piocoenose already "faccypied” by old-resident notions, is «due to diy 

have to do-what. before.it sets its own territory, staked out? 

T-must!ask.Burt,, just. what happens when hé puts & strange fisla- 

mouse into a community in which the térritories are already well 

defined, ita 

2- You comment thet you have been wondsring about “idea sucdess foris **™ 

.e but thet.your.time-table_is even more pessimistic then mine", 

Fie-fie on you! .A Set. of trains, on the same line may Ret to thée®* 

same stations. faster or Slower (as per printed schedules) but@is 

there “"peskimism". or, “optimism” inyolyeda? : Eschatology in’a time- 

fable?...1'm claiming that the important sconsideretion is to have 

such a. route,.stop & pet-where-when Schedules, & to pre-dope its 

probable, dependebility & then to use it.,, (to go’ places” with). ' 

3—, You..ssk»to» be sent. a copy of otr 10th Cvn Dept Report & say you > RY 

have the 9th,.... & comment. on the “curious habit" we Michers have 

"of putting. .into, our Repts findings .,,, instead of Les re contsnt 

(ss, most. other States seem to be) With » mess of"statistics® & i 

exhortations", ate 

I asked Lansing to sand you the 10th; lemme know if it’ hasn't” came, 

Your reaction.in this case tickles mea & lot, Demonstrates that 

our. BigIil,.trap 4s working 4s mam pre-doped to work. Designed to t 

take mostly,.small-geme, hare wa git the USA &/for World Top in Game 

4 Matioaeie,-& Our -trap springs. so gentle ha doesn't ‘even realize thet 

the.thing was baited? "Curious habit” = aw hell!’ Them ° “M ndings” 

ete are the bait, 1 

fo .be. sure you willhave wanted thom "findings", grephs ste, to ~~ 

add,.to your. collections .& tcol-kits, & you are sorta puzzled that 

we don't prefer to put ‘em out ss “technical bulletins” orhths Like 

- in) the, orthodox manner, 4)le,cempus, bureau .et sl, precedents, : i 

Aotuslly, ofcourse, we kinds slipped & fumbidd into ¥, to’ Sturt 
with, & there ig a sorta kink in it, but of late yoars I*at say “that | 

]
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; we've been damnenear "intelligent" about it. li 
Hn 

Read the "Director's Summary" in the 9th Rept...! 50, 40, 30 ete | 
years ago, the then-seeming most-urgent cvn needs were thus & so .., ! 

I & currently seem to be thus-& so.... with thima n that (as listed) 
due to be comin=up directly". i 

How's that for e starter at historic record of ides-successions? ri} 
f (So as to stary plotting the curves, with dates, & mebby so as to | 

git smart enough to project 'em & (banana-peel) engineer eccordingly? 

You'll find the pattern of that repeating in the front of the 10th, 
also, & due to show in the same place in each Rept from now on, I hope, Wy 

For near 20 yrs the only place anything of the sort was assembled 
& recorded in print, was vie the yearly ante of the standing Commttee 
on Cyn Affairs in the Acad or Sci Proceedings.... 4nd that didn't 
get there vis 1004 inedvertence. 

The mein "kink" in what evidently puzzles you, (finds-of-fact ete | 
run right in with the statistics ete), will be that the Sections of | 
the Deptfl Report (1 ¢ the Divisional entes - Lands, Fire, Game, Fish | 
Forests et al) get written up so as to make 'em effective as BigIII 
bait... & with actual separates wired up for each Divn to use as 
Separetes, fillers in letters, handy-cheap referenées to save in 
corrospondence with Customers ete ete. 

The main part of the printing goes into such separates, & relativly | 
: few of the whole-Dept Mimmmii Repts get bouhd up together in book-form, 

That started in early '20s, about when the Geme Divn was getting 
on its feet. As the Customers began to find out that they could get 
some real fanning of their pet notions ete (as in re predators, 
geme-farms, refuges, fetch in capercalzies, wardens 4-ft between th | 
eyes, fur-farms et al) the burden of such corrospondence (if not te } 
be superficial & sloppy so as to kick-back on st got too heavy & 
complex. . . So why not pick out the currently "hot" items & phases, i 
write ‘em up with real care & caution, stick 'em into biennial repts, 

. have divisional separates made up by the State Printer & mebby thereby | 
% do some OK "selling" of our New & Better Models? That notion sola 

easy in the Front Office since the newly reorganized (post-shake-up) 
Outfit was then very anxious to demonstrate to the Customers that | 
we now were "different", “out of politics", “elean & going pleces" ete | 

At the time this got started, we had no official theory as to | 
what the Agrl College people call "extension work"; anything to 
approximate what we now have in our "Educational Divn" wasn't even i 
recognizred as "needed"; there was doubt among the (brend new) Commrs 
es to whether a full-time photographer &/or "publicity man" could be || 
justified (or could he kept properly busy), ete etc. So the idea 
of having & using plenty of such separates, took hola nicely. And H| 
Seems to have been working nicely ever since, 

: | 
So that s how-come "curious habit". Perhaps it also explains some | 

of the Mic# lack of effort to git things into print via the standard | 
channels = @ncerning which you so persistently complain, urga etc, | 

Hell, Mister, over here the New & Better Date & Dope is generating Hii 
so fast that we gotta shove it off th loading docks anywhere we can; i 
otherwise we couldn't even find our findings we'd be so cluttered up. | 

|



The standard freight service via major bulletins etc, & the ia 
standard express-service fia "technical papers” et al, got too slow a 

for us. So now while wefuse the other channels, we're more & more | | 

getting over to the cash=-&-carry &/or dtive-away system via Outdoor | 

Pages in our papers, use of separates from the biennials as above, 
organized look-sese trips for the key-feller Customers (as just now iW 

into et-out deer-yards & count deads fer yourownself), officers'& { 

other "schools" quarterd & tripping right-out-in-bresh, etc etc, 

There's another major kink-thing involved. Also pre-doped to help 

buffer a very dependebly repeating H-c pattern. On acct of becuz 

they typically collect ‘em some Sacred Cows & git ta love ta milk 

them only (or get over-sold to Old Model dope, ways etc;so as to 1 | 

resent & resist trespass on their territories otc, there is often | 

more sales-restance on the inside of an outfit like ours (ditto with 

such es Silcoxaés?), than out smong the Paying Customers, Like enough 

the forms & degrees of such "preferences" of gon=sour Old Mode d&d 

(data & dope), are also predictable & repeater-patterns. Is it apt i 

to be our Supts of game-farms or fish-hatcheries, who get most inter= , 

ested first in trying to find out & measure up just-what the Customers Wi! 

are actually a-gittin fer their $46? Is it at all apt to be a 

Prof of Forestry or se State Forester or a Nat'l Forest Regional feller mid 

who gits real curious about 100%-forever no-wild=fire, or a proposi- 
tion like Gus Pearson's 4:1? Naw & not-so,. 

But if such-like people are let to wnder-cut &/or smear the New 

& Better Models, its apt to be much harder to get same selling good 

to the Customers. So, to recognize that predictable bottle-neck, & 

rig to keep the speculums working on it, what technic apt to be more | 

(or as?) effective, than to feed i§ into circulation via the Upper- | 
bracket 100officieal Repts of Director & Commn to Governor & Legis= | 

lature; signed, sealed & dated? It will be e very dumb Supt, Cvn 
Officer or Commnr., who seeing sumpin formally set up & koshered 
in the Bienniel as The Latest Word, will thereafter go around telling 

his locel Customers that "they's nuthin to that stuff" .., "just hooie” 
~e. "more of that high-brow theory-bunk ...."they mean all-right but { 
us practical fellers, we know better", etc. Hl 

If only the "findings" were so used, (i e the official ennouncements hl 
as to “facts & significances of") the old-line-ers might mostly get | 
away with sich sneers & smears & snootings, so as to pet the Sacred 
Cows etc, but when we stick én them tables, graphs etc, & for each j 
explain how-we-got-it,... & so as to demonstrate right there in the | 
text of the 10d hRoshor Rept, that the d&d is readily checkable & | 

not tore out of th dream-books, . . & plenty more of same where that 
came from.... & the tech=feller dawgs have been siced on to run it | 

down... then what is due to happen? Probable results highly predict- | I 

able, aren't they? || 

You once sorta bawled me out during a Wild-lifer session in Milwaukee I 

saying that Mich had in its files "more OK d&d on deer than anybody 

ever had" but nobody else could get or use it ... & what-th=hell? | 

It was so, too. 

But few years later we did put out the “Whitetails” bulletin.... | 
& with gm nose pointed WNW, thumb at same & fingers twiddling, we 
now invite your attention to pre- & post- p 259 in the 10th Mich. i 

i 

Was it not Mr Brig Young of Utah who enunciated the formula: “Do i 
not fire until yuh cn see th white of she eyes?" 1 

iM 
My



1138 Fairoaks AA Mich evil 
4/28/41 & trout season open Hii 
here - as Hitler et al are we 

Leopola: taking Athens - ete etc 
Reply to yourn of 3/26, pencil on yeller 
Text for day: Th lion & th lizard keep th courts where Jamshd | 

gloried & drank deep 

l= You make a very satisfactory guinea-pig... i e react to psl-ish | 

injections very dependably - even tho in somewhat unexpected ways, | 

sometimes. Mostly they just grunt as the need&e goes in & then dpn't ; 

even run a temperaturd. : 

2=- You asked that I get you sent our 10th biennial; say you have the 9th, 

(& I suppose all the rest?) & then you comment off the "curtous Mich 
habit of putting findings - mommm of data & dope ete - into those 

Dept'l Reports.... as nobody else does.... rest put tn only statistics 

& exhortations". You evidently wotnder how-come. } 

I asked Lansing to send you copy of the 10th. If it hasn*t came | 

lemme know, ( | 

I'm real pleased to have you (USA &/or World Top in Game Mgt atc) | 

recognige that you gotta have our Repts to use as references ete on 

acct of becug that "curions habit" they got so many "findings" in... } 

' & that you again demonstrate the OK-ness of the BigIII formula. 

That BigIII trap wes designed & baited for local smallegame, but | 

when it also takes big game, & so gently the critters don't even 

realize it when the door drops, its - er = gratifying. Demn good trap! 

The how=come of it does have a distinctly curious kink in it.... & 

(as so often?) it devoloped by indirections. During '25-30, when the 
Game Divn was just getting started & its 100% full-time Techs had yet Bh 

to do & sell their stuff even in the Front Office, & otherwise wouldn't | 

even get a chance to keep on doing it long or well enough to have eny j 

chance to get the old-line field-men &/or Customers sold (to the Bl th 
New & Better Models of wildlifing etc). 

The old-line tinker-tinker vie barber-shop & hot-stove biology had | 

long been all there was to do, The very concept of “precise & dependable | 

dgta & dope” to be used @s basis for official policies & actionsprograms | 

was still dream-book stuff (as we told eachother during that up-state | 

trip, bumping sround via my Model 1, about '26). 

The recently reorganized Front Office & Comm was angious to prove j 

to the Customers that the campaign promises were being made good on, By All} 

thet the Dept wes now "getting cleaned up", & "different" (as it really j 1 

was, too). So there was an increasing yen, up-front, for "favorable i 
publicity™ etc. But until later, we had no precedents or personnel Hill: 

or even theory as to an "Educationel Divn", ti e as to the essential 1) | 

functions of "extension facilities" etc) or how any-such might-must 
work in our cropwise servicings to corrospond with the MSC et al farm- 
erop dittos. | 

Meanwhile many & various Prominent Citizens, heads of Sports Assns, ' | 

& some of the new Commnrs, positivly 100% kmowd the enswers to this n H 

that.... & were pressuring us accordingly. The Governor himself was i 

one of "em & almost forced us to "try pheasents” in the jackspine & Hi 

cedar-swamp districts - as per the hooie-dope to which a P,C, had yn 

just sold him fulleup. An ex-See of the Dept then an Outdoor Page Hil 

editor was bedeviléng me to "plant wild-rice” ete - on mostly hard= yun 

Clay bottom-; &



: 2 ms 

anothe# Page Editor got real peeved because I wouldn't even Why 

"experiment" with "reestablishing wild turkeys in Mich", When Hi 

Pirnie et al were sure that most of our pheasant-territory had | 1 

been "well stocked" (after 20 years of Game-farm palesnaey: so Ht 

thet further large-scale ph. propagation must be increasingly drop- 

in-bucket in ratio to wild-hen hatches etc, & when I relayed this vs 

comine-up "finding" to some of the Commrs (in private), the very ii 

notion seemed so “extreme” (or crazy), that I was told to lay-off on 

anything of the sort ... where the Customers might hear it & git ] 

wrong idees etc. Ditto as the et-out yards began to show up as the 

mein bottleneck for deer. Ete etc - & of course. Ht 

Until the long-dominent & nuthin-else-but tinker-tinker precedents | 

could be under-cut &/or mucheimpsired, & until potent New & Better | 

Ways could be demonstreted Iso as to compete effectivly with the 
gone-sour Old Dope), of course we would be pressured like that. 

Various PCs with pet notions such es "kill off horned owls or 1 | 

never git-th-petrige-back", "gotta rebuild old logging splash-dems 

& flush out streams", “sotta rear big & bbgser fingerlings"” etc, | | 

kept writing & calling on the Front Office so mich & often (going Bi 

to th Very Top etc) that the F.0, was increasingly "embarassed" | 

(not wanting to just stall & forget & not dering to promise & mebby 

not be eble to deliver... but still wanting to be recognized as Top 

eee & not yet knowing how to use the Staff (orp mebby, not wanting to \ 

trust ‘em to take proper care of the Customers?) 

But by degrees the Front Office found that it was increasingly safe | 

to "cell in our Game - Fish = Fire et al Divn Tops .... & put your 

proposition up to ‘em direct", Was it "curipus" that such PCs often 

went away from such sessions "stopped" but not "sore"? Or that the 

Front Office more & more often let the Divisions "draft" replies to 

the PC letters, & presently "take over the corrospondence"? (Meanwhile 

having abworbed st least something of the "scientific epproaches" & 

that for almost evdrything there is or can be precise & dependable & t 

checkable data & dope on which to base policies & action-programs. 

So the divisional corrospondence, fanning with the PCs et al in re | 

tinker-tinker vs checkably-dependable etc, presently became very } | 

purdensome,.... & many phases kept repeating over & over so that in if, 

Game we had a “brain=book" for the stenogs to use. The Desk’s red i 

"25 BB" would tell the stenog what semi-form letter in the brain-book 

to use in working up a decently adequate reply to the repeater-query. | 

But the stenogs "didn't like” such personal responsibilities, & too } 

often didn't gnterpolete cleverly etc... so we evidently needed some i 

better system for "taking care of the Costomers" ... & So as to "sell" 

them (& the Front Office, field-men getting carbons marked "for info" 1 i 

etc... mebby Commnrs also, members of legislature, Sports Assn Tops 

etc, as known to be “intdérested" & apt to cross us up except as "kept Vit 

in touch" etc), A 

Wouldn't that be snother of the unending series of such-like | 

situations - problems? - evident enungh as "radpeaters", & subject to 
“enelysis", identification of "limiting factors" & then contrivigg & . 
devising "“cmtrols" for? | 

So, when it came time to start working up Divisional antes for the i 

Biennial Presentation, why not try to sort out & write-up the most Hi 

frequent hot-spot repeater-combinations with real care & caution & HH 

as per the data & dope ete found most effective during the verbal a 

triel-&-error practice-sessions during the biennium, & then rig to i 

have the printer wire-up plenty Divisional Sections ss separates ? iM 
yan



Plenty of that in Lensing, of course, as the State Depts try 1] 
HH 

to jockey for position so as to “protect their interests" etc.... & 

| 
as the various contingents & lobbies actually do their stuff.... & 

I've sometimes seemed to recognize the pattern of it working between i 

our own Divisions .... (keep this very quiet) mebby also on the campuses \ 

of our very Highest Educational Institutions! 
news-releases | 

All of &em spt to be putting out written-stuff, reports,/bulleting ete 

for some manner of tangle-foot purposes; & caviat emptors built-in, 
| 
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1138 ¥o AA 5/1/41 i 

Leopold: | | 

You make a very satisfactory guinae-pig & ta hell with mere spellin | 

Here is the full ref, to "Ola Age", A S Warthin (M.D. etc), pub, by i 

Paul Hoeber (or Holber?), NY 1929. Whet I gave you before wasn't OK, HI 

Having recd your "Wis Wldlife Chronology", & your recent pencil notes, | 

I figger the Homo-critter (H-c) curves as Warthin has ‘em set up, are Mi 

due to prove at leasé “interesting” & worth your looking up. 

As so often before you neatly phrase for me what I was only fumbling 

at when you comment that in order to plot curves or otherwise reduce ail 

the (muxed-up & no-taxonomy-yet) records as to ideaesuccessions, etcs, | 

"the trick would be to get criteria common to all"(of the case histories 

being broken down for plottdng etc) Exactly so. ... We gotta find | 

some manner of "nodes" or “angle-points" which are decently definable 

& recognizable & datable, re-checkable & not arbitrary of subject to 

personal whim etc, 

I'm inclined to guess that instesd of what you call “ides-successions" {ii 

it will prove more practicable to try to deal with what I called "stages 

of sere" & in the actual behavior-patterns of actual action»programs, ' 

But like enough it would work out so as to come to Jor be?) the same 11] 

thing ( in that the specific action-phase will presumably be the baby 

from a previous discharge of idee-sperms etc?) | | 

But the specific stages of action=-program are apt to be better 1} 

recorded & easier to fix the "nodes" of than the antecedent (often 1 | 

fluttery?) ideas, I74 judge. Nothing is apt to "work right", I suppose Fld 

§ wntil we find some sort of emsistently "basic" criterias. Such as | i, 

to corrospond with what the Soils-people finally located via "horizons", ' 

like enough, 

It still plenty fogsy but see the enclosed 13=p carbon of a 3/83 i 

to Schoenmann in which I’ve done some sorta detailed fumbling with i 

nebby=mights, . . Do you mow Schoenmann? Originally a Wis soils i
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Lovejoy to Leopold We 
Further fumble+fanning in re Homo-critters-in=habitats, idee= | 
successions, repeating behavior=-patterns etc, & what-abouteits, if any | 

Hi 

As a mebby typical case, I’ve been trying to remember how-come we aah 

got into this, & the stages of it to date, It seems to reconstruct 

about thus; | 

af In the Acad Sci "Ecological Engineering" piece I head somewhet devol- 
oped the notion thet in any (properly debunked) savvy of Homo-critter 
goings-on, in addition to the standerd bio-primos common to all 
memmals, we must also work "dominant ideas" into the equation...., & 
that somessuch equation mebby=might be set up, interoplated & solved i 
out usefully (or enyway so as have fun playing in sandpiles etc) | 

b/ You thought the sendpile-notion worth devoloping but it peetered out | 
en route i 

c/ Elton's ente to effect that psyco-social factors were to be looked 
for & might often be important in trying to understand the ecological } 
combinations & behaviors etc, sorta set me off again; so that you 
sent him my carbon in which I wondered whether the consistently 
un- (or non-?)ressonebly violent farmer-reactions to hunter-trespess 
might not (really) signify es a typically non-rationel & "instinctive" 
(autometic) reaction of Homo-critters to "violated territories". 

d/ During the last session of the Mich Acad of Sci, there were several | 
gentle moans to effect that if the historiens, anthropologists et al | | 
only hed & used some OM biology, they mebby-might start going places; | 
& in the game-mgt-zool sessions there were several quite-direct queries PY iit 
as to how-come growd-up beavers got run-out &/or otherwisa left-home } 
= & on the time-schedules reported by Bradt, | 

Since Burt (UofM Museums mammaler) head been mapping field-mouse 
territories etc, I ast him what happened if he put "strange" mice 
into an elready "fully-occupied" unit of habitat where he had the | 
individual territories well mapped? Just how did they "adjust" etc? | 

He said he'd never tried it out & didn't know - but would like to, 
His off-hand guess seemed to be that the old-residents would sorta 
gang-tp to "run out" the "strengers” .... & with little or no regard | 
to the "availebility" of food enough for all, lebensraum ete (ie | 
the habitaws just didn't want them foreign mica sround?) ii || 

Theat mede me remember how (several times?) when we'd penned "black" t 
beaver in with "browns", the browns had seemingly ganged-up on the ie 

' blacks & actually killed ‘em. I wonde#ed had anybody ever watched it 1 | 
heppen; might the blecks be to the browns as Jews to Nazies, mebby? 
If so, would thet be another chance to write "equations"? | 

ef Meanwhile I'd been trying to "edit" various Tech-man Mss due to be 1! lil 
published ag bulletins - & had been finding it at least a heavy chore, | | 

Even when the data & dope (d&&) seemed OK, (as it often wasn't), | 
over & over again the Tech=fellers would write in forms or phrases i} 
which, if printed up that way, seemed to be certain to prove highly Hi 
irritating (or insulting?) to some contingent of our Customers. } i 

To write into a fish-mgt bulletin something to the effect that ti 
More, Bigger & Better liver-fed minnies might not be The Answer to | | 

AM 
i



all our trout+-troubles, & to explain in detail some of the 25% WW) 

evidences for doubting the 100#-Ok-neds of hatchery-propagations etc, Pa 

would have to be involved, no doubg, but needn't be so blunt as to be Hi 

insulting to the old-hand hatchery-personnel, & muskhis mustn't be | 

if they were to "get" the New & Better data & dope (N&Bd&d) which ta | 

would be the prime purpose for which we had been lettins the Techs | 

do their stuff & were now “putting out the bulletin”. il 

The essence of it would be to "sell" the “idea” thet via the | | 

"ecological approaches", habitat-control, environmental-improvements | 

etc, we now had socket-wrenches with which to work on a job for which 

only monkey-wrenches had been available to date ... & the sort of job ill 

for which monkey-wrenches only just wouldn't be enough; i e enough to i | 

; do what must be done to get & maintain OK trout-supplies & fishing 

t of sorts to keep the Customers decently content; ... & that (keeping 

( the Customers decently content) would quite evidently be the really 

f basic objective of the whole series of our Cyn Dept activities; fish, \ 

; game, fire, enforcement, forest, lands, waters, ete (as per our 

organic statute:"Shall be duty of Cvn Dept to pretect & conserve the 

u natural resources of the State"). 
/ Heving worked on such Mss, thru which we would be trying to set-up : 

& sell our N&B d&d in re stream & leke figh "manegment", & waterfowl, 

& deer & cottontails & coyotes, & having found the seme types of Pit 

if sour=spots, soft-spots, etc repeating over & over, & no matter who 

the Tech-men authors were, or what they were trying to deal with; 

; & with the same sorts of protracted "delays" between "first rough i 

u copy” & “ready for printer? I began to wonder whether I couldn't 

save myself & everybody else concerned much time & drudgery via 

4 z/ some form of listing of the steadily-repesting soft-sour stuff 

{ 2/ something like Specifications (of dos & dont’s)... for OK bulletins, 

It seemed reasoneble to assume that if our Tech-men, Division Tops 

| et al, were all in agreement as to the OK specifications for our 

g meineline “educational publicity” (bulletins et al), then everybody | 

{ would understand just-what was wanged, & why, & (most everybody due | 

f to be "trained" ex-campusers etc) thereafter we might expect the MSS 

to come in on schedule, & needing relativly little re-write "editing". ! 

f/ About then a Lansing Divsn. Top told me of the "trouble we've been 

; having in putting over the critically serious condition in the (over- i 

; browsed) deer-yards". He reported that altho our Whiteteil bulletin Hy 

; had been out & widely distrituted for a year or so, & with much 

i supplementel effort to generate effective "educational publicity", Pn 

nevertheless some of our field personnel hadn't “gotten” it, "didn't 

i believe it" .... & were telling th Customers (including some editors | 

q of newspapers) that the d&d in the officiel bulletin was "th bunk... Wi 

might perhaps be so somewhere else, but just wasn't so in a district". | 

En route our own field-people would often be snearing at, snooting 

&/or smearing the ("impracticel, theoretical, college=feller") Tech-men | 

& their fussy-fancy ways, & works, . . & anything like that must be 

indefinitly poisonous in such an Outfit as ours... & would be putting § || 

. send in the gears of any adequate or intelligent "menagment" of deer, HI 

4 Before we could properly expect or ask our deer-hunter & other 

i Customers to accept or absorb our N&B d&d, we must evidently get it 

| well "sold" to our own people. But if the pulletin-presentation didn't ani 

i do it = then oe didn't it? And what might we do in re same, if eny? At 

i As we then told each other, a major phase of the difficulty, was that | | 

i the l-buck lew had “been over=sola" so badly & for so long. For some yi 
decades it had been accepted as The Answer; so when we now had to | 

challenge or try to up-set its 100%-0K-ness we were evidently going-up- | 

against long-standard & still-dominant notions... & must now/get ‘em il 

un-sold before our N&B d&& would "take hold". But how go at it? } | 

) 
|



3 ay 
gf! Taking that es a specific assignment ("research problem"ete?) i Hi 

& trying to work up some manner of "report & recommendations” due 1H 
to prove "useful or suggestive", I found that quite a job. I seemed MW 
to "know" (or hunch?) much more than I could "understand" or "put 
on paper" etc, But I'd often been like that & so presently recoge | 
nized what I was up-agaénst. When I was still very green at full-time a 
(commercial- megezine) writing & head spent all a summer "getting 
materials for a series of articles", & had been some weeks "trying 
to write the stuff up", & samehow “couldn't seem to get started", | 
& couldn&t understand why I couldn't, I had told my old=hend Top 
Editor about it, & hed asked him "what I'd been doing wrong?"ete, i 

I was essuming that any old=hend “reporter” or "writer" on any 
such essignment, having assembled his d&d, could & would be able Ni 
to "sit down & write it up" (& as per specifications agreed on in 
edvence). About as anfold-hand would split up a batch of right+sized 
stove-wood at a wood=ptle, perhaps. So I was astonished, & much 
relieved, when the old=hand Editor just laughed at me for a greenie, | 

He said that there would normally be en interval between the d&d 
cOllecting-stage, & the stage where the d&d would "begin to jell". } 
I'd probably been "fight#ng it too hard", he told me. So I'd better | 

J "switch off into something entirely different for awhile & let the | 
4 big batch cook & simmer on the back of the stove..." } 
i I hed tried it (dubiously) & it hed worked as he had said it should: 

ie "as most professionel writers learned to let it work". When it 
a began to "jell for me", it “came so fast™ that within about two weeks 

i I hed sent in Mss which suited the Editor so well that what he paid 
i me literally let me "kill the mortgage on the home", And after that 

i experience I had the same thing happen over & over & so "knew what 
f to expect" ( as to the normal successions of d&d@ collecting, time- 

intervals before the raw-stuff would "jell", what was apt to be 
involved in "writing it up", what bottlenecks to be watching for etc 
eee. & that, with individual variations galore, "most professional 
writers learned like that", 

So when I "had trouble" in "saying what I wanted to", in re the 
fequery from the Lansing-feller, what finally jelled-up for me was 
the Memo to Ruhl on "Speculum Operations" (March '39?7), & it fairly | 
well focused-up my then-notions es to How-to-so-sat-its. Ruhl hed a 
set of carbons made up & I think you got one; lemme know if not? Bi 

4s I remember it, off-hand, the main points of that thesis were: 
{ l- There are 3 essential Parts to any OK Cvn Machinery: Tech Admin Sales 

& all 3 gotta be synchronized & at OK par with eachother to work right 
e= But in Mich &/or everywhere else, they hever have been & aren't 

like that &therefore out Cyn Mechinery often runs-hot, bottlenecks ete | 
5- The oldest & best-yet modelfg of OK Machinery for handling jobs such | 

as ours is apt to be what MSC et el have come to after 50-plus years aa 
of trying imm to do a bangup job of farm & farmer "Servicing" (& so BY dill 
as to use 411 th tools in all th kits), What we are trying for, is | 
an Afl job of servicing fish & fishermen, game & hunters ete etc, 
& the fundamentals of any crop-wise servicing operetions are due to ii 

; be similar or identical: Farm, Forest, Recreational ete = tame or wild 
species, plant or animal... its all in the pattern of Homo-critter@in 
habitat (but it was later thet I started seeing & saying keke it | 
like thet). | 

4- Teking the MSC proealfalfa campaign as an OK sample of the type of i 
best-yet servicing-operation with which we also must deal (over & j 
over, species after species; forest, game. fish, fur et 41).... so | 
whet had been the stages & sequencies, & bottlenecks & final working- il 
out of thet (highly successful) slfealfaejob? I tried to sketch 'em i 

a= long period of individual-fermer tinker-tinker, try & see... moebby | i 
Yes & often No... finicky-like it-don't-behave. hi 

{i}
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Progress Report # XVe2-b"" 
i 

From Delphi via Ann Arbor, to Aldo Leopold, Madison & all pts NSEW | | 

Statement of Problem In seemingly typical units of habitat, work il 

out the precise taxonomy, map the ranges of, & the ecological | 

relations of the several species involved where #t appears thet 

the lion & the lizard keep the courts where Jami gloried & drank deep; i 

a= lion, be-lizard, c= Jami (4f same is found to be a good specimen of 

Homo-critter, doing his stuff in situ & limiting factors unimpaited | 

via theomorphic or other toxic conéentrations). 

Consultants: Bishop Usher & Chas Darwin, In case of disagreements 

as to Data &/or Dope thereon, a Paleontologist to be designated by 

the Senior Janitor at the Whitehouse (Weshington, D.C.) shall act 

as Referee & the decisions &/or findings of a majority thereof shall 

be final in re same unless subsequently revised by The President, 

Summary of previous Reports & tentative findings to date: 

j- It now appears to be well established that all Homo-critters are 

; mammals 
| 

i = All mammal forms so far examined seem quite consistent in certain 

f of their characteristics: morphologival, physiological & (in yet 

j not fully determined degree) neuro- or psycolowical, | 

; S- It appears probable that inherent linkages exist between the 

physio-& psyco-functions, & that various of these linkages are 

correlated in the so-called cortex tissues, & so as to involve 

f (at times?) the so-called "intellectuel functions", but the menner | 

& degree of such involvments - if any- is not yet fully understood. 

4= Prelim investigations indicate that in raé Homo ecology it may 

be practicable to identify certain "ye peater-behavior-patterns", 

"eyclic fluctuations", "tolerances", "limiting factors" & the like; 

put no well-defined technics have yet been tried out for the 

H-c form, as per the now-fairly-standerd methods which have been 

devoloped & applied to various other mammals = such es Muscus, Dy 

Castor, Cervus et al } 

5- If it can be shown that for all the mammal forms so far took ta | 

pieces a la modern technics in re same, certain tolerances, Hi! 

limiting factors, behavior-patterns etc, are common to all, then | 

it would eppear a reasonable presumpfion thet same will also be a 

f common to & will repeat (&/or will signify) in the cases of forms i 

of mammels not yet fully investigated (so as to use all the tools 

a in the kit), & presumably including the Homo-critters (at least | 

auring the periods Monday to Saturday, inclusive). | 

But if the said “rationel functions", (or tolerances of, dominance 

of in the current "belances" eve is found to be consistently 

different on such 7th days of week, this may indicate another | 

cyclic behavior=pattera, which may justify specific research, ' 

| | 
mee AE SST Sia ce eys pa tor oe 

| 

# demi - seems to be pseudomorphic form of "Jamshyd", but local | | 

collections inadequate to permit final determinations & i 

further research seems to be indicated; but the feller (J.) HM 

is evidently 100% dead & went beyond rceall etc, i



1138 Fo AA 5 7 41 Wi 
Lovejoy to Leopold il 

To sweep out under bed in re “idea successions", “repeater-patterns” 

of the Homoscritters in witu (if same ere found to be mammals & coh- 
sistently so framed), & for other purposes, including: ht 
af Have fun pleying in mutual sandpile H 
b/ Check up on validity, how-comes & time schedules of Tentmaker's |} 

allegation that "the lion & the lizard keep the courts where Jamshyd hil 
gloried & drank deep" ! 

+ Xe ReXo Xe Xe Xe Be 1} 

You make e very satisfactory guniaé-pig & typically react nice & prompt. 
Mostly they just grunt when the needle goes in, & don't even run a 
temperature. 

My previous reference wes not correct, but follerin probably is: | 
"Ola Age", Warthin, A S$, pub by Paul Hoeber (or Holber?) NH '29, 
The specific H-c breakdowns & curves (for physical, sexual & mental 
potencies etc) seem apt to be at least suggestive. . . If them curves | 
ere OK, & if there is a decently intimate & consistent linkage between Hii 
the morpho=- physio~ & psyco-functions; & if the formule “ontogeny Vy 
duplicates phylogeny" is appjicable, seems like as if breek-downs & 4 i 
curves should be practicable & mebby highly significant in re repeater- 
patterns & time-schedules of so as to git to understand what we know | 
ss to the combinations, limiting factors etc, under which New & Better 
jate & dope (N&B d&d&) does of does not "sttick"+ - so that more & more 
suchelike may be "recognized", "classified" & took out of tinker-tinker 
status so as to be subject to ecological engineering etc, i 

Bo Xe Ko Xe Se Xe Ne Toe | 

If you didn't get your copy of 10th bienniel report from Lensing, i | 
lemme know. | 

| 

You comment on the "curious Mich habit of putting 'findings* into j ! 
such Repts¥... & note that everybody else is content to use only statisties 
& exhortations", Yes, But the Mich=way is "curious" only in that it | 
is so bigod "intelligent", 

Bl 

The kink there is that we print up relativly few of the books, with 
ell the Divisional antes bount together. But we do print & wire up as | 
separates, plenty of the individuel Divn, Sections - which are written | 
up & garnished (with 'findines' ete) so as to be (as we intend) effective 
& potent in getting us BigIII effects - - direct & via inductions. 1 |i 

7 i 

Quite deliberatly & consistently, we hope, each Divn picks out all i | 
the major hot-spots which are showing up anywhere in Mich... & proceeds to Hill 
explain &/or demonstrate "the essential issues involved".,.. & how the i 
basis d&d is being assembled (by good & faithful servents of Cvn Dept in | 
th Modern Manner etc), Thus we attempt to anticipate the bad frictions & | 
bottlenecks, & go ta work on ‘em as per Speculum Geatatseus Memo (to Ruhl 
et al, about March '39 & didn’t you get a carbon of that?) i 

We can't properly expect to sell our N&B ad&d to our Customers until we i | 

sot it sold inside our own Outfit. If local Officers, Hatchery Supts et al W 
are going around snooting our Techs etc, they'll be sanding our gears... 1) 
but will be reacting in normal H+c manner which is soundly predictable. Vi 

wn 
bs ‘NN 
Easy , | y for tem to do it if the N&B a&a comes out es Tech Paper sepsrates ete |



2 i 

put if it comes out in the Biennials, koshered by their own Divn Tops ih 

; Director, & names of all the Commnrs in the front, & with copies ii 

going on the desks of every member of legislature etc, what is the | | 

(readily predictable?) reaction due to be on the bottlenecks inside | 

the Outfit? 

Hell, feller, them "findings" stuck in like that, may be "curious", il 

put the most curious phase of it might be that I have to explain to ! 

the USA &/or World-Top in Game Mgt, that doing it like that gets us ul 

one of the most effective of our sales-extension facilities. 

In a Madison session of Wlda-lifers some yrs back you stood up & 1 

complained that buried fin Mich Game Divn files was more OK d&d on deer | 

thah anybody ever had... & how=-come Mich didn’t "publish" it? Ete | 

It was so, too, Some years later we did put out the"Whitetail"bull, \ 

(plus much else) .... & now I calls your attn to pre & post p 259 of 

the 10th Mich, &, orienting nose to WNW, I twiddle my manuel digits 

rapidly. Was it Brig Young (of Utah) who enunciated the formula; "don't 
shoot until you can see th white's of their eyes"? 

| 
What sort of a wood+pile worke@ as wouldn't at least try to set his | 

wedges in likely-lookin season-checks? 

o Be Xe Xe Xe Xe Xe So Se Xe So Xe | 

That seems to fetch us back to our query as to what manner of break- 

jown, graphing etc, might help in recognizing & increasingly effective 
integrations of the H-c factors in these-here cvn action programs, 

I had adumbrated that if we really tried it, we could probably find 

"engle-points" or "nodes" (perhaps equivalent to the "horizons" of the 

soil-texonomists, or the stages of Elton-type "seres" such as we do | 

have with the mammals (& all of 'em); embryo, infant, child, youth ete | 

(es per age-graphs in Warthin). 

You comment:"Mebby, but how define such node-places so that less } 

than top-hands can recognize ‘em & start spotting in such curves?" 

Then you note that as various ideas & their try-out action-programs 

go-sour, they may presently merge & thereafter git all goat-glanded so 

as to start goin places tea beat hell etc...., & you drawd out a sorta 

diagram - about like this: (for deeremgt series) | | 
| 

l+- predator-control idee / . 
e- 1l-buck law idee nN j 

5+ carrying-capacity idee Dc yy 1 | 

4 predetors may have uses a no 

5= Refuge idee (ps1) % _~— ae re ean / iit 

6« fire-as-tool idee = — it 
7- Merge into ecol-mgt idee os SE | a ’ 

bi i 
\ | 

; But no "nodes" in that & no way of dating to curve time-schedules, | Hi 
So-what..., & you invite me to ante sumpin specific in re same to i! 
hebby use on your "Wis Chronology" listing of "historic" (& mebby node- Ma 
Places?) of events & dates of ete, . | 

Fair enough, & I can't do it (yet), but...... 1
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If we ran vertical lines, by decades, across some-such separate-idee i 
lines, thet would give us a graph to date the start of each & mebby WN 
considerable else (es you perhaps intended?) but I don't see how | 
that type of graph would get us what we evidently need..... As to i 
record & curve the entire history of the alfalfa-campaign, deeremgt Wi 
etc & in such shape as to make each idee-line show the equivalents 
of the embryo, infant, child, youth series... ete on thru senility 
& transubstantation, if any. | 

in yourn of 4/29, longehend, you say we evidently need criteria i 
of age .... & common to whatever casehistories we're trying to curve. 

{ 

Correct + & proves your gunise-pig capacity (to react nicely). Hy 
then 

: Then you suggest some-such "age" nodes as youflist: viz <= 

le Idee=men gits a brain-storm i | 
2= Some organization "endorses" it 
3e Some Outfit tries it out Hi 
4e Some researcher begins to analyse 
5- Somebody sees bugs in ih, limitations & "iffs" ii 
6- Experience shows more limitations 
7+ Idea levels+off, combines with other rising idees & presently 

loses its identity as a "remedy”. ait 
| 

Yes; just so & that's the sort of sumpin i've been fumbling for; | 
but I notion that it needs some further tinkering = to locate some Wa 
OK node-things to be equivalent to the soil-ers "horizons" etc, 

i can't seem to apply those particular protoenodes (as to the Mich | 
alfalfa or deer case-histories - so as to make ‘em signify as I hunch 
some other break-down could & would. 

Be Xo XoXo Bee 

Before you had reacted as above, « before you had sent me the Wis f 
Chronology a query from Schoenmenn at MSC sorta set me off again = + 
still wilder, like enough, but it gimme another practice run, & L le 
figserd he knew me well enough so I could splash around regardless; i 
but since he hasn't reacted at all, i guess I mede so much noise that Wi 
he flushed on me out of range. j 

See encl as of 3/25 & kindly disregard en route insults etc. vammit, 
don't I haveé to pump up my ego to OK workingepressures if they git HT 
to leaking & nobody does it for me? & isn’t that, also, a dependably 
repeating H-c behavior etc? | 

a Mach of the 13 pps to Schoenmann isn't much in point, but p 7ff Pl 
@ is experimenting with might-be node-items in a properly set-up chronology Wi 

\ i e set up to be used in break-down curves). | 

What are the really "significant" "breaks" in a suchejike chronicle 
of sequencies...., common to all such series, « readily recognizable | 
& readily datable? ii 

Who killed the last turkey in X county might not signify importantly | 
+e. Or when the State Game Farm was established & began to plant-out ii 
howemany ringenecks. But how meny years & birds it took to "justify an il 
Open season".... & how much later before the bulk of the totel ph. range 
was well-stocked up & hitting good for hunters yr after yr, would WN 

Signify quite a lot iI guess). |



But wouldn't that be just a measurement of rate-of-spread etc? & 1 r 

& with little or no possibility of determining what %-ase of that ih 

spread was from game-farm or from wild birds etc; i e just a measure Mi 

of current crop yields or the like? And would it really signify? iy 

(for idea-suceession & H-c behavior-pattern purposes), eny more than | 

a statisticel statement of the yr by yr acreage of alfalfa ete. | 

So just-whet are we looking for? (as engle-points to plot our curvep) | 
To curve out & mebby gét for ta understend what? Right there, I guess, | 

is our current bottleneck, | 

: Trying to avoid getting gummed up in the eschatologies, & generalizing i | 

generously, I judged we might well proceed to run a base-line for our 

trianguletions so as to keep it within the freme of mammal-in-habitat. hit 

Even so there must evidently be some datum from which to work the 

contours of OKeness, of current-status pn-th-curves etc.... & what might 

‘ that be? Something like the forester's "normal forest", perhaps, (fully 

Z Stocked to the desired species; all the soil & light "used & working"?) 

» « « Or would it be as & "climax condition” & "stabilized & self-renewing | 

« « « Or would it be as "ranges stocked to capacity & under 100% regula- | 

; tion?"(i @ "hela" at full capacity via "deliberatly intelligent mgt?) | 

t Somehow we must evidently involve the concept of getting the H-c s 

in given habitats "adjusted" so as to establish & then meinteén them | 

there under “optimum" conditions, Otherwise Jamshyd's progeny would 

| be outa-luck (periodically?) & with the lipns & lizards getting outa i 

4 control & taking over, as twr. } 

About there I remembered about Pegrl's population-curves, & that 
! Huntington head been collecting d&d seemingly potent in this H+cs-in- 

| habitat enalysis. From there I got to wndering whether Schiemann (?) 
et el had worked out the time-schedules for the seven (wasn't it?) 

i city-successions which they found under (Homer's?) Troy, And about 
Angkor & @hi-chen et al. On the radio last night a commentator had 

i reported on the current news from Bagdad, & had quoted somebody to 
the effect that the Bagdad region wes "the graveyard of empires", & y 
hed nemed five of ‘em & something as to dates. So I got to wondering 
whether @ proper break-down & curving-out might not show some-such Hi} 

"eyelic™ patterns for the Homo-critters as have shown up for grouse et Wl 

@l.... & what=abouteit, if they did? | 

i Where, for instance, would the Lake States now be on such 4 curve? 
1 And how-come the several contingents purporting to report on & advise 

as to comings-up etc, in the "Lake States Planning Report", should 
have evaded & avoided as they did? But like enough that also would hI) 

be a repeater-pattern, & so to be expected ... ie "predictable", yl 

| I couldn't (& can't) see or say just how or why, but my hunch was 
| (& is) that when & if we figger out an OK statement of this project- Wil 

: objective, it's going to involve a lot of analysis, to spot-up the Wa, 
as#is H=c curves - such ss to permit & justéfy their "projection" } 

& so get dnto shape to anticipate the probable comings-up & (mebby ) 

do our stuff accordingly - i« so as ta git ta enginesring emong the Bhi 

Homo-ecologies.... with the limiting factors & controls therefor doped i 

& getting used, I suppose, in the pattern of the alfalfa, deer et al i 
"sampaigns &/or programs" etc So what have been the such-like “patterns"? | ||| 

: . . » Might that be enough of a definition of what we're currently efter HN 
to get by on pro tem? Be 

My Ro Mp BeNe Ro Xe qe 
il 

iM)



i: 
Fishing in them muddy waters, & not sure my hook was baited risht (if Hl 

at all) & heving sent Schoenmenn the long fuzzy-fumble of 3/25, & having li 
spent some time with your Wis Chronology (wondering which of your items 
I'd check as having 1,8,3 “importance”, "potency" etc - & how my list 
would compare with your like guesstimetes s + & with the such-jike lists | 
as they would be rated 85 = 50 = 100-plus years from now) I went & looked 

up Chronology in the Encye Brit. 

Almost all of that proved to be about Bishop Usher's "idea" & "technic" | 
for dating biblical items & incidents - so as to read it backward & 
git the whistle-blew of Genésis fixed nica & neat gs of 4,004 BC ete, 

veee Then to comment that "as late as Queen Vic's times" the Bishop's 
idea, & its epplication, was still dominent & “accepted"...,. But under } 
the impacts of the paleo-geologists, as integrated with the Darwin d&d, 

@ there had come a “reorientetion"of understandings, concepts, technics etc, 
(So that the Bishop's a&@ is now "slmost forgotten”). 

Plotting that curve out, I presumed that one of the last spots on it 
thakusummm might be for the Bryan-Darrow sessions in Tenn.... & perhaps 

: equivalent to your items "last turkey killed in 187?" etc. From then on | 
the dominant-idea would @hanga@ & another succession of limiting factors | 
would take over & be dominent (for a while?).... No thet wouldn't be 
the way to say it. The bioeprimos wouldn't @whange.... or "essential" 
actors of the habitat, The major shift would have been in "recognitions" 

& “ecceptance" (savvy?) of New & Better date & dope(the old having soured) 

In your Wis Chronology I couldn't remember whether you had an item 
& date for when Mr Ford shifted from his Model T to fetch out his N&B | 
Model @; but that, I notioned, might be a much more significant item 
than many in your lists. . . & did you have the Babcock milk-test listed? | 
In Wis land-use history, the pro-farm-via-cow idea hed been the dominant 
for quite a while, hadn't it? And so dominant thet it had exterminated 
the Griffaéth et al (State Forest) program as noted by you under 1915, | 
.oe. L didn't know why there might not be "interspecific antagonisms & 
incompatibalities"among ideas, concepts etc, a la cat vs dog patterns, } 

That notion made me remember a Section (IV) in the NRC Symosium on 
Technological Trends & Thefts Social Applications '27, with the heading 
"Resistances to Adoption of Tech, Innovations", Reresding it I seemed 1 
to find considable reinforcement for various other phases of the H+e | 
behavior=pattern notion, & the practicability of graphable break-downs { 
& built-in time-schedules..... here in the Economic-Sociel rather than { 
in the Bio-ecol phases, but evidently OK as repeating=pattern d&d. qty 

f 

So then I asked Museums Burt what happened if he put some "strange" 
Muscus-memmals down in a field already full-occupied & the "territories" 
preempted & all mepped out? He didn't know - for sure; but figserd to 
try it (if when & as he could catch him an OK embryo for PhD & incubate Bal 
same in the campus menner?) That's another ontogeny-series, of course, i 
with gestation period ete (including slink-ratios & the like, well-known), || 
But Burt "thought it probable” that the strange mice would "set run out" 
by the habitaws, ("Defandins their territories" in the manner of a i 
farmer getting all-haired-up egin them city-feller hunters = as we once \ | 
tola Elton?) | 

| 

i 
| 

ti) 
Hi
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5 10 41 (i e started on), 

Lovejoy to Leopold: i 

4s one mammal to another, let us further contemplate ti 
The Homoscritter'’s patterns & how they integrate, iy 

Currently, I take it, we are sorta all-gummed9up.... In effect we | 

got a seemingly OK batch of juice in th kettle but it hasn't yet | 

jelled-up right. So, tryin ta foller up on & use such OK precedents | 

as can be located, we evidently need a shot of sumpin like Certo, | 

to function here about as the Soiltex combination did in that (typical?) | 

Mich alfalfa series, ) 

Looking for a sumpin=such, & fishing in them muddy waters with || 

hooks all baited up, gs twr, in what I take to be & repeeter-series, ! 

I been gittin seemingly OK nibbles & here report on same so as to | 

sweep out under th bed, to date. | 

My previous ref was not OK but follerin is OK. Old Ase, Warthin AS | 

pub by Paul Hoeber (of Holber?) N ¥Y 1929. For best-i-kno aiscussion 

‘ of Hee ontogeny & specific curves of Hec potencies, by age, broks down 

for physical, sexual & intellectuel, each peaking, leveling off & | 

finally failing etc, i 

I’m now wodering whether @ parallel Sway factoring may not be | 

in order to handle what I’ve been doping to be the built-in "terms j 

of the lgnd-use-cvn wr Hec-in-habitat enation"( OK foohy ‘0K Boonomte / i 

OK Social-political @ OK Abtion-program), Seemingly might be worth | | 

pleying around with - if when & as etc, I'd sorta expect that the t | 

Tech, Ee & Soc-poly graphs would work out sbout as the Warthin-3 do.... | Ml 

each on its own time-schedule ete, | 

aan Hi 
Radio-feller, reporting on current news from Bagdad ete, refered 1 

to that region as "graveyard of Empires", & recited some 5=6 of same, | | 

& approx dates of those specific successions, & mebby new one coming i 

up soon,.. no tellin yet which tribe will dominate, but predation | 

MN



currently severe, inter-tribal antagonisms (oriented to different . li 

dominant-idea-associations?} evidently working as per precedents & 

with OK showings of the Tech-Ec+Soc-polys etc. | 

Made me remember the Tentmaker finding: "... lion & the lizard keep | 

the courts where Jamshyd ghoried & drank deop", cfset me wondering could 

I mebby git Certo-effedts out of same. But the Tentmeker technic had 

been defective, of course..... Species of lion & lizard not specified, | 

& was Jamshyd = typical specimen etc? And T's investigations had been 

in Bagdad-habitat only ... might not apply in other combinations. 

But the fellers digging under the site of Troy had found some 7 urban | 
them-days eit 

successions, hadn't they? And Dr. Homer's account of the/H-ee goings- | 

on seemed to check in on a repeater-pattern, even tho his data & dope || 

on Helen's curves was general rather than precise. 

Well ebout then durn if I didn’t run into umexpected confirmations! | 

See Life Mag for April 28, pps 12 ff. Current aerophotos of the area 

reported on by Tentmeker indicate that hebitat to be still in lion-lizard 

stetus. . . And on p-735 I found a set of spedific Hee curves seemingly | 

very well devoloped & due to prove interesting &/or suggestive: = ie | 

of various highly dependable mammal repeater-patterns ete. 

About then the Troutman letter of 4/30 came in (enclosed & marked 

RETHRN), & he was reacting to the same "successions", dad (date & dope) | 

on which we had been fanning, plus an adumbration that mebby some OK | 

checking up in the Yucfetan 2M yrs of Hec oucuupancy, might have cone | 
understandings" Hii 

sidable significance in/the Ohio 2C yrs etc, 4nd in the Buckeye job bi 

he had been doing much of the sort of "recognizing stages of sere” ete | 

with which we have been gettin so all-gummed-up....also trying to | 

project the curves so as to pre-dope the comings-up.... & he was : 

taking note of your Wis Chronology (which you'd just sent me). ) ii 

That sorta got me all-hopped-up, & especially the last pgf before I 

the dates begin: ".,, Cyn, viewed in its entirety,,,, slow unfolding ii 

iH



: 3 | 

of new relationships between people & land. Eash seemingly trivial Hf 

event in the following chronology merks .... begining or end of an i 

experience .... 8 loss of gain to that great organism =Wis", ' 

Ha-ha I sez ta self, Aldo he's fuzzy-fumbling too, just like Milt... 

j Hunching a strong sumpin he can't yet quite see or S&y.... Now I guess 

I™ll dast send on that carbon of what I sent up to Schoenmenn as of 3/25, 

; At the time it had seemed so loose & wildish that I'd been a-feard 

| Schoenmenn wouldn't get-me as intended (& I still don't know aia he?) 

& until I'd felt you out enough to find whether you reacted properly 

to a lighter dose of it, I thought I'd better hold the 13 pps thing up. | 

When you did ante as you did, I decided that as a guinea-pig you i 

3 wore an A#l, so here is the 13-page fumble-at. From p-7 on you'll 

see me trying to locate some of the angle-points or "nodes" in the 

sort of chronology I'm hunching will be needed (& available?) to break- 

down such cases as the elfelfa-,deer-mgt & such-like "series"..., 80 

j as to mebby work up some Warthinetype curves of growbh & age etc.,.{ & 

thereby mebby git ta unnerstand wheat we areddy "know"? ) 

As Ita somewhat fanned for Schoenmenn, as I checked over the "Seeminghy | 

trivial" items of the His-Chron., it seemed to me that it might help || 

de-mux "the significance", if such items were to be sorted & rearranged 

under separate headings for the several (conflicting?) dominant-ideas | 

in re lend-use-ing etc = pro farm, pro-forest, pro-recreation (incl wl-ing) | 

Were each of those to be competently recorded for graphing, seemed | 

probable that they would show (typical?) stages-of-sere to corrospond 

with the major-slants of the Warthin H-c curves: embryo, infant, youth, i 

adult, senility.... & my dope to Schoenmann suggested that the OK d&d 

might well show up via the annual Resolutions of the Assns et al which | | 

had been “chiefly interested" in the Farm, Forest, Game ete "phases", | i 

Superimposed (somehow I dunno) the record & its graph would show | | 

all three tending to get "braided together" (working toward wiseein«lone . 
run lend-using, as 7 a 2 | 

Pposed 
|



In your pencil on yeller you had noted that "the originsally-potent 7 Wh 

idegs do get senile = & then may recombine in new assortments, so as to it 

include new ideas" = & you sorta drawd it aut, too, so as to show the We 

"ecological mgt" idea growing out of & getting new potency out of the iti) 

3 old & gone-sour "predator control”, l-buck-law, Refuge, carrying-capacity | 

\ placesof-predators, & fire-as-tool ideas (as per my #1 copy-drawing | 

WT attached). I’ve forgotten whether I've previously asked do you know til) 

W iwheeler's "Emergent Evolution" thesis? (Harvard, I think, Top on 

@ social-insects etc, but an A#Z in much else). He ssys that no amount 

of study as to "steam" or “water", will pre=determine the properties of | 

Q "ice" ee. & mebby likewise as genes get shuffled etc. Might be we got | 

us e variable of that order mixed up in idea-successions, too; but I | 

m™ figger Sopaletia mostly work out a la Mendell, Pearl & such..., if i 

took to pieces right. 

Wondering what might be such "right" etc, I looked up "Chronology" 

in the Encye Brit.; & seemed ta sit a mebby useful slant. Almost all | 
discussion 

of thet/mim hed to do with the Bishop Usher Chron, He had taken his | 

a&@ from the biblical "begats”™ & thereby tried to date all them old» | 

time goings on, AS so dated, th whistle blew for Genésis, at 4AM Ky 

4008 BC, And the Bishops d&d wes "almost universally accepted as OK | 1 

at late es Queen Vic's time", But it gone-sour fast as the paleo-geol- ex\ | | 

sot goin good & as their a&4 got integrated with the Wallace-Darwin d&d, | 

eoee SO that now the Usher dope has been damn near run out by the i| 

recombined & highly=potent bio-geo d&d, | | 

Were I plotting the curve of that idee-succession, & trying to find | i 

m@ OK "nodes" eta, I figgerd I'd probably want to use the incident & date | 

of the Bill Bryan-Darrow case in Tenn. for a near-last point - = to index i 

senility & "lest specimen taken". , . "nearing extinction in USA habitat", | | | 

- « “stand now dominated by __? association, presumably a climax fore | | 

mation". ll) 

That notion set me wondering as to the combinations under which i) 
|



sp@etes or ideas do or don't take-hold (in given habits?) so es to , i 

increase “explosivly".... or "find a niche"..., or "pester out” otc, HH 

And what combinetions of just-what factors would mebby determine the t| 

current saturation-points, population meximums, effective potencies ete 

t &/or linkages 
& with what mebby parallels/between the bios & the Hc psycos? | 

4 We had once esked Elton whether the typically violent & non-rational i 

@ farmer "irritation" over "city+feller hunting trespass", might not | 

| violated 

M@ really signify as a Hec holdover of “instincts of/territoriality"? 

4 But he & his tribe were currently too busy defending the British 

(& ideologies?) 
territories/so we didn't get him to ante on that one. | 

Thet set me to wondering just-whet "heppens" where some "strange" 

mice get put down in a “well established" community of field-mice. | 

So I asked Museums Burt did he know? Burt has been live-treppéng & 

j marking & mapping territories a lot..., but didn't "really know" & 

hed never tried it ... but wanted to. He "thought it probable" that | 

| in such @ case the old habitaws would try to "run-out" the trespassers, | 

Bradt had worked out the repeater-pattern & time-schedules on which ih 

beaver colonies seem to operate (so that the grown-up children “leave 

@ the home lodge” (or gat runsout?)) as the Srd litter is about due -(as : | 

I remember it)+ & I had just watched my own progengy “git married off", } 

& I notioned that suchlike mammal-paterns might bem very dependably 

repeaters=plus. If the d&d were handled right, so as to get properly | 

comparable break-downs, I'd quite expect to have the graphs show up like i | 

thet. Wouldn't you? Wouldn't nh eddy tuned in on the post- | ] 

Usher d&a? But like enough a contingent wouldn't get so tuned-in, i! 

& would resist & resent so as to repeat a la Bill Bryan in Tenn, | 

Why sure & of course & normal H=c pattern-stuff. Vide Encye Brit | 

f under Celsus . He "spoke bitterly because he felt bitterly" about them ' | 

early eveigélists;.... & under Penda: "the one strong champion of | i 

old line pasanism"vs the advances of the tmem-time pro-Christers,. | 

And in an Academy of Sciencefon the Uofll campus - Eeonomics-Socoly 1 

session, discussing H-C_ I



"eomponents of population in typical urban & rural communities” 6 

(ratios of merchants, lewyers, cobblers etc, per Ms of total Hee pops) 

eau ead hides Ita heard a local Economics Top sum up by saying: %... vu 

put we must try to keep the biologists & geographers out of these ! 

affairs"? if 

Yes, suchelike inter-specifia antagenisms among concepts &/for Sdees i 

(& their action-program applications) would quite evidently be due | 

to show in all-such cases = = & therefore gotta be anticipated & rigged- 

for by any competent Outfit! concerned with a presumably endless series 

of jobs such as the pro-alfalfa, deer-mgt et al "campaigns", 

In the "Speculum Operations" Memo, to Ruhl, (about March '39?7) D'a 

somewhet fanned out some seemingly OK parallels & precedents from the | 

older fields of Medicine, Engtneering & Agriculturé. I sent you 4 

carbon of thet, didn't I? The nub of it was to the effect that any 

"modern" outfit of our type must operate "in 3 major phases" -- which 

must be properly synchronized: Technology, Administration, Extension. 

4nd the measure, or index, of the OKeness of such an Outfit might | 

well be: 1/the rate as which New & Better d&d was getting generated, 2/ } 

the time=lags between the "availebility" of (properly tested) N&B dad | 

& the dates on which such N&Bs “get effectiwvly absorbed into the current | 

ection-programs" (i e are actually in-use-on-job so as to replace the | 

gone-sour 01a Models). 

In our current project, I take it, we will be working out the dates . : 

so as to "fix" &/or measure such time-legs as they actually were in | 

the given "cases" - alfalfa, deer-mgt etc. Later on, no doubt, we'll \ 

be concerned with the how-comes & so-whats, but pro tem we're mostly 1H 

after whatever we can find of seemingly dependable repeater-stuff. .. 

As in the grouse-case? When the “cyclic pehavior" was definitly a@tab- i 

lished, all prior da had to be reoriented accordingly (all-same Usher- | ik 

& paleo-bio combination?) So also as the “critical” d&d as to alfalfa | 

sour-soil & lime etc .... & as the “critical” condition of the et-out Ml 

i
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From Adelphi via 1158 a to Author of "Wis Wldalf Chronology" UofW campus. Hi 

Re Howecomes & soewhats = if any- of Tentmaker's allegation that:"The 

~~ lion & the lizard keep the courts where Jamshyd gloried & drank deep", ! 

References consulted since last report & annotations in re same i 

l* Previous ref inaccurate so try follerin: "Old Age", by 4 S Warthin MD | 

see pub by Paul Hoeber (or Holber?), N.Y. 1929. 1H 
Especially the specific graphs of Homoscritterfs life-curve = as | 

proke down for physical, sexual & intellectual potencies & by age:- | 

embryo, infant, youth, adult, senility. 
: Here we mebby got s sorta form or forfmula apt to be handy in 

similar analysis & break-downs in re Hec's repeater-patterns (so as 

to fetch out into "understandings" &/or increasingly predictable 
status for use in ecological engineerings of Homo-critter-in-hebitats?) 

2= Life Mag for Apr 28, '41, p 12ff. Aero-photos seemingly confirm | 
Tentmaker's allegation, as quoted above, but for the given habitat | 

only, & species of lion, lizard not established; also just whats fié 
the J, Specimen drink & did he check in on the Warthin curve? an 

3-"Technological Trends & their Social Implications", Nat'l Reso@rces 
Committee, U S Printing Office, June '57, monographic & got big black 

cog-wheels meshing on the front cover. See especially p 39 ff, Sect, 
IV "Resistences to Adoption of tech, Innovations", | 

Here we seem to have enother set of repeater-patterns getting worked 

. into predictable status... & subject to time-age breakdowns etc | 

| 4e Eneye Brit under "Chronology”.... Also under "Troy" etc. Under T, 

the archeoeers found evidences of some 7 urban successions (of H+c s 

in situ & doing their stuff)- but seemingly did not check in full 

on Homeric intimation to effect that Helen was ea very OK mammel & 
had th goods to show etc. i 

Most of the discussion under Chronology has to do with the rapidity - | 
with which the coming of the paleo-geol-ers data & dope (d&d hereafter) | 
as currently integrated with the Darwin el sl d&d, became the dominant H 

(essociation of ideas, concepts, understandings ete?) & so as to 

run-out the previously-dominants a la Bishop Usher.,.. "As late as 
Queen Vic's time it was generally accepted that"... the Bishop's d&d 
wes OK & dependable, that the whistle blew on Genésis 4004 BC ete = + 1 

put that such-like notions skidded fast when they bumped into the | 

bio-geo d&d. 
Note There is more of that in Andy White’s "Conflict of Science 

with Religion" or some-such title.... & in his "“Autobiog" I think, | 
he grins some es he tells of watching the highly ceremonial dedication 
of a new monestery's bells, with castein-metal slogans ete to “fend Hl 
off powefs of darkness" when bells are rung ete, priests chanting 1 
& incense burning etc, everybody all dressed up, & “workmen in overe | 

alls meanwhile putting up lightning-rods on the bell-tower". Andy | |} 
was an ex-history-prof here & became the lst president of Cornell & 
seems to have been guite a feller even tho he was evidently short on \ 
biology & so couldn't properly understand whet he kmew ete. : 

if 

5= Bury @?? "Idea of Progress", standard book in any library, about '&o, | I 
my scopy is loaned out. Best job I know of tracing the successions HH 
of such a cluster of major Hec concepts from stage to stage:-pre- 1 
Homer times to date & then projecting curve so established, | 

i) See also p=73 for other specifiv H-c curves, well devoloped ete | |



1138 Fo AA fan, 17 41°& aint it Hii 
nice not to have a Must month? yl 
}.. but see later in re same) I 

Leopold (Mad-Wis) & copy to Put-in-Bay for attn Asst Polishers of { 
Crystal Balls et at 

1+ Our local Hierophents report you to be a very satisfactory hil 
guinae-pig & react prompt ete mostly they just srunt when 1!) 
needl#aé thus & don't even run a temperature; but Milt & Tom |! 
they also are usually guite dependable & ante before they draw etc { 
& so should be listed wider "Acknowledgments" in final copy prior 
to OK-for-printer & holding you jointly responsible for same, | 

I 2= See enclosed from Milt of 4/30 marked Return & kindly note his 
"Funny about ideas" ff & his adumbration that detailed close-ups 
of the 2M yrs of Homoscritters goings-on in Yucatan habitats 
mebby-might have significance in the 200-yr Ohio complex & its | 
projections of curve etc, | 

reinterpretation? yi 
3= Curious confirmations of same (subject to modification as our | 

researches proceed & here tentative only) seem to be as foller: | 
af When reading Milt's 2M;2C item our cortex fmetioned thus: 
",... Well damn iffen Tentmeker didn't record his obssrvations 
in re H+ce behavior-patteras (in habitats es specified by him) 
in ditto manner; i e'the lion & the lizard keep the courts where 
Jamshyd gloried & drank deep’, ,. . Looks es tho the two (2) 
curves would coincide, But Tentmeker had had to do his stuff | 
prior to the availability of modern ecological technics, Species 
of lion & lizard not specified; & was J. a type-specimen of Hee? 
And would that habitat & association (as studied by & reported 
on by Tentmaker) have been a climax-formation or a transition- 
phase?" Ete, | 
b/ Radio-reporter commenting on current H=c goings on in Bagdad | 
biocoenose, refered to same as “graveyard of empires", & listed 
some 5 (five) of same, with approx dates of successions; i e 
seemingly data & dope (d&i) readily subject to plotting so as 
to establish OK spots on such repeater-curves as we've been I | 
fuss=fumbling with of late. name 
e/ In Life Mag for April 28 (note curious aptness of same?), p=1l2ff 
aero=photos of the identical areas studied & reported on by Tent= 
maker (1.¢c) indicate current status to be as per his original | 
findings - i e lizard & lion (sp?) still dominant;& H+c elements Hl 
in that association currently subject to severe predations (or | 
inter-tribal antagonisms evidently major factor in determinations Wail 
of population distributions?) i 
a/ V. p-73 of reference cited under c/ above, for "generously HI] 
detailed" & specific set of H+c curves, seemingly very well I 

devoloped & apt to prove interesting &/or suggestive in re our hii 
current project (predictability of certain H-c behavior-patterns etc) th 

4= Local records, files ete seem to be in a rather violently mutant | 
state, & cortex-functions typically independable - so that I can't 
find a carbon of whet I sent you to start off this stage of our 
sere = or remember whether I started fanning it with you before or } 
after what I sent Schoenmann as of 3/25. My impression is that I Wa 
used you to practice on & then worked up the 13-p fumble-at for the Mil 
MSC-ers, so that in the 13-pps I managed to set up more of it in ai 
better shepe than I did (offehend lst-try) for you. . . So I™m now | i 
Sending it on - agin th chanct some of it may be as OK yeast working { 
on raw dough pending I sit around to more in re Warthin-type curves IN & otherwise tend to your long-hand queries ete... soon I pop? psi i



ee supplement to me-to-you of May 17 (.cye") | | 

Leopolg: 
; é oe DK 

In this 13-pps to Schoenmann of 5/25 Gardner is the Director of - \ V a 

the MSC Expt Station... I dunno do you know Schoenmann - or how well, 

Originally a Wis soil-er he was imported pig-in-poke when our Land Ee 

Survey was just starting... & was the LES Top later on... After an 

interim with TVA et al, he was fetched back to Mich by Sem Dana but ; 

avaaently found the UofM habitat not 100% OK & presently went to MSC 

where he is Director of Cvn Institute (via which the A#L Dean of Agr 

Anthony is evidently trying to eross-hook his several Tech contingents : 

of Soils, Agronomy, Ag-Ec, Extension etc, into a decent team = to pull 

on the Big lend-use thing,... as they wouldn't (couldn't do?) withoét : 

such a "specielizea" catylizing-agent. Another repeater of the Soiltex 

funetion? Anyway it seems to be working good - = so I can throw rough= 

raw stuff at Schoenmann (as I do et you & Milt 7.) & feel safe (enough); 

& trust him to filter & titrate same for local applications. 

o Xe Ke Xe Xe KoXe 

Much-most of the 13-pps ere léke the old prospector's placer-claim 

way up on a Reky Mt slope where he was scratching up the thin soil from 

cracks in country-rock formation to burro-pack down to creek for rocking. 

"Yessir" he said, "I figger I got 4 a damn-good claim staked out ‘ | 

here... Only trouble is they's so much dirt mixed with th gold.... & ; 

so fur down ta water". 

But from p-7 on I was fumble-tyying to "see" & set up something of a 

the sort of specific-case chronology-break-dowas etc, such as we are € 

evidently going to need (if we are to locate OK node-places ste & so =F 

date & graph embryo-infant-youth;sdult-senile stages ete a la Warthin. + 

The "node" notion came in after I'd done what I sent you & Schoenmenn fe 

so this will be damn-crude but it will mebby keep you fermenting so 5 

as to generate more such potent comments, gquer@es etc such as your 7S 

recent long-hand entes.,, plus sparks off the Wis-Wldlf-Chronology et al 3 

You say"Yes, age-stage breakdowns are apt to signify considable... ~ 

but how identify & define tamx such node-places so that they will be 4. 

common to all such, & properly recognizable (by chronologists & ra 

sraphers et al)?" Bs 
QZ 

I dunno, But I still hunch-plus it mebby can be done;& that's a 

what I811 probably be mostly fanning in the bateh now cooking up. I've = 

borrowed a copy of Warthin & having rechecked on it, I still figger ve } 

youfa find it very worth campus shelf-room. s 

& have I yet asked do you know Bury's book on "Idea of Progress?" | Q t 

That's bound to be locally on-shelf & its the best job of Specific 

tracing, dating & documenting a mejor 4dea-succession, so as to get : 

it into shape for projecting, “understanding significance of" ete that | 

I've ever found .... said to be a “classic” of its sort: i e itself 

the wedge-thing which split a big slab off th Big Chunk? 

For another-such, look-up "Chronology" in the Eneye Brit & suggest 

that you & all your local lab-assts be pondering &/or praying over 

same, pending arrival of next consignment from FRKS FABS 

,
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Schoenmeann:s: ‘ ’ bade : 

Yours of ‘21 oske that I rough=in a List of mebby-might Wea projects “| 

more or less of the order of "Log Marks” (which you sey Dirsctor Gerdner 

has seen & likes), I haven't seen thet uy know so Little of that ©. 
project, thet I'm in poor shepe to estimete to what extent - if any- 

the items of my*list have OK mekings, So I'll just pull both triggers ; 

& trust’ you to come) back for further elaborations when if & ss you want ‘om, 

@WAli. be n ificance in the order of my items.”, , Bie , 

(OE iat te ie peut toate -cnonsaga Lap niatel 

1/ Pollow-up on’ our set of slides to illustrate "the stoty story of 

Mich lend-use-ings". This would be the pictoral phase of the recent 

Wolfenger "Pioneer - Citizen") bulletin’- = plus the many & various 

sub-projects no doubt: due ‘to sprout off the seme root, 

Bhe pictoral records of early clearings & farmings, lumbering & 

mining, market-hunting ete, are probably faded worse than the "log- 

mark" records ... so presumably sre even more urgently 4n need of 

search & selvage, 

I'm not at all sure whet might be involved ‘in: rounding up what-such 

is yet to be found, but: 

Lumbering . i've previously, filed a starter of how-to-start ete, with | 

Situs, A feller nemed Leete or the like, in Detroit, has been: doing 

some of this & lest: I’ knew was still anxious to: do more, ..~d e would 

presumably be "sveilable to supervise", Some 25 yrs ago I helped : 

start. suc @ collection in the UofM Forestry Dept.,: but nobody was 

enough: interested to: keep et it. Lest yeer ithe Cyn Dept, wes’ considering 

the reconstruction of: « "typical old pine logging» camp” (foro "tourist" 

purposes): & the ohly such camp-photos anybody: could find (fer: as° DT know) 

T-lopatea in the remains of whet I hed assembled 25-yrs back, © Helluva } 

pote? 

Clear in S-Mich Davenport (BB?) ex-MSC feculty & leter: Dean of : | 

ago at U ra Tilinois,' I think, had something of an euto-bidg in the 

Country. Gent, some years beck, & told about how his) people “felled | 

timber:.in windrows: for burning" -. somewhere) around Howell, I think, | 

I. cen't»remember ever heving seen even sketches: of the typicel ; 

“clearhnge" in, the oak-hickory country, 4). Would you bet thet usc 

has ag good a collection of photos: as Ihave of: the north-country 

clearings as they were being meade during the Cloverland-boom days? | 
] 

In early '£0s didnIt Musselmen have s feller named Livingston out : 

demonstrating how to lift stumps wtc, "Paul Bunionés Hemmer" et 81? | 

i Yes. he aid,,.- I remember being out with thet. crew near Rose City about } 

"21,1, But- did MSC get, or keep, any photo: records’ I: duno, 7 

I'd expect. quite. e lot. to show up if reeliy looked for & collected 

fpr the historical record rather then for technical dotedis.., & 

seems to-me MSC resily “ought” to went such "historical perspectives”. 

Mining. Pege.121.of the Cyn Depts current, (10th), Rept. hes, s picture 

of. an.old-time iron pit-mine. In the (U of M?) “surveys” of Isle | 

Royale repts I think there are pictures ete of the I.R, prehistoric 

copper-pits.



That reminds me thet in sn Micb-Indien bulletin Hinsdele eg % ? 

(U of M Museums) hes & picture of the rows, hills ste, of en 

io® old Indian “corn-fiel1d" - from over Tosco wag, I think. 9 ~~ § \s 

E Merket hunting. I've read of the “barrels of pigeons”, “piles of 

bom deor-saddles", that there was once a deer-hide tannery at Greyling, i 

Batt etc, but can't remember ever having seen any actuel pictures of such, ‘ 

seit In Troutmen's. "Buckeye Lake" (last year publication by U of M) 

8 & in Mershon's "$0 Yoars” ato, are ‘printed descriptions of old-time 

"takes" by hunters & fishermen (grayling et 81) & what else such could 

be located (& mabby ‘photos?) I can't guéss, © But I've ‘seen & could 

ts locate & copy of a Mich Sports Asén ennudl session (about '87 Tthink) 

where the venison es sctuelly shipped from various up-state stations 

EM is reported &.commented ‘on... ("we gotta stop this market-hunting"). 

x Query. I.hear that Geol.Bergquist recently got WPA artists to work 

fe up a “really vety romarkeble” set of Big Ice-time drawings (shown 

during Jcad of Sef sessions here?), I'm wondering whether those 

seme people.&. facilities might not be available to do similar 

ca "reconstruction?" jobs for tha stage-by-stege "story" of "“slearing? 

Bm "logeins" ets. 

Bote If it were decently aone (as I sssume it could & should be) the 

: "story" of how the long-dominent farm-everything-soon idea, as 

ak whittled»into by the ."forestry" idea, & how that in turn is being 

whittled (down. to.scéle?) vie the geme-mgt idea’... plus the "non- 
depleting recreation" ideas, woulda evidently show these thrae “major 

tz utilizetions” starting out separatly (& often in violent friction?) i 

3 but. finely getting. "braided together” - as the anthony Committees 

LC heve so often seen & seid, But where hes anything of the sort been 

re properly, set ub so the Customers will “get” sny such "understanding"? 

iE seve The "Pioneer-Citizen” bulletin is in that vicinity, but its 

ay stance is (very properly) not that one, Seems to me that you-all 

ug are. going to neod a really OF job_of the sort to use with the local- 

: fermer-mapper-planner groups now integreting vie Berg, Barrett et al. 

of nese TL 6 to dO 58 adeguetly’ es may be, whet we were trying for with 

that set. of. lentern-slides. & the supplementel talking. 

How many of your MSC Top-fellors (except JOV & Dean A?) cen’ & 40 

sh "soe" or “think” this “land-using" stuff a la thet set of slides? } 

ov Except for McMurry, who on the U of M campus? & ein't same a 

Ls double-jointed & scopper-riveted helluvanote? 

fo ao it.so es to "reach" « large mixed estaience, will presumedly 

reguire much fphoto collection plus much printed-text stuff = the more 

9 the. better & no-telling whet will come in’ handy. 80 why not’ try to 

va aesemble ell of it we can, starting soon & with any tools: aveileble? 

2/ Search & assemble records. of waters which heve been “driven” (as 

yie. checking thru ola Tocal-nowspaper tiles, Plustrr? t 

er This would seem to tie in neatly es follow-up on “Log Marks", and 

a would. presumable have very larse & direct "importance", 

The "Public Waters". bild (MacKay? Ask Struhsaker, Fontanna et #1) 

Qs hes gone into the legislature axein, I hear, It would set up official 

ee machinéry vis which to fdentify & declare waters "of proven capacity 

for useful flotaze” or ‘the like... S0 &8 to extend the spplications 4 

. of the Gollins-Gerhert & Neboshone decisions without further specific 2 

ve ligigations. ‘| 

o9 The bill was so drawn ss to authorize & instruct the responsible il 
|
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people (ineluding courts) to hunt out & then use "old documents" || 
) ete, in connection with evidences thet given waters were once : * 

io “driven” - so ss to become identified as “navigable”, "vested with 
u @ public chéracte®"” atc, ; 

6 I have no dope on the changes that this bill will. be enested this i 
" winter, or in its present form, but I sssume that, in eny case it will : 

be of Very greet importance to get soing with such seserching of i 
a the records & sssembly of the ear it references. t 

i Whet in addition to checking thru the old newspaper files (as for i 
: items of then-current. news. of log-dirives: on given parts of given 
> streams stc) I can't. guess. To pre-dope & organize to go-git what : 
. might be gotten will evidently. need unusual cere & caution, Best : 
+ go at it vie Titus &/for Struhsaker, I'd guess. i 

4 

zB If to. ba tackled at al], I'd presume this, project, might.rate: a big 
fe Afi-plus in priority-value, : 

“ $ 

= Feeling that way I don't. remember.how well Sup"» you, ere on the { 
: history, status & prospects, urgencies eto. in re, Public, Weter, sffeirs, ‘ 

- & drop this line forthwith, warning you that.its "hot",,..& urging i 
- that you feel it out with real care & cattion (as, via. visit with 
7 Fred 5 et al), If we can brosk into it vie WPA, & do it right, I 

: wouldn't be surprised if.in historien's retrospect,-the. "permenent 
. yelue” of such 8 (well done) job. might. not. be greet oncugh to, cancel 
. the x~. futilities of even the Thrun “survay”,... but don't want 

: to strain you beyond your elastic limits, 

¥ 3/ Hunt out & assemble “in permanent form", the Resolutions.es passed 
2 in eir annual sessions, of a @ major contingzents.which have 
a been active or potent in Mic n.re Ferm, Forest. &/ or Recreation 
tn policies, practices atc, 

7 To include such organizations ss. Grange, Sports. Assns, Forestry 
ie 4ssn, Devolopment.Bureeus, ... & from. wey-hack-when,. to, date, 

” In what other manner could we hope to.establish.a cheekebly valid } 
r & Gurrently detailed racord of what these several contingents were ' 
| "thinking", "worrying over", ."trying for" .etc? 

ow Except 8s we heve & use such real & detailed records, .how can we 
: (or the coming-up historisns, land-users et #1) hope to "understend" 

a the “combinetions" & “integrations” out of which out “policies” & i 
. statutes & practices have grown and ere now proliferating? 

re How can the “"key-paople" (stich #8 on Dean Anthony's Advisory. Comnfs) 
_ “ 2, properly plot thse..curves of our land-usings, .or help,.project such t 

: | gurves s6 #8 to pYe-dops.the coming-ups. etc, egcept se they have & ' 
use such data & dope? a 

4ren't you tired of listening to ma tell how then-Desn of Ag. Shaw i 
& thon Forestry-prof Lovajoy, usta do their stuff from same, platforms, : 

Mi he bragging up the urgency of Bigger & Batter Ditches, & me a-tellin j 
eS how Very Damn Urgent this-here-now Raforestation (via beby pines) { 
. should be considered? .... Both of us earnest, well-informed otf, & 

2 both of us turrible wrong, lop-sifded ete (as is now evident?). 

na Seme thing of course all down the line, ematures & professionals 
mis-foping demn near everything (as presently gits shown up): in, re ai 

Farm, Forest, Geme et al.... Old Dope going sour, New & Better Dope a 
coming up & Slowly sosking in so as to re-slant policies & practices,.., | 

sisisiuitailiice ini lnn: ||)! |



¥ { A. few.of us.cerry.guite.e lot of that "picture" (series, er 

. suecession. of. dominsnt. ideas, time-schedule & reasons for the | 

n shifts) in our heads. You send your young-feller Tach on the Grazing f 

‘ job downto have me.."give him some béckground” etc. 48 Chrmn of the qi 
: Acad Soi Cyn.Comm. you recently had the job of trying to ree ote & | 

"out in the permanent record", ths "Significant" items of curren 

. ovn goings on. Fower & fawar people sro sveitleble & their memories } 

e will be.getting-less.& less dependable or adeguate..,, & there isn't | 

+ any helf-way decent zecord SBYRRATSs just fragmonts... & those { 

' scattere Tom here to ere eae of ‘em getting permanently lost or | 

destroyed 911, the while, ; 

i. I can't. think of any "source-matarial” anywhere near as’ readily- i 

if available ® subject to collection & permanont storage etc, due to be j 

. as.."significant” as the suggested Resolutions, your after year to date, ; 

What. sort. of job it woulda ba to hunt ‘om out, T dunno, T'a- expect 

A those of the Grange & Davolopment Bureaus to be decently in the files i 

be of thoge Outfits, but, the old Mich Sports 4ssn.& the Mioh Forestry Assn { 

heve been mostly gone for some years & likely there isn’t ony old filo. i 
¥) But. turned over to. the MSC forestry-feller who followed me as Sec } 

rs of the Forestry Assn, @ "ledger" & files which very decently hed such { 

‘4 records upto about. 1920,..W.B Mershon, (Saginaw) is said. to have in his 

| ldbrary, &, lot. of, the. ola. Sports Assn Reports & other such, 

> I suppose there is « file of the (reletivly young) Isaac Walton 
c+ League, documents,. & ditto for the UP Sports Assn (ete Trudell at } 

v Negaunes?) 
} 

ye With all such records compiled, like enough bad geps would still j 

} show up in the year-by-year Resols. In thet case I.4 expect to be ! 

“J able. to plug many faint gaps by checking the local pépers. inthe towns 
- where the annuel meetings ware hela (if those sould ba ifentified), 

If really looked for & with & ‘proper ‘sponsor with intent & facilities ‘ 

2) to provide permanent library facilities (es MSC presumebly would do AV). 
a very. considerable list. of supplements) documents (with high value 
as. historical items or iniexes.or status) would turn up, I have mabby 

‘ 10-20, such scattered around in ths attic, for inst., such as; 

1909 (9) Rept of Inquiry into Tex-Lendd’ & Forestry, Légisteture. 
The. U of.M Library has a copy., Art Stace vie MoMurry quoted i 

>} from 4t at length 2 yrs back as Stace worked up his series which ! 

i+ (mora. then any single influence?) killed the pending Enox bili 
= ommt. || 

: 192B( 3) US Senate/Hearings (Bay City & Grand Rapids)’ as to stetus 
& prospects, needs eta, in re "forest lanis” in public or private | 

Ownership. . There was much individuel evidence, later published 1 
40 bp thn © US Senate Document, At Gd Repids the 1st-dreft meps of t 
3 the LES (for Charlevoix Co) were shown & spieldéA by Stoll & hin 

Lovajoy & seem to have “made such en impression” that st thet : 

Gd Rpdé hearing, Baird (then Cyn Dept Top) offered me the chance a ii 

& to take over & run the LES (which di@ run, taking “inventory” sto 
eg until some SMM ecres had been covered & with indefinitly major j 
eH resultants os to out official stete-policies ots, 

Sil 1915 (?) U S Farmer's Bull (or Circular?) on “Clover for the Jack-pine 
Plains of Mich" (or some-suoh title). . | 

HH) 

ban 1920 plus .& minus I was in most of the States east of Mississippi } | 
at gattong dope to write up the then-booms in "colonization" ata, | i 

Ae 
WN 
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cS Br ‘route I collected mebby 251s of officiel State documents & : 

va losel=outfit boomer literature, Lake State.# other... & gave it Bl 

os to the then-head of U of M Geog Dept, presumably to sort & file 1 

- for reoord (U%of Molibrary?).  Some,yoars later I_saw some fragments 

. of this “eollestion kicking ,eround:an-s frof's.celler - where it wes 

: présently to’go: into the furnace, no doubt, At that. time I a@inn't 

; know enybody ateMSCratiall-ept’to,be interested in “saving” such | 

: recoras,”, , Come to think of it, do I, have.proof that there is | 

a anybody of that’ sort-up there now? i 

BYér Sea°thé° Wedd Waldron, comment.on “Cloverlend” in his Century & i 

Co book (19207) "We explore the Great Lekes"? D'd judge thet i || 

z chepter to” be highly "sienificent", «fitus» send me the book, Pequin ; | 

. used some of thet coment to "touch up" the U.P. Devol, Buresu at ; 

. one of ite ennual, sessions... I'd, be,glad.to donete the book to MSC i 

librery if essured it would bec ome incorporated in such a collection, : 

. ese to be took bigod serious, as tur, { 
j 

Come to think of 'em & I guess I have 10-20 items of sorts proper i 

, to put into sucht a permanent librery collection - & that I'd like to | 

. donete ,.., if as above, i 

But I've run way out of my original 3/ item - ss to Resolutions ete 

, from whith to-index @/or graph % work up the time-echedules of the 

tajor “intorestse (Ghooies), of the #axm, Vorest & EBw¢rgation groups a 

Rs I'd guess thet the “velues" & probable “uses" of such a Resolutions 

" compilation ‘would, be evident,enough, so I drop. that item forthwith. i 

4/ Got so pns withoe reelieffort to build a proper _Leand-use Section into 

oq the rary & 7 o. kes t reaily taken. cera of, post ttae up 

steadily & adequatiy >.>. & per s86,land-use theory, pract ica, story 

ne ete +... mot just odds & onds of references tinder Soils, Forestry, 

Zoology, agr'l Engineering & dn, Husbdy.et,e1, (es I'd guess it now 

: mostly is with you-ell), 

Not over’ 10 profeseionsls in. all Mich: will, heve something of the | 

1 sort in’ their own reference files, & eech such feller's lists will be ; 

: 90-90% in his own specisl fiold,. 1 suppose; no even S0-80 eguivelent 

in any Institution's Reguler Librery - on this campus, snywey. 

Rut were & few OX WRAsers to he picked to.do it, & sent out with 

proper cre@entiels & instructions, to get eccess to & then list. the i 

titles of the items esch of my hypothetical 10-lend-use Tops picks : 

out for him Vperkeps with = few sentences of, ennotation by the feller | 

whe ‘thought the item worth keeping?) those consolideted lists would ! 

readily devolop into the makings of a very considerable Working : 

| Librery inthis new & ae-yet breceieted but fsest-coming "integration", k 

| “‘woukdan™t £t: 1 

Just for inst. where on the MSC cempus ithe "Leke Stetes Plenning 

Report” on file, 4s printed? ana whet will be "permenently eyaileble" 

es to its amtecodents & the prelim documents ..as you will now have ‘em 4 

in ‘your own files for the Mich end,of-it?, Where should the files of : 

the Anthony. Comms doings go? Whet would, proper librarions & historians © 

consider tobe "worth" putting into such ea. Librery Collection? i 

Of the 10-20 references in my"Concepts & Contours in La. Ut," how | 

many coulda you probably locete the. originels. of on that. gampus, & a 

after how-much running sround, digging etc, 

Whet shape will your esdvenced-degrea-ers be in if they begin to | 
Vi



6 tackle more & more. professionel aspects of what you & Yestch & hi Meliurry would consider really OK MS or PhD thésis subjects? { 
Of the dozen or so items of current literature which I've nominated j @8 currently major Contributions ta th bigod Litteratur during lest year;oinemy corrosponience & eonmient +6 you, JOV, Millar, Wolfanger, (most. of fem © in’ various * 40h Journals” or tho like,: or ss the USPS "Recommendations to~ Congress® put out in mimeo lest summer (with the ; official abstract 14-pps) "both Sides)) how many. cold you locste in ‘ eny one place on your eampus’- sor tell an OK student-feller where ; Ro go to locete ‘am easy & no-trespass? Same down here, I'm. afreia, j 
Excépt “es individual Staff-pedvle'do it for thair own Sections or | files, “how! does “major Porest-polfoy stuff" (1lika Peerson°in last March j Journ of ‘Forestry; or is-4t-d-gin? editorial in last July J. of F, gat cross=iniexed to “equivalent currently-mejor ‘data 6r aops in re | Famm-policy s$uff... & both Farm & Forest cross-indexed to such Game i etc slants as fevoloped in the Davenport Isle Roysle Mss? \ 

4 There iss lot-suéh coming faster ‘ell tha tind, dsn't there... @ { trending toward @ reel." technical litersture” “innits own right even tho inot yet ‘quite recognized as suéh? 

Why not: MSC-aers ‘do ‘some praying ‘ebout ‘that... & then figger how to cut some WPé-ers in on the first-rough listings, assembly of ; documents, refersn¢e-lists ‘ete? 
: 

Hote the Sodiety ‘of ‘Am, Pordsters has’ a Committes for it, & I think Wes) arranged or 'the Librery of Congress. to fila & tand the raw : stuffies it'comes inj? & is Supposed’ to be hunting out ell manner iy of early-day dofheundnts of USPS & Forest School & such-like ist-hena Bi history-making’ recoris,.), "to! save what ‘hesn"t baan already lost™ ate, ; 
Most: of the Mich=s turf of how-come' the LES & down to date, probsbly is) quite readily aveileble.°° With eny luck within say 25-50 years : ity will: be »vident! thet’ MSO was hunching & Retting set to beat th gun i (agein)in re this daliberetly ‘intelligent & @11-tools-in-kit. "Lend. use-planning”, don't you guess? ,”.. Well why not stars making MSC i library: facilities’ in re seme, es-good or best-anywhere? | 
Woy’ yes:° If Ii fina the’ funds’ & aon"t nena ‘em, I might-e¥en endow avs peciel eleove: in the MSC Librery?i Misht even leave you my. bast Crystal Balls & Seerets in’ te Banane=peel Enginserine ete, {But I'm | not» promising* nuthin, until I¢kin® feel sure’ you-eall are’ goins to gO Out-inefront & apt to Stey there, bomb-proof shalters insulated with solidified: vacuums’ ote), 

I'm notoin proper* shape’ to-write’ ths speot’i set ions  23z the Msc t endoofseny such projest, or to guess how to°-gut=in the WPaA-ers on ats ’ | bute I'mesure suggesting it as sumpin: for yourall to figger & pray on, 

ThareBs-a "seemingly pertinently impartinent paragraph of so in | the ‘longish comment I gent) Millar vast fall when he asksd for some ; on , the ‘then-Justsout Wolfeager “"Pione4sr-Citizant publtostion,... He i hasn't iyet replied or commented ‘on my comment, Ifnas hendy you might : gO ust rhim howsdomes)) & $43 xin you find & mabby usa thst vet or s0 } in ‘réithis 4/ efter, 
wii 
A Sf Start Some @xperimenting with hook-ups tnvolving "Extension sampaigns” {MW Solas to try doing dn thet Pied avout what Wolfenger et al has boon iii trying for inthe just-out "Slope 4nelysis™ publication, i 

. oo 4



That isn't intelligible - ag it stands; &.I dunno.that I can 7 | 
properly put down in type what I'm here hunch-fumbling et..so that Wi 

you will "get" ma - or be able or inclined ‘to try to re-sell it if | 
you do. 

Best get at it vie what.I'm presuming to be parallel propositions, | 
perhaps... such as were ‘long in emorphous-fuszy ststus... but finelly | 
got worked on with sli-th-tools-in-kit,& so.as, to locata,the bottlenecks i 
& get. ‘em reamed pro bono homo & New 4 Batter Dope flowing fast & wesy 
into the current aation-programs; private &/or sublic. 

|’ Phe-core of this notion is to the effect that if we tr » persistently j 
& cleverly & using all th tools eta, just..as we often. neve, done, it 
in working out lesser "problems", we shall be sble to. "understand" 

; much of what we already "know" about these, large & integrating "land-use" | 
effeirs - with perheps very materiel pick-ups in the pro-bono-homo 

[ resultants, 

Consider tha history of "soil science”... For some Ms of years: there 
wasn't ony, GYass,@fone ete just Wid or didn't. grow good in csertein 

; places... & about the only way. to. do anything.about it.would be ito heve 
; the " tribel, medicine-men sacrifice. the. properly-selacted virgin & 

chant the right incantations as they scattered.the blood on, the seed 
& the seed’ on the place they wanted it to grow. 

avout 50 yrs ago the then-prewailing dope was thet.vie leb, snelysis 
of the physical & chemical "properties, &, characteristics",.the.neture 
of “fertility” & its control mebby-might be "understood",.. 4.18. the 

4 ola ground-bone & such-like sample plots at Rothemstead.in.Englend.(have 
Tgot thet right?). The labs aia "Pind, oute.1lot",.but..idt: didn't meke 

i much sense or heve much effect on.the actual farm & farmer doings,: (So 
dl that ss late ss "15 the then Deén of 4g at WSC. was willing to-go.into 

print as being highly optimistic that even,the."lighter soils” Upestate, 
would prove OK for some mannér of farming (or grazing),"when the technic 

¥ hes been worked out", Note Gosh yes, there's enother of them classic 
ri references. for out, library,.....Gus.Carton,.then Immigration)Comunr., I 

think, & his farm-everything-soon bulletin with the-cross-eyed gal.on 
ais the cover, pouring potatoes, shivs & what-enots from a cornucopia os. with 
tt uSC-koshering it -- with ite fingers crossed, no. doubt. | 

Meanwhile (from Russia I'vyevheard).e new style of).soils-taxonomy. had 
shown up +. entities & relationships.yia "horizons", »& with yen 

£U antecedents gatting considered, Now they hed something definable & 
on checksble to recognize, map & go to work on as velid soil entities, 

That hed- been going good for how long before MSC or Mich decided to 
import some soil-surveying competence?...4nd.you & Beatch actually came 
in-&“got going on whose money?.. .as what concepte & agtion-programs r 

rie got going in '23, wasn't it? Heh-heh & I twiddle my fingers agein & i 
nuthin you-sll can do about it, either. | 

As the LES got going, wa “recognized, » somewhat delicate situation", 
f didn't we? We didn't say anything about, what .we."sonsidered"™ to ba 

good, feir or migzery land, for farming.or anything @lse.:° Hell no! 
; 4il we “did was to map & describe the "Soil entities" (ss per USBS) & ; 
03 then "correlate abandoned farms, OK farm-settlements"..ete.'»-Somehow 

the failures & eabshdonments on the Grayléng sands, et al, .epseared 
to ‘be more numerous, as twr, then..on,.the. Onaway.et,.s] loems... Quite | 

eA Consistently, in fact... but we expressed no parsonal opinions as to 
s Teletive productivities, values or such... Oh indeed not. But with 

% those maps & records of use-status ete the essential hook-ups began Vi 
to be increasingly evident - & self-selling. \|



p How meny yecre later, was it before the USBS began to incorporate 8 
ge specific tebles of farm-crop "productivity" typical for each: crop-+ ’ 
soy @ species on each ectualiy-farmed soil-entity, as mapped?) Ton-plus yrs? 

ce And. about 20plus before “lani-type” concepts’ & applications began: to . 
g show. in the USBS county-surveve & writeups (as vie Veatch et «l-dn 

‘ax the, recent Cheboygen Co job?) 

a 4nd how long after thet before even MSC "recognizes", in print, that 
tiv} for "forest. & related enterprises" the “productive capscity" of each 

‘i soil antity, can & shoulf be rated & ‘reported on (good, fair, poor & 
1 ratehole for pina or fleer sll-seme ss for potstoes or alfalfa?) 

, ant And about how many yeers yet to go to’ got that (concept & technic) 
he actually soaked into the “understendtngs” & fhe currant action-progzrams: 

+9 public & private; Mich, Leks States, rest. of USA etc? 

. Checking back over sush soil-survey history, what seem) to -have been 
5) the major bottlenecks in the “advances”? ‘Projecting: the old -curve, 
a whet.are spt to be the limiting or inhibiting factors for the next 
i 10-£0 years? Think thet you & J0 & MeMurry & Desn Anthony would beve 
Ay any 4iffieulty in egreeing on some of ‘those°current & coming-up. bottie- 
v0 necks?. Various of 'em ere in plain sight & to be pre-doped with ssse 
4+ &accurecy, sren't they? (es we've often told each other, in privete?) 

a But another of thom “delicate situations” is dus to be much involved, 
+ 4 sO. weer -@b - deem it expedient to proceod vie indirections; so thet 

"> the .Cvn Commn passes a Resolution telling the Direstor to get busy 
at checking up on 2nd-growth forest affairs.,... & the Director presently 
om 7 | requests. the Chrmn of the Lends Committee of the (gawd-awful) Academy 
shi of Science, will ha kindly do some correléting in re same & mebby. help 
saq+ § tidwife. Some New & Better Dope into ki¢k-&-squell status, ...' & while 

by the Chrmn of the Acad Sei Cyn Committee is working up ainice, Report 
ts on the high-spoté of eccomplishment & evident trends to be printed 

: ak "for tha record”, 

ney Taking thoge ectusl itdms of event, their seqguencies & the time- 
os schedules they have bean working on, quite ‘® percentage sof the total 

, has .bodn guite readily predictable hasn't it? 4nd the projections 
as of such curves ara very decently prédictable for the next 10-plus years, 

(subject, to discounts such as defense-programs, 3rd Terms & such major 
a tectonics, no.doubt). ... (dst as the future of the 2, strobus dn 

‘ the Beal 2inetum is now quite definitly pradictsbdla?) 

At Consider the history of ealfelfa in Mioh, } 

a Like soil-science, it went thru’a long prelim period (in Europe .& 
ano § later over here) during which it was “known to be a good forage plant” r 

doug @ but “curéuusly independable", "froaky”™ ete. | | 

i Some 50.(?), years back the Technologosts "went to work on it"... & 
eh t presently identified the major limiting factors: \acclimated.saed, 
in _@ soil “swast™ snoush to lat tha nodule-bacteria berhappy, & seed-soil 

Asa properly inoculated. so.as to let the symbiosis do its stuff. 

me Thet formula was "known" for quite ea while beforevanything;: materiel 
cue heppened.to chengs the acreage of elfalfs in) Michs,.. There: were, some 
ih bad. bottlenacks. involved..,, & presently the MSC-ers| got. those, identified | 
tal & went to work 6n ‘am: (with all th’ tools! in" thikit). 

ad | | 
WW



9 rt To wit; Musselmen et al begen.to tinker & contrive with drag-line re Scoops & tractors so. as to gat & pile marl from Soup-bottom: Lakes i hs (the geologists long “since having .found ont how many-such lekes.we | ' have), So, sbout’'20, Beldwin tock me out to seq the field demonstra- } a tions..., drag-lines working, merl-piles growing where the wagons & | v0 menure-spreaders could come & get it.... Extension. people pounding ; ee their dumm ‘to make farmers suspicious & sneerissl of timothy in.thoe ; cow-horns, 
i 

i By a@hout than the Ferm Buraeu (under s?factive cosching?) bed sorth- e grovn 96d coming in "certified", 4nd MSC had, hendy. little bottles Fd of root-bact culturs to bs hed with ease ... #11 those bottlenecks 
Geying beon reamed out. But still the slfal fe acreage wasn't growing im very fast, in Mich *or eleewhere (as I harn tell). Ceuse why? d4nother sas bed. bottleneck: .no fest, easy, dependable ae to find cut..how much ma meri per acre for s given fisla or knoll, ; Thras,.loeis, might not. do it ; --="& five might he.way too much, Everything .¢lse in, tha series having .e been licked, here was snother limiting fsctor summing th works, 

Ens Until Spurwey et el ‘thunk up & some thru with Soiites! Tow any are dub ‘of a 4-Her could pre-determine the lime-requirements of any field. 

AoE With the Extension people now getting so they could roll their drums q reel good, & with Bsladwin, ‘Ballerd et al to keep ‘em timed, right,.whet happend? 4s T haer-tell, the screesea of aifelfa in, Mich doubled , Svory yoar for quite & while; & Gs still going up. (but leveling off ’ bs tha Variable spproaches its dimit & as the crop's seturation-point es bearings to show?) 

4 Thats the "story", succession of Stages, &/ or. graph. of. alf-in-Mich . to tate, isn't it?.: And easy enough, to fill in the ectuel dsetes. chen wD this nthet got ent in-on the Series, wouldn't it be?.. Y Sure. dt would 

o4 Consider the history of a&ear affairs in Mich 

A 4bout. 50-75 years. back the clesrings ate hed pretty.weli. "driven Of the. dear out" of enough, counties so that lossl leeks of deor begen 28 tobe comple inet of, 
| 

css So, in the familsr mote & manner, the 296d 8t as Ores begen to, tinker O with open & closea seacons, bas. limits ste, (with "wolf, bounties” running ef right. elong,'of courte), But the dear-supoly kept. on feaing until 
th boys doped up a nics. naw bottleneck to tinker. st,...§top th market 
buntins! If you knew..where,to find one you sould resd- ail: epout oR that in. ths Rept, of the Mich Sportsman's jsén for 1887. pre-& post, 9 eee S180 what th boys thought about tha opis, 28 grayling,.besver et a 

From the time they first beean to urge it, took. ahout,how long ,to nM 5 gat Such enti-ship geome legislation? Phat sould.be found. out eesy\otoo,. | 
But when they hea it, they discoversd that it wesn't self-enf orcing, Bet 48"now Sppears their efforts ware bottlenecked for lack of zaine-werdens, | Lf 

qo Teking the formula from some of the oldar States. (up agin such+like i difficulties for longer & so. with more tigkering .ceught-us). the ‘effort ot was to g@t going with a gun- or hunting-license "system", with the fees ‘ Sllocated to maintain the "wardens" so thet they could make the geme- | i laws, stick -.-.& thus; eS it wes presumed, ."bring jback,tha, doer". | 
After ? years we got the l-buck law g0ing, & thet \wes) supposed \\\ 

Wi



10 1|!| 
to take care of whatever of biology might. be involve’, & from Ti 

} time ‘to time’ the Bretheren asbated heatedly, as. between a. "spike"- 
a or “fork-horn” law, & that: wes still going on in '25, when I first \ 

iy got’ in-on such, 

; '  Meenwhile, the lumbermen hed taken off most. of, the pine» by..1900, 
& presently vere taking off the heérawood timbar almost es fest. And 
the fires were running free & sasy & often (so thet as of about "14 
a State Fire Chief was. putting into his report. a table, by Counties, 

E purporting to show the cesh-value losses as.set sgainst, the. "benefits” 
; from the tremendous fires of the season... Most.of them.benefits ho 

figserd on the proposition that the fires hed "made the land easier to { 
clesr, for farming"), 

: Mesnwhile, akko, « "foreetry" contingent hed started. beating its 
ro drums in Mich- - so thet presently ue had two tex-supported Schools 

of Forestry, both full of Profs 1004. sold on the. proposition. that. a : 
Turrible Timber Famine was a-comin fest.... to. head..it.off.1/. them 
fires gotta. be stopped, 2/ gotta plant _ 3x mijlion million. baby 
pines & hurry with both, 

Note-page S02 of Cvn Depts. 10, biennial. Rept lists.such sctuel. pine 
rl plentings. to date, yoar by year,.1904.to:1940, totel 189,620,.000, .as 

; planted, “How wicked, would it be, do you suppose, to try.to-find.out 
how!meny of ‘am were elive 5, 10, 20.yaars efter planting... & moebby 

: a little Sumpin esto thé reasonable probabilities that ?4.will 
finei ly git_ta be decent.log trees?. If I dest, durn if. T.wouldn't 

, like to wonder about thet. - sometime, when I, got.a waak-end. free, 

. Meenwhile the Cloverland boom hed ceme & wont, farming.was in: a. bigs 
i slump, the.fbrest. fires hed been‘ whittled, down surprisingly fast, .the 

LES. was showing. how-coma.so many million scores were delinguent.for taxes 
& (Sorta vid back-door) tha Cvn Dept hed e full-time "professional" 

i feller, checking into Game Refuge affairs, with s.side-line.on:deer-yeris, 
tlus enother fulletime. Technical feller starting to.work.on fish-sffairs, 
uery Might this be in.re Game & Fish, about es it.was.when MSC.started 

off tis first full-time professionals in soil-surveying? Or just where 
‘ would be the corrosponding points on those curves? 

ShortingA thru the incfdants of the "story", as.the."professional” 
> dear-service fellers got.gotng, they began to.run.into bottleneck 

a4 combinstions, . Nobody (aven:in Washington!) knew anything sbout the 
carrying-capacity of given types of country in terms of dear, Nobody 
knew the safe ratio of bucks to does... Bobody knew much of anything 

5 ebout why or where dear “yarded tp", Until the MSC vets helped us out 
ea in posting dear found,dead in the yards, nobody.could.be sure.whether 

: such mortality was."wolves.é),coyotas", starvation, <diseasse:or what, 
Coburn et 41 turned .up.tho,lung-work.& nose-fly.& so,.on,.&.the ‘boys t 

B ise on S$noOW-sShoas begen.to be able,to recognize "over-browsing" & to mas | 
a the condition’ of the yards, & uSa tha CCCs to’make “drives” in typical f 

chunkg of country & so establish the actual.current deer-populations 
therein, 

| 

All that .was going .on.while.Veatch was-getting the data.@ dopa.to 
coma out in the: spot-map bulletin, Not dong sitarward Bert at,,.al i |) 

os came thru with the “Whitetails” bulletin = to report what evidently ; 
or nust-be involved if doer-erops wore aver to de, “Menaged". j 
ell 9 welt | 

: Most .of what have, haan assumed.to be the, limitiag factors for, deer, 
. sre evidently minor items or outright hooies.. Suitable "cover", .é iil 

"Yyard$ not allowed to become browsed-out ara the major bottlenecks i 
(as now appears), }
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- it is now evident that during pre-white-men tines, forests 11 
+4 virgin. eto, the deex-carrying Csapecity of: the Mich» oo untry’ wés 
a Low (heed of deer per sqg.mile etc), & bete in S-Mich turkey country 
. «ew probebly..better.yet.in Ohio. 

Se clesring & then logging plts fires “opened up” more & more ; 
gountry, dearehabiteats changed’ fgst ieeyiaoncofioubteths ‘@esropop= j 

a ulations also chanzed .accord ingly. 

: at any rete, somewhere between 1660 & about 1900: (as I suppose) 
ct Mich had its sll-time "low" of deer,(probebly during the pesk of 
es méorket-hunting?J,...«.or)as of speak: of wilhd-fire veverywhers?) 

° Then, BF ot fire-control got going “+-very mildly until Hoss “taken 
it over.(with Titus to swamp-out in front) »-butspost='25 cach offre 

: control “picked up" astonishingly (like slfelfe acreage after Soiltex?) 

4s. thea burns-per-yesar sbégan to shrink :there wed -8 ‘corrosporid ing 
ss pick-up,.in. "volunteer £nd-growth" .& corresponding “improvement” iin» 
- dear habitat & populations (tho nobody realized or “understood” thet). 

Note---dreve Zettle, on Ogemaw state Forest morth of pYest Branch, 
tells. how when he, 1st went,in there £ started eurveying saotiom ‘lines, 

— | the .bil1s. ware So -hare jhe had -t.o,eut, diine-stakes «% carry o"emralong, 
eo WOULA cross S-5aesyr trooks sin sall-fey: travelses ButlCsL5 yrs leter 
there, ..as..enongh 08k etc 60 he could gst stakes nearly anywhors, & 

en deer £0 common that 3-5 tracks per side of a 40 would be normal. ... | 
. & now..(20eplum yesrs..since, he wantin?) what With wihkentet fons coming 

. clong og volunteer scrub,.2nd growth "Lfillingmin"” » oforusomelyears 
(eg I'd estimate), that district hes psseed: its: peak of @osr=carrying- 
capacity & #li-time populetion, & es "tight forest cover” continues 

hoe to “devolop", the deer populetion will beoshrinking egein => to 
\ whatever, level the "cover" conditions may currently esteblish, 

rs Somewhere, in, between: maximum."denudetion"» vibaxeéefire & merket- 
hunting - say shout 1900?- & say "25-"S0? the “conditions for deor 

- were most f&vorable” in Mieh, & we: cen: probably approximate that 
, peak, cen't we? 

4né..vie, license-celes,, kill-records: ete, we sreonos, ini very OK’ shape j 
: to.Meesure.& pravh.our deor-crop sffeirs with inereesing precision, 

ee Af. per. pps B66 ff, in, current..(10th) Cyn vept Reptes {All-semer Prof 
’ Hill & his ferm-crop..afisirs re) 

: oXeXe Wek eke 

Spotting.in.his slif.- curves’ & projecting "em es per discounts: for 
the mejor-variables which he can recognize) &, est imeto,oHtll-é¢t-a8l) een 

F mesgsure the.rete.at which.alf-aoreageis due, to.slow downs’ "stebilize” F 
{ége the’crop reaches its seturation-point?), can't he? i | 

- Ditto Rubl.et .al.in.re.decr? -Hegzsrd.for troutess Bradteforsbéaver 
" & sO on? 

Ph 

e Aron!t these repeating "pstterns"?. If so.(orsany detent chance they 
s might ber why mot usa #li-th-tools-in-sll-kits 0 "sae" & "handle" ‘em 
% in thet concept? .... "Break.'em-domn” etc ell-same Wolfanger & his 

of: "slopes" etc, so ss to better “understand” what we already “know"? | 

é What,.(if,any),.equivalents .of the soil “horizons «might wea mebbdy 
a identify & be able to use in these "cropwise managment" affairs? | 

y }



wel} soil-surveying etc, alfalfa or deer, don't they sll 8 Lk UG) 

; typéeally @ inevitably, heave stages 4n ackinada’ sére)satla: Elton? Bil 

, cues & SwOrk" on time-schedulas which oén be measured, Dlotted eto? yi 

, 1? -Indefinitly long periods of amature eee @ tinkerings but | 

with growing recognitions of flesirs to have when & where "“wanted") 

. 2/ Bprcivic. attempts to “manage” but lacking in recognitions! of, or 

"modorn tools for Locating” the "primery limiting| factors”) ete 

The. tinkerings are now dons with deliberate intent to. control, but 

ere still mostly trial-a-error fumbling via. émetures 

: 3) Motlern technologies begin ‘to get out®in w proceed to ddentify: & 

fector ont tha 1imiting factors... thon to devise adequate & , 

preeti¢sble controls for each,... aaliberatly trying for gontrols 

t of Bll of "am at the seme time.,.° vie’ locating bottlenecks ete 

4}. Sub-eyole now begins: fypicel technologists (nuthin: else but-ére) 

pre at first oonearned with little but "theory™:-te whet dt mey 

z be possible to do... presently withxwkak the "sconbmic"considera- 

tions get cut in so as to require ‘integration™ of what it:wiih 

he preeticeble to do (unier the cirrently-sccepted-as-0k ‘cost 

yeturne retios).... still leter (es the possible & practicable 

i besin to get decently defined, fixed, understood etd) the factors 

of over-ell desirsbility , “worthwhtleness" ‘sto, get cut in.... 
' eee ee 7 

; & ef #21 three get “stabilized” & "“integreted” we heve our current 

: "saturations" showing up. 

Note In tha "Concepts & Contours in La Ut" I tried to say something 

of this in telking ebout "runing the economic contours thru” - so 

3 as to “separete the supre-,; eub-, & merginel dornibina tions” 

‘ The gama notion’ is perheps better fumbled at in my "Ovns -Equetion" 

(which I notion somebody will sometime do some real work on}i - ie 

sf , 

OK Pah nh Ee | Ox Soo-poly OX. 4p {action program) 

> i RSX Re Ke Xe Fe Xe 

The nub of this proposition is’ that 41f went at intelligently + & 

‘ wa typically fo fo°-at the smaller "research problems", these many series 

— "erop" histories, will be found to "pattern", run in "repeating & a | 

a (or “ovelas"), "stages in seres” otc..., & with the time-intervels 

< from stece-to-stase probebly subject to specific ifentificstions & 

therefore to graphing, for canperisons, Classifications etc... SO a8 

to permit increasingly devendabdle pre-doping of an individual curve's | 

projection... thus further edvencing concepts & controls so as to 

iy engineer where we sre still tinkering & fumbling (for leek Of adeqguste 

su recognitions that wo sre dealing with enother set of mammel-in-hebitat 

) effeirs, & thet the Homo-critter chiefly operates in repeating petterns ete 

The suggested application of the notion, is to use whatever is 

* availsble vie WPA or other, to start trying to recognize ussble "nodes" } 

ad or “shifts” or "stages" in out oropemat histories (parheps equivalent 

to the soil-horizons otc) 4nd see whet the actual time-schodules as 

or graphed out, "look like" ... "mabhy-might be usad how?” etc, 

a 0 Fa %e Xe XoXe 

It may very well seem or be a poor-bet to tackle anything of the 

 f sort vig the available Wed-ers. Beyond their capacities without more | 

& better supervision than eveilable - ell-same Thrun "survey" ot
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: Anyway I'm not very seriously suggesting that it be teckled hara 
. es such a prbdject... but I om suggesting that our lend-user Tops 
.* msy very well gat-going so as to heve pre-dogad what, they'd Like 
a to do or try if thoy had s free hant to experiment with this concent 
- 68 With standard & lesser sorts, 

‘ Have you say slightest, doubt, for instande, thst with Yeatoh, 
iichurry & Leopold-in-stiape to advise & direst, & with younme in 
Shope .to run exrands,.ate 23 we Aidit on. the LES, with some hand- 
bisked i hD aandidates lined up & staked. » Le. LES or Big Foundstion ate, 
that Some "very intorasting & suggestive” studies, findings ete 

‘ would. .600n start.coming ».» «4 .wapidly open-up into no-tellin-whats? 

Ox,,.tesring whole pagas outa,th Aream-kook,..spvosin, we hed. Dean, s 
cut-in on. it, & tha cast. of ab. full-time bossing -hest-het. detail 
Workers, mostly A7L adult.& testad Techs, wouldn't. we. proba bly. be 

: goin-placas, ta baat. hallows o-..& 00d chances to ghow-up the, Regulars 
the way that weather-fellor in Calif hes been showing up the USWS otc.? 

From time to time i've been chipping off-slivers of this Homo-critter 
behavior-pattern snélydis (mebby), in corrospondence with you, McMurry 
& Leopold, but never. befora tried, to , frame -up anything due to be 
aecently coherant or with scope, This ‘seomad“an OK place to pat 
mOre of It together = = so l'va Just stuck It Into. the dist of 
nmabby=orajects as asked for in yourn of £1, 

I"ve bean working on this in ‘betwean other jobs, so dts aus to. de 
ragned & plenty Inconsistent, 

I"ve Deen “essuning ‘that your fandlins wes 2nd Prfasy in month 
(i te, that Cyn Comm sesefons still sre sco) but I dunno sre thay; 
eo,l may heave overexun on you,. Hope not; but contemplatine the 
Etexnel Verities from where I been settin (high, cold peaks ete) 
i sin"t @-goin te fuss much shout ¢« few.weeks in this time-schedule, 

But 1 em going to vut this Into tho AMS meil*e oft rit’ of At pro 
tem. & T fisrar to send Leouold the axtre carbon,... & to show 
McMurry, my yelisr file-couy. iffen TI. didn *t hafts, taka, so. much 
time, helpin you-sll détin purfessors climb th pasks,. mabby T ¢onla 

; git “sumpin worthvhile done, 

r Kindly note the pegse $-on which T terminate this-here, & suide 
: yourself scecordinsly. Yvt' PSL 

| | 

i 
\
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: May ? (Might or Must ete) "41 ff) | 
r ; , n 
P Progress Report on Lovejoy &/or Leopold Project # Xx =31-b | 

t General Statement of Project 
a 

. As one mammal to another, let us further contemplate 1] 
; The Homo-critter's goings-on & how they integrate, ti 

¥ Phase of Project Here to be Fumbled With or At 

s So let us now proceed ta figger what we're due ta need ta git an 
«fl OK frame around our thesis before we tackle exegesis. In this we hope 

7 you can agree we ought ta hunt such dope, a la Elton, Burt & BradtP=- 
8 i.e. we'll figcer that we'll try te map th aseis Homo in situ (where hes af 

_ References consulted since last listing &/or sugested as mebby-mights 
- (with brief annotations). | 

. Bishop Usher - See Encye Brit under "Chronology" 
vA Omar th Tentmaker- Rubyiat = notes on successions in Bagdad biocoenose 
o Troutman, Milt- letter in re funny-abouteideas & Maya 2M: vs Ohio 2¢ 
re Carrel, Alexis- Man th Unknown= psysio-psycho hookup& & how they click 

Bury ? Idea of Progress < Af job of tracing & dating Idee-successions 
ie Finn, Huckleberry, caseeknife & lightning-rod incidents (digzing out 
on Nigger Jim), Seemingly type-specimens of Hc behevior-patterns, (as-is) | 

Natfl Resources Comm, = Monograph on"Tech, Trends & Nat'l Policy", 37 
i & has big black cog-wheels meshed on front cover see Section IV on 

co "Resistances to Adoption of Technological Innovations" in re predictable 
ia bottlenecks in "flow" of N&B a&d (New & Better fata & dope) into 
24 current action-programs, | 
© De Krieuf, Paul, “Hunger Fighters" et al- for many cases of specific- Hl 

case successions, bottlenecks etc in Medicine, Agriculture ete ... to 
. further illustrate time-age "stages of sere" ete in such-like cases l 

es (as recently fannet on in Memo to Schoenmann for Mich alfalfa, deer etc) 
. Bok, Ed, ex-editor lHJrnl, "Making of an American" (autobiog) incident Hi 
a of he-leerned=sumpin in re potencies & predictabilities of H-c "Maternal 

¥ instincts" vs mamma=heron plumes for H=c-memma hats ete | 
Warthin, 4 $ "Old Age", pub by Paul Hoeber, N.Y, '29, for specific 

Ne break-downs & graphs etc, of individual H-e agetime curves & etc. } x lil 

Dago Mike "Phe Prince” & Hitler, A,"Mein Kampf", Spengler, Neitchie (7) 
et al - for somewhat realistic efforts to recognize & use-on=job 
some of the H+c's de- (or re-?) polerized repeater-patterns 

Hi 
Psalms (d4non) II- 1 & 10 = in re why heathen rage, instructions to kings et | 
(Note: This reference should be consulted only under specific written Hi 
permission from Whitehouse (Washington DC),or authorized agent thereof, LIA 
& otherwise not responsible, proceed at own risk etc.) 

Detailed Statement as to Purposes of LeL Project # Xx=3l-b" (as above), 

a= To play-in=sandpile & have fun (a la Carl Vroos & yet-unwritten Ms } 
jointly authored-up by Leopold & Lovejoy as Contribution etc) | 

b= To de-bunk some gone-sour eschatologies (all-same lime ahead of ill 
alfalfa etc; see also Mr, Kipling's "Rimmon", "Builders" et al 
for other phases of same),



g 
c- To shag Sacred Cows around th lot &/or otherwise give pepper to Wil 

th Bureau=-boys & beat "em when they sneezes (as per Alice-technic i" 

in Wonderland, le & as somewhat devoloped & applied in Silcoz - PS i 

exchange, Journ Forestry June "38 p 628 ff... note especially the ii 

repeaterepattern of the official run-outs & to compute probableserror 

& correction-factors of - as these researches (L-L Pjt #Xx-31-b ) 
continue towerd Findings & Recommendations - when if & as approved 

& budget-adjustments permit,...(I,cal, Dist, Regional & Nat'l office OKs ) |, 
| 

d= To fuss-fumble further with mebby-OK break-downs, curves etc so il 

as to help ta git ta &unnerstand" whet we a-reddy sorta "knof" in 

re sequencies, successions, limiting factors & controls for ete & | 

otherwise test validities er any)% locate bugs in our pseudo-equation Hii 
vie which we solve given set-ups & interpolations of Tech, Ee & Soc=poly 
for "sound action=programs" (pro bono long-run Hee as same may from 
time to be defined & officially approved by Authorities), 

e= Assuming that there is guite a lot of 100% C.P. significance in the 
allegation that ontogeny-duplicates-phylogeny & that the Warthin-type 
of break-aown & graphs may also work out if properly applie& to typical | 

action-progrem age-prowth-time affairs (such as Mich-alfalfa-campaign, 
deer-mgt et al) where do we go from there? (Ie to triangulete from 
high, cold peaks; Swedp out under bed; start shootin ‘em on-th-set etc). 

f- So ss to Advafence the Cause vie Science Littertur &/or th Arts in 
re Eeological Engineering (with Hee phases getting integrated along 
with all other Dio= or Other phases or factors such as may show up 
en route)& git-good at triangulations to locate where to place banana- | 
peels so as to git OK Results & git "em on time-schedules as pre-doped. 

g- And for other purptses; provided that nothing here contained shall 
be construed in such manner as to jeopardize the proposition that 
Homo (th sap) is a mammal-critter & same shall not be repealed without } 
satisfactory evidence to contrary shall have been gave out by Authorized | 
Spokesman, | 

Current Investigations (findings & conclusions tentative only, & all | 
rights reserved pending actual publication in type & on paper with 
all kudos attaching thereto in customary manner: incl both campus &/or 
bureau, severelly & jointly). 

Sub=project_as set up via your pencil-on-yeller proto-graph & ots | 
comment: "Yes originally=potent ideas get senile... then they may 
recombine in new assortments, including new ideas ..,. whereupon the 
recombination may achieve new potency..,' See my Plate I, Fig 1 | 
for rough copy of your rough original. i 

Yes, its sure sumpin like thet but as-is does not incorporate . 
specific "nodes" or time-age cross+ties. 4nd various other lines 
might go in... as for "Refuge & over-flow from” idea, plus-plus. 

To add vert. date lines might help + as per my red-decades= & | 
any adequeté chronology=assembly should permit an OK dating if set 
up for such use & providing that we get what you (very neatly) call 
Criteria common to all-such" (specific break-downs) plus what I 

called "nodes" or “angle points™ ete. 
| 

So this form of graph is very OK as starter-ydast, but evidently iq 

needs plenty tinkering yet. 1 

|
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Yourn pen-on-yeller, here on 4/29 “likes idee of nodes™ (if % if) Ad 

& (neatly as usual) suggests thet we dope a tentative muastama age-stage Hi 
Set of mebby OK node+things, & try ‘em out on-job. & you list follerin 7: | 

1- Some idea-men has a brain storm 
2- Some organization endorses it 
S= Some Dept (action=program agency?) tries it | 
4— Some researcher begins to (check up?) & analyze 1, 
5= Somebody sees a limitation, abuse, or other "if" | 
6= Experience shows more & more limitations | 
7+ Idea “levels off", combines with other rising ideas & presently | 

begins to lose its identity as a "remedy" | 

Yes again, its gotta be sumpin of the sort, Them-type 7 stages of 
sere &/or nodeplaces for ta locate spots on eurve, would be common to all 
Such chronologies, sequences, successions (as alfalfa, deer-met et al), 
but I misdoubt we could git-goin=good with same trying to use them 7, as-is | 
e+ee & to break-down your Wis=Chron lists, also es-is. 

To try it that wey would likely fetch-out-foolish as when the early | 
Soil-ers tried to use "physical" & "chemical" breakedowns.... & gzot-goin= | 
good only when they began using the A-B-C"horizons" ete (as somewhat 
set up in the 13-pper to Schoenmann sent you in lest consignment of recent 
date & confirmation not yet on file here), 

Without remembering much of the detail of the specific individual Hee 
breakdowns in Warthin, & before I hed re-checked on em, but wondering | 
whether the embryo-infant- child-yputh-adult-senile stages of "organic" 
patterns might not "repeat" in typical crop-mget cases, & how to mebby 
get common-to+all & readily-recognizable & datable "criteria", to spot 
up growth-age curves, & sorta tryin same off-hand via adream=-book 6te,., 4 
I judged sumpin of the sort would work out inta sumpin worth playing with. 

I couldn't feel at all sure where to make ‘em "break", or as to the 
validity of the cross-ties, but (just playing around) I got about as follers 

Embryonic-foetal,.,. might sorta equate with Injun-pioneer period 
(self-tending?) (help-selves .... no recognition of "shortages" 

or need or change to "resulate"?) | 

Infant - "helpless"... but mostly via indirections as anti-predator 
(getting tended) control chiefly or all in re settler's stock 

e+. Or frontier code "wrong to kill & wast6", | 

Youth - "begins to play”....From actual & guite-general recognitiésis 
(& trial-serror “learn") of "shrinkages" & getting bothersome so to 
but still 100% "play" do-sumpin in re same= & pass-a-law etc, 

e+e. AS Stop market-hunting & such like 
obvious & too-simple - as soon shows up, tf 

Adolescent - still “playing” ..., tinker-tinker period... sayx or 
(but beginins to "do chores" barber=shop biology only... No recognition 
"likes to "play grown-up & of even a chance for tech=competence or 
petenad") applidations of crop-wise proceedures 

Adult - mostly "working" now ..,, tech-competence to service in 
& "making own way agin as-is erop=wise menner gets set up eg new | competitions"... out-in-world concept & beging to dominate in I 
«.. mates & starts-fambly... tea CERES st iakoe "association" but ' 

with sales-resistences & time-lags ete, |



Senile & failing ete .... The old+jine action-program has 4 i 
run into diminishing-returns & "sours" | Ml 
accordingly ... may rejuvinate in goat-gland | 
manner if&as N&B d&d has shown up & gits #sola" i 

Like your 7 (seven) items, I judged my age-&-criteria breakdown | 
would “help” more or less, but that it wasn't yet at all OK ta use-on=job. 
But sane items of it might prove OK, or suggestive. In any such breake- 
downs, for instance, any decently adequate chronology could evidently 
recognize & date the really-major (7?) “breaks” (angle-points of curve or | 
"odes"), to show: 

A- First recognitions of "need" (for somebody to do comet in re sumpin Wi 
specific.... as "pass Law to stop market hunting” ete 

wu 
B+ Tinker=tinker period via barber-shop caLenente first specific 

appearance (in effective forms?) of the need & the chance to measure 
up the actual returns from given sction=program spendings ( ie the 
modern technologies” & their basic cmecept & technics of precise & 
dependeble d&d on which to base currently OK actionsprograms, b2gin || 
to get a@ chance to do their stuff), 

C+ As precise & dependable check-ups & d&d accumulate, they (automatically?) 
begin to locete the points of diminishing-returns.... & thereby 
"establish ratios of costs to returns” etc.... & otherwise throw into 
effective gear the crop-wise-mgt concept & its Tech-Ec=Soc-poly 
“equation” begins to function (vis land-use-planning, increasingly 
competent "inventories", recognitions of limiting-factors involved, 

"running in the economic & other coutomrs” ete.).. & so on to or toward 

B- Saturation points or levels are finally reached = - so as to "fix" 
the currently practicable &for desirable "maximums" of this & that. 
eee a8 total of potato-alfalfa-pheasant-trout et al "production"? 
Note: No, such "levels" are seldom if ever “regched” = so as to 
Stay=put or be in status pf a "climax formation". They sre rather 
as the fluctuating lake-levels.... variable & its limit ete. The 
“criterion” of such "stabilization" woubd be what? Curve levels off? | 

eSe XoXo Sede d | 

That manner of break-down seemed “better” & more "Significant" than . I 
anything yet proposed, but I doubted it was yet enough (even tho perhaps 
OK to start using-on-job?). 

Might be still better, perhaps, to break such case-suecessions: 
l- Pre=recognition of need-for-specific doesumpins, 2- Period of amature 

tinker-tinkerings, S5- Period of professionals taking over & doing their 
stuff.... with separate age-date curves for each of the three $f "stages", 
e 6 « Bach ef hom would have its own successions & criteria of, I thought, | 
ee. & probe ly subject to dating & sraphing into curves ete, 1 

Those mebby-might work out into OK equivalents to what the soil-ers | 
' finally got & now are using with their A-B-C "horizons" ...., but even 

so wouldn't we also need to incorporate into such graphic showing, 

something to indicate (measure?) the relative potency (as of given dates) 
of the Technical, the Economic & the Soctal=political “elements” (of 
our hypothetical “equetion"? Seemingly we'd need it that way if we | 
were to really git OK savvy in re how-comes & do-whets a la MDs dieg- & 

: prognosis on which to prescribe OK treatments etc, | 

But how do it = iff any? About then I decided to re-look Warthin, Ni 

Mi
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See my Plate II = Figs 1 & 2 for rough approximations of breakdowns 1 

& how they curve-out a la Warthin's H-c d&d Mi 
| 

Seems like as if some-such parallels or equivalents damn-near zotta | 
be involved in what wefre fumbling at & with;-but how to "recognize 
criteria" or "fix common points" or "evaluate age-stase potencies" | 
I dunno. } 

And how go at it to graph the "recognitions", "drifts" ete so as to | 
show the manner & rates at which the (originally separate & each=-on-own) | 
idees & action=-programs for the servicing of pro-farm, pro-forest & 
pro*recreational (inel wld-1f) came to be "integrated" &/or "braided 

: together"? (to the the extent they yet are). | 

4nd were the chronologies competent & adequate & set up deliberatly 
‘ so as to permit such graphing of such farm-forest-recrn'l integrations, 

abbut where on such curves might we now be? Might the Davenport 
(Isle Royale session) ante in the forthcoming JofF give us something 
like am OK node-place-date for such a curve? ... & would thet spot 
perhaps be such a getting-together for the pro-forest & pro-seme : | 
contingents, as was indexed by your Wis-Chron entry for 1903: "Funds | 
for purchase of lst State Forests & Griffeth appointed 1904"? .,. No, 
I guess not.... That graft didn't "take", Interspecific antagon?sms 
still so strong than for 1915 your Chron entry is "State Sup. Court 
invalidates Griffaéth's state-forest program". The Dean=Henry pro-cow 
"{dea" in the Rinelender habitat etc, was still dominant, & so resisted 
trespass on its staked-out territory, that it ran-out the then-new-weak 
Pinchot-Roth et al pro=pine jaawioa "idea", 

I've been wondering how it would look, if you were to re-sort the 
* items of the es-is Wis Chron, so as to separate the(now-mixed-together) 

entries in three colums (with same dates running across all three): 
Farm, Forest, Recrn'l = & then same way for some further columns to 
record current status of census or other statistical d&d (as by "% of | 
total ares in-farm, in-crop, H-c &/or cow populations” etc}{... perhaps | 
to be cross+tied with "assessed valuations for taxation purposes?” 

Here I'm again reminded that it wes a local Top in Geography (Saur) | 
who first recognized & formulated the original need-&-chance for the 
integration of the land-use technologies ete, so as to write out the 
specificetions for what presently became the LES wild-lenad inventory ; 
technic & formula: "@it & set up in readily available (significant?) 
form, all the d&d@ as to the lends involved, so that it will be evident i 
how they come ta git like they sre ... & so as to be in OK shape to 
pre-dope where they'll be at 10, 20, plus yrs from now; Farm, Forest 
& Recrn'l uses going it parallel & harmonious...". . . How's that for 
OK adumbrations & applications of the MDs symptoms, diseese-series, 
diagnosis-prognosis, treatment repeater-series? 

Anyway makes me wunner again whether this H-c-in-habitat fuzzy-mess, 
may not “clear up" & git-ta-make-sense etc, if when & as its really 
took hold of a la LES..., deliberatly trying to acquire savvy via use- 
all-tools-in-kit ete. I doubt I'm any worse-fuzzy now in re above 
then I then-was (20 yrs back) as the LES got going. I seem to be 1 
hunching now about as I was then. I'd bet sumpin that as of 20 yrs 
from now the fugzy-status of the '40s will seem as noneintelligent as I! 
the illusions & Chadverlend-booms of the "20s seem right now, ] 

But mebby not.... Encyc Brit @mdidates it taken "since Queen Vics" 
time for the paleo-hio N&B d&i to run-out the Bishop Usher illusions... 
so how long w6ald that be - - say to the Bryan-Darrow incident in Tenn, ? 

| 

\)
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With last consignment - sending on the 13-pps to Schoenmam - I i 
included a press=clip.... Old-hand Outdoor-Page Editor was taking | 
a good slap at the member of legislature who had just introduced a ] 
bill to earmark some $100 M a year of small+geme license money "to | 
import & release cottontails" etc. . . I asked you "about where on 
the Mich bunny-mgt curve"= if set up as per the sort of chronology 
sketched=et in Schoenmann Memo = you would figger to put a spot so 
as to locate whatever that clip might index or signify (as to age- 
status etc). 

That (highly barbereshoppy & should have went+sour?) proposition 
comes into the chronology of our bunny-mgt, a year or so after we h 
heve put out Hickies'Cottonteil Met Bulletin with its N&B d&d(in re 
which you had been almost too generous in your comment when you asked 
for a batch of copies for local use), . . And a specific "need" for 
such an assembly & presentation had been “officially recognized" so 
as to put Technologist on=job, some 564 yrs before. . . So, if plotting 
out the chronecurves etc, there has been a "lag" between the “avail- 
ability" of the (presumably OK) N&B d&d and its "effective incorporation" | 
into the Customer-savvy2k-accept.... ie “goods OK & prices right but 
salesmen up against & bottlenecked by a hang-over from an idee=concept 
still persistent & potent enough to be sanding the gears etc” 

But such “sales-resistances" & "lags" are evidently normal & to=be- 
expected & predictable repeater=patterns . .. so that any OK Cvn Outfit 
will be expecting ‘em to show up, will have at least some notion as to | 
Origins & probable duretion & as to the treatments to be prescribed 
after such recognition of symptome, diag -& prognosis. As to much of 

that I fanned what I then could for Ruhl, sbout Merch '39 in the Memo 
on "Speculum Operations", Didn't I send you a cabbon of thet? TI didn't . 
then see or sey it as I now would, but I figger that the huneh=fumble 

was by way of setting OK wedges in OK season-checks, 
| 

Tepping them wedges further in, here is another such news-clip; due 
to locate a nodespoint on the Mich deersmgt-curve & kindly consider | 
seme, run thru your labs ete, & rept on same when-if-&-as ete... after 
eross-checking to the chron=curve set-up for deer-mgt in the Schoenmann 
ldemo, i 

| 

x? yrs after first specific pro-deer legislation, & y yrs ] 
efter modern-tech d&d got statted, & z yrs efter the Whitetail Bull 
came out & went into exceptionally generally circulation among Customers, | 
the 4-26-41 clip reports that (having been took right out into et-out iH 
deer-yd so as to see 100% dead-all-over deor himself & in situ) Chrm | 
of House Comm on Cyn has hed his idees "swayd" ..., now admits in public 
that they may be some OX=ness in e request of Cyn Dept for authority 
to start using the N&B d&d so as to try some "antlerless" & lewful & 
deliberate “herd-reguleation via rifle" etc. | 

Might this clip & date locate the precise point-on-curve where we 
got us @ good node=point? (See Plete I, Fig 2 for clip as above). 

If (as is probable?) this key-customer, now helps us "sell" the N&B | 
ad&kd so that the current legislature busts into the too-long-sacred | 
& went=sour l-bucklaw, so as to let us start usingéon-joh, then there 
will be & new angle-point for the deer-mgt chron=curve, won't there? | 
- « « & it will check in to our specifications: i e common to alltsuch, 
highly-significant, readily recognizable & age=curve plottable etc? . 

i



Note le guery If we were trying to work out psrallel-column 7 } 

@quivalents, between the stages of sere of the as-is H-c (a la HH 

memmel ontogeng & Warthin etc) & the corrosponding stages -if any- Wil 

in the ontogeny of a menage-sumpin chronology Je le alfalfa, deer et el), 

then would this "Seeing dead deer sways Chrmn's Ideees" item & incident, | 

best equate with "Parturition completed & infant meady for nipple"?... | 

i or with "Sperm meets-up with Ovum; conception is taking place"? 4's. 

| or with "Gestation period finished; labor now well advanced"? ... Or 277? | 

Note® & comment Ain't it th helluva note that us Tops gotta come down | 

Offn high-cold peaks etc, for ta sweep out under beds & such-like mean 

f little chores, on acct of becuz them Social-sciencors eint even yet 

4 found out about Homo-sap-is-a-memmal & so framed etc? 

f I dunno as I want to bother with being patient & sticking sround the way 

tl Cherlie Darwin done it.... waiting for th Widder of Wirsor to git her 

4 arteries herdened up enough to suit Bishop Usher etc. How about you? 

; Note”- requesting advices. In re our hypothetical Ms to which we have 

een giving the title: "Manual of Banana-peel Engineoring", would it 

i perhaps help (or hinder?) our gross=sales prospects (& net royalties), 

j to chenge the title to: "Homo Ecology"? I'm doubtful that either has } 

high sales-appeel - - & shall welcome your suggestions in re same. | 

| 
| 
| 
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INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPLATION OF ETERNAL VERITIES$ if any; & soewhats?etc 4 

4 

Office of Hierophant 
1158 Adelphi, 6/1/41 J 

; | 
Notice to Candidates for Higher Degrees in Ecological Engineering etc ! 

ae In order for your thesis to be satisfactory it must weigh at least : | 
three (3) lbs; & five (5) lbs (unbound) when weightd up with the net 
total of your other Contributions (as same may be full-koshered 100%), 

be The following items of Required Reading are to be added to them 
heretofore gave out in re Homo-critters in hebitat (as-is & where 
they're at) & in Final Oral Exams you may expect to be held ate 
sible for exegesis in re same, on top of thesis, & may be calldd on 
for blackbosrd demonstrations (free-hand) (no notea&) as to Hec 
repeater-patterns, curves &/or integrgtions, etc. 

l- SEP for May 24 18ff, as to anatomical hookeups in H-c brains | 
& Canins-up sureicsl controls thereof to modify &/or eliminate | 
pathological dominance of certain "ideas" & "associations" ete ..4 
here reported as deliberate "slicing" to “cut connections" between 
toosdominant thalamus & frontal-lobe-cortex associations = & thereby 
(mebby) "reestablish normal balances", See also my unpublished Ms 
"Subjective Sequendées in Arachnoiditis or how it feels to have 
Blisters on the Brain", 

&- Time Meg for May 19, p 72 ff. Comment on Frazer's "Golden Bough" 
& its collections of H-e behavior patterns so as to make it “one 
of 2Dth centuries most influential books" ,.., “helped destroy the 
18th, & 19th Century illusion that man is a rational creature", 
Note Only the first 10 volumes of Golden Bough will be required 
reading as above,(rest optionel only) but Candidates should be 
fully prepared to render at least five (5) blackboard demonstrations 
of the Frazer allegation (Vol I, Chap III, p 55) that: ",.. with 
the vast majority of men (modern terminology “homo saps"), logic 
is implicit, not explicit: they reason just as they digest their 
food = in complete ignorance of the essential intellectua] & physiol-~ 
ogical processes involved", See also Carrel, "Man the Unknown" & | 
his comment thet in the case of a broken bone “the leucocytes & 
other tissues go to work to heal etc, as tho each cell or each ‘ 
tissug hed heen trained for the purpose & knew just what to do next", | 
Note “Of the five (5) specific-case break-downs es above, a type- | 

I Specimen might be a la Ed Bok's tell (in "Makine of an American") 
of how he "learned sumpin™ when as editor of the LHu he inadvertently 
gone up agin @ H-c behavior=patterns (in re hat-garnishings et a1) | 
when he tried to git "maternal instincts" of Heton-birds, to jibe | 
with same in Hees..., « finally by=passed said bottleneck via 
‘appeal to hard=boiled politicians = male phase, i) 

5- memo to Ruhl on “Speculum Operations" (about iarch '39?) as to 1 
"sales-appeal vs sales resistances” etc, & how ta mebby git effective 
BigIII effects; & recené Memo to Schoenmann as to mebby OK breaks 1 
downs of successions, stages-of-sere etc in typical action=programs H 

(such as pro-alfalfa campaign, deer-met in Mich); Memo to Langlois | 
(of some time back I guess he lost it but mebby not) to define \ 
BigIII functions &© git gears tO meshing Tignt) 

e- & kindly note th final test is apt to be, a la Milton T, ie to say 
where given bass will be &f (in given habitat) at 2:00 PM on Labor Day | 

Dean of Oneiromancy MW 
& Acting Hierophant i



INSTITUTE FOR DETERMINATIONS &/for ADUMBRATIONS in re Homoecritters i 
as-is & in situ & for RESEARCH TO DEPOLARIZE ESCHATOLOGIES etc, Hi 

Interplant Communication 6=4=41 
From Adytum, 1138 Adelphi 
to” Chronologists at UofW, MSC, & Put=in-Bay 

i Subject Current consignment of Polish for Crystal Balls | 

1+ AS one mammal to another, let us further contemplate 
the Homo critter’s patterns & how they integrate 

| 
Subject to approval of District, Regional & Washington Offices, we 

| summarize status of Project thus: 

af On the assumption that the Hee is a mammal, & permenently so 
framed; & that if so considered & took ta pieces a la ecological- 
approach H=c behavior=patterns are due to show up for Homos all= seme | 

; eas for Castor, Cervus, Muscus et al | 

bf Proceed ta playsinesandpile in re same & seems like as if via | 
i OK chronologies such repeater=patterns should show up, & mebby 
: so 6s to be plottable in curves or such=like graphs 

cf On the record it appears that suchelike chronodgies, curves ete, 
often have had high potencies in debunking sone=sour 01d Model 
Savvies & in helping fetch out & sell New & Better data & dope 
(N&B d&di) = = as in cases of Bishop Usher vs Paleo-bioseckers or 
grouse=cycle stc, = = & there may be such potencies here involved 
for mebby not), Pro tem, however, we disregard all them mere damn 
utilitarian mebbysmights & go at it pure & undefiled: i e like 
kid-in-sandpile & have-fun.,.(but might be Au in them-r hills). 

df So, searching records etc, what of suchelike H-c curves & dependabhy | 
repeating patterns, stages-of=sere, successions et al, seem to have Hi 
been established to date? (Test of OKeness presumably being: Can | 

j same be used to project aseia so as to predict where-will-be-whens 
a la Milt's bass & Labor Day). | 

e/ While mill will grind on any seemingly OK grist fetched in, special 
attn will be gave until otherwise announced, to specificecase 
breakdowns such as fuss=fumbled with in 13=ppr to Schoenmann, as: i 
elfelfa-cempaign, deer-mgt & etc - i e where N&B dea generated by 
Techs tends to make Old d&i go-sour & (if & if mebby) presently gits 
absobbed into current policies & their action-programs..., pro bono I 
home “(Sf anvro. 3 6 is there any seemingly-dependable or typical 
Sequence of stages-of+sere & mebby time-schedujes involved in such? | 
« « « AS tO corrospond, perheps, with the mammalien Embryo, Infant, I] 
Youth, Adult, Senility ete. 

c= ‘fo that Milt commented "funny about ideas" & "Maya 2a yrs of landsusing 
in Yuckatan might well signify sumpin more than 20 yrs in Ohio" 

& Aldo he canmented: "Looks worth trying out.... but first we gotta MI 
git criteria of age such as will be common to all+-such sequencies 
& Such as will be recognizable to chronologists so they can spot up 
the curves. . , So what might be such age=stage "node-places"” & lets i 
try some out on-job.” 

| |
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Aldo further antes thus: "“Ageestage breakdowns are apt to show Mi 

nodespleces sumpin as thus: 

a- Some ideeeman gits brainstorm 
b- Some organization endorses af 

c= Some Dept tries it 
d+ Some researcher begins to analyze 
e+ Somebody sees a limitation, abuse, or other "if" 

f- Experience shows more & more limitations 

g- Idea "levels off", canbines with other rising idees & loses its 1 

standing as a (bigod? psl)"remedy". 

Above is then rough-diagramed... See Plate I, Fig 1 & comment. | 

That's a eal Gontribution, all right, but each of them individual 

idee-&-action-program lines (or curves?) gotta have its own nodes & 

corrosponding cross-ties to dates... (4 e if there is to be a 100% 

break-down or anslysis). 

Ana wouldn't we have to use some common-toeall index or calibration 

to get any OK measure of the current potencies of each? If so, what 

other-such might be OK = except via $4 as budgeted & actually spent? 

Ana were we trying to graph the actual case-histpries of the"major 

movements", how do we go at it to measure & stageeage the manner in 

which the Farm, Forest & Kecrn'l ideas & programs, get "preided” 

together fif they do)? Might we perhaps use the census figures of 

lend-ineuse (for this n that peipone™) to graph such “braiding"? 

Wondering about that it seemed sorta like as if a mebby similar 

ageestage-volume combination had been took care of real neat via the | 

paleo-biowers . . . & same methods, graphs ete also used by Welsh et | 

al in week-by-week changes in plankton populations, Limnology. | 

I couldn't dope just how to mebbysuse same on our Project, but || 

see Plate LI, Figsl+2& kindly run same thru local Adumbrators & rept. | 

results, if any. 

3e For specifid individual+homo breakdowns & curves for, nuthin I 

kmowd of seemed pregnanter than Warthin, 4S, Old Age, 29, pub by 

Paul B Hoeber, N Y. 

Here we seemed to have sumpin of "criteria of age" & indexes fer 

recognizing 'em, plus recognitions of separate functional curves 

vie which to somewhat factor out the mejor components of actual H-c Ii} 

potencies & timeeschedules on which each operates{ Embryo, Infant, | 

Child etc to Adult & on into Senile. 

(Chronology) i 
Looked as tho a sumpin-suc might also work out for our Project, f 

(if the formula Ontogeny ravohts Phylogeny is OK & here applicable?) 

Note In last pef before his/flisting of items & dates, Aldo sorta | 

- Sticks out neck (or does he?) in what he calls ".... loss or gain in 

the vitality of that great organism:Wisconsin", If I go ahead & 

prove that my Homo-critters all are mammals, & behave like ‘em, why } 

isn't it up to Qldo to demonstrate same in re his Wis-“organizism"? 

Or will he try to run out on us via poetic license etc? . . , But 

isn't Milt also making the assumption that a H-ec in habitat assn. is It 

due to devolop a la “organizms" ete, when he propositions that Maya 
2M is gpt to help pre=dope on Ohio 2C? If so, then its evidently MW 

up to Milt to throw in with Aldo in re same = as above & await reply. i 
|
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Anyway to git an OK breakdown & set of specific age-criteria etc ii 

out of which to construct his individual Hec curves, Warthin uses 

separate curves for Intellectual, Physical & Sex age-stage potencies, 

& lists specific items of criteria for recognition, plotting etc. 

t | 
, See Plate III + Figs 1 & 2 & also kindly feed thru Adumbrators etc, 
; (sod as to be prepared to recite on same during next seminar session), 

i Assuming that we git OK "node criteria" & budget-or-other age-stage | 
: a&& on which to plat such separate-curves to factor out & graph our 

case-histories (like alfalfa, deeremgt et al) what equivalents, if any, 
might be OK for what Warthin has in his Intellectual, Physical & Sex 

/ break-down of as-is He in situ? 

EI In theory might such OK equivalents be the Techical, Ecmomic & 
Social=political "terms" ss set up in our Hypothetical Cyn "Equation"? 
. « « L @ aren't some-such always due to be involved, & with varying 

H potencies at different stazes during a given caseshistory? How to 
measure their actual &/or relative "potency" as of given dates, so } 
as to git OK spots-for-curves etc, may stick us, but them Tech-Ec Soc-poly | 
"eonsiderations" presumably gotta be there all=same as Warthin's 
PsycosPhysio-Gonad in individual H-c, don't it seem quite certainf. . . 
4nd in given case-history-breaktdown, aren't they due to carry with ‘em, 

t (linked on?) the equivalents of the currently limiting-éfactors such 

es showed up in alfalfa-case via lime, OK seed, nodule-bacteria etc... 

& in decr-mgt. via deep-snow, does-drop-twins & deer=populations tend 

| Fo inerease faster than does browse in "yards" ete? 
| In the deer-case the recognition & subsequent actual mapping & inventory 

of yards & 100%+dead deer therein, guite suddenly "reoriented" all the 
official actioneprograms (to extent they could be “intelligent"?)... as 

i also as in grouge-met when the cyclic-behavior was "proven & recognized"... 
f as also when the major limiting-factors in alfalfa-mgt were gorrectly 

} identified ... & Soiltex came along to make it easy to pre=dope the local | 

} lime-reguirements & thus git rid of the worst bottleneck in that series, \ 
\ 

! From above we seem to derive a proto-idee (embryonic status?) to | 

h effect that the sort of node-points, indexes of age-stage status etc 

j (such es we're presumably out a-prospectin for) are due to involve { 

i specific recognitions of (or sub-rational reactions to) such “organic” 
a shifts of status, potencies etc, as may corrospond to the Warthin Foetal 

b Play age -School aze-Work age- Retiring ase (in individual Hee). 
: cate Sa 

i Wouldn't them S-age-stages probly be easier to identify node-points 
for & get us what-wetre-efter, better than the a-to-g break-down top 

| of p-2? If so, then the criteria ete mebby-might be set up sumpin like; 

j Embryonic .... Injun=pioneer..., hunt & take ete all-same wild berries | 
i No recognition of needs or chances to “do” anything ... 
| (except via medicine-man "charms" for luck, spit on bait ete? 

i Pley &/or - : 
Sehool-ace.... Mostly play=-inesandpile &/or mere tinker-tinker via trial 

& error.... try-sumpin & see whet happens (but no real 
or consistent effort of technic or recognition of the 

| need or chance for any precise & dependable measurements). 
| But "unsatisfactory conditions” have been recognized & 
} specifia@ amature tinkering+to-fix set going - as via | 

legislation to stop market hunting, segsons & limits ete i 
: & on into license-fess to support Warden-system ete ete | 

Adult &/or | 
Work-age  ... Action=programs (es per Plate I Fig 1) are now budgeted | 

1



4 | 
& tried out on-job on big enough scale & for long enough so thet ii 

they begin to run into diminishing-returns (or otherwise show | 
up as non=100%paneacea as per original prospectus)... so that 
curiosities &/or queries begin to show up (among key Officials ji) 
or Customers & mebby both at same time) as to just-what- are-we | 
really & bunk-out gettin fer that money? .... Any other Way 
we mebby might git more generous, more certain or quicker returns? 
«e+. The arrival of this-type of (increasingly general & specific?) 
curiosity & query tends to an automatic gear-shifting in that the | 
Techs now get a chance to do their stuff (via increasingly precise fil 
& dependable & readily-checkable measurements, identification of 
specific limiting factors & controls for, etc). f 

Test or criterion might be: Date &/or budgeting of a material 
& thereafter built-in Tech component. As it "tekes hold" & tends 
to dominate (in the idea & action-program camplex as per "Cyn 
Eguation"?) From then on the amature, tinker-tinker,kid-in-sandpile 
is dueA to shrink as the professionsl component becomes dominent, 

Old &/or ... Confidence in 100% OK-ness has been impaired & potency | 
Senile or (of Sacred Cow formula?) begins to shrink. Test or index 
Retiring age presumably shows up in the official-budget allocations ... 

i e size of pie-piece as currently cut. See Mich Cyn Dept | 
10th Biennusl, pps 351 ff for OK specimens of such-1like graphs 

See also "Director's Summary" (of high-spots, "trends" ete) in 
ist pages of 9th & 10th Repts for samples of "official recognitions" 

, such as might well serve as OK node-points in chronologies etc. | 
+.. But the lst showings of such "recognétions" would usually 
be in the Special<interest-Assn Resolutions, no doubt, es set 
up in the 13 ppr to Schoenmenn? 

R, WEN X Bees 

Note to Chronologists here involved: On acct of becuz none a-youse yet | 
got Higher Degrees such as BpE (Bnana-peel Engineer) D d&d,(Doctor of | 
data & dope) etc, we here merely note in passing a somewhat curiously | 
suggestive break-down of H-c repeater-patterns wholly from Socepoly 
angle, ‘See Frazer, Golden Bough, 2nd edition &55, Vol I, Chap IV, p 220ff 
“Magic & Religion". | 

He sets up the successions; l- magie only, 2-Magic with Religion 
getting mixed into it more & more ™m the Religions compenent becomes 
the dominant, 35- Sdience begzing to get mixed in.... mebby becoming the | 
dominant (now n then for short spells?) but with the Religious & Magic 
components never exterminated & apt to be potent anywhere & anytime, 

See also Bury, J B"Idea of Progress" Mcmillan '21? & how hts chronol- | 
ogy & break-down might well be more like Fihehehem Frazer's than like | 
Warthin's, But isn 't the play-in-sandpile age-stase precisely masic-stgge; 
& isn't the gone-sour Sacred+Gow-stage all-same Frazer's "Religion"-stage; 
& Isn™t the entry of the Modern Techs N&B a&d all-same the Darwin-Elton-ers 
running out the Bishop Usherites? | 

If we're lookin for consistantly common-to-all, readily recognizable 
& datable, & highly significant node-breaks etc, mebby we should try | 
Frazer's: Magic - Religion - Science as being the major components of Hi 
thanttmikmthe Soc=poly term in the CGvn, Equation « « e « Broke down like i) 
thet, seems like as if the core-distinction between Education & Extension 
funetions, begins to be decently definable & "understandable", | 

i 

1)
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Prom me to you 1 

Purpose of this communication: To sweep out umder bed &/or do more 
: bracketing & git target (s) located good, correct for windage ete 

Note This-here is not a major consignment of Crystal-ball Bolish as | 
currently being assembled on shipping docks same will go for'd in due | 
cpurse as per previous committments 

Misel items mostly to ante to this n that in your pencil-on-yeller & 
no particular Significayece in sequences ofnsame 

l+ By now you should have recd from Lansing copy of our 10th Bian Rept 
as reguented some time back... if not lemme know. Yes, you & all other 
Game Mgt fellers wanting to keep caught up ta date damm=near gotta 
keep @ full file of them Mich biennials on acct of they got so much 
of current "findings" mixed all thru. 

You sorta complain in re same .... comment that "other states are 
content to after in statistics & exhortations" (so how-come Mich to 
be so diffrunt? etc) 

Fie-fie on you! is what I comment on your comment. 
Smart of you, of course, even to recognize the fact of it.... & a 

very neat phrasing, too..., but it distinctly tickles me ta have you 
trip our BigIII deadfall & git caught like that yourownself. You 
don't "understand" what you "know", I take it, for lack of practice 
(& or adequate oanckink?) in re the later devolopments in technics of 
Banana=peel Engineering ete (such as to anticipate & utilize some of 
the predictably dependable a a cha » behavior=patterns ete) 

Didn't I send you a carbon of a long Memo to Ruhl, sbout March 159; 
on Speculum Operations (for certain repeater evn bottlenecks &/or 
constrictions?) 

Haven't if previously gave out es assigned reading Sevt IV of the 
WRC 137 Monograph on Technological Trends & Nat'l Policy, "Resistances | 
to Adoption of Tech pa 

Haven't I previously wrote out?or you the equations & varigbles ete 
normally involved in these H-c Soings on, & how to use the BigIII Hh 
formula to triangulate with in computing where to plece OK ban-peels i 
for ta git Desired Results etc? 

Haven't I quoted for you that evidently-core comment of the Famous 
Educator to the effedt that "What we should learn from experience is... | 
how independably we (H-c s) learn from experience (or any other way? pal) 

Well what th hell, then? .x.x.x.3.x. 
But like enough I'm too rough with you. . . Mebby there is a sorta | 

Soiltex-kink to it (without which the sequences & significances wouldn't 
jell=-up right for you). | 

That special-kink-thing might be this: The way we do it, relativly few | 
of our Biennial Repts are bound up into such all-divn book-type vbbumes 
such as you are due to get & have on your reference shelves ete, 

But we run the stuff from each Divn (Game, Fish, Forests, Lands et el) 
as seperates..... & use ‘em accordingly (cheap & small enough so that | 
we don’t have to hesitate about being free-to-use as handy etc). 

So, anticipating such-like uses, plus probable-toscertain bottlenecks 
& "resistances" etc, each Divn rigs its current deadfall accordingly i 
(as it works up its ante for the Dept'l Rept) .... a la toxin=anti-toxin? | 

Thus pre-doping & rigging ete, isn't it predictable that the most i) 
serious bottlenecks are due to show up inside any Outfit such as ours? 

And that unless we can rightly "sell" our own people, that we can't 

I



properly ( intelligently?) expect to git th mill-run of Bustomers iM 
"sola" 1 ie so that they accept our New & Better Models es OK etc)? | 

Weth then,.., how better go at it than via incorporating dnto the 
full+koshered Dept Repts (nemes of Cyn Commnrs, Director's OK & Special 
Summery in front etc etc) at least the currently "key" data & dope (D&D) 
on which the Offieial Policies are being reoriented?(as Old goes-sour 
& N&B a&d starts generating, pickings up potency & taking-over "dominanc5™ |— 
so as to shift-balances of concepts, relative importance of factors etc) 

Even tho an old=hand field-feller (say gs a pre=Titus Old Warden) | 
doesn't take no stock in them new-fangled ways,& them damn collese-kids | 
git him alleheired=up etc, if he sees the o1a Sacred (l=-buck+law etc) 
getting officially snooted et by his own Tops, like that, & sees them | 
acting real respectful of the N&B d&@ etc., is the Old Timer apt to 
consider it - er, sh, "expedient", to advertise to the Customers that 

~ he considers his Tops to be all=wet in re same etc? | 
Another item of reguired reading in herewith assigned: Vide Mr. R, 

Kiplings Rimmon & kindly be prepared to recite on same at next consultatid 
period, with bleck-boerd demonstrations as to applications &/or signifie 
cations, if any, in re idee+successions, identification of "node points" | 
on action=program chronecurves ete, 

Your prelim findings in re Rimmon may well be intesrated en route 
ty with Bury's Idee of Progress (previously assigned & accepted by you as 

i of 5/21 receipt of Schoenmann Memo consignment); & you may well be pre- 
] pared to locate the precise incident in the suecessions as reportdd, 

et which the young=feller came to recognize &/or suspect the over-all 
potencies of his till+then 1004 (ain't no other) assumptions ete in re 

‘ Specific theo-thing (as still 100% OK with his Old Man - = who hadn't 
been away to th wars ete). Compare also with citation to Evarra, lec. 
in Silcox exchange; & if I may be so bold, here call attn to:- this-here 

i is seemingly working out to another repeater combination, viz: As | 
i Socrates done to Plato, so me to Leopold & see above in re same, 
j So do you now begin to somewhat "understand" what you have been smart 

enough to "notice" as to ‘curious Mich habit" of "findings" stuck into 
such (normally sterile & unproductive) bureau-rept habitats? 

If so, what do you identify as the equivelent of Soiltex in the Mich 
| alfalfa-campeign series? 

Might it be that we have recognized that N&B d&d as usually put out 
(via Tech Papers, Bulletins eté) is apt to be low or minus in its 
sales-potency, & that we are almost deliberately intelligent in the way | 
we are using such "findings" ete to bait our BigIII traps? | 

i Note All candidates for afilvanced credits in Banana-peel Engineering 
must expect to demonstrate slick-glib familiarity with the BisIII & } 
such=like formulae at eny time, Your current failure in this connection | 

} mey not be serious as the Committee considers your thesis, but we feal 
memsx that you should be warned in re same. | 

i 

«- Our Hierophants consider that you done good in last pgf pre specific 
items & dates in Pub 501 (Wis Wlda-1f Chronology). Even tho you didn't 
rightly know where that bass would be at 2:00 PM off Labor Day, ete lj 
you did tie it ell in to .... "loss or gain in vitality of that great | 
organism: Wisconsin", 

If a State, or Region (or other valid unit of H=c habitat) begins 
to be recognized & delt with so as to git goin with some OK H=c ecology, | 
I'd sorta expect that we'd presently begin to get "reorientations" 
of concepts, idea-successions & corrosponding action-programs ete, so 
as to repeat agsin in the general menner of the paleo-bio associstion i 
running out the Bishop Usher transition-stace Or a la Bury in Idee of i 
Progress book, il 

But, if we even start to set up or break down the chronologies like | 
that, as you have smartly noted, we must evidently have at least some j



notion of how to check into the validities of that "organic" idee, 3 \j 
i 

4nd you very properly note that whatever is to index date-status ete i 
(so as to locate an OK "node"-point etc) must heve criteria common | 
to ell-such (properly comparable) organic-type series, successions ete 

To that I ante: & such criteria or indexes gotta be readily identified 
& datable. 

My pseudo-notion that there might be common & identifiable criteria | 
of age-status, to mebby parallel embryo, infant, youth, adult, senile i 
ete in individual-critter, looked to you as worth trying out laf & if) 
& your pen on yeller recd 4/29, lists the follerin as "something like" j 
(what we evidently gotta git & test out on-job): 

1- Some ideaeman has a brain-storm 
2- Some organization “endorses” it 
S- Some Dept trys it 
4- Some researcher begins to analyze 
5- Somebody sees a limitation, abuse, or other"if" 
6- Experience shows more limitations } 
7- Idea "levels-off", combines with other rising ideas & presently 

loses its identity es a “remedy” 

You also drawd out a sorta diagram to indicate something of the 
manner in which originelly-separate idea-things get old & impotent 
& may "recombine" with "rising ideas" so eas to acquire new potency, 

| See my Plate I Fie I, With my vert. lines for decades, looks as 
tho we're mebby sneaking up on Sumpin as might be plottable & signif- 
icant. 

But we gotta git us some OK node-criteria, & I don't see how to 
use your 7 as listed above,(tho they are due to be valid repesters etc) } 

Somehow gotta work into the individual-line curves, some OK index 
of age.... or potency in relation to all other lines involved as of } 
@ given date.... or measure of relative-potency, or the like. 

The iikbytam Warthin curves for individual H-c "mejor components" i 
with Mental, Sex & Motility each on its own curve, & broka to the } 

1 vert. decade intervals, looks mebby useful See Plate II, Fis 1 

But how get an OK measure of tangibles on which to plot such curves 
for our-types of break-down? 

If we had an OK fiscal-breakdown, so as to show the money being | 
spent yr by yr to “service” the several ideas & their action-programs, 
perhaps we would have such a tangible measure of current-status of 
the several idee-action-program lines (as aftificial propagations, i 
predator-controls, investigations & expt stations ete). | 

Of late yrs in Mich I presume that such-like fiscal-break-downs 
would be quite readily available & close enough to signify , but for | 
the pre-Titus years I doubt they could be any more than approximated, 

I helped wind up the “reindesr experment", for inst, but I never 

did know what it had "cost". Still I suppose that the Auditor Gen's | 
annual Repts would report enough, for most-such "projects" etc, at } 
least enough to work out such age-status curves closely enough to 
"fiz" the typical start-youth-peak & fall, a la Warthin-type curves, | 

4 for Warthin's chart & age-criteris etc see Plate II Fig 2 iy 

/ we | 
if |



4 f 
Consider also the graphs often used by the paleo-eceers & also | 

in Welch Limnology to report on populetion-fluctuations & successions i 
i of dominant-forms: plenkton "blooms" or Eohippi et al. 

H As per my Plate III- Fig 1 & Troutman uses a version of this for 
start-pesks-taper-offs of Buckeye bird migrations. 

Whether we could get OK data & dope on which to construct such graphs 1 
for such case-histories as we'll need, I dunno.... but whether we Hi 
can or can't get such d&d, we'll know that there will be time-age 
successions as of genera or species, & some equivalents of embryo, | 

( infant, youth, adult & senile, won't we ? (Just on ecet of becuz Vil 
these here are "organic" ete?) 
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7 Fig 1 Life curves of vital functions (of typical Homo-eritters etc) 
___— From Warthin Old Age, p-30 

1 "Cerebral & spirituel" (intellectual?) devolopment 
2-"Motility" (physical-muscular capacities etc) | 
35-"Reproductive funetion" (see W's text for definition etc) 

Ascent Peak Decent | 

| 
Childhood Youth Maturity Age , | 

Nursing Puberty Full-sex to ripe age Senesence 
(Toothless) (Milk teeth) (full dentation) (no teeth) | 

Play age School age Work age Retiring age 

Yrs 1-7 8-21 22-60 61-? | 

Fig 2 Stages|of Human life - Warthin p-19, table ete from which 
um. &bDOVA is/ shown gn part only - to illustrate specific age-stage | 

break-down & indexes or criteria ete 
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the} LANSING -(P)- Rep. Alexander | ¢) 
_ |M. MaeKay, Republican, West}. 

zin| Branch, ‘who heretofore has led = 

inja fight against the conservation | > 

id-| commission’s plea for permission 
} 

on|to declare an open season for 

sht|antlerless deer in areas of over 

rut} concentration, says he has become 
of} converted to the idea. 

wn| MacKay, chairman of the house 
t committjee on conservation, said 

ea he was. distressed by the sight of 
ill) scores of deer that had died of| 
NE\ starvation and disease in over- 

nd} crowded feeding grounds, and that 

air|/he would fight for selective shoot- 
ing. 

*st}/ His statement came as he re- 
| 

= turned} from a tout of deer yards 

’s| where,’ he said, conservation offi- 
| 

©Y} cers inja few hours showed him the 
carcagees of 74 deer. “I don’t doubt 

their statement,” he added, “that 
they tould lead me to the carcasses 

of 590 in Ogemaw, Roscommon, 
} 

Oscoda, Alcona and Alpena coun- 
| 

p ties, dead of hunger and disease.” 
| 

He} said he would support a bill 

yp whidh would permit the commis- 

sion to declare a five-day period 

for {shooting antlerless deer in } 

7 
‘ish overcrowded areas to reduce the 

size ‘of herds to a point where they 
7 f 

€X-|could subsist on available feed. } <= _ Ee ~ = 

es-|The} shooting could start after the ter 4 = Sse ey | 

ight) regular deer season, in which only P | . | 

rud- ster bucks may be taken. — 

tor, ‘he privilege of shooting antler- 
less deer would be reserved to 

rce-\hunters who had failed to. bag a 
Vili 

all-| bufek:in the regular season, he said, 

ney|anid permits would be awarded by 
| 

di-|lot} when the demand was too 
| 

giyeat, ie 
| 

fish "Mackay said he was impressed 
| 

ted|thtat overpopulation was dangerous 

mic|bgcause hunger-weakened deer}. 
ved,|npight easily become prey of dis- 

ii 

me|epses that would virtually destroy) | 
I 

: an. entire herd. iy a 
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1138 Fairoaks, AA Mich 6/12/41 

: Vv : han’ 

Yale Pereet sekoot E Runt i 

Dear Sir: 4 

As Executive Secretary of the Jocal Chapter of the Society 

for De-bunking th Buresu Boys, &/or for Shagging th Saered Cows all 

over th Lot etc., I have been instructed to notify you that your 

ante on page 577 of the J of F for June, in which you evicerate 

Bro Terry so neatly, has qualified you for Advanced Stending & for 2 

Senior Membership in. our Society & that citations to that effect 

heve been entered in our records; & with the notation; "Sic Sem summa | 

cum laude", 

You Mare herewith anthorized to sign yourself accordingly & that 

we love you very much, : 

Calling your attn to an ante by one Davenport, (a Junior in Mich | 

Game Met ete) soon due to appesr in a forthcoming J of F (eas we hern-tell) | 

& assuring you of our most distinguished considerations etc, we remain 

yvt PSL 

psl/psl | 

| 
| 

. | 

‘ | 

: | 
| 

|
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F al | 
j INSTITUTE FOR DETERMINATIONS &for ADUMBRATIONS DD wt y 
: in re teens 

Homo-critters in habitat:- as-is & where they're at we | 
oe & so-whats, if any. a 

sno yee 

a 
- INTERPLANT COMMUNICATION 71 41 a 

New fis yr & type-ribbon 
From Acting Hierophant, Crystal-ball Dept, 1138 ddelphi 
fo Stone Labs Put-in-Bay Attn all Asst Chronbfogists 
Subject Current application of feed-back technic & l-hand washes other 

1+ Some time beck your Mr, Langlois presented a Contribution during a 
_@d Rapids session of Internationel F & G@ Commnrs with the general 
thesis that the Administrative Functions are per se valid & do not 
coincide with the Technical Functions (as often assumed by Techs 

= lacking adequate savvy in re same). 

‘ 2~- Thereafter a consignment of our Special BigIII formula was sent 
3 you for testing (as polish for Crystal Balls etc) but full repts 

é on same never recd here (or from campus branche@ - Madison, MSC et al) 
: 80 we presume same still undergoing tests & repts in due season, 

2 3- Said assumptéon (as per 2 above) seemingly confirmed by recpt here 
rs some weeks back of Ohio Newspaper Story purporting to relate th 

E how-comes of shifts in official Ohio policies in re hatcheries &/or 
; rearing-pond & fish-farm propagations etc, on acct of becuz precise 

: & dependable (ie “readily checkable"?) tagsing etc had shown | 
bum-bet to rat-hole returns to Paying Customers from such "releases" 

i in local habitats lacking in all-season OK-ness (as defined by 
Buckeye Milt's Exam Querg: Said bass due to be where as of 2:00PM 

é on Labor Day etc). 
| Interpolating local values in our Cyn Equation, Action-program 

: solved out so as to indicate{ "Customers due to get. better returns 
via increasing allocations of $$ available for creating & maintaining 

: local all-season bass et al OK.ness of environmental factors & let 
: "em run their own population curves ete", . . But with plenty of 

BigIII th while fed into mixture so as to buffer down the momentums 
of the Soc-poly & bank th curves agin skidding on the policy-turns 
e+e & Said Newspaper Story evidently submitted to demonstrate current 

k ut-in-Bay technic in re same (i e BigIII formule on-job?) 

: 4- Situation es outlined above sugzested predictable Sequences ala 
bs sour-dough & successions thereof subject to nice omtrol eta, & 

: local experiments were made accordingly & herewith submit Van C 
* Page of Freo Press for Jyne 8 last, as checked, He retells Ohio 
FY story "go commend Ohio Sports for open-mindedness".... then comments | 

that in Mich various action-program formulae have evidently been } 
: "over-sold" (as the 100% Ok-ness of l-buck lew et al). Thom 

; intimates (adumbrates?) that via Mich Fsh Inst determinations presenty 
si due to be coming-up, similer shifts of A-p accents will be in order 

; here, & "hopes that Mich anglers will be as open-minded" in re same 
: as were thep Buckeye Customers (after having been BigIIId via PutinBay?) 

3 5- ee In finel draft of "Manual of Banana-peel Engineering" should 
= the Seétion of Chapter dealing with successions & predictable sequencies || 
o as above, be titled "Feed-back” or "Sour-dough" Technid... or. both? | 
i l| 
a psl/psl Acting Hierophant |
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1138 Psiroaks , Ann Arbor, Mich vi 
717 41 ' ( | 

49 Ke 
Prof Len Wing, Fericulturist, +i9¢ NOM Speers 
SCW, Pullman, Wesh, be ieaat y 

C% \ 

Hullo there: 

Your query of) 7/7 sent me into) the attio & I find, thet the 
"Fericulture” item was in the UofM Forest School Annual for '35, 
There never were any sepsretes & I dunno would Dane et.al have 

any extras of the old Annual. So far as I know,yours is the only 
_(even tentative) follow-up interest: that suggestion ever received, 
But I stilb think thet We need something of the, sort, & I,haven't 
beard of © more seemingly reasoneble term for "geme mgt" etc. 

Another similer sugeestion recently dudded on me. © Our USFS 
; Regionel Forester, from Milwaukes,was in 4A & talked to Sem Dena's 

punch & later we had lunch at the Union - mostly forestry faculty 
people being ‘there. The term "multi-parpose” was presently, used 
& I commented Wasn't it too bad we still lacked some term for 
multi-purposing which would be accurate, consistent & self-explaining 
etc.... Why yes, perhaps... @ as-vwhat fer instance the R. PF. asked me? 

How ‘about “Perpetual or Sustained Annust Deficit Forestry"? I asked 
him (asa shocked hush went @round ‘the teble), 

Oh well, I suppose lots’ of OK sesd doesn't -fall og fertile ground; | 
elso thet, contempleting that probable percentage, one should try to 
get ‘some fun en route. | 

That was the way of it that time in the Wildlifers Conferences here 
in (you say). Deo '36, where I undertook to demonstrate thea practicab- 
ility of OK inventory-technic for most anything. Bro. Hubbs et al 
bed been typicelly reluctant, Ivthought, to recognize the «types of 
trout-waters,...°& map & plan accordingly. So, with some \»peneil notes 
on én S@nvelope I sugested that Wildlifers were readily subject ito 
such typing: Novo, Demo & Buro cherecteristies being quite obvious, 
es I elaimed (reading fem off) the envelope). The progrem ‘had Listed 
Leopold as Chrmn of that «session or I might have desmed it inaxpsdient 
to be so ornery. 

i As’ I went slong reciting the pseudo-charactoristics of sach type 
I was watching the faces of the assembled Bretheren. Al Hazzerd saw 
me comine, I felt sure, but most of ‘em were guite evidently just 
puzzled or bored ... & watching the Chrma. His reaction, I judged, 
was @ bit deleyed, but when he finally snorted itiwas, I thought, a 
very OK snort. It came as I had just finishen saying that the Novos 
"typically nested in litters of old papers from which, at irregular 
intervals, they hatched out monographic young” - or sumpin) such, 

No, that dissertation was never written up. I figgerd that it 
might not click properly in print.... & besides I lost the.old 

envelopes, 

You ask for “any aveailsble separates of other papers..." on | 
forestry, land-use & geme etc, “Having taken note) of your. letter- | 
head & current title, I'm somewhat» in doubt asito whether you, are i) 
just pack-ratting, in the standard campus manner (building: ug) reference i 
itatorial) ate os |



2 } 
-«+ for the School Library or for your perm nal collections,.. or 
are you mebby more or less interested in tha PSL-ish point-of-view | 
in re Homo-critters in habitat (as-is & whare-they're at) ete? | 

It doesn’t make any difference axcept that 41f you want in-on the 
fanning of Homo-critter bohavior-patterns & successions, time-schedules 
of stagos of sore ete, (as ali that has been sorta integrating &/or 
adumbrating of late via mostly personal exchanges between Leopold, | 
Schoenmenn at 21 at MSC, McMurry et al at UofM & TroutmanaLanglois | 
at al tn Ohio, plus 27?) you will need references to various antes 
other then mine, . . More of a job to assemble such a list them I'a 
want to undertake unless essured that you are "really intorested” 
ooo» & not just pack-rattins in the standard campus manner, 

The cnly seps I now have left on hand ara tha’ two enclosed: "Harmoniz- 
ing Conflicts..." & "Silcox exchange", Together they somewhat outline 
whet hes been growing into something like a Thesis (as to H-es in 
habitets, repeating patterns & predictabilities of etc) but even so 
you would probably need a few other items in ordar to get well cut-in-on 
the “current literature" - 41 ¢ enough to find out whether you will 
went to incorporate tho core of it into your lectura notas or otherwise 
get your classes into contact with it.... or perhaps do some followup-ir 
on your own hook, 

If so, you'd better try my Sones ets & Cofntours ..," in the Journl 
of Forestry for May '33, It contains quits & number of refareances 
to trace whet I take to be tho normal Homo-critter land-use ete 
Successions: pro-farm, pro-forast, "reersational resotress” & their 
"servicing via modern menagment technics" ete finally getting 
braided into the complex ste (but mostly battle-royale as yet & 
611 muxed up for lack of "harmonizing"), Ssps of that all gone, | 

Ecologicel Ingineoring Presidentisl addross in 37th Rept. Mich Acaa Science Lit & Arts, '35 76ff, This sorts sets up ths "frame™ 
within which I'm assuming (sdumbratins?) that we're going to dope 
out & mebby "manase” this Homo-mammal (if we do it) & sorte prospects 
around for the limiting fectors evidently due to be invobved - ifwhenk | as we get debunked &/or "intelligent" enough to tackle it with the | 
same kit of tools we aro using for the other mommsls & their ecological 
combinations, Never were eny seps of that... Acad Sei publications 
ere handled thru the mitiimmnmm@:U of M Librery. It runs 8 larae & } 
easy “exchanze list" with institutions such as yours so like enough 
there will be oe set of the Mich Acad Sci Reports somewhere on your 
campus, . , Or could be for late years if your library-of-such-like 
Authorities go after ‘em, Lemme kmow if not? ds printed there are 
Several typo errors so bad that they gum up the proper sense of the 
sentances, so if you locate & copy, better lemme give you the 
corrections (if I can find my own copy), But Aldo L hes a corrected 

/ copy, I think,... pages torn out of s bound copy of the 37th Rept? | 

To get a really nice running-start, in addition to the sbove items 
you should check up on & feel out with some care, at least two more: 

é } Is-it-a-sin (to leave "idle&#, lands not needed for forest production Editorial in front of Journl of Forestry for July 1940, Schmitz is asking some (as I judse) core-questions of tha Sawlogs-will- 
fetch-Everlasting-Salvation contingent, So far as I know the i Officiel Bretheren have evaded & svoided all real consideration | of those (really basis?) questions (running out on ‘em all-same | as Silcox et #1 ren-out on my joshing in the "Comment"?) |



Davenport, not yet published but said to be due soon in JorfF 3 
& under a title sumpin like: "Sawlog Forestry vs Game Mst™, 
Devenport is a Junior Staff feller in liith-Game Divn, & he is | 
askin e bunch of Senior SAF Members (mostly USFS-ars} te kéndly 
c--p or git off th land-use p-t etc. This Mss was OK'd by Leopold 
to Schmitz, es I:hern-tell, & later sent on for “esrly publication” 
so it seemingly ought, to\ be due in the: Jof F very shortly, But 
it may also git exterminated en route vie Buro-boy predation, perhaps. 
If-n-when it comes: out,» plenty. of) seps) will. no. doubt: be. eva ilable, 
esse It will be mauling on the wedges set» in the is-it-a-sin» editorial 
& might have & chance to split off some, OK slabs. 

In this connection, I did guite.a bit. of corrosponding,. asking 
some, of the old-hand S4¥-ers to, lemme know, how they. were reacting 
to: the ds-it-a-sin?, queries, {ins the, editoriel ,. lies). 

From H H Chapmen (Yele Forest School & ex-Top of SAF. ete etc) 
Iv hed what I figeer to be the much “best-yetfocus of the fus-to-be 
primary "issue", He told me, in effect: "The 'sin' isn't in re 
'ddle lands’) (having potential forest productive capacity. sts)... 
& is in tepping the national income for projects, policies & 
propositions which haven't, ae decent chance. to, be worth whet. they 
will have cost: ( & sovas to leaveus, presently, just: stuck for the 
aifference:... ©& @llethe while with: faim: to.good-bet propositions 
aveilable - if looked for & if handlea@ compstently & on-th-square 
with th» Customers),o This’ was: private sorrospondence but. I have his 
permission to) quote. it, 

| 
As the same "line™ has been devoloping! via corrospondencs with | 

Leopold: et al, the corse-query might’ now be formulated; If, in full 
300d faith, & using all th tools 4n all ithe kits,’ all the deni-use 
contingents were to get integrated & hooked upto do, the best=now- 
practi@able job of pre-doping as to valid priorities of policies, 
projects) & budgets, so as to rate the long-run-souhd, priorities 
of farm, forest & recreational "utilizetions”, how would we. then 
went to proceed in recognizing & segregatitng the Sure-pet, good-to- 
fair, poor-to-bum-beb, & the ret-hole propositions, prospects. ote? 

That might boil down to about: this: Who woul he doing what. 4? 
our land-usings were to ba managed with ell avéilable intelligence 
pro long-run bono Homo-critters (as same may be trom time to time 
defined) ? 

éibbing? 
In fanning sround in this concept (standing: firmly on thei seemingly 

primary assumption that the Homos ere mammals,-& due tobe so framed), 
our Eeophents (4 @ ecologists » hierophants) heve suggested that 
there should be some manner of reducing, the variables, & their limiting 
factors ‘to equation form, & they have ‘suggested the following pseudo- 
morphic expression as mebby OK to tinker with (while the battle-royele 
is going on emong th Bratheren?) 

OK Technology, integratod with OK Economies, integrated with OK 
Social-politicah considerations &/or evaluetions equals OK sction- 
programs (on which to expend th Customer's LicenSe fees, itaxes etc). 

Or, in short-form sbout thus; | 

OK a m fon Soc-poly = OK Ap | 
| 

& we await your comment in re same ag we polish crysteb ball | 
PS1/ 51 ISL oY£40 i



1138 Fo AA Moh 71841 2 I 
. INSTITUTE FOR DETERMINATIONS &/or ADUMBRATIONS 1 

INTERPLANT MEMO 

From High Cold Peaks 
Yo Wisconsin Branch ... Attn Chronologist .., Re Is Man 8 Mammal? 

1- With the utmost astonishment we note than we have evidently closed | 
& random traverse, & submit evidences herewith: viz sep from Am ‘ 
Antiquity Vol 6 #4 Qpril '41 & typed supplement by author. 

Some time since our Acting Hierophant seems to have commented on the 
probabilities that most or all Homo saps are guite consistent in 
certain mammalian characteristics & behaviours & that it might be 
sorta fun to graph same broke down to stages of sere, if any, & so 
as to fetch forth time-schedules of same, if any & subject to 
revision pending further researches in re same, 

Furgit howcome but Greenman et al on Georgian Bay last summer 
reported to have found evidences of Homo-critter camp-sites on 
way-back beach-place got mentioned & your Mr Leopold requested 
a&d (data & dope) on same when ifn-as durn if Our Local Agent 
didn't remember about same & just lookit as enclosed: 

2- Calling attn to two (2) items of mebby special intrust all 
Chronolégists & such-like: | 

a- The Geologist Stanley makes strong medicine said camp-sitea 
occupied by H-critters in situ “between 10 (ten) & 15,000 os 
yrs back"from now (1 e 7-34 1/2 QM, EST, AD 7/18/41, FDR 3rd-term), _ 
+e. (be the same more or less). Wasn't Hammurabbi about 5M? 

b- As per blue-wiggle, pps 311-12 kindly note d&d in re Heo | 
repeater-pattern, origins of, & utilizations by Archaeologists 
In pre-doping where to look for "sites"..,, 1 if them H-cs 
were canoing coastwise, dtd, 10-50 M yrs back & lake levels 
then 1-200 ft higher than now, & bare-rock mostly but some 
sandy bays etc, where would they put-in for terra-stops & what=do i 
then? Is same not highly predictable? 

5- Awaiting comment without fear or favor & trusting that Pullman 
consignment as enclosed for info may be OK &/or otherwise in-line 
or notify us accordingly, we remain yvt psl & closing out this 
item in our files until furder notice with docks clearing for 
next consignments best-best Crystal-ball Polish via "nodes" et al | 
in due season subject POM priority ratings &/or AAA rulings as to 
burning wheat in straw, tea in Boston Harbor, surplus in th midst 

1 of plenty ete. ' 

IfD &/or & | 

Teting Ecophent 

i



: : ce cage . 8/4-41 

{Mt From 1138 Fo 4A to Agr’l Hall Madison Wis, about this n thag ’ s il 
: } Miscl items to catch up with some of your pencil on yeller back-a-spell, 

1 1- You commented on "peculiar habit of our Mich Cyn Dept biennial Repts 
in that they incorporate many "féndings" (from Expt Stations etc).., 
where other States are content to put én only statistics & exhortations" | 

Yes, & smart of you to recognize the fact of it & to phrase it so | 
very neatly. lacking several items of info etc, it would no doubt 
"look like that”. 

Same way about "peculiar" behavior of alfalfa - prior to the savvy 
as to bio-primo hookups between lime in soil & nodule-bacteria etc? 
+e. But post-savvy,not "queer" = = just more ecological-@mplex etc. 

Likewise when you incorporate into the equation the Mich concept 
of the applications of "Extension Service" equivalents in re Cyn-doings, 
Gotta hunt out & keep Slipping the d&d (date & dope) into all manner 
of seaSon=checks where tuch-like wedges will thereafter git mauled 
on steadily. 

For some 10 yrs plus the Biennial Repts have beeyx worked up so 
that the bigger parts of the edition will come out as separates from 
the several Divisions (Geol, Forests, Game, Fish ete). Seapatatieiy ; few of the total printings get bound up into single whole=Dept Repts. 

Each Divn will be noting how its corros has been running since the 
last Rept, & as to the hot-spot comings-upét@ & it will write up its 
current ante for the 2-yr Repts accordingly = - & knowing that there 
will soon be plenty of separates available. 

When so available, by marking certain sections or pgfs etc, much 
too-hurried & sloppy letter corros can be well taken care of via 
",e. See enclosed, from Dept's Rept, as marked for fairly full 
discussion of the points your letter raised... If hot satisfactory 
pls let us know.... Further S eexst oe on pps & &&%& & } 
see also the State Forest (of ????) pts of view as set up in their | 
Section, also enclosed ..." 

Thus we reduce the scanty-sloppy explanations vie individual letters, 
& stir in yeast via making it easy for Customers to begin to git 
depolarized from their Sacred Cow assumptions. 

Also what apt to be more effective in warning our older field hands 
ete, that their Tops will not be pleased if they keep on peddling 
out-moded d&d to the Customers? When the o}d-hands see the New & 

' Better Dope solidly incorporated as Accepted by Tops, signed & OKa i] 
right in the Dept Rept., ete, they'll lmow that to peddle any other 
line is apt to git 'em into trouble, don’t it seem probable? 

So we seem to get us much & prompt & effective "amplification" (in loud-speaker senge) of whatever currently needs "dampering down" i 
or "accent" - - & due to work nacely on our Customers, & as coaching~ ; plus for all our Local Agents ete, 

Mffn you had been as smart as you seemingly might a been, instead 
of stopping with your "peculiar" comment, shouldn't you have begun | to wonder whether there might not be some Significance in this 
unusual but persistently repeating Mich-ic "behavior"? 

iH
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Now that the theory & technic of its application have been i 

explanified (from high cold peaks etc) does it séem to you at all i 
"peculiar" - - or just another manifestation of intelligence? (& not | 
so smart for Mich as it is dumb of the other outfits ae to have seen 
the chance?). 

I think you should react for me on that; or if my d &@ isn't yet | 
adequate or convincing, tell me where or why. Seems to me that with | 
the "extension-sales function" taken for granted, & the use of the 
separates & need for continugous “coaching of field force " se 
"understood", that the "peculiar" combination ¥sa sorta "clears up" 
the wag grouse-seasons, Refuges et al has to shift gears as soon as 
cyclic-behavior is accepted as "real" [& beyond control via mere 
tinkering with “enforcement” etd) 

But how about that? Are the Mich-ers smart or the others dumb? 

o Ma %s Xb 3e Seteks 

2= Vergxpfig curious new incident. Bill Howard (fetched up via UofM 
Museums, then in Pk Service & transfered to Biol Survey about when 
it was due to become F & W/1 Service) is now in Wash & evidently 
has the handling of the Pitt-Rob Projects, His office has to read 
the quarterly P-R Progress Repts (as evidently required on each 
Project & as per some general Outline etef) 

} Well Bill has written to Ruhl saying, in effect; Having to read 
& comment on & generally supervise these &&& X" Prog. Repts on 
Projects under 30-40 different State Ogtfits each mostly in charge 

7 of State Cvn Dept fellers crossed with green-hand grads from the 
/ campuses, has sure gave us in my office, some bad alergics.... The 
: run of those Repts is turrible.... but them from Mich are quite 

consistently at least Fit to read - ~ not hard to take. They are 
so much easier to take, & so consistently like that, we feel sure 
it isn't accident- - - must be some sorta formula behind it. So 
pretty-please come thru with a "short" sumpin we can print in the | 
P-R Quarterly \house-crganz) & thereby mebby stir some of. the | 
Mich-type (literary?) yeast into the other-State dough ... & thereb I) 
git into sour-dough status instead of (wnfermented & hard to digest i 
dough-god stuff. | 

; Smart of Bill to dope it thus? Yes, sure, & he does have extra 
savvy, but isn't he just naive to figger that even tho we had a such, | 
& wrote it out in full, that the Other Outfits could then proceed 
to use it & git a la Mich results? 

I doubt we have any such "formula"; also that if we had, & set | 
it up neatly, that it would git OK results any better than swimming- 

; lessons by corros-course.,.. or advice from billiard Expert to } 
"chalk cue with care prior to shots needing plenty draw &/or english". i 
eeeee The first-such I remember made me sore was the sdvice prénted 
on a packet of fancy beans... "Cylture: Plant thus & so... & hoe 
often but only when the leaves are dry". It was 20 yrs later before 
I learned thet a variety Of bean diseases are easily "spread" by 
the how, & are apt to "catch" much worse when spores et al are 
rubbed on while wet etc. . .. The printed Advices were "correct" 
but without much further ad & d, must be swallered whole & blind | 
(as they mostly wouldn't be). | 

Hunching sumpin like that, in sending me Bill's letter & requent, | 
Ruhl had commented that he wondered whether we shouldn't try to 

il



“explain some as to how we got like that?" Then Ruhl asked me to | Suggest “how to handle” the ante asked for by Howard. | 

4nd I judged that Ruhl was smart to hunch the need of “backgrounds” before any mere "formula™ could be effective. 

& I judged both Bill & Harry were kinda naive to assume that to do / all that in a single "short" in a mid-season issue of the P-R Quart., | would have enough chance of clicking to make it worth fussing with. 

"e+e Send three box-tops & two-bits cash (no stamps) & by return i mail git Gomplete Instructions wrote out by Famous Opery Singer on , How te Swim th English Channel non~stop...” ; 
H Still I've been having me some (kid in Sand-pile?) fun experimenting . with mebby-mights for Bill to slip into Th Bretheren. 

{ © Se Xe Xs Xe Xo Xe Xe Xe Xe Xe Me | vs 

= i 5- Some time, back you inquired whether much of Ruhl's Itypidally a : persistent troubles in getting Mgt Bulls et al into print, might s not be due to his failure (or refusal?) to hunt out & take on Staff the best-bet Tech personnel at all available?... i @ really best ) Products of really best Trainers = ~ instead of trying to git along . with #2-3 grades, or pick-ups etc. 

Without letting him in-on how-come I was askin, I founf an OK chanect & did ask - about as you had framed it. His reply seemed } prompt & free & to the effect: "Yes, ... plenty of truth in that... I do have quite a number of not-best & pick-ups.... But when I’ve hunted out & gotten some AfIs, what happens?, . . Same as when you were running Game, . . About as they get going good, somebody else ; bids ‘em eway. . . Happens so often that I'éa druther put up with lower=grade material which I have a good chance to break in to Mich i ; & keep indefinitly..." (But with the mill-run eavened & seasoned | Ww at least a few Af#fls, & with the full-time Tops on both MSC & i UofM Campuses cut-in & helping all the time?) i 

Seems to me Ruhl marked X on a real Spot. I knew very well that | in Pirnie I had me a extra-plus duckologist, & that there was no } chance to get him the pay & facilities te the adequate Supervision, | @oaching etc?) gh which would keep him in his highest gear & goin places. So when the MSC-ers came around (very decently in advance) | ; & asked me to "help consider their Wintergreen Lake Top problem", i I said (as they had hoped I would): "Take Pirnie & treat him right So he will be content to stay in Mich & therafore be avai lable to | both of us.... Meanwhile I'm going to bid against you & to force you | @s high es I can,.. so as to force ua Outfit to regognize that now oi there is getting to be real competitionfof the type of Tech-men I've | been hunting & working with & on, & that I've got to be able to pay } & treat ‘em accordingly, 
} 

That was 10 yrs before the Pitt-Rob came along, & as it came the | market for A#Is etc, again humped, & with many State 0 tfits now | having to bid against3-5 US Outfits. . - Yes I figger Ruhl's prefer- | ence for less-than-Top Tech personnel which he has a chance to keep } long enough to generate Sumpin permanent, as agin Af#Is thet jump | just as they begin to git-soo0a locally & mebby never dia write-up | their stuff, is a valid pt of view. What you gotta say to that? | 

| {\)



Durn good joke on everybody, after all my crabbing about | 
Lensiuads Slowness to learn anything about "writing” in spite of i 
getting burnt so often in the same place, that Bill Howard now i 
comes along asking Ruhl ff et al to please learn them other fellers i 
how to gig up OK Repts. 

| & that so soon after Gabe was in AA (last fall) telling Dana 
et al that most of his own Tech-fellers "couldn’t even write a 
decent letter .... & that he sure gia distinguish between "writing" 
& the "casting dnto rigia mould” of "another technical paper", 

SSE eX, Sees 

| 4~ Ho & hum, ges et Gabe sorta skipped school this spring to go 
: out with Van Tyne to kook into Kirtland warbler affairs & thus 

play around in his old sandpiles.... "just bird-fellers out in 
, wild country but not too wild". Ven had ‘phoned me to help make 
j sure Lansing had issued the State Collector's Permit to Gabe so 

{ he would have it on his person ete & time sorta short for such | 
& Gabe had wired Van T to tend to it (lest major embarassments | 
devolop, perhaps). | 

So there they were, Prof-Dr Van T the UofM bird-Top & Big Chief 
; of F & W/lService, up-state in jack-pine plains & néce & lonesome 
1 & Mr-warblers a-doin of their stuff & weather nice n everything 
i «+e & mirable dictu way back there in th bresh somebody in a neat 
H uniform had follered their tracks in & presently caught up, & 
} "very pleasantly” Van told me, asked 'em aid they have their 
i gun & collector's permits, US & State... & might he see same? (on 

acct of becuz he was Cyn Officer & out & around checkéng up on 
j things ete as per uniform & such-like eredentials... please) 

| 

4nd both of ‘em had a full line of Permits & Officiel Coverage | 
& everything went off just nice & proper; Van told me. The Officer } 
couldn't have done his stuff any nicer... & Van was evidently so 
relieved & canfortable Gabe hadn't been caught-short & roughed-up 
by a Mich-wardew feller , . . & later Gab= told Van that what with | 
all the years of collecting etc, all over the country & State after 
State, he'd never before been picked up & checked over by anybody? 

Later Van turned Gabe over to spend some days in the field with f 
Ruhl, & there also a pleasant time was had by all, gs I heartell, 

; 
! 

Dagon & don't it beat al1 hell how some fellers & Outfit seem 
te git th breaks like that? i 

But, on tother hand, with the Givens as stated, & with the 
Home-critter patterns mildly pre-doped, wouldn't you be inclined 

‘ to sorta presume that something of the sequence of actual events 
at might have been at least somewhat predictable (& or even engineered?) | 

onSidered as fia merely hypothetical proposition, of course), | 

Anyway ain't it sorta nice to have Bill Howard astin Harry for } 
his how-ta-write formula, & to have Gabe Hisself git very favorable 
impressions of the Cyn Outfit of a Certain State? | 

Dia I ever report old-hand Coach Yost&s reply to football Pan 
who had asked him his formula for "devoloping an A#L team?’ Yost i 
is said to have mentioned selection of candidates, working up to | 
Physically “hard", skull-practice as to Plays & then trying 'em 
out on=job over & over ete, & than saying: "After they have al} 
that, most of the rest of it is getting ‘em so they all keep » 
watching for th breaks... & in shape to play 'em hard & fast", i 2eSSeR : wats las Ng — eeesheteseiesieemsiniasimt 

1
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RexX-xX-K-3-x- i 

5- Have had 2 good evening sessions with the Hammefstroms & the i 
last time they fetched in the Jr H (from the back of the car where 1 
they'd left him until feoding time). Yes, they told me, they'd 
Seemed to note that in rearing young critters in their professional 
capacities, them had "done best" which had been most left alone. So 
they were trying that in their parental capacities, & it seem to 
work, too, Having borryd some warm water for the bottle, they set | 
the youngun upright in a cheir & he gone right to it without comment. 

Yes, they told me, it was perhaps somewhat unusual to bottle a 
baby a-settin up like that, but swallerin fast ("gulping?") if 

y settin upright he'd swaller less air that way ... & ergo make less 
i "gas" (to mebby ache him presently etc..., & it seemed to be working 

out & kid almost never ached or cried or otherwise fussed, so....) 

i Very intrustin fambly & I'll hopefto git really well acquainted 
as we go along, They laugh at the right places as I yarn at ‘oem? 

! And they seem to be fitting very neatly into their current niche 
i out at the "George Preserve"... & via Dick Gaige, Van Tyne, Burt j et al (all "real people" accoring to my taxonomy). ..,. In that 
H connection you didn't comment on my recent shot at Len Wing. I was 
i Sorta ashamed to shoot at him a-settin like that, but, dammit, I 
H gotta git me some fun don't I? He hasn't yet replied so perhaps 
H my wondering was he "pack-ratting" on me, mebby burnt him some. 
f I wouldn't want him to git blistered, but them young-feller Techs 
1 better pull down their screens when they are working around a 

fi welding are & th juice full on = - or even 30% mebby... Y should 
! I baby ‘em along? } 

6- Sorta curious-like how many OK items of d&a@ show up once your 
hook is baited & youfre fishing in strange waters? Right after 
the Hammerstroms & Jr were here (& I'd introduced 'em to Aquavit!) 
++, & @ touch or so of what we've been fanning in re Homo-critter 
repeater-patterns etc) I find the follerin reference: Women& Home 
Sompanion for A '41, p-9, Rupe Ma Dept of Pediatrics ~ete 
Why babies have colic..., "baby does not adjust properly to his 
environment... Probably two intimatly related factors chiefly 
involved: 1/ unstable, highly irritable & perhaps imperfectly 
devoloped automatic nevyrous system (which is believed to be under 
the control of the sub-conscious mind), 2/ hereditary hypersensivity 
to yain.. 7 

"... If your baby has colic it is because you are a thinking indiv- 
q idual. Consider this a compliment if you wish - but there is a joker 

attached. In some obscure way there are undesirable linkages which 
Seem to come alongs with the processes which produce mental superiority, 
e+ee The hookup is striking.... You have endowed your baby with 

7 characteristics inherited from that one of your ancestors who first 
felt the urge to think...." 

That isn't a precise quote, & I don't figger Dr Rupe has ever had 
his editorials pruned hard by experts (so that he really says what 
he is trying for) but still I figger he's taking notes & hunching-plus 
in re as-is & bunk-out H-c repeater-patterns etc. 

wR Rex keke Kak 

7- I had hoped to bill you with a consignment of best-best Crystel Ball I Polish so as to shine up our "node places in Chronologies” etc, but | 

Hi
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our Production has been sorta gummed up vie Labor Troubles, of late, y 
& Priority Orders have been cutting in on Regular Trade & Prefered | 
Customers but kindly be informed your Order in re Nodes et al is on 
top of our fiile of comingsup & will be gave attn lst opportunity & 
contractual obligations in re same in force as per Original Terms. 

However kindly note that lab-tests on the break-down a la Warthin 
G6la Age" for individual Hec, with separate but integrating curves 
for time-age stages of sere via physical, sexual & mental powers & 
potencies, didn't seem to click well enough to git at what we have 
been hunch-adumbrating is to be got-at (when iffn as etc). 

} 
i Same for your a&@ that (41f drawd out right) various old-line action~ 

programs, having went sour & so as to git into Sacred Cow status, may 
become rehabilitated & functionally potent if or when some New & Better 
Dope comes along so as to git goat-gland-grafted in, as twr. (As 
old & went-sour "Predator control via bounties", “all fire is cultus” 
"geme-farms & baby-trees gittin planted out by millions Make God Smile | 
& by billions He laffs out loud & gits drunk with Joy of same"... 
all such tend to "get new significance as the ecological concept cuts | 
into the gummed-up mess with new-style sofhventS” ete.( aS per yr diagram), 

Having pleyed around with both notions, sorta trying ‘em out on 
the Wis & Mich chronologies, I seemed to be sure that both had-sumpin 
(valid & worth further tinkering with) but I couldn't seem to feel 
that they were "adequate", Mgght be they were OK as Species or sub-sps 
but I was evidently looking for genera ... or mebby Families or up, | 

i Didn't yet havd hold of the right handles... hedn't put the wedges 
into the right season-checks eté. . . . Keap on playing around in th 

7 sandpile & mebby sumpin would show up = = & no tellin when, where or 
how-come but keep hooks baited up & keep watching for the breaks etc f 
(as per a repeater-pattern combination as has often seemed to work), | 

& durn if it hasn't seemed to have - agatm as follers (in short form | 
just to get same of the core of it on paper & so it wil mebby start 
you fermenting agin I git to fill it out more & as I'm sure can & | 
guite-certainly should be tried out & no skimping on it either) i 

8= What are to be took (ie recognized) as major stages of sere ete 
such as ere common to all-such H-c in habitat land-use tinkerings | 
& due to show up in (adequate)chrénologies & to have significance 
to corrospond to (sumpin like?) the Embryo, Infant, Child, Youth, 

, Adult & Senile stages & Pe as per Warthin, Pearl et al? 

Stnce it is & gotta stay én memmal-in-hebitat "frame", & so gotta | 
check in somehow with its "successions", "stages of sere", "agsociatiens" 

4 & "limiting factors" etc, there evidently must be some manner of 
"organic" pattern, "curves" for etc, & these preswmably will tie-in to 
time-schedules - - so as to be plottable --- & fore & aft "readable" 
via projections, comparison with "normal" curves, measurement of current 
deviations ete. 

H 

Such like might & like enough will check én more or less with individ 
mammal growth=-age patterns; but also mebby won't (iffen they's same | 
variable present in the H-c materially different in kind or degree from 
the other mammal-critters, or ???) 

See Wheeler th social-bug feller's "Emergent Evolution". He says: 
"No amount of analysis ete of behavior or & properties of liquia H20 

fy



Pt 7 j 
can pre-dope much of anythéng as to properties & behaviors of ice Hl 
or steam ...." Mebby we got a such-like combination to deal with | 
here (in re Heo in habitats etc). 

Note that: "In presence of catylitic agent the normal rate of 
chemical reactions may be enormously accelerated"... ( cat. agt. not 
itself "changine"), « « « Might-mebby be sumpin-such involved here 

; as the functions of the cortex &/or frontal-lobe "areas of association" 
Such as "memory", "imagination","fear", "hope" ete git cephalized 
(even @ teeny mite?) above some melting or boiling points? 

Isn't that a sorta "way" of restating what Elton was fumbling at 
in the Game Mgt Magazine ante you refered me to a spell back? & to 

i which I reacted with query as to whether the typically extreme & super- 
rational farmer-fellerés anti-city-sport reactions might not be 
Significant as hang-overs from "instinctive territoriality" patterns 
etc. We had a little follow-up corros on that wath some other items 
to dib further into the mebby psyco- factors involved in sddition to 
the pet physios, didn't we? Seems like you were trying to git me to 
“write it up” etd.... & I'd made a carbon you could send on tketo 
Elton & yo& commented that the army probably had him killing rats by 

3 now. (I'm just trying to git you commected up so you can mebby 
foller my fuzz-fumble mental processes up to date, so as to git a 

} running start into where I'm going next Fall anane Slice thru th 
i Looking-glass, vq: one of my main texts én re this-here H-c stuff). 

} In re same, see also Mark XIII-35: "Take ye heed watch & pray: for f = know not when the time is", I claim that's an OK formula &/or text 
: or Chronologists to have embroidered neat to hang on parlot wall ete, 

| So now, with Hickie'’s permission I dive down rabbit-hole..... | 

d ~ Ree < K-59 5- Rey ny exe zee 

1f If we are going to be inclined te "use all th tools in th git") ote 
git at th inwardness of these-here Hec patterns; & if we are going to 
go at same as per standard "research technic" ete, then obviously 
we gotta "search literature” tn re what has been recorded, broke down | 
into mebby-OK patterns, taxonomies ete, i 

With the psl-ish classification of w/l-ers in Mich Union when you 
were Chrmn of session, as I was recently writin Len Wing about & sent | 
you a carbon of, a pseudo-morphie wedge, we now gotta contemplate can 
we find some seemingly OK season-checks to get it in where we can 
maul it in as per the Memo for Schoenmenn & his Expt Station Top of | last spring you got a carbon off & receptd for "tntrusted specially 
in build up real ref library in re land-uséng " ete. | 

i You mind my.ref to Encye Brit under Chronology & its tell as to how 
the coming of the paleo-bio a&4 was so potent & fast in running-out 
the Bishop Usher a&a? il 

Well sumpin like that has Seemingly took place in my “understandings” | 
&/or "orientations" - yia contact with the Frazer Golden Bough d&a. \ 

I've been working with the 10-plus vol "2nd edition" & am still so 
only-into-edge of it, that they's no telling yet what the rest may do to me. . . but I figger that even so, I'll never be th same again, ++. dust as the impacts of the paleo-bio (readily checkable & not to be wished-away d&d} made it impossible for "reasonable people" to gZ0 along with the Bishop Usher d&d, so now I gotta reorganize my mil



8 base-lénes & triangulation points, understandings, assumptions I & escatojosies in re H=c @n habitats ete - - so as to incorporate | the Frazer-type of "enthropology” (study of Man&s as-is or was Social behaviors ete, from primitive on up). This Golden Bough is & sorta Encye of specific recordings of trib#l-plus goings on, all cross-tndexed & referenced sumpin very remarkable..., 

Jast for inst in one of your own writings you reported the lst case of specific modern-type game-mgt you had fouhd in Marco Polo fia Great Kahn's arengements ete, That's still a zood ref., I figeer, but look up "Hunting", "Game", "Wolves" plus, plus, plus in Golden Beh indexes in back of the big 2nd edition, (I hear there is a levol pboil-down but I haven't seen it & dunno what sort of index it may E have ~- if any), These Frazer refs, will take "fear of wolves" & efforts to "protect settler's stock", & specific tinkerings for ta fetch "hunter-luck" ete way-way-way back prior to Marco's findings, & Some such refs as I figser should go into the 2nd edition of Leopolafs (first & only) text on Gme Mot... really "backsrouna™ stuff, 

But mebby you are already 100%hep to same & I'm telling Darwin instead of Bshp Usher about fossils et al, If so kindly overlook amature's new-convert excitements as new-idee (for hém) gits to catalyzing & rejuvinating old-notion aka in graftefi-goat-gland manner. 

Ze Z=Z-ZeZeZeze 

10- How define recosnize, break-down etc, common-to-all-such H-c-in- habitat node=places .... SO as to get curves of, on time-schedules ete? 
obvious 

There will be some/age-time successions, such as: . 

a- Trapper-pioneer: Help-self as per previous Injun-times but more-so } 

b- Local shortages begin to show & to be noticed & talked about as "settlemints" & farming (or logging?) gits going string... so that "code-stuff" begins to devolop in the local society (wrong & anti-~- social.,,"unfair ta th rest of us atc, for anybody to take Single } haunch & leave rest to waste" ete, This presently generates more | code-stuff such as not-to-hunt-&-get-wounded-critter is raw-bum-g$ i Sport & sob.... AS shortages get noted & talked about in the | settlements & camps, presently starts talk (via Assns & Resblutions?) | "lets git a lew passed" - i 6 early stages of deliberate do-sumpin | to try to fix 

c= Thus the tinkering (stage of sere?) period begins: Stop that market hunting.... Spring duck-hunting.... license ell. guns.... allocate license funds to Support warden-force..., more hatcheries | & game-farms & exotics (lets try everything)... more Refuges, more bounties on predators, wardens 4-foot wide between th eyes & know th laws by heart & never Sleep at all..., closé them feeder-streams,,, naw leave Sem open but fix so private owners can't keep public out & shorten seasons & creel limits - aw ta hell with that just plant more & bigger hatchery stock ete ete: ie really tyyi - but all of it (really) just _amaturish tinkering (kid-in-sandpile?) (Mebby plenty of "selfish" or "commercial interests", political etc, mixing in) 

d= As the amature-tinkerings get tried out long enough, & as the Hee populations & their over-urbanizations & linked-on "demands" (needs?) im for out-door "recreations" (4 6 Antaeus-type yens & hungers?) buila " & integrate into "organized pressure groups" (pro-fam, forest, w/l mgt, wild-flower & wilderness et al ete plus-,lus) presently



enough experience accumulates & enough of “scientific background” 9 

a& a (via campus-type botany, zoology et al1)"becomes available", | 

so that proto-technologies begin to show (typically in campus-outfits | 

&/or US of State Bureauss more or less “responsible” for thin n thats, i 

(But normally & typically each contingent & sub-contingent going it 

on-it-own ... ignorant & don’t care as to the others... & often trying 

to cut-throats, ham-string all others..., & accumulating herds of 

Sacred Cows etc - as I samewhat hung on Silcox & he typically run-out 

on me 100%@?).... & a8 per Ding Darléng swan-song in Gountry Gent Mag | 

fat-lady-from- Kansas for cross-section of the Washington as-is patterns?) | 

+... & aS per Davenport's ante for JofF which you finally OKtd to Schmitz 

but it isn't out yet & I kinda got my fingers crossed has it had its 

throgt " quietly down back alleys on acct Sacred Cows too much jeopatd- | 

ized... 

e~ So finally the Technologies begin to get cut-in on the old-line 

Amature-tinker action-programs with some manner or degree of hookups | 

to link the Administrative & the Technologies (& with some manner or 

degree of cross-ties with the Customers devoloping meanwhile... via 

"educational publicity", "Extension service" etc.?). 
, The long-quite-separate pro-farm, pro-forest, pro w/l recrn'l "lines" 

1 begin to "tntegrate” (ugder the common concept-formuls of sound-&- 

crop-wise use of lands long-run pro-bono-homo etc- - as th same may 

| from time to time appear)... & we're presumably up to the as-is, now, 

with the Pitt-Rob Act duplicatifg the prior patterns of the Sgr'l 

Expt Stations & about as per the US Forest Expt Station "system" but 

much better than since with US & many-state O,tfits linked, th Sacred 

Cows ain't apt ta git inbred so bad as when 180% Buro-boys in charge. 

f- Where these curves g0 from here I dunno but I'm guessing-plus that 

4f when-n-as the nature of the Gvn-ld-use "Equation"-concept gits to H 

soaking in, that the succession of Stages or sere will keep on showing } 

~w4 aS & is apt to be increasingly pre-dopable as we devolop the , 
‘| ecological-complex d&i & so as to include & incorporate the He phases, 

1. 

X, Xb xG 5 RG TERS ae 

ll- The d&d@ in (10) is mostly just a summary & condensation of what I ! 
had chunks & fragments of in the Speculum Operations Memo to Ruhl, 

& in the Memo for Schoenmann (& Gardner), & 4S per our Chronolo 

corros... ie most or all of it at least adumbratea-plus before t | 

met-up with Frazer. 

So now kindly contemplate some of what I found in Au-Bough, 2nd Ea. 

Vol I, p572 (after listing much detail as to Magic leads up into” 
Religion & both,(finally & reluctantly?) into Science.) 

“arao ae 

He has defined Magic (& several types of) as (from memory): "Seeks 

to influence & direct or control the forces of nature via direct voodoo | 

tinkerings & symbols (stick pdns in mud image of sumpin as is to be It) 

Doesn't have much of theory as to why or how, but Customers leave 

it to Medicine-men to Know How to Do Whatever Voodoo as seems to work, h 

Via Religion the Medicine-men cmtinue to fo their stuff much as 4 

via Magic, but escapé embarassingly direct & persoal responsibilities 

for the "desired results” etc, via “appeals for interventions of | 
super-homo Agencies”. Thad Priests now have the Word-a-God etc, as | 
to how best to appease, appeal, fetch Special Considerations ete,,, 

& their fall-downs can now be alibied neatly via "Bowers of Evil", | 
Sinner-customers didn't come-clean in Confession &/or other-such i 
super-homo mixtures of competition, predation etc - & not Priests soitws
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6f pide-line doesn't git tapped as per petition of Customer & as per 
Official Interventions of Intermediaries Designated & Ordained for such, } 

If Frazer gits around to defining the essential procfesses of his | 
"Seience", I haven't yet found it, but he is evidently taking this 
in its standard sense: "Convictions & action=-programs based on rational 

| proceedures subject to precise & dependable checking for validities, 
dependable 3-dimension measurements etd. 

His main contention (& demonstration?) is that Magic shifts over 
into Religion & that shifts over into Science (in repeating patterns 
& wherever the Hee is doing his stuff). | 

So now I quote some 2nd Bd Vol I p372: 

1 | "As time goes on the fallacy of magic becomes more & more apparent 
| to the acuter minds & is slowly replaced by religion..... the magician 
| gives way to the priest.... who seeks to attaén the (good of Man) by | 
| appealing to the gods to do for mim what he no longer fancies he can | 

do for himself" 

| P-420 "Magicians or medicine men... constitute the oldest 
| professional class én the evolution of society." 

| p-421 ",.. as time goes on, magic is slowly ousted by religion. [Mf 
| Meanwhile the magicians- who may be suppressed but cannot be extirpated | 

by the predominance of religion = prefer their old occult arts to the 
t newer rituals of sacrifice & prayer; & in time the more sagatious ... 

; perceive the fallacy of magic and (having hit upon e mora effecftual 
mode of manipulating the forces of nature for the good of Man)... they 
abandon sorcery for science", 

Note Bro Frazer is cautious & gentle, I take it, not to get too 
Obviously tangled with the as-is Magicians &/or Priests, but his 
vast assembly of specific d&d as to H-c goings-on, all over world, \ 
Snowballs up to the way Time Mag put it recently in its obit on Brazer 
(ref sent to Candidates for Advanced Degrees - ie above PhD etc)... 
"demonstrated that man is not a rational animal" ( fe is not onnsist- } 
ently or dependably rational .., thinks & handles as-is & bunk-out i 
d&i a la gemmetric theorem, only a little & now & then & somehow 
just can't tolerate heavy concentrations of same?) 

Rok ok oF Xo X= = ¥-Xe 

1z- But since Bro F isn't looking for a fight, & ergo doesn't do much | 
mauling on the wedges as he has ‘em set in the season=checks, I'll 
try a little forthwith: (& experiment some with mebby OK "nodes" for 
break-downs of Chronologies etc). | 

Do the sequencies of typical Cun &/or Ld=use affairs readily break | 
into readily-recognized phases or successions or Stages of Magic, 
Religion & Science? i 

in present & 
Do these 3 stages come/& wrk along with all 3 phases/all involved | 

but with differing accents or degrees of potency fesbeanakpohat } 
among the three (so that as of a given case & time we might measure j 
or estimate the current weights of the Magic, Religious & Seientific il 
ingredients present & functioning in the given mixture-time-place? | 

|



Yes * I’reckon so. And that I was hunchsfumbling at just about that 
in the specific cases I was dealing with in the Harmonizing Conflicts i] 
ante at the Washington W/1 Conf Feb '36... & again in the Memo to | 
Schoenmann last spréng (via"assemble Resolutions as passed by the 
Several Contingents etc, yr after yr, for chronology break-downs as 
above demn iffen I kin figger out why I can't seem ta sell that idee 
to anybody hard enough to make it stick & even you wondering in pencil | 
on yeller how green-young-feller-Techs as Bit-Robbers could be expected 
to “have judgemart enough"! Can they hunt out & copy sets of old Resols 
is all I want to know about ‘em, Take a chanct some Frazer-feller will 
show up to sort & use ‘em (agin you & me don't git around to it). 

| 
What is it if not magic-stuff when a fisherman "spits on bait” (for 

luck)? Does anybody still do that?... Well how many don't do it? 

What is it when the Bretheren "demand" short-cut action-programs via 
"bounties", "more hatcheries & game-farms, refuges" &/or further 
tinkerings with laws, enforcements, exotics ete? Just more magic via 
ae eee etc, isn't it - mebby with a little religion & science on | 
th side, like salt on eggs? Do they demand slong with such-like | 
programs that anybody measure anything - as to find out for sure just 
what happens &/or ratioxi of "costs" to actual "returns" as per "desired 
results"? 

Do the Customers typically resent & resist action-programs based 
on "precise & dependable measurements” a la Mich Whitetails bull, et al? 
They do. On Penna they burnt Cvn Commrs in effesy for trying to be 
rational & I enclose a Montmorency Co Herald of April 3 '41 for your 
files... "Gotta feed deer or They'll be exterminated via hunters"... 
This editor-feller had a little sumpin to do in getting the original 
Refuge started there. Having thus rubbed @ lamp with seemingly OK 
results, he gits 911 haired up that th Damn Cvn Dept counts tracks & | 
makes up balance-sheets of costs vs retumns ete in re feed-hay ete, | 
Medicine-man resents Priests of One True God taking away his joh & | 
smearing lamp-rubbers? | 

And what is it bur another form of Religion when the Bretheren & 
Sistern git frenetic about some form of Nasty Mean Cultus & petition | 
some Agency to clean it up vie some formula for Salvation-quick? 

And when the Technical Bros solemnly recite that only via their-style 
d&d can True &/or Permanent Salvation be obtatned (& thd One True God 
is to be appeased &/or bribed only via the rituals of Science & via 
interventions of veritable & officially annointed PhD8s}) what ig that? 

, o SeX~e Xo Xe Xe Xe 

y Yes, I figger Frazer's d&i as to break-down of H=c repeater-patérns 
& the persistent mixture of Magic / Religion [Science is the pattern | 

+ « « & with a local ontogeny very apt to repeat the phylogeny of such, i 

So, subject to can-you-beat-it, I'm suggesting that is all the 
typical "case histories" (such as we're going to work up age-stage | 
chrons & graphs of?) there are due to be three (3) main "nodes": i 
(after "need for ree ere has become ore so that the | 
Resulutions begin to flow) Magic (via tinkering) Religion via short- 
cut formulae & Sacred Cows getting tended via High Priest Buro-boys) ,’ 
Scientific (approximations of & the Techs starting to do their stuff}, |



12 | 
Note: The percentage & the current potency of them three major 
factors may differ in any degree in any given case, or time, but 
if it 1s assumed that all three are there, all the time, & come-linked 
& just aren't to be "kept separate” or any one of ‘em long dominant, 
I figgadr our chronologies & graphs will wok out better - - & kikely 
in sumpin likefthe Warthin individ. H-c curves (which I'll figger to 
attach q copy of to this agin you haven't seen it ist-hand). 

Enclose also a mebby-item apt to index specific node-shift for a 
lake States Chronology as same might be worked up. Its a sorta foller 
up on the Davenport at Isle Royale incident (i e has fermented from 
that yeast). Van Coevering editorial from Detroit Free Press of 7/20 
& the mimeo clipping from July 18 Cyn Depts official. News Releases 
reporting that Mich-ers are meeting in UP with USFS-ers to go on 
look-see trips to fan on what-openings-needed-for OK game-cover (&/or 
use~of-fire-as-tool?), . J Some time since I wrote you something 
as to the earlier stages of that sere, didn't I? On effect the Mich-ers 
got "crowded" into "recognitions" of can-git-too-thick, & (playing th 
breaks as they showed?) presently. helped "crowd" thé USFS-ers ditto | 
& as the clippings demonstrate ..., (you meanwhile helping to crowd Schmitz, you & H H Chapman helping ferment me along, Al Hammel wanting 
to avoid toxig frictions between his contingent & Mine .., & show goes 
on as per muchly pre-dopable (& as crudely pre-doped?) manner, 

i 
Gal Stewart, Dinector Mich (ist & only such anywhere? Fare Expt Sta) 

who has been “pruning” too-old blug-berry patches with deliberate fire 
(thereby Sneaking up on wider applications of fire-as-took) was recently 
visiting here & reported: "Well, I'm not sure yet how much of a berry- 
erop increase will come from it, or how soon or how dependable;or as to 
ratio of costs to crates of berries Shipped etc, but we've done enough 
Such getting-ready-for... & enough actual set-fire & make it stop-as - 
per- advance-plan so that (for that particular berry-plain combination) | 
we now know well enough what we're going up against so that it doesn&t | 
Scare us any more (if we can do it as we want to for pre-arrangements, 
equipment, personnel, pick precisely OK time etc)" | 

f 
Then he commented: ".., Now we're begining to see what we'll need } 

to go thru when & if the Game-mgt fellers finally make up their minds | 
how much of what they want burnt how-hard ... & put it up to us fire- 
fellers to go do it on real speé@ifications... (He said also that Zon's i 
outfif - with a sub-branch right alongside of ours at Roscommon, had | 
been running out very annoyingly in re same). | 

quer How might a W/1 6hronologist (helpéng & campus outfit to } 
sada &@ really-click land-use library ete) proceed to file &/or | 
otherwiwe mit indem or otherwise record &/or rig-ta-use such item- 
stuff as these current-clips as attached? Dammfino. Tain't my job 
ta git that figgerd or tenied to. Hierophanting can't hardly stop 

1 to boss the file-clerks while all them pore young-feller Techs & all 
them bedeviled Admins are lost out f in th bresh & nights too cola for 
comfort or safety & too much surplus in th midst of plenty but not 
enough brains ta grease th Machinery etc. 

X~XeX-R-¥-K- x= x- 

13- Type-cases (presumably OK for repeating patterns as to be recognized | & graphed-for-use etc). 

The "alfalfa series" is probably OK for specimen of Tech/Ec/ Soc-poly 
“gntegrations" énto currently OK actipn-programs (as several times 
wrote out on blackboard.
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Deer-tn-Mich (Lake States?) might be far enough ajong in its sere H 

to let us graph bt out up to the "finding" of major-bottlenecks( ie i 
et-out yards?) (plus too much fire-control?)(plus distnclination & 
pro-tem refusal of Bretheren to let-g0 of Magic-formulae: 1-buck law 
properly enforced & rest of af it gotta follow (or anyway lets us | keep on letting-on it will...) 

Trout-tinkering might be OK dase for fish-series, ist hatcherias 
back in (70s & as late as mid-20s a Top Cyn Commmr announces to | 
other Commnrs "We got this trout thing licked" ( on acct of it is 
being demonstrated the rearing-ponds can produce bigger 'n more 
fdngerléngs & up for "restockéng purposea” &/or "keeper sizes" too 
& never-mind would they be ketched_out hour or so after having been 

; "planted"). Lamp-rubbing still fetches Big fi Gin who gotta tend 
| to E¥erything as ordered by lamm-rummer (& don't ast why or if cause that's wicked & cultus), 

{ 

But no harm working another line of Magic at same time, of course... 
so (about '24) much official finagling to Close Feeder Streams via 
Cvn Comm Fiat (without the Slightest effort to set up anything to 

j measure the results, if any). 

Having run some 10 yrs under feeders-closed, & another Admn bein 
now in Front Office, it proceeds to Open Feeder Streams, via fiat te 
no slightest effort to measure results, if any), Tinkering along via 
magic ... & its OK with license-buging Customers..."“What else is they 

j to a0?". 

Well we might as well git some Religion cut in, seems like as if.., 
For that we gotta have an OK Devi -thing, & a Vicaréous Salvation 
formula for ta git to Heaven etc, Coming up, gents... Collins-Gerhardt 
& Neboshohe litigation. Private owners Seeking court injunctions vs 
public-use of "navigable waters" (as previously “guaranteed forever" 
- - Subject to our Supreme Court doesn't change its mind etc) 

So via "appeal to higher courts” (& the mystic rites thereof) we 
proceed to "petition for the interfention of Powers greater than our | own", & with more than "saafish personal” objectives, too. Got us 
an OK Ethic-formula, by now.... Greatest Good for Most Homo-critters 
an Long Run & free-fishing fer Even th Least of These..... i 

| See enclosed (mebby sep cover) duplicated documents: 1/ Adama 
(of Stream Control Geman analysis of “Water Problems in Mich" & 
2/ Decision of 3-judge (cireuit court) in Taggert Case (majority 
of court adverse to Customer's contentions in re their rights as per previous High Court findings). 

| 
With the Magic & the Religion both cut-in good, now we better 

7 fetch in some Sciance & so git ourselves rotnded out good &® full, I 
guess. Why sure, gents, coming right up via Hubbs et al, Hazzard 
& Inst Fisheries Institute, first-anywhere bulB off stream & lake 
managment (via environmental controls etc).... & about 20 yrs after 
the Magic-tinkering to "Close Feeder Streams", & 10 yrs after same 
have been Opened Again, up there on Hunt Cr we got us the (1st-any- 
where?) bigod Trout Stream Experiment Station, clicking full-time 
& with 100%-certifiea PhD in charge & goin good! All-same as Rose | Lake with farm-type game et cet. 

So now we're Right on Th Curve, & with the 3 (three) cemponents 
all braided together as per Frazer-formula: Magic, Religion & Science 
al going it together /in the dependably-repeating H-c pattern.
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Note for Chronologist: Might there be some special significance j 
attaching to that we fetch out to the core of our Proposition on 
p-15 of this Ms & also under item 13 of this particular sequence? 

«eee Should we start some Junior Chronogsts to checking back thru 
the records to discover where & when "13" hits a node-place or may 
otherwise add up into gryptogamic significance? 

Bozok Rn Ze Zo Koso X—FesZ 

14+ Here begining to close our traverse & arrive at so-whats (if any) 
may we properly formulate the above d&d about as follers?: 

Given Homo (sap. var ?7??) as-is & in-situ, & assuming all H-es to be 
mammal critters, & apt to be framed in ecological complexes (plus or 

j minus this n that as may ... or may not be subject to satisfactory 
\ demonstration), & assuming that th said H-cs have an indefinithy OK 

capacity to be “intelligent", “rational” ete & to orient their actual 
re so as to get & keep ‘em parallel to the rational, éntelligent 

ate (i e & keep ‘em out of the non-rational etc); but assuming also 
that there are apt to be limiti factors involved (such as short-circuit 
or Otherwise tend to bum-up aak W§ntelligent behaviors") 

|/ Problem: Set up a Research Project the first stage of which will search 
|| the as-is Literature in re H-c behavior patterns, & via chronologies 
|| & break-down of, graphs etc, (& with all such d&d handled as per modern 

| taehnologies in re other mammal-critters-in-habitats), proceed to 
|] | Taentify whatever there may be as to dependable repeater-patterns & 

| their successions, time-age relations, if any; & to experiment some with 
|| the on=job use of such a&d (in the mebby mgt. of H-cs in habitats - ie \ 

| so as to anticipate & control "in cropwise manner", &/or otherwise do j 
some Ecological Ingéneering with the Hecs getting cut-in on same along 
with all the others flora & fauna). 

notion 
Note As here set up, the frasumptten is that "rational functions” ma 

cut in on & modify the H=c complexes no-tellin where or how (mich), bot 
that it is a feir presumption the Hec (mammal) isf"still so close"to the 
ape-forms, cave-fellers, pre-Injuns el al, that mich (or mfost - mebby 
all?)- of hisn-her "behaviors" are due to be critter-oid in origin, 
pattern & significance, If we proceed to identify, graph etd, so as to } 
split off the obviously mammaloid repeater-patterns, whatever there is | 
"left" is apt to be "characteristic" of the H-c Genus, solo & per sé... 
perhaps theo- or deo-morphic, a la Bishop Usher et al (but tain't likely?) 

Checking again to the Encye Brit under "Chronolo y", & its exposition 
of how-come the Bshp Usher d&d got run out so fast Tilt it had bem 
dominant) as the paleo- & bio- a a got to fermenting good, we seemingly 
got us an OK specimen-case of repid & radical "reorientations” via the 
"intellectual processes" - "rationals" etc. . . . Fronted up with the 
(readily checkable & non-dream-book "facts" of the geo- & bio- successions 
& significances in re Homos, the Bishop's finding(that whistle blew for - 
Genésis 4004 BC)became “unthinkable” - preposterous, crude, funny-to-sad, 
With Bill Bryan still standing fundamental in Tenn while Darrow taken 
off his hide ete nice frosting for the cake. But did the Tenn. legisla- 
ture repeal the no-teach-evolution statute? Naw! Them snake-teails they j 
don’t stop twitching till sun-down,... as per the x" cases cited 
by Frazer in Au-Bough. 1 

Or as per Bury in Idea of Progress..., or Hank F Osborn From the 
Greeks to Darwin (an outline of Rie faea of evolution). ee | 

|
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Check back to red on p-10 this fumble-at & Frazer's allegation 

*..magicians may be Suppressed but cannot be extirpated"... & kindly note how the oigessional zoo-geographer etc, when he became a Univty Top, deemed it expedient - as twr - to advertise how long his-folke had been Methodists, t kept their dues paid up). 
(Frazer) 

I haven't found him/saying it right out but I figger that he makes it obvious enough that much-most of the forms & ceremonies, rituals 
& goings on in the Religions, ar6é "lifted" from the antecedent goings-on on of the Medicine-men & their conjuring. . . Ie most of the “religious” behavior pattern is a la Magic. 

a here 
, Mebby Frazer says it later on but anyway I'm/projecting his curve so as to say (claim?) that, its the same way with Science & its standard rituals, dogmas, forms, formulae for appeasing &/or pleasing the (eurrently acceptea) One True God. Name of this one is CoGO (I think) --. & durn if that aren't a delicate pun.... &, as always, there must be Burnt-offerings for the Altar, Priests to supgrintnad (& knock down Some en route), & we gotta have sane OK Sacrifices, Commin right up gents. 

| What makes this-here Great God smile is: Checkably precise & dependable FACTS (getting tangled into more & more complex "understandings")(to be used in the Service of that Great Ethical Principle: Summa cum leude pro bono homo in extenso ete as formulated by them Great Prophets G P & Tama Jim Wilson; & call attn to that Tame Jim had wiskers much like Moses had). 
Temples ete Deans / For Priests/we're hooked up pretty good via/Profs & Expt Stations ete 

And for OK Sacrifices such as to smell good to COBO & fetch Virtue to tm Th Faithful in proportion to their ante, how are we hooked up? Gotta have sane OK equivalent for confession-of-sin, penance, Stations of Cross etc, plus some mebby Vicarious Atformments etc, 

On deck, gents, & docks clearing for consignment red-tag Rush! 

Just what wes it that so neatly smeared th Bishop's a&da? Why I figger it was facing up our H-es with the geo-paleo Proposition that (as I hern tell) "If all sarth-time is taken to be as a clock-hour, then the Homo-critter's share is as thg lest tick of the last minute of that hour” (or was it the full 560 circuit of both hands & last tick?) Anyway the concept punctured the In His Likeness notion & they wasn't any Special Kudos in being Like Unto them dang Primates; so exit Bshp U. et al (from among the reputea Cognoscendi as per Eneye Brit) 
(Only not really, of course, for Th Customers evidently gotta have their Magics ---right along with their Religions----rizht along with } & braiding into their Sciences (as per Frazer-red-quote & detsilea Showings - in vast detail... not to mention Fiménent Zoo-geographer & Educator he d@laims he's a bigod Methodist etc)). 

Be BeBe Se Ke Xe 

l5- Isn't it quite probable that when iffn as the currently potent d&a makes our Cognoscendi face-up with the job of subtracting the mammaloia "behavdors” & "patterns", so as to contemplate what there is "left" | efter the instincts, hormones, endocrines, habits et el have been deleted from the H-e complexes, the residues of such "findings" will be so scanty &/or dubious, that tha (persistently self-inflating?) Homo-ego will get punctured agadin- - - all-same as when the ge0-paleo d&d done same?
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Leopold « 

As one mammal to another, 
Let us further contenplate 
The Homo-critter patterns 
& how they iategrate 

I'm a few days out of a several-week stretch in hospital 
& this is my lst try at resumption of such-+like functioning: 
so will you make some allowences? 

Al Hazzard took notes on your recent peper (at Game Mgt 
session) & was (typically) decent enough to read 'em to me ... 
“Impacts of hunting ete on H=-c culture ete" .., Nice job, 

P Here's a mebby-item to add to your refs. in re such - 
\ Ritter, Wa. E. "The Natural History of Qur Conduct", Harcourt, 

Brace, & Co., NY '27. 
He was (?) Prof of Zool plus U. of Calif & seems to have been 

around quite a lot. 

2nd paragraph in Preface is sorta nice. His Patron (E.W.Seripps) 
demanded some OK dope on "What this damned human animal is, 
anyway" - & this book (plus others?) is evidently Ritter's sobersish 
try to get going on the H-e with the kit of tools now standard in 
re “lesser" critters ... & doing it in the open & no sneaky detours 
to avoid the bishops etc. 

I don't remember any other such, & I figger its a very OK starter 
of the type of “attack" via which potent Savvy is due to generate 
(if any?) ... ie a la "Ecological Engineering™ in my old Aced 
of Science presentation etc, 

See P 306 ff - “Adoption of flesh-diet & hunting life by 
an anthropdid" is the essence of the "basic nature of Man" ete 
(my version of the meat of what is said & quoted = but I judge 
you would find it worth checking up on in the original) - 

R's dope on “maladaptivity", "self-injury", self-cehcelling 
&/or conflicting behavioe-patterns etc. seems to me to be right 
down the alley - P. 284, 2nd par., questions (right out flat) 
do we really “know" what is or isn't “in-the-welfare" of the H=c? 

When we set out to "manage" a crop-species, we have = or 
4 presently make + rules & tests & criteria of OK-ness as to results 

objectives ete «- 

Tre se we normally expect to shift & remodel as per on-job 
try-outs, but all the while various “interests" & "groups" & plus 
and minus "“yens" & “antagonisms" are plus & minus in conflict & 
whittling on each other - none long dominant in a given combination, 
as a rule, 

1 The farmer vs urben-hunter frictions might be case in point. 
Deep-seated & “instinctive” phases of territorality vs hunting 
“urge"? And both so instinctive (& not just “rational” or 
“intelligent") that neither is even recognized for what it (actually?) 
is. So we have dubbed along in trying to patch & tinker what 
Ritter calls "maladaptations" etc (some of 'em built-in & due to 
be there & potently gumming things up steadily --- & “always"?)



Ze 

This R-book was pub. in '@7 - about when you & I were 
just fumbling our way into wald-life "mgt" &% Model+T-ing around 
up-state --- wondering was there to be any real professional 
future in the new line, 

As I now contemplate the then-status of what I decently 
understood &/or hunched as to "ecological balances", "limiting 
factors" etc, perhaps I shouldn't be rather astonished «now - 
to discover neither phrase in the Ritter book. But it makes 
me wonder whether we have (really) been coming thet fast in our 
general-public bio-eco savvies,. 

Via agriculture, medicine, et al the larger formulae & OK 
technologies of the bio-savvies & control chances (& non-chances?) 
have assuredly been developing fast; & no end in sight, of course; 
but I'm wondering more & more whether the me jor (& mebby wo#st?) 
bottleneck isn't in the as-is Homo-critter’s own (built-in?) 
incapacity &/or disinclination to "behave" the way he-she "knows" 
&/or hunches he-she "should" - 

Another of Ritters' "“maladaptions"? Better refered to as 
another "limiting factor" in the Hec behavior petterns which are 
predictably dependable repeaters in the aseis "equstions"? <-- 
GottaZbe pre-doped if a given combination is to be worked on 
“intelligently" --- ie so as to bet things as per most-favoreble 
odds? 

If so --- & I feel sure there is sumpin-such in there -- 
then the manner and rate eat which new & Better Dope is fed into 
the action-programs gotta be gauged to the current status of the 
prevailing H=-c capacity &/or inclination to "take it" {without 
gegging or getting poisoned) & who is trying to identify 
those “limits"?
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Veo: 

My dear Mr. Leopold 

Thank you for your letter. Indeed "PS" was 
your friend. During these lest months, my husband wrote to no- 
one as often as to you. There are any number of letters, comments 
semi-articles, and what not that he seemed continuously to enjoy 
writing to you, that he never sent. Mr. Pacquin was here the other 
day to get nuch that Storrs had written for the Dept but never 
sent. He took yours also and will undoubtedly send them on to you. 
oe: I did not discover he had taken thigh until he was gone. 
I dont believe he will be able to understand the least part of it. 
Fortunetely I have saved carbons of everything so can send themon 
or at least list what you shd rec fr Mr. Paequin. I hope you will 
write him and let him know that you are expecting whst is addressed 
to you. 

I did not give- put this last that Storrs wrote(x<,. 
you with the others. I send it on now. I think he did not finish ‘roe 
it. We oth read the book end enjoyed talking about it and this 
letter he has written to you. This is the lest letter he wrote 

Y to anyone. He was such fun and always stimuleted me to much think- 
ing that I wd never have dane. I miss him beyond belief and always 
shall. No small part of that missing will be the continuous direct 
and indirect contact that I had with most of his friends 

You say that SOMEDAY you hope to do something 
with all thet he has written you. I hope it wont be too much of 

@ SOMEDAY. I hope it will sooner than that. Otherwise you maylose 
much that younow think with him and of him. I hope you will let me 
know if you think that I may know or have anything here that will 
help you. 

Sincerely yours, Pe 

Enclosure IC ra



DSEPH P. RAHILLY C. A. PAQUIN NEWBERRY, CHAIRMAN EDUCATION 

AROLD TITUS STATE OF MICHIGAN H. R. SAYRE 
TRAVERSE CITY FIELD ADMINISTRATION 

ABRY YW. MHITELEY ate, * Fist ano FISHERIES 
. fan Ei MARCUS SCHAAF CHAEL F. DEFANT re _ hf FORESTRY NEGAUNES aaa pects ai 

LEXANDER W! BLAIN, M.D. Cas " GAME 
BELROM. es R. A. SMITH 

IUSSELL BENGEL Cen? eee 
JACKSON 

F. P. STRUHSAKER 
d LANDS 

PRESEN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION L. N. JONES 
AR .s LANSING 

AYLAND OSGOOD P. J. HOFFMASTER, DIRECTOR S. G. FONTANNA 
SECRETARY 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

February 5, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Yesterday I spent the afternoon with Mrs. Lovejoy, going through 
| "P., S.'s" files and selecting such memoranda and data we thought 

| might be useful, which was not purely personal. Included were 
| several memoranda to you. I could not tell whether they had been 

sent you because the original and carbons were included. "P. S$." 
i had a habit of writing memoranda and making several drafts before 

sending them. These may have been preliminary drafts of copies 
! you have received. Anyway, I thought you would be interested in 

| having then, 

| 
} Mrs. Lovejoy is living alone with one of her daughters and intends 

to stay in the same home. "P. S." was cremated and the ashes are 
now being held in Ann Arbor. He is to be buried in the Pigeon 
River State Forest. The Commission and department staff probably 

| will hold a brief ceremony at the time -- likely in May. 

| Very Senin 70828) 
i! \ - 

i rn 

C. A. PAQUIN, Chief 
| Division of Education 

| CAP/na 

|
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ar | P. §. LOVEJOY! f 

2 : i The parentage of ideas about egg-openers, room. My file of Lovejoyiana shows that this Seats 
See. || iceboxes, and cigarette-lighters is recorded in vernacular grew in extravagance and in wit Hebe 

; aay te the United States Patent Office. Inventors as its contents deepened with advancing age. 

co ete | are lauded in every schoolroom, and encour- Why did he, a master of the Queen’s English, 
See ‘ aged to levy tribute on all who use their in- insist on expressing even the most profound 

aed ia tellectual progeny. The parentage of ideas ideas in this jargon? It represents, I think, fe 
sare 2 a! about men and land is seldom recorded at all. reaction against pretense, and a contempt for 

es a | By the time they appear in books they are all pious solemnities. 

ae | usually step-children whose parentage has No greater error could be made than to 

ee {| been forgotten. regard the Lovejoy vernacular as mere 
[ae I believe that P. S. Lovejoy sired more slang; it often carried figures of speech of 

oe i ideas about men and land than any con- poetical beauty. Two years ago, after he had 

cae z| temporary in the conservation field. I here recovered from an almost fatal illness, I re- 

ae : attempt to sketch some recent and unpub-_ marked, in reply to a brilliant satirical letter 

eee lished chips from the Lovejoy block. Only a (9/14/40), that I was glad he had resumed 
es uy fraction of his output ever reached print. his mental probings into the nature of things. L 

4 : Much of it is recorded only in letters, and He replied: ‘I’ve been living on borrowed 
Sag a these are couched in a vernacular peculiar to time. It’s fun now to work up wedge-stuff, 

eee ies er him. In my office, and I fancy in many oth- and find season-checks to set ’em in, and it 

Sela a ers, the arrival of a letter in Lovejoyeese was keep splitting more and more slabs of savvy L 
et 5 always heralded by titters from the mail off the bug chunk.” Slang, yes, but also a pro- 

ae 1 Parish Storrs Lovejoy was born at Michigan Land Economic Survey in 1922, 
Soe aes Princeton, Illinois, January 23, 1884 and and took charge of it the following year for 
Cae died at Ann Arbor, Michigan, January 20, the Michigan Conservation Department. This 
oe a He 1942. His ancestors on both sides were min- led to the establishment of the Michigan 
Seta isters and educators. refuge system, which Lovejoy undertook in b 
ys In 1903 he enrolled as one of the first stu- 1925. He became chief of the Department’s 
oS ae dents in Filibert Roth’s School of Forestry at Game and Fur Division in 1927. After 1930 i 
2 aes the University of Michigan. Before obtaining failing health forced him to relinquish active 
foe a degree, he entered the U.S. Forest Service field work, but he continued to serve as ad- i 
orceeee te in 1905, and became Supervisor of the Medi- visor to the Department on land policy and 
oa cine Bow National Forest in Wyoming. In DEEZ 
Pears is) 1910 he was transferred to the Olympic Na- e married Ruth Harrison of Detroit in 
caer ae tional Forest in Waghington and in 1912 re- 1909, and is survived by his wife, a son, and 
Beees oe ; turned to become Assistant Professor of three daughters. On June 7, 1942 a bronze 3 
‘eee cee Forestry under Dr. Roth at Ann Arbor. In  tablet_ commemorating his services to con- 
coe 1920 Lovejoy became a staff writer for the servation was dedicated on Pigeon River : 
Pee sari Curtis publications, and had frequent arti- State Forest, one of his favorite areas, and a 
uae: J cles on land-use, mainly in ‘The Country monument in itself to his labors—P. S. 
Pee] |) Gentleman.” He helped to organize the Hoffmaster. 
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‘9 found and dramatic definition of scholarship, _ little is essential, but too much is toxic, and 
| j ses rendered in the mental imagery of the lum- induces pain followed by defensive reactions. } 
i berjack. Tolerance for reason may be increased by I 

; I once upbraided ‘“‘P. 8.” for not publish- education, but only by slow degrees. Agricul- | 
tie ing more papers. I told him he was like a tural extension has developed techniques 
: | : squirrel who buried his mental garnerings in which recognize the limits of public toler- } 

i) % letters, instead of planting them in print ance; it administers small doses of “science” | 
i where they could grow in many minds. He heavily diluted with economic and social 

replied: “I’ve been watching those squirrels. persuasion. Conservation must do the same. } 
1 They don’t even try to remember where they Lovejoy’s distinction between educator j 

put acorns. They just cache them all overthe and extensionist is elaborated in a recent i 
neighborhood, and then go and smell ’em up _ letter (3/8/39): i 

a again, as wanted. The squirrel that plants an “Educators smear all behaviors which are : a acorn is not always the one to smell it up. not dominantly rational. The standard cam- 
: Meanwhile quite a lot of them have sprouted _ pus illusion is that Homo can and should be 

| and grown into trees. Caching things in print educated so that he will not much, if any, (or j ; 3 s z : anyway not in public) behave like a mammal. i | is not always the best way to get things Ali the while everybody knows he will. | 
growing’ (letter 9/14/40). In this homely Skillful advertisers, politicians, and evan- | 
parable is compressed his own picture of his _gelists know in advance that most of the time 

F service to society people will react to stimuli and inhibitions j 
i} hs se yare tie 5 . which have little or nothing to do with the i Lovejoy’s early writings dealt with physi- campus formula. i 

i cal resource problems, and with land policy. The extensioner splits the difference. He j 
r The deflation of the lake states land boom, does not expect his customers to be much or | 

i the recognition of forestry by the agricultural °ften rational. He uses fact-logic only when i 
: ae it seems to work. When it doesn’t work, he 

Hi}, profession, and the realization that forest contrives bait and drift-fences and banana- 
i lands as well as farm lands may be submar- peel arrangements which do. His job is to | 
} ginal are in no small degree Lovejoy’s per- _ bridge the gap between the latest Experiment | 

j sonal handiwork. He also contributed largely Station jdope and the specific ScuonePre \ ai sas: gram. When the educator has done his stuff, i 
a! to the recognition of wildlife asaland crop, the customer is due to be intelligent, but the 
ti and to the initiation of wildlife research. extensioner is content if he thereafter acts as | 

| | In his later years, his thinking focused not _ if he were.” 

‘ on policy, but on people. He saw that the J] add from “Ecological Engineering”: 
q average citizen had given nothing but lip- aS: : : ' f. eed ete F rs ildlif It is an almost universal assumption that 

, Service to either forestry or wildille manage- there is something pathological in politicians. i ment, and he wanted to know why. Unlike This, assuredly, is a misconception. The 
j most publicly employed conservationists, he Pea has aleve pee associated wach 
yt . s 5 7 iati Civilization, and as a function correspond- 

ii ph eke ee pees of es ae ing to that of leucocytes in the blood. The i and the proliferation of bureaus or the ac-  spfitting of differences of interest among the ‘im complishment of the ends for which they governed is a perennial job. Our ecological 
| were created. He became engrossed in ana- engineer may be glad to have someone tend- 
i. lyzing the reasons for the failure of ‘“‘con- 8 the minor chores while he himself be us aeean? computing another social modulus, or tri- t servation education. fly angulating to place another banana-peel 
i, His findings are expressed in “Ecological where it will do the most good. Our engineer 

i, Engineering.” I consider this one of the most _ will bear in mind that Homo sapiens is still 
4 important papers on conservation published  ¢°nSiderably sap. The normal function of the qi qe hi dagede) Bueaiks. Ge politician is to take the public where he 

i : uring the current decade, but like other thinks it wants to go; the function of our 
Lovejoy “acorns,” it was cached at random engineer is to take the public where it will 

i in an obscure spot. be glad to be when it gets there. 
| Testing his materials in advance of con- 

ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING Bruce ny a proper engineer will discover 
: aos. : . that a very small quantity of clay impairs the 

| beeen oe SBIEp e Tower OAR strength of his concrete. He will therefore 
i} plied to environment. Bt to the mass proceed to wash his gravel. He will not merely | mind, is like oxygen to the animal body: a curse the clay. He will not try to educate it 
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| out of the gravel. So our sone cat engineer the legislature to “git mod- 
will recognize the ubiquity of Homo’s ration- ern in re deer”............ 2 years 
alizations, and that these are protective de- Total el d ti * 
vices used to dilute facts to non-toxic concen- ide Be CO ADESS See a 
trations.” idea succession, items 

| 2 to 7, to date...... ——— 

| IDBA SUCCESSION 17 years 

| ” During his last two years Lovejoy focused Lovejoy then projects the possible future 
i his mind on a single problem: the succession sequence: 

} in ideas about land-use. Just as there are pre- 8. F ki = 
j dictable sequences in the development of legislauveren BAe o eeeane 

| plant and animal communities, knowledge of and authoney for “local 
j which is essential to agriculture and forestry, regulation”................ 4— 6 years 

| a so, he argued, there may be predictable se- : From getting authority 7 

H quences in human thought about land-use, ce 10 Row DOE tee oe . Recognition of fire as 
i knowledge of which may be important to a tool forincreasing deer food 

j good administration, extension, and research. on areas submarginal for for- 

Lovejoy postulated that ideas are con- ay Ue ylitiGu et oinale 10-25 years (?) 
. . . ution ech- 

ceived, born, grow up, have offspring, be- niques combining local deer 

} come senescent, and die, and that these de- regulation, forestry, and fire 
| velopmental phases may have identifiable asa tool................. ? years 

i characteristics useful in forecasting the fu- ‘ ‘ . 
} ture or in interpreting the past. The succes- I think Lovejoy regarded this sequence of 

sive phases may also have characteristic du- @Vents as comprising a single stage in the in- 
j rations, possibly amenable to partial control. tellectual succession. Through it runs one 
| In a letter (3/19/41) he cites the following idea: too many deer. It grew up under the 

| history of the deer problem in Michigan as a dominance of a preceding idea (too few deer), 
} sample of the raw material from which a just as the forb stage grows up under the 
j theory of idea-succession might be deduced: dominance of weeds, or the grass stage grows 
| ips Rees up under the dominance of forbs. It will be 

. rom firs’ A ol star- ; . | Sioa aWpereETaetio ftet succeeded by another idea: regulated deer, 

i hay hauled............... 25-50 years locally adjusted to the needs and tolerances 

4 2. From this to first tech- of forestry and other land-uses. Too few deer, 
4 nical investigation of yards too many deer, and an adjusted deer herd 

{ enc rane et post-mortems hee are three overlapping stages in a succession. 
i ig] From thie toconpetent a Within the present stage, Lovejoy con- 
$ surveys 5 all yards (via in- sidered hay-hauling, trapping, and mercy- 

effective digressions such as bullets as digressions and evasions arisi 

hauling hay, or removing ex- from public prices of factual ais 
cess by trapping or by stun- aie ae asia 3 Soe 
ning with “mercy bullets”). 3 years as criteria of “youth” in the idea of too many 

4. From this to competent deer. Items 4-7 represent education of the 
censuses of deer populations public, by slow degrees, to accept the factual 
vith talli hy d 7 eee caminantion oe ee B years truth already evident in item 2. Ecological 

5. From this to official engineering (i.e., “placing another banana- 

recognition that there must peel where it will do the most good”’) might, 
be more legal kill or else he thought, have hastened ultimate public 
wholesale starvation; that . acceptance. 
populations have  out- 
stripped their winter food Research on excess deer, Lovejoy points - 

and must go down........ 2 years out, began in item 2 and reached print in god y ‘ P 
6. From this to start of item 6. But research, he says, has only begun 

creas ecueebon ta mo- when published: 
ify the buck law, which in- : 

hibits increasing the legal kill 2 years “Tt’s certainly urgent to get the infant- 
7. From this to first project born right, washed up, and crying 

sportsman-support in asking good, but that’s just a stage in raising a 

i 
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F ia | family. Field work is gestation, publication critics: “If they do it vicious-like, with teeth 5 i 
: | is parturition, but getting into action is showing, they are surprised and amused ia : 
Pk | growing up. Research is grown when it has to find that (the sacred cows) are easy iL ie 3 
mr } reached self-tending status, along with other scared, and run away with even a little | at Fe 
Be | kids of that generation.” roughing. So a few of us have quite a e. Fe 

pee | little fun yapping and nipping and shag- { z 
* LOVEJOYIANA ging (them) around, letting on we’re ij 

aa ; a e f after hot blood right outa the neck.” AR Fe 
ae For those unfamiliar with Lovejoyeese, I (letter 9/22/40) § ie, 4 

BS present a few selected idioms and afew char- carrying capacity: ‘“‘The ultimate question is Ae A 

a acteristic quotations: not how to step up human carrying | Mi & 
a é iz : s capacities per habitat but what sort of Ves 5s 

if pack-raiting: collecting reprints “in the humans we want to have around at all.” a 3 
is standard campus manner” (letter 9/22/40) hel £ 

se denote ee sen se expert Riad : 
ee barber shop biologist: a sportsman 7 ; la = 

os mirabile dictuing: telling tall tales BESRE SE ae BE na ne i 
aa rat-hole project: an ill-conceived official under- 1926. The worst-first theory. Journ. For- sf Fg 

we: ane estry, 24: 351-7. dP 3 
Ee sacred sawloggers: forestry propagandists 1933. Concepts and contours. Journ. For- dees Fa 

5 section 28: lower right abdomen estry, 31: 381-91. Ve Es 
5 | Novos, Demos, and Buros: researchers, poli- 1933. Fericulture. Univ, of Mich. Forest iia Bs 

iam ticians, and bureaucrats; novos nest in School Annual, pp. 12-13, 33. | i 3 
9 | litters of old papers, from which, at ir- 1935. Ecological engineering. Mich. Acad. Whe Bs 

t | regular intervals, they hatch out mono- Sci. Arts and Letters, Ann Arbor, Ann. He 3 
= graphic young. Repts., pp. 76-86. z z $f & 

| “‘Sic’em summa cum laude”: citation granted 1936. Harmonizing conflicting interests in ee 3 
ey , to able critics land management. Proc. First N. Amer. ea E 

¢ words with high muzzle-velocity: good writing Wildlife Conference, pp. 260-7. | ed a 
et clubs: ‘There are three kinds of clubs. One 1938. [Letter to Sileox.] Journ. Forestry, 36: ae E 
A kind peels all its birches, another only a 628-34. 4 e 

Beas = few, another puts white paint on the ‘ Fs 
; scars of the old peelings.” (letter 7/24/38) a 3 : 

- research: “Hire a dozen techs. Turn ’em In conclusion, I venture the personal Aes z 
Re, loose and they’ll smell out, trail, and opinion that the professions of forestry and <A : 

a fash teta; eeeuven homes suena wildlife management, as now constituted, a i 
Me on the hearth all-same cat and field- 3 ; - $2 E 

a; mouse. When they lay another separate will one day be adjudged 20 ae ween de : 4 F 
| ay. | on the Altar of Research, they have done _ ficient in critics. If I am right in this, then Gian z 

ag their stuff. It’s up to somebody else to P. 8. Lovejoy, as one of our best critics, will ae A 

e carry on from there.” (letter 9/22/40) grow in stature with the years. ie Fi 
appetite: ‘As a kid I often ate all the apples In any case he did his valiant best to find “4 Fs 

5 I could, but never as many as I wanted y ey E 
to.” new wedges, and season-checks to set them ay F 

‘a theses: ‘‘Theses for higher degrees in Ecologi- _ in, and to split new slabs of savvy off the big |! i é 

x cal Engineering should weigh at least chunk.—A.po Lrorotp, Madison, Wis. 12 : 

bi three pounds.” PE : 
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Te torende rotane 4 
logeg lie (iG glare tae) 

and Iectge Yer?



3 Li 2 : : : 

- re : : Lansing 5 30 34 Hh hoy y 

Dear (LeQvola: 

. ‘Ota eked you saw fit te give Jack Van Coevering a hand. So far as 

| I know he is the only feller of the reporter tribe (non-tech) whe 

: has the idea. iI think he has: i e of being a profescsicnal and full- 

| time translator of the technit{an to the barber-shop; fully able to 

quizz the prof ie own language, but expecting tc write it a la 

‘ b.S< He's young enough te have the time; has the inclination & idea, 

is dependable, a worker and I figzer him a comer. Nat'l mag. d@ditor mtl. 

Gea Titus has lived off-his typewriter for some 20 yrs - with seme 

little help from his orchard, but has never been subjected to a desk : 

grind for long enough to know what it is. He is dependable, has lots 

of our sert of vision, guts to mateh, but is sensitive (writer-artist 

fashion) and easily suffers much under strain &/or suspense, I'd 

doubt that his temperement or experience had qualified him for any- 

‘ thinggerose to what Darling is up against. Or that any such job would 

tempt him ~~ from his dog, family and orchard - there in the trout 

: grouse ete gountry. My estimate: L've been wrong lots of times. 

. The gity eee thy ok prospect to Vened® « hold down the BS, and 

; enjoy: the! racket and all-around play ‘em off their feet, might be 

Ruthven ofU of M. We could - out why the hell should he? He has 

the niclogy, the savvey, the ability to jingle a big tanglea works 

| ete. ine I assume that what he has is what he wants. Still CTs 

- Noble Clarke was here few Gays back & reported, in high confidencé, 

| that you were being bedeviled by Darling te come cn and take over 

that job, and were tempted, but hesitating. Clarke asked whether if 

he eculdf fix it, Mich et al would be inclined te wel@ome you as a 

regional wildlifer, coordinating everybody ete. I said that I didn't 

know anybody who wouldn't welcome such an arfangement, if it was, 

assuredly, what you_wanted moat or as per your own specifications - 

7 day, assts. facilities for seeking as you wanted to work, freedom from 
2 i te 
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misery routines ete etc. But would it be? How sure ef that was he’ 

Oh he was very sure, he said. In the Wisconsin manner, he was, La 

a bit naive: too inclined te take things (appearances) at their face 

value & without discount for worldly contaminaticns: unable to anticipate 

the limiting factors quité sure te be in the complex linked with the 

) pléssantly progressive items...... Se I said several times, that as 

: far as I was concerned or able te guess it, if what Clarke could cffer 

or provide were what you wanted to werk with & on, fine: But I'd want 

to be very sure that it really was (as per your specifiéations). I'd 

be more than content with whatever you figgerd te be most Leopoldish. 

As to your going inte Wash. to help Darling untangle and then to take 

ever the B.S. as Darling tapered gut of it, I wasn't sure at all. ‘I 

den't know anything about D. save what you told me. On the face of it 

it wouldn't seem a gocd bet that a man with such backgrounds would fit 

into the Wash. mews and be comfortable - or effective. Phat is, I take 

it, a game few really like to or get really competent, te play. -+-- 

. The privaté engineers cculdn't build the Panama canal; the army 

engineers covld. Not that as engineers they were more able,out since 

they knew hew te sae the gevernmental environment. I'a expect that 

combination #o repeat as te the 3S. Like enough it would take several 

officialgenerations te remoadel the clad Bureau. With Weather, Soils, 

be Forest Sane ine Survey.all coming under revisicn at once, the Sec of - 

Ag would not be able te help much, especially in these times. 

: I assumed that you would be very anxious te help Derling make a gecd 

go; that you would very guch want to see a streng dose of the w/l met- 

ecolegical modern slants (agt, More Game- Waltonian) get in-built: that 

; you could help ne end in doing that: but prebably most effedtivly ana 

comfortably at relativly leng range: act tee close in where the desk 

| jangles could reach faniximmtpencmpm ana mebbe bum you up. 

} Clarke was just taking a train. How much of this I actually said, & 

‘. what of it he "got", I penear® afterward, feel sure, sc 1 asked him 

E 
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if Ok to write it te you. He said Sure. 

I'm hesitant to even seem to offer advice of the sert, and I went try : 

te be specific, but I am assuming that you & I are temperementally 

much alike, and with very similar persenal histories. If so, you will 

presumably be as I seem te be, most effective (and "happy") when rel- 

ativly independent - unattached © free to turn at will, start, stop, 

back up and otherwise untrammeled. Little of that will be practicable 

for a Chief or his sus with desks and titles and phones ringing and 

budgets and Congressmen, and delegations anu petitions & resolutions 

from Podunk barber-shops. 

Your majer function, I take it, is te be a catglytic agent / (Function 

er destiny cf what is it?t I've about decided that is my own case alse. 

Fer both of us, 1 take it, the playing with ideas, beating the gun on 

concepts which get recognition 5 yrs after we have planted them in preper 

seil, integrating amorphous messes se they get temper and héld their 

cutting edges thereafter..... is (for us) more worth while than personal 

(visible) power, titles, carpet on the office flocr ete ete. But our 

effectvinews (and “fun") depends, increasingly (as we get along --I'm 

just turned 50)on having a gocd place te do our turning watk 

Plantes. I've seemingly found a better such placé than I eWer had. 

The Front™@ffice can't define whee euet to do; can’t figger me a = 

¢ title: have left me off the letterhead for that reason - ana still, I 

| suppose, right now I'm doing more useful "work" than eYer before. In 

semi-official mémos te Commnrs etc I sign myself Syncronist - and they 

have to look that up. Then Poobah. Then Inspector 7-1l1-A etcete 

How much of that will be applicable in your case | can only guess. 

Quite a let, I figger. If then, Clarke's combinatien can effer yeu 

such freedom te spin in your own time & way, in this Région, and at ; 

| the same time, retain ycur influence at Jashington etc., I*d guess 

: it might please you and prove more - what call it?- "fertile?" than 

be . any desk job, no matter how exalted, 
Pe ee fan : . = 7



phere 4 think, a somewhat different phase in this, Within 2 

b-pjue ore. Mich has beceme something of a laberatery or sumpin, hasn't 

it? With segments cf large new stuff coming out (not tec noisily) every 

little while. Quick-water for fire. The LiSsurvey @ inventory idea. 

Nose-fly & lungworm in deer. Bhocé parasites in ducks. Williamsten 

project. Hubbs et al doing things in re waters @ fish...s~. And behind : 

it a steady & real integration eof the institutions & persennel thru 

whié¢h all such must originate angfhen ge - if they cof Laboratory - 

: of a sort. Spreadin' out frem here & innoculating the neighbors. Mebbe,. 

Laboratory, test plece, demonstration place, things getting tried ané,-s5 

so many that of the lob a small number but a Hage to bet on, will be 

panning out - worth saving. Ano such things don't just nothing-but 

merely happen. ‘They have tc have catalytics in ‘em don't they? 

Well, spread as thin as they have to be from Washingten, they'er 

pretty damn thin; but eoncentrateé in a State or small (alreauy 

infected) group cf states, they aren't toc thin to "take" and make 

a showing which the neighbors prese:tly can see - and want some of. : 

Itm wendering. Mebbe you could actually accomplish more (as seen 

from 20 yrs hence) by conentrating your catalytic, than would be rj 

possible if it were thinned out and gummed up via a Wash Desk. Lecks 

gaa probably, to me. But now & then a Giff Pinchot conuects with a ripe 

7 situation é a TR S'ennis so as te de mere in & from Wash than could = 

otherwise happen. Another Roosevelg$, now, and mevbe you play tennis 

real good, I dunno. So I'm not trying te tell you ana it will ‘be a 

mean spot to de in (if Clarke haa the dope right), but he was asking me 

, what I thought and said it woula be Ok te write it direct & there it 

is. if.I advise it is that you de net get caught in any jam where 

f your style of inacceulatum will get diluted of denaturdyized. So damn 

) Little of it anywhere! So potent if it gets injected in the right 

places. Gotta save all of it at all practicable - as I figger. 

: 
x ve t pal 

.



Sevtenber 2, 1948 

Mr. LL. #. MeCaskill 
Lincoln Agricultural College, FP. 3B. f 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

Dear Mr, McCask{11: 

Many thanks for calling my attention to the reprinting 
‘of Leopold's "Blotic View of Land", by ‘the New Zealand 

Forest and Bird Soctety. : rR Ast 

We would be glad to hear from you fron time to time on 
the present: sitnation of deer in New Zealend.  Condh- 
tions in your country are of extraordinary ‘interest to 
the biologist, especially to these of us who on occasion 
have to deal with overpopulations. The deer herd here 
in Wisconsin has, as predicted, reached the pest propor- ; 
tions, tut public sentiment in some of our voliticians | 
refused to recognize the damage that is being done to the 
range. : i epi Pe 

Our department will, of course, keep you on its mailing 
list and send reprints from time to time. : 

‘ Sincerely yours, . : 

ITH: pm Joseph Px Rickey 
7 Assistant Professor ; 

I A j
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yok University Furn Place 
; Madison, ‘isconsin 

Septenber 8, 1947 

Dr. I. ¥. MeCaskfl1 
Tingoin College PB. 

Guristehurch, New Zealand / 

Dear Dr. MaCasicill: 

: Thanks very mich for your prompt ond thorough answer 
to my inguizy about Now 4ealand deer. I am ordering a 
the bool by Thomgon and will read with interest the : 
additionsl material that you are going to send. 
Thank: you very much for your pains. 

In atknowledgement of your courtesy I am sending you 
@ recent paper of overpoyulated deor ranges in the 
United States. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALTPH Aldo Leopold : 

x i ll ieee neem



: Lincoln College P.B, 

Christchurch - 

New Zealand : 

24 August I947 

: Dr.Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Be - b 

Dear Dr.Leopold, 

You ask for references to recent information on the 

tate of the New Zealand deer herd. The standard work on their introduct- 

Wt is "The Naturalisation of Animals and Plants in New Zealand" by Geo. 

Ve lethomson, Cambridge University Press I922. Since that was written all 

a protection has been removed from all species of deer and elaborate attempt 

are being nade to exterminate them if possible.I.am afraid nothing has 

been published except odd reports of acclimatisation societies and gov- 

oe departments.I will post you next week the only comprehensive rep=- 

ortrand,as soon as I can,will write a lengthy statement giving the hist- 

ory of the deer problem since I922, 

: About mid-September there will arrive at your department of 

Geography,an ex-student of mine and his wife.His name is Lee Pownall who 

: has a Whitbeck scholarship.I took the Iberty of giving him youvname and 

suggested he make himself known .1 would be grateful for any welcome you 

might give him.He may be able to answer some of your yaestions on our 

wildlife problems, 

I will try to get that report off to you before the end of the 

year. With best wishes, : . 

Yours sincerely, — soy a VNeetne 

: \ 

| Kb. CRORE \ RRR COE 
3 ee,



May 22, 1947 

Dr. Le W. McCaskill 
Lincoln College P.B. . 
Christchurch, New Zealand 

Dear Dx. MoCaskiils 

It is very nice in you to write me about the 
reprints. 

Is there any such thing as a summary account of 
the New Zealand deer herd? If so, I would 
appreciate your sending me the reference so that 

I ean try to lay handg on it. I am interested ‘ 
particularly in whether the herd now shows any 
tendeney toward stabilization. Your advice 
on this matter will be appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALsPM Aldo Leopold
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June 29, 1988 | 

Dr. 7. BE, Musselman 
Gem City Business College 
Quiney, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Musselman: | 

Yoo, I saw the article in the Auk ond enjoyed it 

very much. 

The tragedy of the wood ducks in the city of 
Quincy is certainly @isturbing. Robert A. McCabe 
our Arboretum Biologist has encountere’ this 
problem here in Madison. He found that e ten 
hour period exists during which the hen wood 
duek broods her chieks while they are drying. 
During this period he trapped the hen and then 

transported her and her babies to a nearby 
lake. ; 

As fer as I tmow your DDT mixtures will probably 
be safe. ‘The only men who might heve some sta- 
tisties in this connection is Robert A. Stewart, 
Patuxent Research Refuge, Leurel, Maryland. 

Sincerely yours, 

JJHi pm Joseth J. Hickey 
Assistant Professor



D. L. MUSSELMAN, PresiDENT Vv. G. MUSSELMAN, Vice PRESIDENT Dr. T.E. MUSSELMAN, SECRETARY 

» Gem City BUSINESS COLLEGE 
ESS 

ESTABLISHED IN 1870 
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QUINGY, ILLINOIS 

June 16, 198 

Mr. J. J. Hickey 

University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 

: Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hickey: 

I don't know when I have had a letter which surprised and 
shocked me as yours. I had not heard of Aldo Leopold's death and I 
cannot understand why I had not heard of it through our local news- E 
papers, as he was well known in Quincy, and I know his family well. 
I agree with you that his passing is very unfortunate for American 
Conservation. I had an article in the Auk in which I quoted him 
and I often turned to him when I needed suggestions about how I should 
handle some of my projects. 

a Sa 

I hope you can use the clipping I sent and it may interest 
you to know that this year more than one hundred baby wood ducks died 
in the city of Quincy because their mothers were unable to get them to 
the river two miles away. 

If you did not see the article that I wrote in the "Auk" I 
should like to have you read it. My supply of separate has not 
arrived otherwise I should include one in this letter. I appreciate 
your writing me very much and assure you that I feel keenly the passing 
of this great man. 

By the way, next year I plan to experiment with powdered DDT 
in my Bluebird boxes. I am told that a 10% mixture has proved safe in 
the rearing of Canary birds. Do you have any statistics on its use. : 
I plan using a 5% powder on 50 boxes on route 1, and a 10% solution on 
route 7, unless I get information to the contrary. 

Cordigtly, 

—A& 
2 

TEM:PC 

MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCREDITED COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.
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T. E. MUSSELMAN 
A.M., M. Accts., Se. D. 

LECTURER and WRITER 

on 

BIRDS and NATURE SUBJECTS 

Quincy, Illinois
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Since the time he was old enough to observe, Dr. T. E. 
Musselman has been on intimate terms with nature’s chil- 
dren: the insects, birds, and flowers. He has an almost un- 
believable scientific knowledge of his subject. The charm 
and interest of his lectures come from his power to show the 
almost human reactions of the birds and animals in their life 
activities and from his ability to open the intimacies of their 
love affairs, comedies and tragedies to the eyes of his audi- 
ence. 

Dr. Musselman received his preparatory education at 
Quincy High School and Shattuck Military Academy at 
Faribault, Minnesota. He entered the University of Illinois 
in the fall of 1906, immediately establishing himself as an 
athlete by winning the university tennis championship, and 
in the following spring won a place on the freshmen varsity 
baseball squad. In 1909, together with Dr. William Bagley, 
now of Columbia University, and a fellow student, now Dr. 
Kelly, Professor of Psychology at the Stanford University, 
founded the first chapter of the national honorary educa- 
tional fraternity, Kappa Delta Pi. Dr. Musselman was hon- 
ored by being elected the first president. 

He received his A.B. degree from the University of Illi- 
nois in 1910, having majored in English and Biology. In 
1911 he received his Master of Accounts degree from the 
Gem City Business College of Quincy, and in 1913 he received 
his Master of Arts degree in Biology from the University 
of Illinois. In 1934 he received his Doctor of Science degree 
from Carthage College. He is a director of the Inland Bird 
Banding Association and also of the Illinois State Audubon 
Society; is a member of the Illinois State Academy of 
Science and the American Ornithologists Union. In 1923, 
acting in collaboration with the Inland Bird Banding Asso- 
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THE INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN JACK 
MINER-MUSSELMAN MALLARD 

A male mallard banded by Jack Miner at Kingston, 
Ontario, in 1926—captured and banded again by T. 

E. Musselman at Quincy, Illinois, 400 miles south- 

west in 1928; killed in 1929 in central Kansas, 350 
miles farther west. Story by Mr. Musselman in Na- 

ture Magazine. 
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RED-TAILED HAWK EATING A RAT 
These maligned Red-tails average a rat a week. Ev- 

ery rat on a farm destroys a bushel of corn yearly. 
Corn at 50c a bushel makes the hawk worth $26 to the 
farmer on a rat basis alone. 

ciation and the United States Biological Survey, he had 
charge of the spring experiments at the Bird Banding Sta- 
tion at Thomasville, Georgia, where he handled and banded 
more than a hundred birds each day. He is an exceptionally 
good photographer, and his nature treks and wanderings 
have carried him over a large part of the United States as 
well as to Mexico and Western Canada. These experiences 
are crystallized into lectures which are delivered from plat- 
form and over radio as well as distributed to the public in 
the form of scientific and popular articles which are pub- 
lished from time to time in many of the best known maga- 
zines and newspapers in the United States. His outstand- 
ing works are a “History of Birds of Illinois” written for 
the Illinois Historical Society and a Nature Diary, syndi- 
cated in a number of central western newspapers. Yearly 
he delivers lectures on birds and nature subjects to about 
two hundred high schools, colleges, and universities, to say 
nothing of numerous engagements before teachers’ insti- 
tutes, service, civic, and garden clubs throughout the United 
States. 

Among his subjects, he includes popular talks on nature, 
also travelogues, and scientific discussions. He is a rapid 
speaker and uses a large vocabulary in developing the pic- 
tures which make his discussions so graphic. His lectures 
are filled with humor and pathos, and as he progresses, he 
dramatizes his discussions so vividly that he holds his audi- 
ence spellbound. 

The record of Dr. Musselman’s activities may be found 
in Who’s Who in America. Those who desire to secure him 
for a lecture should write to D. L. Musselman, Quincy, Illi- 
nois,
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A HUNGRY SCREECH OWL FAMILY 
Reprinted from Dr. Musselman’s story in Country 

Life in America 

“Dr. T. E. Musselman and Richard Halliburton are the 
two best speakers to entertain a heterogeneous audience in 
that the things they say are equally entertaining for old and 
young alike.”—MR. CLIFF CORNWELL, Director of 
Speech, Northeast Missouri State Teachers’ College, Kirks- 
ville, Missouri. 

“Dr. Musselman gave an amusing, interesting and edu- 
cational talk on Intimate Life Habits of Our Common Birds. 
His store of knowledge on this topic is amazing.”—Fore- 
men’s Club Bulletin, Dayton, Ohio. 

“T thought your Bird Talk last night, over KMOX, was 
one of the finest talks we have had, most interestingly writ- 
ten and well delivered.,—-KEITH McCANSE, Former Di- 
rector, Missouri State Department of Conservation. 

“Your slides are very fine; one of the best private collec- 
tions I’ve ever seen.”—W. C. HENDERSON, Acting Chief, 
United States Biological Survey, Washington, D.C. 

“Dr. Musselman has addressed our school annually for 
eight years. He is universally popular and the faculty joined 
with the students in hearty applause when he was asked to 
return again. We do not find it difficult to believe that even 
the birds should like this man. His talk was, as usual, well 
peppered with humor and pantomime, which added to the 
general enjoyment.”—Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, News. 

“Few commencement speakers can match the record of 
Dr. Musselman in appearing eighteen successive nights be- 
fore graduating classes in high schools in Iowa, Missouri, 
and Illinois. On one of these nights he addressed the Mur- 
rayville High School at 7:00, then drove twelve miles to 
Roodhouse where he addressed the graduating class. at that 
place at 8:30.”—Quincy Herald-Whig. 

“The one man who can take snakes, bats, birds and other 
crawly creatures and make the school boys and girls like 
them.”—L. B. HAWTHORNE, Superintendent, Mexico, 
Missouri. 

“Dr. T. E, Musselman, nationally known Biologist of 
Quincy, Illinois, has visited the Teachers’ College in Kirks- 
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ville, Missouri, on various occasions and has spoken before 
college classes, college assemblies, elementary and high 
school assemblies and service clubs in Kirksville. His un- 
limited scientific knowledge of his subject together with his 
ability to present the facts through the human interest story, 
his genial personality, fluent use of English and his forceful 
delivery makes him a very pleasing speaker to any audience. 
He has the ability to adapt his lectures to the primary pupils 
or the college student, a quality which few speakers possess. 
Dr. Musselman is always received enthusiastically by any 
audience in Kirksville.”—L. A. EUBANK, Dean, Teachers’ 
College, Kirksville, Missouri. 

“For the third successive year the students voted Dr. T. 
E. Musselman the most popular speaker on our high school 
assembly programs.”—-M. F. SPRUNGER, Superintendent, 
Roseville, Illinois, High School. 

“The impression which Mr. Musselman miade may be 
judged from the fact that three instructors dismissed their 
classes that their students might hear him talk further in the 
Biological Laboratory. For general interest on the part of 
the students, we suggest that the faculty bring more men of 
Mr. Musselman’s type, men who are vitally interested in 
what they are saying, men who are not overburdened with 
the thought of lifting the student body to planes more purely 
spiritual. There was more cleansing power, more inspi- 
ration in Mr. Musselman’s address than in many splendid 
sermons.”—The College Rambler, Illinois College, Jackson- 
ville, Illinois, 

“We enjoyed Dr. T. E.’s talk very much. He was 
voted one of the most popular entertainers by the student 
body of the Boonville high school, receiving a rating of ex- 
cellent. We hope to have him again next year.”—F. B. 
LAMB, Instructor of Science. 

fl 
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CLINGING INSTINCT OF THE BLUE JAY 
This picture was printed in connection with an arti- 

cle in the National Geographic Magazine
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May 24, 1948 

Mx. BE, B, Moore 
Bureeu of Forest Management 
Department of Conservation 
State House Annex 
Trenton a Now Jersey 

Dear Slim 

A 5" x 7 will be fine. Doug Wade just came through 
with a pieture which makes me beam every time I look 
at it. I hope you have ea smiling likeness on paper, 

The idea of an Aldo Leopold @hair of Game Management 
is a good one, end I will pass #t on to the Dean. 

' i have already written Zehniser and Murie about th 
possibility of sometime naming a wildernese area in 
Aldo's honor, and we have suggested to the Conserve- 
tion Department here a similar possibility for nan- 
ing a good state forest after the Prof. ‘There are 
about four other a ideas regarding memorials 
which are at reelating. Some of these will 
undoubtedly us Ye call upon you for help. ie 
will let you imow about then. 

I hope we can got Seether sometime and neet each 
other. q 

Best regards, 

Sincerely, 

SSH tpm Joseph J] Hickey 

Aseistant Professor
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May 18, 1948 

Mr. Joseph Je Hickey 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisce 

Dear Joes 

I have your letter of May 13th and will take care of the matter of a photograph at 

the earliest possible dates Could you give me some idea as to the dimensions of the 

photo desired: Would 5" x 7° be alright, or is that too large? 

Professor Robert McCabe wrote me on April 29th giving the details of Professor 

Leopoid's death and asked for suggestions for a suitable memorial for Professor 

Leopold. Three suggestions have occurred to mee 

1 « The Alumni Fund which provided the endowment for the Chair of Game Management 

might be requested to name this Chair the Aldo Leopold Chair of Game Managements 

This would be similar to some of the chairs endowed for example at the Yale Forest 

School such as the Morris Ke Jessup Chair of Silviculture and the Harriman Chair of 

Forest Managemente 

2 » Would it not be appropriate to suggest to the Ue S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

that one of the wildlife refuges in Wisconsin be named the Aldo Leopold Refuge? 

It occurs to me that this might be particularly appropriate for the Necedah area 

where efforts have been made to bring back the sand hill cranes 

3 = The Wisconsin State Department of Conservation might be petitioned to name one 

of their State Forests for Professor Leopolde 

If any further thoughts occur to me, I will certainly send them on to youe 

Sincerely yours, 

Ee Be Moores Chief 

; Bureau of Forest Management 

EBM:AR



no Untversiry or Minnesota we Ps 

DeEpaRTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Ww 

Universrry Farm, Sr. Pavr 1 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

May 4, 1948 

Dr. Joseph J. Hickey 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Joe: 

This is a rather tardy reply to your letter of April 22 which I received in the mail 
and I also received a copy from Dr. Cottom at the waterfowl meetings. 

May I first express my profound regréts on learning of Professor Leopold's death. 

As with every one in the wildlife field I had, of course, admired him very much and 

have used his textbook here at the University in my course work very extensively. 

Only last week I had occasion to go into detail on his recent article on phenology 
and to discuss with students the depth and clarity with which the subject was presented. 

I certainly hope that you will be able to carry on inshis fine tradition there at 

Madison. 

With regerd to the waterfowl meetings perhaps you have talked to Fred Zimmerman of 

the Conservation Department. At the last moment the problem of transferring federal 

wildlife refuges in the State of Minnesota to the Conservation Department was brought 

up by the individuals concerned. Immediately the pot boiled over. The situation was 

very well and very drastically handled by members of other sportsmen'srgroups here in 

the Staterof Minnesota and a vote taken on the McKinnon bill following the reading of 
its contents was 86 to 4 against the bill. The 4 persons voting being those directly 

interested in more hunting on @ particular refuge in the northern part of the state. 

It wes a good thing that it was brought out in the open as the true feelings of the 

majority of Minnesota sportsmen also came out in the open in a very definite manner. 

Cottam conducted an excellent meeting presenting a very fine picture of the waterfowl 

situation during the morning sessions. The afternoon sessions were rather haphazard 

inasmuch as they were turned over to sportsmen and we ran the gamut from crows to 

Mexicans hunting with pumpkins. 

I have enjoyed your recent article on bending ‘in the Waterfowl Newsletter very much, 

I am sure thet it will assist me in my thinking and planning of work here at the 

University of Minnesota. 

Very sincerely yours, 

William H, Marshall 
Associate Professor of Economic Zoology 

en
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April 22, 1948 

De. Willdem A, Marahall 
Division of Mntomolesy and 
Teonenic Zoology 

See Pua Bb St. Foul 6, Minnesota 

Dear BLL 

Aldo Leopold's untimely death on April @1 will 
provent us from attenting the waterfowl forum 
at Minneapolis. slo eee 
re ae tae me ete nae teen ee 
Momagement here to this new concept that 
a et ee oe 

pm eye Haag cami lg edperene By wey Aen Pag 
Varied, ani we eve will be covered by those 
who are slac in opposition. in the min we believe 
that the denice oremias i« biclocloslly unsew:t for 
the future and welfare of cur duck population nit 
the ayort of duck hunting. 

fhe whole iden moane 2 drenisiown of sontinentally 
integrated masgement opersticns enl a @ntestrephic 
inability co make long-range conservation plone. 

Bingeralys 

doseph J. Biol 

Robert A. Metahe : 

|
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April 22, 1948 

Honorable Raymond Burke 
Congressman, Chairman of 
Sub-committee on Conservation 

of W4ldlife Resources : 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Burke: 

In connection with H. R. 6232 recently proposed 
py Congressman MacKinnon of Minnesota, may we 

express the unmitigated opposition of the staff 

of the Department of Wildlife Management here to 

this new concept that federal wildlife refuges 

should be turned over to the states? 

Qur reasons for opposition are sound, numerous 

and varied, and we believe will be covered by 

those who are also in opposition. In the main 

we believe that the basic premise is biologically 

unsound for the future and welfare of our duck 

population and the sport of duck hunting. 

The whole ides means a breakdown of continentally 

integrated management operations and a catastrophic 

inability to make long-range conservation plans. 

: Sincerely, 

Joseph J. Hickey 

Robert A. McCabe



4320 Tuckerman 3%., 
Univergity Perk, Md. 
April 20, 1948. 

Dear Breck and Bill: 

I have now received a copy of the bill, a. R. 6232, to 
which I referred in yesterday's letter, ond I find that it 
refers only to refuges in Minnesota and not to those over the 
country ag a whole. It is still just as unwise in principle, 
of course, because such a precedent, if established, would be 
used by other states as a basis for demanding similar action, 

I am atteching a copy of the bill in question, which you 
will note was actually referred to the Committee on Merchant 

Marine and Fisheries, the normal procedure, rather than the 
Committee on Rules, ag wes reported in yesterday's Congressional 
Digest. Congressman Haymond Burke of Ohio is the Chairmen of 
the Sub-committee on Conservetion of Wildlife Resources of the 
Committee on Merchant Merine and Fisheries, end is, therefore, 
the one to whom any communications on this subject should be 

5 addressed, 

Very sincerely yours, 

\ 4 

oe Le 

ie A 
Gustav Swanson, 

Enclosure 

Copy for Aldo aienaeS.



80th Congress He Re 6252 
4 24 Session 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

: April 14, 1946 

Myre MacKinnon introduced the following bill; which was referred 
to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries 

A BILL 

To transfer certain Federal migratory waterfowl refuges to the 
State of Minnesota 

1 | Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representas — 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assenbled, 

8 That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and 

'&@ directed to convey without consideration to the State of 

5 Minnesota all right, title, and interest of the United States 

6 in and to the Tamarac, Mud Lake, Rice Lake, and Taleot 

7 Lake Migratory Waterfowl Refuges, with the exception 

8 that such conveyance shall provide that whenever any such 

9 refuge ceases to be used as a migratory waterfowl and upland 

10 game refuge, the right, title and interest to such refuge 

11 conveyed pursuant to this Aet shell revert to the United 

12 States.



4320 Tuckerman St., 

University Park, Md. 

i April 19, 1948, 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed is a copy of a letter which I have just written to a 

couple of friends in Minnesota, Dr. W. J. Breckenridge and Dr. W. H. 

Marshall, but the subject is a matter in which I am sure you will be 

very much interested also. 

If there is anything you can do to stir up opposition to this bill 

in Wisconsin, I am sure it will be very worthwhile. It seems to me that 

some of the members of the Wisconsin Duck Hunters Association, who have 

been sound and progressive in their interest in the past, should be in 

; a@ position to do some good. 

Under separate cover I am also sending you copies of the material 

referred to in the enclosed letter. 

Very sincerely yours, 

is LF C4) 

Gustav Swanson. 

Enclosure



April 19, 1948. 

Dear Breck and Bill: 

I em addressing you both on this matter beesuse I thought that each 
of you would be in 4 position to make some contacte on the metter in question, 
end that you would probably want to compere notes on it, 

Last Thursday Congresamen Georges Madlinnen of Minnesota introduced a ee 
bill into the House (RB. R. 6232), proposing to transfer oll the ational 
Wildlife Refuges to the atetes, This has been a proposal, as I méerstend it, 
of the Ramsey Committee Sportsnen’s League for some time, becouse we heard 
Some time ago that they hed tried to persuade Senator Thye to introduce the 
Same mecsure in the Senate, I shall send you each & copy of the actuel bill 
when we receive it, either today or tomorrow, but, in the meentime, #11 1 
know is thet its chief provision is to transfer ell Federsi Refugee to the 
‘states, There is no question et «11 but that this would be a very serious 
blow to conservetion of waterfowl, You are femilier, of course, with the 
record of the states in the administration of weterfowl before the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act wea passed and thet administration wee turned over to the 
Federal Government. The philosophy of most of the states was to got as many 
of the birds as possible while they were within their boundsriess because they 

| felt thet someone else would get thex if they 4i@ not. As a consequence, the 
stetes always geve very little protection to the wigretory birds as compared ee 

' with the protection they afforfed the resident species, The atetes have im~ 34% 
proved @ great deal, on the aversge, during the pset couple of decades of = 
course, but if they secured complete jurisdiction over the entire refuge G 
program now edministered by the Fish end Wildlife Service it would eerteinly 7% 2 
not augur well for the ducks, 

The proposal is such @ ridiculous one thet it does not seen possible 
that it would be looked upon favorably by any resl conservationists anywhere, 
I doubt very much that it would heve much chance of passing, but it is the 
kind of thing which would naturally be very populer with certain stete game 
administretors, and I suspect a good deal of sentiment could be worked up 

for it, It is, therefore, something which should be considered very seriously. 

: The chief reason I am writing imeediately, however, ig that it seems to 
se that it would be most effective, by fer, if such 2 propossl were thoroughly 
sieeredited right there in Ninneaote where it originslly started. If, therefore, 

\\\ You eould seeure the interest of influential people who would express their 
wv opposition to such # proposal directly te Congressman Meciinnon end Senator 
\\ Thye, a8 well se to Congressmen Alvin F, ¥eilchel},Cheirmen of the Committee on 

Nerden, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, who considers legisletion of thie kind, it would 
Sos) be great help. Amy communicetion should also be direeted to Congresenan 

Lec EB, Allen, Chairmen of the Committee on Rules of the House of Representatives, 
because, for some reason, the bill in <cuestion has been referred te this Com- 
aittee, although this 1a en irregulerity, I believe. ; 

| + I find that the better person to address, rather than Congressman Weichel, 
is Congressman Raymond Burke, who is Chairman of the Sub-committee on Conserva- 
tion of Wildlife Resources (of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee.)



It is certain thet thie bill will be brought up om the floor, if not 3 
mentioned from the speaker's platforna, at the time of the public meeting on 
weterfowl, to be held April 23 at 10:00 a.m, at the Ourtie Hotel in 
Minneapolis. It is the Minnesota meeting on waterfowl comparable te the one 
held lest yeer in St. Paul, und Dr. Cottem will be present. If influentiel 
representatives of some of the real conservéion orgemizetions in the State 
were present at this meeting, prepared to speek in orposition to the bill, 
I feel confident thet 1t would do e great deal to kill its chances of passage, 
énything you cen do te seoure suitable oppowition to the bill I am sure will ~ 
be very definitely in the best interests of waterfowl conservation, I should ; 
think this might be a setter sich Ken Kervison would be able to do sone . 
effective work on, but I do not heve Kis address so shall leave it to you to 
eet in touch with him if you think he con nelp, : i 

I am sure that both of you know enough about the waterfowl refuge program 
te require so convincing thet it would be @ terrific uistke to turn ever all 
ef the refuges to the stetes., I shudéer tc think whet would happen to many of 
the impertent wintering eress in sone of the southern states, es well se the 
breeding ené resting srees in the torth, On s matter of this kind I must, of 
course, write personally, and I om doing se because I am eh sure that you will 
both be interested in doing whet you cen to block suck a foolish move, 

If there 1s any further information whieh you would need regerdiag the 
bill you could wire te the Directer of the Fish sad Wildlife Service, but plesae 
make no reference to this letter, I shell send you eopies of the bill end also 
copies of some literature on the refuge program which might be useful to ame 
ef the people you might call upon to essist in this matter, \ 

Tat such 4 aove should originate in Minnesota is irunie, ee it is the 
State which hae always teken by far a lerger portion of the waterfowl kill | 
then eny other state, You will both regsll thet when I was writing ay series | 
of articles on Minnesots weterfowl, which appeared in the "Conservation LAN 
Volunteer,” the best estimate we hed of tae waterfowl kili in Winnesots, and, 
in the Netion ey indiexted thet Minaesota took epyroximetely 15 per dent,» 
or one out of 6) o? the ducks teken in the entire Nation, At that time, 9 | \ 
per cent of the NetioaYs duck hunters were in Minnesota, ae revealed by the \  * 
duck stamp aeles, The latest estimates whieh we have indicate thet between ‘ 
l@ené 15 per cent of the ducks shot lest full were taken im Minnesota, do, \ | ‘in spite of the “act that Hinnesota hunters get far ware then the hunters of \ ) 
way other state a.resdy, they are introducing @ bill shieh is designed to os 
cjan etill more arves to the Minnesota hunters, ,* : ao 

Very sincerely yours, av k 

i 

Gustey Swenson. ih 
Copy to Aldo Leopold. i | \ 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 

April oth, 1948 

Mr. Arthur D. Hasler, 

Associate Professor of Zoology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Hasler:- 

Further to my letter of March 17th requesting 2 copy of 
your paper entitled "Fertilization for increasing producitivity of 
Inland Waters" given at the Thirteenth North American Wildlife 
Conference at St. Louis. 

‘Mr, E. L, Wickliff of Columbus, Ohio has, as requested by 
you, forwarded me a copy of your manuscript in this connection. I 
have had copies run off and return the origina] herewith together 
with two extras which you may be glad to have. Thank you very much 

for the loan of this paper. I feel that it will be a valuable addition 
to our library. 

We were shocked here to learn of the sndden passing of : 
Professor Leopold, His loss will be a very great one to the University 

F | | and must be very keenly felt by all those who have been associated 
| | with him, I had only come to know him personally very recently 
| though I had felt for some time that I knew him quite well through 

his very friendly correspondence, I have already extended personal 

| sympathy to his family but would like to take this o portunity of 
| expressing to the University the sympathy of all of us in this Depart- 

ment. SRG Ss ee tan he eee 

Yours very truly, 

G. W. Malaher 
GwM/5G DIRECTOR OFGAME AND FISHERIES 
Encls.
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Apri. 16, 1966 | 

Mr. Gerald W. Malaher 
Game and Fisheries Branch — 
Dept. of Mines and Natural Resources 
Wianipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Gerald: 

Ie B. Pampel a student in my wildlife ecology 
class yesterday gave birth to an idea about ; 
miskrats which strikes me as so promising that 
I am immediately forwarding it to yous His 

d : hypothesis deals with the well mown habit of 
expelling air under the ice, getting it replaced 
fvon oxygen from the water, and then again ine 

r haling it. Presuueably this bubbler habit deter = 
‘ mines the radius of winter feeding. 

i Pampel suggests that the accumulation of half ; 
ey ro$ted vogetetion might change the water with om 

toxic gases or in soneway tle up the oxygen 
for these bubbles so that the rat might be 
unable to cruise any great distance from his 
house. This would outomaticaliy limit the 
food supply and henge the population, and might 
explain how accumlated vegetation brought down 
your population ourves. Yor the present I an 
passing this notion to you only. Should you 
wish me te Goneult Hasler or Muckenhirn as to 
ites possible validity, let me kmow. 

I appreciated your nice letter, and you may be 
assured that 1 will come up next summer if I 

\ can. Yesterday I ¢losed the deal with the 
publisher for my easays, which may automatics ly 

: limit my summer doings. 

Yours as ever, 

Alupm Aldo Leopold
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v DEPARTMENT OF nA), 
MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES “ yar 

WINNIPEG / i 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH ‘ 

March 2nd, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
The University of Wisconsin, 
— of Wildlife Management, 
ugh University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: _ 

Many thanks for your letter of February 27th. I was very sorry 

to hear of your illness and hope that you are now well on the way to complete 

recovery. 

I am looking forward to my visit to Madison very much, It was 
kind of you to make reservations for me at the Park Hotel. I might say that 
Art Hawkins has very kindly invited me to stay at his house. This would be 
very enjoyable but I have a heavy cold at the moment and do not feel that I 

should do so unless it is cleared up by the time I arrive. 

In an earlier letter you intimated that the Kumlien Club was 

prepared to contribute to my expenses to the extent of $75.00. This was a 

very kind gesture on their part but one which is entirely unnecessary and 

which can therefore be forgotten. 

I do not know quite what you expect from me on waterfowl as I 

do not feel we have gone very far on this question in Manitoba. However, I 

shall find out more about that when I arrive. 

In regard to slides, we do not have any but we do have a half-hour 

\G@mm. coloured movie on the Summerberry Project taken some years ago. Some of the 

procedure looks pretty primitive today but I think this might be of interest 

; and am having it sent down ahead in care of Art Hawkins in case you might wish 

uf me to use it. 

I eam looking forward with a great deal of pleasure to meeting you 

personally later in the week, 

Sincerely yours, 

SQroe, 

G. W. Malaher 
GWM*HG DIRECTOR OF GAME AND FISHERIES 
AIR MAIL 

PS. Am brinawng alen Vac west, ved Lape uM Sending e
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Februory 27, 1948 ; : 

My. G. 4%, Malaher 
Game and Fisheries Branch 
Dept. of Mines and Noturel Resources k 

Winnipeg. Manitoba 

Dear Mr. Malshert : 

Wy reply to your velcone Lotter tas Deen dad 4 
Decause of illness. I am mch pleased to “that 4 
you are coming, and Bob MeCabe has already written : 
you that the schedule proposed in your letter is ' 

highly agreeing John Bulen has reserved p 
quarters for you at- Park Hotel, and one of us is 
will of course meet you at the Airport. The meeting e: 
of the Mumlien Club is being called for Thursday 
night. We are hoping that you will be agreeable to 
another, and more informal, dismssion group Friday 
night to deal particularly with waterfowl. ‘The 4 

: conservatiog department people are being empetially 
; invited er { 

You ask in your letter about the length of the 
Tmureday night talk. I would suggest not to om 
ceed one hour, i « 

If you happen to have slides of either the amskret 
management operations or dealing with waterfowl, 
it would be a good thing to bring then. 

I am looking forward especially to getting 
agquainted with you personally. ; 

With warm regards, 

. Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold
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DEPARTMENT OF 

MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 

February 17th, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 

The University of Wisconsin, 
4ok University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold:= 

The Honourable J. S. McDiarmid has supplied me with a copy of his 
letter to you of January 17th in reply to your very kind invitation for me to 

come to Madison and speak to the Kumlien Club on the Fur Rehabilitation Projects 
in Manitoba. 

I have been very uncertain as to whether I could afford to be away 
from the province durins March as it is then that our muskrat harvest begins, 
but believe now that if I made the trip early in March, immediately before the 
North American Wildlife Conference at St. Louis, I could be back here in suf- 
ficient time. I would therefore like to suggest thet if the dates are suitable 
to you I might leave Winnipeg on the morning of Thursday, March 4th, arriving 
im Madison by air at 2,45 psm. on the same day. I could then remain in Madison 
until 2,55 o'clock on the afternoon of Sunday, March 7th before continuing to 
St. Louis, This arrangement would permit me to return to Winnipeg immediately 

the Wildlife Conference was over. 

It has been suggested that your University group would like to hear 
something both of the Muskrat Projects and also of the Registered Trapline 
System which is now in effect in nearly all of Northern Manitoba, If you feel 
that these are the subjects you would wish me to speak on I ‘should be happy to 
do 80e I would hope however, to do far more listening than speaking while at 
Madison, and to learn from you and others something of the work which is being 
done elsewhere, the results of which might help us here in the better manage- 

ment of our various wildlife resources, I kmow too, that Art Hawkins is most 
anxious to discuss as fully as possible the waterfowl census program for Manitoba 
this coming summer. 

It is with a great deal of diffidence that I approach the idea of 
speaking on some of our problems or accomplishments before the select audience 
which I feel would te before me at Madison, Our progress in scientific investi- 

gation has not kept pace with the practical management and sociological aspects 

of our projects, I do not personally feel competent to enlarge on the scientific 

problems, and would therefore much prefer to confine my remarks meinly to the 

results obtained from practical management to date, It is on these scientific 

=le
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Professor Ajdo Leopold, Madison, Wis. Februsry 17th, 1948 

problems that I would hope to learn a great deal from you and others, which 
would assist us in the probleme we have here. 

If you would be kind enough to indicate whether the above would 
be satisfactory to you, and the approximate length of timewhich I might be 
expected to speak, I shall endeavour to come properly prepared. 

Yours very truly, 

G. W. Malaher 
GWM*HG DIRECTOR OF GAME AND FISHERIES —
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March 22, ve 

a ALY 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

The friendly letters, including yours, which were assembled 

in recognition of my retirement, were highly appreciated and 

will be often read in the future. The gifts also: a best type 
binocular and a book fund, could not be bettered. They are 
exactly suited to my situation and to my tastes. Your participa- 

tion was a kindly act that will be remembered. 

It is a pleasure to receive estimates of one's accomplish- 

ments from friends, but I fear that realization of the meaning 

of what is said is lost on me. I have passed through various 
stages, each enjoyed while it lasted but largely dismissed from 

mind thereafter. This gives me a feeling almost of having been 

several different persons--all but the present embodiment being 

dim to view and subject to critical appraisal. Of course 

reputation is in the views of others, not of one's self--a good 

thing in this instance as my shortcomings and failures ever rise 

in my mind to oppose any special feeling of satisfaction. One 

indulgence I permit myself is to re-read occasional passages 

that said what I felt in the way I wanted to say it. And my 

general immersion in the printed and written word but add to the 

impression of segregation from the world of men. I try to keep 

in touch with numerous friends by correspondence but that also 

seems through mists dimly seen. And how many have gone to that 

bourne where I,at least, have no success in communicating with 

them. However, on occasion, I have often wondered how certain 
ones would have thought or acted under the circumstances but 

this has been a decidedly unilateral performance. It all adds 

up to a kind of unreality in which tangible things and positions 

attained mean little but manifestations of friendship a great deal. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lo .-. Peete
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April 5, 1948 ; 

My, 3, BR, Kalmbach 
2654 Forest Street 
Denver 7, Colorado 

Dear Kalubash: 
. Your report on the HeAtee ceremonies is appreciated 

end f am mech pleased that everything came out mo 
well. I also congratulate yon on the appropriate- 
ness of the various uses to which the fimd was put. 

T hope to get to see you again one of these days. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alepm Aldo Leopold



Denver, Colorado 

March 25, 1948 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

This is just a word or two reporting on the outcome of the venture 

presenting W. Le McAtee with a testimonial commemorative of his long and 

distinguished service in sciencee 

In line with an earlier suggestion a pair of Bausch and Lomb, 7x35, 

light-weight field glasses of modern design were purchased. Approximately 

50 letters of appreciation addressed to Mac were neatly bound and appropri- - 

ately inscribed. Money in excess of the amount required for the items 

mentioned and incidental expenses was invested in a letter of credit in favor 

of Mac at Brentano's Book Store in Chicago where it may be drawn on as he 

sees fit. Mr. Stanley P. Young also contributed the last copy of a limited 

edition of "The Wolves of North America," bound in buffalo hide and auto- 

graphed by both authors (Young and Goldman) « 

A plate attached to the case for the field glasses bore the inscription, 

‘presented to W. Le McAtee in recognition of a long and distinguished service 

in the natural sciences, March ll, 1948." The volume of letters bound in 

green Morocco with gilt lettering carried the caption, “An appreciation of 

We Le McAtee, expressed in letters from friends on the occasion of his re- 

tirement from the government service, September 30, 1947." The presentation 

ceremonies were in keeping with Mac's wishes and were participated in by a 

few of his friends in Chicago on march ll. 

As a concluding word let me express sincere appreciation for your 

gonerous helpe I am sure Mac will always cherish what you have done although 

he would be the last one in the world even passively to suggest such a 

recognition. He was profoundly appreciative of what had been done even to 

the point of embarrassment in expressing himself on the subjects 

Personally I have gotten a great kick out of handling this; it has been 

one of the most pleasurable venturos in which I have ever,engaged. Again, 

many, many thanks for your generous help in recognition of a distinguished 

American naturalists 

Sincerely yours) ) 

E. Re i eo 

P. Se Attached is a financial sta ement covering the mattere 

Ke 

2654 Forest Street, 

Denver 7, Coloradoe



This is a statement covering reccipts and oxpenditures connected 

with the presentation of a testimonial in behalf of wt. L. McAtee on the 

occasion of his retirement from the government services 

Receiptss 
Contributions from numerous friends y298.00 

Expenditures: 
Bausch and Lomb, 7x35 field glasses 

(List price, y140.00; excise tax, 
y28,00; State tax, $2.80, city tax, 
$1.40) $172.20 

Brass plate (inscribed) attached to 

field glass casc. 9.58 

Binding and lettering the cover of 

the volume of letters. 15.00 : 

Postage, stationery, and incidentals 

connected with presentation 

ceremony 16416 

Credit established for McAteo at 

Brentano's Book Store in Chicago. 85.06 
$298.00 298400 

“000.00 

Several other individuals also expressed a desire to participate 

but because they were in forcign countries or for other reasons their 

contributions will be late in arriving. When received they will be 

added to the credit established at Brontano'se 

Respectfully submitted. 

= Ey «es Kalmbach. 

March 24, 1948 
2654 Forest Street, 

Denver 7, Coloradoe
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Jamary 22, 1948 

Mr. 3. BR. Kalmbach i 
2654 Forest Street / 
Denver 7, Colorado 

Dear Kalebach: 

I am very glad to hear that your suggestion about 
MeAtee met with a favorable response. I haven't 
any idea what my share of the cost is. I enclose 

; my check for $10.00, tut if you should need more, 
ve sure to call on me, 

With personal regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



Jamary 22, 1948 

Mr. W. Ie McAtee 
c/o University of Chicago Press 
ae Ellis Avene 

cago 37, Tllinois 

Dear Mac: 

It should give you deep pride and satisfaction to 
look back at this time over your career, and it 
gives the rest of us o¢casion to remember your very 

; large contributions to wildlife conservation and 
wildlife ecology. My own career in that field has 
been a fairly lengthy one, tut my earliest recol- 
leetions are that you — already providing leader~ 
ship at that time, and “the same thing is still true 
at this moment. 

I, personally, am appreciative of your work as 
editor of the Journal of Wildlife Management and : 
your work in bringing out the Wildlife Review. 
Their importance to the development of our profes~ 
sion would be hard to exaggerate, and in both 
ventures, you set a standard which was many notches 
higher than what we probably would have achieved 
without your help. 

I have always marvelled at the quality as well as 
the quantity of work you have managed to turn out, 
wat I hope that from now on you will be able to 
relax and enjoy yourself. I imow of no one who 
has done more to earn those privileges. 

Assuring you of my high personal esteem, 

: Yours as ever, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



Denver, Colorado 

Janu 13, 1948 Dr. Aldo Leopold, oa 
424 University Fam Place, 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 
I wrote you on December 11 regarding a memento in 

recognition of the long and distinguished service rendered to 
science by W. L. McAtee. That letter was in the nature of an 
inquiry to learn whether the idea met with approval by McAtee's 
friends and former associates. Up to this time I have received 
replies from more than two score individuals, and the responses 
have been unanimously and enthusiastically in favor of the idea. 
With that generous response as a mandate and with the general 
approval of the idea of presenting McAtee with a pair of modern : 
field glasses and an appropriate folder ofletters, I am going 
ahead with the proposal. 

As for the letters, 1 am asking that you address them 
to McAtee at the University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 
BUT SEND 1! HEM f0 ME AT THE ADDXESS INDICATED BELOW, They should 
be written on one side of the paper (use more than one sheet 
if you wish) and should be on paper 83 x 11 inches in size. A 
margin of two, (2) inches should be reserved at the left hand 
side to facilitate binding in an appropriate folder. 

As forthe field glasses, it has been the opinion of a 
number with whom I discussed the matter, that a Bausch & Lomb 
7 x 35 glass with coated lenses would give excellent all around 
service for the use to which "Mac" would put theme I will take 
steps to acquire,them immediately and have them available by the 
time the folder of letters has been prepared. 

As for presentation ceremonies, they are likely to be 
informal and arranged whenever some of us can travel through 
Chicago. You,will be informed of the presentation and a report 
made to you on the whole matter when terminated. 

In the meantime, I shall be glad to receive a letter and 

contribution a4 your convenience. 

] Sincerely yours), / 
>t Sf Zz Pg 

ae A AK Va (— 

Ff t E. Re, Kalmbach 

2654 Forest Street 
Denver 7, Colorado
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April 9, 1947 

Mr. John Sieker 
US Forest Service 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Sieker: 

The earliest record I have of the term Wilderness occurs 
on page 2 of the following paper: 

Leopold, Aldo 1921 
The Wildnerness and Its Place in Forest Recreational 
Policy, Journal of Forestry XIX:7, November 1921. 

"Some definitions are probably necessary at the outset. By 
"wilderness" I mean a continuous stretch of country preserved 
in its natural state, open to lawful hunting and fishing, big 
enough to absorb a two weeks’ pack trip, and kept devoid of 
roads, artificial trails, cottages, or other works of man." 

I am enclosing a copy of this for McAtee should you wish to 
send it to him, and I am sending a copy to Howard Zahniser. 

Yours sincerely, 

AL:PM ALDO LEOPOLD



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICOLTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

25 
WASHINGTON 3 

u 
SUPERVISION 
Information Mareh 27, 1947 

Mre Ge Le MeAtee ; 

University of Chicage Press 
5750 Ellis Avenue 
Chicago 37, Dlincis 

Dear Mx. MeAtee: 

Please pardon the delay in answering your letter of March 17. 

I am sorry that I do not know how the term Wilderness first came 
to be used in connection with areas in which primitive conditions 
of enviroment are maintained. I have checked with Howard 
Zabniser and he tells me that he has a letter from you, too. 

Bob Marshall was primarily responsible for the designation of 
Porest Service primitive areas as Wilderness or Wild areas, depend- 
ing on their size. Before then we had called them all Primitive 
areas. 

I know that Hr. Alde Leopold, who has been an active spensor of 
the Wilderness idea for years, has used the term in his writings 

: and I am taking the liberty of sending him a copy of this letter 
in the hope that he will be able to tell you more. I am also 
sending Howard a copy of this letter. 

Attached for your information is a map showing the location of 
Forest Service Wilderness, Wild and Primitive areas. 

Very sincerely yours, 

eet 
Division of Reereation and Lands 

Enclosure 

1 ce Mr. Aldo Leopold: If you can answer Mr. McAtee's question I 
would appreciate a copy of your letter to 

him. F
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"WW, Ly MeAtee 

Office: 
C/o University of Chicago Press 

5750 Ellis Avenue 
: Chicago 37, Illinois 

March 17, 1947 

U. S. Forest Service . 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington 25, D. C. 

: Dear Sirs: 

A colleague in the Dictionary Room of the University 
of Chicago Press asked me for an early reference to 
the use of the term "wilderness area", but after making 
some search in other directions, I thought that it might 
be best to appeal to the Forest Service. if you can 

: assist with the desired citation, the cooperation will 
be much appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ We Le MeAtee : 

z ; 

* e



IN RE f : Cable Address “Museology New York” 

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY / wt 

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET 

NEW YORK 24,N. Y. 

DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS 

ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY, ScD. Chairman ELSIE M. B. NAUMBURG, Research Associate 

EeNst MATE PRD. Gato the Whitney-Rothschild Collections CAE te Nola Peon nuerass 
JAMES P. CHAPIN, Ph.D., jate Curator iit bie 

CHARLES E O'BRIEN, Asian) Castor CHARLES VAUME, DIDS! Ressarch Amcccte 
DEAN AMADON, BS., Asistant Curator 

WILUAM H. PHELPS, B.S., Research Associate 

February 17, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

bear Professor Leopold: 

Since the latter part of October 

Dr. Murphy has been in New Zealand collecting material 

for two new habitat groups to be placed in Whitney 

Memorial Hall. 

Yesterday afternoon I had a letter 

from him saying that he and Mrs. Murphy have been 

unable to obtain steamship reservations so they now 

plan to fly back to the United States early in April. 

I am writing to br. Murphy. this 

afternoon and 1 shell tell him about your pleasant 

comments on Logbook for Grace. I know that he will 

be very much pleased. You may not have heard that 

the book was sclected by the American Library 

Association as one of the fifty notable publications 

of 1947. 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Dr. Murphy
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February 9. 1948 

Mr. Manly ¥. Miner 
Jack Miner Migratory Bird Foundation, Inc. 
Kingsville, Ontario 

Dear Mr. Miner: 

I am intensely interested in your letter and welcome its length. I am asking all 
of my students to read it, tut I am specifically asicing them not to embarrass you 
by quoting it. I hope you will not take exception to this. 

On this issue of teaching a student to be practical, there are of ccurse differing 
definitions of the word. I would like the privilege of telling you, however, 
about my strivings in this same direction. These are not intended to imply that 
training at Wisconsin is better than elsewhere. They are offered you simply as 
@ straight statement of fact. : 

First of all, every candidate for a degree in wildlife is required to spend at 
least half of his @reining period in the field, where he is required to find 
the answer to a definite problem. Tho answer constitutes his thesis, and the 
thesis mist be original enough to be publishable. 

Today I have two students trapping, banding, sexing, and aging pheasants in zero 
weather with eight inches of snow. Another student sat in a tower on the pheasant 
area, from before day light until after sun up noting the beginnings of mating 
behavior in pheasants. Another student is in southwestern Wisconsin studying 
foxes with our most expert fox trappers and hunters. These laymen tell him 
what he does not know about foxes, and he benefits greatly by their advice. 
He gets the carcasses after they have sitinned the foxes, and he autopsies these 
carcasses to the number of several hundred each winter. ; 

Another student ie writing his report on the new method of aging rabbits. At 
the moment he is at a desk, but he had to spend two winters twming and banding 
rabbits and two summers hunting for nests and marking litters by tattooing 
their ears. ‘these maried young were recaptured the following winter les’ 
students hunting as a group. last winter these group hunts collected 
rabbits. 

Another student is in Manitoba where he spent the whole summer in the ficld 
studying nesting waterfowl. Another is on Pelee Island in lake Brie trapping, 
banding, sexing and aging pheasants. I will not prolong the descriptions of 
these samples, tut I thinie you can see thet you and I have the same fundamental 
concept: namely knowledge of wildlife comes from out doors, and often at the 
cost of discomfort and hard labor. Brain work mustgfollow, but it has no 
significance without field work. 

I will later send your letter to my student on Pelee Island, who may some time 
have the opportunity to call on you. His name is Allen Stokes. Possibly he has 
already stopped to see you. 

With kind regards and thanking you very particularly for your welcome advice, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



EEE 

THE RIGHT HON. W. L. MACKENZIE KING, Premier of Canada, said, “Jack Miner has rendered our country great services. The inspiration he has given to 
young and old of many lands by his life and work will live after him.” 

HON. JOHN BRACKEN, M.P., Leader of the Progressive-Conservative Party in Canada, said, ‘Through his efforts Jack Miner has become the most famous 
Bird Naturalist on the continent. His Bird Sanctuary at Kingsville is the greatest achievement of its kind in North America.” 

HON. JOHN R. MacNICOL, M.P., said, “I am proud that, through his great work my dear friend Jack Miner earned the right to have his name alongside of 

Burbank, Pasteur, Bell, Edison, Ford, Grenfell, Banting, Kelvin, Wright and others in the Book of Knowledge.” 

SENATOR T. A. CRERAR said, “I doubt if there is in any field of work in Canada, anyone who has rendered a greater national service than Jack Miner.” 

MR. J. D. DIEFENBAKER, M.P., said, “Jack Miner's career has been one of great service to mankind. Personally I will always regard the three hours spent 

in his company as the outstanding ones in my life.” - 

MR. EDWARD J. JEFFRIES, JR., Mayor of Detroit, said, “I am not unmindful of the renown brought to us by Jack Miner's great work. His name and fame 

have been carried to many nations upon the wings of the air.” 
SENATOR FREDERIC C. WALCOTT, President Wildlife Institute, said, “Jack Miner's Sanctuary deserves to be endowed and handed down from generation to 

generation. It is well organized, well managed and does untold good. His example is an inspiration to all those who follow.” 

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCESS JULIANA said, “The work done by Jack Miner is of utmost value to scientists the world over, and deserves all the recognition 

it receives now and for all time.” 

THE LATE DR. HENRY VAN DYKE said, “Jack Miner, keep up the good work for God, Man and the Birds.” 

MR. FREDERICK C. LINCOLN, U.S. Wildlife Survey, said, “No one can replace Jack Miner as he was almost an institution.” 

MR. HENRY FORD, Auto Pioneer, said, “Jack Miner's companionship with the birds and his service to them have made his work known and have warmed the 

hearts of good people everywhere. He has taught us all that there is always something to do for one who looks for something to do.” 

BERNARD M. BARUCH, New York Financier, said, “Jack Miner has become a symbol of the whole world of kindness to birds and animals. His work will live 

after him not only in the hearts of his fellowman, but in its attitude towards animals and particular birds.” 

MAJOR MAX C. FLEISCHMANN said, “Jack Miner has left behind him a name and a monument that will live forever perpetuated in the thoughts of everyone 

who is a believer and advocate of the conservation of wild life.” 

HON. EARL N. OHMER (Alaska), said, “We people in Alaska wish te say that no man to our knowledge ever did so much for bird life as did Jack Miner.” 

The LATE GOVERNOR ALFRED SMITH always introduced Jack Miner as “The Billy Sunday for the bird family.” 

THE LATE IRVIN S. COBB in his writings always referred to Jack Miner as “The greatest practical Naturalist on the planet.” 

EDGAR A. GUEST, the Detroit poet, always referred to Jack Miner as “the best loved Christian in America.” 

EE ______ 

Che Sark Miner Mi Bird Foundation, J he Jack Miner Migratory Bird Foundation, Inv. 
Kingsville, Ontario, Canada 
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“Some day the stones that are thrown at you will be gathered up and made into a monument to your es, 

insight and foresight."—E. Stanley Jones.
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Deconber 5, 1947 

| Mie, Manly F. Miner 
donk Miner Migmatery Bird Foundation, Inc. 
Mingevilles Ontario 

Beay br. Miners 

You are vary thoughtful to go te the of 

ap ag iy your 
thie singe both Bob Suith and Mercld Hanson 
are both well imown to mo, tut I nevertheless 
appreciate your writing. 

I hear you are now gotting acquainted with my 
friends Allen and Ali¢e Stokes of Pelea Ialani. 
I was pleased to hear that, ond they were plewsed 
to become acquainted with the present Miner funlly. 

Needless to say your gencrosity in giving access : 
te the aecumlated reserds {9 appreetated. 

With icind regards, 

Yours sinsercly, 

ALepa Alde Leopold
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THE RIGHT HON. W. L. MACKENZIE KING, Premier of Canada, said, “Jack Miner has rendered our country great services. The inspiration he has given to 
young and old of many lands by his life and work will live after him. 

HON. JOHN BRACKEN, M.P., Leader of the Progressive-Conservative Party in Canada, said, “Through his efforts Jack Miner has become the most famous 
Bird Naturalist on the continent. His Bird Sanctuary at Kingsville is the greatest achievement of its kind in North America.” 

HON. JOHN R. MacNICOL, M.P., said, “I am proud that, through his great work my dear friend Jack Miner earned the right to have his name alongside of 
Burbank, Pasteur, Bell, Edison, Ford, Grenfell, Banting, Kelvin, Wright and others in the Book of Knowledge.” 

SENATOR T. A. CRERAR said, “I doubt if there is in any field of work in Canada, anyone who has rendered a greater national service than Jack Miner.” 

MR. J. D, DIEFENBAKER, M.P., said, “Jack Miner's career has been one of great service to mankind. Personally I will always regard the three hours spent 
in his company as the outstanding ones in my life.” = 

MR. EDWARD J. JEFFRIES, JR., Mayor of Detroit, said, “I am not unmindful of the renown brought to us by Jack Miner’s great work. His name and fame 
have been carried to many nations upon the wings of the air.” 

SENATOR FREDERIC C. WALCOTT, President Wildlife Institute, said, “Jack Miner's Sanctuary deserves to be endowed and handed down from generation to 
generation. It is well organized, well managed and does untold good. His example is an inspiration to all those who follow.” 

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCESS JULIANA said, The work done by Jack Miner is of utmost value to scientists the world over, and deserves all the recognition 

it receives now and for all time.” 
THE LATE DR. HENRY VAN DYKE said, “Jack Miner, keep up the good work for God, Man and the Birds.” 

MR. FREDERICK C. LINCOLN, U.S. Wildlife Survey, said, “No one can replace Jack Miner as he was almost an institution.” 

MR. HENRY FORD, Auto Pioneer, said, “Jack Miner's companionship with the birds and his service to them have made his work known and have warmed the 
hearts of good people everywhere. He has taught us all that there is always something to do for one who looks for something to do.” 

BERNARD M. BARUCH, New York Financier, said, “Jack Miner has become a symbol of the whole world of kindness to birds and animals. His work will live 
after him not only in the hearts of his fellowman, but in its attitude towards animals and particular birds.” 

MAJOR MAX C. FLEISCHMANN said, “Jack Miner has left behind him a name and a monument that will live forever perpetuated in the thoughts of everyone 
who is a believer and advocate of the conservation of wild life.” 

HON. EARL N. OHMER (Alaska), said, “We people in Alaska wish to say that no man to our knowledge ever did so much for bird life as did Jack Miner.” 

The LATE GOVERNOR ALFRED SMITH always introduced Jack Miner as “The Billy Sunday for the bird family.” 

THE LATE IRVIN S. COBB in his writings always referred to Jack Miner as “The greatest practical Naturalist on the planet.” 

EDGAR A. GUEST, the Detroit poet, always referred to Jack Miner as “the best loved Christian in America.” 

ee 

Che Jark Miner Mii Rird Foundation, J e Jack Miner Migratory Bird Foundation, Jur. | 
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“Some day the stones that are thrown at you will be gathered up and made into a monument to your .' , 

insight and foresight."—E. Stanley Jones.
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; Rte 3, Yuma, Arizona 
January 25, 1948 

Mr, Joseph J, Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Mr, Hickey: 

Tearing through my belongings I can find only two separates 
of my Coon Valley paper. I'm sénding one on to you under separate 
(3) cover, 

I have some other copies back East but do not know just 
when I can lay my hands on them, Another, nearer source for 
your separates might be the Agronomy Department. Dr, Ahlgren 
had five a tem copies at one time and may still be able to 
find them, Failing that I suggest you try Dr. Fassett who, 
I under stand, uses the paper in one of his coursesbut may be able to give you sme, 

St any rate I'll send a couple more copies on to 
you wenever I find them, 

Thank you for the kind words on my Coon Valley work, 
As a field wrker you, too, must mow the frustration attendant 
upon the completion of any such investigation, No matter how 
many questions you think you aswer you always discover that you have raised a mare's nest of unansw6rable ones, At least that is the way I feel upon rereading "Yoon Valley". 

Ve tru A | 
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January 17th, 1948, 

_ Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
The University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 

grladison 6, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have your letter of January 8th and I can assure 
you that, providing a satisfactory time can be arranged, we 
woujd be very pleased to have Mr. Malaher pay you a visit = 
at the Wisconsin Department of Wildlife Management for an 
exchange of views and for a discussion of the work which 
we are attempting to carry on in Manitoba, We are parti- 
cularly glad to have the opportunity of describing to a 
group such as yours some of the complex problems with which 
we are faced in connection with certain aspects of our wild- 
life management work. 

It is only through meetings of this kind, between 
officials working along these lines in different parts of the 
country, that we can develop the techniques adequate for the 
most advantageous management of these very important resources, 

Mr, Malaher is out of the city at the present time 
spending a week at The Pas in order to attend meetings of the 
Fur Advisory Board with trappers and officers of the registered 
trapline system, However, as I am most anxious that he spend a 
few days with you, I will discuss the matter fully with him 
immediately upon his return and he can then contact you direct 
in the hope that some mutually convenient programme may be 
worked out. 

Cordial personal regards, 

: Yours very truly, 

XQ S we ,
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Mamy of my co-work
era 

and student
s 

working
 

at 
' the Delta Waterfo

wl 
Besearc

h 
Station

 
have bee 

cone Gonvin
ted 

that the Henite
be 
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strati

on 
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ed 

policie
s 
and techniq
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especia
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wl 
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s, 

that should be more 

widely
 
imown and underst
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l 
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s 

. a% the Univers
ity 

of Wiscons
in 

and the Wisconsi
si 

Conserv
ation 

Departm
ent. 

Vor this reason,
 
we 

would like very much to got Mr. Malabe
r 

to come 

to Hadipon
 

geome tine this winter,
 
prefem

bly 
just 

before
 
or after the North America

n 
Wildlif

e 
Confer-

 

enge at St. Lowls on Morch S10. In omer
 
to 

fagili
tate 

this heped for visit,
 
the Depart

nent 

of Wildlif
e 

Managem
ent 

of the Unive
rsity

, 
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Romlio
n 
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Club, and the Depart
ment 

of Zoology
 
of the Univers

ity 
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d 
to 
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mte 

a amll expecee
 
fund tebabin

g 
375.00 

tovard Mr. ee ct 0 ee ee 
stay several

 
day

aea
nd 

mike « mumber of present
a~ 

tions to our local groupe. 

The purpose
 
of thig letter

 
is to request

 
your 

officia
l 

approval
 
of such a visit. ‘the Univers

ity 

leoturs
 
domitte

e 
hae alrendy

 
approve

d 
the venture.

 

If it meate with your approva
l, 

we would Like to 
proceed

 
to work out deteile

d 
dates and plans with 

My, Malaher
. 

Yours reepect
fuliy, 

Aspe Alée Leopol
d
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November 20, 1946 

My. A, D, Middleton 
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited 
Burgate Manor : 
Yordingbridge, Hampshire 
England, 

Dear Mqddleton: 

Bob and I are mech pleased to hear from you, and I assure 
you that you need not apologise for not writing sooner. I; 
myself, was months late in telling “lton how much we enjoyed 
your visit, 

Chitty is due here this week, and we are looking forward 
to seeing him, I hope we feel as mech at home with him and 
with the other members of your groun, 

I am showing Bob your letter, and we can well understand 
the delaying in possible plans as effecting him, This year 

5 we are so snowed under with G.I, students that it is impos+ 
sible to make any plans for possible foreign trips. ‘Thanks 
just the same for your inviting me to come over, With 
personal regards 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
As RL 

; P.S. By now you will have received Bob's reprint on Hungarians. = 
I am also sending you a Wisconsin Bulletin on pheasants which 
came off the vress yesterday.
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IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED. 

: GAME RESEARCH ESTATE 

TELEGRAMS: 

MOSER, LUTON 1215. 

TELEPHONE: 3 FROM 
LUTON 1{215. 

kxGoboME TALS LIMIEED, 
LUTON STATION. 

(L.M.S. & L.N.E. RLYS.) a WANDONI GREEN, 

KS 

Auk sae, se NECUTON, 
YOUR REF. BEDS. 

Burgate Manor, 

Fordingbridge 
Hampshire. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 26th October, 1946. 

University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, 
U.S. A. 

Dear Leopold, 

I hardly know how to start writing this letter or what your opinion of me 

must be after neglecting you for such a long time. I have been waiting to take 
up all my American contacts until we had established.at.least an address for our 
new Game Research Headquarters. JI know that it is not a good enough excuse in 

your case, so I won't attempt to elaborate on it. 

We are now fairly permanently fixed at Burgate Manor but still have to build 
laboratories for pathological and biological work on game, so it will be some time 
before the scientific work really gets going. I shall keep you fully ifformed of 

everythin, when we really get started, and shall probagly be slinging a lot of 
questions across the Atlantic as I am sure you have already covered many of the 
problems which we shall be taking up for the first time. 

: I believe Dennis Chitty is visiting you during his trip around America. We 

hear that he is thoroughly enjoying it, which he obviously cannot fail to do if he 
is treated as well as I was on my all too short stay at Madison. 

We have not yet reached a stage when we cen make a definite decision about the 
proposition of getting someone like Bob McCabe over here for a year or two, but, the 

general idea has met with approval, and I very much hope we can arrange it. We are 
having such long delays in getting this work started in the present’ condition of the 
country that I think it would be a waste of such a man's time to bring him over for 
at least another year, and it might be preferable to postpone it for another two years. 
Anyway, before that time I am hoping that you yourself..will.be.able to visit us and 
discuss the whole of the work in detail. 

Please give my sincere regards to all your staff and my apologies for failing 

to maintain the contact made last spring. 
Yours very sincerely, 

(dite 
= 

A.D. Middleton.



December Vi, 1945 

Dr. A. D. Middleton 
Bureau of Animal Population 
University fuseun 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dr. Middleton: 

I am reassured that we shall get to talk with 
you. My students, as well as myself, will 
consider it a real opportunity. 

Perhaps I have neglected to aay that since 
aoe ae ee eee 
in the direction of fundamental population 
research, as against applied management tech= 
niques. Reason: managemont techniques didn't 
work exeept in a few species. There are unknowns 
which we are now trying to find. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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= é OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION 

Postal Address: 

Bureau of Animal Population Telephone: Oxfor 
University Museum, Oxford Nov 20 1945 eee 

Prof Aldo Leopold, 
Univ. of Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold, 
Meany thanks for your most 

useful letter of November 5th. Of course I was 

talking through my hat when I said I did not want to 

go West of Michigan. I have every intention of 

visiting you and am looking forward to that part 

of the trip most of all. 

When I have heard from Stoddard I will compile a 
detailed iftinery end write to a number of the people 

you mention. Vaguely, my plan was to move out west 

via New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan to Wisconsin, 

during the first fortnight. Then back to Washington 

and south to Georgia and North Carolina. Back to 

New York, and finish up with a visit to any New 

Englend contacts worth while. As my object is not 

to try to contact everybody put to see a few people 

who are really doing things, so that I can get a 

good idea of the methods and problems, I think I 

shall do beet by spending a few days at a few places 

rather than a few hours at a lot of places. 

Mfortunately, transport regulations are still 

very complicated over here so I have to wait umtil 

various government departments pass me through into 

2 boat before I mow even the approximate date of 

sailing. Anyway I hope to see you in February, and 

will give you complete details as soon as I kmow them. 

Yours sincerely 

(A = 
A 

—
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November 5, 1945 

Dr. A. D. Middleton 
Oxford University 
Bureau of Animal Population 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dr. Middleton: 

I am delighted that you are proposing an American trip, bet I am 
disappointed that Michigan will be your “furthest West". We would 
like very moh indeed to see you over here in Wisconsin. 

First I will try te answer your four points: 
1. = know of no particularly advanced propagation work now 

being done on partridge. I would suggest that H. Ll. Stoddard 
and the Fish and Wildlife Laboratory at Patuxent,Maryland 
coukd give you the names of the best quail rearing plants. 

2. I tow of no field research now out on partridge, wt a 
publication by my assistant, Robert MeCabe,and my former 
student, Arthur Hawicins, has just been submitted for 
pudlieation. MeGabe can be found here and Hawirine at 
Urbana. In addition, Ralph Yoatter at Urbana, Illinois 
has done some recent part time work on partridge. 

As for quail, I know ef only two prosent centers of serious 
work. One is Professor Badolph Bennitt in Columbia, Missouri 
and the other is Errington's work on Prairie du Sac, of which 

I am sending you a publication. Errington ie at Iowa Stato 
College, Ames, Iowa. The Prairie du Sac projest is now 
being carried on by Cyril Kabat of my group, tet he is still 

( in the avy. 

3. ‘he Fish and Wildlife Laboratory at Patuxent, Maryland, 
is, I think , your best center of information. 

4, X entirely sympathize and hence I am making no suggestions. 

We have beon go cubtailed on conventions and meetings thet I am really 
not posted on game research in the eastern states. You may want to 
talic to Gardener Bump (still in military service) and Robert W. Darrow 
in New York Conservation Department, Dick Gerstell and Logan Bennett



at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and Durward Allen at Lansing, Michigan. 

I am still hoping that your schedule may change and that we may see 
you here. I gather from you letter that you my not realize that we 
are east of Michigan. 

With kindest regards, 

Aldo Leopold



OXFORD UNIVERSITY 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL POPULATION 
Postal Address : 
Bureau of Animal Population ‘elephone: Oxfors 
University Museum, Geen 22 October 1945. ise ae i 

Prof. A. Leopold, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
(University of Wisconsin), 
42), University Farm Place, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I am now able to think about getting back to game work 
on similar lines to those we adopted before the war. I.C.I. is starting up a 
new Game Research estate etc. in the spring and I shall be rejoining them. 

Before we start they have agreed that I should go over to 
the United States for about a month to absorb personally as much as possible of 
the work that has been done and is going to be done there on game management and 
propagation. 

I imagine that you know all the people who would be most 
worth visiting and can give me some advice in that way. As a month will soon 
go I want to concentrate on the things which will be most useful in planning the 
revival of our work on partridges, and shall have to be rather firm in denying 
myself the pleasure of visiting interesting places and people. The things I 
want to do are: 

(1) Spend a day or two at each of about six good game propagation units where 
special attention is paid to partridge and quail rearing and egg production. 

To see the methods of management, types of feeding and results. 
(2) Contact a few field research projects concerned with measuring the effect 

of environmental factors on partridge and quail, particularly where 
experimental changes in environment, like cover and feed patch intersper- 
sion, are being worked. 

(3) See one good unit dealing with parasites, diseases and nutrition problems. 
(4) During the course of such contacts I presume I shall pick up the general 

background of Game Conservation and Research, so I want to avoid too many 
social and political visits to Important People. 

You will, I am sure, from your own experience of these 

sort of visits, know what will be most useful and interesting to cram into a short 

eriod. ; * from raid Gam. te reid. Fle, 
I propose to be over there roughly the~whdte-month of (— 

Jesmary=1916. I realise this is not a good time of the year but if I leave it 

later I shall probably be prevented from moving by the work I start in the spring. 

To economise in travel time, I think I should not go further west than Michigan. 

Please do not go to a lot of trouble to organise things 
for me. If you could let me have names and addresses of contacts I ought to 
make I will write to them and arrange visits. I shall, of course, be ready to



ee : el 

fall in with any suggestions you make and look forward to an opportunity of 
discussing our mutual game problems with you personally. 

I am writing to H.L. Stoddard on similar lines, asking 

for his suggestions. 

: Yours sincerely, é ~~
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management March 7, 1999 

Mr, V, J. Muench 
1115 South Jackson St. 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Muench: 

You will recall that I gave you the same advice 
as Dr. Yan Costen, namely that your best bet was to get a 
job with the Conservation Department and then study. 

However, I cannot help you get such a job, for 
reasons which I cannot here discuss. I can help you to 
study. I am sending you a revision of my general reading 
list for Wisconsin which may be a little better than the one 
I gave you previously. 

I will, of course, keep you in mind in ease I hear 
of any suitable openings. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management
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42oh University Farm Place 
February 9, 1939 

Divsion of Wildlife Management 

Mr. ¥. J, Muench 
1115 South Jackson St. 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Muench: - 

I am very glad to hear from you, and you may be assured that 
I stand ready to smooth your path in any way that I can. 

T have inquired whether there are any botany and zoology courses 
given in extension. I find that there are no zoology courses but that 
Botany I is given. This would be therefore an advantageous course for 
you to take, but you will find that it deals primarily with laboratory 
botany, and to make it valuable for your purposes you would have to sup- 
lement it with personal studies in field botany. The best way to get 
started on these would be to make the acquaintance of some local field 
botanist. I am sending you a literature list on which I have marked the 
books that you ought to have for field studies in both botany and ornithology. 
You do not need to own these if they are available in your library. 

I am glad to give you an introduction to Dr. Carl Hubbs and to 
Dr. Van Oosten, but there is not mch that I can testify to except your 
earnestness and your experience as a layman. A letter is enclosed which you 

may use if you see fit. : 

I am going to send you from time to time the reading lists fron 
my wildlife ecology course. You may find it hard to squeeze any actual 
meaning out of any of these readings without the explanatory subject 
matter of the course, bat it is the best I can do. Here is the batch 
which I have ready so far. If you will write me again about April 1 I 
will send you what has accrued in the interim. I wish I could do more to 
be of service to you. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

Sent reading lists through G



Pw Retreat te Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management wnty Ie 190 

Dr. Carl L. Bubbs, University Museums, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Dr. John Yan Oosten, Bureau of Fisheries, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Gentlemen: 

Ur. J. D. Muench of Green Bay, Wisconsin has called on me 
and explained to me his earnest desire to acquire a technical education 
in either game management or fish management. The greater part of his 
experience as & leyman seems to lie in the fish field, and he is par~ 
ticularly interested in the Great Lakes fisheries problem. He has a 
good basic education in law. 

While I have had only one talk with Mr, Muench, I am convinced 
thet his desire te oualify himself is deep and genuine. I have explained 
to him to the best of my ability the difficulties that confront him. 
Should he communicate with you, I bespesk for him such help and advice as 
you are sable to give. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alac Leopola 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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42k University Farm Place 
9 

Division of Wildlife Management Gapneny 32, 195 

My. Gordon Mac Quarrie 
The Milwaukes Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Mac Quarrie: 

The material on nesting was a re-write by the publicity man 
for the College, taken from a brief summary of our study published in 
the current yearbook of the Gollege. This yearbook is called "What's 
New in Farm Science" and you will find our stuff on pages 48-51 in the 
November, 193%, issue. There is doubtless a copy in your library (does 
& Rewspaper call it a library?). If this is not available to you, let 
me know and I will send you one. 

There has been no previous printed report, but 2 technical 
sumiary of the experiments will be published by Arthur S. Hawkins some 
time this year. You are definitely on our mailing list and I think you 
would automatically receive a copy of this and other similar reports, but 
I will now enter a note on your card to the effect that you want all pub- 
lications on our research output. 

Our output is inherently lumpy and there happens to have been 
none recently, but we have a paper on food patches now in press, copy of 
which should reach you within 30 days. 

I have no regular machinery for publicity. When the publicity 
men of the College happen to see our stuff they usually translate it into 
news stories and send it out, mostly, I think, to the farm papers. I 
share your desire to get our material directly into your hands, but I think 
the best way is to send you our publications directly, and from them you 
can make your own "translations." 

Our exchange of visits is still a hope rather than a reality. 
What I would like to do is to take about two days to show you the whole 
works, including our farm experimental areas. Then you would have the back- 
ground to better interpret our reports. This is a standing invitation. 

I have not been in Milwaukee for a year, else I think I would 
have remeubered to drop in on you. I guess we are both in the same boat-- 
too busy. Maybe we can find some time at Detroit. 

One bit of current news might interest you. During the second 
senester which cpens in February I am offering a new course in wildlife 
ecology which is deliberately aimed to develop a critical judgment on wilé~ 
life conservation questions in the general student (as distinguished from



2 - Gorion MacQuarrie 

the technical student of game management). Prospectus is enclosed. If 
it has any news possibilities you may come back at me for elucidation of 
any point which is not clear. 

You know, of course, thet the continuation of my work is in the 
lap of the Legislature this winter. I have been financed so far by the 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, so I am now up as a "new" item. 

Please be assured of my hearty appreciation of your personal 
interest in the doings of my crowd. Can't you come over some time for our 
Seminar to see the bunch in operation? The next one comes Moniay evening, 
January 23, 7:30 p.m., on "Pheasant Survival Studies During 1937-38." 
Gome and have dinner with me at my house beforehand. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management



THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
EVERY EVENING AND SUNDAY 

MILWAUKEE 

Wednesday, January 11. [te4] 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

A moment ago I’received from our state desk 
a release quoting you on nesting problemse ‘To the best 
of my memory it is one of very few I've seen from 
your department over there in a long, long time. 
It's fine. I'll use it. I'm in favor of it and I'm 
in favor of more of the same. The question is, how 

fj am I going to get them? And being a newspaper man 
and a bit nosey at times I'm wondering if your department 
has a regular publicity agency that handles this 
sort of thing? It ths none of my business except to 

, the extent that there is plenty of good stuff in your 
department and my reasons for seeing it are two-fold: 
(1) I can use it Sundays, and (2)it's the sort of 
thing the public ought to see more of. 

Maybe these releases have been coming in right 
along. Maybe they just haven't reached my desk. If that 
is so I'd appreciate being put on the mailing list. 
In that way I'll be sure of getting the material.



‘ eo & nels “ae 

Fact is whenever I get something from you or your 
students it gets a pretty sympathetic scrutiny. A few months 
pack I;got an inkling--that was about all--of the prairie 
chicken investigation which was to include hunters. 
As I recall I had to scrape around pretty ingeniously toes nuasne 

get enough material from a letter to balloon it into the 
kind of a yarn it deserved. Since then I've correspénded 
with the chap who undertook it. I've forgotten but 
it was pretty apparent, after the season was over, that 

_ the publicity arrangements were not adequate and as a result 
not much sxemiseiwe.was learned. . : t 

‘ I want you to appreciate my position in these matters. 
I want the stuff. I like the authenticity all of your 
work has. It ought to be in the paper, this paper and 
other papers. But my concern is this paper. Anything you 
can do to advance me all of your releases will be appreciated. 

Expect to be in Detroit. Maybe then we can sit 
down together. I expect to be the one to profit thereby. 

’ Sincerely, : 
ee / 

Lge? if 
‘ GH io 

Gordo Wace Quarrie



New Soils Building 
March 9, 1934 

Mr. J, 0, Moreland 
Hayward Rod & Gun Club 
Hayward, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Moreland: 

I em glad to have your letter and also a copy of 
the letter to Mr. Grimer, 

I think there mst be a mistake about Minnesota ; 
and North Dekota having received definite allotments of 
federal funds. No definite federal allotment has as yet been 
made by the President, so it could not have been sub-divided 
to states, 

- Bill Grimmer and General Immell have been pushing 
the matter of Wisconsin getting her share of the federal 
fonds, At least one large refuge for both waterfowl and 
chickens has been recommended in the central sand area. ‘The 
federal requirements do not allow us to scatter the funds in 
small batches over the state, j ; 

It is by no means sure as yet that there will be 
any federal fund. The matter is now awaiting action by the 

President, ; ‘ 

I am sending you under separate cover a copy of 
: the report which our committee made, This may clear up some 

additional details. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh



HAYWARD IS THE MECCA OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST FISH AND GAME COUNTRY 
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nual racations. See Hayward Rod and Gun Club" 
Hayward, Wisconsin 

March 7, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

c/o University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : : 

The enclosed copy of letter to Mr. Grimmer is more or less self- 
explanatory and being one of the Committee yourself, for which 
we are thankful, you can probably give us some information on the 
subjecte 

A friend of mine, very active in conservation matters in Minne- 
sota, advises me that he recently had luncheon with Mr. William 
Chestnut, Secretary of the Fargo Commercial Club of Fargo, Noe 
Dakota, who was returning from Washington where he was working 
to secure Federal aid for the creation of game refuges in his : 
state, and advised my friend of the allotments as stated in my 
letter to Mre Grimmer. 

This friend further calls my attention to an article in the 
February 25th issue of the Minneapolis Journal and written by 
Mre J. N. Darling, appointed by the President to aid in carrying 
out game refuge worke The article overlooked the fact that 
in the states of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and North and South Dakota 
that nearly one and one-half million automobiles are being opera- 
ted over roads constantly being improved, and during hunting 
seasons a large portion of these automobile owners are duck 
shooters and under existing conditions with very few refuges 
or resting grounds, it is getting nearly impossibdle for migratory 
birds to alight without someone waiting to bombard them. I 
believe that a matter of this kind should be taken into considera- 
tion when refuges are set up. 

Will appreciate any information which you can give use 

With kindest personal regards, I remain 

Yours very truly, 

HAYWARD ROD GUN CLUB 

| ORY oi 
Rl = 

peoretéry 

‘ JOM: dem



, March 7, 1954 

Me. William P. Grimmer, 
Sup'ts of Game, 
Conservation Commission, ea B 
Medison, Yisconpins 

Dear Myre Grimmer: 

In @onnection with the recent committee set up a 
the Federal Government for the resteration of wi 
life refuges, et», on which we understand Mrs Leopold 
hes deen Selected ag a member, wish to inyuire as 
to whether or not a definite allotment has been made 
for Visconeins ; er 

I understand that a definite allotment of $16,000,000 
has been made to be expended in the state of Minnesota 
and an allotment of $3,000,000 in the state of forth 
Dakota, for the purpose of creating game vefugese 

Undoubtedly a definite allotment has also been set up 
for Wisconsin and any information you may have on the 
subject will be greatly appreciateds 

Yours very traly, 

HAYWARD ROD & GUN CLUS 

Sesretary 

TOM: dom



New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

February 9, 1934 

Mr, R, J. Meyer 

521 Nerth Center Street t 

Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Moyert 

The textbook for the course in Game Management 

is deseribed in the attached circular, ‘The course, however, 

includes considerable material not in the book so I can 

not guarantee that e perusal of the beok alone would be 

wafficient, I am sorry that we have not yet got the course 

in correspondence for. 

I am mach interested to hear ebout the results 

of your game survey end look forward to « chance to tall 

them over with you in person, 

Yours sincerely, 

ae i oun ton Research 
.



Jos. DOERFLER, KIMBERLY 

R. J. MEYER, APPLETON 

os OUTAGAMIE COUNTY <<a 
R. FISHER, SHIOCTON PARK COMMISSION aN oe eee 

CHAS. STEIDL, STEPHENSVILLE 
APPLETON, WISCONSIN 

JOHN F. LAPPEN, APPLETON 

Appleton, Wis., February 5/34 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Wild Game Manager, 
College of Agricuiture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks for your letter of February 3. 

The local CWA board has been cooperating 

and giving me wholehearteda support in every way possible 

and in every department, even down to the stenographers 

and the janitor. The change has come since the elimination 

from a key position of a director in the Outagamie Fish & 

Game Association. 

Working with the forestry cr ews has 

given me a great opportunity to make a game survey and to 

carry on missionary work among the farmers. Resuits of 

the game survey are disappointing as far as pheasants 

are concerned, but encouraging in regard to prairie chickens, 

rabbits; even more ruffed grouse than I had expected. The 

nurber of quail is surprisingly great; one covy or 102 

and one of 54, to say nothing of others from 6 to 30. 

Our fire fighting equipment has peen 

ordered andthe fire prevention campaign will probably be 

started the latter part of the month. Have been promised 

a new game war den and hope we get him in time to heip on 4 

that series of meetings. It would pe a good opportunity 

for him to get acquainted. 

I would like very much to take the exami- 

nation in your course, put mst have opportunity to prepare. 

Please send me list of books to read and also state whether 

they can pe obtained through the state library. 

Yours sincerely, 

RIM/DD if ha



Now Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

February 3, 1934 

Mr. R, J, Meyer 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Meyers 

I know so little about the exact set-up 
in which you are worldne for the CWA that I cannot 
intelligently address the locel authorities, If, 
however, you can use this letter as my certificetion 
that you are doing invaluable work for Conservation, 

you may feel perfectly free to so use it, 

I am delighted to hear that your Hungarian 
planting took root, 

liy remake about the examination were Burdick, 
evidently based on 4 misunderstanding of Dement 
letter to me. He had stated that ur, wanted 
to take the examination of my course and that you 
might want to do the same, He ms evidently mis- 
informed. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO L#@OPOLD 
AL/ em Geme Manager 

P, S, I am sorry for the delay in this reply, 
I only returned from Washington yesterday. 

A. LB,



dog Dosrtier, Fisnberty 

Alisad 5. Beadforér—deppioton 1st ae OUTAGAMIE COUNTY eiieanuee ee aes 
Civde Burdick, Black Cresk PARK COMMISSION eee ae 

R. Fisher, Shiocton 

Scbae Sel Seeotensyile Appleton, Wis., January 21/34 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

* Do not understand what you mean by ny taking 
the examination at the end of the Game Management Course. 

Have not seen Dr Mullenix for some time, nor have I heard from 
him. The book to which you refer is undoubtedly one I want to 
read, but you did not give name af author or title, nor infor- 
mation as to where it can be obtained. Also please send me 
titles of other books, so that I can read up. 

Game Management appeals to the farmer and 
Waupaca County is interested. Was called overe there by phone 
yesterday and had a long talk with several county officials. 
They want me to outline a procedure for them and then they will 
undoubtedly call a meeting of the county board to discuss the 
matter. Talked reforestation of waste and tax delinquent lands, 
with fire prevention as the first step towards successful 
reforestation and game management. The Waupaca Conservation 
League will undoubtedly cooperate with the county board. 

The newspaper accounts of the proposed federal 
action to increase migratory and upland game birds were extremely 

interesting, though unfortunately I did not get opportunity to 
read a really complete program. The fact that you are on the 
committee should guarantee a sane program. If that goes through, 
be sure to remenber Outagamie county. We are going to make a 
success of our game management program, but if you can give us 

some federal help it wiil bring success just that much sooner. 
It will also put me in position to devote ail my time to it 
without making sacrifices which are becoming burdensome under 

, present conditions. 

The CWA is helping, but the $36 per week I get 
from that source does not go very far, especiaily as I have to 
spend so mich time in the country. Car expense counts up rapidly. 
A letter from you would undoubtedly help and, as I am to have a 
session with them next Wednesday, would like to be able to let 
them read it at that time. 

The nooning time certainly affords wonderful 
opportunity for missionary work among the 22 workers of ny forestry 
crew. Our fire prevention campaign is going to be successful in 
those four towns at least. 

I find that there has been a great deal of 

poaching of pheasants the past year, because the special deputies



Jos. Doertler, Kimberly 
R. J. Meyer, Appleton 

Alisod-S-BeadfordrAppleton OUTAGAMIE COUNTY Boe ee 
George Fiedler, Seymour 

Clyde Burdick, Black Creek PARK COMMISSION eee 
R. Fisher, Shiocton Appleton, Wisconsin 

Chas. Steidl, Stephensville 

Mr Leopold 2 : 

appointed by the Fish & Game Association did no work after I 
left the association. That will be rectified with the farmers 
on the job. However, the damage has been done and, so far as I 
can estimate at present, there are not enough enough pheasants 
to justify an open season in 1934. 

The stock of prairie chicken is excellent and sharp tails 
are more numerous than I hada expected. 

Rabbits were pretty well cleaned out in the favorite hunting 
areas, but are numerous in other nearby tracts and, on the whole, 
I consider we have an excellent start for 1934. 

Am surprised at the number of quail we have; mary more than 
I had suspected. Covies of 20 to 30 ana 40 are numerous and even 
one numbering 100 is being fed. 

The Hungarian partridge released on the asylum farm have 

apparently settled down. The larger part, 25 to 30, has remained 
right where released. Twelve have moved about 40 rods ana settled 
down in an open field just east of the asylum woodlot. Both 
visit the feeding stations regularly and I do not anticipate 
any further considerable iosses. 

With the exception of pheasants, we are set for a good 

season in 1934. 

Yours sincerely, 
R.J.Meyer BN rch an 
521 N. Center St Seqretary 

Appleton, Wis Outagamie County 
Park Commissisn



aye 
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4 New Soils Building 
Hs Madison, Wisconsin 

. Jamary 11, 1934 

. Mr. R. J. Meyer 
521 N. Center Street 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Meyers 

: I aw sorry but the courses in Game Management : 
which I am giving here this winter are not as yet ; 
translated into the Oorrespondence school form. 

i T am, however, sending you an outline of Course 
118 which I am giving to advance biological students. 

' The other course, elementary one, being given to farm 
voys who are here for the winter months. 

I have been hoping for a chance to drop in and 
Roe see you, but have not been near Appleton for some months, 

i As This winter I am unable to travel because of daily teaching 
schedule. Next spring, however, I hope to renew our very 

/y pleasant acquaintance. 

: - : Yours sincerely, 

7 ; 

ee ALDO LEOPOLD 
Pec AL/ gm Game Menager 

} Ene.
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Clyde Burdick, Black Creek 
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ee PARK COMMISSION ee 

Chas. Steidl, Stephensville 
Appleton, Wis., January 7/34 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University Game Manager, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Will you kindly send me three 

applications blanks for the correspondence divi- 

sion of the cours e on Wild Game Management to 

pe offered by the University under your leader- 

ship? 

Assuring you of my sincere 

appreciation of an early reply, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

R.J.Meyer Oh 

521 N. Center St a : 

Appleton, Wis Acting Secretary 

DD Outagamie County 
Park Commission



= Bi 

Soils Building 
November 7, 1933 

Mr. R. J. Meyer 
52l North Center St. 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

I think you are possibly somewhat unjust in your letter of November 3. 

It so happens that I am in themidst of an attempt to raise funds for 
four game research men. ‘This will keep me jumping all over the southern 
part of the state. You know from your own experience that to make headway 
for conservation one must drive for one thing at a time. 

After I raise some manpower I will be in a position to approach 
counties. Your own attempts to spread yourself over a county must give 
you some insight into how far I would get in attempting to spread myself-- 

aloné--over 80 counties, without any research staff. 

y I thought you wanted me to talic to the County Board about County 
lands--not farm lands. To do this I would have to examine the lands, which 
would take several days, and I should also have something to offer in the 
way of technical service, which is not the case until I find myself some 
money for a technical staff. ee 

I was sorry to disappoint you. You may be assured that I will always 
stretch things to cooperate with you whenever I possibly can. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Game Manager 

AL/vh
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Gide Burdick, Black Creek PARK COMMISSION 110 S. Oneida Street 
R. Fisher, Shiocton 

Appleton, Wisconsin 

Chas. Steidl, Stephensville ees 

Appleton, Wis., October 3/33 

Mr. Aldo Leopoid, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 3 

Your letter of October 30th 
in which you say that you hesitate to appear 
pefore a County Board without having something 
absolutely definite to propose, came as a great 
disappointment to me. 

When I invited you to speak 

to our County Board on Game as a Cash Crop for 
the Farmer I had assumed that, as Game Manager 
for the College of Ag riculture, you already 
had something workea out and wouid welcome 
opportunity to present your message to the 
county supervisors. 

Yours sincerely, 
R.J.lieyer Uf. 
521 N. Center St gia ed (oe 
Appleton, Wis



Appleton, Wis., October 25/33 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 

2 Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: I have not acknowledged your letter of 
Septenber 25 sooner, because I was expecting to be in Madison 
for a talk with you. 

The matter of posting lands is merely an 

incident in the disagreement between Bradford and me. It is 
not his opposition to posting to which 1 object, so mech as 
his methods. 

As you know, we started the plan last year 

and had promised the fa rmers to continue it in 1953. At no 

time did Bradford or his followers voice any objections at 

meetings of the directors; nor did such objections come to 
my notice. Two weeks before the open season I cailed him up 
‘and asked him to order the signs. He said he would do so. 

Two days later I again called to remind him; he said he had 

ordered them. I told him that a number of farmers were calli- 

ing on Saturday to get their signs ana he said he would call 

the printer on Friday to remind him to be sure to celiver 

the signs so that I would have them Saturday morning. 

On Friday I received a letter saying he had 

ordered the printing held up, pending action by the directors 

at a meeting called for the foilowing Tuesday. 

At the meeting he stated: “With the county 
cut up into so many 40, 60 and 80 acre farms it is asking 

altogether too much of the hunter to expect him to seek out 

the owner. If I wish to hunt in such territory as Town Maine 

I do not propose to waste half a day looking for the owner of 

the land on which I wish to hunt." 

The action of the board in voting to discon- 

tinve the plan constituted an endorsement of the above senti- 

ments. Ido not care to be aifiliated with an association, 
the directors of which put themselves on record in that manner. 

Bradford also stated at that meeting that he 

had long been out of sympathy with the work I was doing and 

did not approve. I had realized that fact almost from the 

start, because of the manner in which he worked to block various 

projects. Not openly, but by volunteering to do them and then 

neglecting to carry out his promises. His feelings were much 

- hurt because 1 took him to task on several occasions. 

The Fish & Game Association and the iocal 

chapter of the Walton League are working on a plan for future 

cooperation. Otis of Hortonviile is presicent; Steidi, vice- 

president; Bradford secretary; Shannon, treasurer; Kaufman, 

Puchman and Andrews and others directors. 

MORE



Mr Leopold 3 

Steicl absolutely refused the presidency and was elected 
vice-president over his objections. Says tnat he will not serve 
and will not permit the use of his name after the annual meet- 
ing in January. 

Otis is a friend of Bradford's. In 1930 he was instrumental 
in building two fish rearing ponds at Hortonville. He foilowed 
my instructions and they took out two wonderful crops -- one of 
trout and one of black bass. In 1932 I turned over to him ny 
original rearing pond also and obtained 20,000 bass fry. He 
knew more than I did about fish and absolutely refused to carry 
out instructions. As a result, they took less than 500 bass 
out of the ponds. In 1933 I at first refused to get any bass 
for those ponds, but was persuaded, on promises of good behaviour, 
to relent. I got 10,000 fry. The ponds have received absolutely 
no attention all year and the fish have not yet been removed. 
Otis was the originator of the posting idea, but he supported 
Bradford at the meeting. 

Shannon is a theorist. His heart is in the right place, but 
he has no practical knowieage of conservation and confines his 
work to discussions at meetings of what shou ld be done. He has 
never done anything constructive. 

Buchman was one of our speciai deputies and was especially 
emphatic in his promises to enforce the fish laws. He used his 
badge to insult and alienate a farmer and when I took him to 
task said: "What the hell is the use of being a deputy if we 
don't have any special privileges." He was quite miffed when 
I explained that as deputy he was taking on a job and not a 

privilege. On Steidi's intercession I permitted him to retain 
his commission. After that incident I was informed by three 

people that they had bought pike of him. I believe they were 
telling me the truth. 

Kaufman sells sporting goods and is only interested in iong 

open seasons and big bag limits. He kn ows absolutely nothing 
about conservation and has never done anything except talk at 
meetings. t 

The only work Andrews has ever done was to plant some posts 

at one of the fish ponds and to shoot hawks. 

Bradford learned all there is to know about conservation 
five years ago and has not found it necessary to le arn anything 
since. Last fall when Steidl, VanStraten, Collar and Mack broke 
the ice out of one of the ponds to remove the bass, Bradford 
said they were wasting their time, because: "The bass are all 
down in the mud hibernating." When we received those Hungarian 
partridge he wrote me, objecting emphatically to planting them 
on the asylum farm and insisting that they be planted up in the 
prairie chicken country. He said I did not know what I was 

telking about when I said they beionged in cuitivated areas. To 

avoid argument I had Grimmer write me giving instructions as to 
the type of land on which Hungarians should be planted. He 

MORE



Mr Leopold 3 ; 

asked for and was given management of county lands by the 
park commission because: "I have had lots of dealings with 
farmers and know how to handle them." Hig method of handiing 

: them was to stay away. Where we planted our trees last spring 
I found cattle pastured ali over the place. But in meetings 
and in letters to the menbers he talks as though he w ere right 

“on the job. A county board committee to study the feasibility 
of using the prisoners at the county jaii for clearing county 
lands w ants to make an inspection trip and he had to ask me 
to come along, because he does not even know where the lands 
are located, the management of which he asked for and was given 
months ago. 

At every meeting he has discoursed on the, necessity for 
fire lanes. But he did not have even a single furrow plowed 
on the land where we did o ur planting and now, after the 
fire season, he has sent out another iong letter talking about 
the necessity of fire lanes and fences. He was authorized to 
plow the lanes last spring and again in August. 

The prisoner employment committee's chairman had talked 
with hiim about the matter. Yet when the committee met Monday 
he did not have a single suggestion to offer. Came in with 
a copy of the statutes and startea to look up the law on the 
matter. A member of the. committee referrea him to the proper 
chapter -- he had not even looked that up before the meeting. 

But mycwithdrawal from the Fish & Game Association does not 
mean that I am discontinuing my conservation work. The county 
board committee on forest protection has been won over to rec- 
ommend favorable action by the county board. Three of the five 
were opposed, but were won over by my explanation of the possi- 
bilities of "Game Management", The daea of regarding game as a 
cash crop had never occurred to them and they wanted to know 
why had told, them that before. 

The county board meets Noverber 14 for a two week session. 
Expect to have either Mr Wilson or Mr Trenk here to explain 
forest protection and would like to have you also present to 
explain game management and its possibilities. In addition 

we hope to have a series of meetings in the various towns at 
which the same men will explain forest protection ané would 
like very much to inciude your explanations of the possibilities 
of game as a cash crop in the program. 

In this connection, I wish you would get in touch with 

Mr F. G. Wilson and let me know the dates when it will be 

possible for you to appear before the county board. Want to 

get this in early so that we will be given pienty of time. 

Have already explained the matter to a number of farmers and 

have yet to meet the first one who is not interested. 

Yours sincerely, 
R.J.Meyer ip. See z 

521 N. Center St 

Appleton, Wis



Soils Building 
October 30, 1933 

j Mr. R. J. Meyer 
521 N. Center st. 
Appleton, Wisconsin . 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

My time is so heavily scheduled already for November 
that I dare not promise to take on anything more in the way of dis- 
tant trips. I also hesitate to appear before a County Board without 
having something absolutely definite to propose; except for the one 
county area you showed me I have no imowledge of the nature of their 
holdings. I think that one is a good gamble for pheasants. Is that 
the sort of thing you had in mind? If so, have you any plan to pay 

- for the overhead to run it? It isn't like a farm area, of course, where 
farmers plus volunteer overhead like yourself are available. 

: Please give me a more detailed notion of what you 
think should be proposed to the County and I will write you further. 

I haven't a penny outside my own keep and just want to be sure we have 
something to talk to the County about. 

' Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

Signed in Mr. 
Leopold's absence
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% 
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Dean H.L.Russeli, %9. 

Bascom Hali, ep 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Russell: 

I have been much interestea in: the 

announcement of the appointment of Mr Aldo Leopold 

as game manager. Would like to participate in the 

work. 

Mr. Leopold is acquainted with ny 

activities in the conservation field and I am sure 

would be able to use me for spreading the gospel among 

the farmers. That I can do that, has been proven here 

in Outagamie county. Mr Leopolg, Mr Kileter and 

Mir Grimmer can give you details on that. 

Gam e management is a new proposition 

and a great deal of missionary work will be necessary. 

As I am well acquainted with ail phases of the work, I 

am sure I could be of great vaiue. I realize that your 

funds are extremely iimited, but perhaps you can Squeeze 

out a little more and make use of me. 

Yours sincerely, 

R.J.Meyer of. : 

521 N. Center St 
Appleton, Wis 

&, 
& 

wo
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Alfred S:Bredford, Appleton OUTAGAMIE COUNTY AiGed Steal, Coteetecs 
Clyde Burdick, Black Creck PARK COMMISSION Lge Onan oe 
R. Fisher, Shiocton 
Chas. Steidl, Stephensville 

Appleton, Wis., September 21/33 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Would like very much to receive a copy 
of your address on "Game as a Land Crop" as given to the 
Forestry Congress in Chicago. Any other material you 
have along this line wiil also be appreciated. 

Have resigned from the directorship of 

the Outagamie Fish & Game Association because the direce 
tors renigged on the policy of encouraging farmers to 
post lands but to permit hunting by persons who applied 

at the house for permission, parked cars where requested 

and showed bags before leaving. 

To change the policy might be fair 

enough, but to wait until ten days bef ore the open season 

pefore making the announcement does not register with me. 
Bradford was cHiefly responsible. His argument being that 
with the county split up into so many 40, 60 and &0 acre 
farms too much time would be lost by the hunter is getting 
permission. Also when he wanted to hunt in such territory 
as town Maine he did not propose to waste half a day hunting 
for the. owner of the land in order to ask permission. As a 

number of the directors seemed to feel the same way about 
it, I walked out of the meeting after mere than an hour 
of wrangling. : 

How ever, I do not propose to discontinue 
my activities for conservation. But as tne city hunters do 
not feel that the farmer is entitled to the courtesy of 
being askea for permission to hunt on his iand, I intend 

to educate the farmer up to his rights in the matter so 
that he will organize and charge for the privilege. He is 

entitled to more than he has been getting in the past and ; 

I do not believe it will be at all difficult to get him 

to see it that way. 

As this is very much in line with the 

policy you have advocated I hope you will be able to send 

me the material requested at any early date. It is probably 

too late to accomplish much this fall, but I can make a 

start and see what can be done for i954. 

R.J.Meyer Yours sincerely, 

521 N. Center St T We 
Appleton, Wis or
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\ 1 Soils Building 

September 25, 1933 

Mr. R. J. Meyer : . 
521 Worth Center St. 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Meyer: ; A esi lod. 

Your letter of September 11 to Dean Russell was 
referred back to me during his extended absence from town, 
The situation regarding employment is just the same as when 
I last wrote you and I an not in a position to approach Dean 
Russell's organization for additional funds at this time. 

I am sorry to hear about the disagreement over the 

posting situation. It was in anticipation of this difficulty 
that I suggested a ticket system, each farmer being allotted a ‘ 
limited maber of tickets and the tickets holding good for a 

: group of farms rather than a single farm, This device can be : 
uged either in conjunction with paid shooting or free shooting. 
The hunter must return the ticket to the farmer issuing it upon 

the completion of the day's hunt. 

Frankly, I think it would be too bad for any serious 
disagreement between you and Mr. Bradford to spring up. 75% of 
conservation progress throughout the United States is milified 
by such disagreements between leaders, each of whom is almost 
invariably working in good faith, ‘the ticket system is the obvious 
solution of the qestion at issue between you and Mr. Bradford. 
Woy not adopt it and continue working together? We have a hard : 
enough job even when we all get along. 

° Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh : 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence



; New Soils Building : 
: : December 27, 1933 

Mr. Arthur MacArthur 
Quail Cover Game Farm : == : 
Janesville, Wisconsin ; 

Dear MacArthur: 

IT would like very much to have you mount some 
pheasant sikins for me, say a male and female of the two or 
three principal types such as Mongolian, Ringneck, and Mutant. 

I would like these as skins rather than mounts ‘ 

This is too big a job to presume on your kind offer 
to prepare these skins without charge. Hence I would prefer 
to pay you some reasonable rate per skin. I would like these, 

if possible, within the riext two weels. : 

the grouse skins I will have an opportunity to get - 
through Wallace Grange later on. x : 

| I myself have found a lot of giant ragweed seed in : 
bird crops, and I am inclined to think that Errington's find- 

ings will need some modification. I will be glad to learn of 
any additional findings you make on the subject. 

g ee ee os 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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rine srae University of Wisconsin, 
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24 HOUR 

SERVICE RN eS f 
Ki on Dear Mr. Leopolds 

1000 : : 
After our conversation con= 

ae cerning rag-weeds my curiosity took me back 

ALL to the preserve. The weeds in question are 
QUOTATIONS giant rag weed, however we did not have tke 

FOR IMMEDIATE ‘opportunity of examining any pheasant crop 
ACCEPTANCE contents. I will try “to do this at the first 

opportunity. Theré is no question in my mind 
ae about she birds eating and thriving on these 

SATISFACTORY seeds, 
LIVE 

DELIVERY We have been mounting many birds here the 

GUARANTEED last week, if you are in need of any pheasant 
skins we will be glad to prepare «hem for 
ou. Perhaps it would be possible for you 

to arrange it with Grimmer so that we might 
Aro o$ take specimens of Hungarian Partridge, Grouse, 

and Sharp-tail for your work. There would 
e no charge connected so far as I am con- 

cerned, I have nothing to do “at the moment 
and. I would greatly enjoy doing this. 

Very ‘ruly yours, 

6 Ce Z2tee! Lihas— es 

THE BEST THAT SKILL CAN PRODUCE FROM THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY - QUAIL COVE QUALITY 
Oe



1532 University Ave, 

Jamary 20, 1936 

Mr. Donald Y¥, McBeath 
200 Pearl Street 
Sparta, Wisconsin 

Dear Donal a: 

I am glad to hear from you and to lmow you are get- 
ting the experience you went after. 

No, I have not tried to interest the paper companies 
in game management, They have the opportunity, of course, but 
I would rather see some work completed on a deer study before 
telling them that we were ready to advise on deer management 

questions. 

You may be assured that we will keep you on the list : 
for the Research News Letter and suitable reprints. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



200 Pearl Street 
Sparta, Wisconsin 

January 9, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Despite the fact that government projects are cumbersome and 
slow in their progress, I seem to find any amount of work to be 
done. Mr. Schunke is an enthusiastic and tireless worker, conse= 

quently, he keeps Zimmerman and me busy. 

We have a fine set-up from the standpoint of game species; 
pheasant, quail, grouse (which are mighty scarce), rabbits, snipe, 
fox (more gray than red), squirrels (very few red, grays outnumber 
the fox), dtc. Having made a game survey in Wisconsin, I can tell 
you very little about the species found here. 

I have had many exciting and interesting experiences in con- 
nection with the game here, in particular, the deer. I had never 
seen the spots in the snow where deer had bedded for the night, 

I never had a deer walk up to within thirty feet of me until I 

came here. One day I found a green deer hide behind a windfall; 
poachers had skinned out a seven-point buck and left the skull and 
hide where the deer fell. It was a gruesome, disgusting sight, 
that waste. 

At present, we are building lean-to shelters for the deer and 
what we call wagon-wheel type bird shelters. These small shelters 
(24! in diameter), Mr. Schunke is building at a rate of one to four 
acres. The deer shelters are being put in, two to a section. 

According to the Project Manager, this job is to last until 
June 1936, unless new appropriations are made in the meantime. 
One month of working for the government is enough for me and after 

June I don't know what I will do. Has anyone conceived the idea 
of approaching any of the paper companies and "selling" them on 
the idea of employing game managers on their forest lands? I 
should think that the additional revenue from a shooting preserve 
would be an attractive sum. It would please me if you would give 
me your impressions as to the plausibility of this idea. 

I would be very grateful if Miss Horn would send me any re- 
prints that have accumulated in my absence. 

Best regards to you and the gang. J ee 

ald ¥. Be ath



New Soils Building 
October 30, 1935 

Mr. Donald Y. McBeath 
2001 EB, Jarvis Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Donald: 

I returned from my vacation a short time ago and upon calling 
Mr. Longenedker, found that your chance for a job was still “promising” but 
that nothing had actually happened as yet. 

Naturally, since it is so late in the fall, Art Hawkins and I 
are worried about the food patches at the Arboretum, Wo one is making ob- 
servations on them and it will be a shame to lose out on them. So I 
wondered, in case you aren't busy, if you would come over for a couple of 
weeks, or perhaps longer, if necessary, and look after them, Mr. Leopold 
writes that he will probably be back by November 15 and when he does come 
back perhaps other arrangements can be made, My suggestion is just a 
stop-gap so we won't lose out on the food patches altogether, I am doing 
this on my own responsibility, but I think it will be all right to pay you 
on the basis of $60 a month, As you have learned by experience, this is 
not a money-making proposition, Mr, longenecker says that you can stay 
out at the CCC camp for nothing and that your meals there will be very 
reasonable, something around 40 or 50 cents a day, 

I hope you can come, because Mr, Leopold will be mmch put out if 
the food patches haven't been taken care of, And, of course, it is possible 
that he can figure out some way for you to continue with the work when he 
returns, The sooner you can come, the better. 

Ig you come, will you please bring along the game law bulletin? 
I have to look up the quail seasons in various states, 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold



Che University of Wisconsin 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS et 

A. F. GALLISTEL, Sup'r. Madison 

August 5, 1935. 

Miss Horn 
New Soils Building 

Dear Miss Horn: 

In accordance with Mr. Leopold's request, 
I em enclosing copy of his letter. If there is any 
action to be taken by me, please let me know. 

Very truly yours, 

(Sga)/a. F. Gallistel 
Enc. Supt. Buildings and Grounds 

P.S. I am also enclosing copy for McBeath. Will you 
forward it to him, please? 

A.F.G.
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r Washingt as. on 
August 1, 1935 

[A.F. Galhstel| 

Dear Albert ; y 

I called on Mr. Puryear of the Interior Department 
regarding Arboretum appointments, and then callet up Harry s 
Sauthoff. The following arrangements were made: 

sagincer si flor oMr. Sauthoff's Zoeneteny told me a letter 
m sent me dated July 29, Since this arrived after I 

left, I asked the secretary to wire my office to refer the 
letter to yous. I don't know whats in it. : 

Bost ose I explained just why it would handicap 
us @. “now that the work is already started, 
and I am away, Puryear said he would look this up and if 
possible appoint MeBeath. He said he had never before under- 
stood our difficulty. I arranged with Mr. Sauthoff's secretery 
to nominate MeBeath, if Mr. Puryear gave hima chance, If this 
falls through agein, I guess we'll have to accept Reed, and take 
our losses, It will virtually cost us a year's time, and some 
$100 of my own money sunk in the food patehes in order to get 
them age gg this spring. This is because there is nobody but : 
MeBeath to explain to Reed what I want done. 

PLEA I explained to ir. Puryear why it wes im- 
: possible prarie work at all, except with a man to be 

hand-picked by us. He promised me he would give Mr. Sauthoff 
the naming of this man, provided we could get Mr. Sauthoff to | 
accept our nomination, I told Mr. Sauthoff's secretary that | 
we had narrowed the list down te 3 names from Universities of 
Illinois and Nebraska and that Professor Fassett would look them 
over in person and say which is best. Mr. Sauthoff's secretary 
was sure tiis would be agreeable to him. 

Aeecordingly, can you send a copy of this to Fassett 
with the request that he pick this man promptly on his (Fassett's) 
return about August 10, and let you and Mr. Lamb an’ Bill Longen- 
ecker know. Then will you or Mr. Lamb see that the proper 
recommendation goes in, referring to my talk with Mr. Puryear? 

Will you also please send copies of this note, in 
addition to Fassett, to Miss Horn, Mr. Lamb, Bill Longenecker, 
and MeBeath, so all will know where we stand.
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Should the ee position prove to be E 
politically dictated, ar te these arrangements to the 
contrary, then I must fall back on my letter, already 
on file with you, disclaiming all connection with the 

ee I cannot allow my name to be used in this prarie 
ecology venture if headed by anything but the best men 
and I would dislike to be connected with the Arboretum 
if we heve work projects there which do not inelude this ‘ 
— project. I have boasted about it too much. It 

s not our affair how — men are obtained, provided 
_ they are obtained, and is ecologist position is the test 
Case. 

I explained to Mr. Puryear that this ecologist 
position is converted from an engineering position, with the 
assent of the Park Service. 

I also explained that we had been assured by the 
Park Service from the beginning that the University would 
have a voice in the selection of the skilled overhead. i 

With best regards 

Aldo Leopold
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN—MEMORANDUM : 

August 1, 1935 . 

Miss Vivian Horn 
New Soils Fldg. 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I heve just seen lamb in regard to McBeath's letter. amb telephoned Curtis 
at Indianapolis while I was in the office taking up this matter with him ana I 
saw several copies of letters in regard to McBeath, as biologist for the camp, 
so there must be some oversight somewhere. Iamb and Curtis are working on this 
so it should be straightened out. . 

G. Wm. Longenecker
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New Soils Building 
August 2, 1935 

Mr, Donald Y. McBeath 
2001 BE, Jarvis Street y 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Donald: 

I had to see Professor Longenecker yesterday about some 
other Arboretum matters, and since he is handling the appointments 
in Mr, Leopold's absence, I took your letter to me along to get 
his advice on what to do. Iuckily Mr, Longenecker was going to 
see Mr, Lamb that very day, so he asked him about it. This 
morning I received a note from Mr, Longenecker, as follows: 

"I have just seen Lamb in regard to McBeath's letter. 
lamb telephoned Curtis at Indianapolis while I was in the office 
taking up this matter with him and I saw several copies of 
letters in regard to McBeath as biologist for the camp, so there 
mast be some oversight somewhere, Lamb and Curtis are working 
on this so it should be straightened out," 

This sounds rather encouraging, I think; at least it 
sounds as though they were still pushing the matter, which is 
all that can be done, I'11 let you kmow if I hear anything 

farther, 

Sincerely yours, 

Secretary to Mr. Leopold



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 

July 29, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

College of Agriculture, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of January 19 with reference to 
your recommendation of Mr. Donald McBeath for a supervisory 
position in connection with the Emergency Conservation Work 
camp assigned to State Park No. 14, Madison, Wisconsin. 

As you were advised in our letter of July 8, selec- 

tions for appointment to these positions are made from lists 
of applicants which are submitted by this office. We have 
head a large number of applicants for all of the supervisory 
positions in the Wisconsin camps, and some time ago certifi- 
cation of eligibles for the camp at Madison was furnished 
our local representatives. At the present time we are ad- 
vised of no additional vacancies. However, I will have 
Mr. McBeath's application carefully reviewed to determine 
his eligibility and placed in line for such future considera- 
tion as it is possible to give ite 

oo 42 pono — 
Edgar F. Puryear, 

Director of Employment.
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UNITED STATES —| 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ; 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

STATE PARK DIVISION 

; St. Charles, Illinois 
July 22, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing tne Letter of July 8 
trom Administrative Assistant E. K. Burlew, 
also the application blank wnicn you left witn 
me on July 18. 

I have forwarded with your letter to 
Mr. Burlew the signed applications wnich I 
found in my files. 

Yours very truly, 

ee 
G. N. Lemb 
Associate Engineer 
Fitth Regional Inspector 

GNL: EA 
C0-Gallistel



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 

July 8, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of July 3 addressed to Secretary Ickes with 
reference to the selection of personnel for camp SP-14 has been 
referred to me for acknowledgment and reply. 

This office is fully prepared to determine the eligibility 
of applicants and the Secretary will not deviate from the policy 
of making all appointments here in Washington, Applicants for 
technical positions are required to submit detailed applications 
which are carefully reviewed and rated by competent examiners. 
Any recommendations which may be submitted by the University or 
the National Park Service will, of course, be given due considere- 
tion. 

With reference to Mr. Donald Y. McBeath, our records do not 
indicate that he has been turned down. His name is on our register 
of eligibles for non-technical positiond. Some time ago Congress= 
man Sauthoff quoted from a letter which he received from you in 
which you stated that Mr. McBeath was too young to be recommended 
for a senior foremanship and suggested that he be considered for 
a@ non-technical junior foremanship. Your letter to the Secretary 
suggests that the position for which you are recommending Mr. Mc- 
Beath is one of a highly technical nature. In the circumstances, 
I suggest that Mr. McBeath complete and return the enclosed 
application so that his qualifications for possible employment may 
be definitely established. 

Sincerely yours, 

S /Witileen— 
E. Ke Burlew, 

Administrative Assistant. 

Enclosure
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DEPART, be THE INT, 

FEDERAL EME NCY \ADMINISTRATIO’ P iC WORKS 

(RED. or strect address) 

ae “(City or post office) == (State) 

(Phone number) 

1. Are you a citizen | Place of birth? (Foreign-born citizens must 
of the United prove citizenship. If native, show State or Date of birth (give month, day, and year)? Age on LAST birthday? 
States? ‘Perritory; if foreign born, show country) 

race ie heen i ae a =- pn = 1 cine ene adit nek ae pee iaa at ONES. 

Fm Or Distrlet of Columbia) | _ Length of such residenee therein? In what county h (or rict of Colum! of such residence the in what county have you 
fave you actual bona fide | (Residence must be shown up to date of jurat) | actual bona fide residence? | Length of such residence in county? 
residence? 

Bic) ee iy nee ate Sena Mpa come a RE NON Ea ee ee AO ed aa os DEST ae TS SD ee ee ee IO 
(Month) (Year) (Month) (Year) (Month) (Year) (Month) (Year) 

EO ae RNC NN ON RENN 2p ea eg iE 

‘4, Are you pliystcaliy, sours?! o <a es ny eee 

en ee ee eee 

5. Height_______._.__feet_________.--inehes. Weight______________._pounds. 

6. Are you now in the employ of the U.S. Government? (Answer “Yes” or “‘No”’) ---.--------. If your answer is “Yes”, state where and in what position, 

and whether employment is permanent or temporary------------------------.-------------------------~~-~----------~----~----~~-~---~.-~--~.-~~--~------------ 

7. (a) Were you ever employed in any branch of the U.S. Government? (Answer “Yes” or ‘‘No’’) ___-------------------------------------------------------- 

(0) If employed, was your appointment permanent or temporary? --.-.._------------------------------------------------------------------+-----+--------- 

(c) If employed, either permanently or temporarily, fill in the answers to the following questions concerning each period of your employment by 

the Government: 
ee 

Did you yol- 
In what department or | In what eity or town were you e Were you dis- 

service were you employed? employed? Dates of employment une a charged? 

Se a “a ae eee 

fp FREON oi teeny Anes WO a sey ae creat casaaee: 

I a I ag a ap ae 

8. Are you receiving an annuity from the Federal Government under the retirement act?______-_--.-----.------------------.----_.-------------------.-.-. 

9. (2) Are any members of your family or relatives (either blood or by marriage) in any part of the U.S. Government service whatsoever? (Answer 

“Yes” or “No”) ....-.---------- If so, furnish the information required below in regard to all such relatives: 

Position and department or officein | Relation- | Married or 
| Name Post office address which employed ship single 

Street and No,...----.-_--.<-_-<-<-..2.2..| Position ---------..---2-----s.2-----+-= | 

City or town... 52... -2.----2525-.-...| Department or offies —-..--.-.-—--____-_ 

Strsetaiid No,..ch a2. ee oS | oe earn ee eee oe 

3 City or town -.......-.--.----..-----------| Department or office --_---_--------.------- 

| Blawet ened Ni Scene creams cea all POMEL Gi doneelinmetieie amex aoe 
Olty On Sow? 5 sen ocigetes noe st, DED APRIOE GE MINOR i nn inn sins eee 

(b) Does your answer above cover all your relatives in the U.S. Government service?__.....__.__.___-. (c) Which of the persons named above are 

temporarily employed? __-__— oon a a cnn 6—8327
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20. Military and naval record. If any, check (Y) to indicate branch and other information, and give dates of enlistment and discharge: aaa SY 
None | Army | Navy | Marine Corps | Coast Guard War veteran | Pensioner | Bde rete 

| 

Bnlsted (= Discharged ee all intinted et eee Discharged'2__-- tee ee 

Ot Reo hc eee tc eK 

Organization .............-........ Organization .........._......... |] Organization ______.....-.----.--- Organization Soe eae se NOR, servnnnnesconnennenee~ | UTSaNIZavion ----------------------_ UF ganlZavlon: -— = 

If retired, state reason for retirement and amount of retirement pay per month _..---_---------------------00- 2220-2 2eee een ween 

11. Do you now hold any State or municipal office? If so, state below: 

Seppe ee le) ee an eeeeieas re empires) 

12. Have you ever been arrested or otherwise charged with a crime or misdemeanor? ______.___-___ If so, give date, charge, and disposition made of it. (fa 

felony was involved, give particulars.)' po ee 

ae a a ae en eee ee Te rain 

13. What is the lowest entrance salary you are willing to accept? ________________ Will you accept appointment in Washington, D.C.? _________________ 

Anywhere in the United States? __._______._ If not, state acceptable localities ________________--_---_---------- 2-22 nnn nen a a heer Ah ah i hk cee 

14, "When could you report for duty If sppoltited?. 2020-2. SS ee a a i a a ec a 

15. Give the names and home and business addresses of five persons, NOT relatives, who have knowledge of your experience and ability. College 
students or recent graduates may give the names of professors or instructors who are familiar with their qualifications, 

eS I es ee 

Full name Home address (street, number, city, and State) | Business address (street, number, city, and State) | Business or occupation 

6—8327 
Bemarks:
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As the rating on education, training, or experience is largely determined from the information furnished in response to the questions asked in 
this form, each question should be FULLY and SPECIFICALLY yet concisely answered. When considering the qualifications of applicants, the 
Department must rigidly adhere to the prescribed specifications of education, training, or experience. 

16. Give in the blanks below a detailed statement of your education, including dates: 

(@) Grammar school: Attended from________-.------------------) 1--------, to____.-----------------------, 1_-_.-.-._ Highest grade completed ________ 

@) High school: Name and location —————— oo eens see Atenied from, 

Bape eaten sae eee ag Mh ce say OO eg ha ear ORG Crate COM pleted 

Were you graduated? ________.___ 

(c) Colege or university: 

reas ag Dates of attend- | 
ance Semes- 

(Give month and | _ ter Malorsublect a 
NAME LOCATION year) nea [ss Se eg tee a eintercea Date of degree 

From—| To— | received Name eae 

(@ If you have pursued any postgraduate courses of study, state fully what studies and when, where, and for what length of time they were 

I noc Li tenner eae ee me rnin re A et SE ra eer een ee — 9 — aa EE. eco 

© Name any publications of which you may be the author _-. 7... <== onsen eee a een eenn semenen ease nena wee eb ee ee owas eaeseenee 

(/) If you are an applicant for an attorney or other legal position, answer the following questions: 

(1) Are you a bar member? ________...__ (2) When and where were you admitted? -___._.....-.-.-----_-___-__-_________..-...-.----.---_--- =. 

17. Furnish in blanks below a complete, comprehensive statement, showing every employment you have had 
since you first began to work, including your present employment, and accounting for all periods of unem- 
ployment. If you were in the military or naval service during the last five years and were stationed at any 
one point for six months or longer, give locations and dates to correspond for each period. 

Eocene NAME AND ADDRESS OF 
yi EMPLOYER AND DEPARTMENT Montht REASON FOR LEAVING 

employmen: 4 IN WHICH EMPLOYED NATURE OF YOUR DUTIES fa Y | (if discharged with prejudice explain 
(Give city and | (Give street address and city and State. If salary | on page 4). 
cae en unemployed, give own address at that time) 

City and State 

100000 

From....., 19-.-. 

TO. a1 
City and State 

go 

From...--, 19... 

Moe 0 
City and State 

3c 

From....-, 19. 

Ss Wee 

City and State = eo So 

—— 

From.--.-, 19---- 

DO. nny TO) City and State 

$c 

From_.--, 19---- 

Mee aay OSs 
City and State 

6c 

From-----, 19----| 

A aD | a a a a a ee ee 
City and State 

yoo 

From-----, 19----| 

oie CaaS PRIN IE” WRG pres ce U9 Se ea ace cape Boros SAO SEMIN [Gace ANINRS SSR cs ee 

City and State 

8 

From-...--; 19---- 

sh se Zz - ete sida 

IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PASTE A SHEET OF PAPER ON THIS MARGIN, EXTEND COLUMN LINES, 
AND CONTINUE YOUR ENTRIES. 

mae
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18. State kind of empleyment for which you believe yourself to be particularly qualified -____________-____-----------------------------—-_- —— 

Give below a description of the experience which you have outlined under Question 17; paying particular 

attention to any experienee, which, in your opinion, qualifies yeu for the position for which this 

application is filed. 
Begin your description of experience in each separate position on a new line, numbering each description 

to correspond with the number of the section in which the position is listed under Question 17. 

Your statement below should indicate the length of time, including dates, you have spent in each place 
where you have lived, whether you were employed or not. 

SABE rere i 5 Nae ee, eM EA ee ee 

QF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PASTE A SHEET OF PAPER HERE, AND CONTINUE YOUR STATEMENT) 

I, the undersigned, DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR (OR AFFIRM) that the statements made by me in answer to 

the foregoing questions are full and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. SO HELP ME GOD. 

If female, prefix ‘Miss’ or “Mrs.”, and if married; ‘Si dure Diente ee 

your own Obristian name, as “Mrs, Mary 1. Dos, ante ata rata Nae middle inifial or initials, if you have any, and your surname in full) 

Date: _____________--____------------------------—--__ (6-837 U8, GOVERMMENT PRINTING orrieR: 1934 

}
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Copies to Gallistel, Lamb, Smthoff, McBeath 
J 

Faly 19, 1935 

My, B, K, Burlew 
Aduinietrative Assistant 
Office of Seeretery of the Interior 
Washington, D, Ce 

Dear Mr, Davlew? 

Foor tetien of Die 8 So stasteet, 3 yecte Sheet oon 
the authority or competency of your office to dotersine ali¢ibility, T 
ata question whether wainations for your consideration are to be mée 
by thove responsible for the sugcess of the camp, or by otherae 

You say that ‘our records do not indfeate thet he (Donald 
Meeath) has been turned down,” Znclosed is Mr. Lenk's letter of June 15 
informing us he wag turned dows 

00 Os de te er en ee ee 
eump ig an gapansion of ghat 

University. To break: in « now man, at be Ja sire ine ee 
year's time, ; 

The work is, ag you say, end he ie trained for it. 
no sees eb anes 6 tae echo Udter daemaags is his 

 fg@, not hie trainings 

I encloses another ami request that you let me 

iy cane, saettoden "conten tntversity se 

exerimental plantings which we underteck aa part of the CCC camp progrmts 

I am sending « oopy of this to Mr, Lomb of the National Pari 
Service. 

—s Yerare sincerely, . 

Aldo Leopold 
o Tm Gharee, Game Research 

Endle :



: stat Copies to Galistel, Sauthoff, Lamb 

New Selle Bullding 
July 3. 1935 

Hon, Hewold L, Yokes 
Seeretary of the Interior 
Washington, 3, 6. 

Dear Ur, Secretary: 

On Dehalf of the University, I take the Liberty of appealing 

nev’ eligibie list for the €o0, “thie p Perhane tthe proyoed thiverstty e 
Ayboretum OCC camp (National Park Service, SF~1%Madisen), 

This has for ite 98 certain technical ops ' one een purpo highly operations, 

1. The reeestablichment of a native prairie, ‘This needs 
an ecologist of special qualifications. 

2, Conducting certain large-seale experiments in growing 
food for wild life. This needs a game manager of special 
qualifieations, 

? 3 samples of virgin native landscape, 
» Tie Glo Taine ae atcha pubecienanen 

Yoremen qualified for sach work are hard to find, even with full 
Liberty of chofee, and the whole nation to draw on, ‘fo find then on an 
@ligible list drawn in Washington is virtually impossible, University 
selentists of the kind we have ready to donate their services to this 

as re eae Soe Beets eee 
by anybody but 

5 oy Sy Oe 0 dened Be Ute any yee thew Ai (ov of 
least the above three) overhead positions to be selected by the National 
Park Service, in conmltation with the University, 

We ave a far ready to nominate only No, 2, Eis name ie Donald 
¥. MeBeath and he is one of my graduate students already engaged on this 
identical work for the past year, We had him put on the now defunct : 
ae ee, His salary was 

agreed on ag e :



Harold L, Idkeg--2 daly 3, 1935 

Cen you please instruct Ur. G, I, leub, your regional representative, 
how to secure hie appointment, ani how te gubuit the other teo when they have 
been selected? 

I gm confident you will appreciate our difficulty because of your 
recor’ for keeping patronage out of the CCC, and your appreciation of 
advanced conservation work gach as ic intended for this comp. 

Yours respectfully, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



New Soils Building 
June 25, 1935 

My, Harry Seauthoff 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Mr. Seuthoffs 

My. Gallistel has received the attached letter, dated June 15, 
from Mr. Laub, I called up Mr. Lamb and learned that all the names for the 
technical overhead of the Arboretum camp had been put on the Secondary List 
and all rejected because they were not on the Primary list, I do not lmow 
the significance of these terms, but in order that the work may not be 
further delayed and the whole season lest, I would appreciate your getting 
MeBeath's name on the Primary l4st, if thie is possible. Mr, Lamb meanwhile 
promised me to renew the recommeniation for appointment from the Primary 
list within a few days. : 

In order not to lose the benefit of the planting seagon, I have 
been carrying McBeath out of my own personal allotment for a month and a 
half, waiting for this cemp tusiness to shake down, Because of limited 
fonds I cannot carry him much longer. 

If there is implied in this situation any suggestion that the 
technical overhead personnel must be selected from political liste, then I 
went to make it clear that I, for one, can have nothing whatever to do with 
the campe Without going into the mestion of whether an ordinary CCC camp 
could be mecessfully operated in this mamer, 1t is perfectly evident that 
this particular camp reqires the most carefal selection of overhead persomel 
in order to be operated at all. If that personnel must be selected from 
lists drawn elsewhere, then it is evident that no one who values his technical 
reputation could allow his name to be used in connection with this camp. 

I much appreciate your efforts in our behalf ani I ax sorry to 
bother you firther, I am gure you realize what the situation is quite as 
clearly as I do. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold 
‘ In Charge, Game Research



nie : ce ee _ a ll, 

Copy to Mr, Gallistel ; 

New Soils Building 
dune 7, 1935 

Mr. G, N, Lenb 

626 Second Street 
St, Charles, Illincis 

Dear Mr, Lamb: 

Mr, Gallistel tells me that the name of Donald Y, 
McBeath, whom I nominated as foreman of the wild life work for 
the Arboretum Camp, has been placed on the eligibility list for 
your department in Washington, I am writing to ask whether or 
when I can procure his actual appointment. 

My predicament is this: MoBeath's work for this year 
is mainly planting of game food, This had to be done during the 
planting season, and I have so far had to carry it out of my 
own allotment. From now on the maintenance work on these plant- 
ings must begin, but I have not the funds to further carry this 
maintenance, If the appointment is delayed it sets the whole 
work back a year, I can get emergency labor from the Transient 
Camp, but I cannot get emergency supervision from then. Will 
you please advise me what, if anything, I can do? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh :
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HOME ADDRESS: e 

a Congress of the United States 
House of Representatives 

Washington, B. C. 

April 12, 1935. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor: 

I was very glad to get your favor of the 8th 
instant and to note that things have been going along 

so nicely. Bud has written me from time to time and 

has been keeping me advised and I feel so glad to 
know that Mr. Lamb has been friendly in cooperating 
with you folks. I hope everything works out as you 

wish. 

As to Donald McBeath, I am writing today 
recommending him in accordance with your suggestion 
and I hope that he will be placed. 

Please let me hear from you again if there is 
anything that I can possibly do to be of help as I am 
very anxious to cooperate on this matter pertaining to 

the arboretum . 

With best wishes, I beg to remain, 
4) 

Very trul yours 57, 

ig 3 [fatcz 4 

HS:L



New Solls Building 
April 8, 1935 

ur. Harry Semthoff 
House of Representatives : 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Sauthoff: 

As you know, there is a probability of one or two CCC camps 
for the Arboretum. These are to be furnished through the National 
Park Service, Mr. Lamb and Mr, Jenkins of the National Park Service 
were here Priday making a tentative selection of the foremen, suverinten- 
dents, end other facilitating personnel, 

the only material available for the game foreman is a student : 
of mine, Donald Y. MeBeath of Milwaukee, MNeBeath is too young to be 
recomended for a regular senior foremanship at $2,000, In order to bring — 
him into proper relationship with the rest of the proposed staff he should 
have a junior foremanship appointment (non-technical) at $125 or $130 per 
month, ‘This is a position which requires his being listed on the 
"Primary Congressional List" for the National Park Service, The pa 
of Gas ie ts © ik Et Dn On ne 0 te ee 
on that list. 

McBeath was a graduate student at the University here, working 
under my direction on the Arboretum during the first semester of this year. 
During the second seuester he had to drop out for lack of funds. ‘the pro- 
posed job of junior foreman will give him additional experience along 
biological lines and enable him to save his money for later resuming his 
graduate work at the University. His work during the first semester 
under me was running the experimental food patches on the Arboretum and 
these are to be continued as part of the CCC program, so that at least 
part of his proposed job would be the same as what he has already been 
doing, only under COC auspices. I can recommend McBeath as well qualified 
in every way for a junior foreman position. If you need any other infor~ 
mation about him, please let me know. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



Recommendation For Appointment ‘ 

College of Agriculture ... University of Wisconsin 

Department___Hconomies be ae 

$e ee Date of Birth lofle fio_ 

Married at. oe 

2 3Stak iad, Ne eS 

3. Beginning Date_Zebruary 1, 1 

Closing Date. March 15, 1935 

4. Compensstion # SS fer. m0. (net )Payabl in____ Installments 

5. Chargeable to: 

Wfepurments <2 

Budget Reape ny 

Pate Te 

Fund wee Se ee ed ee 

6. Character of work to be done 

7. Training and Qualifications 

¥ 2 
Graduated from Mnilean Shale Téa theo i paw Leh 3 Degree— £ 2. 

Other Pertinent Data 7 

pot Mesncatte), / FBEEIFBE 
J} 

RP Ee aa eg eee ae ee 
Chairman of Department
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New Soils Building 
dune 27, 193% 

Mr, Donald Y¥, MeBeath 
2001 B, Jarvis Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McBeath: \ 

I have not forgotten about you, but nome of the 
hoped-for expansions, which would have enabled me to make you 
an offer, have come about, 

Yes, there is a large marshland restoration program 
under way, but it so happened that it was tackled out of 
drouth relief funds and hence the personnel was not under my 
jurisdiction, although the plans thet are being followed are 
those developed by Mr, Henika's survey last winter, : 

I would advise your getting in on this if you can. 
The man in charge is Mr, Bruce Uthus, Federal Emergency Relief 
Administration, 1 West Main Street, Madison, Wisconsin, 

/ . Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
; In Charge, Geme Research 

Aevh ;
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STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

March 27, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Donald McBeath has 
recently received his Bachelor's degree 
from this school having majored in Biology. 
He is greatly interested in conservation 
work and would like to be employed as a 
worker on the Coon Valley Conservation Project 
or some similar project. 

Mr. McBeath is trustworthy and 
a very conscientious worker. He is a perfect 
gentleman at all times and gets along very 
amiably with his fellow workers, 

In addition to his work in 
Biology at this school, Mr. McBeath has been 
active in bird-banding for some years, 

I am sure that if he is given the 
opportunity he will become a valuable 
worker in conservation. 

Sincerely yours 

: = 
hw one pa 

Alvin L. Throne 
. Instructor of Botany 

ALT: jn



STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

March 25 1934 

Mr Aldo Leopold, : 

Madison. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

This is a letter about Mr. Donald Y. McBeath who is 

applying for a position in game protection and forestry work. 

Mr. McBeath has been a student in my classes and a 

major in biology for four years. He has a perfect record as a 

young gentleman. His manners and training are of the very best. 

He is always courteous,tactful and proper on all occasions. 

He has a very good personality and is well liked by 

his fellow students. He should be able to approach people in 

a confident and persuasive manner. 

His interest in all of the phases of biological work is 

all that can be desired. His*record is good, and he has taken a 

well-diversified ass ortment of courses in the various biologic 

fields, which should equip him to do the best. of work. 

I am sure you will like him, and if you hire him you 

will keep him. 

‘ Best wishes, 

Wm. H. Atwoo 
: Nar ‘ [ine ok 

(i i ee
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oe February 20, 1934 

Mr. Donald Y. MoBeath 
2001 &. Jarvis st. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Re: Field of economic biology 

Dear Mr. MoBeath: 

I have your letter of February 15. 

T am taking the liberty of referring your letter 
pertaining to the field of economic nore to 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, who is conducting the chair in game 
management at the University of Wisconsin. 

Mr. Leopold is mich more qualified to give you the 
exast information that you desire. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

We. F. Grimmer 
Sup't, Game Division 

WFG:GHC 
ec to Leopold 
copy Mobeath letter 

to Leopold
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g001 E. Jarvis st. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Feb. 15, 1938 

Dear Sir: 

I would like to gain some information from you 

concerning the field of economic biology. 

Mr. 0. J. Gromme of the Milwaukee museum favored 

me with a lengthy interview during which he pointed out 

three fields of work I might enter; taxidermy, systematic 

ornithology, and economic biology. He went into detail 

on the first two, referring to the qualifications needed 

and suggested that I write to you concerning information 

on the third point. 

My background is a major in biology at Milwaukee 

State.Teachers College from which I have just graduated. 

If possible could you inform me as to the phases of 

work I might qualify for in the field of economic biology? 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Donald Y. McBeath 

e



ng PORNS? PRESERVE DISTRICT August 9, 1948 
wee gs : OF COOK COUNTY 

Mr. Warren Kelchner 
Chief, Division of International Conferences ‘ 

: Department of State ene 
Washington 25, D. C. : 

Dear Ilr. Kelchner: 

I simply cannot go before the Inter-American Conference in Denver and prate to 
the distinguished delegates about educational programs and methods to promote 
lend-use planning, believing as I now believe. I have been reading and thinking 
all summer. I find that I know far too little about the geography, the social 
structure, the economic structure, the racial make-up and the educational oppor~ 
tunities of the respective Latin-American countries that will be represented. 
It would be more than an impertinence for me to address them. To be truthful, 

I believe it would be an impertinence for any United States citizen to address 

them, unless it would be Mr. William Vogt. ; 

As I read of Mexico, with its rapidly increasing population, more than half of 
which are hungry; of Peru, with most of its 6 million people at a bare subsist- 
ence level; of Chile, with the bull of its population barely eking out an exist- 
ence -- I am forced to the conclusion that the basic problem is one of applying 
reproductive brakes -- deliberately and drastically limiting populations. And 
yet we of the United States go blithely about attemoting to raise the health 
standards, the living standards and the old-age expectancy in other countries ~- 

oblivious to the fact that an acre of arable land can adequately support only so 

many people. We ignore genetic erosion, just as we ignore land erosion. 

Do I dare say that to devout Catholics? Yet we must face the fact that a man's 
ideals of his own life take first place; that his spiritual and economic horizon 5 
must vision some hope before he will even begin to think about natyral resources 
and their conservation. Mules don't think about conservation. 

I am convinced that, in most Latin-American countries, the Catholic Church could 

be the most effective medium of education. Witness the work and teachings of 

Father Henry Retzek in Minnesota. But can you go to the church with a resource~ 
use educational program in one hand and contraceptives in the other? Soil conser- 
vation districts or their equivalent, 4-H clubs or their equivalent, army 

indoctrination programs, and education of urban populations are all very well but 
they will not reach to the roots of the problem. The cities dictate the policies 

of a country, and the city dweller takes natural resources for granted; just as 
he takes for granted the cholo who rapes them. Neither he nor the cholo give a 
damn about future generations. : 

I know my name will be mud to you gentlemen from here on out. You will be dis- 
gusted. Why didn't I tell you this long ago? I wrote and tore up two papers ~- 
and kept on reading and thinking with the vain hope that I would come up with 
something I could honestly say. If Aldo Leopold had lived, perhaps he could have . 

' helped me, And yet we have Aldo's statement (The Ecological Conscience) that 
"ilo important change in human conduct is ever accomplished without internal 
change in our intellectual emphases, our loyalties, our affections and our 
convictions." ‘tho am I, living in a glass house, to cast the first stone? 

Write me off as a poor jerk impaled on the horns of a dilemma. ' 

. Sincerely, 

Roberts Mann 

Ris AH Superintendent of Conservation
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July 13, 1948 

te. Roberts Mann 
orest Preserve District of Cook County 

$36 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bob: 

Your quotation given in the letter to Bob McCabe is probably the best 
that one can choose. This particular thought was rewritten by Aldo 
as follows: “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity. 

the stability, end beauty of the biotic commnity. It is wrong when 
it tends otherwise." I like the rewrite version a little better, but 

perhaps the 1 version helps people who have never heard of a 

diotic fnity. ‘The idea of Aldo's that you use here is the epitome 
of his whole ‘thinking, and deserves a quotation on a panel as vell as 

anything he ever wrote. 

If you have room for additional quotations, here are a few to consider. 

"1% is the intellectual exploration of land, including sboriginal land 

or wilderness, that constitutes the frontier of the vresent century." 

"Conservation is a state of harmony between men and land." 

"Health is the eapecity of land for self-renewal. Conservation is our 

effort to understand and preserve ita capacity." 

"Tt is inconceivable to me that an ethical relation to land can exist 

without love, respect and admiration for land, and a high regard for 

ite pibtewoshioe! value ... in the vhilosovhics) sense." 

Best reyards, 

JIE: pa Joseph J. Hickey 
Agsistent Professor



July 7, 1948 ees 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Forest Preserve District of Cook Co. 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Tllinois 

Dear Bob: 

In answer to your letter of July 2nd, I think your suggestion for the fireplace 
penel is excellent. The quotation from "Ecological Conselence" is, pf course, 
@ very potent one, but there ere others that I think should be welghta along 
with it before you make any decision. Obviously there are numerous ones to 
draw on, and off hand I cannot quote them. I would like, however, to call the 
following to your attention: 

(1) from "Some Thoughts on Recreational Planning", Parke and Recreation, 
December 193, pp. 136-137: “The capacity to enjoy natural beauty in the 
compeny of numerous strangers usually indicates a rudimentary esthetic 
taste in natural objects." 

(2) from "Wilderness ac a Land Laboratory", The Living Wilderness, July 1941: 
" the boundary between recreation and sciénes, like the boundaries between 
park end forest, animal and vlant, tame and wild, exists only in the tmner- 
fections of the human mind." 

(3) from “The Fermer as a Conservationist", American Forests, June 1939} 
" there is @rama in every bush, if you can see it. When enough men know 
this, we need fear no indifference to the welfare of bushes, or birds, or 
soil, or trees. We shall then have no need of the word conservation, for 
we shell have the thing iteelf." 

These are just a few of numerous possibilitios. 

ext to Aldo's own collection, I think my set of reprints is most complete. 
Tf you wish to examine the materials thet I heave,our secretary will be glad 
to mail to you, my collection. 

f think I realize how much Aldo meant te you and your work. Betadl one of 
his quotations,ss you intend to do, seems to me to be a very fitt 
trivute to what he stood for, 

Within the next two days I will be leaving for Mexico to do some wildlife work 
. with Starker Leopold, and will not be back until the middle of September. 1 

am 30: I eannot be here longer hel sift possibilities for the 
quotation you good. 33 you are otfat abieetasd vase i get back i will lend 

tever hand I can.



Mr. Roberts Mann -~ 2 - July 7, 1948 

T hope Aldo's passing won't have you shy away from us. To be sure, our 
Department 1s extremely emaciated, but if we can be of service to you in 
whatever capacity, please feel free to call on us. 

‘ Best regards, 

RAMcC tom Robert A. McCabe 
Instructor



. GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 835 - County Building 

River Forest, Inninors Co 8 2c: A620, 1-% Bon 0.38 
Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

Wiu1aM N. Erickson of COOK COUNTY 

President se 

ames F, AsHEND! 
Poa Roca ILLINOIS 

Wru.11aM Busse 
Mrs. Exizanetu A. CoNKEY Cuartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 

Artuur X. E) Cec Psat EP v0 July 2, 1948 
Joun MackLeR Mr. Robert A. McCabe 

— ee oa Instructor, Wildlife Management 
ee oe The University of Wisconsin 

Cuayton F.Smrra «Ss #24": University Farm Place 

ee M. Snrep = Madison 6, Wisconsin 
ario G. TONELLI 

Joun E. Tracer 

Dear Bob:: 

In our generel headquarters at 536 North Harlem Avenue, River 

Forest, we have what is known as a "Board Room", on the south 

side of the front of the building, a one story affair with 

timbered beams, French windows, a big fireplace at the south 

end, all nicely panelled. 

My boss, Cap Savers, wants to install a carved panel over the 

fireplace which will epitomize our philosophy and inspire those 

who read it. It will be there for many years. I was asked for 

suggestions. My suggestion, which met with tentative approval, 

was that we should use a quotation from Aldo Leopold, who in the 

final analysis best represented our philosophy, and had presented 

us with much of our ammunition, We would sign Aldo's name to the 

quotation. 

Not being familiar with all of his writing, the necessarily short 

and powerful quotation which first occurred to my mind was taken 

from his paper "The Ecological Conscience": : 

"4 thing is right only when it tends to preserve the 

integrity, stability and beauty of the community, 

and. the community includes the soil, waters, fauna, 

and flore, as well as people". 

I would appreciate your immediate reactions to this, or better. 

suggestions. 

3 ot yeurs, x 

CC: Mr. Arthur Hawkins berts Mann 

; é CC: Dr. Joseph J. Hickey Superintendent of Conservation
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GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
Raven fem 2 sot, 1 te wots Coe SC 346 05, dk 2 - EN SOS 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

Wi114M N. Erickson of COOK COUNTY 

President 

AMES F, ASHENDEN 
opis BopryTZzkE ILLINOIS 

Wi11aM Busse 
Mrs. Exizapetu A. ConKEY Cuartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 
Artuur X. Extrop EB ves 
Curist A. JENSEN 
Joun Mackier April 19, 1948 
Grorce A. MILLER e 
Gerorcr F. Nixon 
Danie Ryan 

Eaten oe Professor Aldo Leopold 
tic: Menai Dept. of Wildlife Management 
Joun E. Trarcer University of Wisconsin 

42h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

Roland Eisenbeis, one of our naturalists, poses this 

question: are the woodpeckers, as a Family, on the 
way out -- including North and South America? 

Very ours, 
4 

a s Mann 
Supt. of Conservation 

EM: AH
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February 13, 1948 

Mr. Donabd R. Thompson 
Wisconsin Gonservation Dept. 
4O1l4 Euclid Ave. 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

; 

Dear Donald: 

I turned the copy of your memorandum on “Inversity and population 

phenomena", over to Dave Thompson. Brother, you are awey over 

my head. I read it carefully, but I got so wound up in six 

syllable words, that I finally threw up the sponge. I guess it's 

not your fault. @hat damn Brrington does the same thing, and so 

does Dave when he writes guys like Errington. Why you birds 

can't talk in plain simple English, when the opportunity offers, 
like Leopold does, is more than I know. 

I hope you take this criticism seriously, but take it as it was 

meant: kindly. It makes me feel good to see you going places 

; and this paper is sufficient evidence that you are doing so, and 

that you are apparently happy in what you are doing. 

Sincerely yours, ; 

Roberts Maan 
Superintendent of Conservation 

BMs AH 

P.S. Dave said his wife wee inquiring about your pinochle.(?) 

CC: Prof. Aldo Leopold : 

(blind copy)



February 13, 1948 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Yorest Preserve District of Cook Co. 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bob: 

I liked your page on Darwin and Lincoln, and 
was also surprised about the protest. Of course 
neither of us really ought to be surprised be- 
cause if one carries the ecological idea far 
enough, one ultimately gets over into philosophy. 
I don't see why you should back water on anything. 
The job is very well done, 

Yours as ever, 

ALtpa Aldo Leopold



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
River Fon ss tr, 1 ture oxrs C m6 4 eS a ee te NOs 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

—— of COOK COUNTY 
President 

[AMES F, AsHEND! 
pes Sag ee ILLINOIS 

W: B 
Mag Wuniseiet A. Conxey Cuarues G. Savers, General Superintendent 
Artuur X. Exrop EIB 500 
Curist A, JENSEN February 11, 1948 

{Oem Mace Professor Aldo Leopold : 
Gane P NKON Department of Wildlife Management 
Dante, Ryan University of Wisconsin 
oe = 42h University Farm Place 

Mew G. Tommi: Madison 6, Wisconsin ; 
Joun E. Trarcer 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

As expected, there was a kick-back on Neture Bulletin No. 141, of 
February 7, entitled "Lincoln and Darwin". Some of the school 
principals, probably because of their religious affiliation, filed 

protests with the Office of the Chicago Board of Education. A 
detailed reply was sent them in justification of the bulletin. 
The ostensible objection was that it departed from the normal 
field of our nature bulletins and constituted an invasion of the 
field of educational philosophy. I think the tag line was what 
got ‘en. 

Much to my amazement, I got a severe criticism from a close friend 

of mine, an old maid who is editor of a small but very live news— 

paper in a little country town, which is the county seat of the 
next smallest county in Illinois. She is a member of the Book 
Fellows, and similar organizations, and I never noticed any narrow— 

ness before. She under-scored "Man is a child of nature" and 
wrote above it, "Why not God?" She under-scored "nature's rules" 
and wrote above it, "who made them?" I answered her, in part, as 
follows: 

"“pypical Wednesday nite prayer-meeting squawk. 

"God doesn't make the rules. 

"The complex inter-relationships of all living things with the land, 
and the water, and the rest of the solar system, determine the rules, 
and you cant transgress 'em without penalty in the long run. 

"This 'God' business and 'sin' business is just a sentimental attempt 
at rationalizetion in terms the poor ordinary jerk can understand -- 
initiated by Paul and the 12 Apostles; corrupted by the priests; 

tightened up by Martin luther; and exploded by the atomic bomb. 

Si ; 

RM: AH R » Supt. of Conservation
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February 9, 1948 

My. Roberts Mann : 
Forest Preserve District of Cook County 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bobs 

The large rabbit reported from Italy must be the 
ordinary Buropean hare, ,t least I lmow of no 
other large Buropean species. 

Yos, the retention of green leaves last fall was 
very conspicuous. In addition to the species you 
mentioned I recorded it for soft maple, elm, black 
cherry, cottonwood, elder, hard mple, lilac, and 
European birch. 

Yours sinceroly, 

; ALipm Aldo Leopold



GF NERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 
~ 586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room $85 - County Building 
Rewer ~F on wis t, Ti pin o rs Cm ic & 6 0, Ie uot 8 0-7-5 
Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

2. of COOK COUNTY 
President 

[AMES F, ASHENDEN 
gee BonrytzkEe ILLINOIS 

ay soe ‘ Comuc Cuantes G, Savers, General Superintendent 
Artuur X. ELRop EB se0 
Curist A. JENSEN January 30, 1948 
Joun Mackier 
Grorcre A. MILLER 
Grorce F. Nixon 
Danie, Ryan Professor Aldo Leopold 

ae. suas Dept. of Wildlife Management 
Se ane University of Wisconsin 
Joun E. TRarcer 42h University Farm Place 

Medison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Some Italian tried to tell me that on the Pisa plains of 
Italy there is a rabbit that looks like a jack rabbit 
with comparatively short front legs and long dark tipped 
ears. Did you ever hear of such a beast in that neck 
of the woods? 

Incidentally, there was a peculiar condition obtaining 
here last fall. The young choke cherry trees, even 
though ten or fifteen feet in height, retained their 
leaves long after the first severe killing frost, and 
those leaves remained more or less green until about 
Thanksgiving time, and even when the green faded, the 
leaves stayed on until after Christmas. This retention : 
of the leaves, in a semi-green state was also true, 
although to a lesser extent, with the domestic apple 
trees and the black locust, among others. 

Cordial1. "a 

ob Mann 
ntendent of Conservation 

BM: AH
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My. Roberts Mann 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County 
536 North Harlem Aveme 
River Yorest, Tlidacis 

Dear Bob: 

Yes, I think your prairie preserve is an admirable 
auggestion for an article in the Living #4lderness. 
%% illustmtes conerately that wilderness is not 
only agree, but also onganiam. ‘There are processes 
and laws of the wild to be guarded from extersina~ 
tion ae well as wilderness areas. How better aould 
this be pointed out than in the aase of proirie ; 
which has already digappenred ae areas, and exists 
only in the fom of species that once constituted 
wilderness? I know that Olaus Maurie and foward 
tahniser will acres with me in this view. 

Youra ae ever, 

ALGpe Aldo Twopeld



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

536 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
Riv en Fo fe 6-t, 1. ir No: ts BSE 8 OG A Ee Or 8 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS C 

eee of COOK COUNTY 
Janes F Asses ILLINOIS 
Wru1aM Busse 
Mars. Exizaperu A. Conxey Cuarues G. Savers, General Superintendent 
Artruur X. ELrop <B> v0 
Curist A. JENSEN January 14, 1948 
Joun MackLer 
Grorcr A. MILLER 
Gerorcr F. Nixon 
Dantet Ryan Professor Aldo Leopold 
Cuayton F. Saari Department of Wildlife Management 
Epwarp M. SNEED oo ; ae 
Mca Coes University of Wisconsin 

Joun E. TrazcEr 424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

I received a memorandum from the Wilderness Society, urging the 

members to explore their bailiwicks for wild land areas and 
then seek some local means for getting them preserved, after 

which they should send their findings to The Living Wilderness 

as news items. I see your work is bearing fruit along these 

lines. . 

Do you think they would be interested in a short article 
regarding the new prairie state park here in Illinois, which 

is practically an accomplished fact? Also in the fine piece 
of prairie our Forest Preserve District ig about to purchase 
between the Santa Fe Railroad and the DesPlaines River? Also 
in the DesPlaines valley purchases which are on the agenda of 
the Illinois Department of Conservation, extending from where 

: our holdings leave off in Cook County, almost to Lockport, 
north of Joliet? These lands would be flooded for fishing 
purposes, and in the hunting season there would be a public 
shooting ground for wild ducks, but the remainder of the year 

would constitute a wildlife refuge. 

Do you think they would be interested in all of this? 

oe. 

J 
Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM: AH
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Jomary 29, 1948 : 

Me. Roberts Mann 
Porsst Preserve of Cook County 
536 Horth Harlem Avene 
River Forest, TLlinois 

Dear Bod: 

Thanke for sending me the garbon of your letter to 
Mr. Bishop. I was not aware that your radio audience 
had spread out so largely, tut I am much pleased to 
hear it. I am sending a eapy of this to Mr. Bishep : 
as my Certifieation thet the quality and depthe of 
your materiale are admirable, and that this Depart~ 
ment inows of no mtorial of Like quality being 
nede available to children elsewhere, 

With best regards, 

re Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold



dameary 26, 1948 
Mr. John Bishop 
Wisconsin Department of Education 
State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Bishop: 

I am writing you at the suggestions of Mrs, Hlizabeth Marshall of 
the Radio Gouncil of the Chicago Board of Bdueation. You are 
aware of the "Nature Walk" broadcasts I make over Station W5EZ and 
station WIND, on Monday, to the Chicago schools. Wnder separate 
cover I am sending you a complete set of the fourteen scripts for 
the first semester, and the handbook for teachers accompanying 
them. The handbook for the fifteen broadcasts to be given in the 
second semester, will be out in a few days. The second semestor 
we will broadcast over WEEZ and over WIND from 10:15 to 10:30 a.m. 
every Monday, and the broadcast will be repeated over WEEZ at 
1330 p.m. on Monday. 

It appears likely that this series will be given over the Univer- 
: sity of Minnesota station to the public schools of St. Paul and 

Minneapolis. Also possibly in New York City. Also probably 
over Station WILL at the University of Illinois. I am negotiating 
with the Illinois Gongress of Parents ani Teachers to have them 
broadcast over some of the local Illinois stations, euch as Peoria 
and Springfield. Mrs. Marshall thought you might be interested 
in considering them for your program. 

I have had some correspondence with Mr. Wakelin Meliehl (Ranger Mac) 
who gent me some of his seripts. I know he is doing a peach of a 
job and I lmow from Wisconsin teachers that the children of 
Wisconsin are benefitting greatly by the broadcasts you sponsor, 

Mr. George Jennings, Director of the Radio Council of the Chicago 
Board of Zdueation, informs me that they will sell copies of the 
platters on which these broadcasts are recorded for about



Page 2. Jemary 26, 1948 

sixty cents each. Two of them at least would have to be re-made 
because there are references to local events in them, 

: Sincerely yours, 

Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM AH 

6G: Professor Aldo Leopold 
OG: Mre. Wanda W, Bile



we -Avticle prepared for publication in the Iiii/018 PAPRUT-TEACHER moathly 

bulletin of the Illinois Congress of Pareate and “eachers 

QPPORTUNITINS YOR OUTDOOR SCUCATION 
Roberts Gana 

Supt. of Conservation Porect Preserve District of Cook County 

The Forest Preserve District of Cook County has a progrem of Outdeor Séucstion 

which te bringing, to the children and the teachers of Chicago and Cook County outeide 

of Chicago, services they need and crave, Phe problem ist how mey these eervicee be 

extended and more fully utilized by all the schools in Cook Sounty, anf how msy some 

of then de ande available te the schools in other counties of Illinois! We've got te 

stay within the linitetions of cur badget and, naturally, cive priority to the needs 

of the citizens of Geok County who pay the taxes from which our funds are appropriated, 

But we delieve there are ways and asans of attaining the desired objective, ¥e welcoue 

this opportunity to tell our story to the Iliincis Gongress of Parents and “enchers, 

somatat ing Ste esberchlp with vhah wo are Going ant vast ve tellove could sal should 

be done. 

= Paie is not the place to argue the need for edutation in resource-uee and conserva 

tion, nor how it may be implemented inte the existing curricals, But the “conservation 

movement" is growing like « ssowball and in the Sew Tork State Gofence Teachers Bulletin, 

for inetanee, we find the stetenenti” “The very question of nations} warviveal, let 

alone the problem of providing * good way of Life, ean be seriously affected by the 

kind of seience education we give ta our schools." After two years of conducting o2~ 

perimental field tripe with children of varying aget, races and eeonoute status, from . 

Chicago ond from ite suburbs, we find that outdoor edseation -- nature lore «nd mature 

appreciation sequired firet hand -- is the key to the éeor opening upon the broad 

concept of conservation in all ite phases, An intangible by-product for the individual 

fe « fuller richer life. ‘
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Great sasses of the American people are atter strangers gat-of-deore and de not 

know how to enjoy themselves there. They have no roots; no sense of Kinship with the 

lend, What little enowledge they have stout things in nature is colored by mieinforus- 

tion on@ distorted by fear, Ye find thousands of Chieago kids who, unless in bocke, 

have never known ony animal other then the eat, the dog, the inglish sparrow ent the 

alley rat. We argued for 30 minutes vith one Little tike te convince Bia that the 

Leather of hie shoes came fron the hide of a stear and that milk came from ® cov. 

Whet is trae in Chicago ie relatively true in Peoria and relative
ly trae in Podunk. 

Ohiléran need first-hand experiences that will tie tegether what they leere ia 

the classroom with things ac they actually exist. We have found that fteld trips 

yeralt in imprevenent of the scholastic level ef the individual, taprovesent of his 

attitudes, end benefit to the entire school froa which those individuals ease, Piclé 

trips have proven a godsend to the shy child, the backward child, the “lone wolf*, 

and the maledjusted child, However, field trips are not feasible in mont eity schools, 

at preseat, In addition to the 4iffieulties of rearranging schedules and providing 

transportation, noet teachers lack the training which wo
uld fit then to properly 

eonduet such field tripe, It de not inconceivable that some day we my have natarel~ 

let-tenchere for this purpose, just as now we have special tenchers for music, ert 

and handicrafts. The school casp, similar to there im operation ot Clear bake and 

at Mary's Leke, in Michigan -- provided for by lev im Michigan sad H
ew Tork ~~ 

nay prove +o be the best solution for cities an¢ tovne of moderate sise, For aetre- 

politan «reas ike Chicago, the sumesr day camp offers « partis] solution, 

Last canner (1947) ve provided naturaliat service for day eaups contacted in 

26 of the picnic centers in our forest preserves by Yh Gircerent youth organizations 

euch ae Girl Scouts, Goap Fire Girls, YHGA ond Y#CA branches, Jewich Velfare Centers, 

settlement housee and community recreation centers. We served 11,242 children from 

5 to 1% yours of age, taking them out in groups of 25 or 30 on N§-ainute anture 

walks, In 1988, we will employ sore netareliste and attenpt to treble the ausder,
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We are preparing a Day Camp Handbook so thet all dsy-ceap setivities will be part of 

em integrated acture program, %¢ are conducting training everees for enmps directors 

and gouneelors, We find these children hungry for nature lore. nee you tickle their 

bumps of curigsity ané teach them how to study the secret liver of everything that 

grows, flowers, eravis, ewime and flies, they will go om from there, They learn, 

learn fest, oat Reve fum doing i. 

Ye have one nataralist whe leetures to school assenblies, largely is the suburban 

| schools, every day during the school year -- from tvo to four tines every day. He 

shows two 400-foct reele of wildlife aevies im celer, with sound. Then he invites 

questions, lowly at firet, ani then with « rash, comes « barrage of questions stout 

everything imaginable. Ususliy, at the teachers’ request, this denttenne teal the 

ond of the scheduled period snd until he has to leave for another eehool. From September 

. to Christmas he gave 120 illustrated lectures to 20,659 pupile in 61 schools, ¥e 

would like to oxtené thie lecture service to aseeublies in the Shieage schools and in 

tettlecent houses, 

Sines Pebraary, 19%, we have ieaued a weekly natere bulletin, ‘ach is one doubie- 

spaced typevritien pace. Beech Genls with some saleel or plant, or some group, or some 

ature) phenomenon that oan be teen at that particular tise in the out-of-doors, Eaeh 

ie presented in = manner designed te stimulate the reader's curiosity and eubtly en- 

phasige the subject's ecology, ite right to exiet, end ite relationship to man and 

the world about hin, They have ranged fron fireflies to snowflakes} fron snakes to 

wildflowers; fros Katydids to woodpeckers. : 

They sre miled to 135 newspapers in the Chienge region, Many papers print then 

regularly; others only occasionally, or in part, They sre matled te all the euburben 

and rural public schools in Conk County, both clenentary ond secondary, and likewise 

to all the Catholic ané Lutheran echoole wo heve been able te contact, Sur objective — 

te one copy $8r oneh slonentary teacher and one copy for each Diclegy teacher.
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Teachers wee thes in ¢laseroom work, for reference, and post them on bulletin beards. 

They value them highly ent so 40 the pupils, 

Our weekly distribution now exceeds 7500 copies and will exesed 10,000 when the 

perothial schools get what they should be getting. %e deliver 2700 eopies te the 

Chiecage Board ef Séucation for éistritation to ite elementary and secondary ccheeks. 

Apparently, some achoole reeeive only two copies, and wo have on file innumerable 

requests from individual teachers to te placed on our meiling list, Approxiontely 

10,000 copies are needed for the Ghicage Public Schools and we simply cannot furnish 

that many. Would it be poseible, if we furnished the atencile, for the Soard of 

Réueation to aiacograph and distribute the nusber needed? 

We adil ene copy to each county superintendent of schools in Illinois, aad 

have urged thea to reprecuce end distribute these bulietine, 30 far, te uy knowledge, 

only Will, Kaniakee end Me Donough counties are doing so, The five teacher-treining 

inetitutioas use these bulletins im their extension courses and summer sehoole, and 

we have bees obliged te refuse sony sany requeste from teachere in various coanties 

Obviously, we cannot furnish copies for every teacher in Illinois, Sut they would 

aeo them, and profitably. 

One thing sore, The Chicago Yoard of Bduestion has » Kadie Council epersting 

ite own Station WEES (7M). This year we were requested to make a series of weekly 

breadeasts deeigned te supplement the new courees of etady in secienes for the Jrd 

and hth grades, Ye d4¢ so, writing the seripte for « series called *Heture Yalke". 

I am "Uncle Sere*, an old naturalist born in the Illineis “iver bottems, Seing from 

Sehayler County, that 1s tras, During the first senester these breadenste vent ont 

over "35% every Yonday ‘rom 9:30 to 9:°5 4.§. They were repented the same day over 

WOR from 1130 to 1:°5 P.8., ab which tine they were also broadenst over Station 

W'RD (560 kie.). hie second semester the series will go out over WEES and VIED 

trom 10115 te 10150 A.H. om Mondays aad be repented over WERE at 1:50 P.M,
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It occurs to me that there brendenste could be made by Station ¥IbL at the 

University of Tilinots oné by local stations in cities euch at Peoria and Springfield. 

Copies of the certpte, ané the accompanying hanébook for teachers, are avilledle, 

Copies of the "platters", the recordings, con be purchaéed for « nominal sum from 

Station YER, 

We find thet these broadesete are heard regularly by act only the 3ré sad 4th 

eraten, vat cleo by the higher crafes in mony Chicege Scheels ant many suburban 

schools, end even by biology elacses im both public end perockial high echeole. 

Apparently our redie audience, exclusive of the general public, exceeds 200,000 

chiléren, 

There's « let of fan and » lot of rich satisfaction to be had in the out-of 

doors, Ané@ 4¢ our children are to be good citizens they aust grow recte -- roots 

in the lend. They Gust reslise that everything they eat, everything they wear, 

everything that shelters them, conse from the land, Then, end only then, will they 

come to an aporeciation of the factors that made and keep this state, this mation, 

_& great and qood place te live. 

siissicninanneteeieanats ;
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yw peter 
Mr. Roberts Mann \w A aa 
Superintendent of Conservation x" Af poe 
Forest Preserve District of v 

Cook County, Illinois gt \ 

536 N. Harlem aveme b 
River Forest, Illinois | \A 

p 4 = 
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Peer “r. Menn: : 

In reply to your letter of Jenuery 20 regerding your request 

for 1,000 reprints of Dr. Peul Errington's epeciel article 
“A Question of Values,” pleese be informed thet, we are planning 

to prepare 1500 reprints. We are reserving 1000 of these for = 
end 400 for Professor Aldo Leopold, with the extra 100 available 
to Pr. Errington, if he should need them. ; 

Although we are very pleesed to note your plan to distribute 

these reprints to the Outdoor Writers Association of America as 

well as to other interested individvels, our policy in distribu- 

tion of reprinte beyond those requested by our ow personnel, 

requires thet they be peid for et cost plus postage. wWe will 

inform you of the emount es soon es the reprints are ready and 

thenk you for your interest in this regard. i 

Very truly yours, 
GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

W. E. Seott 

WES: ; 

—» CC Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Pr. Penl Errington
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Mr. Roberts Mann 
Forest Preserve District of Cock Co. 
536 N. Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bob: 

I find myself completely in sympathy with what 
you say in your letter, and of course it conveys 
the challenge of who is creating such men. ‘The 
angwer ig that no one is, except incidentally, a 
and that incidental training perhaps mst becone 
purposeful before it reaches full value. I am 
inelined to agree with you that there will be : 
employment for the right people. 

I am eirqulating your letter to our university 
committee on this very subject. 

I missed you at the Chicago meetings. 

With dest wishes, 

Yours ae ever, 

5 ALgpm Aldo Leopold



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
Riven Fonrzs 1, liruinoss Gof 346 4: 6° 0°; F212 ae ots 
Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

Wane Bsr of COOK COUNTY 
t 

Jpoess F. Asuna ILLINOIS 
Wr1aM Busse : 
Mrs. Exizaseru A. ConKEY Cuartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 
ARTHUR — oe Br v00 December 16, 1947 

ON Proféssor Aldo Leopold 
= Gzorcze F. Nixon Department of Wildlife Management 

SS University of Wisconsin 
Epwarp M.Sneep 424 University Farm Place 
Mano G. Toner Madison 6, Wisconsin 
Joun E. TrarcEr 

Dear Professor: 

In the session on outdoor education at Purdue I read the enclosed 

paper, preceded by the following introduction: 

“How should we teach conservation? The future of our natural 
resources, and, therefore, of our human resources, lies in the educa- 
tion of our children. In the final analysis, we are concerned with 
human resources. A recent number of THE LAND contained a remarkable 
article entitled, "Genetic Erosion", by Robert Cook, editor of the 

Journal of Heredity, and I gupte: 'Even if we apply the reproductive 
brakes before we breed SELEBLEF into oblivion, what kind of people 
are we in process of becoming? Soil is important, surely, but what 
will it profit us to build a paradise for imbeciles? ...... continu- 
ance of these trends can mean only the blackout of the human mind 
as the last scraps of soil wash into the sea, and the slate of the 
world is cleared for another try'. ¥ 

“The specialist has been the curse of the conservation movement. 
Conservation must not be taught in terms of ducks, or deer, or forests, 

or water, or soil, or minerals. Nature appreciation must not be 

taught in terms of scenery, or birds, or mammals, or insects, or wild- 
flowers, or trees. The gibes at the long-haired muts who prance around 

babbling about 'the little birds, the bees and the flowers', are well 

taken. We have got to teach the interdependence and interrlationship 
of all things in nature, including man himself. As Robert Cook 
phrases it: 'What keeps the stars on their courses and “83 ‘Leworms 

; in the top soil is an incredible multiple interpendence ¥ joo th stars 
and angleworms play an essential part ...... man's self-centered 
arrogance has given him the illusion that he is above and beyond the 
intricate network of going concerns in which his fate on earth is 
cast ...... we have failed agriculture and the nation in failing to
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accent adequately the fundamental nature of the soil and the people 

who are its conservators'. " 

The remainder of the paper was given ad lib. I outlined rather 

briefly the various steps we are taking here in our preserves to 

teach nature appreciation and conservation, including our nature 

: bulletins, lectures to school assemblies, my weekly broadcasts, 

training courses for youth leaders, and day camps. I pointed out the 

significance of the new school camps being experimented with in 

some states. I predicted that eventually wewould have naturalist- 

teachers in our schools just as we have art teachers, music teachers, 

and teachers of physical culture. 

I pointed out that we had warned youth organizations, such as the 

Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Jewish Community Centers, 

Y.M.C.A.'s, Y.W.C.A.'s, that we would expect them to eventually hire 

their own naturalists so that we could concentrate on the settlement 

houses and welfare centers unable to do so. I pointed out that 

several other large park systems would sooner or later be hiring 

naturalists. I registered a plea and a challenge to Rudolph Bennitt, % yer, 

fom Langlois, George Hendrickson, Howard Michaud, and others, to 

train a few men each year who can fill a gap which now exists and 

serve as naturalists, sincerely concerned with people. Dave and I 

are convinced that within a very few years there will be places for 

approximately 100 naturalists in the Chicago area. 

The question was asked (by Rudolph Bennitt) what is the distinction 

between a wildlifer and a naturalist. I said that, briefly, a 

naturalist was primarily concerned with interpretation. I said a 

naturalist, in this area, should have these qualifications: (1) 

broad general training in the biological sciences; (2) preferably a 

specialist in one; (3) essentially an ecologist; (4) (questionable) 
training in teaching methods and psychology; (5) thorough training in 

public speaking (more than just one course); (6) must like people; 

must be tolerant; (7) must have the peculiar knack of talking to and 

interesting kids; (8) preferably a farm background or at least a small 

town backeround, because as Hal Boyle says, "The country lad's the 

smert boy: He never falls victim to the chief crime of modern city 

life, which is to become a stranger to the land." 

I burden you with this, because I hope you will think about it. 

i a : 

Rebe¥ts Mann 

Supt. of Conservation



‘ TEAGHING AppREgTATron AND CONSERVATION 

OF NATURAL EESOURCES 

A, A pager read before the Midwest Wildlife Conference at 
\ roe Lafayette, Indiana, Dec, 9, 1947 

ao” fog : 
x by Roberts Mann 

Q Y Superintendent of Conservation 

x Forest Preserve District of Cook County 

p In the Sept.-Oct, number of Minnesota's Conservation Volunteer; I saw | 

an article quoting Aldo Leopold as saying that the wildlife educational job 

has two functions: (1) to teach a few men to manage wild animals as a life 

work; (2) to teach the whole body of citizens to appreciate and understand 

wildlife, Knowing him as I do, I am sure Prof, Leopold would approve the 

substitution of "nature" for "wildlife', After two years of conducting 

experimental field trips with groups of children of different age levels, 

different backgrounds and different economic status -- some groups from 

the slums of Chicago; some from the suburbs -- we have come to the con- 

clusion that nature ap»reciation is the key to the door opening upon a 

wide concept of conservation in all its phases. 

It's time you wildlifers awakened to that fact and to your responsibili- 

ties, It's time you were training men for that specific purpose, Before 

I finish I shall tell you the kind of men that are badly needed, 

I hope that all of you have read, or will read, Dr, Paul Errington's 

article, "A Question of Values", in the July number of the Journal of 

Wildlife Management, I wish it could appear in every popular magazine in 

the country, It should be "mst" reading for every outdoor writer, In it 

he says: 

"Over and over again, practitioners in the professional field of 

wildlife management are asked, and ask themselves, exactly what they work 

for, To increase game, to make hunting easier, to control pests, to hold



alee 

their jobs, or what?" 

Then, further along: ~ 

"To me, with gun in hand or without, the appeal of the out-of-doors 

seems chiefly conditioned by the relative diversity and completeness of 

its native fauna and flera and the naturalness of its topography." 

Speaking of his own philosophy, as a wildlife manager, he says: : 

"It may or may not be that of others, but at least the profession 

could rightly accept something of the broader responsibilities implied 

by the leadership it exerts and the degree of custody it in effect holds 

over outdoor values that are not to be reckoned as material harvests." 

Our specific problem in the Chicago region is to educate the public; 

awaken it to the intangible values in nature, including wildlife populations; 

and teach people how to enjoy nature without destroying it. I believe that 

to be your problem, also, Fundamentally, you must recognize yourselves, 

and educate the public to recognize and enjoy, the intangible values of 

wildlife, I believe some of our methods and techniques can be adapted to 

your problems, I know that the big centers of population mst depend upon 

you to furnish the personnel trained and peculiarly fitted to do the job. 

You've got to attack the problem at its source: IGNORANCE, I've 

said it before and I'll say it again: Misuse, waste end destruction -- 

whether careless or deliberate -- stem from intolerance, Intolerance 

stems from ignorance, The cure for ignorance is education, We've got to 

educate the public at all age levels, from the cradle to the grave, 

——“TNESPECIAL Ise Hae Been the curse of the conservation movenents” ons fet 

jservation tet.not be taught in terms of ducks, or deer, or copper 

ater, or soil, or mine wks, Nature epprectation ge@%™%ot be taught in 

erms of scenic beauties, or binie ‘ Pilemals or insects, or wildflowers, 

of trees. The gibdes.e ee nuts who ean emgund, babbling 

abdw ene Tittle birds, the bees and. the flLowensullnaneodite os en. Weng
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a ee Mhen-you-eccomplish-thile it an Tndtvridual, 
eee , 

you've got a good citizen, a wise user -~ not only of our publicly owned 

areas and the wildlife -- of the LAND, And you've got a supporter of your 

management programs, be they wildlife programs or whatever, A by-product 

will be a fuller richer life for the individual, I'm anticipating, with 

much interest, Al Hochbaum's talk at the banquet tomorrow night, It has 

the significant title -- the keynote of this conference -- "The Management 

of Man", 

The future of our natural resources, and therefore of our human re- 

sources, lies in the education of our children, To a considerable degree 

it is your job, In educating the child you not only educate the future 

citizen but you also educate the parents, 

The need is particularly acute in metropolitan areas, 85% of our 

urban population, which now constitutes considerably more than one-half 

of the population of the United States, is concentrated in 140 metropoli- 

tan centers, Those people vote, How do they vote? What kind of votes 

on conservation measures can you expect from representatives elected from 

hell-holes where most of the kids have never known any animal other than 

the cat, the dog, the English sparrow, and the alley rat; where there 

is'nt a tree; where Roland Hisenbeis, who is going to tell you about our 

Day Camps, had to argue for 30 minutes with one little tad to convince 

him that the leather of his shoes came from the hide of a steer; where 

90% of the people are utter strangers out-of-doors, alien to the land, 

devoid of roots; where a professor of sociology at Loyola University 

publicly proclaims: "There should be a State of Chicago, so the city | 

can get rid of that thing called "downstate" that lives off us.” T?? :
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In cities -- and it is proportionately true as you retreat to the 

hinterland -- what little knowledge people have of nature is colored and 

distorted by misinformation, superstition and fear, 

There's your problem, 

(Remainder of speech given ad lib)



. MOST FASCINATING NEWS STORY 

OF THE WEEK 

[The following item, reprinted in its en- 
tirety, is from the Rochester Democrat © 

Chronicle] 
Farts Crry, Nes—(AP)—There’s 

more than one way to catch coyotes. Edwin 
Fisher tracked an old coyote to her den. 
After puzzling briefly over his next step, 
he took off his overalls 

fon ly New Yorker 
Vid Cap SAVERS.
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Hovenibor 18) 1947 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Forest Preserve District of Cook Co. 
536 North Harlem Aveme 
River Yorest, Illinois 

Dear Bobs 

Yes, we gave milo mise quite a test a few years 
back, and I am sending you a reprint. The birds 
Certainly Iike it tut it had certain other draw 
ba@ics which are mentioned in the attached paper. 

Yes, I will be at Purdue and hope to have a visit 
with you. 

Yours as ever, 

ALapm : Aldo Leopold



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

536 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
Rives aw Fvotnie's 7, 1h tis 0 ts C Ber os OO, 1 bono Nm OFT Ss 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

Wasi Bor of COOK COUNTY 
Pi 

James F, ASHENDEN 
Frank BorrytzkE ILLINOIS 
Wu1am Busse 
Mrs. ExizapeTu A. ConKEY Cuartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 
Anruur X. Exrop EB v0 
Cunist A. JENSEN 
Joun Mackier November 12, 1947 
Grorce A. MILLER 

jpn a Professor Aldo Leopold 
Crayton F. Smira Department of Wildlife Management 

roe Me SNEED University of Wisconsin 
ARIO G. LONELLI s 

Joune Season 42h Universi ty Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

There is something I think you should know. When I arrived 

in the Loop this morning to make a recording of one of my 

weekly broadcasts, I stopped in a tavern on Wells Street, 
run by an old Italian, and on the back bar, stuck in two 

empty ale bottles, were what I recognized as heads of a 

milo maize plant. I recognized it because I grew hundreds 
of acres of it in Oklahoma. It is decorative. I asked 

him where he got it and he pointed out his head waitress, 

She and her husband got some seed from Texas and planted 
about 6 acres of it and it bore fruitfully. ‘Their name is 
Burzinski, and they live 2 miles east of Grand Marsh. (@rsconsia , Moclh of 

he Lele 
This, of course, is used extensively in chicken feeds, but 
would be No. 1 stuff for pheasants and quail. They are 
planning to feed what they have because they have no market 

. for it. If they had a market, they would plant more next 

year. 

Cord: yours, 

Mann : 
Superintendent of Conservation 

a QUEL tun, Hard fod ™ _ : 

See “ at (2. Lue é



October 20, 1947 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Gook County Forest Preserve 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bob: 

Bob McCabe showed me your letter from Arthur 
Williams and also his letter to you about it. 
I agree that the interpreting job mst eventually 
be done, although some years data mst accumulate 
vefore it can very well be attempted. This reminds 
me that I have not yet sent you my phenology reprint, 
of which half a dozen copies are béing’miiled you, 
If you need sore, let me imow, 1 am alsosending 
& copy to Arthur Williams. 

I am getting back on my fect and hope to be fully 
' - on the job shortly. 

Yours as ever, 

AL:Pu Aldo Leopold 

i
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September 19, 1947 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
: Cook et Preserve 

536 North Harlen Aveme 
River Forest, Illinois 

¥ Dear Bobi i 

j As you imow, Aldo has gone to Mayo's for what 
a eee and will be gone 

* for about three weeks. I looked over your 
eh correspondence with Arthur Williams regarding 

f the bird and plant phenology. 

Aldo's remarks may of course be very different 
from mine. I found the Clevelaid bird calendar 
very interesting, tut unless phenologital records 
are standardized and made more objective, inter 
pretation is almost impossible, even by "competent" 
persons. While there are very few instances in 
which I disagree with you, as I gee it, it is just 
as much our job to interpret our phenological data 
as it is to collect it. In most instances it is 
difficult for an outsider to make an intelligent 
interpretation. # 

Unless you wish it returned, I will hold the 
letter and manuscript until the Professor returns. 

Sincerely yours, 

BAMeO: Pu Robert A. MeCabe 
Inatructor 
Wildlife Management ree 

/ : :



Getober 9, 1947 se 

Mr. Roverts Mann 
Yorsat Preserve Distriat of Cook Co. 
536 North Harlen Avenue 

j ; River Forest, Illinola 

j Dear Bobs 

oa Aldo got back from the howpital four daye ago. 
He Game out of the operation OX, but he certainly 
was @ sick mn. fhe particular allment for wich ; 
he was operated on is galled “tie dolereux". = 

The anaesthetic mised hod with his uenory and 
many fanlliar names were forgotten temorarily, 2 
but he has made remarkable recovery in the inst 
two or three days, and by next weels he should 
be as good oy better than when he left for 
Rochester. : 

Read your article in Bird Jere. Omitting all 
the adjectives I will % say it-Was damned 
good. 

4 Sincerely yours, 

: Bade: Pu Robert A. MeCnbe 
: Instructor 

Wildlife Management 

j 
| f 

Se . ees Re. a sl wine i ‘ = a



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
River Forest, Inurinoirs Cn 164 -.@ -0° 5: 1b em 00478 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

wince ano of COOK COUNTY 
Presi 

F. As ——— ILLINOIS 
Wi1aM Busse 
Mrs. Exizaseru A. ConKEY Cuarues G. Savers, General Superintendent 
Arruur X. Exrop << 800 
Curist A, JENSEN 

MackLer 
oe MILLER October 2, 1947 

Gerorcr F. Nixon 
a — Mr. Robert A. McCabe : 

ee Instructor, Wildlife Management 

ES peg Ae The University of Wisconsin 
Joun E. TRAEGER 424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

By all means hold that letter and the phenology release 

until the Professor returns, and be damned sure you keep 

me informed as to what the hell is going on up in Mayo's. 

I still think you are nuts when you insist it is our job 

bo interpret our phenological data. We aint no research 

outfit. We gets data and we lays it on the line. You 

jerks can interpret it or not, as you damned please. 

Cordially yours, 

eo S. 
Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

EM: AH
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We” toy 
XN NOTICE (thes one * 

On Monday, September 29, 1947, Roberts Seni will begin a series of 14 aie 

broadcasts to the third and fourth grades in the Chicegd) schools. These will be 

entitled "NATURE WALKS" and are designed to cuppleneny the Third and Fourth 

Grades' courses of study in Science. "Uncle em. a natural naturalist, 

will take the boys and girls out-of-doors to see what they can see, get their 

feet on the ground, and have fun. 

The program will be broadcast over Station WBEZ (FM), The Radio Voice of the 

Chicago Public Schools, from 9:30 to 9:45 a.m. each Monday. Each program will be 

repeated on the same Monday over WBEZ from 1:30 to 1:45 p. m., and will be broad- 

cast also over Station WIND (560 KC) ("Top of the Dial") at the same time (1:30 to 

1:45 p. m). : 

The Broadcast Schedule is as follows: 

Sept. 29 Our World Depends on Plants 

Oct. 6 Some Insect Neighbors We Do Not Like , 

Oct. 20 Plants ~ Our Food Factories 

Oct. 27 Good Insect Neighbors 

Nov. 3 Animals That Furnish Us Food 

Nov. 10 Plants Go To Bed fe 

: Nov, 17 Plants and Animals that Clothe Us 

Nov. 24 How Plants Travel g & 

Dec. 1 Trees and Other Plants that Shelter Us \ 

Dec, 8 Rain and Snow <> 

Dec. 15 How Plants and Animals Spend Christmas 

Jan. 5 Chicago Weather xX . 

Jan. 12 The Chicago Portage 

Jan... 19 The Sun, Moon and Stars Ss YW



August 13, 1947 

Mr. Roberts Hann 
Yorest Preserve District of Cook Co. 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

I entirely agree with yeu Mak the educational 
value of phenology. Most of my botany is self 
‘taught via phenology and most of the scological 
qestions that I find myself thinking about were : 
originally brought . wy a phenological observa- 
tion. I have watehed With much satisfaction the 
growth of the idea in your mind. 

Next week I hope to send you a reprint of ny 
phenology p=per. 

With best regards, : 

Yours as ever, 

ALIPM Alde Leopold 

P.S. Your rattlesnake masters are in full bloom = 
and are doing fine.



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS : REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS . 

536 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 8385 - County Building 
Dev ER OE OR RST, Te LN Ose C ste AG.04 3sn 2 ono s 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS ’ ees of COOK COUNTY pe 
resident \ ju an ILLINOIS fr x) 

Nee A. Concey Cuarzes G. Savers, General Superintendent yu D a 

— oe SS August 6, 1942 1 Ye fr 
Joun Mackier 

Guonce A Mnizn Prof. Aldo Leopold a 
Danian Rea Dept. of Wildlife Management \ Ab 
Crayron F. Smrra University of Wisconsin Ll we - 
oe oe 424 University Farm Place a he : 
Joun E. Trarcen Madison 6, Wisconsin ln wh “A 

je ) ; “ 

Dear Professor Leopold: ian 4 of at 

I think we have two possible explanations for the subnormal popule- 

tions of June bugs this year. Our first bulletin this fall will be 
on June bugs. The second will be on carp. We are faced with the 

necessity of popularizing carp fishing and telling people how to cook 
them. Most people seem to think that carp are only for Negroes and 
Jews. 

Pursuant to the almost complete winter-kill in the winter of 1944-45, 
our Skokie lagoons have become crowded with bullheads and carp. As a 
result, although we restocked it with bass -- and this bass spawned well 
-- and a year later added bluegills, these have not grown like they 
should because of competition with the bullheads and carp. 

The more I think about it the more I am impressed with the potential 
values in this phen@logy business. As Dave points out, most kids go 
through grade school, high school and even college without knowing 
anything about their own localities, without any actual tie-in with 

the land about. them. I know it has done wonders for me personally. 

I have developed specific interests. By publicizing ny records, this 
office has gradually developed as a clearing house for data obtained 

all over Cook County, by all sorts of people, some of themeexcellent 
observers. I have a new mimeographed release which will be out very 

soon. 

I think you could well study the idea of promoting phenology even if 
it is done in a purely amateur fashion. 

(be Rob Mann, 
: Superintendent of Conservation



GENERAL HEADQUARTERS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 
586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square : Room 885 - County Building 
River Forest, LuLrinorse Cos: te 4-620:, 4 2k £2807 1-8 
Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT a . 
COMMISSIONERS 

fae of COOK COUNTY 
President 

aon ILLINOIS 
Wim Busse 
Mrs. Exazanetu A. Conxey Cuartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 
pt Erop GE 200 

Joun ic. dune 30, 1947 
Grorce A. MILLER 

Cee ae Professor Aldo Leopold 
Ciayron F.Smrru 4«=s« Department of Wildlife Management 
Epwarp M. SNEED University of Wisconsin 

as tae 42h University Farm Place 
e si Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I just wrote Don Thompson, replying to his letter of June 28 

which detailed the three jobs he had been offered and his 
inability to make a decision just yet. I still would like to 
have him. I could wait until September 20, which was the date 
he gave me as being when he could change, if at all. I want 
to see him get the best job and the one which would suit him. 
I imagine he has talked to you about this. 

In case he cannot come, he has suggested James Ball Hale. : 
He was one of the boys that went to Missouri with us, and I 
have been trying to separate him from the others in my mind, 
He says Jim is interested, has received his M.S. this spring, 
has relatives in Chicago, has good general abilities, and is 

really up on his natural history, having taken a botany minor 
and having had a couple seasons experience as Arboretum research 
assistant. Don suggested I get your considered opinion of Hale 
andyur recommendations. If you think he would suit us (assum- 
ing that Don Thompson takes the quail project job), tell him 
to drop in here and talk to me and Cap Sauers. ht- 7 

seg why £ ey 2 
Cord yours, Orr hy { = 

ote AT cone 
s Mann Fe : 

Superintendent of Conservation 

RM: AH
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May 22, 1947 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Yorest Preserve Dist. of Cook Co, 
536 North Harlem Aveme 
Cummings Square 
River Porest, Illinois 

Dear Bob; 

I am much interested in your seeing an egret in the 
Palos division of the Geck Vounty Forest Preserve ; 
on May 14. It may well de that this bird was on 
the way to Horicon, hence I am sending a copy of 
this letter to Bob Gnith who will be on the look 
out for any arrivals there. ‘There is also alleged 
to be a small breeding colony somewhere on the 

upper Mississippi, bat i don't know exactly where. 
I am sending 2 copy of this letter to Walter 
Scott who has made a special study of egrets in 
Wisconsin. 

i can fully appreciate your remark about things 
‘ popping along phenological lines. It keeps one 

on the jump. : 

Prothonotaries arrived at my place on May 16, 

I am much pleased to tell you that the Seneca 
snake roots which you sent me last year are 

all coming up. I am immensely gratified about 
this and 1 remember gratefully your supplying 
the stock. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, 4 ; 

AlaPu Aldo Leopold



GENERAL HEADQUAR TE RS REAL ESTATE AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS 

586 North Harlem Avenue - Cummings Square Room 885 - County Building 
Rivew Forest, ln nino rs CRS AG Ose) aoe a O- 28 

Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

naa pale of COOK COUNTY 
President 

on baaceen ILLINOIS 
Wru1aM Busse 
Mrs. Exizasera A. Conxey Cuartxs G, Savers, General Superintendent 
Artuur X. Etrop EB 00 

Curist A. JENSEN : May 14, 1947 

Joun Mackier 
Grorcr A, MILLER 
Grorce F. Nixon Professor Aldo Leopold 
naa He Dept. of Wildlife Management 
aS ee University of Wisconsin Ei M. S 
Mae. tom 424 University Farm Place , 
Joun E. Trarcer Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

An American egret arrived at our Longjohn Slough, in the Palos 

section, this morning and was there all day. It wes in full 

preeding plumage. It was on the far side of the slough but I 

got a pretty good look at it with my glasses. I could not 

identify leg or bill coloring, but I am sure it was an 

American egret from the size and the way it flew. This is 

the first time we have ever seen one of these birds before 

the very last of July. I am wondering if this one was on™ 

its way to the Horicon Marsh. I understand you have had 

nesting records there for the past two years. 

I saw more redheaded woodpeckers today than I have seen in 

years. 
‘ 

Evetything is popping at once. I am about nuts trying to keep 

up my phenology. y 

Had a Florida gellinule, injured by a car near Longjohn Slough = 

Saturday. Took it to Trailside Museum. We haven't seen many o 
of them for the past two or three years. 

Found a mallard nest with 12 eggs. “i 

oO 
Miss Esther Craigmile, on May 4, saw several prothonotary “i 

warblers and a scissor-billed flycatcher, the latter at Wolf ‘ 

Lake, South Chicago. 
a 

Sincetfely yours, ei x 

ea Ropef tefMle: oh Kp 
Supt. of Conservation Ra 

RM: AH WV



April 2, 1947 

Me. Roberts Mann 
Porest Preserve District of Cook Go. 
536 North Harlem Aveme 
River Forest, TlLineis 

. Dear Bobs Sa 

t appreciate very mich your sending me the phenology, 
which I am binding in my permanent resords as ueual. 
Here are some comparisons that might interest you. 

Chicago ‘ Madison 

Killdeer March 5 March 11 
Canada goose Maveh 11 Mareh 12 
Redwing biackbird March 13 Yaroh 11 

Chipmanic March 16 Mareh 11 
Woodchuck March 19 March 19 
Mourning dove Mareh 13 March 19 

My impression is that blue jays have been scarce, but 
i have no data. 

1 am not clear on just what aspect of com you want 
to write. Here is a very good bulletin on the origin 
of the plant. ‘The Origin of Indian Corn and its 
Relatives, P.C. Mangelsdorf and 3.G. Reeves. May 1939. 
Bulletin No. 57% (Monograph) texas Agricultural 
Ibperimental Station, College Station, Texas. 315 pp. 

The oly other thing I have is its value as a winter 
feed. I am sending you.a reprint. i 

Yours sincerely, 

AL:Pu ALDO TBOPOLD
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Mareh 14, 1947 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Forest Preserve District of Cool Co. 
Room 335, County Bldg. 
Chieago, Illinois 

Dear Bobs 

You have done me a real favor in showing me Philip 

Wylie's editorial. I am keeping it in my collection 

of extra good literary expressions, 

You asked me about Barbara Calhoun. I game your 

messaze not to come down right now. I doubt whether 
she is quite as good a botanist as Libby Jones, but 
there is no doubt that she has the personality for 

your kind of work,and in this respect she might 

even be better than Libby, At any rate she is good 

enough for you to have an actual interview with. 

With versonal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Al: PM ALDO LROPOLD 

P,S, Thank you very meh for sending me a list of 

highway mortalities, This will be a valuable addition 

to my collection of material on accidents.
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Telephones: Columbus 8400 - - Forest 4470 Telephone: Franklin 8000 

COMMISSIONERS 

ee of COOK COUNTY 
President 

F. As Joe Seam ILLINOIS 
Wr.u1aM Busse 
Mars. Exzzaseru A. Conxey Cuartes G, Savers, General Superintendent 
sere X. Ex:rop EB 0 tu 

A. X og og March 5, 1947 ~ 
Grorce A. Mitter \¥ 
Georce F, Nixon % tPF 

Te Professor Aldo Leopold ye" ah 
Epwanp M. SNEED Department of Wildlife Management yw 
pases Tenens University of Wisconsin : oe 
Joan eee 42h University Farm Place 0 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I enclose a clipping which I thought you would enjoy, 
from Philip Wylie's syndicated column in the Chicago 
Daily News. It is one of the two finest things he 
has done in my opinion. The other was his book 
"A Generation of Vipers", wherein he took "dear old 
Mom" apart. 

Cordia yours, 

rvs Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM:AB 
Encl.



Form 22 4-45 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County 
Don’t Say It 

WRITE TT 

Date March 6, 1947 

To. Professor Aldo Leopold aE ee ns 

EE Geri == es Te ee eee 

Se faig ee Ee a eh ee 

What do you know about this gal? Would she be any 
good as a lecturer? I am getting a damn good bird 
man who knows some botany, but I need an honest-to-— 

God botanist. Primarily, however, I need someone 
who can lecture in the Chicago schools. Someone 
who has the personality, a good voice and the 
kmack of interesting and getting along with kids. 

Please: Reply By Signatere eee
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March -6, 1947 

Saenluuah of tebe 
‘Biology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mise Oalhouns 

I have your letter of Tebry@Gf) Zammecer(ibe the possibility of 
gebbing = job on our staggy! ao or elsewhere. Ag far 
as formal education is fos. to have the qualificae 
tions we need. We an@@acks fined botanist. I enclose 
&@ copy of the 1946 Amn Di Wine Yorest Preserve District, 
pages 5 to 26 comprisin cafe for my department. ‘that will 
give you a comp N we ave doing and what our 

progren is. 

aa an te saeaems bonege 
cdots 4 or 50gmehil soneone who likes people, 

poh « Ae) (rset of tedicing’ to ant interesting 
$y. rh on @Pomp. also ve able to conduct field trips 

Mr: ’ many species of enimel and plant life. 
Ian cote fs & child will be more interested in and 

per & oak, for inetence, if we tell him that it has e 
y cop tig we almost the whole acorn, that the acorn is 
d oye end served as food or for making coffee in the 

S: Af we point out that the branches of a bur oak 
we gnarl; rough. Again, the child will remember e sunk 

’ point out how the skunk serves as a control upon 
a ees, as woll as upon snapping turtles. 

The chief difficulty will be the matter of your residence. Where 
is your home? [hoes eee oe Even 
though we are on Civil Service you have to have political
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sponsorship ani the approval of the President of Forest 
Preserve District, That, however, could be if wo felt . 
thet you had enough unusual qualifications to our 

: request for your sppointment. The starting naturalist 
is $225 per month, eS 

I suggest that. you have Dr, Ourtie and this 
letter and write me their frank written 

= Professor Leopold. 

yours, 

: of Gonservation 

RMA ; 

OG: Prof.
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Jamary 10, 1947 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
9 * Baten Sons 
ver Forest, Tilinois 

Dear Bobs | 

: If I were writing the paper for Sziles, I would advame this general 
thesis: 

1. Game policy is the resultant of two opposing groups interested 
in gun powder and aesthetic values, respectively. 

2. In the fish field the second element is largely lacking. As 
evidence of this: 

no 
3. ‘There is/propaganda for the conservation of rare and threatened 
species. : 

4, ‘There is no propaganda for the conservation of non~sporting 
species. 

5. There are no inhibitions on the stocking of exotics. Local 
races have been largely obliterated by restocking operations. 

: 6. There are no inhibitions on predater control. 

7+ Ts There is noting to correspond to the wilderness movement in fish. 

The absence of these elements is unhealthy. ‘the strife between the two 
i opposing elements in the fame field is sometimes annoying, but it results 

in more wisdom than would obtain if either element were absent. 

. they are certainly giving you an eleventh hour order and you my lack 
: time to execute it. I also suggested Hochbaum as competent for this job 

s0 I am taking the liberty of sending him a copy of this letter. 

; Yours as ever, 

: Aldo Leopold 
i e€ Hochbaum
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President 

F. Asi oa ILLINOIS 
Nes Pett ce! A. Conxey Cartes G. Savers, General Superintendent 
AR’ Xe : aes 
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Joun MackLer 
Grorce A. MILLER 

a a Professor Aldo Leopold 
CuayTon F. Syara Department of Wildlife Management 
ee University of Wisconsin at) 
joun B. Taanoma 42h University Farm Place. a ae 

Madison 6, Wisconsin (eae 

Ppotesser a 
Dear shim: 

Bruce Stiles, of Iowa, asks me to give a paper at San Antonio 
on "The Intangible Values of Fresh Water Areas". Apparently 

you got me into this. Have you any theme upon which you wish 
me to hammer? Dave and I and the Boss have discussed it 
already at considerable length, but I would like your slant. 

Doug Wade also wants me to give a paver at the general session 
on February 4, which has as its theme, "Is Wildlife Education 
Getting Results". He assigns me the tité@ "Signposts of Success", 
meaning that he wishes me to discuss where and by what methods 
success is being accomplished in our wildlife and land use 
programs, particularly with regard to educational programs. 
Here again, do you have any particular slant you want me to 

stress? 

How was Art's seminar on ducks? What did he think of Dave's 
tables? Unfortunately, we did not get the table on black ducks 
into the original letter, due to misunderstanding. 

"7 3a 

Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM: AH
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October 21, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was asked to attend the meeting of the State Planning Committee on 

the teaching of conservation education at Springfield, Tuesday. This 
committee was organized by the State Superintendent of Public Instruc- 

tion. Attending were representatives from the University of Illinois 
the five state Normals. Summer extension courses, each one week in 
length, were held in 19 counties last summer. ‘Ihe attendance at each 

varied from 16 to 100, and averaged about 25. This year they propose 

to make the courses two weeks in length and give two hours credit, 

instead of one hour. 

‘the agenda for such courses, insofar as soil conservation was concerned, 

was excellent. The soil conservation boys saw to that and were present 
in considerable number. ‘the section on forestry conservation was also 

excellent. ‘the one on wildlife was lousy and looked as if it might 
| | have been written by one of our game wardens. It read as follows: 

Cc. - Wildlife 

The study of wildlife in illinois affords exceptional opportunity for 

the propagation and protection of the birds and animals in Illinois. 

‘the construction of food and cover facilities on some farms is worthy 
of observation. p 

he fencing and planting of gullied areas, the erection of bird shelters 

and the raising of quail and pheasants should be given consideration. 

‘the identification of the species of the birds of illinois is a worthy 

objective. 

‘the use of waste land for the propagation of wildlife should receive 
attention.
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‘Yeachers should be conversant with the Illinois fish and game laws. 

Students should be taught the importance of their observance. 

1 received permission to submit a proposed revision of the section on 

wildlife, which I append. I would like to have your criticisms and 
suggestions. 

Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM/eah 
Encl.



AGENDA FOR THE TEACHING OF 

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

In Summer Extension Courses for Teachers in the Schools of Illinois 

(Submitted to the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State 

Planning Committee by Roberts Mann, Superintendent of Conservation, 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County) 

C. — WILDLIFE 

Wildlife conservation means the preservation of the native wildlife of Illinois, 

both in abundance and in natural balance between species, in as near its virgin 

native condition as possible in view of the requirements of agriculture and 

other necessary human uses of the land. | 

Wildlife conservation should be taught as nature appreciation: getting acquainted 

with all of our native mammals, birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, insects and 

plants; and should emphasize the interrelationships and interdependence of all 

things in nature, including man himself. It should emphasize the doctrine: 

"live and let live." 

The teaching of nature lore will develop an appreciation of nature and the 

necessity for conserving all of our natural resources. Nature study will pro- 

vide a great variety of enjoyable pursuits for the leisure time of the student, 

throughout his life,and will prepare the boy or girl for better citizenship. 

Many species of wildlife are important sources of food, fur and recreation for 

man. Game mammals, birds and fish can be important supplementary farm crops. 

Many species of wildlife are of direct economic benefit to the farmer in his 

production of grains, forage crops, fruit and timber. 

Wildlife may be increased in abundance by providing or improving suitable 

habitat for food and shelter: 

(a) Preservation of unburned, ungrazed woodlands. 

(b) Feneing and planting, with food-and-cover producing trees, shrubs and 

vines, of eroded land, ditch banks, waste land, or land not needed for 

cultivation or pasture. ; 

(ec) The creation of fenced farm ponds and marshes. ; 

(ad) Protection against illegal or excessive hunting and trapping. 

(e) Protection against predation by wild cats and dogs. 

Teachers should be conversant with the Illinois fish and game laws, and with the 

reasons for the establishment of such laws. Students should be taught those 

reasons and the importance of the observance of those laws.
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Siena Wax 

September al, 1945, 

Mr, John Baker 
National Audubon Society 

1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear Johnt 

Bob Mann tells me that there is a possibility that Audubon might 

establish a training camp for teachers of conservation somewhere in 

the middle west. 

Should Wisconsin be in your picture, I think you can count on the 

cooperation of the Coumission md the Department. We need more such 

facilities, and we know your success in organizing the similar 

camps in Maine and Connecticut. 

J. G, Calhoun of the Conservation Department is in charge of such 

matters, and you would find him heartily cooperative, 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Commi sal oner 

ec Dickbnsen 
Yanderwall (Harrington, Calhoun) 
Mann



Recently, while visiting br. Laurie D. Cox, Professor Emeritus of 
; the New York State College of Forestry, at his farm in New Hampshire, we 

were browsing through some bound volumes of an old magazine called HEARTH 

AND HOME and found, in the issue dated March 11, 1871, a news item which 
. ‘read substantially as follows: 

"The [llinois Legislature passed, by a wWote of 36-7 in the 
Senate, a billnproviding for a Bounty of 4 cent per tree payable 

to any person who shell plant and preserve in a permanent plantation 

and well and carefully grow to the hight (sie) of not less than 6 
feet any one or more of the following kinds of valuable timber trees: 

"Tulip, Linden, Sugar Maple, Black Cherry, Catalpa, White Ash, 
Black Walnut, Pecan, Shellbark Hickory, White Oak, Burr Oak, Chesnut, 

Scoteh Pine, White Pine, Norway Spruce, Waite Spruce, European Lerch, 
American Cypress, Red Cedar, Butternut, Cherry, Apple end Pear; 

"provided that such fruit trees be planted 20 feet apart each 

way.” 

"No bounty will be paid on more than 16 trees per square rod." 

"Section 5 forbids application to nursery stock." 

"Section 6 provides for acceptance by counties as it is not 

desired in some of the well-wooded counties." 

The item further stated that Kansas was paying a bounty of $50.00 per 
acre for trees; Iowa $10.00; and Illinois a $12.80 maximum. 

a 
[)



NATIONAL 
c AUDUBON SOCIETY 

0 1006 Fifth Avenue 
P New York 28 
¥ 

August 27, 1946 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

Forest Preserve District of Cook County : 

536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Lllinois 

Dear Friend Mann: 

I gathered the impression when talking to you last, that if 
you are to initiate a nature center project as an activity of your 
Forest Preserve, you would prefer that be your own baby and not a set 
up sponsored and administered by the National Audubon Society. I can, 
of course, readily understand why you should so feel. 

I am still, however, thinking along the lines of how our Society 
could be most helpful to you in the light of its experience in such 
matters. In my opinion, it would be not only a gesture of good will on 
our part, but good business, so to speak, if we were to, in effect, loan 
or transfer to you personnel which has had administrative or teaching 
experience at our Center or Camp; that is, of course, provided that such 

an arrangement were one that you enthusiastically desired. 

If the idea appeals to you then, I would be glad to bring the 
discussion down to a brass tack basis. 

Our Society conceives its function to be primarily promotional, 
and we are not aiming at constant increase in our responsibilities or in 
our demonstrational educational work. Therefore, it seems to me that it 
would be a useful function of the Society if it were, in effect, to help 
train administrative and teaching staff competent to carry on nature camp 
or nature center work for other organizations or groups in other parts of 
the country. 

What do you think of this? 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) JOHN H. BAKER 
President



FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT OF COOK COUNTY 

September 4, 1946 

Mr. John H. Baker, President 
Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York 28, N. Y. 

Deer Mr. Baker: 

I guess I didn’t make myself quite clear, 1 inet plece : 
for an Audubon Nature Center project in the C: % would 
be of great value to, and attended by, a gx many people 
concerned with receiving college credi q intended to lear was 
that mostteachers of the type we are ch, will not Wttend such 
summer sessions unless they do sect 4 

Accordingly, last January, we u fw Coy of Education, University 
of Illinois, that there shou ‘S, ervation camp in the Chicago 
area, operated by them in conju me five state normal colleges. 
They plan on doing so in the s' p 9 if we can remodel and make 
available the neces: f thei wsiceal equipment. It was 
necessary to offer tp his sit 0 ere Palos preserves 
in orger to get ti ¢ der . t camp, patterned after 
the Ohie Conserve sb03 5 a a by the only suitable site we 
have available, 

In the back of m) ad “ ys establishment of two other such 
: Sumer cz n noi: northern part of the state and one 

in the Fitba S of the s each to accomodate approximately 100 
teach ° his one : be the entering wedge. 

Theta we are g¢Biing the University project priority over the Audubon 
profict. think 1 recognize the validity of our position. After 

my it: Sree baynd Hog Island, I em of the opinion that an Audubon 
Natu¥ Cond gion would be better located elsewhere then right 

: here Zook Vounty@ferhaps. I think Aldo Leopold would agree with me that 
some sw is on the Voor Peninsula, in Wisconsin, would heve better 
atmosphere aia wider range of ecology associations. Balanced against this 
would be the transportation factor. Parenthetically, such a camp should be 
run elong the lines of the Greenwich Camp, rather then the Hog Island Camp 
in my opinion. I am preparing a complete report on my eastern trip which
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will include all the notes, data, bibliography, and other material collected 
at. the two Audubon Camps, and my analyses of the two. 

I want to think a bit and discuss with Leopold your suggestginn that you loan 

or transfer personnel which hes had administrative or t ‘ec experience 

at your centers. 

: My reasoning concerning the proper location of an Audubd Genter in 
the mi€west is based upon my recognition of the , " ction of 
the Audubon Society is primarily promotional. re aq 2 conter 
should be located where there is the optimun scenic beauti nd 
spectacular plant and animal populations. Pp. of me 

The Door Peninsula, which extends nortly ween Green PB uw 8 
Michigan, northwest of the City of Gx ains two : state 
parks and "The Clearing", which is ge } landscape School operated 
by the famous landscape architec 9° 2, here are remarkably fine 
hardwood and conifer forests. eng Fray hem is rail transportation to 

Green Bay, and bus transpo bn SW ngr: ninsula. 

I will write you further about oye ond administrative personnel ; 
angle after I have thouz} ut 0 

: e@ially yours, 

Roberts Mann : 
Superintendent of Conservation 

Ru/ 

ce r 1d



September 4, 1946 

Yor presentation to District Superintendents Meeting September 4. 

The Forest Preserve District of Cook County invites the Superintendent, 
the Assistent Superintendents and the District Superintendents of the 
Board of Education, City of Chicago, te a g-day outing and conference to 
be held in the Palos preserves, at Camp Kiwenis, on Seturdey and Sunday, 
October Sth and 6th, 1946. Also invited are the principals of the Chicago 
High Schools and a limited number of principels of the elementary schools 
to be selected by the district superintendents. 

Overnight accomodations for 45 persons in 3 heated cabins will be available. 
Steel cots with mattresses will be furnished but no bedding. A large 
recreation hall for the indoor sessions will be available. Those attending 

will be asked to bring their own lunches for Saturday noon, but hot coffee 
and milk will be furnished. Hot meals will be furnished to all attending 
Saturdey supper, Sundey breakfast and Sunday dinner. The total cost per 
pergon will be $2.00. 

The sessions will begin at 9 a.m. Saturday and close at 3:30 p.m. Sunday. 
Those who desire to return home overnight may easily do so, Camp Kiwanis 
being located on a paved highway, 104th Ave, (Willow Springs Road) at 
99th Str. 

There will be a field trip Geaturdey afternoon, consisting of a leisurely 
walk along a trail thru an interesting area typieal of the rolling forested 

Palos region, including a eranberry bog and several ponds where waterfowl] 
will be seen. This srea also contains wild deer, uplend game birds and 
some native prairie plants. 

There will be « field trip Sunday morning st 7:45 a.m. to lieGinnes Slough 
near Orland Park to observe the trapping, banding and release of wild ducks, 
and the other aquatic life on this Sli-aewe lake visited by large concentre- 
tions of ducks and geese during the migration seasons, and heavily populated 
by raccoon, possum, mink, muskrat and other wildlife. A bus will be pro- 
vided for this field trip. 

There will be a concluding field trip at 3:00 p.m. Sunday to Maple Lake, 
one mile west of Camp Kiwanis, to observe the raising of nets and a fish 
demonstration.



Page 2, September 4, 1946 

The indoor sessions will include short talks by men outstanding in the 
fields of conservation education and the teaching of nature appreciation, 
wholly as introductions end stimuli to round-table discussions. 

The purpose of this 2-day conference is three-fold: 

First, to demonstrate thet the forest preserves offer 37,000 acres of native 
Tandsoape, 80% of it wild lend, 60% of it forested, rich with wildlife, 
easily accessible for field trips and nature study -- preserved and developed 
for use in a manner unique in the United States. 

ae to explore the possibilities of the use of the preserves by the 
Cago Schools as a necessary aid in the teaching of the biclogical sciences 

in the high school end general science in the elementary school. 

wee to acquaint the sdministrators of the Chicago schools with the 
tional services being offered by the staff of the Forest Preserve District, ; 

to inquire how such services may be better applied, and to demonstrate the 
value per child, per room and per school of the techniques employed on our 
experimental field trips with groups from the Chicago schools. 

Every effort will be mede to make the conference enjoyable and profitable. 
We extend you e cordial invitation to attend. ‘We would like to know as soon 
a@ possible how many will do se. 

: 

Superintendent of Conservation
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oe Ss 
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3" 2 af 
Cg oe 

nO 6 ae Mr. Roberts Mann 
ph 8 oe Forest Preserve District 
Duk Z = River rorest, Lllinois 

te. s 
oO oan 8 Dear xoberts Mann: 
ee ¢: 

He a 

es en Sa I visited the new shelter in Skokie Lagoons over the week end. 
9 2 e = Public announcement was made last week the shelter was under 
. $ ae construction. Before further publicity is given, and the pub- 
st 6s lic visits the place, certain work should be done. ‘rhistles 
¥ > ee should be cut and a path two or three feet wide, from the road 
ae oe 3 to the shelter, would be advantageous. ‘Such work can be done 
a” Ss 4 % by volunteer effort although I am no optimist about getting 
el. a 2 $a Boy Scouts or Camp rire Girls to do physical work. 
OP A 

-q & i as A board is needed to be placed in the slot on the north or 
2 g BB o« south side, the wind blowing through that 6" opening would 

$y : | ~ make it impossible to stay in the shelter very long. 
» oO 
H @ vd a mi 

SB .-4 °" pf Question: Is there any objection to some planting being done? 
ee. % # o  Hollyhocks, some low shrubbery, etc? 

Aw © 
o8 a « 

a an 6 Pe -] J. C. Wolf indicated we could have a key which is to be left 
2 Bq » oe at an agreed place. 
8 3 a 3 he 
a ge oe here is a sign on the gate that prohibits parking. is it the 
#39" 3 intention to remove that sign to enable cars to park at that 
E Poe 3 Bloo & 2 point? 

afm Ba 
Bonk 8 § Would September 24 or October 1 be convenient dates for you to 
HOAO a, appear before Winnetka Chapter? Preference has been expressed 
>, - 5 8 for October 1 if such date is not too late. 
2 © 
CD O> 
VoGa - a With kind regards and good wishes, I am 
wa 3 © a 
B 3 8 " é 3 Sincerely yours, 

Qw ee 2 

4 904.58 s £252G8 (signed) JOHN C. MARSHALL 
2» 

g d38etk 
oO g oO re 2 ap 

3 aA 8 o@® ” & 

a Boehag 
4 eins £ 22285



Some of the thistles have been cut and I am trying to promote an 
effort on the part of some individuals, It takes a scythe and the 
man operating the scythe must know how to sharpen it. If some help 
could be given in cutting the thistles; the hollyhocks, sunflowers, and 
poppies planted, would have a chance, 

The site is wonderful. 

Please write or telephone me regarding the date of September 24 or 
October 1. 

J.CoM.
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August 16, 1946 

Mr. John C,. Marshall 4 
President, Winnetka Chapter 
Izaak Walton League : 
Kebbon, McCormick & Company 

231 So. La Salle Street 
Chicago 4, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Marshall: 

We are disturbed over some misconceptions which appear to be held by yourself and 
the Winnetka Chapter of the Izaak Walton League regarding the observation blind 
erected on the east side of the Skokie Lagoons north of Tower Road. Your letter 
of June 17, your addendum to that letter, and the publicity in the August 1, 1946, 
issue of WINNETKA TAIK, all indicate that the function of this blind has been mis- 
construed. Forgive me if I proceed to speak rather bluntly. We must iron the 

wrinkles out of this shirt. ; 

Parenthetically (and fortunately), President Clayton F. Smith and Mr, Charles G, 
Sauers, the General Superintendent, are big enough to properly discount the 
paragraph in that news story which put "Roberts Mann” out in front, alongside 
Harold Ickes, as a master mind in the planning and utilization of the Skokie 

Lagoons as a recreational and wildlife area, Actually, as you and your associates 
are well aware, said Roberts Mann functions only as a consultant on the wildlife 
values of such areas and as a subordinate implementing the directives of the 
General Superintendent. 

That observation blind is a temporary and experimental structure. ‘lhe dimensions, 
construction and location were experimental, It was erected because of the urgent 

representations of the Winnetka Chapter and because we felt that it would serve a 
legitimate purpose. However, like all other facilities in all other areas of the 
Forest Preserve District, it is public property available for use by the general 
public, and subject to certain restrictions. The area and the blind itself cannot 
be regarded nor developed for the special use and privilege of any one group, nor 
contrary to the general policies adopted by the Board of Forest Preserve Commissioners, 

(1) The structure and its location are temporary because the area north of Tower 
Road is still uncompleted. We are about to contract the covering of the clay dikes 
with top soil. Planting operations will follow. Eventually the Forest Way will 
continue northerly from Tower Koad on the east side of the lagoons, turning due 
north at a point beyond where the blind is located, to connect with Hohlefelder Road. 

Sventually the lagoon system will be extended from Dundee Koad to the Lake-Cook 
Road. This construction is tied-in with the building of the Edens Parkway. It 
will be according to a plan which will create an area designed specifically as a 
wildlife refuge peculiarly adapted to the propagation of waterfowl and fish, and 

to the observation of wildlife by students and lovers of nature.
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The existing observation blind under discussion then would cease to be. 

(2) As stated in the first paragraph of the newspaper article, automobile s 
are not permitted in the area north of Tower Koad. The fire hazard, the diffi- 
culties of patrol, and the rough dirt path which becomes impossable at times, 
make this rule necessary. Further, automobile traffic would diminish the wild- 
life values which you cherish. Your group was given a key to the gate so that 
designated members might travel by automobile to the blind for emergency purposes 

only. Otherwise it is expected that your members, and bird-lovers generally, 
will walk to the blind. 

(3) The charter of the Forest Preserve District states that the preserves shall 
be maintained in or restored to their natural condition as nearly as may be. 
That's the law. Exotics, whether flora or fauna, are prohibited. Hollyhocks, 
poppies and sunflowers are exotics, spread rapidly, and must not be planted. 
Native wildflowers, shrubs and trees may be introduced subject to the approval 

and direction of the General Superintendent. 

(4) it was specified that the maintenance of this observation blind was up to 
the Winnetka Chapter. It's your baby. Such operations asthe maintenance of a 

: path to it, the cutting of thistles, and camouflaging or screening it must be 
performed by your group. 

(5) Why or where any gravel is needed 1 do not know. Neither can 1 understand 
why hinged boards are necessary for the two slots provided for observation through 
the sidewalls. we have installed two other similar blinds at McGinnes Slough and 
you may be sure they have no such "fixin's", My experiences have never included 
any duck blinds nor wildlife observation blinds that were so refined. We outdoor 
people accept hardships and physical discomfort as a part of getting to and 
occupying such blinds. I'm inelined to believe that these are desirable factors 
and that if you eliminate the hardships and discomforts you take away half of the 
fun, half of the memory, half of the value of the wildlife experience. 

I trust that you will appreciate my sincerity and the goodwill which we have for 
you and the Winnetka Chapter. 1 trust that you will recognize the validity of 
our position in this matter and the necessity for correcting the misapprehensions 
which have arisen, 

Cordially yours 

Roberts Mann 
RM/AH Superintendent of Conservation 
cc - Savers, Kingery 

Wolfe, tstes, 
komilly
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August 20, 1946 

Mr. xoberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 
Forest Preserve District of Cook County 
536 North Harlem Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

I am answering your letter of August 16 in this separate communication 

from the letter that concerns the evening of October 1 ... 

I can understand the local publicity that emphasized the work of 

Roberts Mann may have been embarrassing. It was a lack of good judgment. 
Please understand I do not write the articles. Many times, 1 do not 
know what is being said until the article appears in our local paper. 
In addition, there is always the right to curtail, or add, exercised by 
the Editor of the local paper. Accept my statement there was no 
intention to slight the president or General Superintendent of the 

F¥orest Preserve, 

We understand the location and structure of the blind are temporary, 
éxperimental - also that it is public property. It is the general public 
we have encouraged to visit the site. I do not understand what you mean 

by saying we should not regard the development for the special use and 
privilege of any one group. We understand different site is contem- 
plated if, as, and when, development takes place north of vundee Hoad. 

We are equally interested that automobiles are not permitted in the area 
north of ‘tower Road. Key has not been given to anyone other than 
certain people who might visit the site hoping to obtain their support 
through an acquaintance with the territory. 

‘here is considerable opposition to the extension of rorest Way Drive. 

if there is objection to the planting of hollyhocks, sunflowers, 
; pppies, as you say, such will not be planted. Frankly, I doubt if 

anything will be planted. Since 1 have known anything about the Lagoon 
project, offers to furnish seedlings and labor have not met with the 
approval of the General Superintendent. 

The Winnetka Chapter will endeavor to maintain the blind. How can we 
camouflage or screen it if anything we do would have to be under the 
approval and direction of the General Superintendent?



Xegarding the gravel. That was intended to be a simple request. (Gravel 
for the floor. Had it not been an extremely dry period since the 

shelter was built, there would have been a pool underneath the roof as 
it is a hollow space. 

the hinged boards I thought I had made clear. ‘ry and stay in the 
shelter when high wind is blowing -- without being able to close one side. 
If you are a seasoned duck hunter, you would be able to stand it. Other- 
wise, no. if you consider it a refinement, obviously, it will not be 
done. 

I do appreciate your sincerity. I also value your wisdom and guidance. 
i have many evidences of the good will you feel for our Chapter. ‘they 
are assets I want to maintain. Every effort will be made to do so. 
‘the reason a copy of the article in the local paper was sent, was 
because I sent it myself. I cannot control the literary efforts of 

some of our publicity experts but I shall explain to all those interested, 
we can do you, Xoberts Mann, more harm than good if we have the spot 

light placed in the wrong place. 

Be assured there has been no thought on the part of anyone this was a 
private project. Instead, my whole effort has been to interest the 

public, 

I know our thapter has been of considerable aid in the effort made to 
acquire land and for the past seven or eight years, which marks my 
initial interest in the matter, those associated with me, members of the 
winnetka Chapter, have endeavored to cooperate with the purposes of the 
Board of Forest Preserve Commissioners, 

With kind regards and good wishes, I em 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) JOHN C. MARSHALL



———— © \ CE stein 

September 3, 1946 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
iia 

HN. Harlem Ave. 
River Torest, Tllinois 

Dear Bobs 

I am always pleased when you and Reve find it worth your while 
to come up here, and as usual, I got a lot of mental plowing up 
oat of our visit. I heave some misgivings as to whether your 
specific needs were attended to. Your program has been getting 
80 big that it is hard to cover it thoroughly in one day, 

My impression of Jedlicka squares with what you, Bill, and 
Nina have told me. I am very glad you brought hin, 

It is very interesting that you evolved the biotic potential 
formia out of o clear sky. aecthe s wine Goan ade 

i on exactly the same analogy was used for years by Professor 
. & MN. Chapman of the University of Minnesota, and by his 

student, Ralph King, now at Roosevelt Station. 

Mrs. Leopold was sorry to miss seeing you and Dave. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay).
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August 21, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor: 

Somebody out East told me that Elderberry blossoms, fried in 

batter, make very good eating. 

Somebody, lecturing at the Hog Island Audubon Camp gave out with 

one which caught my fancy: 

: In electrical relationships we have the equation: 

As = Current in amperes = Voltage 
R Resistance 

We might express ecological relationships by: 

: _ Biotic Potential Q hy ropa 
Abundance = Fnvyironmental Resistance ~~ : 

Birth Rate 
Dave prefers: Abundance = Death Rate 

cae Robe n 
Superintendent of Conservation 

RM/ah .
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August 16, 1946 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison 6, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor: 
Ducks Banded to August 13, Incl. 

3 Species 1944 1945 1946 

Blue-winged Teal 133 11 130 
Mallard 115 -- 44 
Black Duck 35 9 9 
Pintail 2 -- x 
Wood Duck 50 a7 109 
Green-winged Teal wee -— 3 
Hybrid Mallard - Black Duck t 2 “ 

Total 336 39 296 

John Jedlicka and his helper are positive that they flushed a 
prairie chicken at MeGinnes Slough Monday, August 12, If it was, that makes the 
second loner, in two widely separated areas, that we have seen this year and the 
fourth by ourselves and two other observers. What the hell is going on? 

Dave and John saw two woodcock in a new location yesterday, 

while conducting field trips of groups of 100 jewish children attending a day 
camp in one of our preserves. No woodcock seen or reported in this particular 
section previously. They're becoming fairly common throughout our preserves. 

I'm curious to hear what you advised that boy, Paul Springer, 
whom I interviewed yesterday. I advised him to go on up to see you before he 
applied for a job with us. As a matter of fact I don't think he came there in- 

tending to apply - came to see Dave. I liked him, we need an ornithologist: 
neither Dave nor I know song birds, especially warblers. We need an entomolo- 
gist: the kid has worked at it some, He can study and learn more. I claim 
he can sandwich all the goddam research any man could want - right here on the 
job. We certainly pay more than most outfits, Life is certainly never dull 

around here. 

; I need to spend a few hours with you. I spent 6 days at the 
Anudobon Nature Center at Greenwich, Conn. Lectured there. Spent 2 weeks at 
the other center on Hog Island. Went back to Greenwich to lecture at Dick 
Weaver's Conservation Workshop Course. Christ, in my visits to those two
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led to Ta abet That 
places I took enough notes on field trips and in lectures to fill a suitcase 

(together with the mimeographed material I glommed onto). 

Want to tell you about our I.W.L,A. Conservation Education 

Committee meetings in Buffalo, how we've broadened its scope, and how we got our 

foot in the doors of several of the compartments of the N.E.A. 

Want some ideas on a 2-day short course we are going to 

hola here for superintendents of schools, principals and biology teachers on 

Oct. 12th, 

Want some ideas on some hot stuff I've been asked to 

lay on the line before the Detroit meeting of the science teachers in 

December. 

I want to bring Addie (Miss Hill, my secretary) alonge 

She'll be back from her vacation Monday. Between her and this guy Thompson 

I'm sabotaged on my filing system. I want her to spend an hour with your 

girl end see how yours is set up. What physical equipment you have, Your 

techniques, 

When can we come? 

Very truly yours, oa 

es 

Roberts Mann, 

RM/adg Supt. of Conservation. 

ce = Dr. Yeatler
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May 14, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of “ildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Our Chief Forester, Noel Wysong, heard a whippoorwill on the evening 

of Thursday, May 9. You will remember last year Dave heard one at 
Thatcher Woods and that there have been whippoorwill calls heard in 
the Palos by outside observers. 

What are the limiting factors on crow populations? Squirrels? Food? 
What else? Dave suggests that I write Black of the Michigan Depart- 

ment of Conservation. 

I am tabulating my phenology records for last year and this, and will 
send you a copy. 

I would like to show you a piece of prairie which we are going to buy 

which beats yours at the Arboretum all hollow. There are a few species 
lacking. I aim to plant seed or transplant into it bird'sfoot violet, 

the red variety of Indian paintbrush, meadow lily, big bluestem, Indian 
broomgrass and a few others. The only trouble is I don't know enough 
about the ecology of the respective species, nor the precautions to be 

ih observed in transplanting or seeding. Where the devil is Sperry? 

Is there anything I can read on this subject? 

I enclose some inebriated thoughts of Dave and myself on the Illinois 
valley project. 

You sure spread it on thick when you wrote that bunch in Barrington 
advising them to get me for a speaker. Gosh, what a swanky outfit! 
Apparently my talk went over big, however. 

pone oo 

wk Mann 

Superintendent of Conservation 
RM/ah :



May 14, 1946 

Subject: Illinois Valley Flood Control Project proposed by 
US. Engineers ‘ 

Heretical though it may seem to Army Engineers, to farmers in the 
Illinois valley and to others, we are not interested in flood control 
if it destroys irreplaceable historical and wildlife values in the 
Illinois River valley. Fundamentally, we believe that essential 
flood control may be obtained by restoring to the river its original 
flood plain. Concomitantly, it is believed that the historical and 
wildlife values of the river may be preserved by the same means. 
There is no point in conserving at public expense lands which are 
technically marginal for agricultural use, if in so doing we sacri- 
fice values otherwise irreplaceable. 

Our interest centers in the Illinois valley and particularly its 
flood plain from La Salle to Meredosia. In this stretch the valley 
has an average width of about 4 miles, and originally contained 
several dozen large bottomland lakes. ‘These lakes, prior to their 
drainage or curtailment by levees, were highly productive in commer- 
cial fish, pole-and-line fish, waterfowl, fur, and a variety of 
other wildlife crops of lesser value. 

In addition this area supported a virile colorful population and a 
number of colorful cities whifh have declined over the past half 
century, largely as a result of the conversion of these bottomlands 
to marginal agriculture. 

We believe that in the next decade or two, there will be far greater 
demand for these wildlife values in the Illinois valley, as well as ‘ 
far historical and sociological values, than there will be for the 
rather questionably agricultural values which have been created there 
by these drainage districts. 

FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT OF COOK COUNTY 

Roberts Mann 

; David H. Thompson
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April 29, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

Miidison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Ken Reid knows all about this Illinois River question and was the 
presiding spokesman for "our" side at the meeting with the Army 
Engineers. However, Ken is out of commission and going home for a 
long rest. He has asked the Executive Vice President of the 

Izaak Walton League to attend the hearing in Washington. The 

Illinois Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs is sending a delegation. 
I assume that Sam Parr and Osborne will attend. I simply cannot go. 

So you are virtually at odds with society. Brother, I have been 
that way for twenty years! I think when my kids get through 

college I will find me a cave in the high Rockies. In order to 
deal with people and try to do a decent job in a metropolitan area 

like ours, you have to swallow an awful lot. I have wanted to quit 
many, many times. I wish I was a skunk, 

They tell me Luna has gone with the Reclamation Service. 

“OR™ 

Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

PRM/ah 
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May 3, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: ) 

I talked to Sam Parr over the phone, and the hearing before il 

the Board of Review on Rivers and Harbors, U.S. Corps of \ 

Engineers, will be held in Springfield, but not on May 15. ( 
Sam will let me know the final date in plenty of time. I 
have been asked to testify. 

If you can possibly see your way clear, it would help an 

awful lot if you could be present at that hearing. We are 

all agreed on that. Prior to the date of the hearing, I 

will send you a map showing the proposed levees, dams, 

reservoirs, channel straightening, etc, together with 

supporting material. 

Cordially yours, 

; y 
t Z Roberts Mann 

Superintendent of Conservation < 
/eh +



FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT OF COOK COUNTY 

May 7, 1946 
Dr. B. Lawrence Palmer . 
Professor of Rural Eaucation 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Doctor Palmer: 

Yor some time I have enjoyed reading your a on ve Vaga- 
zine, end have profited several times from the © n the 
educational inserts. The one on co wn spring ; this 
last April number, was particularly z§taon our p need 
comparable information on several rs] of wild fle common 
here in the Chicago region. YorG : » wild geranium, 
or cranssbill, toothwort, pu: MP iu wort, Virginia covslip 
or bluebell, wood anemone ai ane. + Bo I understand thet 

I gen get all the necessa f'03 the vericus publications 
listed in the biblicgravhy re 2K 

Someone tolé me +! i by @ man nemed Aiken 
extitied, as T un / ’ ‘ mm €ild Flowers”, in which 
he deels, anone ne bps end transplenting 
of wild ling bs ag. De you know of this book 
and if 80, by , 

We heve ee ww ¥ Many species but deficient in 
three ge. opePing to add to the existing species 
in F , is prsirie which we are about to 

" For re the precautions to be taken in attempt- 
) oft pl introduce the shooting ster, the 

the Ind thrush, the meadow lilyénd others? 

, : : that the NEA meets at Buffalo from 
usive? I am going to attend the Audubon Nature 

: ‘ine, from June 17 to June 29, inclusive. I want to 
ombi! ips. I else went to spend two days or more at their 

camp at Greenwich, Connecticut. In the lest letter I hed from Dr.Seott 
he seemed to think our Izeak Walton League committee would meet in 
Buffalo at the same time as the NTA. 

CG: Dr. Margery Carlson Cordially yours, 
Gt: Prof. Aldo Leopold 
CC: Mee. Florence byerrum Koberte Mann 
efit Superintendent of Conservation 

eh



FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT OF COOK COUNTY 

Mey 7, 1946 

Mr. Sem Parr, Superintendent . 
Division of Fisheries 
Department of Conservation 

Springfield, Illinois 

Deer Sen: 

Prank Bellrose urites 

Review, U.S, Engineers, for mines Fe ee, te Tilinois River Resin flood conta wgllies  ° the proposes 
Springfield on Friday, August Saat aie 

a. 
Ken Reid and I are ¢ 
I will be the first to atns : seep Frankie quiet. 

it 7. | ’ 

Seen acne am Ns AR ear, as 
ane ia « Posten ore rs ercineer, ut he 

T don't 
the en i ae 2 but he should be put on 
Art , : y beside him, preferably 

‘ , G present the case for the 

re vires et® OR the potential 
the iver valley.) “Ottive serteultare 

Cordially yours, 

: Ru /ah Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservation 

GCs Kenneth A. Reig 
Janes 8. Ayars 
Arthur 8, lewking 
prof. Aldo Leopold 

Robert Kingery
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Apel, 20, 1946 

Me. Roberts Hann 

eer verethe Siiteed Forest, Illinois ' 5 

Dear Bobs 

Your letter, ont Dave's letter te My. Parr, raise a tasia issue which 
disturbs me no ond, lly di ns e-em ered» Baye denne 
Tt co ho Ge. ko oe bee However, you 

and I lmow that is a far ory from convincing Congress, or the goneral 
public, that an isme exiote. 

I'm wondering whether Kenneth Reid, or somebody alae with , 
Sertseks that cok tie th sata ta oe te Wikkoeke boar Quapeliths 
Tt's o natoral for the TWA. 

own impreseion is that river “development” 1a now =e ae 
Fe tae aia aed os ote a at T can! 
vide in a car going in the opposite direction from my destination. I'd 
rather jump out, 

My handicap in thie partionlar fight is that I don't imow the Illinois, 
pa Pes Gay waged nny meyer allman ne fal Deve that thie icind of 
a fight tn veer Ge aneh apavinas Olen bee over ih, and Gal fe 
eaying mth. ; 

; Yours over, 

Aldo Leopold 

oo tune Leopold 
Neve Thompson 

PS. Does Kenneth Reid mow what's up? If not, please tell him, and 
toll him I auggested it. ;
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April 16, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Manageme nt 

University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I enclose a copy of a letter to Sam Parr from Dave ‘thompson, and also 

another copy for your son Luna, who when he was here last summer 

indicated considerable interest in our controversy with the U. S. 

engineers. 

I was astonished at the extremely courteous hearing we got on this 

Tllinois river proposal from the Colonel in charge of the District 

Engineer's office here in Chicago. He and his successor and all his 

staff, including several civilians, were present and listened to us 

all talk for three hours or more. ‘they and we were very frank. I 

had never heard U.S. engineers talk so frankly and in such a friendly 

way. Perhaps their scare over the Missouri Valley Authority accounts 

for this change in attitude. 

Sem Parr writes me that our Department of Conservation has two engineers 

and Frank Bellrose, of the Illinois Natural History Survey, working on 

the preparation of data to support a recommendation to be submitted to 

a Board of Review on Hivers and Harbors in Washington, April 30. 

My knowledge of the river dates back to 1830 when my mother's people 

got off of a flatboat at Beard's Ferry, now Beardstowm, and to 1839 

when my father's people arrived in Beardstown. My father, I am ashamed 

to say, was the attorney for and organized the Coal Creek drainage and 

levee district on the Schuyler side, opposite Beardstown, one of the 

earliest and most notorious of all the drainage and levee districts. 

1 worked on dredge boats in the Scott County district in 1910. In 

1915 and 1916 1 helped make the surveys for, the plans for, the spread- 

ing of assessments for, and the building of some 15 districts along the 

Illinois river from Peoria to Grafton. After I came back from France in 

1919, I farmed on our property in the Coal Creek district until the 

flood of 1922.
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It is my contention, and an analysis of the data will show it, that 
with few exceptions thefarm lands within these drainage districts 
are unprofitable in the long run; that they are essentially marginal 
land; that they were promoted by contracting engineers, lawyers and 
bankers greedy for quick profits; that the costs of construction, 
plus annual maintenance, plus rebuilding and strengthening after floods, 
plus costs of operation, make them uneconomical. 

I have known literally hundreds of farmers, both good and bad, who have 
gone broke in those drainage districts. That soil is the toughest there 

is to farm profitably. There are no trees; there is no pasture land; 
the possible rotations are few. Under tractor operation the soil under- 
goes physical changes which greatly decrease its productivity. The 
ever-present danger from floods and consequent loss of income, make 
any normal farmer eager to grab quick profits. Therefore, he simply 
will not use the proper rotation, nor will he let any land stand idle 

or even in clover. 

I made a statement in the meeting to which Mr. Parr naturally objected. 
He could not do anything else, being in the position he is in. The 
Colonel had stated that they had received a directive from Congress to 
provide flood control for the Illinois river ahd its tributaries; that 

the expense of those levees and their drainage districts, and the record 
of the money spent upon them, (not only by the districts themselves, but ’ 
by the State of Illinois, subsequent to recurring floods) indicated that 
the people of Illinois wanted such flood control. 

I stated that a basic problem of land use was involved. Further, the 
people's conception of proper lend use changed with the decades. Further, 
that while many people now active in the surviving drainage districts 
would naturally be in favor of flood control, that a true poll of the 
sentiment in Illinois would indicate that such flood control was not 
wanted. The Colonel stated that if our recommendation to abandon the 
levees along the river was followed, and the flood plain allowed to 
return to the river, then there would be no flood control and that the 
directive of Congress would be nullified. 

I claim we do not want that kind of flood control. I claim that the 
best interests of the State of Illinois would be served by returning 
this flood plain to the river; that the wildlife and recreational values 
to be regained would considerably exceed the agriculture! values to be 
preserved. In the U.S, engineers' report and proposal, the wildlife 
values have been minimized far below their real value, and the recreation-~ 

al values have been ignored. Agriculture values have been inflated.
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There is a further intangible value to be gained from restoring the 

river to its original flood plain. No one can understand Illinois, nor 

grasp the processes by which it has attained its present state, unless 

he has travelled its rivers; unless he has looked upon the pack doors 

that once were front doors. The Illinois river is the deep artery of 

Illinois, just as the Mississippi is the artery of the midwest -- the 

whole the bread basket of the nation. One cannot argue for intangibles. 

I merely state them in passing. 

All of the above is wholly outside of my inherent distaste for the 

engineers’ proposal to create huge reservoirs at the heads of the princi- 

pal tributaries to the Illinois river. My distaste and my suspicion for the 

validity of the letter proposal is heightened by their proposal to channel- 

ize -- to gut -- each tributary from the dams of those huge reservoirs 

down to their mouths at the Illinois rivers 

< “(sa 

Roberts Mann 

Superintendent of Conservation 

RM/ah 

cc: Luna Leopold 
cc: Sem Parr 

CC: Kenneth A. Reid 

ce: Frank Bellrose



ur. Sam Parr, Superintendent 
Division of Fisheries 
Department of Conservation 
Room 121, State Cepitel 

Dear Sam: 

If we go about it properly I think that we have an excellent opportunity 
to restore the Illinois valley as « recrestional aren, I failed te point 
out in my remarks at the meeting that the vacation business, which centers 
around fishing and hunting, is the leading industry in Wisconsin, exeeeding 
the dairy industry and lumbering. In Michigan it is next only to the auto- 
mobile business, The Illinois velley in the days prior to the first world 
war showed promise of becoming one of the more importent recreational areas 
in the middlewest. ‘the great influx of pollution from the Chicago area 
during and efter that war slmost completely destroyed its promise of develop- 
ment. This tendency also suffered a.set-back by the encrmous enlargement of 
the levee districts along the Illinois River, stimulated by temporary high 
prices for farm products. 

The proposal te provide flood control for these districts is based on many 
fallacies from the standpoint of good land use, In the first plece, as one of 
the War Department engineers told me after Tuesday's session, the whole progran 
is like = three-legged stool, and thet if we cen successfully attack the 
economic justification for flood control in the lower Illinois levee districts, 
the whole thing felis down. The other two legs are smaller economic benefits 
on the tributary streams below the proposed impounding reservoirs and on the 
lower Mississippi. 

The whole program is lacking in imegination, even though it be taken for 
grented that the Har Depertment engineers are sincere and honest. More 
permanent benefits would certainly result if the ninety million dollars were 
spent on #0il conservation practices along lines developed within the pest 
decade by U.S. Soil Conservation Service , Headwater reservoirs do nothing to 
sustain ground water levels or to conserve soil. If the entire system of z 
drainage districts from Peoria downstream could be put into public ownership 
for public recreation, and the levees merely cut, I do not see why this would 
not furnish as much flood water storage and protect the Mississippi River 
quite as well es the proposed hesdweter reservoirs. 

As I mentioned in my remarks in the afternoon session, the waters of the 
Tllinois velley have the highest productive capacity of any freshwaters known 
in the entire worlé. Furthermore, they heave been studied longer and more 
completely by dozens of qualified ssientists then eny other waters, and 
I think that we can show that the wildlife and recreational values are greater
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than those which heve been realized from the drainage districts under s¢ri- 

eulture. 

It is not merely # question of dollars ené cents per acre realized by 

commercial fishermen and by fur treppers, but it also involves the trouble 

and money thet englers and hunters will lay out te teke part in these 

: sports. ‘The man from the Pekin Chamber of Commerce had a very good point 

of view. I cen easily visualize an enormous veeation business as the principal 

iné@ustry of the Illinois valley from the mouth of the Kankakee to the 

Mississippi. Real estate values as cottege sites have seereely been men- 

tioned. Employment of loeal people in connection with this vacation business 

fer outranks the relatively few people exployed to form huge drainage districts 
under mass production methods. 

Now that pollution of the Lilinois is reelly abeted and there is promise 

that the atream will be cleaned up still further, the only real obstecles are 
the drainage districts, If they are satiefacterily removed, I see no reason 
why the valley cannot really bloom. 

The engineer in charge of the xeeting mentioned thet the State of Illinois 

had given permission in years long past for the construction of levee dis- 

tricts. Permission, though, is somewhat different from the expenditures of 

publie funds for their maintenance, I reeall thet following the flood of 
1926-27 the Illinois Legislature eyproprieted funds to be metched dollar for 
aoller by landowners for the repair of levees, Many dreinage districts were 

80 neerly bankrupt thet they could not even pay half of the bill and hed to 
let them lie idle. Others, such as the Coal Creek district, opposite 

Bearistown, had « state highway built seross it so low thet the state hes 
mainteined the levees ani the pumping stetion merely to keep this highmy 

Open. 

From earliest times farmers on bottomlends heve taken for granted thet they 

ounnot expect crops every year. Their economics is besed on the idea that 

one good erop will pay for one or more years when they are flooded out. 
It is a hazard of weether, no different from whet upland farmers ere prepared 
to face, and they have no more excuse for making special pleas for help. 
The main resson it hes been done, it seems to me, is beesuse the people 

owning and operating the big dreinage districts are better organised and 

know how te wangle government help more readily then other farmers. Some of 
these dreinege districts were acquired by a system of lecal finagling, 1 

understand, by whieh they bought lands around bettomlend lakes and gave each 

other quit cleim deeds to interior segnents of the lake. I do not feel that 

a@ neturel leke, @ body of water of large aree such as Thompsons Lake, 
qualifies es e flcod control project, when it is surrounded by a levee and 
pumped dry for raiging corn. 

oe ae tae to ce ae een ake a 
districts from Peoria down, at some equiteble figure. I would out
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‘the levees to allow the water to drain freely in and out of them, and 
i would spend the remainder on scil sonservetion practices on the head~ 
waters. Of course, this might seem to leave no place for army engineers 
but, if they must be employed in the public weal, why can’t they be employed 
equally well in the soil conservation practices, even though this seldom 
invelves huge imposing edifices thet sear the lendsesnpe, 

Very cordially yours, 

- Dawid BH, Thompson 
Baturalist 

beT/ak



Hotes on Wildlife Values in the Illinois River Valley 
(Not in order of importance} 

* ara as 200 per acre of water per year, $10.00 eecording to State Conserve- 
tion Department. 

«JO per acre of water per your spent leeally for fishing facilities. 

3. 

I cin: at thee one sinus mati Saintes Win tthliia abhisinns 
$16.00 according to State Conservation Department. 

4. Resort i Se Declined sharply 1915-1950. Recovered somewhat 1950-1945. 
ineresses if bottom lend lakes are restored. 

S. 

We cis secrete: tereiy: tuk trate Ciltattnsainns tensmasiin bits tials Wh 
per acre yield.) 

of Yorestry and WU. of I. School of forestry for figures 
on value of crop to be expected.) Willow, Cottenwood, Ash, Elm, Maple, 
privet, boxelder, ete. Pulpwood lucber, ete, 

7. Pecan 

Fative from Peoria downstream. Possibility of nut orchards on bottomlands, 

a. % 
sates, boat rentals, boat excursions, best texi service, guides, 
eutboerd services, lusber yaris. 

“ Sr ate teen | ver have been declining sines World War I. An increase of the 
resort bueinese would bring them back. 

ms Pee Tocreese in paved highways in the Illinois Valley since 1926 has made 
ell pointe readily accessible by bus and cer. 

ll. 
Titties stot rrele, quail, doves. (See Conservation Lepartment and the 
Natural History Survey.) 

. . of bus: tert o summer resort people deolined sharply 
after “orld War I ené could be reestablished. 

13. Seente 

The scenery of the Illinois Valley is more nearly like that of picneer times 
then any other large ares in the state, The drainage distriets are the most 
disturbing note, However, recevery is rapid if levee-building and farming 
in them is stopped.
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BL ea. story Of Illineis is concentrated along the big rivers. 
The restoration of the Illinois Velley would be the best part of a histori- 
eal monument. s 

eins of 5,000 te 10,000 people of substantial intelligent, pioneer 
stock hes been seriously threatened by pollution end drainage. The 
principal oceupations are commercial fishing, guides, boatmen, woodmen, 

trappers, hunters, dooks, ete. ete.



April 10, 1946 

Mx. Roberts Mann 
sma” 
gs lp 

River Forest, : 

Dear Bobs 

I have certainly seen ruffed grouse where no 
coniferous cover exists. Brown County in 

. Tndiana is an example. Neither do I remember 
any red cedar there. You might make a co of it 
on grape tangles and brush piles alone. : 

The chances of sucfoss are hard to sppreise. 
I would write I. T. Bodde about a large planting 

made in the Oserke 3 or 4 years ago. I would 
guess one chance ont of ten, : 

When you plant quail, he sure end don't let 
them give you any southern stock. If there are 
quail on the area now, I am not certain that 
ap additional planting would scoomplish any~ 
thing. : ‘ 

Thenke for the ad@itional phenology. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
(Signed in Mr. Leonold's absence to avoid delay). 

P.S. This is on the fly between trips; hence
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April 3, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

From a long letter which Art Hawkins wrote me, and from studying the 
pamphlet written by Ralph King which he sent me, it would appear 

mandatory to provide coniferous cover for winter use of ruffed grouse. 
We have none and Mr. Sauers will not agree to planting any, not even 
red cedar, because he maintains there is no evidence that it was ever 
native here. 

We are now engaged in planting food producing shrubs and vines in our 
Palos area, over an area of one square mile. This is broken country 
with plenty of low ground and running water most of the year. There 
are four marshes and sloughs which hold water the year round. There is 

considerable aspen in patches here and there. We are making brush piles 
at intervals around which we will plant wild grape. Incidentally, this 
area includes a big swamp in the center of which is a huge patch of 
Aronia melanocarpa which, however, according to Deam, should be flori- 
bunda, if associations mean anything. This slough, as late as 1920, 
was a very fine cranberry bog. We have some bald cypress planted around 
the fringes. We plan to try introducing tamarack into the upper and 
drier portions. 

There are a few quail in this area now. We aim ,to introduce a few more. 
How many would you recommend? What is your opinion regarding the survival 
probability of ruffed grouse if we waited a few years before introducing 
them. Art will not say. Dave says there is about one chance in a hundred. 

Cordigily gours 

Ro 
RM/ah Supt ./of Conservation 

P.S. Spicebush in bloom 3-24. 

Euonymus in bloom 3-24.



December 10, 1945 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
536 N. Harlem avenue 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Bobs 

I missed you at tho talk, mt quite understand 
your reesons. Incidentally, the meeting was 
held after all in the Zoology Building. 

You are certainly on the program. ‘The man to 

If you don’t imow him you will, I think, share 
ny admiration and Mking for hin. 

Your experience with drake mallards coming first 
and females coming later reverses the umal mie 
and is very interssting. 

Danke for renewing your offer of the rettlesnake 
plents. X om afraid my ground may be frozen, 

hence I hesitate to take them now, ee ee 
ee I think they will ship 

wrapped in paper and moss. Please send them to 
the houge at 2222 Van Hise Avenue, 

My information on bog literature is quite incom 
plete. The following are just plucked out of my 
mind, but there mst be many othors: 

Dachnowski-Stokes, A. Pe 1939. Improvement 
Gi cupusticsion nak teaakaeth haatien ten 
wildlife and related uses. Meology, 20:2: 
1879197. (april, 1939). 

the driftless area Wisconsin. Bull. of the 
Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee, 712: 
(dune 9, 1995.) 

I am enclosing a couple of class aimeographs. the 
next time I see Norman Fassett I will try to add te 
this list. 

With personal regards,



November 26, 1945 

Mr. A. 8. Rewkins 
Game Technician 
State Netural History Survey Division 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Art: : 

Why the hell is it thet in six years of banding, here at MeGinnes, we have 
only trapped two or three birds banded at the Chautauqua Refuge, and vice 
bursa? soaah S000, 00 coensh in your Shish-tauk 6 elie Thousands and 
thousands of and blacks banded annuallg at each refuge -- reputed 
to be on the same migratory route feeding the Mississippi flyway -- but no 
reciprocity. I smell a mice! 

It is a shame that the mess of data eccumlated at Chautauqua lies moulder- 
ing there in your vault at Urbana. Until it has been tebulated and analyzed, 
my feeling is that the Survey should band elsewhere. You got little else 
than mallards and blacks and it seemed to me that the emphasis was on numbers. 
Here, for instance, John moved all of our traps at least ones, and some of 
them twice, this year, to locations favored by different species so that we 
would get s maximum of mallards, blacks, b.w.teal, g.w.teal, woodies, pinteails, 
and coote. Hing-necks, scaups, redheads, cans, widgeons, ruddies and buffle- 
héads are gravy. Incidentally, there are more ruddies on the slough than 
ever before, but they don't trap well. 

Oodles of geese this year: Canada, snow and blue. Lots of blues. 500 geese 
are still there despite the freeze-up, which I hope is temporary. They are 
very tame. AS soon as we get this infernal final report for 1944 completed 
we will start on the report for this year, and at the same time analyze all 
our weight data. Also our returns on birds killed and captured elsewhere, 
using Professor Einstein's method. 

Can't understand the decrease in woodies, 

This freeze-up, if it is permanent, will have robbed us of a chance to trap 
the extremely late hateh up north, and the old hens,if and when they come 
through. My bet is that many of the youngsters never come through. Most 
bow. teal hens, for instance, came through before they were physically fit to 

migrate. f 

What do you think of the coot experiment Bill Elder ran here?
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Hate to see this station abandoned, but the Boss is adamant. John Jedlicke 

is indispensible to several activities in my new department and simply 

can't be tied up seven days a week, from August to January, on banding. : 

We have too many other fish to fry. At the seme time, this station looks 

important to me. From the data collected it appears that we have evidence 

to show that the b.w.teal turn southeast toward the West Indies here 

rather than near Cairo or St. Louis, as shown on the flyway maps. Also 

that there is a considerably body, perhaps a majority, of the coots that 

come through here which turn and fly due east to the Atlantic coast. 

Also that mallards may use this migration route one year and use the 

prairie states flyway the next year, and come back down this flyway the 

: third year. Also that pintails explode ell over the map. Also that the 

bleck ducks follow the most consistent pattern of migration both north and 

south. Whether these things are true or not, the fact remains that this 

station becomes more and more significant each year. It has imieasureble 

value. 

Hope you can spend a day with us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Conservetion 

R/ah



4ok University Farm Place 
September 30, 1940 

Prof. Paul A. Herbert 

Department of Forestry 
Michigan State College 
Mast Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Professor Herbert: 

I am glad you are considering Ellwood Moore. He worked 
with me here for a year as a graduate student, and I have a very 
high respect for him as a person, as a forester, and as a teacher. 
Re has an unlimited amount of drive, and impresses everyone who mests 
him with his friendliness, sincerity, integrity, and enthusiasm. 

I do not think that he is deeply intellectual, but I am 
absolutely certain that he is a deep thinker along ethical and 
technical lines, and this quality may be the more valuable of the 
two. 

I think there is no question that his command of forest 
ecology is exceptional. I had no way to judge the details of his 
command of silviculture, tut I would be morally certain that it is 
equally as good as his command of etology. Incidentally, his 
excellent work in wildlife management ought to be an additional 
asset in tying your curriculum together. 

I fox one would recommend adding that kind of a man to 
the conservation personnel of the north central region. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Yildlife Menagement



MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY 

IN REPLYING PLEASE 

eRe September 2, 190 EAST-LANGING 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Ellwood Be Moore has been suggested to succeed Professor 

Deters here. Professor Deters resigned recently to 

accept a somewhat similar position in the University of 

Idaho. 

I would appreciate your appraisal of Mr. Moore as to his 

probable teaching ability and his knowledge of forest 

ecology and silviculture, 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul A.Herbert 
Professor of Forestry 

PAH: jr



STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

STATE HOUSE ANNEX, TRENTON 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTS THE INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE OF NEW 
JERSEY IN GEoLoGy, TopocRaAPHY, FORESTRY, AND ALL UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES. IT PUBLISHES 

MAPS AND DETAILED INFORMATION, AND OFFERS ADVICE ABOUT MINERALS, SOILS, 

WELLS, ForESTS AND SHADE TREES. IT CONDUCTS THE STATE FoREST 
‘ Nurseries, Stave Museum, STATE Forests, SOME STATE 

PARKS, AND Forest FIRE SERVICE 

July 30, 1938. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Prof. of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am returning herewith the manuscript on food patches in south- 
ern Wisconsin. X 

I think that this will contribute something to the knowledge of 
this subject and should be published. In accordance with your sug- 
gestions I have made one or two notations on the manuscript, the main 

one being the placing of the acknowledgements in an earlier part of 
the paper. 

You will probably be interested to know that I spent several days 
in the Southeast during the early part of July 3m looking over some 
of Stoddard's quail management work. I had the opportunity of spend- 
ing two days with Mr. Stoddard in the vicinity of Thomasville and 
another day with his assistant, Mr. Komarek, on one of their projects 
in South Carolina. I was much interested in Stoddard's use of fire 
and the possibilities for somewhat similar work on the coastal plain 
here in New Jersey. 

I took a number of photographs during my trip and I will send 
you prints as soon as I can get them catalogued. 

Please tell Lyle Sowls that I had completely forgotten about the 
prints for which he asked last year until I found a memorandum con- 
cerning them recently. I shall send them to him in the near future. 

With best wishes, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

_ E. B. Moore 

Assistant Forester 

EBM/BC 

D9 A—1-38—10M
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management 6, 1938 

Mr. BE. B. Moore 

Department of Conservation and Development 
State House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Ellwood: 

fhe only thing I can add to your own analysis of the food pateh 
problem is that to initiate the patches even without assurance of continuity 
might generate enough favorable public sentiment so that special legislative 
provision for seed and fertilizer might ensue, or else dependable cooperation 
by Fish and Game. In any event, I would be skeptical whether the weed and 
grass succession without fertilizer would give you enough game food to cut 
any ice. 

Your songbird experiments interest me greatly, especially the 
willingness to spend public money for abolishing snags and then more public — 
money for replecing them with bird houses. Did I tell you that the bird 
populations induced by artificial houses in Germany had never been as effective 
against insects as the natural populations inhabiting snags? This conclusion 
is strongly emphasized in Vietinghoff's writings and is apparently based on 
experience. ‘The trouble seems to be that the composition of the bird fauna 
under artificial housing is wrong even if the population level may be high. 

I have no coment to offer on the hawk refuge except, of course, 
thet I doubt the “utter destruction of upland game." In this connection 
Steddard and Brrington are now writing a paper in which they admit that the 
automatic adjustment of predation which seems to exist at Prairie du Sac 
may not exist in like degree in regions of poor soil, the reason being the 
lesser abundance of buffer prey. 

The farmers at Riley recently held a picnic as o kind of “return 
engagement" for the town members’ banquet. The picaic was to "dedicate" 
the new plantings. lverybody turned out and many asked about you. The 
highway crews recently made a clean sweep of all our roadsides, hence we now 
have the landscape department drawing a “roadside plan." Isn't it funny about 
the time we picked to lock the stable door? 

I am delighted that you are working so closely with Pough and 
Peterson. That alone you can chalk up as a useful public service to your 
state. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
STATE HOUSE ANNEX, TRENTON 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTS THE INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE oF NEW 
JERSEY IN GEOLOGY, TopoGRAPHY, FORESTRY, AND ALL UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES. IT PUBLISHES 

MAPS AND DETAILED INFORMATION, AND OFFERS ADVICE ABOUT MINERALS, SOILS, 

WELLS, Forests AND SHADE TREES. IT CONDUCTS THE STATE FoREST 

Nurseries, State Museum, STate Forests, some STaTe 

PARKS, AND Forest Fire SERVICE 

May 31, 1938. 
Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Prof. of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am writing to get your advice on a point of wildlife management 
which has arisen in connection with some of the game management projects 
which we are undertaking on the State forests in South Jersey. This point 
has to do with the advisability of sowing food patches, particularly directed 
toward quail, under the peculiar conditions which obtain there. These con- 
ditions involve not only matters of management but fiscal and departmental 
considerations as well. 

Most of the South Jersey State forests are located on very poor sandy 
soils, some of which are typical podzols with a six to twelve inch A horizon 
consisting of practically pure silica in which the pH varies from 3.7 to 4.5. 
The forests are scrubby stends of pitch pine and oak. The game management 
practices which I have initiated consist in opening up small clearings of 
about one-half acre each, which are scattered over the forests and are con- 
nected by cleared, disced lanes tein perever old fields have previously existed, 
we are establishing disced strips. ong the edges of the woodlends, particu- 
larly along the swamp hardwoods which offer the best escape cover. 

With regard to food patches, the Attorney General of the State has 
ruled that this Department may not use its funds for the purchase of seed, 
and we are, therefore, confronted with the problem of relying upon the suc- 
cession of wild grasses and weeds which invade cleared areas. These include 
a small percentage of ragweed and a number of legumes such as partridge pea 
and lespedeza, as well as a few of the Paspalum and Panic grasses. It is my 
feeling that while we cannot expect to develop a high population of quail under 
these conditions, we may, by occasional discing, maintain the herbaceous flora 
on the strips and in the clearings so that the conditions will be better than 
those afforded by the present unbroken forest. 

A proposition has now been made under which the State Fish and Game 
Commission would furnish us with a small amount of seed. They are not, how- 
ever, able to assure us of a regular annual supply and since, as noted above, 
we may not buy it ourselves, the possibility arises that after building up 
the population much of it would be left to starve or seek new ranges if sowing 

were to be discontimued. An additional factor complicating matters is the 
necessity for heavy applications of lime prior to sowing, in which we are 
confronted with the same prohibition by the Attorney General's office. 

D9 A—1-38—10M



Professor Aldo Leopold - page 2 - May 31, 1938. 

There has been some feeling within the Department that it might 
be well to start sowing even under the uncertain conditions described 
above. My own feeling is that it would be poor policy in the long run to 
do so and that we had better rely upon natural succession and its smaller 
population until we are in a position to be assured of a regular anmal 
sowing progrem. I should appreciate your opinion and advice on this 
matter. 

You might also be interested to hear of some of the other work 
in wildlife which we are undertaking here in New Jersey. We have initiated 
@ progrem in songbird management which is directed particularly toward the 

control of the spring and fall canker worms and other leaf eating insect 
pests. With the cooperation of the N. J. Department of Agriculture and 
the National Association of Audubon Societies, we have established eleven 
plots of five acres each in woodlands throughout the northern part of the 
State where infestation by insects has been severe. Mr. Roger T. Peterson 
of the Audubon Society has been assigned to handle the bird cencusing on 
these areas, while the entomologists of the Department of Agriculture will 
observe the effects on insects. The Department of Agriculture and this 
Department have jointly purchased 100 Berlepsch boxes for hole-nesting 
birds and these we are placing in some of the plots where thinning opera- 
tions by the C.C.C. have removed all dead trees. On other plots we are 

making selective cuttings at the suggestion of Mr. Peterson to develop a 

heavy understory to encourage shrub-nesting birds. Still other plots will 

be maintained as controls. We hope to be able to determine what species of 

birds can be expected to respond to the different environments and what, 

if any, effect they have on the insect populations. Mr. Peterson feels 

that in any event the experiment will afford unique opportunities for making 

controlled observations and he plans to make two or three censuses during 

the month of June. 

The Hawk Refuge along the Kittatinny Mountains which we have been 

trying to establish has apparently been stalled by the Fish and Game Commis- 

sion who claim that large migrations of Cooper's and sharp-shimned hawks 

and great horned owls occur to the utter destruction of upland game in New 

Jersey. 1 am cooperating with Mr. Pough on this matter and it is possible 

that eventually we may be able to accomplish something. 

With kind regards, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

E. B. Moore 
Assistant Forester 

EBM/BC 
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1532 University Avenue 
‘ July 20, 1937 

Mr. Hliwood B. Moore 
Department of Conservation and Development 
State House Annex 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Ellwood: 

The Kittitinny Mountein hawk sanctuary sounds good. 
I hope you can put it through. 

The Riley plantations are doing splendidly, especially 
the Norway pine. I gave the spruce one cleaning, but it is 
probably buried again by this tine. 

We counted out 125 pheasants at Hilary's and toe- 
punched them ageinst this fall, 

I hope your paper will not be delayed too long. : 
Should it prove impossible for you to get it into shape would 
I have you permission to incorporate your material with Arthur's 
for joint euthorship? I would rather, of course, see you get 
it out yourself, but this would be something to fall back on 
should that prove impossible. 

With best regards to yourself and Mrs. Moore, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

STATE HOUSE ANNEX, TRENTON 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTS THE INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE OF NEW 

JERSEY IN GEOLOGY, ToPCGRAPHY, FORESTRY, AND ALL UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES. IT PUBLISHES 

MAPS AND DETAILED INFORMATION, AND OFFERS ADVICE ABOUT MINERALS, SOILS, 

WELLS, ForESTS AND SHADE TREES. IT CONDUCTS THE STATE ForEST 

Nurseries, STATE MuseuM, STATE ForESTS, SOME STATE 

PARKS, AND ForREST FIRE SERVICE 

duly 16, 1937. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Univerisy of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have received McAtee's letter to you with regard to the 
food patch work, With regard to the status of my paper I am sorry to 
say that I have had no opportunity to do anything with it as I have 
been pretty well swamped with work ever since my return. I am certain- 
ly going to make the effort to get at this job at the earliest oppor- 
tunity and will forward it to you for editing as soon as it is ready. 

rs sorry not to have had the chance of saying good-bye to 
you the day that I left but I understood you had gone to Riley and were 
not planning to return wmtil about noon. 

I have several projects in mind in connection with wildlife 
here in New Jersey, one of which I think will be the reservation of a 
section of the Kittitinny Mountain which passes through one of the State 
Forests as a hawk sanctuary. + yaere has been considerable shooting along 
this ridge in the past and a& a pole bdted with a stuffed owl 

ts beims used to attract migrating hawks. I am planning to get in touch 
with Mr. Pough in this connection in the near future. 

With best wishes, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

% Lord RB. Var, 

° Ss E. B. Moore 
“ , Assistent Forester 

BBM/BC 
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: 1532 University Ave, 
May 17, 1937 

Dr. Henry B, Athomel 
Director, Conservation Department 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Dr. Hikene): 

New that Ellwood Moore is about to return to his 

_ @ubies with you, I want to tell you that it has been a great 

satisfaction to heave him here, If every Conservation Depart- i 

ment were staffed with that iind of men, the future would 

offer us little to worry about. 

Yours sincerely, 

neitioler ef the mamas ee 
CG, P, Wilbur 

State Forester
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FORM 102 
‘ ‘ fen 8 8 Ellwood B. The University of Wisconsin INSTRUCTIONAL REPORT RANK_ Research Assistent AME “liwood B. Moore 

{ITEM I. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICE—Definitions on Back. SCHOOL 
Part time Instructors report only on service given the University, representing it by 100%. OR ‘ os 

Instructors in more than one department fill a separate form for each department. COLLEGE Agriculture DEPT Rconomics 

Instruction —_Assiggdeardither | Administration Extension Other Activities Total soe 
a b e a (specify) ‘ Full” time Sa bea a oe Second semester, 1936-19 37 ~ Date___Wareh 31 4931 Dare tine 

10 100% (Strike out one) 
Full time or part time refers to total univer 

ITEM It. * Research for which special funds are provided sity service—not lepartmental service. 

DATA _FOR ENROLL- CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS DATA ON INSTRUC- 
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ITEM II (OVER) REMARKS ON BACK 

ITEM I. 
R (1) Instructors in more than one department report separately for each department as to item II, 

(2) Use a separate line for each class, section, or credit group. 

(8) “Credits”. Where students earn different credits in the same course, use separate lines for each credit group, and show student classification for each. 
(4) “ Pare @ separate line for each type of instruction. Indicate type classification as follows: L, lecture; L-Q, Lecture-Quiz; Q, Quiz, Lab, Laboratory; Sem, Seminary; The, Thesis; Conf, Conference; etc. or a combination 

(5) “Hours per week”. Classroom and laboratory hours only, excepting thesis or research conferences. Please estimate these conference hours. 
(6) “Classification of students”. Fill in for each class, section, or credit group. Include Commerce, Journalism, Music, Pre-Med., Hyg. C.in“L & 8”; ics in “Agr.”; Gr. N. in “ Fe specials : specials in the eollege or school and year in which they belong. "The number of auditors may be given in & footncte. ‘Doct include in totals for rome ne fet Gt N. in “Med.”. ‘Include adult specials and 

(7), Please indicate: ¢ Name of person, if any, who is reporting the same class and the same students, 
) Any class meeting for less than entire semester, giving number of weeks.



ITEM I. DEFINITIONS. 
(a) “Instruction” includes Supervision of Instruction (inspecting, directing, or improving the instructional work of another), and all work relating directly to instruction of students in your own courses. 

It includes class, laboratory, thesis and seminary assignments, preparation for the same (all assimilative work and study by the instructor tending to advance his scholarship, scientific attain- 

ments, and capacity for instruction and direction of students according to university standards), reading of students’ papers, and conferences with students as to your courses. 

(b) “Research” includes all investigations designed to enlarge the field of science or letters and not directly related to current instruction of students. 

(c) “Administration”. Attendance on University, College, School, and Department faculty meetings, student advising, committee work, high school inspection, correspondence, and similar work re- 

lated directly to other members of the faculty and other persons, on University matters, but not related directly to instruction, research, or extension. 

(a) “Extension.”’All instruction, lectures, demonstrations, correspondence and ‘other assignments designed for persons who at the time are not regularly listed in the roster of resident students. 

(e) “Other Activities.” Indicate appropriate captions and estimates, if any—such as student activities, control (College of Agriculture only) Hygienic Laboratory, etc. 

ITEM Il]. DESCRIPTIVE REPORT. Use extra sheets of this’size if{necessary and attach them firmly. Report specifically on the points listed below, repeating the captions on such extra sheets as 

are used. PLEASE PRINT ALL TITLES. 

a. Subjects of research with comments as to progress and results: 

FOODS AND FOOD PAT CUPS ON THT UNIVERSITY ARBOR"TUM. Fifteen food plots and four demonstration patehes have been under 

examination since July 1, 1936. The use of these various crops a5 food, and their viaue as cover, have been studied by 

intensive observation and by taking of svetiman gamebirds and analyzing their stomach contents. -The final report will show the 

els e values o ou) ated erains in game and sofipird management for southerh Visconsin 
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d, Changes in course: 

(a) New courses__.___ CO SN — C—O OOD 
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BLLMOOD B, MOORE Ww’ 
Master's Degree \w 

I SS Se, etre reeme ente Celage, mater of . 
* Sehool. 

Gredits. 16 graduate credits required, Hag: 

ist semester, 19 soeeecreecke Sie 
2a semester, DTT trrceeonet er. 
Univ, Washington, Gham. ..0 na Or (mostly botany) 

cr. 

Zoology & Boteny. 2 years college work required. Has: 

ie: will have by Jun@....ssssseceel Yio : 
Yale Forest School: Dendrology, Booloey..1=3/2 yrs, 
Univ. Washington: Dendrology......++ss+0++1/2 yrs 
Oregon State & Univ. Oregon, Reco eneny e 

yrs. 

ee: Biol, 1, Zool, 1 & 2......4.1 yrs 
Oregon State: Gen, Entomology, Forest 

Entomology, TTC -c00e von Bs : 
yrs. 

Shemistry & Fhysies 

oe"... Inorganic Chemistry........ 1 yr. 
Oregon State: Quant. Anal., Organic, 

Agricaltural Chemistry. ......+++++ ¥?> 
2 yrs. 

Brett oe physics. 1 yr. high school 

Proposed Thesis: ood Patehes and Feeding on the University Arboretun. 

Committee: Leopold, Fassett, Graber.



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE REGENTS 

The following recommendation is made for transmittal to the Regents: That 

1. NAME IN FULL—Mr., Mrs., or Miss; First, middle, and last names. 

Hllwood Bartel) Moore 
2, ACTION RECOMMENDED—be appointed, be promoted (from—to), resignation be accepted, salary be 
inereased, etc., ete. IMPORTANT— indicate rank, title, and position specifically. 

Appointed ae Research Assistant in Agricultural Heonomies 

3. EFFECTIVE 

Date September 2, 2996 to. _agatonfo yesy 
(Academic year, second semester, summer session, one month, etc.) 

4, COMPENSATION 

gO toe the period, payable tii ee ee ere nets! 

5. CHARGEABLE TO 

aude t Weer sc oe aes eee pe he eee ES 5 ONS sei eee cet i Pee oe ae Sa a 

Budget Pages----_s-.. ---__  Department...--.__-__-_.-__+-_ Appropriation ®uand___.__2-- =< 

6. TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS 
Date of birth Noy, 2h, 2890 --________________- 

Graduated ee rae 15 Degree Ba is______- 
Other pertinent ear? SOnOOl Of Forestry i MOP, 

Prom July 1, 1936 to duly 1, 1937, Mr, Moore will be doting research 
work for the Chair of Gane Management on the University Arboretum, His 
ecupensation is $50 peor month and is paid out of federc) funds by 
by University COC Caz, Mr. Moore pays his own car mileage, It ic 
recomended that he be secorded the atatue of a research assistant 
exept from non-resident tition in the same manner as other feders) 
exployees assigned tc the University for research purposes anf talcing 
courses here, 

Date. Spb. 2, 1936 hae ia yee emma eee Se tee 2 a ee 
Chairman of Department 

ete = ae eee A PROved ke oa ee eee 
Dean 

Gs a et a ee ee RO NCR Caer coe aries ae Si a a a eee Ce ee 
President 

CHECKED INSTRUCTIONS 
ee eS eee, This form to be initiated in quintuplicate by departmental chairman; 

Business Manager | Secy. of Regents | blue sheet to be retained, others forwarded to Dean, who retains pink 
sheet, indicates approval on white sheet, and forwards white, yellow, and 
green sheets to President. 

Budget Clerk Accountant Please use clean carbon paper. Please see that sheets are even in 
typewriter.



September 3, 1936 

Dean B, B. Pred 
Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

The attached recommendation for the appointment of 
Mr, Bllwood B, Moore to the status of a research assistant 
exempt from non-resident fees is self-explanatory. 

The research work which Mr. Moore is doing on the 
University Arboretum is exactly parallel to that which other ; 
University assistents and fellows are doing on other univer- 
sity research areas. Since, however, my department lacked 

funds to support the work in the usual manner, the CCC camp 
was induced to mupport it. 

My, MeCaffrey tells me that there is no fiscal 
reason why this recomendation should not be approved in his 
office provided it is recommended by your office. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
i Professor of Game Management 

enel



: Copy to Mr, Moore 

July 30, 1936 

Dean E, B, Pred 
Graduate School 

Dear Dean Pred: 

the bearer, Mr, Moore, is a graduate student in game management 
who will spend the coming academic year working with me, He is a forester 
attached to the New Jersey Conservation Commission and has taken a year's 
leave for study purposes. His research work and field techniques study 
will consist of taking charge of the Riley Came Demonstration Area for the 
year and also conducting the food patch experiments on the University 
Arboretum. 

Mr, Moore holds a B.S, degree in Agricul ture ( State 
College, 1923) and an M.F, degree (Yale Forest School, 1926), 

He desires, in conjunction with his year's field work in game 
management, to take gach courses this winter as will bear on his field 
work and also satisfy the requiresents for a master's degree in game man~ 
agement. or this degree he intends to gibmit a thesis based on game 

research to be done after his return to New Jersey. 

It occurs to me that the proper procedure is to appoint a 
Yegular committee for Mr, Moore, which wight include his najer professor 
eens) his minor professor (Fassett, Botany), ani one other faculty 
meuber (I would suggest Dr. Wilde of the Soils Department). ‘This committee 

: ean then guide his course work and act for the University in future matters 
pertaining to the degree, 

the gourse work which Mr, Moore will take, subject to the Committee's 

approval, includes Game Managexent 116, 1 credit; Game Management Techniques 
(Topical Work, Agricultural Mconomics 180), probably 5 credits; Flora of 
Wisconsin, 2 or 3 credits; Forest Soils 123, 3 credits; Game Research 
(Agricultural Eeonomies 200), 2 credits, 

It is, of course, somevhat out of the ordinary for a gratmate 
student to seek a master's degree when he already has one in another subject. 
This is, however, exactly the kind of special service to advanced students 
which I am anxious to bufld up, I have also worked with Mr. Moore enough 
to be convinced of the value of this plan to our own general undertaking, 

I therefore recommend its approval by you. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
wh Professor of Game Management



—— Copy to Mr. Moore ' 

Tune 13, 1936 

Mr. Noble P, Hollister 
National Park Service 
15 West Makin street ; 

. Madigon, Wiscond a 

Dear Mr. Hollister: 

Mr. Moore wires me that he has arranged 

te come July 1 and is prepared to accept the arilled 

labor appointment if you succeed in making the fiscal 

/ . arrangements, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

: Professor of Game Management 
- 3
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1532 University Aveme 

Sune 5, 1936 

Mr, Milwood 3B, Moore 

RFD. 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Moore: 

The tentative offer of a research job concerning which I 
wired you is deseribed in the attached memorandum of June 3 to Mr. 
Hollister, 

I cannot make this as a flat offer because Yr. Hollister 
first has to determine the fiscal possibility of going through with 
it. I am, however, making to him the flat recommendation that you 
be appointed and will let you know whether it is approved, if possible 
before Jue 10, 

In my opinion this assignment would be valuable experience 
and in the direction of what you are coming here to get, If you can 
take charge of this food pateh work this summer and then take over 
the winter feeding and cengus work next winter, your year's work 
will cover a balanced succession of studies, 

If you come from Septeuber to June only, I cannot offer 
you a balanced sequence of studies. 

: : I of course have plenty of other students to take thie 
assignment, and I am suggesting it for you solely in an effort to 
balanee your programa, 

Yours sincerely. 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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1532 Univereity Aveme 
done 1, 1936 

Mr, Ellwood B. Moore : 

R.F.D. #2 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr, Moore: 

Should you decide to come here as a special graduate student, I 

will do my best to give you field assignments from which you will learn as 
mach as possible, It is obvious, though, that in one year one can only see 

research work, rather than do it. 

As to dates, we in the game group are of course little affected 
by the usual terms, semesters, and vacations, If you can get off for the 

summer, there is some good work going on which you would otherwise miss-~ 

we are making some nesting studies on which you could help. 

The minimum period for special work would be September-June, 

Should you come for the swmer I will also give you supervision 

of the experimental food patches on the University Arboretum. ‘these are 

interesting and would bear on your New Jersey work, 

The courses you may safely specify in your request for leave are: 

Garvey of Game Management 116....1 credit 
Parmers' Short Course............(1f you want to audit it) 
Wildlife Seminar...........+.++++(mon-eredit course) 
Wildlife Research 400...........55 credits 

In addition, you should, with your forestry training, be able to 

take either Dr, Wilde's course in “Forest Soils" or Dr. Fassett's course in 

"Flora of Wisconsin" in order to pick up the ecological viewpoint of food 

and cover, Maybe you won't need these~-I can tell better after a thorough 

talk, 

Yes, send your transcript to Dean B. B. Pred of the Graduate 

School to make sure it is acceptable as a “special” graduate student. Keep 

me posted on your plans. 

Yourssincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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1532 University Aveme 

Jamary 7, 1936 

Mr. Bliwoed B. Moore 
RD. # 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Moore: 

Your outline of your situation and wishes 

is very concise and understandable, and I look for- 

watd to seeing you at the Game Conference. 

Youre sincerely, 

Ald Leopold 
Professor of Gane Management 

vh
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December 17, 1935 

Mr. BE, B, Moore 
RD. #2 

- Grenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr, Mooret 

The Graduate School has referred to me your 
inquiry of November 16. 

I em looking for one or two men at this time 
and would like to have a more specific idea of your quali- 
fications and experience, As stated in the enclosed mimeo- 
gvaph, however, 21] sraduate students in my devartment are 
selected in person, and before we could close anything I 
would like an interview with you. Should you be seriously 
interested, you might want to look me up at the Game Con- 
ference in Washington February 7-7. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Encl.
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— 
TELEPHONE 874 , 

ANN. 
Gee pour ONSERVATION \OMMISSION 
O CLIEE uy z 
Gp I.T.BODE + DIRECTOR 

a ————— 
MONROE BUILDING? JEFFERSON a 

January 13, 1948 \ 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

42h University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your comments on the article. Your opinions are. 

sought and valued particularly to help me clear up my own thinking, 

and they always do the trick. 

I've been thinking about the "Deer and Daverwald," however in 

another connection — ammunition to answer such of our sportsmen who 

were stirred up by a recent outdoor magazine article advocating 

release of European deere And I should have remembered to refer 

to it in the present article. 

Had a very fine session at Bill and Nina's Friday night - Bill 

does a lot more of this sort of thing (trying to make research proj- 

ects do as mch as possible for the Commission action program, through 

pre—discussions) than we have been accustomed to, and we like it. 

With thanks, and the hope that you have thoboughly recovered S: 

from your eye-trouble, I am 

fx 5 | 

erner 0, Nagel 

R. A. BROWN, JR, CHAIRMAN: = D. L. PIPPIN, VICE-CHAIRMAN ‘ EDWARD K. LOVE, secreTARY FRANK P. BRIGGS, MEMBER
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Jamary 9, 1948 

My. Werner 0. Nagel 
Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Conrad: 

I like your paper. It seems to me an effective 
argument, and I detect no weaknesses in your 
logic. I think hammering on this idea met 
ultimately da some good. 

Such a paper might conceivably be strengthened 
by mentioning some actual examples where the 

: soil fauna did damage susceptible of measure- 
ment. I regorded one such case and you might 
care to look it up: Deer and Donerwald in Germans 
Journal of Forestry XXXIV, 5» 300-37 460 
466 (April & May 1936). See page 368. 

The article might be strengthened by admitting 
somewhere that these animal effects on the soil 
are usually slow. 

I hope you do more of this sort of thing. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALtpm Aldo Leopold
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION CY 
iM ait f to a 

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI (ae 

‘TELEPHONE 874 

" December 22, 1947 

Dear Aldos 

I am taking the liberty of sending you the inclosed article, because 
I very mech want your opinion on it. It is a bit different from what I 

usually write. 

I have had the growing feeling for some time that, as a profession, 
we do not acknowledge our debt to wildlife sufficiently, to say nothing 
of encouraging the public to understand and acknowledge it. I would go 
so far as to suggest that pethaps a good many of us forget that such a 
debt exists—or maybe the realization is there, but buried under the more 
immediate concern of saving what we have and producing more where possible. 

Your comments would be sincerely appreciated, 

I take this opportunity to wish you and yours joy of the season and 

a full and happy New Yeare 

Sincerely, 

- ; 
\ / c 

a 
ier X \ Q 

CI a =. / 

‘ MS x 

x’ ; oe \ 

\, é s ‘ 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION IS SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM PERMITS ISSUED FOR USE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES



Rovenber 3, 1947 e 

Mrs. Margaret Nice ‘ ; 
5725 Harper Aveme 
Chicago 5, Tllincis ‘4 

Deas Mrs. Nicest 

; I am jast delighted to hear of your decisive 
recovery and f an looicing forward to your visit 5 
with us in spring, The fact thet you are now : 

; studying plants further encourages me because | 
% thet is the principal esthetic wealth of my 4 
: farm. 3 Pea 

| ; I appreciate greatly your inviting me to wheht 
Pe you during the AMS. I would acespt with ard Gay en 

: wat for the fact that I am saddled with the presi- : 
2 Oe ee eee ce ae MEM, are F 
oe yound of committeeing ond parleying that — e 

goes with such chores. [ also have a symposiun 
: to run and will have to be keeping my covey of : : 

speakers rounded up. I ¢ertainly hope to see you, é 
! however, ond I am sorry that T mst forego a chance 

for 2 more personal visit. 4 

It never even entered my mind that the poscitle 
subseription for Mr. Tureesic: and the like had any- i 
thing to do with you. That is a forester's oblig~ i 
ation, and I would not consent to you assuming 4 
any part of it. j j 

With kindest personal regards, . 

Yours as ever, é 

AL3PM Aldo Leopold
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- ee _ a oe a ae ee ee, Se 

| a 
on 

Ostober 2h, 1947 

Me. Ragdy &, Shirley 
Mew York State College of Forestzy 
Syramuse 10, New Yori 

Dear Rardy: , 

the attached letter fron itt maneet 7 
ns ie aie of 0 sodas 00 dalnetions have 

learned about during the past yoar in which 
sone Buropesn technical ma has really ungent 
need of an American Journsl, tut is financially 
ee ee eee ee 

( euything to exchange. I think you 1 agree + 
with me because theys ig sone rule in the by~ 

ne AE See Seaany nah, be Seemed ; 

2 would be nore then willing te hip subsoztbe | 
te @ smmll fond to take care of Gages at i 
least temporarily and in the event there ts no 

‘ way for you to send the journal to Mr. Baroelc, 4 
i ioe ee ee 

if a few will de the same. 

There my of course ve somo provision which 
enables you to send the journal to lr. Turek. 

se everytime I run agross your 
shetesaie tates tn Semen and 

still wegulnrly used by me in my classes. 
With pergonal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AlsPu Aldo Leepold
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3 October 24, 1947 

Mrs, Margaret Nice 
5725 Harper Aveme 
Chicago, T1linois 

Dear Mrs. Nice: 

T am glad you told me about Turesk. I sometimes 
shiver when I think how many opportunities we are 
missing to do amill things to help out in Burope. 

I am always delighted to hear from you and I am 
deligtited to say that Nina and Bill had a very 3 
satisfactory summer in Cansda. BAL turned up 
some research results which are of great menitude 

az@ will become so, in my opinion. 

The main question 1s how are youfeeling? ‘The 
last report I had was that you were doing better 
and I hope that this contimues. Do you remember 
& proposal of long standing that you take a look 
at my shack some time? Please keep that in mind 
for next spring. atte et ee 
be Aclighted if you could be our guest for a few 
daya. 

With best regards, 

ALSPu Aldo Leopold



a 

Februar
y 

24, 1947 

Mrs, Margare
t 

Nice 

5725 warper Avenue 

Chieago 37, Tllinois 

a Dear Mrs. Nice: 

EE I have sent Palmgren and the two Bangarians
 

what 
OS & wl ee

 
we could spare in reprints,

 
‘Thanks for letting me 

ane os inow, 

oe I hadn't seen Henry Wallace's editorial, but it does 
aed not surprise

 
me, Erosion,

 
to him, was a politic

al 

opportu
nity 

in the 1930's. I doubt if it had mech 

other meaning
. 

The Beolegi
cal 

Society has asked me to organiz
e 

a symposi
um 

on bird and mammal populat
ion 

mechani
sms 

at the (Chteage
?) 

meeting next Christma
s. 

I said 
I would 1f Bilton would join. I now hear it is 

unlikel
y 

he will accent an invitat
ion 

to come over, 

This le
av
es
 

me in a cuandry
, 

Next time I go through
 

: 
Chieago

 
I'd like to conmlt with you about it, I am 

in real doubt whether
 

a symposi
um 

without
 

Bilton would 

be author
itativ

e, 
In any case I'd like to know your 

thought
s 

on the mestio
n. 

Thanks for the recent reprint
s, 

Yours as aver, 

AL: Pu ALDO LEOPOLD
 

corDr, Wa, A. Drever 

hy pra \ Pr s 

Ae



5725 Harper Avenue 

Chicago, 37, Ill. . 

Feb.8, 1947 

Dear Friend: 

A Czechoslovackian Forester is asking for publications on 

ecological and populationg/ studies "biocoenology, mainly in \ 

quantitative studies on forest-birds. and small mammals. His 

- address is: 
: A 

s\4l“ 
Frank Turcek, Forester, an 

Forest esearch Institute, 

Banska Stiavnica, .Czechoslovakia. 

Any publications that you could also send to Hungary would 

be much appreciated, since the whole library of the Ornithological 

Institute was destroyed. 

Drs A. Keve,. . a ne % 

Institute of Ornithology, / ae a 

Budapest - Varosliget ( sid Qtlga™ 3\4\ 

Mezogazdasagi Muzeum yo Qhaot a | 

Hungary. : \ ( -_ is 

M. 
Quang” \ 

Mr.,Udvardy, 
guts 4 ) sho? 

Biological Institute. | Pca tale aq 

Tihany, Hungary Com. Zala. J Row jut) 3\4( 

(Gato 

Sincerely yours, 
4 

argent Mire yi 3(al4 

P.S. Drs Errington has just sent me a letter from Dr, P 
5 ; ord eee £¥% ontus Pah 

a SS Nera Fingland, saying how handicapped they o 

j country's poverty, “through the inace ilit 

newer American literature? ” * gnecats itty 2° ee 

His pupil, Dr. L. Siivoneng, is head of a research Instit 
lesa ee oe 

sh 
be 

of Wildlife Management; his address is Zoological < : 

erjsity, Helsingfors, Findands . ahaa ii 

Both Dr. Palmgren and Dr. Siivoneng will be 
American reprints, books, ete. 6 sei Eee 

Printed matter can be sent to all three of th 

in packages up to 4 lbs, 6 oz. sane Aare 

‘ 
:
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Te. Pavl 2. Needham 
Route 16, Box 710 
Portland 2, Oregon 

: Deer Poul: 

I am pleased to hear from you and I will be glad to 
keep my eve-on for any reecarch openings that seen 
suitable. I do not heve any in mind at the present 

: moment. 

I don't know whether ara intends to expand in 
fish managomen$ as vell s¢ Gene managemont, tot it 
would be = logical presumption ut such on intention 
exists. I see neo reason thy you ' not trmitére 
@irectly of Starker or Alden M1lilor. 

I don*t suppose it would be possible to interest 
you in 6m administrative position. Should I he 
wrong in this, please let me know fn a hirry be- 
cause we are going to hove cue here, 

I understand that your inquiry is confidential and 
not to be Aiseussed except between ourselves. 

With kindest personal records, 

Yours as ever, 
2 a 

AL?PM Aldo Leopold 

a



OREGON STATE GAME COMMISSION 

Kia 
E. E. WILSON, CHAIRMAN, CORVALLIS ey TELEPHONE ATWATER 8368 
R. D. MCCLALLEN, ENTERPRISE ey 
THEODORE R. CONN, LAKEVIEW isse ee eet ene =e 
KENNETH G. DENMAN, MEDFORD 

Dr. GEO. A. CATHEY, PoRTLAND PKG PYRE FPN Bab LD biG. F. B. WIRE, SUPERVISOR 

PORTOAND 4) OREGON 

Route 16 Box 710 
Portland 2,0regon 
June 22,1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Fam Place 
Madison,Wisc. 

Dear Aldos- 

Much water has flowed under the bridge since I last 
saw you in Madison over three years agoe I write now to 
let you know my present status and to inquire regarding 
future possibilities. 

Beeause of my liking for the west, I finally decided 
to give up the idea of going to Wisconsin or elsewhere in the 
east. My wrk with the Fish & Wildlife Service on fishery 
protection problems in relation to dams was a blind alley 
and apparently my lot for the years ahead had I remained with 
the Service. So when this Oregon work came along, I decided 
to take it. I resigned from the’Service and came up here 
in January 1945. I like it fine here; I'm back in trout work 
up to my ears with a good staff and many new problems. The 
running of fifteen state fish hatcheries and & research program 
of fair dimensions, has cut my writing down considerably. 
Daily,routine,administrative tasks leave scant time for 
writing. I am 45 years old ami I believe its time for me 
to begin locking around for a combination teaching and research 
job. My whole background stems from university life, ami 
having several unborn books in my system that I'd like to get 

out, this type of position would seem to offer the best answer. 

Tracy Storer wrote me the other day saying that the 
University of California at Berkeley might be seeking someone 
in fisheries. He also said that your son Starker was heal ing 
up the work on land species. I have'nt enough information 
yet to evaluate the situation there properly butI do know 
that the need for a strong wildlife curriculum on the coast 
here is very real. 

My next move should be my final one and choice of course, 
is of greatest importance.I'll appreciate having your comments 

in this matter. I am in no hurry to re-locate but over 

the long pull, my talents probably could be best utilized 

in training of students, research, and writing.



OREGON STATE GAME COMMISSION 

fie 
E. E. WILSON, CHAIRMAN, CORVALLIS ey z TEP ERHG Nek CHAT ESSen 

fe BENS e cet aera WS ADDRESS ALL CoMMUNICATIONS 76" 
KENNETH G. DENMAN, MEDFoRD ge ahem COMMISSION 
DR. GEO. A. CATHEY, PORTLAND ERIE EOIN BIAS F. B, WIRE, SUPERVISOR 

PORTLAND 4; QREGOINK 

Professor Also Leopold---p.2.June 22,1947 

I much appreciated your kindness in refering the 
Wisconsin position to me earlier. I saw Ed Schneberger 
at the St.Pail meeting of the American Fisheries Society 
last fall and had a good chat with him He is a fine 
fellow and from all I hear, is doing a fine jobe Nowdays 
I get only to the fisheries meetings and have not been 
to any of the National Wildlife Conferences since coming 
to Oregon. 

Please consider this letter confidential since I 
have expressed myself rather freely and for obvious reasons, 
would not care to have it known locally that I was beginning 
to look toward other pastures. 

With best personal regards, 

Yours e/ iD O 

Director of Fisheries



Jomany Zl, 1947 

ux. Keith Heville 
Herth Platte 
Hebmelks : 

Doar Me. Neviller 

A @opy of your civoulay to duck lamters, dated December 19, has come to 
wy notice, I< cannot rofmin from telling you that I think you are mise 
taken in your appraisal of the present attitude of the Fish and Wildlife 
Services, 

t have helf « dosen former students professionally engaged in duek wort: 
pty ge ffacey Racpnanmgdedlng Ree gg opragpale re Peer 

: Phey me temo stoxys that Fish Willige 
of tia sete fa on cateaseiemeds tha enbetaee a cotallie enews 
See SS ee ate a these Sate may gine Senaiing Gamat 30 
the head of the Yactory" which contained no breeding ducias last 
summers evidently because there were not enough breeder to @o around. 

I am gure you ate mistalen about the goose sil the 
1946 clomgure was paceod ihe has td Oe te cee 
shoe lake, wheve most of the geese winter, has dropped by half in the 
last threes years. 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo 
vauhanie a Catlin menianiiit 

PS. ceed Staliat onlin te wer teeenaiae we hea Bana” fee 
very careful ding survey Beunswiek by Ducks This 
Sast Gaeh & GAR Menovine tas Neneh Sealey on cestany SOME ok an OE 
decrease in blue wings, with four other epesies showing deareases up to 
80% and one species on increase of 3%. 1 am not authorised to release 
these figures and I request that you do not publish them, tut they are 
simply one sample of the reperts that are constantly reaching me. 

es Gotten 
Reghbeun 
Weight



¥ IN REPLY oe To ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS 

January 7, 1947. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Medison 5, Wisconsin. 

Dear Drs—beepeid: 

At present we are receiving quite a number of rether caustic notes 
about our gloomy predictions and statements concerning the scarcity of 
waterfowl. Enclosed is copy of one such statement by Keith Neville who 
is a prominent political figure in Nebraska. 

You will note that he refers to the reported statement made by 
W. E. Crouch to the effect that next year's season will not be more 
than 20 days. W. E. tells me that he never made such a statement, and 
that his comments were badly garbled. In any ¢ase, the Service is not 
making predictions as to next year's season without knowing the facts 
as a basis for making such reguletions. Enclosed is copy of a press 
release summarizing our point of view regarding this. 

In view of the possible danger thet may accrue because of widespread : 
dissemination of Mr. Neville's comments, the thought occurred that proba- 
bly a few prominent citizens who are in @ position to know what the 
waterfowl situation is, might render a public service if they would 
write him. Just yesterday we received a gloomy letter from Al Hochbaum 
on this subject, and in reply we wrote him asking that he write to Mr. 
Neville. The thought occurred to me that you might feel it advisable 
to write him yourself. 

With cordial regards, I am, 

Sincerely a oe 

Clarence Cottam, : 
Acting Director. 

Enclosure



‘ (c 0 P Y¥) 

EEITH NEVILLE 

North Platte, Nebraska 

: December 19, 1946. 

Fellow Hunters —~ : : - : 

You have doubtless been reading articles inspired by the Wildlife Service 
concerning the duck situation andI am sure that there are few sportsmen who 
would not gladly accept curtailed bag limits and shortened seasons if they 
were convinced that the situation made such drastic action desirable. In my 
opinion further reductions are not justified and I sukmit my reasons for form 
ing that opinion. 

Until Albert M, Dey became Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service about 
a year ago, the duck estimates of the Wildlife Service and the estimates of 
Ducks Unlimited were not at any considerable variance, As soon, however, as 
Mr. Day became director, he began to make intemperate attacks upon Ducks Un~ 
limited, a sportsmen's organization which has reclaimed more than a million 
and one-half acres of breeding grounds in Canada, using funds subscribed by 
the sportsmen of this country and the duck estimates of the Wildlife Service 
began to drop below the estimates of DucksUnlimited until now they are at 
variance by about eighty million, Although it was never claimed by the Wild- 
life Service that there was any shortage of geese, the 1946 regulations pre- 
pared by Mr. Day prohibited goose shooting in states bordering the Mississippi 
River, This was done in my opinion as e punitive measure to punish sportsmen 
who banded together in small or large groups to improve their hunting facili- 
ties and recreational pleasures. , 

A short time ago, one of Mr. Day's subordinates in an address at Milwaue 
kee stated that the 1947 season would be cut to twenty days with a bag limit 
of three ducks, This drastic curtailment was deemed necessary because of the 
reports of the Services game managements agents from the states in the north- 
ern and intermediate zones, These reports are summarized in an article ine 
spired by Mr. Day, which appears on page 285 of the November 3Cth issue of 
the Sportsmen's Review entitled: “Early Prediction of Duck Scarcity Confirmed, 
In every instance these reports were based on observations taken on a date be= 
fore any northern flight of ducks had reached the areas in question. The 
report from Nebraska was dated October 12th and was as follows: "The duck 
and goose flight through eastern Nebraska has been very light to date and 
many hunters in this vicinity have remarked that it is the smallesttflight 
they have ever seen,” 

The northern flight of ducks and geese never reaches Nebraska until late 
in October or eerly in November, This year the duck flight reached Nebraska 
on the 4th and §th of November and the main goose flight did not reach the 
state until November 16th.



It may be that Mr, Day has no kmowledge of the habits of migratory wild 
fowl or itmay be that he is an obsessed bureaucrat that makes up his mind in 
advance as to what a situation should be and then shapes his statistics to 
support his opinion. In any event this system of making duck surveys explains 
why the estimate of the Wildlife Service is eighty million ducks below the 
estimate of Ducks Unlimited and certainly it is not a proper basis for further 
curtailments of the hunting season. 

Nothing could be more disastrous to the duck crop than a twenty day sea- 
sen if it ran consecutively for the reason that certain species of ducks migrate 
southward earlier than others and the result would be that the bag of ducks 
would 211 come from e few species; which species depending on whether the short 
season was early or late. 

If the sportsmen of the country do nothing about it, they will be denied 
their hunting heritage, If, however, you want to continue to enjoy duck hunt- 
ing, I would suggest the following procedure: Write to Charles G, Ross, 
Secretary to the President, White House, Washington, D, C, and state your views 
about the duck situation, In the final anelysis, the President must approve 
any recommend tions submitted by the Wildlife Service, 

Yours truly, 

Keith Neville (signed) 

President, Nebraska Stete Skeet Associetion. 

2



Sator —- Chicago Carson-Washington, Int. 5070 

CET, 
AX @ . 

K/— == DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

e Meet 4 INFORMATION SERVICE 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

For Release to the AM's MONDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1946. 

1947 WATERFOWL INVENTORY TO BE CONTINENT-WIDE 

Albert M, Day, Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service said today that the 

Service cannot predict what the 1947 duck hunting regulations will be until it has 

analyzed the results of the annual inventory of waterfowl populations which will 

be taken next month, and until it has completed its spring and summer field 

observations on the status of the birds, 

The large nae of requests now reaching the Sorvice for a forecast of next 

season's hunting regulations cannot be answered for many months, according to Mr, 

Day, because the Service's recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior on the 

new regulations will be made only after year-round scientific investigations are 

conpleted, 

Data gathered on the results of the midwinter inventories, from observations 

on the northward movement of birds during the migrations in the spring, and from 

investigations in the summer of the breeding grounds in the northern United States, 

Canada, and Alaska must be analyzed before the Service can recommend changes in the 

hunting season. As a rule, these recommendations are not ready to submit before 

late in June or early in July, 

As a part of the Service's cfforts to keep advised of the status of migratory 

waterfowl, Mr, Day announced that the annual midwinter inventory of the birds will 

again be made in January. This thirteenth annual inventory, however, will be 

continent-wide instead of nation-wide, and will include Mexico, Central America, 

Alaska, and Canada in addition to the United States,



In order to obtain the most accurate possible counts of duck concentrations 

that can be made, the Service's coverage during the 197 inventory will be on e 

more extensive basis than ever before attempted," Mr. Day declared. "Reports on 

duck hunting this fall from most parts of the country have been discouraging. We 

proposed to do our utmost to find out what has happened to the ducks." 

More complete coverage of duck wintering areas will be achieved this y ear 

through the greater use of airplanes and aerial photography, the Service Director 

pointed out. The Army, Navy, Coast Guard, several State conservation departments, 

and private planes will be used through the cooperation of these agencies, in 

addition to the Service's recently~acquired planes. 

More than 1,000 observers will cooperate with the Service in making this 

inventory between January 7 and 17, These will include State and Federal 

conservation officers, wildlife technicians, ornithologists, and other field men 

selected for their qualifications and interest in waterfowl survey work, 

Widespread aerial waterfowl surveys will be made in Mexico and Central America 

where a Service amphibian plane will traverse both coasts of Central America to the 

South American coast itself. ‘We hope to make the most complete waterfowl survey 

ever conducted in that region," asserted Mr. Day, "and for that purpose Dr. George 

B, Saunders, flyway biologist, and David L, Spencer, vilot-biologist, will spend 

considerable time this winter on this trip. ‘hen they return, we expect to have a 

pretty good idea of just how many birds winter south of the border--sométhing we 

have never known for a certainty before," 

Because Alaska and coastal Canada, particularly British Columbia, have been 

reported to harbor significant numbers of waterfowl in winter, these areas are 

being included in 1947 for the first time, The Alaska Game Commission and wild~ 

life officials of the Canadian government are organizing comprehensive surveys of 

: all important wildfowl wintering areas in their regions so that the continental 

picture may be complete. 

e .



Although Service biologists keep tab on the ducks throughout the year, during 

migration, on the breeding grounds, as well as in winter, January is selected as 

the month for taking the inventory because the birds are most likely to be con~ 

centrated in limited arcas and are also relatively stationary so that they will be 

included in the estimate only once. 

Mr. Day emphasized that the inventory cannot be considered a "census", It 

is manifestly impossible to count all North American waterfowl with accuracy, but 

an accurate measure of trends in the population does supply data essential for the 

formulation of the annual hunting regulations," 

= z= 

PLN. 11394 3



. 424 University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mir. Pred Nichols 
Albany 
Wiseonsin : 

Dear Mr. Nichols: 

I am pleased to hear from you, and I am glad 
that my friend Ben Cleveland still remembers me. 

I am afraid I don't kmow the tract of land you 
write sbout, but I would be glad to look it over. I can't 
engage to do so, however, until later in the summer. In 
any case, I have no official connections which might purchase 
the land, whereas Mr. Trenk has. 

Sincerely yours, : 

é Aldo Leopela 
‘Be Professor of Wildlife Management



Albany, Wisconsin. 6/12 -- '40 

Aldo Leopold 
Uni. of Wisconsin. 
Madison 

Dear Mr Leopold. =-333; 

Ben c¥evelana of the Village 
Board in Albany tells me all about you . How you are 
a nut on flowers and plant life and conservation, Isac 
Walton andall that stuff .. You are not alone,there are 
a bunch of us here in Albany. I have read with grest 9 
pleasure your articles in the "Wisconsin Bulletin Conservation \| 

The old WNichols homestead is for sale at 
125,000 -. Buildings rehabilatated are worth th price. 
Sa 70 -aerés all told, 50 acres in virgin timber with 
trees up to three foot and 30 fect without a limb. 
Am enclosing a picture or so. . ; 

I want to sell this tract to the Village 
24, interest and no money down. The downfalls and dead 
will take care of the paupers . I have interviewed Mr 
Frad Trink of your, department who is enthused. He 
has examined the soil and advises that thism can be made 
a commercial forest with Northern Pine trees. .. 
For Heavens sake lets save a little virgin forest 
for our State, and our children. . 

This letter is to ask that you contact 
Ben Cleveland ;; that you consent to meet with the 
Village Board to explain conservation; that you 
work with us to keep this tract from comming into 
"“play-boy" or commercial hands. Am enclosing 
descriptive matter. I really am anut gyself and 

> no money down and 2% shows that I want to safe 
our forest. 

Yours p £ : 
Fred Micteets 

Fred Nichols. 

a, “Megs 
17 EO 

Se isc pelea aaa = 52 cage



424 University Farm Place 
April 30, 1940 

Mr. Anton F. Novy 
1021 North 16th Street 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Novy: 

In acknowledgment of your long and generous cooperation, 
I am sending you 2 copy of my "Game Survey of the North Central 
States." In Chapter in you will find a history of the pheasant 
insofar as I knew it in 1931. 

I also have the following documents of which I havo no 
copies but which you could consult in my library if you have time 
te stop in sometimes 

Shaw, William T. ‘The Ghina or Denny Phoasant in Oregon, 
with notes on the native grouse of the Pacific 
Northwest. J. B. Lippincott Go., Phila., 1908. 

Leopold, Aldo. Manuscript of "Game Survay of Iowa," with 
a detailed history of the pheasant in that state. 

Leopold, Aldo. Manuscript of "Game Survey of Wisconsin," 
with some notes on the history of the pheasant in 
this state. 

I have a history of the Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin, 
including the data I got from you, and of which I will be able to 

b*28 send you copies within a month or so. 

I have in my library many other papers where fragmentary 
material on the history of the pheasant is to be had, but I have 
neger brought this material together in any publication of my own. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ae



1021 North 16th Street 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 
April 24, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

What knowledge do you have regarding 
the trend of the ring neck pheasant in the north central 
states? I would appreciate any information you might be 
able to give me. I feel sure you can oblige me as you 
may have written a book on this subject which I did not 

see. 

I am fimilar with the work of Judge 
Owen N. Denny of Portland, Oregon, who imparted some 
pirds from Shanghai, China, in 1892 to the United States 
and they seem to have thrived very well in the West, and 

about the large pheasant farm that was established in Sherbum, 
New York in 1909. However, how they happened to be planted 
in South Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa I do not know. I know 
that Mr. Pabst of Milwaukee made several plants in Waukesha . 

put do not know the year they were planted. 

If you have any information regarding the 

history of the pheasant and are willing to pass it on, I 
certainly would be pleased to hear from you. 

Thanking you for your past favors, I am 

3 Yours very truly, 

Anton F. Novy ; 

AFN: um



ame _ Copies to: Haskell Noyes 
Harold Pugh 

: New Soils Building 
Noveaber 8, 1934 

Pino dap tarist & Famer 

Dear Mr, Nelsont 

The weds fe full of things which your Racine Lions Club could 
undertake, end you can be assured of my hearty cooperation in whatever 
you decided to do, : 

EE Se Saree Hf o Same ome seetnatinn pendent 
excellent. You do make it clear whether you contemplate a general 
offer of cooperation to farmers in the county or whether you contemplate 
a specific area, Sie celeste teetins ne ee 
gould be counted on to nominate suitable locations, After he 
this, I wuld be glad to come over and help you select the best location . 
end te lay out the preliminary moves fn consultation with your comuittee 
and with Peterson, 

PIS 100. 08 ek & rm 0 Se seen 
of the netural water level in Muskego Lake. I have investigated this 
lake in comection with the marshland survey which I am now making of 
Wisconsin, ani my impression in that what it needs is some dcillful dip- 
lomaey in lining up the landowners, rather than fimis, Certain infividuals 
may have to have presmre exerted upon them before they will kick in their 
lands, and an organisation like yours, with its benicing and other comeations, 
might be able to do this to good advantage, 

I feel reaconably safe in saying that {ff the landomers can be 
lined up, the funds for the dau can be found among one or other of the 
federal agencies conserned, 

Possibly you would regard this lake as within the Milwaukes 
rather than the Racine territory, “ith this in mind, I am sending a copy 
of this letter to Hidkcell Noyes. The Milwaukee Izaak Walton Leacue might 
take this on as a chapter project, ‘the work demands the expenditure of 
ingemity rather than money. 

‘the game refuges on country clubs are all right, but I wuld 
not regard this as a big enough thing to provide a suitable outlet for 
your organization, It could be done on the side in connection with one 
or the other of the above, 

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this to Harold Pugh, 
Let me have your reaction, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



ay a Lo ®] WISCONSIN 
AGRIGULTURIST 

ee 

AD 

and FARMER 
RACINE, WISCONSIN 

November 6, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As chairman of a newly formed Conservation 
Committee of the Racine Lions Club, I am writing 
you for some information which I trust you will be 
kind enough to give. 

First of all, it is our idea to work on a 
few small projects or one large one which can be 
accomplished at a small cost to the Lions Club or 
a program that can be accomplished without any 
outlay of money. 

Therefore, I would appreciate having you 
give me a number of ideas which you might think 
will fit into our picture. : 

1, for example, have in mind contacting a 
number of farmers in Racine county and selling them 
on the idea of accepting pheasant eggs or live birds 
and leaving the responsibility with each individual 
farmer to care for and protect them during closed 
seasons. Then during hunting season these farmers 
will have the privilege of selling hunting rights 
to a few sportsmen and naturally prohibiting anyone : 

Oy, else from hunting or trespassing on their farms. 

qo” In other words, I believe this idea of mine 
yw is the same or somewhat the same as your idea which 

you presented here at an Izak Walton League meeting 
several years ago. If so, would you be kind enough 
to tell me just how we procure pheasant eggs or live 
birds and all the other information needed to carry 
on a program of this kind?



Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin 

2--Mr. Aldo Leopold 

It is also our idea to establish game 
preserves in one or two of our local country 
clubs by posting this property and liberating 
pheasant and perhaps quail. I, therefore, 
would like to know just how we would proceed 
in a venture of this kind. 

Please also tell me whether or not the 
State Conservation Department furnishes pam- 
phlets or books of any kind to groups who are 
interested in conservation. 

Thanking you for your cooperation in 
this matter, I wish to remain 

Very truly yours, 

JN: MMG 7 

Add: care Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer 
Racine, Wisconsin



Bovember 24, 1948 

Mr. Oliver S. Owen 

Zoology Devartment 
Cornell University 
Ttheca, New York 

Dear Ollie: 

We are sending you herewith Newsletter #35, which you 
requested. Our general approach to the training of 
wildlife biologists and manegers is summed up in an 
article by Professor Leopold, “Academic and Professional 
Training in Wildlife Work," Journal of Wildlife Manage- 
ment 3(2):155-161. In general, it is our idea that 
wildlifers should be flexible persons who have been 
well grounded in fundamental sciences while they were 
undergraduates. We are, therefore, opposed to the 
development of any undergreduate major in wildlife 
management such as is given by many other schools in 
the country. I think Professor Leopold's great con- 
tributions were the development of wildlife management 
in terms of raising game as crops in the wild, end an : 

_ 4dnsistence that these techniques could only be nerfected 
by the liberal financing of well grounded research. 

Sincerely yours, 

JIE: po Joseph J. Hickey 
Assistant Professor ‘



Nov. 19,1948 
Ithaca,New York 

Dr. Joseph Hickey 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
Wildlife Management Department 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison,Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hickey: 
I Lave been asked by Dr. W.d.Hamilton 

of the vertebrate zoology department here at Cornell to give a seminar 

talk on the late Prof. Leopold and his approach to Wildlife Management. 

7 Would it be possible to send me a copy of the Wildlife Research News 

Letter of May,1948 which contained an obituary on Prof. Leopold? I 

would also greatly appreciate any mimeographed material available on 

the general approach to the science of wildlife management as exists 

in your department at the present time. 

Sincerely, 

: Obi §. Cutan 
Oliver S. Owen



: oT 
ae 
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April 1, 1948 

Mr. Fairfield Osborn 
Now York Zoological Society 
630 Fifth Aveme 
Hew York, New York 

Dear Fairfield: 

Tt moh nat coe t your sending me the book, and 
espec: your tascription in it. I look for , 
ward to reading it within the next couple of days. 

I also read with strong approval, your article 
4n The Atlantic. 

With personal regards, 

Yours ag ever, 

ALtpin Aldo Leopold



Com NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
NS 6G) -. KG) 8 
oe ZOOLOGICAL PARK - THE AQUARIUM 

wes ig fof 

CS EDUCATION - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH - CONSERVATION 

OFFICE OF THE SOCIETY 
630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. 

Clrcle 5-5750 

March 16, 198 aK 

ye nv 

a 
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Dear Aldo: 

In response to your letter of March 11th concerning Tony de Vos! 
book, I will go on a search party right away and discover, if I 

can, its present status, 

I am really counting the time until I see you again. I gather 
that you will be on for our May meeting and I deeply hope nothing 
will prevent you, as it will mean an immense amount to all of us 
to have you here. 

I had a delightful experience in running into your daughter un- 

expectedly in St. Louis last week. She gives every appearance of 
being a "top liner." 

I am sending a copy of my book to you under separate cover, I 
am immensely encouraged by its initial reception -—- not only the 

Atlantic Monthly articles (March and April), but within the last 
few days it has been taken by The Book Find Club, who I gather 
have a widespread distribution and whose managing editor avers 
that he has not handled a book that excites him to the degree that 
QUR PLUNDERED PLANET does, and that they are going to use unusual 

effort in regard to it. What I really hope is that you like it! 

With warmest regards, 

Ever sincerely, 

0 a <A 

Pre 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

FO:RES
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CC DR. LEOPOLD - : 

plone la 

August 15, 19h7 

Dre William A. Albrecht 

University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Albrecht: 

T have for some time been working on a book, just now completed, whose purpose is 

to show that mankind is a part of the earth's biological system and is not a form 

of genii that can successfully provide substitutes for the processes of nature, 

As a part of the mamuscript,I have attempted to suggest to the reader that land 

health and the health of animals, including human beings, are closely related. 

Aldo Leopold has been kind enough to lean me a number of your papers on this 

general subject, which I have largely used, as you will observe, in preparing 

these particular brief pages on this aspect of the whole subject. 

I would be greatly indebted to you if you will read over these pages and advise 

me whether you consider them generally satisfactory and, further, whether you 

: note any errors. I do not feel that T have over-stressed the possibility of 

the alliance between the present-day human degenerative diseases and land ill 

ness. Naturally, I do not wish to over-do the point and would appreciate your 

comments where you feel that I have. 

Naturally, I wish to give credit in the bibliography to the source material that 

is from your papers that hes so benefited me in writing this brief chapter. 

In this regard, could you inform me which of your writings might be available 

in case readers of my book wished to get copies of it. 

The book is to be published by Little, Brom & Company, of Boston, ami is to go 

to galleyproof the latter part of next month. Consequently, if it is possible 

for you to mo so, I should be happy if you cofild get your reply to me by Septem 

ber 15th. 

Thm king you greatly, 

Sincerely yours, 

- Fairfield Osborn 

: President 

PeSe Dre Ray Carpenter has been doing some work for our institution in the co- 

ordination of research programs both at the Zoological Park and at Jackson Holes 

Wyoming. He wishes to be most warmly remembered to you. 

FO:RES



April 2, 1947 ; 

Mr. Livingston Osborne 
Direetor 
Department of Conservation 

oe Springfield, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Osborne: 

I sm completely mystified by the alleged news story. 
I have not been in Milwaukee, nor have I attended 
any Conservation meetings recently, nor have I 
issued any public statement aboot geese since our 
correspendence of some months ago. If you will send 
me the news story in question, IT will try to give 
you further light. In the meamvhile, it appears to 

me that you have written o pretty strong letter 
without verifying the facts. 

. Very truly yours, 

ALrPu ALDO LEOPOLD
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
DWIGHT H.GREEN, covernor 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

LIVINGSTON E-OSBORNE SPRINGFIELD THEOPHILUS C.PONTING 
DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

March 21, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
423 University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Since writing you last, assuring you that we had no 
intention of opening up Horseshoe Lake for hunting wild geese 
again, I am informed that you appeared before a two day con- ae 
servation meeting in Milwaukee and issued a release which went 
to the newspapers, a copy of which I have received, stating 
that among other things the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
halted the shooting of wild geese at Horseshoe Lake because 
of the slaughter and that we were continuing to feed geese in 
order to concentrate them for the purpose of another slaughter 
next year and to make the geese tame for next year. 

That is an absolutely unqualified misstatement of 
fact, and if you made such a statement following the letter 
that I wrote you, then I desire to have no further cooperation 
with you in any way because I despise anyone who sets no value 
on truth. If your statement was made before you received my 
letter, I would like to know but the article in the paper 
indicates that it was subsequent to that time. 

Very truly yours, 

ee E. Osborne 
LEO :MB Pirector



som Copy to Mr. Wilson 

New Sofls Building 
March 28, 1934 

Mr, Williem O'Srien : 
Chairman, State Highway Commission 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, O'Brien: 

Mir. James T, Wilson of Kenosha sent me the attached 
Glipping with the suggestion that I forward it to you for your infor= 

I am not yet in a position to make an out-ani-out recom 
mendation that this would be a good move in Wisconsin, ‘There are a 
good many “ifs and ands" as to the workability of the flushing bar, 
the principal one being the personal interest of the driver, ‘ie also 
do not know exactly how many nests are deserted in spite of being left 
in an island of vegetation, under just what elrounstances this deser- 

. tion tekes place, and the time relations between nesting and date of 
cutting, Can you give me a general date on which mowing of highways 

begins in southern Wisconsin, or do you possibly have fixed instrue- 
tions on this aubject? 

Would your Department by any chance be interested in taking 
on a student for the sumer to make a special study of this question? 

. Tf this could be done, we would very shortly have all the essential : 
: facts about it and it might prove possible to recommend with confi+ 

dence certain definite procedures which you could advantageously 
follow, ir eee ce mete seeeiy the Seneriation Den 
partment contribute toward much a study, If we ahould go into 
it at all, it might also be well to cover the most advantageous 
seasons ond methods for clearing brush, with a view to combined main- 
ee ee ne ee ee Taken all to- 

gether this is a pretty large question which might well repay definite 
and explicit study, : 

: Should you have time to talk it over, give me a ring. 

: With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LeOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 
AL/vh 
Enel, 5



THE Nasu Motors CoMPANY 
Kenosua, WISCONSIN 

JAMES T. WILSON 
VICE PRESIDENT 

March 22, 1934, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Yesterday I ran across the en=- 

closed clipping in the Chicago Tribune. 

It is another illustration of 
some of the thinking that is going on 

around the country in connection with the 

type and kind of work that you have been 

following so long, and I thought you would 

be glad to see it. 

If you think it advisable you 

might send it over to my friend Bill 
O'Brien, Chairman of the Wisconsin Highway 

Commission. : 

Yourg very truly, 
ae : 

JTW IL 

P.S. I just received your March 21 letter. 

I also received the copies of the news 

sheet and have already sent a copy to 

the interested parties.
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
January 5, 1934 

Mr. Fred C. Ott 
2919 A North Fifth Street 
Milwaukee, Yisconsin 

Dear Mr. Otte: 

I remember very well meeting you at Clinton 
and I have been roughly following your subsequent move- 
ments. 

I am afraid I do not know of any openings ; 
at this time. I have had a few temporary game jobs 
financed by CWA, but the time was so short that I 
did not feel justified in inquiring at a distance for 
material. I will be glad, of course, to keep you 
in mind. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Als GM Game Manager
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April 27, 1948 

Mig. Michael Petrusika 
136 Congress Street 
fohoos, Mew Yoric 

Dear Mr. Petruskat 

In reply te your letter of March 29 to Professor 
Aldo Leapold, I am sorry to report that Professor 
Leopold died suddenly of a heart attack before he 

had an opportunity to read and comment on your 
report. 

’ Sincerely yours, 

SS epm Joseph J. Hickey 
Agsistant Professor ;
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March 29, 1948 
Mr. Aldo Leopold é ed 
Dep't. of Wildlife Management ae 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Some time ago our Committee requested information of you in 
connection with our studies of The Commission Form of administration 
of fish and game resources. 

We wish to express our appreciation for your cooperation 
and your help. 

Enclosed is a copy of our Report. If you would be kind enough 
to advise us of your comments, we shall be further indebited ta you. 

Please do not hesitate to be severely critical. 

Sincerely 

py jy -F ev 

Ml teltack jlletee ln 

Michael Petruska 
Commission Form Research Committee
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REPORT 

Your committee, consisting of Clarence J. Betts, 

Hamilton, Chairman; F. A. Demeree, Bainbridge; Michael Nadel, 

Brooklyn; F. B. Goold, Ghent; Michael Petruska, Cohoes, Secre- 

tary; and Herman Forster, ex-officio, New York City; duly 

appointed by President Forster in accordance with resolutions 
19 and 19a as passed by the 1946 convention which stated: 

RESOLVED, that the New York State Conservation 
Council appoint a representative committee to 

study the several commission forms of adminis- 
: tration of fish and game resources; to inquire 

into the desirability of a commission adminis- 
tration in the State of New York; and to present 

; ats recommendations at the next regular session 
of the Council at its next regular meeting. 

have met regularly throughout the year of 1947 and have, to the 
best of their ability, gathered all pertinent information and 
data that they considered important to this study, have contacted 
many outstanding national authorities in conservation and have 
conscientiously studied and sifted all facts and information 
available to them in order to present to the Council the most 
useful, constructive and comprehensive report that was within 

their power to formulate. 

In the steps that were taken to initiate this study, 
and in the recommendations that arise therefrom, there was no = 

implied reflection upon the present administration or of the 
quality of their performance to the extent of their present 

powers. 

‘ This investigation included: 

1. Study of New York State Conservation laws relating to 
fish and game 4s compared with those of other progressive states 

in the nation. 

2. Research into the type of conservation administration 
and fish and game administration in various states that are 
operating either under conservation departments or conservation 
commissions. 

3. Study of figures from various states regarding natural 
assets and revenue available in relation to the amount of 
artificial propagation and the annual take of fish and game. 

4, Request and study of the opinions and beliefs of out- 
standing conservationists throughout the country regarding the 

efficiency and operation of the two types of administration.
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5. Investigation into and consideration of the opinion of 
organized sportsmen's groups in other states regarding their 
reaction to the type of administration current in their 
particular state. 

6. Study of the different state laws and authorities cover- 
ing the several variations of commission type of administration 

in those states. 

7. Consideration of the desirability of a different type of 
administration for the State of New York taking cognizance of 
the present trend in conservation work. 

8. Consideration of the obstacles to surmount in making any 
changes for the State of New York in its form of administration. 

9. Review of the commission forms of administration which 
were in effect in the State of New York at various times and 
also the history of former proposed legislation relating to the 
ereation of a commission form of administration for this State. 

It became apparent to your committee, in proceeding 
with its investigations, that figures for income, expenses, 
stocking, take of game and fish, hunting and fishing areas, etc., 

could be obtained only by diligent searching, and when obtained 
could, as a general rule, be regarded only as estimates. In 
many instances the figures proved conflicting. The committee, 
therefore, in the course of its study, found it necessary to 
temper all information with conservative judgment and to draw 
its conclusions accordingly. 

Your committee onserves that there is a definite 
trend throughout the states at the present time toward the com- 
mission type of administration. 

it was necessary to rule out of consideration many 
commission types of administration because of imperfect laws and 

inefficient administration, and consider only the most ideal as 
examples in the study. 

Although theoretically it might seem necessary to 

include the division of forestry in fish and game administrative 
set-up, expression of opinion by outstanding conservationists 

throughout the country indicates that this has been demonstrated 
to have serious disadvantages. 

Administrative systems undergo modification in order 
to adjust themselves to preogressive needs or to escape limita- 
tions. Sometimes we do not realize the extent to which modifi- 
cation may be necessary until an objective, survey has been 
completed.
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COMPARATIVE CONCLUSIONS 

This committee feels that there are critical limita- 

tions in our current set-up, namely: 

(a) It cannot fulfill its full administrative function in 

that certain powers are withheld from it. 

(b) Continuity of long range programs is imperiled by lack 

of administrative stability. 

As to (a), the wisdom of the legislative body is not 

impugned. Because of changing conditions in influences. upon 

wildlife populations, legislation affecting seasons, limits, and 

policies regulating hunting and fishing must be flexible. It is 

impractical to expect the Legislature to have an intimate famil- 

iarity with these conditions, and to be able to give them more 

than superficial consideration when they are faced with other 

problems of state affecting the political economy, health, 

education, commerce, etc. 

Wildlife management is a science embracing variable 

factors. The promulgation of regulations that affect the taking 

of game should hinge directly upon the objectives of management, 

as recommended by wildlife technicians. Therefore the machinery 

of regulation of fish and game by political representation has 

become obsolete. : 

The budgetary power over the Conservation Fund and 

related moneys is now vested in the Legislature. Therefore, these 
moneys are not available for direct appropriation by the fish 

and game administration. 

The programs of the fish and game administration are 

endangered by lack of the authority to regulate permit fees in 

line with economic conditions. : 

As to (b), the most progressive administrator pos- 

sible is subject to removal by @ new administration on purely 
partisan lines. His term is concurrent with that of the governor 

who appoints him. He must be responsive to policis that have no 

remote bearing on the problems of wildlife, and he is limited by 

the framework of those policies. 

The governor, who in turn appoints his wildlife ad- 

ministrator, is not elected on the strength of his wildlife pro- 

gram. Therefore, he cannot be said to have a mandate from the 

people on this issue.
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The premise has been advanced that a fish and game 
administration achieves stability through the uninterrupted con- 
tinuance of a@ civil service staff, despite partisan administra- 
tive changes. This is not tenable. We know that policy and 
quality of leadership are vital determining factors in efficient 
organization and long range policy, and that personnel morale is 
closely associated with it. 

; On the other hand, we derive advantages from this 
single commissioner form: 

1. The Commissioner is appointed from the State at large. 

2. Responsibility rests with a single authority. 

3. Liaison between the administrator and other important 
and correlated departments of government is more readily 
obtainable. 

4, Expenditures for top-ranking men connected with fish and 
game activities, and some other related programs, come from the 
general fund and not from the fish and game fund. 

Disadvantaves of the Commission form: 

1. It holds the possibility of being non-representative of 
@ll1 sections. 

2. All benefits in line of financial support and cooperation 
from the general fund are more apt to be removed. 

3. The respensibility for anything done would be divided 
among the members of the commission rather than be chargeable to 
a single head. 

4, By far the most serious hazard to be encountered under a 
Commission form is that the divorce of fish and game from fores- 
try and other related services and functions is very apt to 
present serious drawbacks. 

Advantages of Commission Form: : 

1. Appointment of commissioners at large without levislative 
approval and with staegered terms overlapping any one governor 
tends to limit political influence. 

2. It furnishes commissioners who are interested in and who 
have a knowledge of wildlife.



3. Commissioners have the power to appoint a director judged 
solely on his ability, and may have authority to fix his salary. 

4, Opportunity for continuity of a long term fish and game 
management program uninterrupted by political turn-over is 
afforded. 

5. Regulations regarding seasons, bag limits, and permit 
fees could be set up with no other entering consideration except 
the benefit to wildlife management. 

General Conclusions: 

i. No type of Fish and Game Administration is tamper or 
fool proof. 

2. Many States having the finest forms of Commission Con- 
trol are beset with as much or more dissension among the sports- 
men as is our State under a department set-up. 

3. Two facts are most apparent 

a. The success or failure of any fish and game 
program in a State depends to a major degree on 
the top personnel in charge. 

b. The most necesssary and beneficial help, a 
State's program can have is an alive, informed 
and progressive, well organized sportsmen and 
conservation group working closely with State 
Conservation officials. 

Recommendetions: 

After a thorough and intensive study and discussion as out- ° 
lined above, your Committee believes that the ever-increasing 
necessity for more and more cooperation and pooling of assets 
and efforts by the interests comprising fish and game, forestry, 
agriculture, land, water, parks, highways and public health, 
good Conservation can best be benefited in at least the immediate 
present by a continuation of the Conservation Department in the 
State of New York as set up at the present time with the inclu- 
Sion as quickly as possible of the following implementing 
recommendations: 

1. Complete transfer of regulatory powers covering seasons, 
bag limits and manner of take, to the Department.
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2. Transfer of all budgetary control of the Conservation 
Fund and all other funds available to the Division of 
Fish and Game, to the Conservation Department with all 
powers over appropriations and expenditures, but subject 
to audit of the State Comptroller. 

3. Transfer of the authority to set license and permit 
fees regarding take, sale and processing of fish and 
game, to the Conservation Department. 

4, A six year term for the Conservation Commissioner. 

5. Enactment of a law to necessitate the appointment by 
the Conservation Commissioner of an advisory board drawm from 
interested and informed sportsmen and conservationists within 
the state to meet with him at reeular intervals, the members 
to serve without remuneration other than necessary expenses in 
connection with their duties. 

6. That the New York State Conservation Council undertake 
to write a model Commission Law for Fish and Game administration 
in the State of New York, based broadly on the Missouri Law and 
the Idaho Initiative Petition, to be held ready for such time as 
conditions may warrant the application of such a lew.



March 15, 1948 

ie. John HM. Phillips 
Phillips Mine and M411 Supply Co. 
Pittsturgh 3, Pennsylvania 

Dear Uncle John: 

Thanks for giving me the copy of your valuable 
historical paper from 1947. 

You don't say whether you went to the St. Louis 
conference, but I didn't, hence I am looking 
forward to seeing you again at next year's 
conference. 

With kind pergonal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Abspa Aldo Leopold
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MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1863 

PITTSBURGH 8, Pa. 

February 28, 1948 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I want to thank you for your kindness in sending me 

the literature concerning the white tailed deer controversy now 

peing agitated throughout the country. This is being taken up 

nationally and the magazine, published by the American Forestry 

Association, contained a long abticle on the matter ebout three 

months ago. vidently this subject will be discussed at the 

Wildlife Management Institute conference in St. Louis on March 

Qe 

You returned the material I sent you on this subject. 

I am therefore inclosing for your files the three letters I 

wrote at the request of the game commission on this matter which 

were published throughout the state. 

At present we still have a surplus of deer which are 

destroying their own food and that of other wildlife. Our game 

laws are enacted by our legislature and our hunters see that the 

Fish and Game Committees of our House and Senate are controlled 

by them. Thus our game commission is often thwarted by the 

desires of the meat hunters. In many sections of our deer territory 

the citizens there consider our deer herd as their cattle and 

there is much illegal killing for mea& and even sale of deer to 

unsuccessful hunters. 

I am now in my eighty-eighth year, having begun con- 

servation work back in 1889 with the late George Shirags III. 

While I am still interested in the purification of our waters 

and the preservation of our forests and wildlife, I am glad to 

turn over the active work to younger and more able men like 

yourself. 

With best wishes, I am 

Your old friend, 

. aI Nt JMP/ajs tm MS Pniitds ae 

MINE & INDUSTRIAL CARS - FABRICATED STEEL - IRON CASTINGS
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L 623 North Second Street 
Legislation Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin, 
Federal 
H.R.2642 February 25, 1948 
(Blatnik Bill) ! 

Prof, H.H.Chapman 
School of Forestry 
Yale University 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven 11, Conn. : 

Dear Professor Chapman: 

Your note of February 16 finds us engaged in attempting to estimate 
what would be the returns to the counties were the Blatnik Bill enacted with 
@ provision for payments in lieu of taxes computed as 3/4 of 1% of the valuation. 
Congressman Blatnik has requested this information, possibly as « means of 
reconciling the various opposing views. We hope to have our report in the 
hands of the Chief by sometime next week where it will no doukt be subjected 
te review before being transmitted to Congressman Blatnik. 

I st41l believe that there is a chance for enactment of the Blatnik 
bill if an agreement can be reached on the matter of a payment in lieu of 
taxes. Without such an agreement there does not seem to be any change of 
getting it brought to vote, ; % 

You can well imagine that placing a value on 580,000 acres of wild land 
is mite a task. As far as I know there is no precedent for such an under- 
taking, so we have had to do the best we can employing the customary means of 
appraisal flavored by whatever common sense we have been able to muster. inci- 
dentally, you will be interested to know that one of the references we have 
used is Chapman's FOREST FINANCE. 

I certainly appreciate your interest and will attempt te keep you 
advised of any information that comes iy way. 

Very truly yours, 

day H. Price 
Regional Forester
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TELEPHONE CABLE ADDRESS 

HEMLOCK O129 “CARS” 

HILUIP ee (| 

= MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1863 

PITTSBURGH 8, Pa. 

November 4, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo, 

I understand you have written an article in the 
Journal of Wildlife Management in regard to the deer dilemma 
throughout the country. Will you kindly send me this? 

As you will notefrom the inclosed letter to Mr. 
Leffler in 1928 and the article of 1938 I have long been in- 
terested in this problem. In fact, I was instrumental in 
passing here in Pennsylvania one of the first, if not the 
first, buck law in the country. Then in 1923 I was also one 
of the first to advocate a season on large doe when our herd 
became unbalanced and I have worried over the matter ever since. 

I am sorry to say most of our old friends - Burnhan, 
Hornaday - have gone to the Happy Hunting Ground and you and 
I are about the Last of the Mohicans. 

Hoping you will kindly let me hear from you, I 
am, with best wishes, 

Your old friend, 

(John M. BN Whine 
JMP/ajp 

MINE & INDUSTRIAL CARS - FABRICATED STEEL - IRON CASTINGS
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oe ok University Farm Place 
May 18, 1938 

Mr, Kenneth Parker 
‘ Court & Division Streets 

Janesville, Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

I promised you in Jamary that I would drop in 
to talk about a possible consulting service for landowners. 

Since that time the student, Hawkins, who had suf- 
ficient experience to help me in such work has flown the coop ‘ 
and taken a job in Illinois. My other student, Hochbaum, who 
could fill the bill, has practically agreed to make a duck 
nesting study in Canada and hence is not available. This 
accounts for my failure te show up. 

I nevertheless appreciate your friendly attitude 
toward the idea and I still hope to drop in on you sometime 
in a purely personal capacity and to see your property, which 
interests me very much. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
vh 1 Professor cf Game Management :



1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 15, 1938 

ye a" d 

ee yl 
” Mr, Kenneth Parker OY ee + 

Court & Division Streets wy" 
Janesville, Wisconsin { 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

I am please at your favorable opinion of the idea 
of a consulting service. Unfortunately I have been playing 
hockey in Mexico for a month and I am naturally swamped on 
my return. Hence there may be some delay in my ability to 
@all on you to talk the matter over further. I will promise 
you, however, te do it some time within the next few months, 
and of course I am anxious to contribute to the success of 
your refuge quite regardless of any financial arrangement. 
I am also curious to see it and I am intrigued by your 
remark about getting sick of hunters. My patience also some- 
tines falters. 

With kind regarés to yourself snd family, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Kenneth Parker, Court & Division Streets, Janesville, Wisconsin, U.S.A. RY oe 

ee 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I have your letter of December 15 and I 
think your idea is an excellent one and 
that it will be worth easily $100 a year 4 
to me to be able to get advice from time : 
to time about the game refuge project. 
As to being able to forego the shooting 
I am sorry to say I am getting rather 
sick of hunters. 

I should be very glad to see you at any 
time that it is convenient to you and 
when you come may I suggest that you make 
it so that you can have lunch with us. 

Sincerely yours, 

: k | ia 

December 20, 1937



1532 University Avene 
December 15, 1937 

Mr, Kenneth Parker 
Court and Division Streets 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

I do not think that your use of the ponds for boating would 
iaterfere greatly with their use for ducks after the aquatic vegetation 
has come up around the edges. It looks like an almost perfect opportunity 
for a refuge, and if you can forgo the shooting I would certainly recomnénd 
the refuge idea. 

The thought has crossed my mind often during the past year that 
it might be useful to a few particularly interested landowners for me to 
set up & consulting service for ventures of this kind. Time was when I 
could get sround enough personally to perform this function, but I now 
find myself almost completely sewed up in supervising the field operations 
of my students. 

I am developing, however, certain students who have worked with 
me three or four years end who are really better than I am in all except 
policy questions. I have students, for instance, who could do an excellent 
Job of telling you what to plant in these ponds and how to manage them as 
a refuge. Supposing I could make one of these men availeble to a small : 

group at frequent intervals at a fixed charge per year which would cover 
the student's traveling expenses and stipend. A person like yourself 
could then keep currently in touch with such information as we have which 
might be useful to you, and when moot questions arose I could back up 
the student by a personal visit. Do you think such a set-up would be 
attractive to landowners like yourself? 

A student's stipend is about $500 perycar and it costs about 
$600 to travel him. If this $1,400 were divided up among 2 dozen land~ 
owners I might furnish this service at $100 apicce per yesr with the 
understanding that there would be at least four inspections per year, 
one during each season and as many more ag current problems necessitate. 

The arrangement would be attractive to me not only as a 
financial means for carrying advanced students through a period of 
practical field experience, but also as a means of interesting landowners 
in work which would help our research output and at the seme time be 
interesting to them. For instance, your ponds would be a perfect set-up 
for banding and you might get a tremendous kick out of a banding operation.



2 

If this sounds to you as if it had any merit, let me know 
and I will come down to talk it over. I might also bring along a 
sample of what I call an advanced student. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Kenneth Parker 
Court and Division Streets 

Janesville Wisconsin U.S.A. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I believe I told you that I bought a 120-acre patch 
of land about a mile south of Lake Koshkonong. There 

are a lot of springs in this land and I had a 300 
foot dam built which made a pond covering about 7 or 
8 acres. The depth varies from 9 feet to 2 feet. In 
the shallow portions I have had quite a lot of plant- 
ing done—wild rice and a lot of other stuff recommend- 
ed and put in by Mr. Terrell of Oshkosh. This land 
is a quarter of a mile wide and three-quarters of a 
mile long. I am inclosing a picture I took showing 
the ponds—one pond I am going to stock with trout, 
another with bass, bluegills, etc. 

I think I would like to turn this place into a game 
refuge and not have any hunting at all on the premises. 

All summer long however there will be kids swimming 
in the pond and I am giving my son a sailing dinghy 
for Christmas which will also be in steady operation I 
presume. Will this activity make the place undesirable 
as a waterfowl refuge and interfere with and drive 
away nesting ducks? I would like to go ahead with 
this project if you think it has a fair chance of 
success. 

There is no work land in the 120 acres—-about one- 
third of it is heavily wooded, another third is marsh 
and the rest is hills and the ponds. 

Do you think it would be a desirable thing to have a 
refuge in this locality? The hunting done around 
here, as you know, is very earnestly carried on. 

Very truly yours, 

isthe 
December 13, 1937
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September 24, 1936 

Mr, Kenneth Parker 
Court and Division Streets 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

It is hard for me to give you an adequate answer by 
mail, since I am not certain that our premises are the same. 
I dowbt whether under legal forma the Commission can concede 
your request. I am wondering whether you have considered the 
alternative of not having your land a refuge, tut simply posting 
it under your private rights as a landowmer, this would enable 
you to extend any protection you desire to upland game and at 
the same time shooting migratory game in season, 

Your proposal, I feel impelled to say, while of course 
perfectly justified as an individual matter, runs exactly con- 
trary to the needs of the situation, Our pheasants are in no 
danger whatever, whereas the need is for waterfowl refuges, I 
mention this simply as bearing on the probability of any legal 
change being recommended by the Department. 

Please do not consider this as s final or sufficient 
reply. I hope to drop in on you or that you will drop in here 
for a further discussion. 

With best regards to yourself, your family and your 
father, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
o Professor of Game Management
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold, 

I am inclosing a copy of a letter I have just 
written to Mr. Conway of the Conservation De- 
partment. 

I have 200 acres of land near Lake Koshkonong 
which the Department declines to permit me to 
convert into a shooting preserve. So far as up- 
land game is concerned I do not mind because I 
do not enjoy killing such birds. I would like 
to see that there is good cover and feeding for 
pheasant, quail and partridge, and I intend to 
provide it. 

There is a stream on this property and I am now 
constructing a dem to make a duck pond and so 
naturally I would like to conserve the right te 
shoot ducks on this property. 

De you not think it worthwhile for the Conserva- 
tion Department to consider a new ruling to apply 
to lend owmers like myself who are willing to 
forego the hunting of uplend game, provide feed 
and cover for such game, but to have the 
privilege of hunting migratory waterfowl on the 
same property? 

As I pointed out in my letter to Mr. Conway, this 
entire area is very heavily and earnestly hunted 
and each year after the pheasant shooting days 

are over the district is back in the same de- 
populated statu quo. 

If you subscribe to the theory of such a new rul- 
ing, could you suggest to me how to promote the idea? 

Very truly your 

Qik 

KP 
e



Kenneth Parker 
Court and Division Streets 

Janesville Wisconsin U.S.A. 

August 51 
19 86 

Mrs Ralph C. Conway 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Conway, 

I just received your letter of August 29 returning 
my check which was to cover thd cost of a license 
for a shooting preserves I can understand fairly 

well, your reasons for not being able to issue the 
license. 

There is an alternative I would like to submit te 
yous. Gould I have this 200 acres of lend designat~ 
ed as a wild life refuge for all game excepting 
migratory birds? 

As you probably know, practically all of thet Lake 
Keshkonong area is very heavily hunted and each 
year during the few days open season on pheasants 

a@ considerable portion of the pheasant population 
is killed off, I think you will agree it would be 
en excellent idea to have a few acres such as my 
200 in the midst of this territory where the birds 
would be consistently fed, where there is good 
cover and where there would be no shooting what- 
ever, It is my opinion that such a refuge would 
go a long way towards preventing the decimation of 
uplend game in that region. 

I realise that my wish to reserve the rights to 
shoot ducks on this farm area injects a complics~ 
tion inte the matter but I believe that there are 
well-justified reasons for formalating a new ruling, 
if necessary, recognizing the necessity for refuges 
for non-migratory birds and not necessarily the 
same for migratory birds. 

If you people believe as I do that it would be a 
very good thing if a few land comers like myself 
would be willing to forego the pheasant shooting 
privileges and convert their lands into permanent 
wild life refuges for upland game, will you not 
plense consider forming « new valing for that purpose? 

Very truly yours, 

KP 
e 

c.c. Professor Aldo Leopold



New Soils Building 
July 23, 1935 

Mr, Kenneth Parker 
The Parker Pen Company 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Parker: 

x I am sending you the paper on conservation economics which 
: I tried somewiat lamely to outline te you last night. I think the 

paper makes a better job of it. 

I am building toward the end of putting a staff of highly 
picked men on the trafhof this problem here at the wiversity. 
Thsy would consist of lawyers, economists, and biologists, and the 
task would be te find a vehicle whereby the public could influence 
the private land owner in respect of his conservation practice. 
One of the endowed foundations has shown quite a bit of interest, 
end it is not impossible that this thing might get under way within 
ayear. I consider it of even greater Sasic importance than the 
research for technique which I am conducting in the geme field. 

T have a companion paper called "the Conservation Bthic" 
which gowewhat underlies this “Conservation Economics," and which 
FES SE A EOE Oe ee ee 

so, 

I an asking Miss Horn to try to locate a copy of "Birds 
of Wisconsin" by Kumlien and Hollister, She will let you know who 
has it and what he wants for it, 

Please do not forget to tell your father that I regretted 
not secing him while in Janesville, tat that I hope to do so soon 
after my return. 

With best regards, 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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Janesville, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

yw April 2 2 
foe 59-35 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

It was most thoughtful on your part to send me a 
copy of the findings of your experiments in regard 
to food for the birds. I certainly intend to 
profit by it. 

I have something of an interesting problem Con- 
necting with Stonehenge is a strip of ground, 
quite fertile, sixty feet wide that leads over to 
the regular highway that goes to Edgerton. It is 
virtually dead ground; that is to say, there are 

no trees on it and it's too far away for a garden. 

This strip is surrounded by a woven wire fence so 
that the open space is between the two fencese 

In your opinion, would it be wise to plant this to 
sorghum or something of this character for the 
birds? The strip of land extends clear up to the 
woodse 

In this there is an acre or an acre and a half of 
ground and if the birds would travel far enough 
from the shelter to get in there, it seems as 
though it would be a perfect feeding ground for 
them. : 

Very truly yours, 

GSP fe 
on 

dn 
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New Soils Building 
January 21, 1935 

Mr. George 8, Parker 
The Parker Pen Company 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear Ur. Parker: : 

I wes surprised to hear that your quail have 
left, I have had several other experiences this winter 
which have forced me to conclude that holding quail on 
high land during winter time is not so easy, ‘They have a 
decided hankering to move to a marsh and heavy marsh cover. 
I thought, though, that your bunch,by reason of the coni~ 
fers and feeding station, would stay. I still think that 
the conifers, plus food petches, plus a feeding station 
should the food patches get enowed under, will hold them; 
at least it will be worth the effort to try it. I fancy 
the wealmess in your seteup is that there was no cover 
other than the conifers, whereas with a good food patch 

there will be. 

_ I doubt whether predators had anything to do 
with the moving. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alée Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Signed in 
Mr. Leopold's absence
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SF he Parke “Pen Company 

& Janesville, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

w Jamary 14 
en 19 35 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

Permit me to acknowledge receipt of your 

good letter of the eleventh. 

I will be very pleased indeed to reeeive 

the combined experiences of the four sys- 

tems which you now have under observation. 

It will be most interestinge 

I have in mind making various plantings 
at Stonehenge based upon the result of 

your findings. : 

By the way, I regret to report that the 

fine bunch of quail we saw up at Stone- 

henge all seem to have departed. I can : 

not understand this-unless they were 

frightened away by a cat or some predatory 

animal. Anyway, they have all disappeared. 

Very truly yours, 

ae Ge 

dm 
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Original letter from Parker and copy of this te tet, Jackson 

New Soils Building 
December 20, 1934 

Mr, George S, Parker : 
Parker Pen Company 
Janesville, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Parker: 

I was pleased to get your letter and also meh gratified 
and surprised to receive the pen. You may be wure that I will have 
constant use for it and that it will frequently remind me of our very 
pleasant visit and of the prospect for some more of the seme, Whenever 
I can be of any use to you in game developments, you kmew without my 
telling you that all you have to do 1s to call on me. 

I am compiling some detailed specifications bearing on food 
patehes and will send you this material as soon as I feel reasonably sure 
that it is correct, Znelosed is a general publication on winter feeding 
which I got out last year and which may contain some useful hints. There 
are a lot of “ifs and ands" about food patches which may spell the differ- 
ence between success and failure, One of the most serious is planting 
the grain so thickly that a heavy snow acts on it as if it were a solid 
roof and mashes it flat to the ground. I hope to get out exact specifi- 
cations which will guard against over-sowing for each species of grain 
so far used, 

Should you have difficulty in getting seed locally, I will be 
glad to share my mpply with you next spring. We might also correspond 
on the question of best varieties, ‘This is one of the qestions on which 
I have not yet made up my mind, but I will before spring. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

; 3 Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.
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ESPANOLA, NEW MEXICO 

February 25, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 

College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Thank you for your letter of February 20. 

I do most sincerely hope that you will be able . 
to write something for Nature Magazine a little later. The first 
appearance of the new Conservation Section will be in the April 
issue. We shall have to feel our way a little bit at first, but 
I hope that you will find yourself in agreement with the attitude 
we are taking and be glad to cooperate in the future. 

I think that Abiquiu has not changed much from 
the way you knew it. My place is eighteen miles north of Abiquiu 
at the lower end of Navajo Canyon. Yie own the old Piedra Lumbre 
Spanish Grant and, since Ward Shepard bought the Polvadera Grant 
for the Indian Service, we are almost entirely hemmed in by the 
Carson Forest, the Santa Fe Forest, and the new Indian lands. We 
run cattle and have a guest ranch. 

T-have re-introduced antelope here, and they are 
doing well. Mrs. Pack has a couple of near-tame mountain lion 
kittens. In the Jicarilla-Apache Indian Reservation not far away 
the Game Commission is introducing sage chickens. I was with J. 
Stokley Ligon when he trapved them in Wyoming. 

I hope you will get out this way sometime to see 
your old friends, and that you will come up and pay us a visit. 

ph 
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AMERICAN NATURE ASSOCIATION SS 

WASHINGTON, D. ©. \ \ () pee 

\ Aa 
Orricr of THE PRESIDENT 

Pauceron, N. J 

Abiquiu, New Mexico, 

February 16, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was sorry not to see you again at the Game Conference, but 

we were all very busy, and I also regrétted that you were unable to be 
at the meeting of the Society of American Foresters in Washington. 

I asked Tom Gill to write to you, regarding your paper on 
Game Management, end I believe that you replied to him that you had 
sent your last copy to the American Game people. Wo doubt, we could 

secure a copy through them. However, it is my purpose in writing you 

to go a little beyond this. 

We have decided to make Nature Magazine into an active con- 
servation publication by the addition of a section of about twelve 
pages or so each month, devoted to conservation articles to be written 

by various leaders, and to editorial comment. We feel that there is 
a real need for this sort of thing. I want to offer our pages to you 
and, more than that, to ask you specifically if you would be willing 
to make us contributions from time to time. In so far as the financial 
needs of the writers require, we shall be prepared to make payment, 

although, of course, we can not offer rates commensurate with those 

paid by The Saturday Evening Post. However, we hope to keep down the 
exvense as far as possible. 

I am myself serving as the active editor of the Conservation 
Section which will be managing-edited by Dick Westwood. Tom Gill will 
contribute for matters within his field. 

The first issue of the new section will appear with the 
April issue of Nature Magazine. We are in hopes that, possibly, you 
would be able to contribute a signed article along the lines in which 
you are particularly interested, for the May issue, for which the 
material would have to be in my hands about the middle of March. If 

you could not make that, then a leter issue will do. 

My address for correspondence is Rancho de los Burros, 

Abiquiu, New Mexico, - a part of the country which is not unknown to you. 

Sincerely yours, ES 
/} 

VA 
ANP/P



New Soils Building 
February 20, 1935 

Mr. Arthur N. Pack 
Abiquin 
New Mexico 

Dear Mr, Pack: 

I am interested to hear of your proposed conser- 
vation section in the Nature Magazine, and I will gladly 
contribute whan I have time to work up new material, It 
is very doubtful, however, whether I can get anything 
ready by May, since I am teaching this senester. 

It is a strange thing to be writing letters about 
stientifie publications to Abiqaiu. Yhen I was last there 
nobody in Abiquiu would have Imown what such a letter waa 
about. 

With best resards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

+h é



New Soils Building 

Mr, Albert Van S, Pulling 
U. 8. Forest Service 
Park Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Pulling: ; 

I can freely certify to you or to your supervisor, Mr, 
Groesbeck, that reconnaissance work on the Canadian duck breeding 
grounds is highly important to conservation of migratory birds in 
both countries, I camot, of course, certify as to the extent to 
which your particular plans will enable you to do the kind of 
reconnaissance work which is needed and which would fit in with that 
of other observers, I see no reason, however, why your proposed 
contribution should not be of distinct value, particulary if you 
contact the Canadian authorities in advance to get any previous re- 
ports from the same region and to find the particular points on 
which they specify that information is needed. You are at liberty 
to use this opinion in presenting this matter to Supervisor Groes- 
beck or in any other way which you see fit, 

I can assure you that I am anxious to help in every 
possible way with your management plan venture, although I do not . 
set up to lmow anything about National Forest game in Wisconsin 

and I doubt very much whether very much is Imown by amybody. I have 
been urging Mr, Barker to initiate 4 deer research project to this 
end, : 

I take it that you are fully in touch with Bartlett's 
work and publications in Michigan, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
a7



F U.S.Forest Service, 

park Falls,WWis. 

Apr e2 1934.6 

Dear Leopold: 

I trust you have been in touch with Mr.Grimmer before this 

and —_ explained my perhaps blind statements relative to yours| 

and + ee on my proposed wild life management plans. 
The principal ings I want are: 

le The State to make all the suggestions that it can and empecially help 

through local game wardens. 
2 The State to publish the proposed plan as a State or combination of : 

State and Federal bulletin. 

3. The State to collaborate with the Forest Service in getting the plan 

into effect. 
4. To use your broad experience in a supervisory capacity insofar as 

possible. 

The last point was lr. Grimmer’ suggestion rather than mine, 

for ,of course,I could not burden you with anything of the sort except in 

the most eaane pews Naturally,I want all the advice 1 é@an get. 

It looks as if the Forest Service was going after this pretty 

hard. I am going to get more tine in the future to work on ite 

I have completed arrangements to go with the outfit I mentioned 

some time ago to the Hudsons Bay country this next season,if I can leave 

without pay for the months of July and August. I will get more money 

than I could from the Forest Service,and a chance to make a pretty complet 

cruise of the James Bay coast from Moose Factory up to the main Hudsons 

Bays There will be chances to get a short distance inland by canoe,in 

the more strategic points,and I am very anxious to get some first hand 

information on the duck situation there,and later-- perhaps in 1935-— 

to get some more information from the other side of the Bay where ducks 

are more productivee I believe that Canadian production may be the very 

basis of the duck situatione I seriously question whether we are ever 

going to bring back enough breeding grounds on this side of the line : 

+o really make ducks. I will get in touch with some of the Canadian 

authorities,if I go. . 

It might be well if you wrote a note to Byron L. Groesbeck,Superviser 

Checuamegon National Forest,Park Falls,Wis. suggesting geave be granted 

for this work,if you can do so conscientiously. It would perhaps be best 

if you sent the letter to me,rather than to Mr. Groesbeck,so I can present 

the application and the whole works at once. This is to bolster up the 

thing at the R.O. because the application will go through regular channels 

and the Supervisor will arrange it here if it is at all possible. It may 

pe hard to get a substitute for my work,for the training has been slow 

and complicated. 

Very sincerely, 

JebeR (ha. 8 Cello



2 New Soils Building 
March 29, 1934 . 

My. Albert Van S$, Polling 
Perk Falls 
Wisconsin 

I have read with interest your fragments of : 

nanagenent plan, bat it ts not clear to me what state 

Sollaboration you went from me and B11 Grimmer, I an, 

however, forwarding the enclomure to him in accordance 

vith your request, together with « copy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALfvh 
Sopy to Mr, Orinmer 

4
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4g : Park Falls, Wisconsin 
- Fish & Game 0 March 8, 1934. 

Ghequamegon (P. a pope 

FOREST OFFICERS AND 

CAMP SUPERINTENDENTS (CCC & NRA) 

I am working on the development of a wild life management plan 

for this forest. Though it will be in detail only for the Flambeau 

District, for the present, it seems advisable to acquaint all rangers 

and camps with the procedure for it is the desire of the Regional For- 

ester that such plans be put into effect in the near future. 

Much of the information needed must come directly from the 

camps. In nearly all camps, some technical man has been developing 

a game census. We want to know exactly what we now have, in order to 

determine just what we should attempt to get. 

Some weeks ago at the request of the Regional Office I prepared 

the following suggestions relative to gathering wild life information. 

They may be modified and sent out by the Regional Office but to save 

time, we are getting them to you at once. 

¢ 1. A record of all rabbits and porcupines killed should be kept. 

2. Read "Game Management" by Aldo Leopold, if it is available. 

It should be in all camps. Concentrate on the Game Census chapter. 

3. Note all animal damage, such as favorite foods of rabbits, 

porcupines, squirrels and mice on your work unit, make general notes 

and conclusions at the end of the month. 

4, Note the presence of all predators, from weasels to timber 

wolves, and from butcher birds to Great Horned Owls. Observe tracks, 

remains of animals killed, and try to determine numbers as well as 

damage done. 

5. Note non-predatory fur animals, principally beaver and mus- 

krat, their apparent abundance, and food supply. This assumes that the 

technicians are familiar with favorite foods of all mimals. Aspen 

bark to beaver fur is intensive utilization. 

6. Note species of migratory birds (largely shore birds and water- 

fowl) their numbers, apparent food, apparent acreage of habitat, the 

length of their stay and whether or not some nest or winter in your 

work unit. 

7. Locate the decr yards, their condition, and population on 

your unit. Deer may not yard except during a period of heavy snow. 

The winter food supply is what finally decides the maximum size of 

the deer hord in any locality. Wild life management may eventually 

dictate the time for carrying on logging and silvicultural thinnings. 

The numbers of deer may be vastly increased by carrying on cutting 

operations during the most severe weather conditions, and having the 

brush so that deer may readily browse it. Leas 4 

8 Try to correlate silviculture and gamc management. The 

Regional Office directs that all brush shall be burned, but it does 

not want deer starved or rabbits to~cat-valuable reproduction when 

some brush on the ground would remedy both situations. 

Snags and wolf trees may be undesirable silviculturally, but 

they may be the only habitats of valuable life forms, utterly unknown 

to the narrowly trained silviculturist. 

We have long since upset the natural balance and definitely must 

control most factors, but some natural conditions must still persist, 

and if we upset them too far, a serious disaster may result. Natural 
control might limit the rabbit population that has done up to 78% dam- 

age to plantations on our own forest. It could definitely shove the 

peak years further apart. At the same time, exterminating rabbits 

would be worse yet for very apparent reasons»



9. Try to correlate wild life and its allicd recreation with 

forest management and all forestry. A wilfi life specialist would 

probably define forestry as "The best use of forest land as expressed 

in human values". "Land" would include some water. The avcrage pro- 

fessor, in teabhing Forest Management, or Forest Utilization still 

treats the subjects narrowly. They often consider only Timber Manago- 

mont end Treo Utilization, ignoring the phases of forost management 

that arc supplemental to timber production. 

10. Try to understand the publics needs, as woll as its wants, 

in wild lifc, and tho allied recreational uses of land. We have beon 

long on providing the facilitics, but short on leadership on how those 

facilities are to be used. With the right information and the right 

leadcrship, I bolieve we can make tho public want what it necds and 

teach it to use the land properly. 

1l. In detcrmining a wild life census, recording every head of 

game that is scen and recording thet as the total, is very unsatis- 

factory. All animals have cortain restrictions in range. One soon 

learns to recognize indicidual decr ond sces thom time and again in 

the same locality. e 

The boundarics of an animal's range are natural. If one is 

very familier with a ccrtain arca, he can make a shrewd guess as to 

tho large animals in it. Rather then recording numbors, unless I am 

very familiar with the ground, I usually record game animals as want- 

ing or cxtinct, scarce, fairly abundant, abundant, and optimum stocked, 

the lattcr meaning as many animals as can bo supported in an average 
hard winter. The purpose of managomont is to increase the present 

optimum, where optimum game does not seriously conflict with other 

land uses. An economic balance is nceded. 

All camps have one or more men definitely interestcd in wild 
life studies. Much more claborate information than is indicated in 
the cleven points above may be available. Longhand notes will be 
all that are necessary, or even verbal notes when I em visiting the 

camp. 

Detailed mapgof each ranger district are needed before a reason- 

ably complete wild life plan is possiblo. It is hoped that all general 

inventories will include notes that may help in building up this plan. 

ALBERT VAN S. PULLING, 
Technical Inspector. 

Approved: 

= . 

Cagaseus ae cab CORK 
Fogcst Supervisor.
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New Soile Building 
February 19, 193% 

Mr, Albert Yan $, Pulling 
U, S$. Forest Service 
Park Palle, Wisconsin 

Dear Pulling: 

I assume you want the copy of Game Management 
in abhurry. If so, I suggest thet you order one from 
Brown's Book Store, Maison, Wisconsin, They will de- 
liver it to we for autographing, after whieh, I will 
send it to you. I am not placing the order beemee your 
letter is not quite a clear authorization for me to do 
SO. 

I am interested to hear of your Canadian tring 
I do not have sufficient local. mane to take sny sug> 
gestions. I would suggest thet you write to Hoyes Lloyd, 
Dominion Perk Service, Ottawa, telling him just where you 
are going end when, and getting his suggestion as to what 
is the most important think to study, 

Yes, I would be glad to write the Forest Service 
when the time comes, 

Best regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/mls
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Copy to Dean's Office 

New Soils Building 
November 21, 1933 

Mr. Matt Patterson 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Pattersont 

I phoned you about 8:15 A.M. yesterday that 
two duck hunters were shooting on the bar in University 
Bay. 

I heard later that your warden had not found 
anybody, although the hunters were seen from the Forest 
Products Laboratory to shoot till noon, and to pick up 
ducks at least three times. ‘hen I phoned you they were 
on the east end, with decoys. ‘the rest of the morning 
they shot the west end. 

If there is sane legal limitation on your 
' ability to enforce this refuge, I wish you would tell me 
frankly what itis, so we can make some effort to correct 
the matter. It is somewhat of an indignity to both the 
University and the Department for such flagrant violations 
to get by. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



May 13, 1948 

Mx, Guido Rah 
Rehr Melting Company 

i Menitewoc, Wisconsin 

Dear My. Rahrt 

May I thank you for your gift of ioe and. 
pishins 42 Manien to the library 8 

‘the less of Aldo to American conservation is as 
severe as the loss to his friends. He was not 
only a fine thinker, tat also a splendid person. 
You may be interested in learning that a book 
of Aldo's easays has been accented for publication 
by Oxford University Press. It will appear, pre- 
sumably, in the fall of 1949, The essays remind 
one Constantly of the many wonderful things about 
Aldo'g personality, and they £411 one with admiza- 
tion. 

Here at the University we have been deeply depressed 
by the loss to the University of Aldo's fine library . 
which now goes to his gon in California. ‘hic was 
the finest library on game management in this 
country, and we are now setting out to remild a 
library for the department from scratch, 

Very sincerely yours, 

JJ spm Joseph J, Hickey 
Assistant *rofessor



May 35 1948 

My. Guido Rahr 
Rah? Malting Company 

‘ Menitowoc, Wisconsin : 

Dear My. Rahirs ; 

I imow you have been shocked by the sudden death 

of our fine friend Aldo Teopold. He had already 
left on his Master vacation when your letter of 

April 19 and the book "Hunting and Fishing in 
Alaska" reached our office. Should I return 
this book to you, or would you like to donate 

‘ it to the library of the Department of Wildlife 
Management here? 

Very sincerely yours, 

Agsistant Professor



é 1 
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GENERAL OFFICES 

MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN, U.S.A. 

April 19, 1948 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

Prof. Aldo S. Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

I am sending you separately a copy of a 

book (Hunting and Fishing in Alaska) which 

I found very interesting, especially the 
passages relating to destruction of ducks 

and also destruction of game by wolves. 

I hope you will enjoy the book as much as I 

did. 

With all good wishes, 

Sincerely, 

ae 

fa) 

: GRR:MDS 

(It was necessary for Mr. Rahr to leave the 
city before this letter was available for 

his personal signature.) 

PAS MANITOWOC,WIS. + MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. + SHAKOPEE,MINN. + VANCOUVER, WASH.
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Decenber 17, 1947 

Mr. OQuide R. Aahr 
Waldo Blvd, 
Wenitewoc, Wisconsin 

gb! Dear Guidot 
: ‘Tt appreciate @ your Christmas rowembrance and. thanic 

you heartily for your thoughtfulness, I will have 
good use for the ash tray. ; 

I have / sneaning to say that I mise you on the 
Sommiseloa, and I regret particularly that we dontt 
see each any more. I hepe your hunting season 
seemed to be satisfactory in spite of the fact that 
2 a + ae aang fe ee : 

oe ie Yours aa ever, 

K ; Altpa ss Aldo Leopold ; 

NS ‘ . q
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July 21, 1947 

Professor William Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
University of Alberta 
Bdmonton, Alberta 

Deer Professor Rowan: 

I discovered your carton of Camels several days 
after you had left. we attempted to send then 
wut the number of forms to be filled out, and 
the procurement of them had to wait until one 
of the setretaries was able to go to the main 
post office. I suggested that the miling be 
postponed until we heard from you because I 
kmew that you had been away from Edmonton on 
business. The cost of the cigarettes was $1.70, 

and we are forwarding a money order to you for 
that amount. I am sorry you had to miss out on 
the Camels. 

We enjoyed your visit very much and hope that 
you will come again soon. 

Sineerely yours, 

RAMcC 1PM Robert A. MeCaba
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June 13, 1947. 

Professor William Rowan 
107 Homewood Avenue 
Toronto 5, Ontario 

Dear Professor Rowan! 

Professor Leopold has asked me to write you concerning 
possible dates for your stay in Madison, From June 19 
to 24, Mr, Leopold will be in International Falls at 

: the Wilderness Society Meeting; from June 27 to 28, he 
will be in Minneapolis. From + a 30 until July 4, the 
other dates you mentioned, he will be here, and ‘free to 
se@ you on any one of these days. 

If you can let us Imow which date will be most convenient 
for you, a meeting with the biology and wildlife manage= 
ment students and staff can be arranged. Mr. Leopold ex~ 
pects to invite in students and others from these depart] 
ments, and vould like you to give, informally, some recent 
ideas on cycles, and then throw the meeting open to general 
discussion. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara B. Rogers 
Secy, to Mr. Leopold. 

\ 
\ 

\



DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY is =) epi ae : 

See ET 

Dear Ado, 

Just a line to say that I got back to EdmOnton yesterday 
and.now have the precise schedule for my trip. I could put in an 
appearance on my Way east and be in Medison from 4.30 p.m. (C&NW) 
on May 22 to 5 p.m. May 23. I am afraid this is just about the 
time you are likely to eo field from what you said in an 
eerlicr letter, so woul 6 good enough to wire me, collect, as 
soon as you get this’ (to 197. =i6 Ave., Eémonton) and let me know 
if this date either suits or does not sult. doesn't, then it 
will have to be on my return around the very end of June or the 
first day or two in July. The actual date at this end would have : 
to be fixed later from Toronto, 

Sorry to bother you again, but if this earlier date 
should prove convenient, I believe I would prefer /“However, it 
mekes no serious difference one way or the other, so whatever you 

. do, don't put yourself out over it. : 

Looking forward to seeing you again som time, 

As ever, 

pS 

Wm. Rowan. 

: : 

Ser Na sche seer oe ee ; : : 

tag ttar dite Leto 
| Ais ad) : : 

c/ ;
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April 25, 1947 

Professor William Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
University of Alberta 
Rgmonton, Alberta 

Dear Bills 

I will look for you early in July. ‘The ten-year 
cyele will be an excellent subject for your seminar 
and it is what I had hoped you would select as a 
subject. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

|p Aldo Leopold



Kae EDMONTON, ALBERTA 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY i = CANADA 

; April 17, 1947, 

Dr, Aldo Leopold,’ 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo; 

; Thanks for your note of April 9th. From the look 
of things at the moment, I am more likely to be looking you 
up during the first week in July than the middle of Mey. 1 
may have to go through the States both ays, coming and going, 
but I shall be very short of time poients my trip East and 
in no hurry on the way back. Since I gather you will then be 
in Madison and your students with you, that would probably 
be the best time to choose. When my dates are specifically 
fixed I will however let you know again. 

I suppose the most useful seminar would be on the 
ten-year cycle, We are just working up the results of seven 
annual questionnaires across the prairie provinces and they 
are turning out extremely interesting, 

Till later, 

Yours sincerely, 

eee eee 

Wm, Rowan, 
Professor of Zoology. 

wR/D.



April 9, 1947 

Prof. Willian Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
University of Alberta 
Hdnonton, Alherta = 

Dear Bill: 

T am delighted that you are almest at the noint 
of malsing dates for your trip. I heave an undated 
engagement for inte May, to 4o some work on Isle 
Royse le for the National Parkes Service. In June 

T am obliged to go to Minnesota = June 20-23, 
and again to Minnesote, June 27. 

My students are here all sumeer, and T am pleased 
thet you are willing to hold a diemesion with 
Gem. 

4th personal veeanis, 

Yours sina@erciy, j 

fon ATMO TOrOLD 
(Signed in Mr. ey ot 
adsende to nrold )



Kae» EDMONTON, ALBERTA DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY - a aNken 

April 3, 1947, 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 5) 
College of Agriculture, A jas th 
MADISON, Wisconsin, {fo Whee 

My dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your note of the 2lst. ; 
I have made no final arrangements as yet but from 
the look of things, I shall not be staying in the 
States but could pass through Madison either around 
the middle of May or else at the end of June, This 
is chiefly to have a discussion with you on the subject 
of conservation courses up here, 

I should be delighted to address your 
senior students but I suppose by the end of June your 
term would be over, 

You might just drop me a line at your 
convenience and comment on these dates? 

Yours sincerely, 

Cr ie 

Wm, Rowan, 
Professor, 

wR/D,
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March 21, 1947 f 

Prof, William Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Dear Bill: 

i an much pleased to hear that there is a chance 
of your passing through here this summer, Keep 
me posted about dates so I ean arrange mine to 
fit yours, I would like to get’ you to speak to 
my advanced students when you are here. 

With best wishes, eh 

Yours sincerely, 

AL: PM ALDO LEOPOLD



EDMONTON, ALBERTA 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY is si. CANADA » 

gi 

March 12, 1947, 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
MADISON, Wisconsin, 

My dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your letter and the accompanying 
literature which will be very useful. You have gone to 
enough trouble on my behalf now and I appreciate the 
courtesy; ever so many thanks, 

Did I tell you that I might have to visit the 
States this summer in which case I shall hope to route 
myself through Madison and hunt you up. By that time I 
should have provisional schemes formulated which I should 
like to discuss with you if the chance comes, 

I see that you have to use papers much as we do 
for senior students. We find that our rate of loss is 
unfortunately high and a constant drain on our literature, 

Thanking you again, 

Yours sincerely, 

CF Wi 
Wm, Rowan, 
Professor of Zoology. 

wRr/D,



- ) 
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March 4, 1947. 

William Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
Edmonton, Alberta : 
Canada 

Dear Bill, 

Jw office organization evidently slipped up on enclosures while 
‘ breaking in some new people. Sorry. 

In my course on Wildlife Heology I use as a text Hd Grahams 
Pp: iples of but it is inadequate for the pur 

pose. 8 a commentary on rather than an exposition of ecology. 
Ve 

Ww The required reading list for this course is enclosed. 

In my advanced Game Management Course I use no text. ‘There isn't 
one. My own "Game Management" would be sadly out of date, even 
for an elementary course. 

Actually my library, collected over the last 15 years, is the text, 
: and I assign each student the compilation of available literature 

on one big game species, one fur species, and one upland game 
J species, A sample of such a compilation 1s attached. 

This "library" is largely papers, not books, and to copy thé titles 
would require months. I hope some day to get it into print. I 
have tried to wirte you a special list but the result is very im 
perfect; little of the real dove is as yet in book form. (The list 

Vv such as it is, is attached), 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

3 ene.



DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY Ce =) ee 

February 25, 1947, 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University Farm Place, 
MADISON, Wisconsin, 

: Dear Aldo: 

Just a line to say that the literature @ipm you 
| promised to send me a few weeks back has not arrived. I 

trust this is only a professorial lapse of memory and that : 
<7 ' a pile of good stuff has not really been lost. 

oO Beats 
I regret to bother you once again, but I wonder if 

you could send me titles of what you consider the best books 
available today on conservation, either general or with 
special reference to game birds and game animals. Also the 
books that you are using as textbooks for ecology and for 
general reading, I have tried to bolster up our library but 
seem to be seriously deficient in titles of good books, 

With kind regards. 

: Yours sincerely, 

ae eee ne ee 

Wm. Rowan, 
Professor. 

wR/D.



“ \Kptreann 

’ December 17, 1946 

Mr, Williem Rowan 
Department of Zoology 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Canada 

Dear Bills 

Yes, I am sure your plen is practicable, and probably a 
wiser way to start than’ to plunge into a graduate professional 
course at once. 

I'm not sure I get the exact meaning of "a pass degree in 
conservation,” I offer undergrad courses in wildlife ecology 
and wildlife techniques, open to Juniors and up, but professional 
training doesn't start until after graduation, 

The main component of grad work is a thesis, The theses , 
now current are listed in the attached newsletter. The ultimate 
requirement is that the thesis be publishable, That is stiffer, 
of course, than any other school. 

The other component is course work, I have an advanced course 
in game management, Rest of course work is in zoology, botany, 
soils, biometry, etc, Total 18 credits for a master's, 

$ 

Period for a master's is 2 = 3 years, Be 

ft I will send you shortly a 1st of courses recommended to our \ 
students, and to undergrads preparing to enroll in our groupe r\ 

Z I am sending you the University Catalog, though I fear any- \ 
as body would get lost in it, Also my l-page “prospectus.” KY 

Come back at me BAll if I cen help further. ; | 

Yours as ever, 4: \ 

: Aldo Leopold 
; AL:RL ‘ 

P.S. Why don't you decoy Albert to spend his winters at your University 
doing some teaching in addition to his own reports.



DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY e cree orem 

Se 7. XI. 46 : 
Dear Aldo, 

Many thanks for your recent reprints which I have, as 
always, enjoyed. Your review of Farrington's book, is a master- 

piece of dilpomacy @ud seems to hit every important nail tactfully 
on the head. i 

I hate to bother someone ag busy as you, but you are 
best qualified, I think, to help me in a rather sticky situation. 
I am hoping in the near future to put on cong@vation courses of 
sorts in this department. I have been trying to persuade the author- 

ities to start a school of conservation which might be able to feed 
the whole of our west with trained men, but the idea seems to be 

habf a century ahead of official thinking even now,with both the 
i Dominion and Provineiél governments hunting for trained mm and un- 

able to find them. What is bothering me is the following daetea:- 

In the States, where you are conservation minded, 
places like yours are & possibility, but I think we are not yet 

ready for the same thing. Oyr department is eseentially & zoology 
department where we still indulge strongly in comparative anatomy. 
Recently we have had a number of men ask9ng for training that will 
qualify them for such jobs as those I have just alluded to and cur- 
rently being offered by Prov. and Dom. govts. We cannot give them 
an all-out conservation course both for lack of space end lack of 

suitably trained men on our own staff. I would like to devise a 
series of courses that could be substituted for our senior anatomy 

and give these people at least something of what they want. In my 

experience, the typs of brain that enjoys boges and muscles is the 
antithesis of the kind that can appreciate 4 life in the field and 

has the outlook of the ecologist and naturalist. To try and make a 
good field man of the book worm and anatomist looks like the impos- 
sible to me and since I am one of those who believes that life begins 
at the genetic end and terminates in the environment, and we want 
good field men, I would like to put on something that encourages this 
type from the word go and, in fact, attracts them here. We have this 
fali devised two half courses, to be taken in sequence es one, (a) 
aquatic biology (mainly fish lore) to be given by our Dr. Ref, Miller 
who has shown himself excellently qualified for the job, and ‘a’land 
course (to be largely the essentials of bird conservation, though 
big game will receive a share of consideration) to be given by my- 
self. On the strength of these, the fellows taking them will have 
enough information at their disposal to qualify them for the verious 
field jobs now being off red by our governments for summer employ. 
With the practical information and experience they so pick up, they 
should be able to undertake read ng courses under supervision and 
finally have at least some justifiable qualifications for permanent 
government posts. It ig a makeshift idea but might serve as @ start 
towards something better. 

What I would like to know is if you think this general 
idea practicable. I would also like some specific information as to
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the kind of thing you put on for a pase degree in conservation. The 
simplest way of getting this would, I suppose, be to acquite one of 
your calandars. I would gladly purchase this if you could get one 
sent me with the bill from your registrar. Since I den't know whether 
it contains al11 the information I want, I will leave the decision to 
you, but I imagine we should h&@ve one. I can't think of a better 
model for conservation classes than your own department and any in- 
formation you eould send me would be valuable and appreciated. 

Tinbergen has, I suppose, visisted you while touring 
the States? We are expecting him here on Tuesday and it should be 
@ treat. I met him in Vienna in 1937 at Lorenz' place and he struck 
me as"very promising fellow. I suppose he was only abcut 30 then. 
I guess he is living fully up to his promise judging him on such 
of his work as has come my way, although that has been limited. 

Yours sincerely, 

re
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Ruggles Homestead 
Ridgeway Wisconsin 

January 24 1982 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Wild Life Research Dept 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

Your good letter, prompted by the 
very kind interest of Miss Olive Thomas, was of 
such interest I intended coming in my first trip 
to Madison. The necessity of standing guard over 
our little feathered and furred friends was so constant 
however I have had to defer that pleasure. 

Some beautiful wild life is accumlating 
on this farm, and I feel sure you and I will find 
not only a common understanding but a way to be 
of mutual assistance to these little friends. I am 
hoping I can find you at leisure for a few minutes 
during my next trip to Madison-- this coming week. 
I will phone anyway. 

With kindest regards, I am : 

Sincerely ae 

Bee 
ee k= 

oe 4 i hese / jf 

WGR ¢



4eh University Parm Place 
Jamary 27, 1942 

Miss Jean Gordon-Smith 
16 Lathrop Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Miss Gordon®Smith: 

I am sorry to hear that the Ruggles homestead is facing a 
crisis, but I have not as yet encountered any way to 
handle the acquisition of such areas. A revision of the 
State Park policy is now being recommended by the Wisconsin 
Conservation League, but it will of course be some time, 
possibly years, before an active program can result. 

Mr. Ruggles writes me that he is coming to see me, possibly 
this week. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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: 16 Lathrop St. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
January 21, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Bldg. 
University of Wis. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Last autumn I talked with you personally about 
this Ruggles Homstead, upon which estate there was a 60 acrey or so, 
stand of virgin timber,-- and which Miss Thomas thought might be 
turned into conservation purposes. 

The enclosed letter shows the predicament that the 
present owners are in... ... . An auction suggests a REAL OPPORTUN- 
ITY....and such valuable land for GAME..! .. Miss Thomas thought that 
you should at least know about the present situation. 
- -Among’ some people ... it might be possible to find THE RIGHT PARTY. 

Sincerely yours, 

Campus Mail: : Qw SHecchon Ld 
Wisconsin Orthopedic Hospital



Ruggles Homestead . 
Ridgeway, Wis. 
January 16, 1942 

Dear Miss Thomas: ( of Whdtunta Stele Toad an Ce llag e) 

- . . -lt's the first Christmas in my life that I've 
not sent gifts and letters and flowers,-- but I've been under a nervous 
Strain so long, and it was so terrific just before Christmas that I . 
kind of went under a bit. 

I don't know whether I told you,- but when heirs can- 
not agree the State steps in and sells the property, and divides the 
money. Mr. xuggles has offered repeatedly to buy the sister's half, 
and pay what she asks for it, and she won't even answer his letters, 
or his attorney!s. She has 2 homes, and all her children are well. 
provided for, and what on earth she wants this little old wornout house 
for is beyond me. She has no sentiment at all for it, and never had. 
She has always hated her brother from the day he was born, and there is 
no reason for it, but greed and jealousy,- and she is determined to 
take his hide I think, if she can get it. Anyway, the court was to 

- Sell this “Homestead Forty" on which are all the buildings, at public 
auction,-- 10 A.M. Monday Becember 29th-- to the highest bidder. 
And on Christmas Day the Judge telephoned us that the sale was post- 
poned until 10 A.M. Monday February 9th,-- which gives us time to 
try to find someone who will "buy in" for us at the Auction. 

This precious little Homsstead is one of only two or 
three really authentic historical places left in Wisconsin, and I've 
worked so hard to try restore it in the 7 years its been our home. 
This -place was meant for Mr. Ruggles by his grandfather, and when his 
father died 7 years ago HIS MOBHER* gave him possession and told him 
to run it and do what he could while she was living, as it could not 
be divided between Guy and his sister until after the death of both 
parents. It was always understood it was to be his house, and that he 
was to buy her half. She is going to take it ALL if she can. It's 
been my home for 10 years now, and I've worked like a galley slave to 
clean it up,- inside and out; -- you should have seen the condition of 
house and laym when it was turned over to Mr. Ruggles 7 years ago, and 
if my 10 years of strenuous effort goes for nothing it's going to be 
tragedy for me, because I've leamned to love it,-- old, and weatherbeatel 
4815-186 

(Signed) 
Helen M. Ruggles 

(Mrs. Guy Ruggles) 

* : 5 : She ae ty Sep¥.(?) (V4,
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i Ha ea Gl 
ew STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 

al WHITEWATER, WISCONSIN 

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO: 

October 22, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

By this time, you may have had a letter from Miss Gordon-Smith concerning ; 

the possibilities of establishing a wild life refuge at the Ruggles' in the hill 
country on county highway H between Ridgeville and Arena. 

You have most graciously been sending me from time to time copies of the 
experimental work which you and your department have been doing at the Babble Faville 
farm near Lake Mills, and I know there are several other places where similar 

_projects are in operation. 

Mr. Ruggles' situation is unique. His great grandfather settled in that 

valley in 1834, and the farm has been occupied continuously without much altera- 
tion to this day. Of his 360 acres, some 35 or 40 are in woods, which he says 
are still virgin timber. There are rock cliffs, valley ‘bottom, marshes, prairie, 

and woodland all on that farm, and Mr. Ruggles is most interested in maintaining 
the wild life which is there. 

He has been a forest ranger in the Sierra Nevedas and has had experiences 
elsewhere than in Wisconsin, but he is annoyed no end by the presence of poachers 
even though he has numerous signs posted on his farm. Let me assure you that you 

have a rare experience ahead of you in making Mr. Ruggles! acquaintance and in 

visiting that homestead. 

I do not think he expects any monetary results to come from any cooperation 

or suggestions which you make. Mr. Ruggles is a man who is thoroughly in tune 

with Nature and is desirous of doing all he can on his farm, at least, in pre- 
serving wild life. Is there not some way that you and your department can help 

him or work with him? 

We still remember with pleasure your coming to Whitewater to talk to our 

Conservation group. I regret that the subject is no longer on My sehedule, 

but my interest is as keen as ever. 

Very cordially yours, 

Olive J. Thomas 
Department of Geography 

OJT/mj1



424 University Farm Place 
October 24, 1941 

Mr. Ruggles 
CTH "H* 
Ridgeway, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Ruggles: 

Mies Gordon-Smith and Miss Olive Thomas have told me 
about you and your place. 

I'd like to talk things over with you, but I can't get 
out to see you at once, Should you be in Madison, please 
drop in. 

As to the University signs--I can't use them except where 
the University is actually doing research work. You, of 
course, are legally protected by ordinary signs. 

I am much interested in your timber and would like to 
look at it. Will call on you as soon as I can. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

e e. ta X49 

Clerben TH Th.



42h University Farm Place 
October 30, 1941 

Miss Olive J. Thomas , 
: State Teachers College 

Department of Geography 
Whitewater, Wisconsin 

/ Dear Miss Thomas: 

‘ I appreciate your writing me about Mr. Ruggles. 

I am anxious to meet him and have already written hin, 

but I can't got out there immediately. I am 

hoping he may stop here as & first move. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 5 

: des Aldo Leopold 
c _ essor of Wildlife Management 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay.
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16 Lathrop St. 
Madison, Wis. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wild Life Preservation 
University of Wisconsin 

’ My dear Prof. Leopold: 

Yesterday I promised a farmer that I 

would tell vou about his immediate NEED,- and so help him 

to get in touch with you. 

= His problem is preservation of his 

wild life and forest area. 

: Mr. Ruggles owns a farm of 320 acres on ; 

County Trunk "H", about 5 miles off State Highway 18, - just 

this side of Ridgeway, Wis. It is comprised of hills, marsh- 

land and 64 acres of virgin timber. Ib is - difficult for nim 

to post signs sufficiently well to prevent poachers. 
eh ey ‘ 

Miss Olive Thomas - of Whitewater State 

Teachers College - who conducted our party to thete very 

interesting- farm home.yesterday,..is,.as you.may recall at 

teacher meetings, an ardent conservationist,- and seographer. 

: She feels that through YOU help might come to Mr. Ruggles, 

who is very eager to cooperate, and has, with conservationists. 

Its treatment might be similar to the Faville farm. 

Address’ Mr. Ruggles 
CTH." H™ 
Ridgeway, Wis. 

Location: SH "18" past Barneveld - 
Turn right on CTH "H" - for about 4.8 miles. 

y At a bend of the road on right, to the right, is 

a faded red barn dated "1856". 
On the opnosite side of road is the 100 year old 

house with a huge 3-foot square chimney. 

Perhaps you would find opnortunity to 

give him advise and encouragement at this time. 

Very sincerely, 5 

ee pec a 

(@ frend 9 th. Rearte >) :
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cae MADISON, WISCONSIN 

WOMB ESARER aN ¥ June 19,1934 

MR. ALRO LEOPOLD, 
2222 VanHise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

DEAR MR. LEOPOLD: 

I attended the dedicatory exercises 
of the aboretum last Sunday morning but was forced to 
leave early on account of another engagement. 

I was greatly disappointed in not 
hearing what you had to say, and more so now that I have 
heard something of what you did say from those who were 
fortunate enough to be present. 

I am wondering whether you have your 
remarks in written form, or whether you have a pamphlet 
which in substance tells the story of ecology as applied 
to the aboretum, ’ 

Thanking you in advance, I remain 

esd "ae ie Po : fe



Copy to Mr. Aberg 

New Soils Bldg, oe = 
June 12, 1934 

Mir, Louis Radke \ 
Horicon 
Wisconsin ’ 

Dear Iouls: \ 
It seems doubtful whether Wisconsin will get \ 

federal surplus relief funds for more than one marsh, and \ 
this will probably be located in the central sani counties, \ 
At the present moment, however, there seems to be a good 
prospect of getting drouth relief fimds for some additional . 
work, ‘wale. aged would be that your petition had better t 
be addressed the drouth relief authorities, which would 
be the Governor and Mr. Hunter, 

T am making this suggestion in a personal ‘ 
capacity. As far as I know, our coumittes is now dissolved 
and the work turned over to the Blological Survey. 

I think we should keep in mind that the goverment 
does not necessarily have to buy a marsh in order to justify 
reflooding, As long as reflooding depenis wholly on public ; 
purchase, it will not get very far. By Bac Fam 
reason why privately owned marshes should not be 
with public assistance and still remain in private ownership. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 
ae
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VISORY BOA 
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Bill Aberg that the matter be talked over with you. I em 

hoping that through the publicity part of this program 

and which is going to be rather thorough, we can resurrect 

quite a number of dormant Izaak Walton League Chapters. 
I would also appreciate your szpport in the matter or 

your entire committee who I understand are working along 

the same lines. 

Any advice or any suggest tqns you may have.to 
offer by early mail will be greatly ogy eciateds 1 

: nee E<Z ( 
Yo \ ae, 

LR/H



Soils Building 
October 30, 1933 

Mr. Ben J. Rohan 
Superintendent of Schools 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Rohant 

= T appreciated getting your letter of October 27 

*-but I-really have no sound basis for judzing the general 
nerit of the books es distinguished from the completeness 
and aceuracy of the facts presented. Reh 

The presentation is quite evidently for the 
juvenile mind and I have no experience in how to reach it. 
I-did ‘have the impression that the books were far superior 

-~- $e anything-of the-kind- that I~have deen, —~ —-- --"-- - —- 

4 Thanks for your invitation for a personal con- 
- ference. -I get to Appleton occasionally and I will sive 
you a'rine. Lock me up if you ever get down here. 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO LHOPOLD 
Game Manager 

Signed in Mr. 
Leopold's absence



APPLETON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Appleton. Wisconsin 

BEN. J. ROHAN, Supt. 
CARRIE E: MORGAN, Asst. Supt. 

October 27, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager 
Soils Building i 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear ifr. Leopold: 

I have a copy of your letter to Mr. Smith under 
date of October 24 relative to the suggestions pertain- 
ing to the revision of Plant and Animal Neighbors. 
Permit me to thank you for these suggestions. I shall 
see that they get to the author of the book. 

If you have time and are inclined to do 80, IT 
would appreciate a frank statement from you relative 
to your opinion of the makeup of these books, the 
content of them and the possible service they may per- 
form. 

Sometime when I am in Madison I would like to 
have a personal conference with you on then. 

Very sincerely yours 

Superintendent 

BJR: AB 

Se i



Copy to Mr. Rohan } 

Soils Building 
October 24, 1933 

Mr. David Smith 
C. C, Neleon Publishing Co. 
Appleton, Wisconsin os 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I have now been able to read the three volumes that 
you recently sent me. 

Should you ever undertake a revision of the one on "Plant 
and Animal Neighbors,“ I would like to suggest one new idea which 
needs to be included in Chapter 16, “Conservation of Animal Life, 
and Chapter 23, “Our Old friend, The Fish, 

Both of these chapters leave the impression on the reader 
that legislation ani public sentiment alone will solve the problem of 
animal conservation, It is now quite certain that this 1s not the 
case. An even more important need is the maintenance of environ- 
ments sufficiently favorable to enable the wild population to resist 
and recover from utilization, It 4s farmers, and not legislators 
or conservationists, who determine the condition of animal environ- 
ments. 

This idea, with suitable illustrations, could easily be 
incorporated in your present subject matter without any radical 
reorganization of it, When the time comes, should you want any 
assistance in making this revision, I would be glad to be of service, 

T am sending a copy of this to Mr. Rohan for his infor- 
mation. 

I hope it will be understood that I am offering this not 
ag critieiaa, but in an effort to give young people a better-rounded 
pieture of conservation needs. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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1 Soils Building 
September 25, 1933 

© 

Mr. Ben Rohan 
Superintendent of Schools 
Appleton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Rohan: 

Peal Vincent of Stevens Point has told me that you 
have published a series of texts called the “Wxploratory Sclence 
Series," in which is included certain educational meteriel on 
conservation. 

In my present capacity as came manager for the 
University, I om anxious to be posted on what the schools are 
using for this purpose, It gave me creat satisfaction that some~ 
body had apparently put some real effort into a textbook, The 
materials comonly used in other states are miserably poor. 

Will you please give me the exact reference to your 
series, and tell me in what volumes the material on game manage- 
ment, forestry and watershed control appears? Possibly your pub- 
lishers would give me a set of these books in consideration of 
my opportunity to advise teachers where they may obtain material. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
Geme Manager 

AL/vh 
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418 Rogers Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 
June 2, 1948 , 

Mr. Robert A, McCabe 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bob: 

Heven't seen you in recent weeks so take this 

means to let you know that I,too,have been mourning 

the death of Prof, Leopold, It was the first time in 

years that the desth of anyone had caused the tears 

to flow, 

Little was it thought when you asked that the 

waste. paper be burned outside so that the boss's library 

might not be endangered that he,himself,would be lost 

to us through fire, He was a conservationist to the end, 

As gracious to me as though I were the governor 

or the president of the university rather than a janitor, 

he was in the finest sense of the term, a gentleman and 

a scholar, 

Sincerely, 

OS 7 ho
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copy 

May 17, 1948 

Dear Bill ~~ : 

Papers in Aldo's files Rave it (from his pen) that there 
were two universities giving professional training in 1933 
in game management. 

American Game, July-August, 1933, page 64, contains a half- 
{ columm announcement: "Wisconsin ¢reates first chair for game 

‘| nanagement"., I feel that this periodical was authoritative 
: at that time. 

| ~ wil 

Added data on AL encountered since News Letter #35 was 
drafted: 

1. Leopold was on the editorial board of the Wis. Gonserv. Bull. 

2. He had recently been asked by Secretary of State Marshall 
to serve as o Discussion Chairman at the Inter- American 
Conference on Conservation of Renewable Natural Resources 
(not by Sec. Krug as news letter reported). 

3. He had just been asked by Secretary of Interior Krug to 
serve on the Advisory Committee on American Participa-~ 
tion at the United Nations! Scientific Conference on 
Conservation and Utilization of Resoirces. 

Sincerely, 

Joe 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 
1615 Hast Washington Aye. 
Madison, Wisconsin i ;



May 15, 1948 

My. Willian H, Stickel 
Patuxent Research Refuge 
Teurel, Maryland 

Dear Bills 

Frances H. Allen has tumed me down on the editing 
ef the Bob Allen manuscript. Margaret Mice is at 
the moment in California. I think as soon as she 
comes back I ought to try to persuade her to do this 
job. I om terribly pleased that you have located 
Bob's omithological file, and I would agree that ae 

you hold it for the present. 

I am not sure when Mrs. Mice will be back in Chicags, 
bat will write her today about it. 

1 somehow hope that I ean get to the AAAS meeting : 
or at least to the Meelogical Society meeting in 
September, and so be able to visit you folks, 

Singerely yours, 

ITH pm Joseph J. okey 
Assistant Professor



IN REPLY REFER TO TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: 

; 3 LAUREL,MARYLAND OR 

: UNITED STATES WASHINGTON, D. C. 

(TOWER 6430) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 

XBOX MIRE AER X 
LAUREL, MARYLAND 

April 23, 1948 

Mr. Joseph Hickey, 
Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
4h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Joe; 

Mrs. Allen recently found and sent to me Bob's 
ornithological literature card file. I+ contains about 500 
cards, and apparently includes all or most of the references 
cited in his thesis. I will hold it for the present, but will 
be glad to send it to whatever person works over the MS, 

Leopold's death was announced to the staff here yesterday 
by Mr. Nelson, I never met the man, but I had the greatest 
respect and admiration for him, not only as a research worker 
and an admirable writer, but as one of the truly gifted 
leaders of our day. I know of no other person in the field 
of wildlife’ inanagement who had Leopold's breadth and depth 
vision, his insight into the problems and the attitudes that 
are fundamental to wise, long-range land management and true 

conservation, His text-book, although a pioneering work, remains 
today more a beacon than a landmark. I wonder how many people 
even now are as aware of the principles of applied ecology as 
Leopold was in 1973, 

You are no doubt terribly loaded down with enough respon- 
sibilities for two or three men. I hope that things will work 
out for you in satisfactory fashion in the near future. 

Please give Pegzy and Susan our sincere best wishes, 

Very cordially yours, 

William H, Stickel, 
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April 27, 1946 

My. S. EH. Sundberg 
1001 B. Jefferson Street 
Rookford, Tllinoie 

Deor Hy, Sundberg: 

In reply to your letter of March 18 to Aldo 
Leopold, I am sorry to report that “rofessor 
Leopold died of o sudden heart attack before 

_ he had an opportunity to read over your proposed 
vill and give you the benefit of his advice and 
eriticien. 3 

Sincerely yours, 

JIAipa Joseph J. Hiekey 
Agal stant Professor
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SECRETARY 3rd VICE-PRESIDENT 

John T. Kelly R. K. Kennedy 

9037 Kingston Avenue 545 Hardin Street 
Chicago 17, Illinois Aurora, Illinois 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
c/o Wisconsin Game Commission a / 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

#nclosed you will find a copy of a bill that has been 
prepared by a committee out of the lllinois Federation of 
Sportsmen's Clubs to convert our present political appointee 
system conservation department to a Commission form. 

Would you be kind enough to read over this proposed 
bill and give us the benefit of you expert advise and criticisms? 
Your doing this will be greatly appreciated by the sportsmen of 
Illinois. 

Yours for better conservation, 

Yours truly, 

shs:ej S. H. Sundberg 

Enc. 

‘Yours for Better Hunting and Fishing



. A BILL FOR 
An act te create a Game, Fish and Forest Commission, te define its powers and duties, 

and to previde for the protection, resteration, propagation, and increase ef game, 
birds, fish and fur-bearing animals, and reforestation, and transferring duties and 
funds e ' 4 

BE it enacted by the General Assembly ef the State o? Illinois; 
SECTION 1 COMMISSION CREATED 
(A) That the game, fish and forestry department is hereby placed under a commission te 
be knewn as the (Quote) GAME, FISH AND FORESTRY COMMISSION, (end ef quets), herein= 
after referred to as the Commission, which is hereby createda 

(B) Former Commission continued 
That until the act becomes effective, all officers ef the Conservation Department as 
now constituted shall hold office, and after effective date shall be known as the 
Cemmissien, and shall continue in effice until their successors are appointed as 
hereinafter provideds 

(C) Appointment and Terms 
Commission shall consist of six members, who shall fairly represent the several gee~ 
graphical sections of the State of Illinois, and not more than three of whom shall 
be of the same politioal partys The members of the Commission shall be appointed by 
the Governor within thirty days after the approval ef this act, by and with the ad- 
vice and consent of the Senate, one to serve one year, one to serve two years, one 
to serve three years, one to serve four years, one to serve five years, and one to 
serve six years or until their successors are appointed and qualified; and thereafter 
as such terms expire, their successors shall be appointed for six yearse No persen 
shall be appointed a member of the Commission unless he shall be well informed on the 
subject of wildlife conservation, reforestation and restorations 

(D) Remevals er Vacancy--~after creation ef this act 
The Governor may remove a Commissioner for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or misconduct 
in effice, delivering to him a copy of the charges and affording him an opportunity of 
being publicly heard in persen or by council in his ewn defense, upon not less than 
ten days notices Each member of this commission shall hold his office until the ap- 
pointment and qualification of his successorsy If such Commissioner shall be removed, 
the governor shall file in the office ef the Secretary ef State a complete statement 
of all charges made against such Commissioner and his finding thereon, together with 
a complete record of the proceedings. 

Dle The Senate of the state is to act as a nominating committee, to nominate not less 
than five, nor more than seven men, who are qualified under the provisions of this act 
frem which the Governor is te choose one to fill any vacancy occuring hereafter on this 
Commission, confirmation to be made of such appointment by the Senate at the next 
regular @r special session of the State Legislature. 

D2. If the governor fails to appoint a commissioner to fill a vacancy within 30 days, 
then the commission by majority vote shall be empowered to pick a commissioner from 
the list of candidates. The appointment must be made from the same geographical 
location in which vacancy existss ; 

(E) Reimbursements for Expenses 
The members of the Commission shall receive no compensation for theor services as mem=- 
bers thereef, -axteptothat Commissioners shall be entitled to reimbursement for actual 
and necessary traveling and other expenses and disbursements incurred, or made by him 
in the discharge ef his efficial duties, to be paid for from the Game and Fish Fund. 

(F) Quorum 
A majority of the Commissioners, four or more, shall constitute a quorum for the 
transaction of any business, for the performance ef any duty, or for the exercise of 
any powere



PAGE TWO 

(G) Cemmission, Organization, Officers, Meetings 

The Commission, after having fully qualified, shall without delay, meet at the Capitol 

in Springfield, Illinois, and organize by electing a Chairman and Secretary.e ieetings 

may be called by the Chairman and shall be called on the request of any two members, 

and may be held as often as necessary and at other places than the State Capitol at 

Springfield, Illinois. 

(H) Office at Capitol, Supplies, Equipment 

The commission shall keep its office in the State Capitol at Springfield, Illinois, 

and the Director of Purchases is hereby directed to provide suitable rooms or space 

for that purpose, and to furnish the necessary furniture, supplies, postage, stationery 

equipment, printed forms, notices and special publications, subject to the printing 

laws of the State, except such material and supplies as must be purchased locally for 

the various hatcheries, parks, preserves, etce, such expenditures to be disbursed 

from the Fish and Game Fund upon authorization by the proper authority. 

SECTION TWO 

(A) Powers, Duties and Authority 
The powers and duties now vested by law in, and all money or monies now appropriated 

to, or held for the use of the Department of Conservation, are hereby transferred to, 

and vested in the Commission, to be known as the Fish, Game and Forestry Commission, 

and it shall be the duty of the Commission to take all measures necessary for the 

conservation, distribution, introduction, restoration, research, and regulation of 

fish, game, wild life, such as wild animals, wild fowls and birds, also forests, and 

to bring, or cause to be brought, action and proceedings, in the name and by the 

authority of The People of the State of Illinois, to enforce the provisions hereof and 

of the Game, Fish and Forestry Codes of the State of Illinois. 

(B) Powers Vested in Commissioners Relative to Purchase of Lands 

The Commission shall be empowered to acquire by purchase, condemn by right of 

eminent domain, in the manner provided by law, including that of the Highway Depart- 

ment, or lease by agreement, gift, or devise, such lands and waters as are suitable 

for development as game, fish and wildlife habitat, all lends and waters thus acquired 

to become a public trust, and it shall become the duty of the Commission to main- 

tain these public domains. 

(C) Right to inter into Agreements 
The Comission shell be empowered to enter into co-operative agreements with educa- 

tional institutiens, and, or, state federal or other agencies, to promote wildlife re- 

search and to promote and train men for wildlife managements 

(D) Right to Enter Into Agreements for Land for Game, Fish or Bird Development 

The Commission shall be empowered to enter into eo~operative agreements with Federal 

Agencies, Municipalities, Corporations, Organized Groups of Land-owners Associations 

and Individuels for the development of Game, Bird, Fish, Forestry or Fur-bearing ani- 

mals, management, demenstration prejects and propegatione 

(E) Filing ef Reports by Commission 
{The Commission shall annually, on or before the first day of December, and at such time 

as the Governor may require, report in writing to the Governor concerning the conditior 

management and financial transactions of the Commission. In addition to such reports 

the Commission shall make semi-annual reports also as provided by the Constitution, 

such semi-annual and annual reports shall be published in pamphlet form and shall show 

the number and character ef licenses issued, together with all fees, forfeitures and 

fines collected, and all monies. received from any source whatsoever, shall show the 

number of Wardens, Clerks, Inspectors and other persons employed, together with theér 

salary, and shall give all necessary information concerning the affairs of the board 

and of the official business transacted by ite
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(F) Appointment of Director 
The Commission shall appoint a Director who shall be responsible to the Commission for 

the execution of its policies and shall be a man with knowledge of, and experience, in 

the requirements for the conservation and the restoration of wildlife and forest re- 

sources of the State of Illinois, Such Director shall serve at the will of the Com- 

mission only, and shall not hold any other public or private office. The Director 

shall receive compensation in the sum of $10,000.00 annually, and shall be reimbursed 

for all actual and necessary expenses, incurred by him in his official discharge of 

duties. Before entering upon the duties of his office, the Director shall take and 

subscribe to the Constitutional oath of office, and shall furnish a bond payable to 

the People of the State of Illinois, insuring the faithful performance of his duties, © 

the amount of this performance bond to be determined by the Commission. The commis- 

sion shall hereby be authorized to establish such departmental bureaus or divisions as 

may be necessary for the conduct of the work of the Commission and shall fix the sal- 

aries or other compensation of experts, clerks and other employees whem the Director 

is hereby empowered to employ as may be necessary in the proper conduct of the Com- 

missione The Director shall have general supervision and control of all of the activ- 

ities of the Conservation Commission and shall be subject to such duties and exercise 

such powers as the Commission may from time to time, by regulation, designates 

(G) Appointment under Civil Service Law 
All appointments are to be made subject to the approval of the Commission, by the 

Direc tor, and subject to the Civil Service Laws of the State of Illinois, where they 

may applye The Director shall be authorized to employ as many conservation officers 

as may be required to efficiently enforce the laws of the State of Illinois, and the 

rules and regulations of the Commission, provided, however, that no person shall be 

appointed conservation officer until he has passed a competitive examination prepared 

under the direction of the Commission, which shall embrace an investigation of the 

character, habits, and general qualifications of the applicant as well as his know- 

ledge of the State Game and Fish Laws, and the duties and responsibilities appertaining 

to the position of Conservation officere 

(H) Salaries of Conservation Officers 
The salary of each Conservation Officer shall be fixed by the Commission, and they 

shall be reimbursed for all actual and necessary expenses incurred by them in the d::: 

discharge of their official duties. 

(I) Power ef Conservation Officers 
Conservation Officers shall have the power of, and be deemed to be, peace officers 

within the scope of the duties herein imposed upon them as defined by the Civil Code 

of the State of Illinois. 

(J) Bond Requirements 
The Commission may require bonds ef certain employees, at their discretion, insuring 

their faithful performance of the duties impos’d by law, or by the Commission, upon 

such employees, and the premium for such bond shall be paid for from the funds of the 

Commissions — : 

(K) Right to vote 
While’ retaining the right to vote as he may please and to express privately his opin- 
ion on all political subjects, no officer or employee of the Commission shall take an 
active part in any political campaign, nor shall he use his official position to 

further the candidacy of any candidate for office. 

(L) All acts and statutes in conflict with the provisions of this Act are hereby 

repealeds
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CONSERVATION OF FISH AND GAlE: POWERS OF COMMISSION 

(1) There shall be established and maintained, as hereinafter provided, such open and 

closed seasons for the several species of fish and game, and such bag limits, size 

lirits, rest days and conditions governing the taking of fish and game as wil. cone 

serve the fish and game supply and insure to the citizens of this state con‘ticued op- 

portunities for good fishing, hunting, and trappinge 

(2) It shall be the duty of the conservation commission and it shall have power and 

authority to establish open and closed seasons, bag limits, size limits, rest days 

and other conditions governing the taking of fish and game in accordance with the pub- 

lic policy declared in this subsection (1)e Such authority may be exercised either 

with reference to the state as a whole, or for any specified county or part of a 

county, or for any lake or stream or part thereof. 

(3)e The present statutes regulating open and closed seasons, bag limits, size limits, 

rest days and other conditions governing the taking of fish and game shall continue in 

full force and effect until modified by orders of the conservation commissions 

(4) The conservation commission may exercise the authority conferred upon it in sub- 

section (2) either on its own motion or on petition from any group of citizense Pro- 

vided, that upon petition of not less than one thousand citizens in case of a con- 

templated order affecting the entire state or a part thereof larger than two counties, 

or of not less than fifty citizens residing in a county if but a single county or part 

thereof is affected, or of not less than 100 citizens residing in the two counties if 

not more than two counties or parts thereof are affected, the cemmission shall con- 

duct one or more public hearings upon such proposed order, at a place convenient to 

the petitioners, Notice of such hearings shall be published at least once a week for 

three consecutive weeks in the official state paper in the case of an order affecting 

the entire state, and in such newspapers as will fairly advise the residents of the 

community affected in the case of an order affecting a part of the state enly» At the 

hearing, any person having any testimony to present which bears upon the contemplated 

order shall be given an opportunity to be hearde A complete stefographic record shall 

be kept of all testimony takene 

(5) The conservation commission shall make such investigations relative to any pe- 

tition or proceedings under this section as it may deem necessary and shall have pow- 

er to organize advisory committees to advise it on any matter under consideration, 

members of such committees shall receive no compensation but shall be reimbursed their 

actual and necessary expensese 

(6) All orders promulgated under the authority of this section shall take effect, 

upon approval of the governor and after publication in the official state paper, and 

in such other newspapers as the conservation commission may deem advisable to fairly 

advise the residents of the communities affected by the provisions of such orderse A 

copy of all orders shell before publication be filed with the secretary of states 

(7) All orders of the conservation commission in conformity with law shall be valid 

and in force at the time specified therein and shall be prima facie reasonable and 

lawful until they are found otherwise in an action brought for that purpose, or until 

altered or revoked by the commissions 

Constitutionalitye If any part or parts of this act shall be held to be unconstitu- 

tional, such unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity of the pemaining 

parts of this acte



a UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN O 
tO” ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. eS 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

April 5, 1948 

Dear Joe: 

It was certainly fine seeing you and Bob McCabe and 
meeting the fine young men who are at work with you there in 
Madison. I got quite a 'lift' from the meeting. I have just 
written Aldo Leopold telling him how sorry I was, and am, not 
to have been able to come to Madison for a visit. I get rather 
annoyed with myself for seeming to be so matter of fact about 
contracts, deadlines, etc., but frankly, Joe, that's seems to be 
the only way I get the bigger jobs done. When someone approaches 
ve regarding a big task I think it over, feel that I ought to decline, 
and then say to myself: "Here=is a challenge: I must accept it.” 
And from then on the old nose is to the young grindstone. By which 
I mean to say that all the grindstones I have become acquainted with 
seem to be very vigorous. 

If you and Peggy would really like to have that Black Duck paint- 
ing I should very much like to make it possible for you to purchase 
it, with the understanding (1) that you pay whatever you feel you 
can; and (2) that the money goes into my Fuertes scholerships. In 
this way I feel that I de-personalize the sale of paintings a bit. 
I'm not sure where the paintings are now. Had I thought a bit more 
swiftly I'd have suggested your taking it to Madison for further 
study. In any event, if you feel that you can't live without it, 
you may consider it yours right now. If, however, my suggestion does 
not appeal to you (and lord knows you must have various and sundry 
uses for money!) do not let the matter perturb you in the least. 

Give my very best to Peggy and the young lady, whom I have yet to 
meet. I greatly enjoyed seeing you and hearing your paper. I feel 
that you are striking a fine stride, my friend. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lao. 
George M. Sutton



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 
MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

a : —— or 

April 5, 1958 x\ 

a 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Had your good letter of March 25 come a day or so 
sooner I should certainly have seen something of you in Madison 
at least on Sunday; but I had promised my friend Ed Foote to 
visit his family in Milwaukee with the time I had left, so I 

had a little walk by myself near Waukesha on Sunday morning 
and spent the rest of the day in Milwaukee, returning on the 
night train. 

I was much impressed by the spirit of the meeting and by the 
papers, especially those given by your students. I feel that they 
are truly coming to grips with the problems which need to be 

v solved. I get quite a thrill out of seeing anghearing my own ddeas 
reflected -- and findings corroborated. I was especially glad to see 
Joe Hickey and to find himiin such good spirits. He is finding 
his tempo I feel sure. I had a good talk with Bob McCabe and his 
fine wife Saturday night after the dinner. He is, I feel, going to 
contribute much to knowledge. 

The thought of seeing you and your wife, and of talking with 
your students, almost took me to Madison this morning; mt I have 
contracted to finish a great deal of writing for Mr. Stefansson, 
and the deadline is pressing. He has asked me to be the ornithological 
editor for his Encyclopedia Arctica. This is an interesting assignment, 
and I am learning a great deal through what I have been working up 
so far. 

Sincerely yours, 

George Miksch Sutton 

\



April 15) 1948 : 

Mr. George Mikech Sutton 
Iuemaum of Zoology 
University of Hichigan ; 
Ann Avbor, Michigan 

: Dear George: 

We of course regretted not getting a laok at 
. Pou, but we understand the cireunstances and 

the tamliness of our invitation. Flease 
watch for aame other chance, 

Your favorable impression of my students gives 
me deep satisfaction. After all, that is one 
of the fundamental yardeticke, ) 

With all good wishes to you, 

Yours ever, 

Abtpn Aldo Leopold
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Great Falls, Montana 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed find copy of my St. Louis Conference paper on 

"The Congressional Attitude Toward Research". It was too 

long but there was not a place where I could chop very 

handily. 

I hope you have recovered from your recent operation 

and that you are back on the campus again. 

Anne and I had a visit with Bill Elder and Estella -- 

put all too shorte 

With best wishes, I remain, — 

Yours ee i. 

CARL D, SHORUAKER 

J £ 2 OoUug, aan. Cw Oz Alnge » 
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Organized for the purpose of restoring and perpetuating the natural resources of this Continent through an aroused and enlightened opinion among the people of this nation 

. Sponsors of National Wildlife Restoration Week 
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March 17, 1948 

Mr. Lloyd Shinners 
Southern Methodist University 
Dallas 5, Texas 

Dear Lloyds 

I de not have Gillmore's “Prairie and Forest" 
and I would be delighted to cet it, mt I would 
feel better if you would tell me vhat you are 
out of pocket for it so that we can stay even 
up. i greatly appreciate your acting as my 
special agent in such matters, and have found 
your judgment in selections invariably good, 

I am disappointed to mow of your low appraisal 
of matters at the A&M Gollege. i had supposed 
that the trouble there was merely ea quarrel with 
the Fish, Game and Oyster Comission, tut I teke 
it there is more to it than that. 

Bob McCabe, Joe Hickey, and I are definitely 
looking forward to Wagner's summer visit, and 

we definitely hope te cover the cost, but as 
explained before wo camnet yet see anything 
beyond July 1. I am passing your letter te 
Joe and Bob so that they will be posted. 

With personel regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Abtpm Aldo Leopold



SouTHERN Merruopist UNrvErRsITY 
DALLAS , TEXAS 

5 

March 9, 1948 

Dear Prof, Leopold: 

This morning I received several second-hand 

books, among which is a copy of "Prairie and Forest: a description 
of the game of North America, with personal adventures in their 

pursuit," by Parker Gillmore ("Ubique!!), “author of ‘Gun, Rod, and 
Saddle,'! 'Prairie Farms and Farm People,' 'All around the World,' 
etc., etc.," published in London in 1874, This is yours for 
the asking, if you do not already have it. 

Last week-end I made a brief visit to College Station, 

primarily to meet Leonard Wing. When I heard he was coming here, 

I began to hope that the notoriously politics-ridden and rather 

low-calibre A, & M, College was improving itself. But he 
has been saddled with a large teaching load, and has little 

time for anything else. He expects to go to Alaska for six 

weeks this summer, Dr. Davis was in St. Louis at the wildlife 
meetings, so I did not meet him, Dr, Taylor's position has not 
been fibled, and the work which he headed has been taken over 

in toto by the college. There is a huge new department of 
Range Botany and Forestry, which from my very brief observation 
I would judge does a fair job of turning range men with a definite 
"Ag College" slant, What it may accomplish scientifically is 

another matter. 

My offer about paying Wagner's keep still stands. I do 
want very much for him to spend the summer in Wisconsin. He has 
been in school continuously, winter and summer, for over two 

years, and is beginning to show signs of the strain, He works as 
business manager for a fraternity for board and room, and as I have 
intimated before, is not getting mech of value in the way of 

training in animal ecology. A summer with you or your students, 
without classes or fraternity business to worry about, would be 
a very good thing for him, He is the sort of person you are glad 

to help. I think you will agree after you have made his acquaintance 

that he is a distinctly unusual person. 

Please give my apologies to Joe Hickey - I'11 write him 

in due course, but can't promise it will be soon, 

With best regards, 
Sincerely yours, 

’ 

Lang a lanes,
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Bovenber 3, 1947 

Mx. Bdwin Sydney Stepheona ‘ 
Colunbia 
Missourd b 

' I had heard rumblings about something stirring in 
Mgesourd but your note is mr first aecount of the ; 
details. By thig time I have loamed what an un- ; 
sGrupulous polotigal group can do in the way of Poe 
uvajust criticien of consermtéion officials, so it ; 

: is hardly a surprise that they took a shot at 
irven Bode. It is a great gratification to know ect 
that the shot bounced and that se good a vindication : 
was the ond result. Z 

i hope this did not wear Ieven down, although I 
imow from personal experience that it is hard to 

: prevent worrying about such matters. 

When we next gee each other I would like to hear 
all the details, and I might give you sone of my 
own, : 7 

Yours ae ever, 

ALtpa Aldo leepeld om 

5 
é 

: 
"



EDWIN SYDNEY STEPHENS 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

October 27, 1917 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am greatly relieved to know that you have had your 
operation and that the results seem to be satis- 
factory. I talked to Bill Elder about you a couple 
of weeks ago, and from his description of the oper- 
ation I can well realize that it was a delicate one 
and must have been accompanied by considerable discomfort. 

After the dinner in St. Louis, the Publicity Director for 
the Missouri Democratic Committee leveled a series of 
blasts, through news releases, at Mr. Bode, Bettye Horn- 
buckle and the entire program. These blasts contained a 
fabrication of falsehoods, which, of course, had no founda- 

tion and no proof was submitted. 

Among other things, it was claimed that Mr. Bode was an 
Iowa Republican who saw to it that only Republicans were 
employed by the Commission; that he did not enjoy the 
confidence of the sportsmen of the state; that he ruled 
the department in a high-haided manner; that game and fish 
had steadily decreased under the Commission's administra- 
tion, and that the former Commissioners, before retiring, 

increased the compensation of favored staff members. 

Mr. Bode very wisely addressed a letter to the present 
Commissioners requesting a sweeping and thorough investi- 
gation of his administration, to be held in the presence 
of the public and the press, The hearing was conducted 
on October 13 and 1 and there were some forty or fifty 
witnesses, representing a cross-section of public sentiment 
of sportsmen's views, of agriculture, of education, research 
and staff member attitude. There was not one syllable of 
adverse testimony on the part of anyone, Never in my life 
have I observed a more complete vindication of an individual 

or of policy, nor a more devestating condemnation of critics. 

The press of the state gave the hearing good and accurate 
report, and editorial comment in condemation of the Demo-



== 

cratic State Committee has all been to the effect that 
: the program and its personnel were fully vindicated, 

I know that the dinner in St. Louis served as a tremen- 
dously effective background for the hearing. 

Confidentially, there is a limited amount of house- 
cleaning within the staff that will have to be accomplish- 
ed. I hope that it will be done promptly. The indica- 
tions are that it will. 

You can see from the above that I am pleased and gratified 
both with the dinner program and the hearing, 

With best wishes to you and with the prayer that your 
recovery will be prompt and complete, I am 

Faithfully yours, 

E. Sydney Stephens 

ESS 
k



October 16, 1947 

Mr. Sydney Stephens 
Columbia. 
MissourL ; 

Dear Sydney: 

Thanks for your very gonerous note, but please do 
net harbor the notion that my Missouri tripv had 3 
anything to do with my later trip to the Mayo , 
Clinic. I% was decided months before that the 
vepaira at Mayo Clinic hed to be made and they 
are now completed snd seen to be working out. 

Before I became a Conservation Commissioner I 
thought I had an appreciation of your Myssouri 
work, but believe me my experience on a Comnis- 
sion has augnented my mental picture. I hope 
and pray that Missouri will live up to the 

; start you have made. 

Yours faithfully, 

ALtPH Aldo Leopold



| Septenbor 23, 1947 

Uz. Bdwin Sydney Stephens 
Columbia ’ 
Missourt 

Dear Mr. Stephens 

Your letter of September 19 was received, I am 
holding it until Aldo returns. He has gone to 
the Mayo Clinic for what we hope will be a minor 
operation. ‘his trip to the hospital was planned 
well in advance of the Missouri trip. I mention 

‘ this lest you think his visit to St. Louis brought 
on the trip to the hospitel. I can say this, that 
Professor Leopold said he had an extra-fine tine 
in Missouri and felt quite chipper on his return. 

; BAMeCyPK Robert A. MeCabe ' ; 

Inetructoy 
Wildlife Management



EDWIN SYDNEY STEPHENS rs 5 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

September 19, 197 

Dear Aldo; ‘ 

Of all the generous comments which were made at 

the dinner on Monday evening and of the extreme- 
ly helpful contributions, none, in my opinion, 
was more penetrating than yours, 

You hit the vital spot in your analysis of the 
conservation situation at this time. Our biggest 
job is to give adequate attention to sound re- 
search and sound administration, and to imprint 
in the public mind the vital importance of basic 
concepts and procedures. To that end your remarks 
were masterful, . 

I would be ungrateful and ungracious if I did not 
also express my personal gratitude to you for 

your more than generous personal reference. 

Since my return to Columbia I have learned that 
you were not well at the time of your visit to 
St. Louis. I sincerely hope that the occasion 
did not impose upon you too much strain, 

With my best wishes for your prompt recovery, 

Faithfully yours, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Wildlife Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin



HONORARY CHAIRMAN CHAIRMAN ‘SECRETARY 

EDWARD K. LOVE RUSSELL L. DEARMONT GUS E. BUDDE 
ST. LOUIS ST. Lous WEBSTER GROVES 

E. SYDNEY STEPHENS TESTIMONIAL DINNER 

Suite 5-7-9 

648 East Big Bend Road 

COMMITTEE WEBSTER GROVES 19, MISSOURI 

THEODORE Gn TO THE FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES OF E. SYDNEY STEPHENS: 
HARRY A. PLATTNER 

eee As you may already know, Mr. Stephens has retired as member and 
ee ree Chairman of the Missouri Conservation Commission. Under his leader- 
CAPE GIRARDEAU ship and inspiration, the Commission and its program of conservation 

eee cen ate. for Missouri has been firmly and securely established. In the short 
MAJ. GEN EDW. M STAYTON period of ten years, his vision and leadership have placed our State 

ROBERT REGMon? in the very forefront of the conservation movement in the country. 

W. ED. JAMIESON 

eee eee To those of us who have known Syd Stephens intimately throughout the 
MRceiceye years, these accomplishments came as no surprise. His life and that 

JEFFERSON CITY of many other members of his distinguished family have been in large 

Ceres soe part devoted to important public service. The hospitality of his 
Bab boNee home in Columbia was for years the magnet that brought many of us 

RUDOLF BENNITT back to the University of Missouri Homecomings. Whenever the call 
Lee micon has come for service to his community or to his State, he has respon- 
UARKE GEN MELE ded with fine intelligence, high purpose, tireless energy, and all 

GALLATIN the other qualities that go to make up successful and outstanding 
CEABENGE CUVeUGHN leadership. 

Z. LEE STOKELY 
POPLAR BLUFF 

HoJ. WATERS While the public service of Syd Stephens will continue in the years 
W. T. KEMPER. JR. ahead, his retirement from the Commission offers his friends the 

eee opportunity to express publicly their respect and admiration for him 
pee and their appreciation of the unselfish service he has rendered. 

ST. JOSEPH 
OWEN TURNEUEL To this end, a Committee has been formed to plan a testimonial dinner, 
GEORGE Gama which will be held at the Coronado Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri, on 

CHESTER C. DAVIS. Monday evening, September 15, 1947, at 6:30 Pm. 

Ror aooce 

=i SORES Su R.E.L. (Bob) Hill will be toastmaster and the principal speaker will 
MEXICO be J. N. (Ding) Darling. Brief responses will be made by Messrs. 

PES Pane one Gabrielson, Titus, Leopold, Gordon, and other nationally known author- 
PEON GGT AR ities on conservation. The size of the banquet hall limits the 
R. B. PRICE number that may attend to 400. There is enclosed herewith an applica- 

WILLARD COX tion for tickets that may be used by you in making your reservation. 
REMY Reservations will be limited to the first 400 applications received. 

ST. Louis Dress will be informal, and the ladies are invited. This will be an 

Cea occasion of national importance. 
CLAY STARK 

Be a If you find it will not be possible for you to attend, or if you are 

unfortunately unable to secure a reservation, the Committee will be 
glad to have you send a message. All messages received will be appro- 

priately bound and presented to Mr. Stephens after the dinner. 

Please mail your application for tickets and hotel reservations to 

Gus E. Budde, Secretary of the Committee, 648 East Big Bend Road, 
Webster Groves 19, Missouri. 

Sf 

sade Aves 4 
RLD:bn Chairman 
Encls.



“SYDNEY STEPHENS OF MISSOURI” 
By Dan Saults a 

“I give you this thought,” said Dr. Rudolf fee 
Bennitt, nationally-famed wildlife research head at (OS 
the University of Missouri. ‘An economic crisis {je 
brought Franklin D. Roosevelt to deal with it in —  r— 
1932. A drought in 1934 and another in 1936 pre- — se = 
cipitated a wildlife crisis in Missouri—and brought fe - 
E. Sydney Stephens to deal with it.” TF 2 

The doctor leaned back in his chair, added O wities | ea. a: 
philosophically, “Historical crises have a way of . | - ps =e — : 
finding, as if by accident, the proper men for dealing xe 4 : 

Rudolf Bennitt was uttering a calculated eo Bae = 
judgment on the man who stepped down from the  , = . 
chairmanship of the Missouri Conservation Commis- S- | cee 
sion this month, after ten years in that post. He a 
was suggesting a title for this appraisal when he said: 5. <= = = a 

“I have sat in meetings all over America and — , er 
watched crowds stir when the chairman announced hes if i 2 
‘Sydney Stephens of Missouri’.” we, y 

Mr. Stephens does not want an eulogy written : f OT j 
about him—he is far from leaving this world. He — j 
does not want praise—he has had that, along with ! So 
bitter invective that might have broken a less sure > | 
man. He would prefer to drop the whole thing. But  £ | 
the man and his contribution to conservation deserve ; j 
analysis. (s ot 

Biographically, E. Sydney Stephens is interest- pas : eats 
ing: his family history in Missouri precedes statehood. e \ 3 
James L. Stephens came with his parents from Ken- ; 
tucky in 1819, was a merchant in Columbia, made a 
modest fortune and endowed a struggling Baptist A neat, pleasant man in his mid-sixties, his sharp eyes 

girls’ school that, today, is famed Stephens College. measure guests as he plays host in his office, at home or wel- 
Son Edwin W. became a newspaper publisher, coming a committee at a hearing before the Commission; his 
produced the Columbia Herald, once renowned as manners are an integral part of his democratic-aristocratic 
the country weekly par excellence—and Herald personality. His most violent critics lose their sharpness in 
Editor Walter Williams became founder of the his presence; impressionable people come away dazed after 
world’s first College of Journalism, “Dean” Williams the first meeting. He is warmly friendly but never effusive. 

to a generation of newspapermen. E. W. Stephens 
founded the book publishing business which bears Se ae Fe a er ee 
his name today, helped develop Missouri’s highway 
system, chairmanned the commission that built the The reason does not matter, the plan does. 
state capitol, and raised his sons in a tradition of Briefly, it called for a constitutional amendment 
public service transcending momentary or political that would take fish and game management out of 
considerations. its temporary-expediency stage, allow rules and 

i - eae regulations to be made for long range planning, relieve 
“The Adams family of Missouri” is an apt—and pressure on wildlife administrative heads by setting 

often used—description of the Stephenses. up a non-partisan commission as top advisory coun- 
% il. Even in preliminary work, Mr. Stephens and 

That is the background of the man who spear- his associates realized the problem ran deep, that 
io ces ee ee ee game and fish were irevoeibiy united to aa con- 

was grim then, not through any individual’s fault but BEE a OR a ns ee 
to everyone’s discredit; public apathy, buck-passing It seems obvious now: everyone recognizes the 
and lack of an agency having power to cope with the factors tying together quail and farm fields, good 
problem, all entered in. Hunters, fishermen, non- fishing and clear streams, good hunting and timber 
sportsmen who foresaw the future were demanding cover. But the idea was startling a decade ago; 
action. They chose E. Sydney to lead them, chose though easily recognized: the amendment passed, 
consciously, or because he had a plan or because of as Proposition No. 4, in the 1936 election by 879,213 
historical accident—or all three. (Continued on Next Page)



: mission consideration, the qualifications 
ae . : needed for building a good organization, 

: _. Se the type of personnel required. Their 

ya) : () ee advice was heeded. 

: ca we oo eS : ert oo. This was not the work of Sydney 

pies , Bt (Ac a | exclaim. But he was the chairman, the 
7 s aN vv. _ SS . man with the major responsibility who 
y —. 2h +: Aw Ver ae | had to take the abuse along with the 
NCU a w os e— , credit. And there was abuse. Some was 
“yy - dd ~ C insincere prompted by selfish motives; 
a s , eg : a a : much of it was honest doubt that the new 

Lee | ss rE o experiment would work. 

i 7 re ; a Everyone got a little nervous in 
ove & an \ 2 : those days, shaky under the attacks on 
a i. oa i \ Fae : a non-partisan Conservation Commission, 
a : oe AN oe \ oy Li everyone but Stephens. He went serenely 
2 . Wp: i a8 oe a - on, fighting his battles when they came, 

aa ae Wo ae ao oe es. keeping his temper, defending with good 

: ey: ia. oo Dae . Dek humor the technicians that were taking 

: ee eh Ce . over game management. Two Supreme 
See py SRE SRS ; ssn) Court tests firmly established the plan, 

Sydney Stephens is best described, perhaps as a catalyst precipitating the danger of reaction was almost ended. 

into action the knowledge of scientists and the desires of the public. With Sydney Stephens couldn’t relax. He had 

him here are (1.) Dr. W. C. Etheridge, Chairman, Dept. of Field Crops, Uni- to get to the core of the problem. 

versity of Missouri, and (r.) Gus Budde, executive secretary, Conservation 

Federation of Missouri; Dean Davis, state president of the Federation. He realized that conservation was 

not a matter of artificial rearing, of 

breeding game for sportsmen to shoot; 

votes to 351,962, the largest majority any constitu- he knew that because he had asked the students, 
tional change ever received in this state. the scientists. Everything was a part. The more 

Today, the Commission set up by that amend- one went into game propagation, the deeper one 

ment is an integral part of the new Missouri Constitu- got into soil, forests, streams, ponds, land fertility, 
tion. farm practices. It was an immense complexity and 

The Conservation Federation of Missouri, or- olin satleainche ant pales anon e ugh the sere 

ganized to put Proposition No. 4 across, did not : y Op ee cae eae. 
die with its purpose accomplished. The Federation be a chairman who understood what was being done. 
foresaw a little-realized factor in democracy: laws He wanted to understand. 

need public support to accomplish their purpose. And his fame spread. Research men knew him 
The organization exists today as a group of inde- in Texas, writers spoke of him in New York, wildlife 

pendent sportsmen affiliated to protect and preserve scientists in Michigan and Pennsylvania chuckled 
conservation principles. Stephens’ support of such an over his stories, top executives in Washington and 
effort is another facet of his broad approach to a Chics listened tfull h A i 

= basic problem. go listened respectfully as he made counci 
table comments in that soft, fluent voice whose Mis- 

Under the new amendment, Governor Lloyd souri accent is untroubled by a Harvard degree (Syd 
Stark appointed the first non-salaried, non-partisan Stephens and Franklin Roosevelt were classmates 
Conservation Commission, recommended that E. there). 
Sydney Stephens be chairman “in view of his work in : 
behalf of this amendment.” The Columbian accepted So it went, until ten years were gone, a four-year 
and displayed the trait that was his greatest attribute term and a six-year term as chairman of the Con- 

in succeeding years of struggle: he went for advice to servation Commission. Sydney Stephens decided 

the men with know-how. that was enough, that a man too long at one job 

From Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ten- poe yg ein eee peloned to him. He announced 
: i ECoG he would not accept reappointment. This month, a 

nessee, he called experts to make suggestions; he decade ended and he stepped down 

asked for counsel from men of the National Park ‘ 

Service, U. S. Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife Serv- (EDITOR’S NOTE: At the time of writing, 

ice, from wildlife writers, research scientists. You makeup of the new Commission was unknown. The 

consult architects before building a house; these ad- other outgoing member of the board, Owen Turnbull 
visors were the architects who drew up, for Com- of Troy, is eligible for reappointment.) 

Reprinted from July issue Missouri Conservationist



October 16, 1947 

Mr. Harold F. Scholz 

Box 265 
Richland Center, Wisconsin 

Dear Harold: 

I am glad that you and Bob McCabe had a good visit 
and a good field trip together. 

There 1g no question in my mind that any serious 
investigation into survival of oak seedlings will 
have to be paralleled by measurements of réibbits, 
mice, end cattle. To give you any needed service 
along these lines is what we are here for. Let's 
talk details as soon as you are ready. : 

Yours sincerely, 

5 ALipn Aldo Leopold 

ee



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

Re Box 265 
FARM FORESTRY Richland Center, Wisconsin 
Wisconsin October 3, 1947 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I intended before now to write and tell you how much I enjoyed 
the day I spent with your assistant, Dr. Bob McCabe, in going 
over the 1200-acre University of Wisconsin Arboretum on Septemb~ 
er 19. He certainly spared no effort to explain his work and 
show me the details on the ground. 

among other things, Dr. McCabe discussed his study of the sur- 

vival of oak regeneration, both natural and planted (acorns). 
This project was of especial interest to me since we are 
planning a rather detailed investigation of the same problem. 
We contemplate the study of both undisturbed and disturbed 
(a.,grazed and b., logged and subsequently protected) stands. 
Dr. McCabe indicated that he had found that mice largely were 
responsible for keeping the oek seedlings trimmed back to 
vegetative stubs a few inches in height. This statement lead me 
to speculate that we probably will run into biological problems 
in our proposed study. Consequently, I inquired whether he 
would he willing to give us a little help on this phase of the 
regeneration study in case it comes up. He thought that such 
cooperation could be arranged for if the need arises. I hope 
that you will concur on this point. 

Incidentally, I told Dr. McCabe that I hoped both of you 
would feel free to bring your students to the Richland Center 
area and visit any lands where we are carrying on work. 
Needless to say, I would be only too happy to join such 
groups providing I am in town at the time. You could let me 
know a day or two in advance in case a trip was contemplated. 

Very sincerely yours 

ce: E. L. Demmon ‘N e ze beh 7 
Silviculturist



June 18, 1947 ; 

Mr. Carl L. Strelitsor 
ii N. 29th Street 

: Ivaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Carl: 

The Glipping which you sent me is representative 
of many in which well-meaning people publish dis- 
torted views on the deer question. 

I am gending the author Swift's bulletin and alee 
wy origiual paper on starvation, TI am out of copies 
of the Survey of Overpopulated Deor Ranges. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALSPM Aldo Leopold :



County Control of Deer 
- To The Journal: If our conservation commis- 

sioners can’t protect our deer better than they 

‘have been. then I think it’s about time a bill 

was passed giving counties the right to take 

things into their own hands. * 
I am sure there isn’t a county board that 

would make such stupid statements as there not 

being enough pasture, overabundanceof deer, 
and of all things, staryatiog. If that would be 

the case then please fell me, how did our deer 

manage to exist 40 or 50 years ago? At that time 

there was very little cutover land. As for starva- 

tion, Lam willing to wag: 
‘foun ounds following the 

hunting season. 

I would like to know just how much has been 

paid to farmers for damaged crops caused by 

starving deer. I have yet_to hear of one in- 

stance 
‘As far as I can see, the biggest problem for 

our wonderful game conservation department 
is if we should have a seven or nine day season, 
just a buck season, or slaughter everything. 
That is a big problem, I’m sure. 

WARREN NELSON 
Butternut, Wis.
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June 11, 1947, 

Mr. Walter Scott 

Conservation Department 

Dear Walter: 

Thanks for sending me your 6/9 letter to Cottam re duck kill. 

May I call your attention to one error which tends to under- 

mine the credence of such statistics? Yom carry out your 

percantages to two decimal points, whereas the original data 

could not vossible be accurate within 5 or 10 percant. In 
other words, the percnetages give the appearence of 1000 

times more accuracy than they could vossibly possess, 

Most of the wildlife literature is full of similar errors, I 
mention this not to find fault, but to sugczest that our wildlife 

manazement section should develop cautions in this respect. I 

do not imply that you yourself would be misled by your figures, bit Loy 
but lay readers might be, I myself do not kmow statistics, but 

I have tried to develop ction in such x matters. 

I hope you can take this in the friendly spirit with which it is 

offered. 

: Aldo Leop@ad 

\ ‘ x 
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ceiving OF Wise, Re chante, aration 
coarenanire enero ete an isn iy fee nanan 
SNC ORMATIONE ROMO SEARS ES eae Cay a ariiate 

CONSERVATION © ey DEPARTMENT 
MADISON 2 

dune 9, 1947 FILE REFERENCE: 

| Dr. Clarenes Cotten 
Fish amd Wildlife Cervice 
Merehendise Mert 
Ghieago 54, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Sottam: 

We know Bg be interested in the comparntive kill 
record for wa owl end other sereaety apeciec im Vieconein 
for the 1945 and 1946 Geenead ehh ape 1ivtihg Gur harrest 
eetimates Delow slong with the per A+ of inersace or decrease 
repregented in these figures for 1 a@ coxpered with 1945, 

& of increase 
Spestes 2985 2246 or Deoreaes 

v¥aodeosk 122 = Increase 

Redhead 08s ae abies 12s) : '$ Decrease Coot 22h, 3et 193,701 iseh) 
Riepaitet fen ‘938 isha tee x 
Cenvasbeak 2a é 21, 240 1s. ie nn Qe 
Black Mallard hb, 544 py, 589 22.59; 8 gr’ 
Other bucke i, 
Generel 12,529 9, 2 25.26 * 

Widgeon i 11, 3 een? * 
Green-Yinged Teal * zi} me ; * 
Pinteil S90? 17, _— o.02 * 
Goldeneye Duck 13, ? 8, hO.$h 
aoa Taal 132,94. 7200s 45.01) a 
Geese (except Cenadd* 3732 » 532 82,02 * 
Bhovellier * 21 ase gal if: 20 } s 

Gowmon Halleard 433,73 "i 30 

There is no eomperison here for Canada e@ ac the 
@en90n wae Gleeed in 1946. This saheuneeaie F reduced goose 
bunting and affected the harvest on other geese. 

. 

Witten minus 
woodeoek) 1,166, 275 738,945 36.64 Deerease



<< ‘ (| 
Gr. Glerence Cottam -~ June 9, 1947 \ 2. 

This deerestve in harvest took - in epite of an 
in apes a Ob TaD te TORE Teotte ‘ cent from 63,682 
in 1945 to 98,343 in settee eo up te Dee. 32,1946). 
The record shows thet in the everage in Wisconsin was 
Seen ee ae nae ene Pen Mater whe purahared a vatesfoul 
stemp, while in thie drepped to shout 7.5 per hunter or 
approximately $6 per cent. 

it should slso be eteted here that 211 of Yiscensin's 
estimated waterfowl harvest Ly ggg are based only upon the 
number of ae etempe gold in te os te 

parehased such stanps. a fac 
Tees ioe per cent estinates were bared upon the tote] number 

Saieak oa aonb hiaione yy it is, there is ~ probability that Shey are Migher sham astually is the fast’ Yoram 
running a sample cheek on four scunties thie year to determine 
thie per sent of difference from what probebly i« the *aetual. * 

We this information will be of sume services in your 
work of soueeae seaeone for the Nigsiestppl flyway thie coming 
aeagon. 

¥ truly yours 
Gist Nanadckun? davzstes 

Cae Eten 
Supervisor, Cooperetive 
Gare Menegensat 

WEStbs 

66: Dy. Gueteve Swenson 
Pref. Aldo Leopold 
Br. Y. PF. Grimmer 

br. Irven Buss 
Mr. r. R. Siwmerman 

>My. Kelph Hopkins



tains or 

April 19, 1937 

Mr. J. Clark Salyer (1 
Division of Wildlife Refuges 

Fish and Wyldlife Service 
Herchandise Mert 
Chimgo 54, IMnois 

Dear Claric: 

Tt was vory thoughtful in you to write me a good word 
on the sumaery of the conference. I put a let of P 
work inte it, bet such coments as yours mikes it 
worthwhile. 

” With best regeris, 

ae iy 

4: f , 

4 : Yours sincercly, 

a H : ‘ 

| fom Aldo Leopold



IN REPLY REFER TO 2 Z ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS 

April 9, 1947. 

Dre Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

It certainly was like old times to see you at the San Antonio 
meeting. I much enjoyed seeing your pleasant smile again. 

This brief note is occasioned by having: just read your excellent 
Summary of the Twelfth North American Wildlife Conference. You cer- 
tainly did a fine job on this. I think this should be an aftermath of 
every wildlife conference. It certainly has a lot of value to a busy 
executive in the wildlife field who, because of the inopportunénéss of 
prospective employment candidates and other people interested in a land 
program, somestimes does not get to attend many of the technical ses— 
sions. In fact, I had so much of this extra-curricular activity at the 
recent San Antonio meeting that I missed out on practically all of the 
technical sessions. Thus, your summary fills a read need in this res- 
pect. I would like to see the Wildlife Management Institute do this 
with respect to every important wildlife meeting. A copy of this letter : 

is being sent to Dr. Gabrielson with this idea in mind. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

= 

Pte. i 
Je rk Salyer IT, 

Chief, 

Division of Wildlife Refuges. 

cc — Dr. Gabrielson.



ge. 

April 9, 1947 

Mr. Harry Stroebe 
Ranger Station 
Black River Fails, Wisconsin 

Dear Harrys 

i have read your letter about the reproduction 
survey with intense Interest. I am very glad 
that your confidence in it is going wo, and 
i am enthusiastic about the count of dead 
deer, This is a by-product which I did not 
expect, and I think 1t will be a valuable one. 

I an glad you got to seo Chambers Island. 
The contimudty of logging for ten years 
soous to explain much in past history eal 
look forward to geelng you dicing your 
Hadison visit. 

With best regarda, 

Yours an evey, ‘ 

ALUM ALMO LROPOLD 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's 
absence to avold delay)
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December 3, 1946 

Mrs, Max J, Sehmitt 
1912 Morth Sith Street 
Yenwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs, Sehmitt: 

Perhaps your friend is confused as between professional train- 
ing and forestry at a forestry school as distingished from non- 
professional instruction in forestry. 

There seams little point in starting o new professional school : 
at Wisconsin when it is generally agreed that there are already too 
many, and that the ones that now exist could be made a lot better, 

On the other hand I think there is a very strong need for 
instruction in forestry, esyecielly for farmers and future county 
agents in the agricultural college. No such instruction is now 
offered, but the need for it is almost obvious, Such instruction 
eould be offered with or without a professional school, 

there is a still Oe ee ee ee eet 
research, As you Imow, the Agriculture College has done a let 
of this, especially in scils, but there is room for a lot more, 
If your group 42 considering some kind of student aid, I would : 
suggest you attach it to graduate student research in seme Tis~ 
consin forestry vroblem, It doesn't mitter to what school the 

A student is attached, Such a fund could be adminiatered by a 
competent comelttee, Arrangements would be in the hands of Noble 
Clark, Director of the Agriculture Experimental Station. Should 
you wish to press the mtter, I wuld get in tough with hin, 

I an returning the letter which you sent, With personal 
regards, and hoping that Mr, Schmitt is better, 

Yours sincorely, 

Alde Teopold 

ALIRE 

cect Mr, Noble Chark 
Mr, ¥, J, Py Aberg
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P es eo ™ 

November 4, 1946 

Professor Frederick H. Test 
Department of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Professor Tests 

Dave Spencer is trying to get the moose assignment from 
Wyoming, but I do not mow whether he has succeeded, or 
whether Wyoming has selected anybody. 

T am not aware of his being a Ph. D. candidate. He cane 
here a year ago, not as a candidate for any degree, but just 
to "brush up" after military service. 

Yes, Spencer and McMillan ought to keep in touch. ‘The 
last address Dave gave me was % Olaus Maurie, Moose, Wyoming, 

I have heard indirectly that he is now in California 
getting married. 

Has McMillen considered Isle Royale? I would seem to me 
a better study area. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

October 29, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

One of our graduate students in Zoology, 
Mr. John F. McMillan, has been planning since 
last winter some work on the moose as a doctoral 
problem. He had decided to make an intensive 

study of the ecology of the feeding habits in 
Yellowstone Park and this past summer conducted 
a preliminary survey while a ranger-naturalist in 
the Park. 

We have very recently learned, in a roundabout 
Manner, that one of your students, a Mr. Spencer, 
began a study of moose this summer for the state of 
Wyoming and that he plans to submit the results 
as a doctoral dissertation. 

I presume that you are fairly closely in 
touch with Mr. Spencer's plans and know whether 
they include the samé thing Mir. McMillan has planned 
to study. It certainly would be to the advantage 
of both students “keep duplication of effort at a 
minimun, although conditions in the Fark and in 
Wyoming are perhaps different enough ie og results 
would be rather dissimilar. If Mr. Spencér has 
planned a general survey of the moose and its 
habits, or at least is not going to spend the major 
part of his time on the ecology of its feeding 
habits, I expect that there would not be enough 
duplication to do any harm to either student. 

I would be very glad to have your comments. 

Very truly yours, 

Frederick H. Test 
Ass't Prof. of Zoology
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October 22, 1946 

Mr, Daniel B, Beard, Refuge Manager 
United States Devartment of the Interior 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Everglades National Wildlife Refuge 
Box 226, Coconut Grove, Morida - 

Dear Dant d 

I am glad to know your whereabouts, and I will remember your 
invitation if I ever get down that way, It would be refresh- 
ing to see a region which has no deer irruptions, 

Dave Spencer has a Masters from Michigan under Howard Wight, 
end came here for a semester after the war just to get caught 
UP. : 

T have a very high esteem for him as an individual, He is 
pretty hard to beat on any kind of field work and is immensely 
conscientious in everything he does, field or office. His 
only limitation is an excessive modesty which prevents him 
from"speaking up", As is usual in such cases, satisfactory 
service would depend on a sympathetic boss, My hunch is 
you would kmow how to handle him. 

Since leaving here Dave has been living at Qlaus Murie's ranch. 
Olaus seems to think highly of him, 

I do not hesitate to recommend Dave for almost any job except ‘ 
one involving speach making or highly abstract theorizingse 
I think I could get him to perform satisfactory even in such 
jobs, bat I would not want others to take the risk, 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 

AL:RL
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Bi ie UNITED STATES 
rae : DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. 
IN REPLY REFER To: 

Everglades National Wildlife Refuge 

Bex 226, Coconut Greve, Flerida 

Octeber 17, 1946 

Dre Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madisen, Wiscensin 

Dear Decter Leopeld; 

We received on application for empleyment frem David L. Spencer 
who spent a half year struggling under you recently. He is new in 
Moose, Wyoming, with the Game and Fisch Commission. We want +o enpley 
him as a piletbiologist (there are getting te be vanities of wildlife 
mere every day). : 

It looks as theugh this is a good man. I wonder if you have any 
cemments on him that might be helpful te mee 

I don't suppese you midwesterners will ever give up the strugele 
and come down where the birds nest about all hhe year, the deer never 
yard up (what deer?), and where the wildlife manages:man instead of 
‘tether way around. But, if you ever de get too much of that snow and 
ice, just let me know when you are coming. 

Regards, 

Daniel B. Beard 
DBB/beg Refuge Manager
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Jemary 11, 1946 

Mir, Dawa I. Spencer 
206 Bdgemont St. 
Media, Pennsylvania 

Dear Davids 

The semester opens Jamary 22 so your arrival here 
in the middle of February would be too late for 
difficult courses in other departments. It woukd 
not be too late for you to take my Wildlife 
Meology, with which you are more familiar, 

Seen © nt Ot ean ee 
because you haven't saad whether you are ed, 
in a degree. If so,tho late arrival might be a 
considerable handicap because of the limitation 
it would impose on course work. 

I hope you have pulled out of your illness and 
I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



January 4, 1946 

206 Edgemont St, 
Media, Pa. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place = 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was pleased to receive your letter and the information about the 
work of the wildlife department on my return to Mexico City. 

I should like very much to begin my studies at Wisconsin with the 
start of the second semester, Although I am planning to leave Mexico ina 
couple of days, I unfortunately have a number of personal commitments 
that have accumulated during the war years which will delay my arrival 
at Madison until February 15 or 20, This late arrival is, I realize, 
somewhat irregular and may not fit in with your program nor be 
acceptable to the college authorities. However, I am quite anxious to 
get started again in wildlife work and would therefore like to begin my 
studies as soon as possible rather than to wait for another semester. 
I feel that I would gain much by studying at Madison the remainder of the 
second semester and that I would then be in a good position to undertake 
the bulk of my work starting the next semester, 

If this plan will be satisfactory to you, I will come to Madison 
as soon as possible, advising you later of the exact date I will 
arrive, 

The trip with Starker into Yucatan and Chiapas was most interesting 
and gave me a fine chance to learn about species I had formerly 
encountered only in museums, 

I greatly appreciate the consideration and help you have given me 
in planning for my studies. 

Yours sincerely, 

David L. Spencer



November 2, 1945 : 

oes S. ae 
Monte Libano 
Mexies, B. F. 

Deay Daves 

I am smeh pleased to hear from you and I of course have kept fairly close 
to your doings through Starker. { did not know, héwover, of your desire 
to do additional work hore. I am of course pleased that thie should be 
in your mind. 

There ia only one possible obstacke and that is the lange muber of 
e@radvate stadents that heve enrolled. Right now I heve more students 
than I ean handle, wet I am hoping to spread the load by an addition 
to the Zoology faculty, ‘the fset that you are not trying for a 

_ doctorate would considermbly reduce the tine on my part. 

If you waat to come despite the poor prospect of meh personal tine 
with mo, I will weleone your doing so and I will do the best I can. 
Undoubtedly the best time to begin will be the second somestomrehich 
starte Bamary 22, at which time my wildlife ecology class also starts. 

It will be a pleasure to have a chaneo to get acquadhe@ with you 
personally. 

With personal regoris, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leapeld 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay). 

© Starker Leopold



28 October, 1945 
Monte Libano 640 
Mexico, D. F. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Last week I was released from active duty in the Navy, and I am now 
down in Mexico with Starker, By way of a vacation I am accompanying 
him on the trip to Yucatan and Chiapas. Early in January I shall return 
to the States, and it is my intention to take advantage of the uw. 1. Bill 
of Rights and return to school for a one year refresher course in 
wildlife management rather than to go immediately to work. this letter 
is primarily to ask you whether I may come to Madison.for this additional 
period of study. 

My past training and experience is briefly as follows; B. 5. in 
Forestry from Penn State in 1937; M. F. at Michigan under ur. wight in 
1940 ( my thesis concerned the relation of kettle-holes to the 
distribution of farm game in southern Michigan ); in 1941-42 I worked 
on turkeys in Missouri with vr. Dalke and Starker, After these three 
years in the navy, i feel a definite need for some reorientation in the 
wildlife field. 

It is my hope ultimately to work on problems of big game management 
in the Rocky Mountain states. Although I realize that opportunities 
for actual field studies on big game in the vicinity of Madison would be 
limited, I think that the general training which you offer at Madison 

; is what I need most now. My present intention is to spend only the one 
year and not try for a :hv but that plan is merely something to start 
working on and may be altered after I see how I get along in the initial 
period. 

Will you please let me know therefore, care of Starker here, whether 
you have a place for another student and what date would be the most 
convenient for me to come, I am writing to the Registrar of the University 
about requirements for entrance under the G,I, Bill, dates of regular 

terms, etc, 

i look forward to your reply when we return to xexico at christmas 

time, 

Sincerely, 

a= aif 
pete : L417
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BURGESS CELLULOSE COMPANY 

FREEPOREXLEINGIS: 

Medison 3, Wis. Oct. 4, 1946. 

1015 E. Washington Ave. 

prof. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of wildlife Management 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 6, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

Please accept my thanks for the note on the movement of 

squirrels in Winnebago County. My notes are not available but it 

6 

is my recllection that the year was 1883. 

There was a squirrel migration in St. Croix County this fall 

and I am trying to get the details. The yield of acorns throughout 

most of the state seems to be very low. 

Sincerely, iu 

A. W. Schorger. 

BURGESS CHROME STEREOTYPE MATS



Pa Srakdlon 

Tune 5» 19N6 

Mr. Robert M. Stabler 

Saveatiin of Fematomin 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Dear Me. Stabler: 

I am glad that you are interested fa 
i iaeenedenaee, sasmmaion ox Naame ‘bat 
I lack mthority to authorise its publication. le 

one eo hae & Ee oe ee Fee 5 
publisher, at tine I was unsuccessful, 
The translation was made by Trantes Haneratron 
who is now at George Preserve at Pinckney, Michigan, 
and her consent to publication would alse be 
reguisite. 

The question is 62 course whether Boren Veitinghofi~ 
Rleseh de still alive and whether he can be reached, 
Hig addvese was ag follows! Baron von Veltinghoff- 
Rlesch, Beubsen, Saxony, Goruany. 

< heve no special channels for comamicating, but 
Se ee Le ae ee eee 

association and am willing to recomend it as a 
weeponsible aveme of publication, 

dust before the war the Baron was appointed as 
lecturer at Tharandt Forest School, Thayandt, 
fomony. A yobli¢ inetitution might be preferable 
ag on address at the present time. Let mo know 
if I gan help you further, 

Sincerely. 

Alde Leopold 
oo Hanerstron 

Hickey
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eee come ‘ as 

Vebruary 8, 1946 

ra. J. S Smith 
Co 

; Geneva, Yeconsin 

Dear Mrs. Smith: 

- I appreciate your interest in training for conservation, and of course I appreciate the possible interest of yeur Garten Glub in'a scholarship for 
this purpose. 

the professional training offered in ay department dooa not include forestry 
Wt 1% doos include all kinds of birds and mamaals over and above game. ly 
department ie attached to the Ag. College bat works closely with the Unive 
ersity ae a whole, expecially with Zoology which offers training in fish con- 
servation, Ornithology and Kammalogy, and with Botany which has eeurses in 
wild-flower conservation. 

The above axe all graduate work, tut in addition the University has recently 
installed an undergraduate major in conservation not on the professional, 4 
level Wat intended to interest the general student in avorations along this 

It is pretty hard to predict just where a scholarahip would do the most good 
in the future, tut we have an all-University committee called the Arboretun 
Committes which ie in close touch with all conservation activities on the 
Camus aul whieh io a permanent body .» Do witiahe tat Oe a 
Sey ioamiien’ tote cheian died Ca Tee ete oe eae 
you mention you wight find the Arboretum Committee a suitable medium. Very 
frequently there aro brilliant undergraduates who have a hard tine bridging 
the fineneial gap between their uadergraduste years when financial support 
is hari to got and graduate work whieh quite frequently curries student alde 
of one sort or another. At the moment, the Government's 6.1. support takes 
care of mst auch students, tot thie is temporary and of course does not 
apply to civilians. 

pean set hgh opened Dima legends Dongs Ap wag 
taking any action. Should you have cocaglonu-te be in Madieon, I be 
@iad te assemble any group that you might want to talk tes 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALY
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September 26, 1945 : z 

7 tena 

bo Be eT 
Jorusalen 

Dear it, Baler 

I am mich interested in your inquizy about excess deer and ell. 
You have laid your finger on two orities] questions, 

The anower to the first is that irmptive big game henis preceded 
Wy te contd Shanes, he rine nina tee Sune of being iniuset 
ly war conditions. The first irruption occurred in 1924, 
enclosed reprint gives you something in the wy of a historienl 
outline. 

Your second question cannot be anewered so briefly. In genoral. 
area ha ad o sald agatnet Mint alnoet universal bounties : 
publicly trappers; vestodk industry unfavorable 
Sockagieel quitter fe the cen ee ene 00h vant 
rapidly extending motor reads. 

Big game, at the aane time, hes had the advantage of nationewide 
protective laws, refuges, predator control and favorable conditions in the fom of wide-spread linboring, followed ty fies 
protection. In addition there is a rather subtle point in public paychology. Pet they oan, teualise and uatevetend 9 wilt pulling 
down « deer, but Cannot visualise and understand a deer mining 
po edn doy se dly. cad by tle selective overbrowsing of trees 

are on 2% 
wut rather increased. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

© Young



Na: yew Xs % : 

. ee Jase ett c/o Department of Forests, 
; ; PLO. RB. 110/,; 

: Jerusaleme 

26th July, 1945. 

Dear Sir, : 

: I have read with great interest your review 4 
of the "Wolves of North America" by Stanley P. Young 
and Edward H, Goldman (Journal: of Forestry, December ; 
194). I was particularly interested in your views on 
the importance and probable value of the wolf in the 
general ecology of the North American forest. 

I wonder if you would be good enough to explain 
for me one point in connection with control of numbers. 
On the-one hand you make it clear that the employment of 
salaried trappers resulted in the extinction of wolves 
from extensive regions, On the other hand you mention 2 
“the modern curse of excess deer and elk". -The U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service seem to hold that "the rifles can do 
the necessary trimming of the big-game herds". You 

: continue: "Yes - so they can — but they seldom do, at 
least not until the range is ruined and the herds are 
pauperized", 

I should be most interested. to know. whether 
this excess of deer and elk is merely a wartime problem 
or whether it was noticeable before 1939. It is evident 
that the killing of deer and elk must be a popular pastime, 
not only amongst sportsmen, but amongst local farmers etc, 
who are presumably glad to obtain venison, deerskins etc. 

¢ I am quite ignorant of North American conditions, and there 
are probably some quite simple reasons why salaried trappers, 
together with amateur assistants, can kill out. the wily 
wolf, while they are not equally effective in dealing with 

. the big game herds, 

; Yours faithfully, 

: : (G.N. Sale) - 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ‘ _ 
University of Wisconsin, 3 

UsSiAs
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: ; eA Swretne 

4a University Farm Place 
Jaly 15, 1941 

Mr. Gustav Swanson : 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
University Farn : 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Gus: . 

Ralph King's "Ruffed Grouse Management" is so obscurely 
written that I cannot make out whether the control area 
of 1800 acres is included in or separate from the main 

i area of 2500 acres. I need to state in the Prairie du 
Sac paper Errington and I are writing whether the 2500 

. acres is shot or unshot. Gan you enlighten me by a 
scribble at the bottom of this sheet? 

; With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
s 3 Professor of Wildlife Management
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424 University Farm Place 
February 7, 1941 

Mr. Gustav Swanson © 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota : 

Dear Gus: 

All three of the additions which you suggest strike me as good 

ones, As soon as you have definite reason to believe that publi- 
cation will be possible, I will incorporate them, plus any others 
that you may agree on in the interim. 

I have been puzzled about the relationship between your Pittman- 
Robertson job and your University job. I am glad to hear that 
you are not giving ap the latter, and I can see how the two 
might work together nicely if you have someone to fill in. I 
hope the new assignment will bring you down to our parts often. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 3 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Untversity or MrInnesora 

: DepartMent or AGRICULTURE 

University Farm, St. Pavi 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY January pales 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management 
you University Farm Place 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Thank you for your willingness to write the foreword to 
Mrs, Swanson's thesis, 

We both like the draft which you sent very much, and would have 
very little to suggest in the way of changes, I will probably have occa- 
sion to take up the matter of publication in a preliminary way in the next 
few days, so I am keeping the foreword now, presuming that you have a car— 
bon in case you wish to make changes, 

Three points have been in my mind a good deal during the time : 
Evadene was working on the problem. I was surprised at the value of records 
from the early newspapers, It was only during the pioneer period of the 
village newspaper that they were close enough to the soil to be of consis- 
tent value in measuring wildlife trends, but at that time they definitely 
were. Historians have always used newspapers, Wildlifers seldom have. 
Would it be suitable in the foreword to bring out the point that Schorger 
and Mrs, Swanson have used this source to advantage in historical studies 
of wildlife? 

It hes often irked me that the numerous histories of the fur trade 
in North America have very extensive treatments of the ancestry of the traders, 
their home land, social habits, the type of canoes they used, food they ate, 
brands of liquor they drank, packs they could carry, routes they took, clothes 
they wore, songs they sang, and even the quotable stories they told--but the 
actual information on the furs they bought is scanty indeed, I remember 
with what anticipation I picked up an issue of Minnesote History for 1938 
to read a 37 page paper entitled "The Fur Trade in the Western Great Lakes 
Region" only to find that fur-bearing animals were mentioned a scant two 
times (by actual count!) in the whole paper! The point is, most histories 
of the fur-trade were written by historians with no interest in fur-bearers, 
so they give no information about them. Do you think it would be worth 
bringing out thet this book does that, relates the history of the fur-bearer, 
as well as the fur-trader? 

The last point I had was that unless another appears before this 
does it will be the first attempt at a state or sectional history of game 
and its conservation, and while neither aspiring nor making a claim to com- 
pleteness, it seems to me it is more comprehensive than anything now available,



Bedi ee 2 

If that is true, could the foreword indicate that this is a "first"? 

We like the foreword immensely just ss you have written it, 

so none of these suggestions needs to be followed to please us, 

Don't hesitate to call for the Ms if you think you need it 

before finishing the foreword. 

You will be interested in hearing that I have just been granted 
& year's leave from the University to take one of the 2 associate regional 
inspectorships with the Fish and Wildlife Service in this region, They 
promised to assign me to inspection of the research projects, which sounded 
like too good a chance to broaden my experience to be cast off lightly. My 
intention is to return to the University, of course, and the F, & W. S. knows 
it but is willing to take the chance, they say. I am looking forward to 
seeing Starker and his wild turkeys on some trip during the year, 

Sincerely yours, ee 

; ea ON, 

Assistant Professor of Economic Zoology 

GS:S



FOREWORD 

The history of wildlife is too often regarded as the domain of old=timers 

indulging in nostalgic reflection, or writing post mortems on the good old days. 

It has now become apparent that such history has other uses, of both a specific 

and a general character. 

Among the unsolved biological mysteries are the rythmic fluctuations of animal 

abundance, known as cycles, At least half of what we know of cycles today stems 

from historical records which have been accidentally preserved. Progress in the 

diagnosis of cycles is now at a standstill for lack cf preserved records in certain 

critical localities. Cycles mean life or death to the Eskimo, poverty or opulence 

to the trapper, success or failure to the forester, bag or no bag to the sportsman. 

Wildlife often gives a more accurate clue to the early stages of depletion in 

soil fertility than is obtainable from agricultural statistics, I am convinced, for 

example, that the abundance of quail in Wisconsin during the last century varied as 

the height and vigor of the ragweed, and this in turn as the fertility of the prairie 

soils. Quail to me are a sensitive index to the status of early farming in this state. 

Past changes in distribution of wildlife species often furnish reliable criteria 

of what artificial manipulations of distribution are worth trying today. 

These are samples, selected at random, to illustrate the fundamentel interdepend- 

ence of soils, waters, tame plants and animals, wild plants and animals, and people. 

The science of ecology tries to decipher the laws and behavior patterns of these 

elements, which collectively comprise the land. Ecology is the politics and economics 

of the land, and cannot progress without history, 

The history of tame plants and animals, and of people, is fairly well preserved, 

but the history of soils, waters, and wildlife is lamentably deficient. Even scientists 

did not learn how to record useful facts about wildlife until a few decades ago, and 

most early records made by laymen must be sifted with great skill before the useful 

elements can be extracted and used.
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For these reasons it is important to encourage those few investigators who are 

willing to collect all the wildlife records obtainable in a local region, winnow 

them of chaff, and organize them for convenient reference by athens It is only by 

this process that the dramatic past of American wildlife can be made useful to the 

pressing land problems of the present and the future. 

Quite aside from this scientific value of wildlife history, it has a cultural 

value which will one day amply repay the labor of collecting and the cost of preserv- 

ing it. We city dwellers are ant to forget, in the luxury of our epiphytic existence, 

that the beaver and the buffalo played as big a part in the unfolding of what we call 

"our way of life" as did the threshing machine and the telephone. No man who does 

not understand wildlife can possibly understand the meaning or origin of his citizen- 

ship. 

I have read Mrs, Swanson's manuscript, and regard it as a highly competent job. 

I hope for its early publication, in order that I and my students may have the benefit ’ 

of the rich and varied treasures of information which she has dug out of Minnesota's 

attic. ; ‘ 

Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin
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ha University Farm Place 
Jamary 24, 1941 

Mr. Gustav Swanson 
é Department of Agriculture 

University Farm, St. Paul, 
Minnesota . 

Dear Gus: 

I had been wondering what luck with the book, and hence was 
much interested in your report. I thoroughly approve of the 
present proposal, and I accept with pleasure and without 
reservation the invitation to write a forero?d. 

: I have just been laid up with a cold; hence it may be a little 
while before I can get around to it. It might even be that I 
may need to look at the mamuscript again in order to tie the 

- two together, tut I think not. Should I need the mamseript, 
I will let you know, 

‘ With kind regards to lirs. Swanson, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
5 Professor of Wildlife Management



University or MINNESOTA 

DepartMEnT or AGRICULTURE 

Univensiry Farm, Str. Paut 

Jamuary 21, 1941. 
DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 
When you were here at Thanksgiving time Mrs. Swanson's thesis 

was in the hands of the University Press. We were not particular- 
ly hopeful because the Press has no outside aid, mast make every 
book pay for itself, and hence is really in no better position than 
any struggling young publisher might be. They seemed interested, 
but were afraid that the sale would not pay for the publishing 
costs, They finally returned the manuscript the other day, and we 
are ready to go ahead with what we have looked upon all along, 
as probably the ideal way of getting it out, which, briefly, is 
this. We would like to have the Minnesota Conservation Department 
publish it with the cooperation of the State Historical Society. 

The Historical Society publishes an occasional monograph it- 
self in a regular series, but when it does practically the entire 
edition goes, gratis, to the current members of the Society. That 
would take about 1600 copies, and likely only ¢ or less would be 
interested. It wouldn't be a suitable method of distribution, and 
to rule that out completely, the Society has no fund at present for 

: such a venture anyway. They do, however, have a staff of trained 
and experienced editors, and Evadene feels that a work of this 
kind, with the innumerable references to eheck, would almost de. 
mand that skilled editorial assistance. The ideal plan, then, would 
be to have the book published and distributed at close to cost, 
say $1.50 or thereabouts, by the Conservation Department, with 
the Historical Society furnishing the technical editorial aid. 
Some of the people over in the Conservation Devartment believe 
that there is a good chance of this going through, but it will 
demend action by the legislature, because the D,partment is not 
now authorized to publish anything to sell. They are planning to 
use the procedure I have mentioned, of getting authority from the 
legislature, for the ptiblication of a book on Minnesota fishes 
by Dr. Egdy and T. Syrber, and they think it would be just as 
easy to ask for this for two books as one. It does mean, however, 
that various individuals will have to be sold on the idea, It has 
not yet been taken up with Dr. Strunk, so he will be the first 
one.
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I knew that you would be interested in lmowing just what 
we were doing about the possible publication, but I am writing 
also to see if we may presume upon you for further assistance. 
I feel sure that the letter you wrote when you returned the 
thesis, if we may show it to the Commissioner and to any of 
the legislators who will be involved, will carry a great deal 
of influence, and will help turn the trick. Dr. Roberts is 
thoroughly interested in the work also, and has promised to 
write in its favor. I4 occurs to me, however, that it would 
be a very great aid in getting the necessary funds for pub- 
lication, and also in assuring its sale afterwards if you 
could be prevailed upon to write a foreword for the work, 
providing other hurdles are passed. I would not think of asking 
this excepting for my conviction that you are more than ordinarily 
interested in this type of thing, and you were very kind in your 
comments upon it. 

I don't recall that you have ever written the foreword for 

any book, and I am sure you must have been asked more than once. 

If you have any reservations about it do not hesitate to say 
s0, because I can appreciate the possibility that doing it once 

might set a precedent that would be difficult to break at some 
future time. I do feel very sure that your doing so would be 

a considerable aid both in accomplishing the publication, and in 

assuring a distribution afterwards----and in connection with the 
latter point, since this would not be a money-making job for 
either author or publisher, there would be no taint of the com- 

mercial involved in your writing a foreword! 

Evadene plans to follow your suggestions of preparing chron~ 

ologies and summaries, and also of bringing it more nearly up to 

date. It would not be difficult to add twenty years or more, bring- 

ing through Carlos Avery's term, and probably up to the establish- 

ment of the Conservation Commission in 1929, and it would attract 

more readers. Then too, she plans to handle the references differ- 
ently, so that there will not be such a display of foot-notes. The 

idea here, also, would be to make it attractive to more readers, 

without decreasing its accuracy or value to the scholar. 

J “~ 
Assistant Prof. of Economic Zoology



424 University Farm Place 
September 13, 1940 

Prof. Gustav Swanson 
Division of Entomology & Econ. Zoology 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Gus: 

I expected that Mrs. Swanson would turn out a good job, but 
IT had no idea that she had done such exhaustive and finished work. 

Certainly it mst be published. I suppose commercial publication 
would not work, though perhaps even that might be a hasty conclusion. Do 
you have an Academy of Science Transactions? What about the Museum? 
Certainly it is more important to bring out work of this kind than to build 
new buildings. Does the University itself have a scientific bulletin series? 
You may quote me to any of these institutions as saying that it would be 4 
reflection on the intelligence of your state if this work should fail of 
publication. 

You saw, of course, what I said to the Wildlife Society about 
historical papers (see p. 346 of reprint attached). Unfortunately no cash 
has fallen into the basket, yet. 

Doubtless some revision is in order, and might shorten the mam- 
script. I found the chapter on history of game mech easier to follow than 
the history of fur, I think because it is arranged by species. There are 
perhaps chances to add summarized chronologies here and there. 

No, I would not add the material on fish. It has a large 
coverage already. I didn't get all the way through, but I don't have to. 
This is bound to come out so I can own a copy. 

Keep me posted and use me to this end if you can. Failing local 
action I'll take it up with McAtee on the long chance that the Wildlife 
Society might find the funds. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Manazement 

P.S. Am returning the manuscript by express today.
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DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I am sending Mrs. Swanson's thesis by express prepaid under 

separate cover. We shall be looking forward with mich interest to 

seeing your chronology in the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin--. 

and also, of course, in getting your reaction to the work Mrs. 

Swanson has done here. 

She has a considerable amount of material on fish as well, 

because the original idea was to make it a history of game and fish, 

It soon became clear, after she began writing the material up, that 

the thesis would be unduly long if the fish material were included, : 

and that she would have a good deal more work to do, particularly on 

the commercial fisheries in the Lake Superior area, so by consent of 

all concerned she dropped the fish material. She would appreciate 

your opinion as to whether this should be included in case of pub- 

lication opportunities anywhere. 

By the way, the Minnesota Department of Conservation has just 

this week published the first issue of a monthly bulletin which you 

will be interested in seeing, if they have not automatically placed 

you on the mailing list. The distribution is very limited because of 

lack of funds, but I am sure that if you write to Mr. Cy Blattes, 

Executive Secretary to the Conservation Commissioner, who is handling 

the bulletin, he will send you copies as they appear. The old "Conser- 

vationist" mailing list is not being used, hence this note. 

Sincerely )
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Natural History Contributions of the Farly Explorers and Travelers in Minnesota 
% Evadene Burris Swanson 

The diaries, journals, and letters of Minnesota travelers give only a scat- 
tered picture of conditions among game animals up to the middle of the nineteenth 
century. The variation in length of stay and in season of the year of visit accounts 
for some of the discrepancies and the interest and training of the observer was al~ 
ways a qualifying factor. Pike's candid admission in the account of his expeditions 
in the early nineteenth century might well have prefaced other of the accounts: 

"With respect to the great acquisitions which might have been made to the 
sciences of botany and zoology, I can only observe that neither my education nor 
taste led me to the pursuit; and if they had, my mind was too mich engrossed in mak» 
ing arrangements for our subsistence and safety to give time to scrutinize the pro= 
ductions of the country over which we passed with the eye of a Linnaeus or thio 

io One of the carliest visitors to the Minnesota country who recognized the 
interest the region would have because of the game animals was Father Louis Hennepin.



In describing the interior of North ieattie Semkantn remarked, "In the forests here 
are great numbers of wolves, monstrous bear, deer, stags and all kinds of animals.... 

There is plenty of exercise for our French sportsmen......+.There you can kill par- 
tridge, ducks of all kind, wild pigeons, cranes, herons, swans, wild geese, and other 
game in abundance.......besides all these animals there are also wild cattle." (1) 

If Jonathan Carver's opinion may be accepted as representative for the 

period over cighty years later, there was still an abundance of big and small game 

in the area sbout Lake Pepin and up the Mississippi to the Rum River. The vicinity 
of Mille Lacs, Carver was told, was renowned for game and the hunter never failed to 
return from that area loaded beyond his expectations. Carver asserted that he saw 
buffalo and elk feeding along the Chippewa river and the numerous beaver dams en- 
countered on the St. Croix indicated the abundance of that animal. He “ foie about 
buffalo, caribou, and "noose deer" near Lake of the Woods and Rainy Lake. ‘2 
La Verendrye some years earlier described the border area as "the country of the 
moose and martin while beaver is so plentiful that savages place little value on it 

and collect only the large skins which they send to the English." (3) 

The story of the sportsman's and fur trader's paradise is rudely inter- 
rupted toward the end of the eightcenth century, and each newcomer in the early nine~ 
teenth century notes a gradual restriction of the range of animals, especially big 
gene, from that described by his predecessor, 

An extrenely pessimistic note is indicated in the account of David Thomp- 
son Who crossed from Grand Portage over the border area to the Saskatchewan country 
in 1797 and in 1798 came back along the Red River and Red Lake River to Sandy Lake 
and Lake Superior. Thompson was a capable surveyor and mapmaker and his desire for 
accuracy is suggested by his interest in such a detail as the temperature of the 

blood of the caribou. Thompson said (5) "Mr. Ross and myself several times when we 
went ahunting took a Thermometer with us to ascertain the heat of the blood of the . 
Rein Deer, but it so happened when we had a Thermometer with us, we killed no Deer 
+seeee." Thompson commented on the scarcity of game from Lake Superior to Winnepeg. 
His opinion was that the country had long been exhausted, and but few fur-bearing 
animals remained, sc that the Indians relied upon fish, wild rice, and maple sugar 
for bare sustenance. He was impressed with the decline in game population which 
many of the employees of The Hudson's Bay Company confirmed after the snallpex epi- 
denic among the Indians in the 1780's. “It might justly be supnosed," he remarked, 
"that the destruction of mankind would allow the animals to increase, even to become 
formidable to the few natives who survived, but neither the Bison, the Deer, nor the 
carnivorous animals increased." When Thompson surveyed the scuth side of Lake Su- 
perior, he estimated the hunting greund for each Indian family dwelling on its south 
shore as an area of 206 square niles. The annual average hunt of each family of all 
kinds of furs fren bear tc muskrat he felt would not exceed sixty to seventy skins 
allowing a bear skin to be werth two beaver and eight or ten muskrat skins one beav— 

er. Deer were so scarce that the hides did not furnish sufficient leather for native 
needs. He comments caustically on one writer's description of the "myriads of ani-~ 
mals" in the interior. "The natives will thank him to show them where they are. 
When he wrote these words he must have been thinking of musketces, and in this re-~ 
spect he was right." 

The occurrence of abundant game in some sections of central, southern and 

western Minnesota is suggested by the narratives of the explorers who traveled up the 
Mississippi and Minnesota rivers. Some of the men in Pike's party saw elk near 
Winona in 1805. He chose the location for winter quarters near Sauk Rapids because 

of the game in the area. Deer, buffalo and elk were pursued not far from the Missis= 
sippi, and bear, raccoon, swan, ducks, geese, porcupine and beaver were among the 
provisions which the hunters captured. (7) 

Stephen H. Long noted on his trip to St, Anthony Falls in 1817 that buffalo 
Were hunted below Lake Penin on the Buffalo River though they were not very se gi 

8



16. 
Schoolcraft's observations in 1820 led him to believe that the only area on the Mis- 

| sissippi where buffalo might still be found were the banks of the river between the Falls of St, Anthony and the Crow Wing River. (11) 

| Members of Long's expedition in 182% were impressed with the scarcity of 
geome. No buffalo were encountered by the party until the men were on the Red River. 
Keating's notes on this expedition state: ".........since the establishment of the 
gerrison at Fort St. Anthony the buffalo have all been destroyed or have removed 

| further west. The party that travelcd in the boats saw an abundance of pigeons but 
| with the exception of these no other game. Game will be judged to be very scarce 
| ‘hen two parties travelling by land and by water can kill but two or three dozen of 

birds upon a distance of 200 miles." (9) Beyond Lake Traverse along the Red River 
the party found large herds of buffalo, however, and Colhoun, Beltrami and the others 
in the group enjoyed the snort of hunting those animals while many elk were encoun- 
tered also. Hunters and traders had long realized the value of this area for buffalo 
hunting end the region of North Dakota about Devil's Lake continued to be the rendez~ vous for the buffelo hunters on into the 1840's and 50's. The depredations on the herds made by the halfbreeds from north of the boundary were partly responsible for the expedition commanded by Major Woods in 1849 to Pembina, A flippant warning to the United States government by one of the dragoon members appeared in a contemporary 
newspaper: "Uncle, the stock in your great pasture is getting thinned out." 

Beltrami's travels near the headwaters of the Mississippi in the 1820's 
should surely be noted for he met game onimals in the region seen neither before nor since his visit. Most dangerous of these was a white bear "which almost always at- 
tacked travelers and when hungry never failed to do so." Apparently the black bear 
was more common for its habits are described, while details on the life history of the white bear are omitted. He found the black bear's fishing technique so highly 
developed that the fish were deceived by the bear's simulation of a burnt tree trunk 
and were seized by the bear's paw when they swam unsusvectingly close to the shore. Beltrami admits that he cannot recall Buffon's description of the beaver "written in his closet but he may well claim originality for his findings on the social life of 
this animal. An example of the intricacy of "Beaver law" was the penalty for violat- 
ing tribal territory--the removal of the offending beaver's tail, which Beltrami felt 
was confirmed by the fact that he saw one beaver without a tail. (10) 

It is interesting to note. that Schoolcraft's party visiting the headwaters 
of the Mississippi in 1832 saw deer in the east arm of Itasca Lake, since this area 
today affords tourists one of their best opportunities for seeing deer in the Be hety 

(12 
Joseph Nicollet, for whon Nicollet Aveme in Minneapolis is named, might have 

contributed valuable notes on Minnesota mammals, but in his publication he says, "I regret not to have room here to narrate numerous interesting incidents that occurred in this valley (the vicinity of Leech Lake) where we saw constantly recurring the footsteps and marks of bears, wolves, deer, and others; but the length of those de- tails would exceed their importance." (15) 

Featherstonhaugh and Catlin on the Minnesota River in the 1830's made spe-~ cial note of the muskrats and the grouse. (13, 14) Muskrats were not worth more than 4¢ a skin during the decade of the "30's. A letter which Sibley received in Detroit in 1837 bringing news from St. Peter's shows the injunctions which had been given Indian hunters. The letter relayed a message from an Indian friend of Sibley's who desired his best shake of the hand to his brother and sent wor* that he had not forgotten that otters, minks, martens, fishers, and deerskins were the only things of which his brother spoke to him when on the eve of his departure. Rats he consid~ 
ered beneath the netice of a man of his abilities any way. In 1839 it appeared, how- ever, that the skins of muskrats might bring 8¢ apiece and Hercules Dousman ina let- ter to Sibley from Prairie du Chien advised him as follows: 

"Go ahead and exterminate all the Rats ag quick as yeu cen, leave the kit~ 
tens for next year........This is intended for your eye only."
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Sibley's fondness for hunting led him to send for some dogs from his old 

home in Michigan. (20) They arrived when he was away from Mendota so he was notified 
of their delivery and the following quotation suggests the reception which one of 
them, & setter, received. “But who in the name of all that's wonderful could have 
given him so outlandish a name.......Moses.......Quite satisfied that your taste will 
never permit you to call him by so unsportsmanlike a name, I have this morning taken 
the liberty of christening him, with all becoming ceremony anew. Henceforth be it 
known to all whom it may concern (subject always to your approval) that he is to be 
called "Grouse." 

When John L. LeConte was 19 years old and his cousin Joseph was 21, the two 
young men decided to take a summer excursion into the wilderness. Their route led 
them through the Great Lakes to the Savanna Portage where the Indian guides had to 
portage their trunks, en route to Sandy Lake and the Mississippi River. Joseph 
LeConte described some of the features of this journey which occurred in 1S4% in his 
autobiography. (16) "We were compelled to wear veils drawn around the hat, over the 
face and shoulders, and stuffed in bosom, and gloves on the hands........But we mst 
lift veils to eat; we were compelled to put our faces in the smoke of our campfire 
in order to do so." They traveled down to Fort Snelling where the game season on 
prairie chicken, self-imposed by the soldiers, opened a day after their arrival. 
The bag of the officers for the first day was over a hundred, end the prairies were 
described as swarming With prairie chicken. (This was, of course, sharptailed grouse, 
not pinnated, at this date). 

The notes of Charles Lanman, Daniel Webster's secretary, who vacationed in 
Minnesota in 1846, give the picture of a sportsman's interest in game. He killed 
fifty grouse in one afternoon near the Crow Wing river on the east bank of the Mis~ 
sissippi. He described the prairie as alive with grouse~-and "though I had no dog 
to point them.......my horse was so well trained to shoot from, that he answered very 
Well as a substitute. Lanman was told that the beaver and the otter and other valu- 
able animals were rapidly becoming extinct. (18) 

It is well known that the Irish potato famine in Great Britain and on the 
Continent was responsible for the movement of many Irishmen to the eastern shores of 
the United States, but its connection with the visit of a French scientist to Min- 
nesota is not so widely known. If the comments in Comptes-rendus, March 13, 1848, 
page 326, represent a true statement of affairs, Lamare Picquot, the French scientist, 
had been making botanical and zoological collections for four years on the Gaspd 
coast, Labrador, and other parts of Canada when he finally reached Quebec in the fall 
of 1845, There he read such exnggereted accounts of the potato difficulties that he 
felt the cultivation of that vegetable would be discontinued in the Old World, and 
he set out to find the Indian potato of the interior of North America to take back 
to France. 

He was an assiduous collector, and though the Indian potato did not serve 
the purpose, he found mech in Minnesota to enjoy. lLanman, the sportsman previously 
mentioned, describes his temporary quarters here in Minnesota as follows! 

"An immense tuffalo stares at you with its glassy eye, while just above it, 
pinned to the wall, may be seen a collection of curious beetles, butterflies, and 
other insects. Then an elk and a deer will display their graceful forms, while at 
their feet will be coiled up the rattle-snake, adder, and other frightful serpents; 
here the otter, the beaver, the fox, the wolf, the bear and other native animals; 
there a complete flock of webbed footed creatures, from the wild swan and pelican, to 
the common ducks here an eagle and hawk, a partridge and scarlet bird, and there em- 
balmed in spirit, a vast variety of curious reptiles." (18) 

Samuel Scudder's journey into the Winnipeg country in 1860 took him along 
the Red River, and on the return trip he traveled through Minnesota accompanying the 
Red River oxcarts Which were bringing loads of furs to St. Paul. He commented on



the scarcity of game--"at the season in witdh We cross the prairies......ethere is no 
game, and until we reach the lake region We only once or twice see anything larger 
than a gopher, nemely a bear and a deer; even birds are scarce, a few dozen prairie— 
chickens and ducks, and a few plover being all worth mentioning, besides the sandhill 
cranes." When an unruly ox drew two of the carts off the ferry into the Mississippi 
River it was an unfortunate episode in the life of the scientist—-"The poor natural- 
ist's anxiety about the rescue of the buffalo-bones over which he has expended so 

much time and pains, draws down upon his innocent head the imprecations of the master 

of the train, whose most valuable furs have been wet through and through, and the un- 
merited scorn of his companions, who gaze With mournful countenance upon soaked bis- 

cuit, tea, and sugar." (19) 

Two other travelers whose interest in nature was marked were Henry David 
Thoreau and his young companion, Horace Mann, Jr., the son of the famous educator. 
The latter collected an egg from a passenger pigeon's nest near the house in which 

they were living at Lake Calhoun in 1861. (20) 

Such experiences as these may be considered a sampling of the adventures 
of those interested in the game of the Minnesota country for sport, for trade, and 

for science. 
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42h University Farm Place 
March 17, 1941 

Dr. Henry Schmitz 
Division of Forestry 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Henry: 

I was much interested in Gisborne's letter. 

A good part of the difficulty is, I think, due to the fact that 
most thinking administrators are inarticulate. However, when the 

Journal turns down papers by Evan Kelley, there is probably 
something wong on our side too. 

I would be skeptical of generalized papers on "the place of s#ilvi- 
culture, timber management, range, recreation, wildlife, and water 
contr 1 in forestry." Only the very best thinkers can write any- 
thi orthwhile on such broad topics. I would much prefer to go 
after specific local papers on specific local problems. The North 
American Wildlife Conference has attempted such general summaries 
for the last three or four years and has pretty well run ameck at it. 
The huckleberry argument sounds much more promising as an example 
of wheat the Journal needs. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management



URITED STATCS PEPARTMERT OF AGRICULTVRE d 
Yorest Service 

Rorthern Rocky Mountain Porsst and Benge Bxperiment Station 

Federsl Building 
Hiesovls, Houtene 

February 15, 1942 

Be. Heavy Schuits, 
Division of Porestry 
University Form, 
St, Paul, Himnesota, 

Bear Pr. Schwitas ; 

Vollowing Henry Clepser's vieit here, aud hie very beneficiel talk at one of 
oo he a ee ae eae ae od, at ta 
been shown in the of Forestry. Teo achools ere evident, of course, one 
supertechnical and one euger-"practies].” The former is quite well satisfied with 
the Joursal, while the letter objects strenuously te the preponderance of super~ 

ee coca: ciation antes ceiathy wake eee dena ale 
Sles on recrestion, water contrel, and wild lend menagement policy prob- 
lene third. Cleprer quieted the objections te this lack by explaining thet the 
Journel cannot publish whet it does not receive, hile that explains the reason 
it does not alter the condition, which is « faet to the ebjectors, 

Subsequeatly, I have been trying to find out were about the specific cases 
that have made objectors and I find that two out of five seem to have good cases, 
W. ¥. White and Major Kelley beth cleim te have svbmitted articles thet vere never 
publighed, White's ease wae arey back in Zonts days as editer, Kelley's eae 

leat year, He essye thet be explained hie exae te Clepper, who sated for snother 
copy of the paper, "That the Forest Service Expects of Forest School Students." — 

Three out of tae five objections, by sen whose opiniens I velue, are by men 
who are expert im their fields yet are afraid te try to write for the Journal, 
They hawe the opinion that their meterial would be rejected becouse of ite style 
ov lack of polish, To me, that is a serious condition, it yn ee 
ideas, construct a ee ee ee : 

' ‘but cut amd polished ¢ 

These gaze three zen ond wany others say thet the Journal dees net Justify 
their belonging to the Seelety because it caters almost satirely to tha technicians, 
largely silviculturs] techaiciens, rhe are in the minority. The objectors feel 
that the Journal fails conspicuously to satisfy their desire for discussions of the 
philosophy, policy, and plans of THSIA TORK IW PORESTRY. 

This seems to ae to revert direstly to the indisputable foot that here in , 
the fest, exeept for a few epota, the bulk of the meabership ef our Society is



a, &, 

working in fields other than commercial tisber growing. One man cited pager 26 to 
62, a govdly proportion, of the January issue of the Journal, end became alnort 

. vitriclic over poges 48 ond#®, He said, end I think trethfuliy, that not even 1 
percent of the Society weabership could understand, aveh less use, the facta repre- 
sented by these formulae, 

I am # movies, 4 gewenhorn, ond « ren outaider in this field of Journal 
acme Se © Slee Ges © c08 Oe gen ee ee 
don't saan appeasement. It rocts in the Intermountain Seation resolution of 
Getober 14, published in a recent issue of S.A.F, Affairs, Our Section hea held 
three consecutive meetings discussing this resolution anc has therehy generated sore 

interest in ond «nthusiasm for the Society than I have seen shemm here in my if 

years, I can nemo three men who rarely attended our seetings before, who "wouldn't 
sise one of thease," and one nam whe purposefully let hie cues lapse, eho tole met 

"If the Seclety is waking up te the fact that forestry is sore then sewloge I'11 
stick te see how it comes out and he pedd his dues, 

Some cen are afraid of thet Ogden resolution for fear it will opan the gates 
tee wide, Itm not. There are toc xeny level-headed members to ever parnit that, 
If thoroughly discussed, that resolution should do three highly desireble things: 

1. Give wo om ISSUE, something Worthwhile to serap about, and the: Lord knows 
thet there io nothing like a good, healthy scrap to keep an orgunisation «live, 
oe een 
thing to head off, The resolution should suit both! 

2. Possibly uncover on action similar to that which Porsling foreed through 
at the 1927 enausl meeting when he told the Society to wither broaden out te accept 
memeeh Geran sree Gh shanna Pecatbate cetians at a te ae Does 
anyone teday question the visder of & section, and the Council reaction to it? 

. 3, Constitute « build-up end set the stage for the 1942 meeting in Salt Leke 
Gity on Hultiple or Coordinated Uses, If sexeone agcuess me of selfish motivetion 
heve, I asks Don't we all vant te auke each of our national mestings ae lively ond 
as productive as poneible? I om convinced that we heave failed, in the pest, to 
beild up in advance as much ae we could. 

Bening 5 enqneet. tha’, yon. and Capper. asin. a yeapenet eh at Dues 00.an) 6 
sevies of articles published in the next aonths on the place of siiviculture, 
timber management, range, precast a Phen, 
and for how aveh of our wild land, nawlogs be the principel product? Back in 
Penneyivenia a nen by the name of Pyle ence wrote sa iten admitting thet huckle- 
berries ere « be tter social-esomonle crop then trees on a certain percentage of 
their wild land, art Abbott, Supervisor of the Cabinet Porest in Kontane, ia said 

te have some data proving thet fact for part of hie forest, Ye can cheose our rep 

in those cases, In others the grass is obvievaly vorth vere te the commumity than 
the for trees which we wight get in, by exclwiing grazing, Last summer Kelley 
spent considerable time examining ond deciding whether the sheep damage to water 
contrel was er “ae aot greeter than the sutton and «ood valucs derived. When the 
Roek Creek Canyon entrance to Yellowstene Park burns out thes how] that you'll hear 
will not be for the sawlogs or the grasing lost; it *ill be for the loss of aesthetic 

5 em 

Dey = cine ete - = iia
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and reerestionsl welues, CQlarence Sutliff oa the Bitterroot Forest wants te kmor if 
he should protest his gost veck mumits as intensively os the brush-cevered procipl~ 
be ellen jag dines Boe md onsen in. ry i we Cenmercial tisber, 7 * M1 =. ance 
of ween 1, “coordinates trangeribed to the logeriths of the mesn ausber to!" ; 
quadret wad then sorted inte clesses of fifth unit intervals"? All very ispertant 
im their plece, but how about a little sore Journal space devoted to detercining 
their place? 

If the men whe could and showld write on theses major phases of forestry san 
be ten aes ty te Peet, ah be een eee 
be better pleased by the Journal, snd their bembership in the Society. 

Sincerely, 

H. T. GISBORNE 

aca Clepper 

a a au yo ee las a Fi i i so a i =



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management THORNE? 35y TR 

Mrs. Harry M. Swigart 
c/o Haskell Boyes 
$25 North Jefferson Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Swigart: 

Haskell Noyes writes me thet you could use a few specific recommendations 
for sanctuaries. I gathered from your letter that you wanted complete lists of 

sanctuary programs. I have none such, but I can eacily furnish you with a few 
concrete suggestions. 

Horicon Marsh. ‘his project has been kicked around from pillar to post 
for the last decade, and I am not posted as to the particular obstacle which is 
now holding it up. According to my last information the obstacle was funds and 
the two parties concerned were the State Conservation Department (Walter B. Scott) 
and the U. S$. Biological Survey (J. Clark Salyer, Washingten,D. C.). If you asked 
these two men specifically just what they need to put this project over, they could 
probably give you a prompt reply. 

I am not going into the merite of the area because it has been in the 
public prints so long that I assume you know about it, and in any case Haskell 

could give you the dotails. 

Pittman-Robertson Refuges. Mr. Seott has a seriss of proposed refloodings 
which are to be refuges end which he hopes to finance through federal aid under the 
Pittsen-Robertson bill. Some of these reflocdings lie in the southeastern part of 
the state, in which Haskell tells me you are particularly interested. Certainly 
the moral support of your organization would be valuable for this program. If you 
will ask Mr. Scott to pick out the particular ones in the southeast region and tell 
you what, if anything, he needs te put them over, I think you would get 2 prompt 
reply. 

U f Wisconsin Arboretum. The Arboretum now contains 900 acres, 

but part of zs a ; ‘ated lands are not paid for but are rather held by whet amounts 
to promissory notes from the Regents. A 3O00-acre addition is now contemplated, but 
funds are entirely lacking. A411 land matters for the Arboretum are in the hands of 
Col. J. W. Jackson, Madison and Wisconsin Foundation, 122 West Washington Aveme, 
Medison. I eam sending copy of this letter to Col. Jackson with the request that he 
send you his suggestions as to what, if anything, your organisation can do in 
furtherance of the Arboretum land program. 

The Arboretum is crippled for lack of funds to operate the area and to 
carry out the research work for the sake of which it was created. A budget item 
for such operating funds is in the hands of President Dykstra, although I have 
net yet heard whether it survived in the university budget. An inquiry from your



organization as to whether it is being considered would be helpful. 

fo give you a general idea of what the Arboretum is, I am loaning 
you a manuscript act yet published. I am also loaning you two articles from my 
library by Aust and Riis. These I do not consider to be very clear expositions, 
but they may help you a little. Kindly return these are your convenience. 

od cu This project lies in Door County and may be out of 
the region in ch you sre interested, but it is in the critical stage right now 
and the moral support of your organization would be valuable. It is an attempt to 
buy up 2 iadyslipper marsh which WPA was about to convert into a parking ground. 
The purchase is being effected through & corporation of local landowners. The 
financial burden doubtless belongs to people who live there or who summer there, 
but morel support from the Garden Club would be very much in order. You can get 
conplete details from lr. George Sieker, 46 Breese Terrace, Wadison. He may also 
have descriptive literature, hence 1 am sending him a copy of this letter with the 
request that he send you anything that is svailable. 

I am sorry that I mieapprehended your first letter. It was such a 
large order that I was unable to fill it. With Haskell's explanation, however, I 
now understand better what you need and I hope that the above suggestions may be 
of some use. 

I am sending a copy of this to Walter Scott of the Conservation Department 
since it may help him to answer his part of your inquiry. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alde Leopold 
ec W. B. Seott Professor of Wildlife Management 

J. ¥. Jackson 
George Sieker 
Haskell Noyes 

(Mrs. Swigart is president of the Green Tree Garden Club and also a member 
of the a Executive Committee on Conservation of the Garden Clubs of 

America. :
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December 10, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

» Dear Aldo: 

Last evening I was visiting with my sister-in-law, 
Mrs. Harry M. Swigart, and she showed me your letter of 
December 6th. 

Mrs. Swigart is President of the Green Tree Garden 
Club and also a member of the National Executive Committee 
on Conservation of the Garden Clubs of America, and she is 
very anxious to make a very complete report on various sub- 
jects before their National Convention which is in Houston, 
Texas next month. 

I am wondering, therefore, if you cannot be a little 
more definite than you were in your letter of the 6th, and 
make two or three or four specific recommendations as to 
bird sanctuaries, either song bird or game bird, and particu- 
larly in the southern part of the state. The Garden Club 
of America only has two Chapters in the state, one in Fox 
Point and River Hills, and one at Lake Geneva, so in order 
to make the plan effective, the recommendation should cover 
something in this’ general vicinity. If you can give this 
some further thought and write her again, I will appreciate 
it exceedingly. 

It has been quite a time since you and I have had a 

visit, and I am hoping that the next time you get to Milwaukee, 
you will arrange to see me and come out to the house for supper 
and spend the evening with us. 

With very best regards. 

aoe 

HN:LS = 

INSURANCE COUNSELORS — SAFETY AND RATING ENGINEERING



Copy to J. W. Jackson ; 

1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 18, 1938 

Mr. A. C. Steenburg 

Plainfield 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Steenburg: 

I remember our previous correspondence and I am 

ashamed that I have not yet gotten around to dropping in on 

“you at Plainfield, as I said I would. I do not entirely 

grasp your proposal but I shall utilize the next chance to 

see what Colonel Jackson can tell me about it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
aa Professor of Game Management
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Plainfield, Wis. : 
Jan. 13, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold < é 
Chair. of Game Management 
University of Wis. 3 ‘ 
Madison, Wis. é . 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It has been sometime since I bothered you with the idea that : 
the propogation of game might be handled to some extent on a 
livestock farm which would not only produce an income but would é 
be a source of pleasure to those interested. I have talked with . 
our local game warden, John Worden, and he has encouraged me : : 
and our mutual friend J. W. Jackson of Madison seems to be eS 
interested in that line. A very suitable tract is now offered 
and while we can hardly expect to progress or make any headway 
until next spring, Ur. Jackson has suggested that I should tell : 

' some of them about it and try to get some expression or reaction. 

Acting upon his advice I have prepared a few little story fl 
books ‘and when you have time I would very much appreciate it if 
you could look at one of these which I am mailing under separate 
cover and let us have a word from you. : 

We feel that it is very important that we have you with us. : 
That this is comething that should be done and that under the 
direction and management of a few good businessmen it will afford 
a profit as well as pleasure. ‘ 

We have the soil map,also a blueprint made by the engineers 
who took the levels and I will enclose a copy of the blue print 
which shows the surface levels. Will make a tracing of the soil 
map if you desire. May we have an expression from you? ete 

; Very cordially yours, 

; AS | 
A, U. Steenbude res : 
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S New Soils Building 
April 11, 1934 

Mr. A, ©, Steenburg 
Plainfield 
Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Steenburg: : ; 

No goverment money has as yet been allotted 

to Wisconsin or, as far as I know, to any other state 

and a¢cordingly all our efforts are stalled for the present, 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



a New Soils Building 
April 11, 1934 

Mr. A, 6, Steenburg 
Plainfield 
Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Steenburg: : : 

No goverment money has as yet béen allotted 

to Wisconsin or, as far as I kmow, to any other state 

and a¢cordingly all our efforts are stalled for the present, 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Mr, A, 0, Steenburg 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

: Dear Mr, Steenburg: 

My, Henika, Mr. Hansen, and Mr, Grange 
are the official representatives of the Conserva~ 
tion Department of the University, and will shortly 

make a report on marshes to be restored in your 
region, I am somewhat handicapped in giving you 
a definite reply until their report has been re- 
esived, 

; You may be assured that someone in 
authority will confer with interest local citizens 
before any final selections are made, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
AL/ gn Geme Manager



Plainfield, Wisconsin 
January 30, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

As the local representative of 5000 acres or more 

of land in this vicinity and mostly in the Leola Drainage 
District I am wanting to dispose of this land. I consid- 
er the North West portion adapted for the wild life refuge, 
and the other portion for agricultural purposes. 

We are needing bridges that can be used as dams in 
the drainage ditches for both purposes and I wovld like to 
arrange for a meeting in Madison for a project to put in 
put-da the necessary fire lanes and bridges to protect this 
land for the above mentioned purposes. 

I went over this land with J. A. McKenna, a U. S&S. 
representative, and also met with F. &. Henika, and one or 
two others from Madison who are now familiar with conditions 
in Leola Township, in Adams County. 

As aC. W. A. project this could be handled with 
the assistance of a C. C. C. Camp between February 15th and 
May 15th. 

Dams rightly placed are among Wisconsins needs. No- 
where can the public funds be placed to a better advantage. 

I want some of the land owners to meet with some one 
who has authority to consider the taking over of a part of 
this tract for wild life refuge and helping us to secure dams 
and water for the balanceswfor agricultural purposes. 

Wish we could have that meeting at once. 

Very cordially yours, 

Cre 
A. C. aad



1532 University Avenue 
Sal 3. 1936 

Mr. Judson ¥. Staplekamp 
First National Bank Building 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Staplekamp: 

I now have your question spotted in a general way. 
I am meh in favor of the public hunting area project, pro- 
vided we can stay clear of set~ups which are politically 
attractive but which we know in advance will not work. In other 
words, the project is fine if we will squarely face the limita- 
tions inherent in farmer-sportsmen organizations. 

Whether your particular project would rate as sound 
in my mind, I of course cannot say without hearing the details, 
preferably in person. I want to be at your service in questions 
of this kind, and as soon as the Wildlife Conference is over, 
I hope to attend some of the League meetings where this is be= 
ing discussed. Possibly we can go into detail there, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



TELEPHONE 3021 

Law OFFIcES 

dupson W. STAPLEKAMP 
First Nationat Bank BulLpbInGc 

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

JANUARY 
oi 

: 19 36 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
1552 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have your kind letter of January 29, 1936. 
I think that the proposal that we have under 
discussion is that made by by the state de- 
partment to the effect that certain acreage 
in this county will be set aside as public 
hunting acreage. Presumably this acreage will 
be open only during certain seasons, will be 
stocked by the state, and as far as we know 
some remuneration will be paid to the farmers 
by way of a fee on each bird or in some other 
manner. 

This problem originally came to our attention 
by reason of the fact that we understood the 
state department was consiering such proposal, 
in Kenosha County, although no definite plans 
had been made, and we desired to make a complete 
study from all angles so that our organization 
could make, if possible, some concrete and 
sensible suggestions regarding working out 
details. 

Sincerely yours, 

aurdtaps Tze ap bh ang 
JWS: Ed ‘JUDSON W. S APLEKAMP



1532 University Avenue 
January 29, 1936 

Mr. Judson W. Staplekamp 
First National Bank Building 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

: Dear Mr. Staplekamp: 

I em afraid I do not accurately understand what 
you mean by segregated shooting areas. If you ean define : 
the question a little bit more closely, I will be glad to _ 

send you anything that I have on it, 

You need not worry about copyright, since all 
available information here is at the disposal of anybody 
interested. It may be, of course, that I do not have any 
prepared material on the question. 

I appreciate the implied reliance on my advice, 
and also your gratifying remakrs about the Milwaukee 
Journal article. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



TELEPHONE 302) 

Law OFFICES 

Jupson W. STAPLEKAMP 
First Nationat Bann BulLpinc 

KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

JANUARY 
22 

19 36 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am again writing to ask a favor of you. 

At the last meeting of the Kenosha County Conservation Club, 
Inc., the question of segregated shooting arears in this 
locality came up for discussion. I understand that such 
discussion was prompted chiefly by the fact that the State 
Conservation Department is considering the experimental 
segregation of acreage for that purpose. 

It was the decision of the club membership that this subject 
was too vital to make a haphazard decision, and a committee 
was appointed to investigate all angles, and in so far as 
may be possible through the news columns of our local papers, 
inform the public generally of the facts in the case and 
attempt in that way to give the public more information so 
that we might ultimately act wisely. 

The committee has asked me to write to you requesting infor- 
mation in regard to this subject so that the committee may 
study the same. Also, if you are in a position to send such 
material, we should like to have you designate as to whether 
any part thereof can be used in our local newspaper. I pre- 
sume that a great deal of your literature is copyrighted and 
even though it were not copyrighted, we would not desire to 
use it without your permission. 

A great many of the sportsmen read with interest your splendid 
thesis in the Milwaukee Journal, but that does not have a 
wide enough distribution here to give the sportsmen generally 
a picture of the exact situation. 

Any recommendation that you might personally make would also 
be greatly appreciated by the committee. 

I might add that our last meeting was very well attended. We 
had over a thousand sportsmen in the Eagles Auditorium. Mr. 
Grimmer and Mr. Harrington of the State Conservation Department 
were down. We feel that we are making the people in this 
community conservation minded. 

Yours sincerely, 

JWS:Ed ZA



New Soils Building 
November 21, 1975 

Mr. Judson W, Staplekamp 
First National Bank Building . 
606 Pirty-sixth Street 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Staplekemp: 

I have just got back from Europe and wired you yesterday 
as follows: "Regret can't speak eleventh, Willing later. Letter," 

The principal reason for suggesting a postponement of 
date is that I am obligated to attend the Midwest Game Conference at 
Urbana, Illinois, and this comes so close to the eleventh that I 
would have to seramble to get back. Consequently I would mech prefer 
to comply with your suggestion at some later date when we can be more 
leisurely about it, . 

i would algo like a mach more definite idea of just how 
advanced your group is, and accordingly what material would be appro- 
priate, If you have any way to convey to me what material you have 
covered so far, I would be able to make an intelligent guess as to 
how to carry on. 

It of course goes without saying that I want to do whatever 

I can to contribute to your admirable undertaking. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ios In Charge, Game Research



JUDSON w. STAPLE KAMP 606 FIFTY-SIXTH STREET 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 

LAW OFFICES SUITE 12 

KENOSHA, WIS. 

NOVEMBER 
8 

+9 36 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager Res tin ehsete tMeriekh 
University of Wisconsin wana: Raut e feo 
Madison, Wisconsin Woulbanrg den. LI. 

: aoe 
Dear Dr. Leopold: devfolR_ 

I do not know if you recall the writer, but I remember 
meeting you at a dinner in Kenosha several years agoe 

Since that time, and largely through your inspiration, 
we have organized a conservation club in this county, 
which now numbers upwards of six hundred members. As a 
part of our program we contemplate holding a meeting 
during the latter part of this month or early December 
in one of the large auditoriums in the city to which we 
shall invite our membership, the teachers in all the 
schools, and the members of the school board. 

The purpose of this meeting is to create a general in- 
terest in conservation work, and particularly to dis- 
cuss its relationship with the new school program 
covering conservation which is now contemplated by law. 

We intend also to send personal invitations to some 
5200 sportsmen in this county and to as many of the 
farmers and school teachers in the county as possible. 
We naturally expect a large attendance. 

It was our hope that possibly we could secure you as 
the speaker for the evening, and, if possible, also 
make arrangements to have you spend the afternoon in 
Kenosha so that you could also address, shortly, a com- 
bined meeting of the High School and Junior High School 
students. This we desire also because of our intended 
movement of starting a Junior Conservation Club in the 
county and thus start the children out at an early age 
in learning the lessons of conservation. 

I think we could arrange the date much to suit your 
convenience. If it would be at all possible to secure 
you for that purpose, we should greatly appreciate ot, 
and I know it would be of tremendous value to our com- 
munity. 

Yours very sincerely, 

JWS:EJ ce) 0. aplhenge—



New Soils Building 
November 12, 1935 

Mr, Judson W, Staplekamp 
Suite 12 
First National Bank Building 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Staplekamp: 

Due to the absence of Mr. Leopold, I am 
acknowledging your letter of November 8, 

Mr, Leopold has been in BZurope for the past 
few months studying game management methods over there, 
He is now on his way home, however, and will probably 
be in Madison sometime next week, He will no doubt 
write you about the speaking date as soon as possible 
after his return, 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr, Leopold



JUDSON Ww. STAPLE KAMP 606 FIFTY-SIXTH STREET 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 

LAW OFFICES SUITE 12 

KENOSHA, WIS. 

NOVEMBER 
14 

1935 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention Vivian Horn 

Dear Madam: 

I have your letter of November 12, 1955 in 
which you advise me that Dr. Leopold is in 
Europe and will probably be back in Madison 
sometime next week. 

We have tentatively set the date for our meet- 
ing as December 11,1955. The reason we have 
done so is because of our ability to secure 
the largest and most convenient meeting place 
in the city at that time. We anticipate that 
we should have an audience of 1500 to 2000 
people and hence we wish to have the best 
place available. 

I should like to hear as soon as possible as 
to whether we could possibly secure Dr. Leopold 
as set forth. Many of his friends in Kenosha 
ere extremely anxious to have him come and we 
certainly feel that his presence will add 
greatly to the success of this meeting. 

Yours sincerely, 

JWS:E Que W. STAPLEKAMP 7
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= Thin Ee 

New Soils Building 
August 2, 1934 

Mr. Ernest Swift 
Hayward f 
Wisconsin 

Dear Ernest: 

I rather gathered from our talk that you would like to do 
some reading on the technical side of game management, and possibly on 
conservation questions in general, If so, I wish you would make as 
much use of me as you wish in putting you in touch with worthwhile 

material. 

The best way to start would be for you to let me show you my 
library sometime while you are in Madison, and we could then make a 
Plan for you to build up a library of your own, This does not necessarily 
involve buying books, ‘The most valuable material is available without 
charge provided one knows where to get it when it first comes out. — 

In connection with the fire lane question and the possible 
effect on the buck ratio, there is a publication which appeared last 

: week which I would suggest you send for, Send to the Senate Committee on 
Conservation of Wild Life Resources, Washington, and ask for a copy of 
Shepard's "Notes on German Game Managenent," 

It was pleasant to have another visit with you and I am writing 
this letter simply to tell you that I am at your service for any work of 
this kind, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Alevh



New Soils Building 
: dune 27, 193% 

Mr, John H. Steonis : 
Div, of Land Boonomic Inventory 
State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin $ 

Dear Mr. Steenis: 

I mst apologize for having kept your paper so : 
long. It got turied until I cleaned up my desk to go on 
a field trip, As I understand it, this is the write-up 
for your report, If the report is to be written mainly 
as a seientific document, then I think you have covered 
too moch ground. What you are contributing is data on the 
comparative density of the various species and the assoct- 
ation between these densities and plant types, As a 
scientific paper, your write-up would be more convineing if 
it took care only of these points and analyzed them more 
thoroughly. 

If, however, your write-up has to be porular, 
then I suppose you mst ramble all over the whole field of 

: management, 

This judgment of the paper may be defective be- 
cause the tables and maps were not available at the time I 
read it. If you can use me further in completing the paper, 
I will be glad to help you all I can, I will be in the 
field until July 8, 

The mamscript is enclosed herewith, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 
Enel,



a 
April 13, 193 

Mr, H, R. Sterrett 
' 1326 North 18th St, 

Milwenkee, Wisconsin 

: : Dear Mr, Sterrett: 

Professor Graber has sent me your letter of 
. April 9, and I am in hearty accord with your sugzestion 
that the crow may be an important influence in control- 
ling white grubs. ; 

I suggested to Professor Graber recently that 
it might be well worth while to determine the degree of 
this influence by a special investigation in the worst 
white grub areas. lIven if this is not done, I am certain 
that any wholesale methods for crow control, mch as 
dynamite, gas, and heavy bounties, are inadvisable in 
Wisconsin at the present time, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Research 

Alyn 

Copy to Prof. Graber : :
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AGRONOMY DEPARTMENT 

April 12, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Bldg. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I am sending you a letter from Dr. H. J, Sterrett, 1526 

North 18th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. I think you will find it 

very interesting. Apparently huis are much like your own. 

Sincerely yours, 

LFG/LEM Professor of Agronomy.
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= New Soils Building 
February 13, 193} 

de %, Swent, Direstor 

Yocational Sehool : 
Beaver Dam, Wis, 

‘ Dear Mr, Swants 

TY would like very much to speak to your ~~ 
Glass, vot I om afraid I cannot sneace te be there : 
on Yebruary 22. ‘This is because.of « reach echadule 
for the entire vrosent month, Later on in the year 
I might be able to accept a fixe? encarement, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
' In Charge, Game Research 

AL/m.s : :



of BEAVER DAM, WIS. =. 
yN “Prepare for Life 

J. F. SWANT, Director 

February 8, 1934 

Professor Ald Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Wisconsin Conservation Commission has re- 
commended you to us as the proper authority and person 
to speak to us on game management and planning at 
our class in Conservation of Natural Resources which 
is held on each Thursday evening. 

First I will atempt to give you some idea as to 
what we are doing. We have a class in adult education 
in conservation. In this class at the present time there 
are 116 enrolled. These people are attending regularly. 
The class deals with the development of the natural 
resources pertaining to our lake and locality. We are 
dependent upon people with experience and knowledge 
pertaining to the subjects that have been selected to 
put across the ideas and discussions. 

Up to the present time we have had three meetings. 
Mr. Grimmer, Mr. Kipp and Mr. Webster of the Wisconsin 
Conservation Department have been the speakers of the 
evening. Tonight we are to have with us Mr. Clyde B, 
Terrell, Naturalist, from Oshkosh, 

If it is possible for us to make an appointment 
with you for February 22, it will be greatly appreciated. 
I will state that this is a new experiment in the field 
of adult education and because of such we have no budget 
set up for this at present; everyone so far has donated 
their service. We will, however, try to take care of 
traveling expenses. 

If you accept our invitation, by recommendation 
of the Conservation department wé will be glad to submit 
to you the details for a talk. We would like to have you 
tell us the facts and findings that have been brought 
about connected with our situation and what can be done 
as to carrying out the plans in planning and management.



of BEAVER DAM, WIS. “ io 
Prepare for Life 

J. F. SWANT, Director 

Professor Leopold - 2 2=8=354 

Hoping that I may hear from you soon, and that 
we may be favored with your acceptance of this invitation. 

Very truly yours, 

ae 
Vocational Education 

JFS: gr
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New Soils Building 
Medigon, Wisconsin 
dJemuary 16, 1934 

Ur. Wm. J. BH. Strong 
Research Engineer 
641 Glawch Street 
Beloit, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Strong: 5 

 £ hawe mow had a meeting with the committee and am sorry 
te report to you ani General Inmel that there appears to be 
ee Se eS eo aan.” tae ee ee 
Climatic research, or for research, sare oe seen 
of common sense this is, of course, an absurd situation, 
from tho legal standpoint I see no immediate way around it. ; 

I om awere thet are interested in a possible position 
watet Uke wath, on Well on th tho abla tate Sur ante wens 
Baving been in the same situation mysolf for a year and a half, 

I think no further explanstion 4s nesesaary. 

3 hee Sots Carlen vety wikl, and 5 ain be SELL bo ceneatietts 
er ee, ee w against the same legal ties 

as I om. 

All of the mbove coment refers to the finsncing of a 
Olimatic research project oul of tho funds of the Migratory Bird 
Committee. Ae to OWS funds, I am afraid this preject is too long 
and. too dep to malo 16 wortluzhile to begin it on the besis of 
ee A= Seka’ fue aot on 

eumateh the ponetuhittdes of fn aabiena’ veevareh acmnell. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/gn Game Monagex



641 Church Sst Beloit Wisconsin 

Jan 13th 1934 

Aldo Leopold Ph D 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 

New Soils Bldg 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Dr Leopold : 

Thank you very much for your letter of Jan 10th and for the reference 

to the article concerning peat growth in the Erie Basin. I have read it with 

interest but as my comments might too long for letter space I will postpone re- 5 

marks until a more opportune time. 

It was a very great pleasure to meet you and I appreciate your spirit 

and your tact and courtesy. As I visited Madison to "get a job” I shall cer- 

tainly be most happy to serve in any capacity for which I may pe fitted if, as, 

and/or when an opening presents itself. 

Meantime I am mentioning the idea whenever possible and am confident, 

and I think rightly so that shortly the subject of aridity will begin to attract 

attention and become a primary objective for study. 

Bob Becker of the Chgo Tribune has advised me that the Secretary for 

the Big Game Conference soon to be held in New York City is 

Seth Gordon 
Investment Bldg 

Washington 

and I very mch wish you might attend that Conference so as to properly present 

the idea of a sympathetic combination of the purchase of "marginal lands," (and 

among these shall be included marsh and slough basins), the conserving of water 

bird and other wild life, and the retarding of the processes producing lessened 

precipitation. Perhaps you do not need Mr Gordon's address and anyway I am 

writing him concerning you as per the enclosed letter copy. I would ask your 

permission before doing this were the time not too short. 

With best wishes 

I an 

Very cordially yours 

LEGG 
Wm J #H Strong 

Research Engineer



: ny & ; SNS CESS neal Ste Fo aaes Ce eee ee oe eae DE eet a 

Box 595 Chicago . 
~ “Jan 15th 1934 

Beth Gordon Esq é a 
Secretary Wild Life Conference ; ; 
Investment Bldg 3 

Washington BG ; : ; 

My dear Ur Gordon ; ; 

My Bod Becker of the Chicago Tribune has kindly given me your address. 3 

fhe semi-aridity and even aridity facing considerable areas in the United 
States has become serious and is attracting the attention of thoughtful men. This 
is a condition which has a direct bearing on wild life and geme propagation and any 
fands expended in overcoming or even combatting euch ari@ity should very directly 
also have an important effect on game. : 

Therefore should you couple the question of increasing aridity with the 
proper preservation of game in your program in a discreet manner you would no doubt 
be able to secure much largertotals of public funds the expenditure of which with 
right supervision would benefit game than you would get on the plea for wild life alone. 

For instance : General Ralph NH Immel the very wmecually competent Director | 
of the Visconsin Conservation Comission would like to see the dried up lakes, marshes s{'& 
sloughs and also the drained lakes, marshes, and sloughs bought up by the Government — 
in tho retirement of marginal lands as now projected. Then efforts might be made to — 
restore to these areas the formor normal condition of moisture. “he few remaining 

- marshes and low lands still under water or at least in a normal condition of moieture — 
would also be bought ani woudl immediately be available for wild life and game bird = g 
conservation without costing a. cent of initial outlay from the very restricted %18,000,90; 
which I understand has been set aside from the Public Funds for wild life conservation. — 
This same idea is applicable to other States and I believe you will at once appreciate 
ite important application to the work of the\coming Conference. : ee 

Tf it is m§&b too late to include this mubject in your program and yon desire | 
to do so If would suggest Dr Aldo Leopold, Wniversity of Wisconsin College of Agriculture 
New Soile Bldg, Madison, Wisconsin, Game Menager of Wisconsin, who works with Ceneral 
Imnel and who would place before your Conference in a most scholarly end meterful 

. manner the intimate comection between wild life, aridity, end reforestation as well as 
soil erosion. You would have a treat and should be able as a result to secure much | 
larger amounts of appropriations of funds for the benefit of wild life then you would _ 
otherwise secure. One thing is certain : Unless the normal conditions of moisture | 

‘Gan be restored to the areas now increasingly becoming arid forest fires will destroy — 
86 much as to practically abort reforestry im those areas. A practical working Imowl- 
edge of the causes of aridity might be hed with a study of but 1° months te 2 years 
and covering tree rings and the analysis of precipitation. ( : Sse 

: My life long interest in wild life and all forms of conservation of our natural 
: resources leads me to hope that you will find the above suggestion worth while if you 

do not already have it sufficiently covered in your program and in your inner councils. — 

ee Very cordislly yours ee 

. oe es LAE OR a 
Cin TF Stherg (esearch Engineer) 

- TS ates, athe tee Mee Sh aaaeu eee arate Sak oe: ALO Ray oor ane eee er



New Soils Building 

Jamary 10, 1934 

Mr. J. H. Strong 
641 Church Street 
Beloit, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Strong: 

The description of the use of pollen in peat bogs 

for deciphering past climates is contained in the following ref- 

erence: 

Sears, Paul B. and Janson, Eleie. “The rate of 
peat growth in the Erie Basin." Meology, Vol. XIV, 
Wo. 4, October, 1933, pp. 349-355. 

I was greatly interested in your presentation yesterday 

and if I can get any encourazement in Washington on undertaking a 

climatic research project, I shall doubtless want to commnicate 

with your further. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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MANITOWOG Manitowoc,Wis.U.S.A. BENTiEVS-UNIVERSAL TRADE 

Nov. 22, 1933 

Mr. Alda Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I trust that you can yet recall the writer though it 
has been some time since our last personal contact 
together. 

The big question of the moment is whether our Walton 
League Chapter can have you with us for a talk to us 
at our next meeting, Thursday, December 14, and if 
so, what this committment might cost our Chapter. 

For nearly two years, we have been conducting some 
very interesting meetings and getting out from 30 to 
50 for attendance. This has been accomplished by 

starting off with a fine dinner (feed) out in one of 

our natural parks beginning at 6:30 P. M. and through 

to about 10:30 P. M. with a good time had by all in 

attendance. 

Our Chapter is probably similar to a lot more around 

the country in that we are working to retain and 
spread the interest in conservation but having very 

little in the way of finances with which to work. 

With kind regards and awaiting an early reply to this 

preliminary inquiry, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Archie W. Storms, 
801 North 5th St., 
Manitowoc, Wis. 

LR. , 

e Alumi Use Aluminum for Wholesome Cooki 
MES OUR PY Heats fast Cleans Easily iehion



New Soils Building 
November 24, 1933 

Mr. Archie ¥. Storms : 
801 North 5th street ‘ é 

: Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Storms: 

I have two courses in game management starting 
Jamary 1 and I am obliged to devote all the intervening time 
to their preparation. If it were not for this I would be 
delighted to accept your invitation to speak on December 14. 

I em afraid I will be tied up by daily classes and 
with preparations for daily classes until May. After that I 
will be at your disposal. 

I. remember our previous meeting very pleasantly and 
hope I shall get to see you again before lone. 

Sincerely yours, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

Game Manager 

AL/vh



Soils Building 
November 9, 1933 

Mr. W. C. Stanton ; f 
Spring Hill Cottages 
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Stanton: ; ys I 

‘ ‘ JI have no information as to the lime require- 
ments of aquatic duck foods. eptta be 

We Ie Mo&tee, in his Bulletin Now 465.-(Us 's. 
Department ‘of Agriculture, 1917) entitled "Propagation 

> ofcWild Duck Poods," mentions the alkali; resistance of 
several plants, but not their lime requirements. 

Siku. he “There are two men in the United States who 
‘might kmow the answer to your question: Drs %. L. MeAtee, 
U. & Biological Survey, Washington, D. C., and Mr. Clyde 
Terrell, Terrell's Aquatic Game Farms, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 
I would suggest that you write them, and I regret that I 
cannot give you any enlightensent. 

mo 5 Yours sincerely, 

\ ALDO LEOPOLD 
\ ‘ 5 Game Manager



11/7/33 

Mr. W.C. Stanton, 
Spring Hill Cottages, 
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir; ; 

Your letter of November 1, with question 

relative to the comarative values of marl testing 90% and 

lime of the same test, received, 

t Ifyou are using marl as“a source of lime for 

alfalfa on your land, I would say that it is equally as god 

as pulverized limestone, In fact, the reaction of the marl 

with soil acids is a little faster than pulverized limestone. 

The chief difficulty is getting uniform distribution and get- 

ting the lumps pulverized. I have no information as to the 

need for lime for these water or pond plants. 

I am referring your letter to Prof. Aldo 

Leopold, who may be able to give you some information along 

this line. .- : : 

I em unable to advise you as: to how it will 

be possible to keep your marl from freezing solid. Had the 

marl been piled during the summer period, it vould have un- 

doubtedly dried out sufficiently to prevent freezing solid, 

and could have been handled, even though frozen, during the 

winter period. That is a local problem which you will have 

to figure out for yourself. i ee 

ery tru 4 / / 

CIC: MB 6.7) coe) 
~ Ext. Go, Sots”
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—— THE DELLS OF THE WISCONSIN RIVER | 
DELLS BOAT CO. Dells. In a deep, wooded, natural amphitheatre near Stand 

SPRING HILL COTTAGES RIVERVIEW BOAT LINE SCHEDULE Rock the tribesmen gather nightly as their forefathers did 
(Housekeeping or Non-Housekeeping) Upper DELLS—A 15 mile trip of 3} hours by motor boats Years ago. _The beat of the tom-tom, the wild war songs, 

Spring Hill Cottages, new, well built and modern in every or steamers Apollo or Winnebago, stopping to visit all inter- the unfamiliar measures of the dance, reincarnate the primi- 
respect, are located on Highways 16 and 23, Completely esting points with guides. Boats leave Kilbourn daily at 7:30 tive days of the Indian. Traditional costumes, songs and equipped for housekeeping purposes, linen, silver, dishes and a. m. and every 30 minutes thereafter. Fave, $1.50. ceremonial are here preserved from encroaching oblivion. 
cooking utensils. Maid service included whether rented for Lower DELLS— An 8 mile trip of 14 hours Bosts leave Steamers leave every evening at 7:30 and return at 10:45 
housekeeping or non-housekeeping. Putting greensandten- every 30 minutes from 7:30 a. m. till5 p.m. Fare, 75c. from July 1 to September 2. Fare, $1.50. a 
nis courts on the grounds. Each cottage has two or three Free bus service to boats for Lower Dells. For further information and special service write: 
bedrooms, private bath, hot and cold running water, glass en- a a < 
closed sunporch which may be changed to kitchen if desired, FAMOUS INDIAN CEREMONIAL PAGEANT Riverview Boat Line 
and garage service. Rates for any number of persons, $3.50 Cvlorful, vivid, exciting, the Winnebago Indian Ceremonial Kilbourn, Wisconsin 
per day or $20.00 per week per bedroom. Dance will be one of the bright spots in your memory of The Phones 158 or 100 

The Dells should be on the itinerary of every auto tour through the state. 

i The Dells Season— May 1 to November 1 . peat al ee 
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Genial hospitality, courtesy and helpful direction is our spirit and purpose, that all visitors may fully enjoy the beauties of The Dells and their sojourn among us.
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